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SIXTH ANNUAL EXCURSION.

The members of the above Society had their Sixth Annual Excur-

sion to the West Riding of Yorlcshire on \\'ednesday and Thursday,

13th and 14th x\ugust, 1890, assembhng at the Ship Hotel, Skipton,

about noon on Wednesday. Here a substantial luncheon had been

provided for the party through the generous hospitality of the Right

Hon. Lord Hothfield, of Skipton Castle. Upwards of twenty gen-

tlemen sat down to the repast, over which Mr James Watt, of the

firm of Little and Ballantyne, nurserymen, Carlisle, presided, Mr
John Balden, sen., Dilston, occupying the vice-chair. After

luncheon, the Chairman, on behalf of the members, expressed their

indebtedness to the noble lord, who had so kindly given them that

entertainment, and returned thanks for the elegant and substantial

luncheon which had been provided for them. (Applause.) He
was sure they were very grateful to the noble lord for the way in

which he had received them, not only providing for the inner man,
but throwing open his castle and grounds to them, and giving in-

structions to Mr Ross, his agent, to make the visit agreeable to them
all.—Mr A. Ross, sub-agent to Lord Hothfield, expressed the extreme

regret of Mr R. B. Barrett, head agent to his lordship, that owing to

a previous engagement he was unable to be present in person. He
thanked the Society for the kind expressions to which the Chairman
had given utterance in reference to Lord Hothfield—(applause)

—

and proceeded to read a letter from Sir Mathew Wilson, Eshton
Hall, stating that he should be glad to see the party at Eshton Hall

that afternoon. (Applause.)

SKIPTON CASTLE.

Rain fell heavily at intervals during the day, and when the party

set out for Skipton Castle, which overlooks the town, it was amidst

a drenching pluvial descent, from which they sought protection



under waterproofs, greatcoats, and umbrellas. The name "Skipton'

is supposed to be derived from the Saxon sceap, a sheep. In

Domesday Book and in ancient charters it is spelt Sciptone, Seep-

tone, or Scepletone ; and the name is believed to have arisen from
the extensive sheep tracts which at one time existed in this district.

At the time of the Norman Conquest it belonged to Earl Edwin,
one of the Saxon Thanes, from whom it was taken by the Master-

ful William, being subsequently conferred on Robert de Romille,

one of his Nomian followers. This Baron built Skipton Castle,

and elevated the pastoral village to the dignity of a town. It is

now a substantially-luiilt market town, its principal streets re-

sembling ver}' closely the formation of the letter Y, and
exhibiting ever)' appearance of material prosperity. Over the

outer entrance to the castle, which seems to have been a place of

great strength, the walls being from nine to twehe feet thick, is the

word " Desormais," signifying endurance through futurity. The
western doorway to the inner castle, a semi-circulav arch, springing

from square piers, is about all that remains of Romille's struc-

ture ; but a number of massive round towers, forming a quad-
rangular court, date back to the time of Edward II., when they

were built by Robert de Clifford, to whom the castle and estates

were transferred in 131 1. At that time, we are told, arable land

was let in Craven at rod per acre, and pasture land at 4d. From
131 1 down to the present time Skipton Castle has, with the ex-

ception of an attainder which followed the defeat of the Lancastrian

party, to which the Cliffords allied themselves, remained in the

hands of the descendants of the first Robert de Clifford. On
entering the inner courtyard we were confronted by a venerable

yew, 500 years old, measuring 6 ft. 10 in. in circumference 5 feet

above the base, and rising 20 feet before branching out. Entering

the castle, we resigned ourselves entirely to the guide. There are

two doors to every room, and no room is on the same level as

another. Our resignation was therefore compulsory rather than

voluntary, and though there was much to interest us in what we
saw and what we heard, our progress from room to room, from

basement to roof and from roof to dungeon, the latter cut out of

the solid rock and walled up, was so tortuous and deceptive that

no one, unless told by the guide, ever knew exactly where he was

or whither he was being led. In one of the rooms Ceneral Lam-
bert's chair was pointed out. This reminded us that the castle

sustained a siege of three years during the civil wars which ended
in the execution of Charles I. After its surrender to the Parlia-

mentary Army, of which Lambert was a general, on the 22nd of

December, 1645, '^ ^^'^'' ordered to be demolished. It was repaired

in 1657-8 by Lady Anne Clifford. The room in which we found

General Lambert's chair was also associated with the name of Fair

Rosamond. She was the mistress of Henry II., and a Clilfcjrd,

and is said to have been poisoned by Henry's wife. Another room



contained Queen Mary's chair. Here the unfortunate Scottish

Queen rested for two or three days while passing through the

country. Leaving the older portion of the castle, we next visited

the more modern range of buildings which now form the residence

of Lord Hothfield, and were shown some fine old tapestry. The
grand staircase is of oak, polished, and the furniture in the hand-

some drawing room is almost exclusively made of the same wood.

On the castle terrace there is a splendid avenue of English syca-

mores, growing at an altitude of 350 feet above sea level. Their

average height is 70 feet, with an average of 26 feet bole. One of

them measured 10 ft. i in. in circumference 5 feet from the base,

and another was 10 ft. 7 in. at the .same height from the ground.

ESHTON H.\LL,

The sky was still overcast when we entered our conveyances and

drove off to Eshton Hall. Presently the rain again descended,

rattling on our umbrellas like hailstones, and forming tiny .streams

along the yellow waterproof covers which protected our knees.

The land is all laid down to pasture, and some of the hills are

clothed with wood almost to their summits. The undulating

character of the pastures and the rapid succession of hill and dale,

of wood and water, imparted a picturesqueness to the wide-stretch-

ing landscape which even the persistent rain and the gloomy skies

could not prevent us from admiring, and in due course we arrived

at the seat of Sir Mathew Wilson. Eshton Hall is a stately man-

sion, standing on a gentle eminence facing the north-east. The
fore-ground and environs are finely wooded. Sharper Hill, rising

to a height of 1,000 feet, and resembling in its outlines the famous

Arthur's Seat at Edinburgh, touches the sky-line away to the north-

east, and forms a grand background to a fair picture of woodland

and pastoral scenery. The Hall was rebuilt in 1826, but the

manor was purchased in 1680, from Sir Robert Bundlows, by an

ancestor of Sir Mathew, who is described on a mural tablet as a

merchant clothier, of Coleman Street, London, and the son of

Robert and Alice Wilson, of Kendal. Sir Mathew himself formerly

represented the West Riding in Parliament, and was knighted by

Mr Gladstone. A statue has been erected to him in one of the

main streets of Skipton. He is over eighty years of age, and some-

what frail, as might be expected, but though the weather was

uninviting he came outside and welcomed us with the true cor-

diality of an English gentleman, remarking that he had only one

regret, and that was that it was a very bad day for our visit. He
engaged in a brief but animated conversation with Mr Watt and

Mr Ross, and, on the suggestion of the latter, kindly consented to

become a member of the Society. We then proceeded to view the

grounds, being joined by Mr A. J. Temple, the head gardener,

who spared no pains to make our visit pleasant and instructive.



The timber grown on this estate is chiefly ash, ehn, and sycamore,

but the a^h predominates. The common sycamore, however, grows

better here than any of the other timber trees, and what perhaps is

of no less importance from a commercial point of view, it com-

mands the best price in the market. In the vicinity of the gardens

and hot houses, which were in excellent order, we saw some good

specimens of Thitjopsis borealis, an Irish juniper, 30 feet high ; an

American Arbor vitcB, about the same height ; a variegated thorn

which, we were told, blooms so profusely in the spring as to present

the appearance of being covered with a mantle of snow ; one of

the variegated varieties of Turkey oak ; a pure specimen of the

evergreen oak ; and a splendid birch of the common variety.

Most of these trees are about sixty years old. In another part of

the grounds we observed a specimen of the WeU'uigtonia giganiea,

and a very good specimen of the Spanish pine, the latter being 50

feet high, measuring 52 inches round the bole 5 feet from the base,

and 64 inches just above the base. Close to the hall we found a

yellow-flowering chestnut, and on leaving the grounds we dis-

covered three elms and a sycamore enarched. Beside this

curious growth was an old larch which was computed to contain

about 90 cubic feet of timber. A large number of crabs and

thorns are growing in the grounds, and we can well believe that

when these are in bloom the effect must be very striking amidst the

surrounding foliage. Driving back to Skipton by a different route,

we crossed the Leeds and Liverpool canal, pausing as we did so to

view a canal boat passing through the locks.

THE DINNER.

The members sat down to dinner at the Ship Hotel at half-past

six o'clock. Mr J.vmes Watt, J. P., of the firm of Little and
Ballantyne, nursery and seedsmen, Carlisle, occupied the chair,

and Mr John Balden, sen., land agent, Dilston, Corbridge-on-

Tyne, officiated as vice-chairman. There were also present—Mr
John Graham and Mrs Graham, Findon Cottage, Durham ; Mr
Archibald Ross, sub-agent to Lord Hothfield, Skipton Castle

;

Mr John Mitchell, forester to His Grace the Duke of Devonshire,

Bolton Al)bt;y ; Mr James Mitchell, forester and steward, Frystone,

Ferrybridge ; Mr R. E. Anderson, forester to C. S. Roundell, Esq.,

Gledstone, Skipton ; Mr Robert T. Collins, forester to His Grace

the Duke of Sutherland, Trcntham, Stafford • Mr F. Collins, jun.,

Chester ; Mr \\illiam Forbes, forester to S. C. Lister, Esq.,

Swinton, Masham, Yorkshire ; Mr Joseph D. Coxon, forester,

Alnwick Park, Alnwick, Northumberland ; Mr Robert Robinson,

forester to the Kev. John Burdon, Castle Eden, Duiham ; Mr
William Fell, nurseryman, and Mr John R. lirown, nursery man-

ager, Hexham ; Mr John. W'm. Robson, nurseryman, Hexham
;

Councillor W. Davidson, South Shields ; Mr Thomas Vasey, land



agent, South Shields; Mr Barnard Cowan, superintendent of Westoe

Cemetery, South Shields ; Mr John Balden, jun., land agent,

Hexham ; Mr A. J. Temple, head gardener to Sir Mathew ^Vilson,

Bart., Eshton Hall ; Mr John Davidson, secretary and treasurer,

Haydon Bridge ; Mr T. Gibson, journalist, South Shields ; Mr
Daniel Poison, official reporter, &c. After dinner,

The Chairman, in proposing " The Queen," said he had no

doubt they would all agree with him that there were no members

of any scientific society more loyal to Her Majesty the Queen than

the members of the English Arboricultural Society. (Hear, hear.)

He would ask them to begin the after-dinner proceedings by pro-

posing Her Majesty's good health. (Applause.) He did not

know any forester in England or Scotland who paid more attention

to his woods than did Her Majesty the Queen. He did not know
any one who offered hospitality more readily to associations of this

kind. Two years ago, for instance, the Scottish Arboricultural

Society was entertained by Her Majesty. He had the honour of

being one of the party, and enjoyed her hospitality, which was

unbounded. Her woods were a great sight to be seen. Her
Majesty set an example worthy of imitation to all classes of society,

and he was sure they would join with him in drinking long lite,

health, and prosperity to her. (Applause.)

The Chairman next proposed " His Royal Highness the Prince

of Wales, the Princess of ^\'ales, and the other members of the

Royal Family." He believed His Royal Highness was equally as

praiseworthy a forester as his mother. As he knew. His Royal

Highness had planted hundreds of acres at Sandringham. He
hoped it might be long before the Prince of Wales was called upon

to occupy his mother's position as sovereign of this country, but

when he did he (the chairman) was sure he would be looked upon

as a wise and prudent king, and that he would hold the reins of

constitutional government with safety to the country. (Applause.)

Mr William Fell said that the toast which had just been put

into his hands was one to which, he was afraid, he should scarcely

be able to do justice, as it was not an every-day toast, and it was

one that deserved some little consideration before an attempt was

made to put it before an assembly like this. The gentlemen v»'hom

he had the pleasure of proposing to them were His Grace the

Duke of Devonshire and the Right Honourable Lord Hothfield.

(Applause.) He need not say to an intelligent assembly like this

that these two names were names to conjure with—names that

were known throughout the length and breadth of the land—but

he would only deal just now, for a very few minutes, with what

particularly interested themselves as a Society in reference to these

names. He need not remind them how much they were indebted

to the proprietors in the country who from time to time threw



open their grounds to this Society. That day they had not had
very pleasant weather—quite the opposite—but notwithstanding

that, they had certainly enjoyed themselves thoroughly. They had
been very much interested at Skipton Castle. They could not but

be interested in that old castle, and when he went through the

older portion of it he could not help feeling that he was an Eng-
lishman—not an Englishman living in the Cromwellian period,

but an Englishman living in the Victorian period. However much
they admired the worthies of the past, they could not help feeling

regret and sorrow at the amount of rudeness displayed in the

punishment of their prisoners of war, of which they had a mar-

vellous illustration that day. They felt very much indebted as a

Society that day to Mr Ross for the very able, kind, and instructive

manner in which he had conducted them over the grounds. He
had not the pleasure of knowing the name of the good lady who
conducted them over the castle, else he would have had much
pleasure in mentioning it. She certainly manifested great anxiety

to show them everything that was worth seeing in the castle and
that was of interest to them. He could not say anything particular

of Bolton Abbey that day, as he had not seen it yet. That was a

pleasure they had in store on the morrow, but he was quite sure

they would be equally interested with it as with Skipton Castle and
Eshton Hall, and he trusted they would have line weather, and would

enjoy themselves even better than they had that day. He asked

them to drink to the health of His Grace the Duke of Devonshire

and Lord Hothfield. (Applause.)

The toast was drunk with musical honours.

Mr Joiix MiTCHKLL responded for His Grace the Duke of

Devonshire.

Mr Ross responded ft)r Lord Hothfield.

The Chairman, in proposing the toast of the evening, " Suc-

cess to the English Arboricultural Society," said he should

have been glad had he known he was to make any remarks

about it that evening, so that he might have put a few notions

together in anticipation, but as he should couple this toast with

the name of the secretary, he had no doubt that gentleman would

be able to give them a good deal of information as to the doings of

the Society during the past year. But speaking of the work of

arboricultural .societies generally, he thought that at present there

was a favourable opportunity for both this and the Scottish Society

pressing home to the I?oard of Agriculture the desirability of

acquiring some portion of the money that had been handed over

to them from the surplus of the drink traftir. The Local Taxation

Bill having been thrown out, a certain sum was placed at the

disposal of Mr (ioschen, and he applied that in most cases to the
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relief of the cost of education in England, Scotland, and \VaIes.

Now, he did not know any education that would be more advan-

tageous to this country than a school of forestry for the education

of young foresters. (Hear, hear.) His own opinion was that

forestry in this country would become a great question. This

country would and must be a residential country in the future, and

before they could make it a residential country they must clothe

it with timber ; they must adorn it, and make it attractive in every

way. He had sometimes thought that if the County Councils that

had recently been established in this country had any mission in

life at all it ought to be, in his opinion, at all events, to make the

country districts more attractive, to find occupation for surplus

labour, and to develope the resources of the country in such a

manner as municipal corporations in great cities had done during

the last half century. He need not tell them that during Her
Majesty's reign the improvements that have been brought to large

cities by the Municipal Corporations Act had been of very great

advantage, but the time had come when he thought that decen-

tralisation was as much wanted as centralisation was some years

ago, and he believed that if the County Councils were approached

by such societies as this they would be willing to consider whether

they should assist arboriculturists in their various evolutions. He
had ho doubt in his own mind that, if the County Councils would
continue to conduct themselves throughout England as they had
done, their powers in the future would be so large that they would

be enabled to do anything they thought fit in each county. He
believed that an association of this kind was of great advantage to

the industry with which it was connected or from which it sprang
;

but he also thought that they themselves ought to be more educa-

tional than they were. It was all very well to come to see Lord
Hothfield, and enjoy his noble hospitality, and drive through

those magnificent woods ; but he doubted very much that they

were fulfilling their mission by resting contented with that. He
thought it was their duty to recommend those in charge of woods
or property to consider whether it was not wise to introduce new
kinds of timber, and whether it was right to go on planting the

same old sorts of Scotch fir, and spruce, and larch, and sycamore,

and so on. No doubt these men had proved certain kinds of

timber, but we had a great many varieties of timber trees introduced

into this country during the last five and twenty years which might
or might not be to the advantage of a particular district if they

were partially introduced. He did not expect that any represent-

ative of any estate would launch out a large sum of money in order

to benefit an association of this kind, but he thought if our
foresters on large estates were to begin and introduce the newer
kinds of trees as ornamental trees, they might beautify the country,

and, at the same time, increase the value of the properties with

which they were connected. He thought that was one of the



things this Association should look to. There were many other

things he might draw attention to, but he thought he had already

detained them too long, and the secretary would be able to answer
their questions and give them further information. It was a young
association, and he believed it had done its work fully as well as

its sister society at the same age. He believed its finances, at all

events, were sounder that day than those of similar societies had
l)een at the same period of their history. They had that day
added to their list of members the name of a gentleman who was
an ornament to the people of England, and he hoped the Society

would go on and flourish, and that when this generation should

j)ass away the English Arboricultural Society would stand up as a

Society that had done much good, and would be looked up to as

a pledge of all that was beautiful and all that was good, and all

that was interesting in connection with land in this country.

(Applause.) He coupled the toast with the name of the secretary.

Mr John Davidson, in responding, said it was a great pleasure

to him to rise and respond to the toast that they had just drunk.

Of course, as he dared say all of them would somewhat realise,

there had been a rather great responsibility resting upon him
during the last fortnight or three weeks. He did not know that

he had lost very much sleep over it, because he had had to work
too hard for that—(laughter)—but at any rate it had been a source

of very great anxiety. He felt that the Society had either to rise

or fall in the event of this excursion being either a success or a
failure. So that they would easily understand that he was con-

siderably relieved when he saw the representative company that

had gathered round them that day. (Hear, hear.) He would
not like to say that this very large and influential company really

spoke to the prosperity of the Society in the same way, perhaps,

as the Chairman would like it, but there was no doubt that it

pointed to success not in tlie distant futiirc. but, he would say,

even in the very near future. (Hear, hear.) He did not know
that he was altogether free from blame in reference to the Society

not making greater progress than it had done. They had not

just a very encouraging meeting at the last aiuuial meeting, as far

as numbers were concerned, l)ut at any rate there had been a

stirring up since the talk of the excursion came on, and he had no
doubt that the interest manifested by those present that day would
go on and would ultimately prove a success to the S;;ciety. (Ap-

j)lause.) He ought to confess that he was not a ni< re scientific

forester, though a practical one, and very nearly the oklest in that

room, because he began very young ; but he entertained hopes

that the Society would ultimately yield an influence in the country.

They had certain influential members who rather put the drag

upon them in regard to the taking u]) of a political position, but

still they ought to look u]jon it that they were taking up, if not a



political position, at any rate a national position, and that they

were not working merely for the proprietors of estates, but for the

national weal. Now, if they were not able to make an impression,

perhaps, on the Government, they might be able to make an
impression of another kind by educating their foresters and
woodmen, and everyone who had charge of timber estates. He
trusted the day was not far distant when they would make an
impression on the proprietors themselves. There was a want of

confidence between the proprietor and the forester. At any rate,

there was rather a reluctance on the part of the proprietor to put

that unreserved confidence in the forester that he ought to do. A
forester came to a certain estate and advised the proprietor what
to do, but the woods had been kept in a certain condition for

generations, and the proprietor was unwilling to accept the prof-

fered advice unless some very scientific, practical, and financial

reasons were brought to bear upon him to show that its accept-

ance would result in an improvement both as regarded the finances

and the general appearance of the estate. Consequently, we had
estates to-day growing much more timber than they ought to do,

whereas if the half of it were taken out the appearance of the

estates would be improved, a larger revenue would be reaped, and
the country generally would be benefitted. He thought the

efforts of this Society ought to be directed with the view of so

educating their members that proprietors would have implicit

confidence in them, and turn over their woods into their hands,
to be managed and directed by them ; and this, he had no doubt,
would ultimately prove advantageous to the best interests of

proprietors and to the good of the country. He believed what
the Chairman said, that the County Councils would be able to do
something in the direction of which he spoke. They had applied
to have large pieces of waste land dedicated to public roads, and
had informed adjacent proprietors that they were not to enclose
that land. He knew roads himself where avenues of trees could be
planted, and even those waste lands on the sides of roads would,
if planted, add materially to the beauty of the country, and would
encourage those suburban residences which he supposed we would
have to provide eventually for American visitors and all who came
here. And this would lead, also, to the clothing of the hill tops
with timber, though he did not say that they should all be planted,
because he would like to see a clean hill top now and then.
(Laughter.) He did not know that any of them would be like the
lady who was brought down to where there were a few trees

growing, and who prayed to be taken away from it because she
was being suffocated—(laughter)—but there were thousands of
acres adapted to growing timber which were at present bare, and
which, were they planted, would be of value to the land by shel-

tering it. He was very pleased to be at this meeting, not only
because it was a venture on the part of the Society, but because



they had put it within the reach of those whom they had not been
in the habit of meeting on such occasions. He was very glad to

meet their friends from the south, and had great pleasure in pro-

posing that the Society should drink their health. (Applause.)

Mr R. Collins acknowledged the compliment, and said it was a

very great pleasure indeed to hini to be allowed to join them that

day. It was the first time he had been in the company of the

Arboricultural Society, and he sincerely hoped it might not be the

last, and that he might have the pleasure of joining them almost

ever)' year in future. He was sure that every time he came he
would go home the wiser and the better for his visit, (Applause.)

ISIr W. FoRiiES endorsed the sentiments expressed by Mr
Collins.

Mr Coroner Graham proposed the " Health of Sir Mathew
Wilson," their youngest member. (Hear, hear.) That fact, he
thought, commended the toast to their notice quite irrespective of

Sir Mathew's eminent qualities. They were approaching the close

of a ver)' delightful day. He had been a member of the Society

for a number of years, but he did not think that on any previous

occasion on which he had been present the day had been spent

so well and so pleasantly. After enjoying the hospitality of Lord
Hothfteld, and after having been allowed to inspect the interesting

Castle of Skipton—both the ancient and modern parts—and been
shown over the grounds, then came a drive. They started in a
deluge of rain, and evcr}-thing was of a most depressing character,

and that part of the drive was not so particularly interesting as to

cause any exhilaration of spirits. (L;iughter.) It was not until

they began to turn homewards that the sun shone out, and they

began to feel a little more at ease. IJut they wondered where the

trees were that they had to see, and there were gentlemen present

who would tell all the world that they drove out there because of

the "Angel." (Loud laughter.) However, the further they went
on the road they found that they were getting into an estate where
some care was taken of trees, both old and young. There had
been a reference made to the County Councils. Well, for his own
part, he had no great faith in what they would do. He hid his

own im) sessions with regard to them. Hut he did like to see a
landed proprietor taking an interest in his estate, and doing what
he cou'; ] to fill up gaps. They passed through a fine double
avenu;^ on their way, where the gaps were being filled up, and their

arrival at the hall was the most charming part of their drive, when
they Were received by the veneral)le proprietor with the courtesy

of a fine old English gentleman. (Applause.) Sir Mathew struck

him especially as being a very excellent sample of a class which, he
was sorry ro say, was becoming less day by day. Old gentlemen

of 80 years and upwards they could not expect to have with them
for '.'vcr. ''heir numbers were being decreased, and he really did



not know where the future octogenarians were gouig to come from.

The young men of the present day were going at rather too fast a

rate ever to see the age of 80. He knew a very great number of

old gentlemen from 80 to 89, and they were as hale and hearty as

many of themselves, and he thought Sir Mathew Wilson was no bad
specimen of that class. Sir Mathew struck him as being a most
charming old gentleman, taking a great interest in the object which
the Society had in view, and if the weather had been better nothing

would have given him greater pleasure than to go through the estate

and show them examples of trees planted years ago, and those

planted more recently. There was a very great deal to see, and a

very great deal to remark upon, and, furthermore, the spirit evinced

by Sir Mathew in at once being willing to join their Society, and
the care taken in his estate—all this tended to show what Mr
Davidson said of the necessity of a union being established between
proprietors and foresters. That evidently existed in this particular

instance ; there appeared to be the be.^t possible understanding be-

tween Sir Mathew and those who represented him ; otherwise, the

estate would not be in the condition in which they found it.

Coming back to Skipton, they were glad to find that the inhabitants

had not been unmindful of his services in former days. Within a

short distance of where they now were there was a statue erected

to his memory. He was very glad to see that, and he had great

pleasure in calling upon them to drink a bumper toast to Sir Mathew
Wilson, their junior member, coupled with the name of Mr Temple,
his representative. (Applause).

Mr Temple, responding, expressed his thanks on Sir Mathew's

behalf, and on his own, for the manner in which the toast had been

proposed and received. He had much pleasure in being in their

company, and, wishing them every success, trusted that be might

have the pleasure of being with them in the future. (Applause).

Councillor Davidson proposed " The Press," remarking that the

Society was very much in the same position as the ambitious mem-
ber in St. Stephen's, while the press very much, to his mind, repre-

sented the Speaker. They wanted to catch the Speaker's " eye."

("Ay, ay," and laughter.) The Press was a mighty engine, and he

trusted the Society would catch the Speaker's eye, and that the im-

pressions of its representatives, which would be sent broadcast

throughout the length and breadth of the land, would conduce very

much to the success of the Society. He coupled the toast with the

names of Mr Daniel Poison, Mr Bernard Cowan, and Mr T. Gibson.

Mr D. PoLSON, of the Hexham Herald^ official reporter to the

Society ; Mr B. Cowan, representing the Journal of Horticuliiire.

;

and Mr T. Gibson, of the Shields Gazette^ suitably responded.

The Vice-Chairman gave "The Health of the Chairman," ob-

serving that Mr Watt took a very great interest in the Society, not



only as a private gentleman, but from the point of view of his own
profession, which, one had not the least doubt, he tried to cultivate

as much for the benefit of the country as for his own individual

profit. He hoped Mr Watt would be long spared amongst them,

and that they should many a time have the pleasure and honour of

his company at the head of their table. (Applause).

The toast was pledged with all the honours.

The CHAIRM.A.N thanked the company ver\- sincerely for the very

great compliment they had paid him in drinking his health. It was

clearly an omission on his part that he did not congratulate the

Secretary, not only on the success of his efforts in gathering this

meeting together, but on the results of his work since the formation

of the Society. He doubted very much whether, if they had not

had a secretary like Mr Davidson, the Society would have been alive

that day. (Hear, hear.) For the first time in the history of this

country the Government of to-day had allied themselves with

forestry. Some few months ago the present (Government subsidised

Dr. Somerville with ^loo for a series of lectures during the sum-

mer at the University of Edinburgh. That was a very important

matter indeed, because it allowed them to get in the thin edge of

the wedge ; and they all knew that those who were at the head of

the Government were as anxious to promote the interests of arbori-

culture or agriculture as any of the people of the country ;
and he

was quite sure they were willing to listen to suggestions from asso-

ciations like this. He was desirous of pressing that home here. He
thought a deputation ought to be formed from this association to

wait upon the President of the Board of Agriculture, than whom no

man in England was more interested in forestry and agriculture, and

he was quite sure that the hands of the Board only required to be

strengthened to enable them to do something for the Society. They

did not expect anything to be done for them unless they made an

effort for themselves. They were told that " God helps them that

help themselves." What had been done with regard to the great

question of pleuro-pneumonia in this country ? Why was it that

each district had formerly to pay the cost of slaughtering animals

which were infected or which had been in contact with diseased

animals, while now the cost was borne by the country at large?

Why ? Because deputations from the country waited upon the

President of the Board of Agriculture, and gave out the hint that if

they were supported in that for which they contended they would be

•willing to make it an imperial question, and he was (|uite sure their

own position as a Society was similar to that. If this Society and

its sister Society, and the Royal Agricultural, Highland and Agri-

cultural, and Irish Societies all combined to send a deputation on

this subject, he had no doubt that their appeals would be listened

to, and that they would be subsidised, and a School of Forestry es-

tablished. (Applause).
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THE ANNUAL MEETING.

The annual general business meeting was held immediately after

the post-prandial proceedings, Mr James Watt again presidmg.

THE MINUTES.

The Secretary read the minutes of the annual meeting held at

the Fleece Hotel, Darlington, and also the minutes of Council,
which were adopted on the motion of Mr A. Ross, seconded by Mr
John Balden.

financial statement.

The Secretary read the annual financial statement, explaining
that although subscriptions were payable in advance it generally

happened that most of them were not paid until November, and as

they were really little more than halfway through the year the ac-

counts of income and expenditure were partly estimated. The
estimated expenditure was ^^50 12s od, and the estimated income,
including a balance at the bank of ^32 17s i id, amounted to ^85
13s 5d, leaving a credit balance, after paying all expenses, of ^^35
IS 5d. (Applause).

The accounts were passed.

the financial year and ANNUAL MEETING.

After some discussion, in which Mr John Balden, sen., Mr W.
Fell, Mr A. Ross, Mr John Wm. Robson, Mr B. Cowan, Mr John
Mitchell, Mr John Balden, jun., Mr J. D. Coxon, and Mr James
Mitchell took part,

Mr Ross moved that the annual meeting be held in future in the
month of June, the Secretary to have discretionary power to fix the
date, and that the financial year terminate on such date.

Mr W. Forbes seconded the motion.

Mr B. Cowan moved as an amendment that the annual meeting
be held in the month of August, and that the financial year shall

then close.

Mr R. Collins seconded the amendment.

For the amendment 9

For the motion 4

The amendment was therefore carried.



Mr John Baldi'X, jun., moved that Fundamental Rule 13, fixing

the annual general meeting for the last Saturday in November in

each year, and Fundamental Rule 5, directing that all annual sub-

scriptions ^hall be payable in advance at that meeting, be expunged,

and that the annual general meeting be held on the first day of the

annual excursion, and that all annual subscriptions be payable in

advance at that meeting.

Mr R. Collins seconded the motion.

The motion was agreed to.

THE .MKNn;i:KSHll'.

The Secretary reported that the number of members at present

on the roll was T45. One death had occurred during the past year,

viz., that of William Aldam, Healey Hall, Riding Mill, Northum-
berland.

NEW MEMBERS.

The following gentlemen were nominated and elected as members
of the Society—Mr Thomas Beattie, assistant forester, Lingley,

Huddersfield; Mr John Jo.seph Walker, timber merchant, Corbridge;

Mr F. Collins, assistant forester, Chester ; Sir Mathcw Wilson, Bart.,

Eshton Hall, Skipton ; Mr Thomas Campbell, Swinton, Masham
;

Mr William Barrie, Swinton, Masham ; Mr 'J'homas Roberts,

Swinton, Masham; Mr John Ford; Mr Alexander McDougall;
Mr William AVclton, land steward, Chesters, North Tynedale ; Mr
Thomas Cibson, journalist, South Shields; Mr Joseph Graham,
South Shields ; Mr James McCrae ; Mr Adam Hope.

LADY MEMBERS.

Mr Cowan introduced the question of allowing ladies to become
members of the Society, as several gentlemen had expressed a wish
to bring their wives with them to the annual excursions.

The Chairnlvn : l]ut they can do that without their being mem-
bers.

Mr Cowan : I have told them that, but they said ihcy would feel

more at liberty if they became members of the Society.

Mr John Baldi.x, sen., suggested that the (4ueslion be left over.

Mr Ross : Let us thrash it out now.

Mr Cowan : Mr Brown suggests that they would be useful for the

nursery. (Laughter.)

Mr Graham said he happened to be a member of three different

societies—two Archaeological, and one Antiquarian—and also of the

Tyncside Naturalists' ]''ield Club, and all of them had lady members.
As far as he could see at present they could luii refuse to admit lady

members liecause of anything in the rules.



Mr John Mitchell moved that lady meml)ers be admitted.

Mr Ross said that was bringing the question to a practical issue,

and seeing the success that had been attained by the Primrose

League with the assistance of the ladies, he thought they might look

forw^ard to as great a success following their admission into an Ar-

boricultural Society. He seconded the motion.

The Chairman said he would be very happy to see a number of

ladies in the Society. He had set an example here and in the

Scottish Society by taking his wife with him, but it appeared to be
understood that members could take their wives with them without

the latter becoming members.

Mr John Balden, jun., had very much pleasure in supporting

the motion. If they excluded women, upon what grounds did they

admit a gardener, or a tradesman ? None of these had any interest

in the Society beyond that of an outsider, and as long as they were
increasing the Society they furthered the object which the Chair-

man characterised them as entertaining—the object of becoming a

national Society. The influence of ladies was growing daily, and he
thought they would be very short-sighted indeed if they excluded
them from this Society.

Mr Ross : The ladies are going to carry the day. (Laughter.)

The Chairman : Well, I suppose it is admissible.

Mr Cowan promised that he would try to get as many ladies for

nomination at next meeting as he had got gentlemen to propose as

members at this. (Hear, hear.)

Mr Forbes moved as an amendment that ladies be not admitted.

It appeared a rather ungallant thing to do, but he must give expres-

sion to his own convictions.

The Chairman thought Mr Forbes was quite right. Ladies were
better in their own sphere at home, but he dared not oppose the
motion. (Laughter). Mr Forbes's motion, however, was not
seconded, so that Mr Mitchell's motion was carried.

election of officers.

The following noblemen and gentlemen were appointed patrons—His Grace the Duke of Northumberland, the Riglit Hon. the Earl
of Durham, the Right Hon. the Earl of Carlisle, Sir John Lubbock,
Bart., M.P., High Elms, Hayes, Kent; Cadwallader J. Bates, Esq.'
Langley Castle, Northumberland.

Thomas Taylor, Esq., Chipchase Castle, North Tynedale, was
re-elected president.

J. H. Straker, Esq., Stagshaw, Corbridge ; and G. G. Grey, Esq.,
Enniscorthey, Wexford, were re-elected Vice-Presidents, and Sir
Mathew Wilson, Bart., Eshton Hall, Skipton, was elected a Vice-
President in place of William Aldam, Esq., Riding Mill, deceased.
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The five retiring members were re-appointed Members of Council

—Mr A. Ross, Skipton ; Mr Bernard Cowan, South Shields ; Mr
Andrew Paterson, Romsey : Mr John Wilson, Newcastle ; Mr Geo.

Dickson, Chester.

Mr John Davidson. Haydon Bridge, was re-appointed Secretary.

The Secretarv said he had been seriously contemplating giving

up this work, owing to the pressure of other duties. He thought

there were younger men who might undertake it with advantage to

the Society.

The Chairman was sure that they would not part with Mr David-

son without a very considerable amount of regret—in fact, regret

was not the word to use in such a contingency. Mr Davidson had

been the life and soul of the Society, and he thought they would
rather give him more assistance than allow him to withdraw from it.

Mr Forbes endorsed the Chairman's remarks.

It was then unanimously agreed to appoint Mr John Balden, jun.,

assistant secretary.

On the motion of Mr Vasey the local secretaries were re-appoint-

ed, with power to collect subscriptions in their respective districts

for transmission to the Secretary.

Bye-Law II. was altered to read that the local secretaries " shall

assist to collect the subscriptions of members," in comformity with

the preceding motion.

On the motion of the Secretary, second "d by Mr John Balden,
sen., Mr Daniel I'olson, Quatre Bras, Hexham, was aj^jiointed

official reporter to the Society.

Mr William Doughty, Canol)ie, Dumfriesshire, was appointed a

judge to adjudicate upon competitive essays in place of Mr Have-
lock, deceased.

On the suggestion of Mr Ross, the Secretary and Assistant Secre-

tary were instructed to revise the Fundamental and Bye-Laws of the

Society in order that they may l)e made conformable to the resolu-

tions passed at this meeting.

prize essays.

Mr John Balden, sen., pre-;ente(l the report of the judges on the

prize essays for the pa.-.t year. 'I'he subjects for competition were

—

i.st. " Suitable Trees for various soils and situations." 2nd. " What
class of Coniferr)Us and Ornamental 'I'rees are fitted to take the

place of the larch and other fir as timber trees?" These essays

received the most careful consideration of the judges, who came to

the conclusion that the essay signed by " Turkey Oak " was the

most meritorious in the first competition, while that signed by "Nil
Despcrandum " was entitled to the first place for the second subject.
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The judges recommended that the bronze medal be given for these

essays to the respective competitors. There was an essay by
*' Rusticus " in the first competition, and another by " Wild West."

After some discussion as to the discretionary power of the judges

and the terms of the conditions on which the competitions took
place, it was decided, on the motion of Mr John Balden, jun.,

that the silver and bronze medals be awarded to the successful com-
petitors according to merit.

On th'C motion of the Chairman, seconded by Mr Cowan, the

selection of subjects for next year's essays was referred to the Coun-
cil, and notice was given for next annual meeting to delete from
Fundamental Rule 13 the words referring to the awarding of prizes.

THE NEXT EXCURSION.

The Secretary moved, and Mr Fell seconded, that it be re-

mitted to the Council to consider the advisability of holding the
next annual meeting at Hexham, and thence having an excursion to

the Duke's House Woods, Dipton, and Minsteracres.

THE name OF the SOCIETY.

Mr John Balden, jun., gave notice that at next annual meeting
he will move that the name of the Society be altered from the
English Arboricultural Society to the Forestry Association,

This concluded the business.

SECOND DAY—VISIT TO BOLTON ABBEY.

There were one or two vacant chairs at the breakfast table in the
Ship Hotel on Thursday morning, and when the party started in two
waggonettes for Bolton Abbey they comprised—Mr Coroner Graham
and Mrs Graham, Mr John Balden, sen., Mr A. Ross, Councillor
W. Davidson, Mr W. Fell, Mr John Davidson, Mr John Balden,
jun., Mr T, Vasey, Mr R. Collins, Mr F. Collins, Mr R. Robinson,
Mr John Wm. Robson, Mr James Mitchell, Mr John Mitchell, Mr
J. D. Coxon, Mr R. K Anderson, Mr T. Gibson, and Mr D. Poison.
Shortly after leaving Skipton we were threatened with a renewal of
the weather of the previous day. A sharp shower fell, but it soon
passed away, and, by- and- by, when we had proceeded some miles
on our journey, the outlook improved, and splendid summer weather
characterised the remainder of the day, enabling us to forget the
discomforts of the past in the pleasures and prospects of the present
A curious feature of the limestone strata, which form the distin-

guishing geological formation of the district, was seen on the hillside
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as we drove along, and attracted considerable attention. By some
Titanic upheaval or dislocation of pre-historic times the strata had

been transposed from the horizontal to the perpendicular, and
stretched upwards in unbroken ribs to a great height, forming a

sheer precipice, smooth as ice, from summit to base, and reminding

us in its general outlines of a lofty crag known as " Sampson's Ribs,"

in the Queen's Park at Edinburgh. Some miles out, we drew up at

the Devonshire Hotel, and retraced our .steps a short distance to

view a handsome bridge of two arches which crosses the river

Wharfe at a point where in former times passengers were ferried

across. The old boat house is still standing. Proceeding on our

journey, we paused to measure an old English elm growing by the

wayside. This venerable patriarch is 50 feet high, and its branches

extend to 120 feet. About 5 feet from the base the trunk measures

19 feet in circumference, and lower down, just at the base, the cir-

cumference is 24 feet. It is quite hollow inside, and could easily

accommodate either a king or a cadger, or both. On reaching

Bolton Abliey, a distance of three quarters of a mile from Bolton

Bridge, already referred to, we left our conveyances on the highway,

and passed into the private grounds of the Duke of Devonshire. At
every step a fresh charm of sylvan beauty unfolded itself, but first of

all a few words about the grand old fabric from which this splendid

domain takes its name may not be out of place. Bolton Priory,

generally called "Abbey," was founded for a body of Augustine

friars in the year 1154, but a priory of earlier date (1120) was erected

for them at Embsay, a neighbouring village on the west. This

monastic institution was endowed " l)y William de Meschines and
Cecilia, his wife." Cecilia was a daughter of that Robert de Romille

to whom the Conqueror granted the lands of Skipton, and who, as

has been pointed out in the description of our visit to Skipton

Castle, made that place the seat of his barony. The priory church

—the cloisters, refectory, and domestic buildings are in ruins—is

approached by a tower, built in 1520 by Richard Moone, the last

abbot. It is generally supposed, as the custodian informed us, that

the lantern tower over the transepts would fall early in the 15th

century, or late in the 14th, when Moone began to build the present

tower, with the intention, no doubt, of removing the beautiful Early

English front, but the dissolution of the Abbey in 1539 interfered

with his project, and the tower itself is only one-third of the height

which he intended to build it. There is no evidence that the church

has ever ceased to be used, for when the monasteries were sujjpressed

by Henry VIII. it was made a chapel of ease to the ancient parish

of Skipton. It is now the jwrish church of a sejwrate ecclesiastical

district. The church contains many features of interest to ecclesio-

logists and anticjuarians. Opposite the church is Piolton Hall, where

the Duke of Devonshire and the members of his family reside during

the grouse shooting season. Lord Hartington, Lord Lyttleton,

Lord Edward Cavendish, Sir Henry James, and Mr Albert Grey
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were residing here at the time of our visit, and some of us caught

glimpses of these gentlemen as they were preparing to ride off to

the moors.

Having inspected the Abbey, we next turned our attention to

the timber. Close to the hall there is a Cedar of Lebanon about 50
feet high, and here and there in the immediate vicinity are some
noble ash trees. A few of these we measured, and obtained the

following dimensions

—

No. I.—Height, 70 feet ; clean stem, 35 feet ; circumference at

base 20 feet ; do., 5 feet above the base, 1 1 feet ; cubic feet of tim-

ber, about 200. Age, about 200 years.

No. 2.—(Adam)—Circumference 5 feet from base, 14 feet.

No. 3.—(Eve)—Circumference 5 feet from base, 11 ft. 4 in.

No. 4.—Fluted ash ; height, 90 feet ; circumference 5 feet from

base, 15 ft. 6 in.

Close to the Abbey stands a memorial cross erected to the

memory of Lord Frederick Cavendish by the tenants of the Bolton

Abbey estates. A little further on, by the side of the carriage way,

a beautiful fountain has been reared to his memory by the electors

of the West Riding.

Keeping the Wharfe on our right for some distance, we passed

through some very old woodland, containing beech, ash, and syca-

more, and then, crossing the river by a wooden bridge, we were

fairly in Bolton woods. There are from 1700 to 1800 acres of

forest, comprising oak, ash, elm, sycamore, alder, birch, and beech.

On the moors the timber is principally larch and Scotch fir, with an

intermixture of birch, which is being thinned out. From 60,000 to

100,000 trees are planted every year, the seedlings being first accli-

matized in a small nursery at Strid cottage, where Mr John Mitchell,

the head forester, and our most obliging and intelligent guide, re-

sides. Frequently amidst the tortuous windings of the woodland
paths we were compelled to appeal to him for information as to the

direction in which we were travelling—

•

" He could distinguish and divide
A hair 'twixt south and south-west side."

But, without a route map, references of this kind would only be
be puzzling and cumbersome in a general description of the places

visited. There are no less than 28 miles of walks open to the

public, and these are cleaned twice a year at the expense of His
Grace the Duke of Devonshire. At an altitude of about 100 feet

above the river we obtained a magnificent view of the Wharfe. Its

banks, clothed with .a rich mantle of foliage from base to summit,

were lustrous in the morning sunshine. The river flowed through this

green vista like a thread of winding light, and in the background
rose the massive pile of Barden Tower, with the purple moorland



stretching away behind it, and losing itself in the far horizon, A
few paces further, and we were in the " \'alley of Desolation," a

name given to the northern base of the Nab Hill in consequence of

the devastation wrought b\- a terrific storm some years ago. Now,
howe\"er, the name is a misnomer. The Nab is 900 feet above sea

level, and 600 feet above the Wharfe. It is the centre of a deer

park, where there are about 40 head of red deer, whose progenitors

roamed over an ancient forest, of which there are still some patriar-

chal survivors. Here are the dimensions of a few splendid English

oaks which, on a rough calculation, are from 500 to 600 years old :

—No. I. Height, 40 feet; circumference 5 feet from base, 15 feet

4 inches.—No. 2. Height, 50 feet ; circumference 5 feet from base,

14 feet 8 inches.—No. ^. Fleight, 90 feet ; spread of branches, 40,

feet ; circumference 5 feet from base, 18 feet 6 inches.—No. 4.

Height, 75 feet ; spread of branches, 75 feet ; circumference 5 feet

from base, 15 feet.—No. 5 (in the boundary wall). Height, 50 feet

;

spread of branches, 50 feet ; circumference 5 feet from base, 16 feet

4 inches. This tree has 50 feet of clean bole. It is covered with

ivy, but still has some life in it. Pressing onwards, for our time

was too limited for the ground we had to cover, we came to Poss-

forth Ciill, a deep ravine, finely wooded, with a magnificent water-

fall descending in an amber sheet from a height of 50 feet.

Thence, again ascending, we inspected the fringe of a young wood
113 acres in extent, and containing larch, Scotch fir, and ash, from
two years old upwards. Formerly it was planted with larch, fir,

and spruce. These were felled by Mr Mitchell. The new wood
is clean and healthy, and has little or no trace of disease. The
sub-soil is a stiff, yellow clay. As to the method of planting, Mr
Mitchell is decidedly in favour of notching instead of pitting. In
returning to the conveyances, we passed for some distance through
an oak wood about 80 years old. Originally it was planted with

oak and larch, but the larch was felled about twenty years ago.

The larch in some cases yielded up to 90 cubic feet of timber. On
reaching the i)ublic road once more, we drove right on for Bar-

den Tower, passing on our right and left woods of Scotch fir, spruce,

and larch from So to 90 years old, and again mixed woods of oak,

ash, beech, and sycamore. Before turning down to Barden Tower,
re-crossing the \Vharfc by a stone bridge, we had a distant view of

a wood extending to 261 acres, planted with larch and Scotch fir,

from two years up to 30 years old. The oldest larch, we were told,

showed very little disease. Close to Barden Tower, on the south-

west, there is a planLation of beech, sycamore, oak, ash, and elm,

between 50 and 60 years old. From the woods we turned our atten-

tion for a brief space to the interesiing tower which fi)rms an historic

landmark in this picturescjue region. It belonged to the Cliffords,

but was allowefl to fall into disuse, and is now uninhabitable. It

has many romantic associations, not the least interesting of which
is its connection with the "Shepherd Lord." The attainder of



Lord John Clifford, who was killed in the Wars of the Roses, was

reversed in the first year of the reign of Henry VII., and Lord
Henry Clifford, his son, came into possession of the ancestral do-

main. After his father's death, Henry, then five years old,

was taken into Cumberland, where he was brought up by a

shepherd amongst the lonely fells. His mother also was dead at

this time, and, as was to be expected, his education and manners as

he grew up to manhood unfitted him for the society of the class

from which he had sprung. When he " came to his own again" he

retired to Barden Tower, where for many years he lived the life of

a recluse, giv'ing himself up to the study of astroaomy and alchemy.

At the age of 60 he was appointed by Henry VI i I. to a command
in the army which defeated the Scotch at Flodden. He died ten

years after the battle, and his son Henry, being a favourite of the

king's, was created Earl of Cumberland. Over the doorway, on the

the south side, is the following inscription :
—

"This Barden Tower was repayrd by the I^die Anne Clifford

Covntesse Dowager of Pembrooke Dorsett and Montgomery Baron-

esse Clifford Westmerland and Vessie Lady of the Honor of Skipton

in Craven and High Sherifesse by inheritance of the Covntie of

Westmerland in the years 1658 and 1659 after itt had layne

Rvinovs ever since abovt 1589 when her mother then lay in itt and
was greate with child with her till nowe that itt was repayrd by the

sayd Lady. Isa. chapt. 58, ver. 12. Cod's name be praised."

The walls are 6 ft. 3^ in. thick.

A very fine view of the tower was obtained from Pembroke Seat,

close to Strid Cottage, where, through the kindness of his Grace the

Duke of Devonshire, a bountiful repast, served up in first-class style

by Mrs. Mitchell, awaited us. Mr. John Balden, sen., occupied the

chair, and Mr. John Mitchell discharged the duties of vice-chairman.

The Chairman proposed "The Health of His Grace the Duke
of Devonshire," whose kindness in making such ample provision for

their enjoyment was beyond all praise. (Applause). They were

also very much indebted to Mr. Mitchell for the kind and affable

manner in which he had pointed out every object cf interest as they

had passed along, and for the pains which he had taken to make the

visit instructive as well as pleasant.

The toast was very heartily pledged.

Mr. John Mitchell responded on behalf of His Grace, and
thanked the company for the compliment which had been paid to

His Grace and to himself He had tried to show them as much as

he could in the limited time at their disposal, and he hoped it would
not prove a lost day in the history of the Society. (Applause).

The Chairman then gave the " Health of Mrs. Mitchell and
family," making reference to the very kind manner in which she had
prepared and set out this repast for them.



I'he toast was duly honoured, and Councillor Davidson suitably

responded on behalf of Mrs. Mitchell.

Mr. W. Fell proposed " The Health of the Chairman," one of

their vice-presidents, who was among:>t the hrst who came to the

front when the Society was established, and who had stood loyally

by them until now, when, with themselves, he rejoiced in the suc-

cess of the Society, whose position was thoroughly established.

The toast having been heartily pledged,

The Chairman, in responding, expressed the hope that the

Society would still continue to flouri.-.h, and said it was always

a pleasure to him to form one of the party at these gatherings

not only for the gratification which they afforded, but for the

mental profit which they imparted. He was sure that none of them
would return from this visit without having been benefited by it.

They would carry home with them ideas which they could never

have received had they remained away. (Applause.)

On leaving Strid Cottage, Mr Coroner Graham moved that Mrs
Mitchell be elected an honorary member of the Society.

Mr W. Fell seconded the motion, which was unanimously agreed

to, and -Mrs Mitchell thereupon became the first lady member of

the English Arboricultural Society.

Our time was now running out rapidl)', and we hurried to the

famous Strid, or Stride. Here the Wharfe rushes through a rocliy

gorge 5 feet wide and from 40 to 50 feet deep. Mr Fell, who has

visited Niagara, said it was the best illustration of the rapids, in

miniature, that he had ever seen. On the rocky ledge is the im-

print of a human foot, worn out of the solid rock by the countless

numbers who have jumped across the furious torrent. Many have

lost their lives in this attempt. Wordsworth in his " Force of

Prayer," and Rogers in his " Boy of Egremont," have enshrined in

verse the fate v/hic'n is said to have overtaken the son of W'ilHam

I'itz-Duncan and .\licia de Romiile. Fit/;-l)uncan was a nephew
of David, King of Scotland, and his wife Alicia was a granddaughter

of the fir.>t Norman iiaron of Skipton, previously mentioned. Being
out hunting one day their son attempted to cross the Strid and was
drowned. Wordsworth alludes to the legend in his " AVhite Doe of

Rylstone." Leaving the Strid at 2*15 p.m., we drove into Skipton at

a smart pace, covering in an hour the nine miles which intervened

—

very good running, considering the hilly character of the district

through which the road passes.

The tv.-o days' excursion had now come to an end, and it was

not without regret, softened though it was by pleasant memories of

fair scenery and cheerful companionship, that we turned our backs

on the good old town and left i)y express for Carlisle. One word
more, 'i'o tlic officials of the Midland Railway Company the nor-



thern members are deeply indebted for the comfort and considera-

tion which they enjoyed both on the outward and homeward
journeys. Special compartments were set apart for them in express

trains, and they were treated with the greatest courtesy and kind-

ness by all the servants of the company.

[The writer acknowledges his indebtedness for some of the historical

details tc an article on " Skipton " in the "British Cyclopaedia," and to an

interesting little guide book to Bolton Abbey.]
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THE ANNUAL MEETING.

The Ninth Annual General Meeting was held at the Ship Hotel,

Skipton, on Wednesday, the 13th of August, 1890, Mr. James

Watt (of Messrs. Little and Ballantyne), CarHsle, presiding.

The Minutes.

The Secretary read the Minutes of the Annual Meeting, held

at the Fleece Hotel, Darlington, and also the Minutes of Council,

which were adopted on the motion of Mr. A. Ross, seconded by

Mr. John Balden.

Financial Statement.

The Secretary read the annual Financial Statement, explaining

that though Subscriptions were payable in advance, it generally

happened that most of them were not paid until November, and

as they were really little more than halfway through the year, the

accounts of income and expenditure were partly estimated. The

estimated expenditure was ^50 1 2s. od., and the estimated income,

including a balance at the bank of ;2^32 17s. iid., amounted to

;^85 13. 5d., leaving a credit balance, after paying all expenses,

of ^^35 IS. 5d.

The accounts were passed.

The Financial Year and Annual Meeting.

After some discussion, in which Mr. John Balden, sen., Mr. W.
Fell, Mr. A. Ross, Mr. John Wm. Robson, Mr. B. Cowan, Mr.

John Mitchell, Mr. John Balden, jun., Mr. J. D. Coxon, and Mr.

James Mitchell took part,

1



Mr. Ross moved that the Annual Meeting be held in future in

the month of June, the Secretary to have discretionary power to

fix the date, and that the financial year terminate on such date.

Mr. W. Forbes seconded the motion;

Mr. B. Cowan moved as an amendment that the Annual

Meeting be held in the month of August, and that the financial

year shall then close.

Mr. R. Collins seconded the amendment.

For the amendment 9

For the motion 4

The amendment was therefore carried.

Mr. John Balden, jun., moved that Fundamental Rule 13,

fixing the Annual General Meeting for the last Saturday in Nov-

ember in each year, and Fundamental Rule 5, directing that all

Annual Subscriptions shall be payable in advance at that meeting,

be expunged, and that the Annual General Meeting be held on

the first day of the Annual Excursion, and that all Annual Sub-

scriptions be payable in advance at that meeting.

Mr. R. Collins seconded the motion.

The motion was agreed to.

The Memrership. •

The Secretarv reported ihnl the number of members at

present on the roll was 145. One death had occurred during the

past year, viz., that of A\'i!!iam Aldam, Healy Hall, Riding Mill,

Northumberland.

New Memhers.

The following gentlemen were nominated and elected as mem-

bers of the Society : Mr. Thos. Beattie, assistant forester, Lingley,

Huddersfield ; Mr. John Joseph \Valker, timber merchant, Cor-

bridge ; Mr. F. Collins, assistant forester, Chester ; Sir Mathew

Wilson, Bart., Eshton Hall, Skipton; Mr. Thomas Campbell,



Swinton, Masham ; Mr. William Barrie, Swinton, Masham ; Mr.

Thomas Roberts, Swinton, Masham ; Mr. John Ford ; Mr.

Alexander Mc.Dougall ; Mr. William Welton, land steward,

Chesters, North Tynedale ; Mr. Thomas Gibson, journalist, South

Shields; Mr. Joseph Graham, South Shields; Mr. James Mc.Crae
;

Mr. Adam Hope.

Lady Members.

Mr. Cowan introduced the question of allowing ladies to become

members of the Society, as several gentlemen had expressed a wish

to bring their wives with them to the annual excursions.

The Chairman : But they can do that without their being

members.

Mr. Cowan ; I have told them that, but they said they would

feel more at liberty if they became members of the Society.

Mr. John Balden, sen., suggested that the question be left

over.

Mr. Ross : Let us thrash it out now.

Mr. Cowan : Mr. Brown suggests that they would be useful for

the nursery.

Mr. Graham said he happened to be a member of three different

societies—two Archaeological, and one Antiquarian—and also of

the Tyneside Naturalists' Field Club, and all of them had lady

members. As far as he could see at present, they could not refuse

to admit lady members because of anything in the rules.

Mr. John Mitchell moved that lady members be admitted.

Mr. Ross said that was bringing the question to a practical

issue, and seeing the success that had been attained by the Prim-

rose League with the assistance of the ladies, he thought they

might look forward to as great a success following their admission

into an Arboricultural Society. He seconded the motion.

The Chairman said he would be very happy to see a number

of ladies in the Society. He had set an example here and in the

Scottish Society by taking his wife with him, but it appeared to be



understood that members could take their wives with them without

the latter becoming members.

Mr. John Balden, jun., had very much pleasure in supporting

the motion. If they excluded women, upon what grounds did they

admit a gardener, or a tradesman ? None of these had any interest

in the Society beyond that of an outsider, and as long as they were

increasing the Society they furthered the object which the Chair-

man characterised them as entertaining—the object of becoming a

national Society. The influence of ladies was growing daily, and

he thought they would be very short-sighted indeed if they ex-

cluded them from this Society.

Mr. Ross : The ladies are going to carry the day.

The Chairman : Well, I suppose it is admissible.

Mr. Cowan promised that he would try to get as many ladies

for nomination at next meeting as he had got gentlemen to propose

as members at this.

Mr. Forbes moved as an amendment that ladies be not admitted.

It appeared a rather ungallant thing to do, but he must give expres-

sion to his own convictions.

The Chairman thought Mr. Forbes was quite right. Ladies

were better in their own sphere at home, but he dared not oppose

the motion. Mr. Forbes' motion, however, was not seconded, so

that Mr. Mitchell's motion was carried.

Election of Officers.

The following noblemen and gentlemen were appointed patrons

—His Grace the Duke of Northumberland, the Right Hon. the

Earl of Durham, the Right Hon. the Earl of Carlisle, Sir John

Lubbock, Bart., M.P., High Elms, Hayes, Kent ; Cadwallader

J. Bates, Esq., Langley Castle, Northuml)erland.

Thomas Taylor, Esq., Chipchase Castle, North Tynedalc, was

re-elected President.

J. H. Straker, Esq., Stagshaw, Corbridgc, and (">. G. Grey, Esq.,

Enniscorthey, AV'exford, were re-elected Vice-Presidents, and Sir

Mathew Wilson, Bart., Eshton Hall, Skipton, was elected a Vice-

President in place of William Aldam, Esq., Riding Mill, deceased.



The five retiring members were re-appointed Members of Council

—Mr. A. Ross, Skipton; Mr. Bernard Cowan, South Shields; Mr.

Andrew Paterson, Romsey ; Mr. John Wilson, Newcastle ; Mr.

George Dickson, Chester.

Mr. John Davidson, Haydon Bridge, was re-appointed Secretary.

The Secretary said he had been seriously contemplating giving

up this work, owing to the pressure of other duties. He thought

there were younger men who might undertake it with advantage to

the Society.

The Chairman was sure that they would not part with Mr.

Davidson without a very considerable amount of regret—in fact,

regret was not the word to use in such a contingency. Mr.

Davidson had been the life and soul of the Society, and he thought

they would rather give him more assistance than allow him to

withdraw from it.

Mr. Forbes endorsed the Chairman's remarks.

It was then unanimously agreed to appoint Mr. John Balden,

jun., Assistant Secretary.

On the motion of Mr. Vasey, the Local Secretaries Avere

re-appointed, with power to collect subscriptions in their respective

districts for transmission to the Secretary.

Bye-Law IL was altered to read that the Local Secretaries "shall

assist to collect the subscriptions of members," in conformity with

the preceding motion.

On the motion of the Secretary, seconded by Mr. John
Balden, sen., Mr. Daniel Poison, Quatre Bras, Hexham, was

appointed Official Reporter to the Society.

Mr. William Doughty, Canobie, Dumfriesshire, was appointed a

judge to adjudicate upon competitive essays in place of Mr. Have-

lock, deceased.

On the suggestion of Mr. Ross, the Secretary and Assistant

Secretary were instructed to revise the Fundamental and Bye-Laws

of the Society, in order that they may be made conformable to the

resolutions passed at this meeting.



Prize Essays.

Mr. John Balden, sen., presented the report of the judges on

the Prize Essays for the past year. The subjects for competition

were— ist, "Suitable Trees for Various Soils and Situations."

2nd, "What class of Coniferous and Ornamental Trees are fitted

to take the place of the Larch and other Fir as timber trees?"

These Essays received the most careful consideration of the judges,

who came to the conclusion that the Essay signed by "Turkey

Oak" was the most meritorious in the first competition, while that

signed by "Nil Desperandum" was entitled to the first place for

the second subject. The judges recommended that the Bronze

Medal be given for these Essays to the respective competitors.

There was an Essay by "Rusticus" in the first competition, and

another by "Wild West."

After some discussion as to the discretionary power of the

judges, and the terms of the conditions on which the competitions

took place, it was decided, on the motion of Mr. John Balden,

jun., that the Silver and Bronze Medals be awarded to the suc-

cessful competitors according to merit.

On the motion of the Chairman, seconded by Mr. Cowan, the

selection of subjects for next year's Essays was referred to the

Council, and notice was given for next annual meeting to delete

from Fundamental Rule 13 the words referring to the awarding of

prizes.

The Next Excursion.

The Secretary moved, and Mr. Fell seconded, that it be

remitted to the Council to consider the advisability of holding the

next Annual Meeting at Hexham, and thence [having an excursion

to the Duke's House Woods, Dipton, and Minsteracres.

The Name of the Society.

Mr. John Balden, jun., gave notice that at next Annual

Meeting he will move that the name of the Society be altered from

the English Arboricultural Society to the Forestry Association.

This concluded the business.



-The Best Method of successfully combining the

DUTIES OF Forester and Gamekeeper, in their

separate departments. By William Forbes, Swinton,

Masham, Yorkshire.

For the benefit of the proprietor who desires to have his woods

and plantations at once a source of profit and kept in good order,

it is necessary for him to assign to the Forester and Gamekeeper,

their several respective and distinctive duties, and in such a way

that no damage may be done say to a crop of forest trees by

ground game, and at the same time so to arrange the working of

the plantations that he and his friends may be able to obtain good

sport each successive season. At first glance, one would be

inclined to think that the interests of the Forester and (gamekeeper

are of such a conflicting nature, that this seems almost an im-

possibility ; but I shall endeavour to show how each can regard

and foster the interest of the other in departmental work, and

also afford profit and sport to the owner of the property. I

shall at the same time point out some of the evils resulting from

preserving ground game in large numbers where it should not be

protected at all.

In young plantations, ground game must be rigorously excluded

during the first fifteen years after being planted ; from that time

and until the trees are beyond risk of being injured by ground

game, it should be killed off before November; earlier if frost

sets in and food becomes scarce. To insure escape from damage

done by ground game, the proprietor should instruct his forester

to report to his colleague the gamekeeper where any damage is

being, or is likely to be, done ; and, by prearrangement, the

gamekeeper should also be instructed that he is without further
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notice to prevent the injuries complained of, by killing down the

ground game at once.

Rabbits, upon many estates, are often not killed off properly

until after the shooting season is over, being kept for the purpose

of swelling the total head of game killed at battues. This, on the

part of the proprietor, is bad policy, especially if he allows them

to damage his woodlands to any extent. In one case the writer

had occasion to value the damages done by rabbits to plantations

of under one hundred acres in extent, and the injuries done to

the woods were assessed at considerably over ;^6oo, and in

addition, the live fences had depreciated to the amount of nearly

^300 more. Now, had the rabbits on this particular estate been

killed off early in the season, and only a breeding stock left, say,

of forty couples, no appreciable damage would have been done.

In this instance the proprietor was powerless to prevent the

depredations done by the hordes of rabbits kept by his shooting

tenant for the purpose of (what was to him) sport. I merely cite

this case to illustrate the necessity for foresters and gamekeepers

acting in concert to protect their employers' interests.

Game cannot be kept on any estate without cover, and cover

cannot be raised unless ground game is kept under. If any

proprietor desires to keep a large stock of rabbits, by all means

let him carry out the bent of his inclination ; but if he consults

his own and his tenants' welfare, he will keep the rabbits by them-

selves, in warrens constructed and maintained for that purpose.

How many large estates have not depreciated in value at some

time or other from the craze for keeping ground game? Tenants

at one time had every hedge a fence, trim and well kept, until this

plague of ground game came, and literally destroyed every hedge

on the place. Seeing the work of years destroyed in a single

winter—can the tenants now be blamed for having ragged, unkempt

fences? If only the cost of replacing one mile of damaged hedge

is estimated, it will be found to exceed ^^50, and nearly ;^3o

more for the necessary erection of protective fences, and attention

required until it becomes a fence itself. Again, take a plantation

devastated by the same i)lague. At five years planted, if it has

done well, its value would be about ^^8 per acre. How many

years will it take to realize ;£Z per acre for rabbits ? Nearly

twelve years

!
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When a party of sportsmen kill three hundred hares, does it

ever strike them that one hundred sheep could have been kept on

what they have eaten and destroyed before being bagged ? Yet

such is the case, as any observant farmer could tell them. Some
may say, Hodge is to blame for keeping so many hares on his

farm. Do not judge him too harshly. On many estates in

England the Ground Game Act is only a name ; and many a good

farmer, when he has begun to kill his ground game on the farm he

holds, has been gone the following year, but not for killing ground

game. There may be no reason alleged, only "my lord" desires

a change, or he may wish to raise Hodge's rent to an extent both

know that it is impossible to pay. A farmer not hampered with

ground game can afford to pay more rent for his land than one

encumbered with swarms of harts and rabbits.

Amongst other damages not already named, stone walls are often

undermined by rabbits burrowing, especially in light sandy soils.

I do not wish to enlarge more upon damages done by ground

game, what has already been enumerated is surely enough to justify

the forester and gamekeeper working hand in hand for the benefit

of the woods and plantations, and also for all kinds of fences. I

do not, for one moment, mean to insinuate that the duties of

forester and gamekeeper should be combined, that on most estates

would be impossible, as will be shewn.

In battues it is almost a regular thing on the part of the keeper

to request the beaters to "beat the trees with your stick," and no

great harm is done by carrying out this command when the standing

trees are of a good age ; but amongst young trees it should not be

allowed. Only the other day evidence of this pernicious, but too

common, practice came under my notice. A young sycamore of

about fifieen years of age had been thrashed by a country bumpkin

until he caused about a foot of the bark to fly off, so lustily did he

"beat the tree with his stick;" and in the same plantation, the

lateral branches of some of the conifers had been broken, to

enable beaters to make the necessary noise on the stems of the

trees.

No doubt many gamekeepers understand forestry, and many
foresters could act as gamekeepers, and these know how utterly

impracticable it would be to combine in one individual the dual

duties.

2
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Following is a summary of the duties of each, in parallel

columns, month by month, and this will enable the uninitiated the

more readily to grasp the situation, and form their own judgment.

JANUARY.
FORESTER.

This is one of the coldest

months of the year, especially

towards the end, and in open

weather planting should be con-

tinued, and during frost, thin,

prune, fell, and cut up timber

in hedgerow or wood. Switch,

cut and lay hedges, clean open

ditches, erect and repair fences,

and attend to nursery operations.

GAMEKEEPER.

This is tb.e last month of the

season for killing game, and there

are still some of the covers to

shoot, which require to be

watched. In frost the deer

require feeding, imd rabbits

should all be killed this month,

before they commence to breed.

In woods where pheasants are

wanted to remain, they re(]uire

hand feeding.

FEBRl

Continue planting in open

weathrr, and endeavour, if pos-

sible, to finish all planting on

low ground this month. During

frost continue to prune and thin

in the young plantations, but

the felling of large timber in

woods and hedgerows should

have been completed last month.

Get all timber measured and

sent into the sawmill for estate

purposes. Finish road making.

Continue cleaning ditches, cut-

ting, laying and switching of

thorn hedges. Erect and repair

fences, and push on with the

work in the nursery as far as

practicable.

\4RY.

The shooting season ends on

the fust of this rnonih, but owing

to the great facilities afforded

poachers to dispose of game of

all kinds, there is still a necessity

to watch game preserves at niglit
;

and another nocturnal duty

imposed on gamekeepci-s m R).\

hunting districts, is the stopping

of the earths. Many keepers

during this month, and especially

towards the end of it, have to try

and get a few woodcock during

open weather. Rabbit killing

should be finished this month,

especially if they are intended

for the market, as they are now

breeding, and small jjriccs cnn

only be got for them.
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MARCH.
FORESTER.

Push on and finish all planting

on high land, and get all planting

of forest trees finished this month.

Continue cleaningditches, and

erect and repair fences.

In the nursery remove seed-

lings, and get them pLmted in

lines.

General thinning should be

discontinued, as the buils when

beginning to expand are tender

and very easily damaged.

Carefully note any land re-

quiring draining, towards the

middle and end of this month,

as this is the best season of the

year for determining where land

land is wet.

GAMEKEEPER.

Earth stopping is the only

nocturnal duty demanding atten-

tion this month.

Vermin killing must be pur-

sued vigourously before hawks,

magpies, hooded crows, and jays

have laid their eggs, and before

stoats, weasels, squirrels, foxes

and otters breed.

APRIL.

The formation and planting of

all kinds of live fences must be

completed this month, and those

hedges planted lastseasonshould

be cleared of all weeds ; in fact

all young hedges (and were it

possible, old hedges also) should

be kept free from weeds. Dirty

hedges are the parents of most

of our noxious weeds ; and if

they were clean, there would be

fewer thistles and other weeds

for farmers to contend against.

Fences must be capable of

resisting stock turned out to-

wards the end of this month.

Transplant evergreens, and

get the nursery work forward.

Tiiis is a busy month with the

gamekeeper, killing vermin in

early part of it, and collecting

eggs for hatching pheasants,

from the middle to the end of

this month, which entails an

extra amount of work with the

setting of the hens. The early

eggs almost invariably produce

stronger birds, and are more

prolific than those gathered to-

wards the end of the laying

season,
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FORESTER. GAMEKEEPER.

Keep a look out for a "rise"

in the oaks marked for peeling,

and commence stripping as soon

as the bark will "run" freely,

A/AV.

Complete bark stripping, and Continue gathering pheasant

commence cutting up the flillen eggs, and setting hens, until the

oaks at once ; this work and the middle of the month. l( the

chopping of bark, will occupy season is backward, this may be

most of the time of the forest prolonged until the end of the

hands this month. third week. The epgs set early

Tread up and firm the roots last month will now be hatched,

of newly planted forest trees, causing extra work in feeding

wherever they have been wind- and attending upon the young

rocked. birds.

Weed in the nursery, and in Care must be taken never to

showery weather remove conifer- rear i^heasants on ground previ-

ous seedlings, and transplant ously grazed by sheep.

evergreens.
yUNE.

Get oak bark delivered as Discontinue collecting eggs

soon as possible, and finish the for setting, as the young birds

cutting up of oak trees and fire- will all be hatched this month,

wood, and remove all at once. What with attending to their

if the shoots from the oak stools wants, and a few casual duiics,

are intended to grow. the gamekeeper's time will be

Pruning in hardwood ])lant- fully occui)ied.

ations can be most efficiently Keep a good look out for

done now. hawks' nests towards the end of

As all timber trees are now in the month ; the piping of the

full leaf, carry a timber scribe young hawks betrays their where-

and mark any unhealthy trees of abouts.

any kind.

Clear rank vegetation from the

stems of newly planted tree-;

;

clean young hedges, and attend

to the nursery cleaning and

weeding.
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JULY.
FORESTER.

Continue cutting away any

vegetable growtli likely to im-

pede the progress of young trees,

or prevent them ripening their

wood.

Cut all noxious weeds in

woods early in this month, at

least before they expand the

flower; by so doing, farmers

whose land adjoins have a

chance of getting rid of their

weeds, or at least have not the

excuse of—"I need not cut

mine, when you seed the country

with your weeds in the woods."

Paint gates and tar fences,

clean hedges and ditches, and

prepare ground intended for

planting in autumn.

Keep down weeds in the

nursery.

GAMEKEEPER.

The duties of the gamekeeper

this month are somewhat similar

to last. As thunderstorms often

occur, the coops should be

placed on the highest ground,

to avoid cramp amongst the

younger birds.

Where there is a deer park,

the fawns intended to be kept

are generally ear-marked.

AUGUST.

Continue the preparation of

land intended to be planted this

season.

Hollies may be transplanted.

Finish the pruning of hard-

wood plantations.

Complete the painting and

tarring of gates and fences.

Switch hawthorn hedges, and

repair all watercourses, river

banks, &c. Mark timber for

falling next season. Keep the

hoe going in young hedges and

the home nursery.

The unmarked fawns are killed

off early this month.

Pheasants require food and

attention ; and when they are

reared together, drafts of them

are sent to various woods and

outlying beats in the early part

of this month.

The " Twelfth " commences

the game season with grouse

shooting, and the keeper is in

harness once more until January,

attending to the sporting require-

ments of his employer and hig

friends.
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SEPTE.

FORESTER.

The preparation of ground in-

tended for planting must be

finished early this month, and

towards the end the planting of

young trees may be commenced,

if the weather is not too dry.

Get the ground intended for

planting young hedges all trench-

ed, and finish the cleaning of all

young hedges.

All marking of trees intended

for next season's fall should be

completed.

Nursery work must be attended

to, and transplant seedling hollies

and young evergreens.

MBER.
GAMEKEEPER.

In addition to grouse and

black game, the "First" ushers

in the open season for the part-

ridges, to which keepers have

directly or indirectly assisted to

preserve.

Towards the end of the month,

cub-hunting in hunting districts

generally commences, and unless

hunting gentlemen have the

goodwill of gamekeepers, very

itw foxes are preserved for their

amusement.

OCTOBER.

Planting must occupy most of

the forester's time now, this being

the most suitable season of the

year for general forest planting,

so every advantage should be

taken for pushing forward with

it.

Switch and trim hedges, clear

ditches, see to the rabbit netting

round young plantations, and

remedy any defects.

Thinning of the young woods,

as arranged by the proprietor,

can be begun now.

Roughly dig all vacant ground

in the nursery, and prepare trees

intended for forest planting for

removal.

All kinds of game are now in

season, causing many an anxious

night to the keeper, for between

waiting upon his employer during

the day, and warding off poachers

at night, he has a very busy time

of it.

Any one to see the keeper

swing carelessly along the r-oad,

might be inclined to say, " He
has a gentleman's life of it," but

if he tries it, he will soon find

to his cost, that a gamekeeper's

duties when properly performed

arc no sinecure for the man who

has them to do.
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NOVEMBER.
FORESTER. GAMEKEEPER.

Continue forest operations as Duties same as October, with

weather permits, the same as last the stopping of earths added,

month. owing to foxhunting having

commenced.

DECEMBER.

If possible plant none this Duties same as November,

month, continue other work as

the weather permits, same as last

month.

I think it is now clearly proved that it is impossible on any

large estate, for one man to perform the duties of forester and

gamekeeper; as at certain seasons the forester is busily employed

during the day, whilst during the corresponding period the game-

keeper has a great amount of night duty to perform.

They can mutually arrange what woods are to be thinned, and

when the work can be most conveniently done for the benefit of

the woods, and to interfere least with the shooting and preservation

of game.

In this way each can consult the interest of the other, and

combined afford their employer sport attended with pleasure and

profit.

I now crave the indulgence of my readers a little further, while

I offer a few remarks on vermin, and what should not come under

the category of vermin. In my opinion hedgehogs, owls, sparrow-

hawks, and grass-weasels, should not always be classed as vermin.

Granting that a grass-weasel sometimes kills a weakly rabbit, he

makes full amends for this small depredation by the good qualities

he has of killing rats and mice. A sparrow-hawk occasionally

may take a young partridge or pheasant ; but if there were more
sparrow-hawks, there would be fewer sparrows, which are a plague

in every ki,nd of seed-bed.

Hedgehogs do very little, if any, damage to game of any kind,

yet this intelligent animal is hunted down and killed by some
keepers whenever they catch sight of one. Owls should on no

account be molested, being the natural enemy of mice and rats.

It is almost a pity to have to class the squirrel amongst vermin
j
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he is a most beautiful creature, but amongst young trees a

mischievous fellow, and could he be frightened out of young

woods, he would not be grudged the provision he requires in the

older woods.

The following shows the value put upon some of the so-called

vermin :

—

" Hawks and the Plague of Rats.— If the wheat-ricks are

plundered by countless swarms of rats and mice, the explanation

is to be found in the thoughtless destruction of those numerous

birds of the hawk family—once so common, now so rare in

these islands. Threepence apiece is the price which our

farmers are reported to be paying for dead rats and mice in some

parts where the plague is fiercest. As the average number

destroyed by a single kestrel during his stay is estimated by that

high authority, Mr. Mc.Gillivray, at ten thousand, it follows that

robust and intelligent kestrels— if our sportsmen had only left us

any—might now be picking up in this way their ^125 a year,

even allowing for times when a feast of insects is regarded by

these indefatigable mouse and rat killers as an agreeable change.

It must have been during one of these periods that the kestrel was

shot in whose crop there were found, as recorded, seventy-nine

caterpillars, twenty-four beetles, one leech, and a field mouse."
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Dendrological Notes from North-West Durham. By

James W. Fawcett, The Grange, Satiey, Darlington.

The county of Durham, small though it be in size, possesses some

fine woodland, with intersperses of varied scattered and venerable

woods, remants of former forests ; all containing some large and

noble specimens of the various species of our British forest trees,

with variegations of thriving plantations, the homes, it is to be

hoped, of sturdy giants of the future.

Durham in the early period of British history, then a portion of

the country of the Brigantes, a wide and almost trackless district,

was covered with thick forests and dense woods, of which the chief

trees were the robust oak, the beautiful birch, and the graceful pine.

Part of the district now forming this county, and which contained

the largest woodlands, were the upper reaches of the rivers Tees,

Wear, and a portion of Derwent, the two former of which were

known up to even a late period as Teesdale and Weardale forests.

These districts are now destitute of much of their former wood-

lands, and present only a bare appearance to what they were in

the early days of Britain's history.

The Bishops of Durham, princes and autocrats in their

own diocese, possessed several extensive stretches of woodlands,

designated forests, in which deer were preserved for sport, and

adjacent to these were the parks where the beasts of the chase

were hunted. For all these forests, some of which were only

called woods and parks, the Bishops appointed foresters and

park-keepers, whose duty it was to look after, keep in order, and

watch the several separate places. Amongst the forests and woods

were those of Weardale, Teesdale, Birtley, Marwood, Gateshead,

Benfieldside, &c., and the parks Aycliffe, Auckland, Beaurepaire,
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now Bearpark, Consett, Evenwood, Ferryhill, Marwood, Muggles-

wick, Raby, Rainton, Stanhope, Wolsingham, &c. Amongst the

woods, that of Muggleswick is stated in 1602 to have been, at that

date, '• the goodliest wood " in the county, and though since then

many successions of trees have been planted and cut down, any

person seeing some of the fine and stately 'denizens of the forest'

now upon the steep banks of the Hisehope and Horsleyhope burns,

will not, I think, fail to form some idea of the "goodliness" of the

wood in former days.

First and foremost amongst our British forest trees are those

venerable fathers of the forest, the Oaks. They, the monarchs of

our woods and the pride of every patriotic Englishman, were held

sacred by peoples and nations, whose height of ambition, long

since fell and decayed away, until now they are almost forgotten.

Greeks, Romans, Gauls, Scandinavians, and Britons all regarded it

as a tree of reverence, and the priests and teachers of the latter

people esteemed all its productions as holy.

The county of Durham contains many fine oaks of great age

and size, and the district which seems to be specially adapted to

the growth of these trees is the Vale of Derwent. This valley has

been famous for oaks for many centuries. More than six hundred

and sixty-six years ago, when the towers of Durham Cathedral

were in course of construction, we learn, from depositions taken in

a suit between the Bishop of Durham (Richard de Marisco) and

the Prior (Ralph Kermech) and Chi pier, about 1227— 1228, that

one Walter de Andre, a knight, having been sworn and questioned

concerning the rights of the Bishop in the forests, stated that

" He is certain that it is unlawful for the monks to take oakwood

in the forest without the leave of the Bishop or his agents, but

dcadwood, ash and willow, and what is required for ploughs (ash),

they can take, as the knights and other magnates do by forest

right ; as is also testified by all the other witnesses," and he adds

that " he has seen the monks draw wood purchased in the wood of

H de Bjlbec (a relation of Walter de Bolbec, who founded

the Abbey of Blanchland in 1175), which is beyond the Bishop's

forest and the water of Derwent (stretching between Shotley and

Minsteracres on a portion of Bolbec Barony and Common, the

latter of which was divided in 1765), for making the towers of the

Monastery of Durham, which wood for some time was collected in
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his land at Conekesheved (this is a former name of Consett, but

which was the land I cannot say, for this is the only mention I

know of the Bolbecs having land in that locality), which as he

believed they would not have done if they could lawfully and

without licence have taken it in the forest in which is equally as

good wood, and it is on this (the south) side the water, and much

nearer for them." Chopwell woods, formerly, perhaps, part of the

original forests of Durham, were, until about the year 1850, famed

for their sturdy old oaks ; and we may judge that the timber was of

a quality both strong and durable, when it is known that in the

year 1649, Charles I., King of England, gave timber out of the

crown woods at Chopwell towards the repair of the Tyne Bridge

between Newcastle and Gateshead. Besides these evidences of

the stately oak in the Derwent valley, we have other proofs of the

former existence of extensive forests, and that on what are now

bleak hillsides, in the form of the trunks of large oaks which are

frequently found amongst the peat on the fells and moors of the

the west.

Though by far the greater part of the ancient oak forest has

long been laid low by the axe of the spoiler, we have still a few

straggling specimens of old grey gnarled oaks left, some of which

are real " Kings of the Forest," both in age and size. One of the

largest and oldest in the Derwent valley is found in close proximity

to the Foxholes farmstead, between Alansford and Muggleswick.

It measures seventeen feet in circumference at the base, and twelve

feet beneath the lowest branches, and reaches a height of over

thirty feet, the top being greatly broken. On its aged trunk it

bears numerous proofs of having suffered from storm and tempest,

and the greater number of its branches have been shattered and

torn off by the effects of the weather. Another old oak with

furrowed trunk and shattered limbs, broken yet stately, and still

bearing in the season leaves both green and thriving, is found in

Gibside woods, where it is truly called the " King of the Wood,"

for it must be many centuries old, having a girth of sixteen feet.

Another, and maybe the oldest in the North of England, is found

in this valley not far from Friarside Chapel. This noble old oak

is thus described by my friend Mr. J. F. Robinson, the President of

the Vale of Derwent Naturalists' Field Club, in one of his papers

read before the members of that society ;
" This oak is really a
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conglomeration of two trees, or trunks, from one. root. The

original tree had apparently attained its full growth before the

second commenced to grow, as it is very much decayed, while the

later growth is strong and vigorous. The original trunk is enclasped

by the other so closely that the two form virtually one tree, seventeen

feet in girth, one half of which is decayed and several hundred

years old, while the other half is sound and very much younger."

Other fine sturdy and stately specimens, though not so large

as the above, are found either singly or in small clumps above

Alansford, near Shotley Bridge, Ebchester, Hamsterley, Chopwell,

Lintzford, Gibside, Ravensworth, and Bradley, and other places in

or bordering on the Derwent valley.

The Browney valley contains some fine old oaks, rivalling those

of the Derwent in age and size. It was from a couple of woods

in this valley, Beaurepaire (now Bearpark) and Backstanford, a mile

and a half further down the river, that much of the timber

for the cloisters of Durham Cathedral—which were commenced in

1368 and finished in 1498 at a total cost of ^838, a considerably

larger sum in the currency of the present day—was obtained. A
venerable oak in this valley is that which overhangs the river

just above the weir of the now dismantled Relly Paper Mills.

This tree, which has been dead many years, is quite hollow, and

consists of a trunk reaching eleven feet high and fourteen feet in

circumference at the base, and has lost a portion of one side.

There is little probability but that it is the remains one of those

which formed part of the forest existent here more than six

centuries ago.

On the first of December, 1758, a very large oak, known as the

" Great Oak," was cut down in the woods of Langley, near

Durham— in the Browney valley. It measured twenty-four feet

ten inches in circumference at the base, was computed to contain

about ten tons of timber, perfectly sound, and was supposed to be

one thousand years old. The timber was sold by the Bishop of

Salisbury, to one John Marks, timber merchant, of Downton, near

Salisbury, for the sum of ^40.
Numerous oaks are found in other parts of the valley, though not

of so great dimensions. Some fine specimens exist in the woodland

fringes of the river between where it receives the Panburn and the

Smallhope, a few of them measuring twelve feet and more in
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valley of the upper Browney and its tributaries, the Pan and

Rippon burns.

Oak timber forms the chief wood of the roofs of most of our

old churches, and it is not at all improbable that much of it i;rcw

in the local forests. An instance of its dui ability was afforded in

the winter of 1884, when the old oak timber forming the bell loft

of St. Michael's Church, Heighington, which was comi)uted to

have been there for four hundred and fifty year*^, was sold by

public auction.

The Beech (Fagi/s sylralica ) is a noble tree, attaining an

immense size, and living to a considerable age. Attaining its full

stature at fourscore, it always presents, when full leaved, a fine

appearance, and as one of the most magnificient objects of nature,

its appearance is much appreciated by artists. Many splendid

specimens of beeches are to be found in the county of Durham,

and the Vale of Derwent is almost as remarkable for its beeches

as Buckinghamshire itself, which as some suppose gets its name

from this tree. Lofty and massive trees are found all the way

up the valley from Swalwell to Alansford ; Gibside, Lintzford,

Hamsterley, and the woods about Shotley Bridge being the best

localities.

The upper part of the Browney valley and its numerous tributaries

equally vie with the Derwent in the magnificence of its beeches. In

what is known as the Gill in the Browney valley between East

Butsfield and Satley is a clump of beeches, thirty-three in number,

presenting as fine specimens as any that may be found in the

county. The largest measures ten feet in circumference at the

base, and reaches to a height of about sixty feet. Several of the

others are over eight feet in girth. A second clump, twelve in

number, stand near the junction of the Panburn with the Browney,

the whole of which measure on an average, eight feet in girth, and

attain a height of some forty feet. Several large ones formerly

grew on the Broomshields estate. They were planted prior to

1818, and many of them were cut down in the years 1884 and 1885.

Some of them measured nine feet in girth at the base, and were

over fifty feet in height. A few about the same size still (1891)

remain. Several noble trees grow by the sides of the Lobley Hill

turnpike at Browney Bank, nearly equi-distant from Lanchester
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and Satley, the girth at their bases is large, but they begin to

branch off almost immediately from the ground. An avenue of

noble beeches is an imposing sight. Many of the old residences

had one running from their fronts to the main road, remnants of

which still remain. There is a beautiful avenue of beeches on

either side of the road for a short distance, and then only on one

side—of what is known as the Ivesley and W'aterhouse Cross-road,

leading from the Lanchester and Crook road, about midway

between the two latter places. This avenue is the remnant of one

which formerly skirted each side of the private road which led for

a short distance eastwards along the hill top, and then descended

northwards to what is now the ruined Rowley Castle, the ancient

seat of the Gillet family. Another beautiful beech avenue formerly

led from Delves Lane, Consett, to the now also ruined Crook Hall,

the former seat of the illustrious family of Bakers. Very few of

these noble trees now remain, many of them having either been

cut down or blown down by the heavy winds ; the last one which

fell was blown down in 1885. A row of these trees, but younger

and of lesser dimensions, still stand on either side of what was

the fishpond at the bottom of the old lawn, in front of the hall.

The Ash (Fraxiims excelsior) abounds all over England, and

for strength, beauty, and long life, is a tree of the first rank.

Loving such localities as border a stream, it grows to an immense

size, and its sylvan beauty is only equalled by the Walnut. It is

remarkable for being frequently found growing on the walls of old

ruins, crags, and rocky heights—places where the hand of man could

not have planted it ; a fact owing to its having a winged seed,

which is easily carried away by the wind into such odd out of the

way places. Some fine specimens are found in this county. Li

the winter of 1887 and 1888, a remarkable tree of this species was

cut down in the grounds of Bradley Hall, near ^^'ylam. Its girth

was over twenty feet, and it contained nearly six hundred cubic

feet of timber (?). It covered nearly an acre of ground, and was

cut down owing to its proximity to a building wherein prize cattle

were housed, which it was feared it might damage, if blown down

by the winter storm. A couple of men were employed two days

in hewing it down and cutting it up. Other noble specimens,

though not so large, are found in most of the woods of the

Dcrwent valley. Two remarkable ones formerly grew within the
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roofless walls of Frlarside Chapel. They were cut down about

i860. There are several trees in the Browney valley measuring

more than forty feet high, and six and seven feet in girth at the

base. One was cut down in 1888 in the fringes belov>- Colpike

Hall, which measured ten feet in girth, and was forty odd feet

high.

The Elm ( U/mus canipestris ), one of the finest of our British

forest trees, is tall and graceful, and attains a considerable height,

with tier after tier of spreading branches. Some fine specimens

are to be found in the valley of the Derv>-ent, in the neighbourhood

of Shotley Bridge, and in the Wear valley in the grounds of Stan-

hope Castle, and near to the picturesque "Jack's Crag." Several

of those near the latter place must be very old, for their trunks are

hollow. A few of this species arc found in the Vale of Browney,

but they are not large, neither do they present any remarkable

features.

The Birch ( Betula alba) is one of the prettiest of our forest

trees, and possesses more elegance and grace than any other. It

never attains dimensions like the Oak or Ash, yet it is by no

means a small tree. That this tree formed part of the large forests

of Durham, we have many evidences, for numerous remains of

birches have been found /// situ on the high moorlands of the

west. A few specimens, of what may be termed large dimensions,

are found in the woodland fringes of the upper Vale of Browney.

Two on the Hole House grounds, below Colpike Hall, measure

six feet in circumference at the base, one attaining a height of

over forty feet, the other fifty feet ; and three further up the valley,

in the neighbourhood of Browney Bridge, though only about thirty

feet in height, average six feet in girth.

The Alder (Aliius gluiinosaj, a great companion of the Birch,

is one of the commonest of our native trees. Loving a marshy

situation, it forms a picturesque part in the scenery of lakes and

rivers. It seldom attains a larger growth than that of a large

shrub, though occasional fairly-sized trees are met with. In the

woodland fringes of the upper Browney, there are several measuring

over three-and-a-half feet in girth, one or two exceeding five-and-a-

half feet : but none of them attain a height of more than thirty

feet.

The Holly (Bexaqui/oliaJ, the finest of our evergreens, thrives
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nowhere so well as in this, its native country. Slow-growing, but

sure, it takes many years to attain a fair lieight. Though having

a fine appearance at all times, it appears best when laden with its

clusters of red coral-like berries. Though the berries, in general,

are ripe only in the winter months, and especially about Christmas,

1 have known trees to have berries ujjon their branches all the

year round. One tree in the Rrowney valley contained ripe

berries the whole twelve months of the years 1883, 1884, and

1885, in abundance; however, during the winter of 1889 it bore

very few, and only for two or three weeks ; and in 1890 the berries

were ripe by October 8th, but they were few in number, and had

all disappeared by January 7th, 1891. On a sandy, gravelly bank,

bordering one of the haughs in the woodland fringes of the upper

Browney, are some fine and remarkable specimens. From one

root in this wood grow no fewer than twelve trees, the largest

measuring three feet in girth, and about twenty-five feet high,

with a clean trunk ; and from a second root, not far distant,

spring nine trunks, all over eighteen inches in giith, the largest

measuring three feet, and reaching a height of more than twenty

feet.

A fine scenic tree is that commonly called The Plane. This

tree is only a false-leaved Plane, as its botanical name shows

—

/Jfer pseudo platanus—the proper appellation being that of the

Sycamore. In favourable situations it attains a large size, and

when growing alone becomes a grand and noble shader, and one

ever admired for its massive foliage. It is a tree commonly found

in the neighbourhood of simple dwellings and villages. A few,

unrivalled perhaps for form and beauty, are to be found in the

neighbourhood of the village of Satley, many of them exceeding

seven feet in circumference—one or two measuring nine feet and

over. Other noble trees of tliis sjjecies are found in the grounds

of Stanhope Clastic, and in the rectory gardens in that town.

Beneath the shade of three Sycamores in a field called Guy's Close,

near Greenhead farm-house, morfc than a mik' to the west of Stan-

hoi)e, lie the remains of the first resident Quakers of Weardale,

John Muschamp and his wife Ann. A row of these grand trees is

to be found in \\'ol^iiighani rhurcliyard, skirting the older portion

of the burial ground. Tiie largest measures eleven feet in circum-

ference four feet from the ground ; and as they were planted about
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1734} by the Rev. William Watts, who was rector sixteen years

—

from 1 72 1 to 1737—they have attained a fairly good age, seeing

that they may now be said to be about one hundred and sixty

years old ; and they are yet healthy and vigorous.

Various species of Willow are found, all of which are of elegant

and picturesque outline ; but the one which is best known, and

which attains the greatest height in this county, is The White

Willow ( Salix alba). Growing by the margin of the rivers,

streams, brooks, and water-courses, its graceful and slender form

always presents a pleasing object to human view, harmonizing

well with the wave and ripple of the water. Some fine specimens

are to be found in the upper Browney valley, where their fringe-like

foliage give them a fine landscapical appearance. A grand speci-

men of the White species was cut down on the Broomshields

estate in the winter of 1882. It measured over seventy feet in

length, was eight feet in girth at the base, four feet in circumference

at a height of forty-one feet from the ground, and contained seventy

cubic feet of useable timber, and several feet of waste. Another

specimen, of larger girth, was cut down in 1884, which contained

upwards of seventy cubic feet, with much waste, the upper parts

being greatly subdivided. A tall White Willow stood at the

confluence of the Rippon Burn and River Browney at Browney

Bridge, about a mile and a half north-east of Satley, which reached

to a height of upwards of seventy feet. On several occasions it

suffered severely from the strong winds which sweep down the

valley; and in the heavy storm of August, 1889, the greater part

of it was destroyed. Another, and perhaps the best in this district,

stands near the centre of a grass-haugh further down the river. It

measures eight-and-a-half feet in girth at the base, and attains a

height of sixty feet or more. It begins to branch off almost from

the root, and forais a fine object, giving a graceful air to the

woodland fringe which surrounds it. Other specimens, measuring

over six feet in girth at the base, and tapering gradually to a height

of more than forty feet, are found by the side of the stream above

and below this specimen. Two specimens of this tree, which is

best known in this county as the Huntingdon Willow, formerly

grew in a yard at the back of a dwelling house in Front Street,

Wolsingham. The introduction of the parent of these two trees,

and how they came to grow there, has such a fine Joseph-of-

3
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Arlmathea-and-the-Glastonbury-thorn flavour about it, that it is

vorthy of a public record. The Rev. Peter lonn, a native of the

village of Great Strickland in Westmorland, and who for thirty-

eight years was curate of Wolsingham, and head-master of the

Grammar School there, and perpetual curate of Eshe and Satley a

short time, received his appointment at Wolsingham in the year

1783. He was then a young man, being only twenty-one years

of age ; and soon after quitting his west country home for the

picturesque valley of the Wear, he met his "fate," if so I may call

it. Like the indomitable Caesar, "he came, he saw, he conquered."

Yes, he finally won the affections of a handsome lady, the eldest

daughter of a gentleman farmer of the old town. One evening

during the courtship he visited the home of his affiancee, taking

with him a favourite walking stick. At the back of the house was

then a small garden, and happening to enter it, he chanced to

thrust his stick, a young willow sapling, into the soil, and there

forgetfully (young men are very forgetful in their courting days,)

left it. It was some days after before he brought himself to

recollect where he had left his wand ; and when he did, he found

on going to seek it, that, like Aaron's rod, it had budded leaves

;

and, generous man ! he left it to grow, which it accordingly did.

Two separate cuttings were afterwards made of it, and planted

some distance apart. Mr. lonn married in 1788, and this was

done a short time previously. The two trees grew amain until

between 1830 and 1840, several years after Mr. lonn had joined

the great majority, when they towered far above a malting house

since removed, which stood near them. They were the admiration

of all who either knew or saw them, their fine trunks and ribbon-

like branches standing out grandly against the mottled roofs and

blue sky. During some heavy gales soon after i860, they were

very much broken, and becoming unsound, were eventually cut

down.

The White H.-vwthorn ( Cratae^^us oxycnntha) grows well in

this its native country, attaining in some districts a great size.

Though we have no Hawthorns in the county of Durham, to carry

our memories back to the time of the Tudors, with reminiscences

of Richard HI.,—whose crown was found in a fruited Hav.thorn

bush after the battle of Bosworth, in 1485 ; or of the unhappy

Queen Mary of Scotland, who was executed in 1587, whose
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favourite was existent at Duddingthorn, near Edinburgh, as late

as 1836-—we have a few which have histories, and others which,

from their great size, must be of no small age. Two historic

thorns deserve special mention. About halfway between Lintz

Green House and the Pont Burn, on the Medomsley and Burnop-

field road, in the L'erwent valley, on the right hand side going

east, is a fir plantation, a portion of the Priestfield farm, in which

up to about 1850 there stood the ruined remains of an old chapel.

Against the western gable of this building grew a large thorn,

some three feet—more or less—in girth. The remains of the

chapel are now obliterated, and the thorn is cut down and was

lying where it had fallen, the last time the writer visited the spot

(March 12th, 1890). It bore marks of having grown against the

wall ; and as these marks were very plain, and there has been no

wall for it to wear against during the last fifty years, and seeing

that the Thorn when it becomes what may termed a tree, makes

wood very slowl}-, together with its great thickness, this Thorn,

which may be called the "Chapel Thorn," must be, if not more

than a century and a half old. Another important Thorn is the

"Wesley Thorn."' In a field at the west end of High House
Wesleyan Chapel, between Weardale St. John's and the Ireshope

Burn, are two White Thorns. Under the taller of these the

venerable John Weslev, the founder of Wesleyan Methodism,

preached to an assembly in June, 1774. Though nearly destroyed

in 1837, it still stands a monument of age and history. There are

a few of what may be termed large Thorns in the Browney valley.

One measures five feet in girth, and is twenty feet in height. It

is what is locally termed "scroggy," i.e., having numerous small

branches full of angry prickles, and has been gradually dying for

many years. From its c^marled trunk and great thickness, there is

little doubt but that it is one of the, if not the, oldest in the

district, and cannot be far short of two hundred years old. Near

it is another with a girth of four feet and three-quarters, rising

fifteen feet in height. Neither of them bear marks of the axe. A
short distance further up the valley are two unique specimens

;

one is six feet ten inches in girth at the base, from which rise nine

stems ; the other has a circumference of five feet, and has twelve

different stems growing from the root. Both, or rather all, are

more than twenty feet high. There are several other fine speci-
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tnens in this valley, and also in the vale of Knitsley, above the

hamlet of that name. It is a picturesque sight, and one of fine

effect, to see the gnarled rough trunk of an aged Hawthorn, in the

month of May, supporting a crown of branches white with

innumerable blossoms, which fill the air with a strange yet

fragrant sweetness. Aye, 'tis a glorious sight

!

There are some large Fir plantations in north-west Durham,

chief of which are the scenic woods of Chopwell, planted after

1850 by the Commissioners of Woods and Forests, in the Derwent

valley, one of the fairest portions of syhan landscape in the North

of England ; woodlands chiefly in the valley of the Smallhope, an

affluent of the Browncy, planted at various dates between 1773

and 181 1, by Thomas \\'hite, Esq., to whom the Society of Arts

presented ten gold, and one silver medals, for so doing, some of the

trees of which were cut down in the decade of 1830 and 1840,

and other land planted after 1850, the planting being done by

Jonathan Richardson, Esq., the whole of which presents a fine

portion of Avoodland scenery ; Bute's plantations, planted soon

after 1850, near the head of the Browney ; those on the Broom-

shields estate, near Satley, planted after 1840, one wood of wliicli,

79 acres or more in extent, was ruthlessly cut down in the winter

of 1889-90 ; the Black Bank.s, on the south side of the Wear below

Wolsingham ; and Shull, with its wide-spreading plantations in the

Harthope, one of the affluents of the \\'ear. Some of the finest

L.\RCHES in the county are found in tlie valley of the Bedburn, a

tributary of the Wear, near Hoppyland Hall, many exceeding a

girth of ten feet three feet from the ground. One of the finest

specimens of Larch that I have seen, formerly grew near the

centre of a small grass-liaugli by the margin of Pan Burn, not far

from the footjjalh leading from Satley to Cornsay. This tree was

a stately and magnificent one, and was greatly admired by persons

travelling along the footpath near it. Its trunk was straight,

tapering gradually to a point at a height of seventy feet. Its

branches drooped gracefully even to the loj), and tluir evenness

gave the tree a very symmetrical ajipearance, somewhat resembling

a cone. It is greatly to be regretted that this fine tree was ruth-

lessly hewn down in the winter of 1888-9. It measured over nine

feet in girth at the base, seven feet at a height of five feet, four-

and-a-half feet at a height of twenty-eight feet, and contained
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upwards of fifty cubic feet of timber. Some fine Larches were cut

down about the same time in the grounds of Hole House farm,

near Alansford. One, which was known as the " King of the

Forest," contained over one hundred and twenty cubic feet of

measurable timber, besides waste ; whilst thirty others averaged

seventy cubic feet. A beautiful avenue of Larches extends for

some distance along the road from Roughside to Blanchland.

The Spruce occasionally exceeds five feet in girth at the base,

and a height of over fifty feet.

The Scotch Fir—Pine it really is—is considered a native of

Britain, and one of the proofs of this is the number of roots of this

species found in a burnt state in many of the peat-mosses. At

the southern catchwater of the Waskerly Reservoir a large number

of stumps of this tree have been laid bare, showing that they must

have formed part of a large forest in that neighbourhood. Many
of the trees, judging from the roots, have been of very great size,

and from their charred appearance, appear to have been burnt off.

This tree does not attain any great height in this district, the

largest not reaching much more than forty feet in height, and less

than four feet in girth.

Having already made my paper a long one, I shall, in con-

clusion, just briefly refer to the remaining, and rarer species in the

locality. The Lime ( Tilia Europaa) is a handsome tree, growing

to a considerable size. A row of these lofty trees, numbering

twenty-five—at one time there were twenty-six—grow on the south

side of the main street of Stanhope, and the "Lime-tree Walk" is

a delightful and much-frequented shady pathway. These trees,

planted about 1740, are amongst the finest specimens of the North

of England. Other noble Linden trees are found in the grounds

of Stanhope Castle, on the Palace Green, Durham ; and there is

a fine avenue of old Limes in the Grounds of Blackwell Grange,

near Darlington.

In the grounds of Walworth Castle are (or were) two extra-

ordinary Horse Chestnut trees, standing about thirteen yards

apart, having branches of great size and weight touching and
taking root in the soil in several places, like the famous Indian

banyan tree. The branches of both trees meet, and cover an

elliptical space of about one hundred and fifty yards in circumfer-

ence.
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There is a tine Poplar tree in Stanhope rectory gardens, which

was planted about 1830, and is now supposed to be one of the

finest and most picturesque in the northern counties.

The Yew ( Taxus baccata) seems to favour natural woods in

rocky and mountainous districts, and there arc a great number of

these fine old native trees with gnarled stems, twisted branches,

and sombre foliage, in the picturesque Castle Eden Dene, in the

Derwent valley, near Friarside, and in a few localities in Teesdale

and Weardale.

Some fine specimens of the Cedar of Lebanon {Pinus cedriis)

are found in the grounds of Ravensworth Castle, and Blackwell

Hall, where are also several Cypress trees
(
Cupressus scmpcrvirens)

and one of the Tulip tree {Liriodcndnvi tiilipifcra).

On the Grounds of Bishop Oak, in Wolsingham Park, is a

Norfolk Island Pine [Arancaria excelsa\ perhaps the finest in

the North of Endand.
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III.

—

The English Arboricultural Society. By Quatre

Bras. (Reprinted from The Field.)

Among the Northumbrian hills, in the quaint old town of

Hexham, there met—a few years ago—a small band of hard-

headed north countrymen, whose hearts were set upon a project,

the magnitude of which seemed to an outside observer to be

beyond the sum of their collective energies. They formed them-

selves into an association, which they called " The English

Arboricultural Society," and over-confident as these initiatory

proceedings appeared to be, later developments have since quite

justified their foresight and sagacity. There was not then, and

there is not yet, a national school of forestry. Arboriculturists

and foresters had no organization through which they might

supplement each other's knowledge in the present, or tabulate

and preserve the results of their experience for the guidance of

their successors. Unlike floriculture—in which observation and

experience ripen rapidly with the seasons—arboriculture requires,

for its practical application in the work of the forester, the teaching

of a succession of seasons which extend over the life of a tree,

and go far beyond the life of a man. From the time when a

seedling is transplanted from the nursery into the open wood,

perhaps on some bleak hillside or desolate moor, there to wrestle

for existence with all the storms that blow, the history of a tree is

often to be reckoned by generations of men instead of by single

years. Climate, soil, altitude, situation ought to be duly considered

before, even on a limited scale, planting is undertaken. Hence the

necessity for opportunities for a free interchange of ideas between

practical foresters. The formation of the English Arboricultural

Society supplied a pressing want, and as a result, foresters in all

parts of England, as well as in Scotland and Ireland, have come

forward to identify themselves with it.
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Hitherto—as was to have been expected—its ranks have been

recruited chiefly from the northern counties ; but year by year it is

gradually extending the sphere of its influence and increasing the

number of its members. These already include local secretaries

at Helnisley and Skipton (Yorks), Hexham, Haltwhistle, Romsey,

North Shields, South Shields, Galway, Carlisle, Netherby, London,

Durham, Staindrop, Stafford, North Devon, Rotherham, Warwick,

Darlington, Huddersfield, Alnwick, and Newport. The general

secretary is Mr. John Davidson, Greenwich Hospital Estates

Office, Haydon Bridge, Northumberland. Among the noblemen

and gentlemen connected with the Society are the Duke of

Northumberland, the Earl of Durham, the Earl of Carlisle, and

Sir John Eubbock, U.F.

The methods adopted by the Society for the diffusion of know-

ledge amongst its members are twofold. Meetings are held at

stated intervals for the discussion of specific subjects ; but, as

the members are so widely scattered, only a few, comparatively

speaking, can be exj'jected to attend on any one of those occasions.

To get into touch with the whole body of uiembers at once, silver

and bronze medals are offered each year for the best essays on

subjects selected by the council, on the recommendation generally

of the annual meeting. These essays—for which medals are

awarded—appear in the printed Txajisadions of the Society. Part

6 of the Transactions has just been issued. In it we have two

papers on the same subject, written by practical foresters, the first

by Mr. James L. Ramage, Kilmarnock ; the second by Mr.

George Dodds, Stainton, Woodhouse. The subject of these

papers is " Trees Suitable for Various Soils antl Situations;" and

it is interesting to note, in the tabulated results which accompany

each paper, how closely the writers follow the same lines of

deduction. Appended are a few examples, in parallel columns, of

the conclusions at which they have arrived respecting the soil and

situation most suitable for some of our most common forest trees.

Mr. Ramage. Mr. Dodds.
ASH.

Good medium loam; damp Good strong loam, rather rich

sheltered situation. than otherwise ; moist rather

than dry.
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Mr. Ramage. Mr. Dodds.
BEECH.

Good dry gravelly soil; stands Dry and rather light soil;

exposure very well. very accommodating as regards

soil and situation.

OAK.

Ratherheavy, rich soil; clayey; Heavy clay, but, if exposed,

sheltered situation. loamy or rather dry ; sheltered

situation.

LARCH.

Light gravelly soil; high lying. Dry soil, free and open;

situation elevated, freely exposed

to evaporation.

LIME.

Good medium soil ; sheltered. Good rich, and rather damp
loam ; sheltered ; one of the

finest park and avenue trees.

SYCAMORE.

Deep, medium loaiu ; stands Dry and sandy soil, with a fiee,

exposure very well. exposed situation; will grow in

almost any soil ; stands the sea-

breeze better than most trees.

It must be obvious that, information of this descri[)tion—the

fruit of years of observation— cannot be lightly valued, either by

foresters or by landowners, whether the object in planting be

ornamentation or profit. The importance of soil and situation as

a factor in determining the kind of tree to be planted in a given

area is emphasised by both writers. There are other papers of

equal interest and value in the latest number of the Transactions.

For instance, Mr. William Forbes, Masham, discusses the question

as to the class of conifer which is best fitted to take the place of

the larch as a timber tree. Enough, however, has been said to

illustrate the great value of this method of communication and

instruction.

There is another method of instruction, which is equally profitable,

but far more enjoyable. Every autumn the members visit some

large estate where timber is grown on an extensive scale. There,
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with the living objects of their study before their eyes, the

observation of each is supplemented by the experience of the

other ; opinions are exchanged, and fresh information is acquired

on the most varied details of forestry, such as could not be

obtained from a series of bulky volumes. Excursions have already

been made, among other places to Raby Castle, Chillingham

Castle, Alnwick Castle, Skipton Castle, Eshton Hall, Bolton

Abbey. Bolton Abbey—the Duke of Devonshire's estate in the

West Riding—was visited in August last. There are close upon

2000 acres of woodland on this estate. The plantations are in

different stages of growtli, in various altitudes and situations. The
banks of the Wharfe are beautifully wooded, and noble vistas of

sylvan scenery stretch away to the purple moors, which shut in the

view towards its source. Here, too, are the patriarchal survivors

of an ancient oak forest. Many of these venerable oaks—supposed

to be 503 or Goo years old—were carefully measured, and records

taken. Special attention was devoted to the younger plantations,

where the method of planting, the nature of the subsoil, the

effects of climate, and other practical details of forestry, were

explained by the head forester on the estate. An official account

of each excursion is printed annually in the Transactions, which is

forwarded to each member of the Society.

The Society has not existed ten years, yet since its formation it

has accomplished a very large amount of useful work. For a

much longer period the Royal Scouish Arboricultural Society has

been working along similar lines. To prepare the way for the

establishment of a National School of Forestry is an object for

which both have been labouring. A small subsidy has been

obtained from the Government for a course of lectures at Edinburgh,

and this, it is expected, will ultimately result in more ample

provision being made for the study of a subject^ which, from an

economic point of view, if from no other, is of national importance.

Not only in this country, but in our colonies and dependencies,

there are immense tracts of forest whicii, with adecjuate means of

transport, would represent an almost fabulous wealth. Our imports

of foreign limber year by year are worth many millions of money, a

considerable portion of which might, in course of time, be expended

m productive labour at home, were the re-afforesting of our waste

lands seriously taken in hand.
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SIXTH ANNUAL EXCURSION.

FIRST DAY.

The members of the above Society had their Sixth Annual Exxur-

sion to the West Riding of Yorkshire on Wednesday and Thursday,

13th and 14th August, 1890, assembUng at the Ship Hotel,

Skipton, about noon on Wednesday. Here a substantial luncheon

had been provided for the parry through the generous hospitality

of the Right Hon. Lord Hothfield, of Skipton Castle. Upwards

of twenty gentlemen sat down to the repast, over which Mr. James
Watt, of the firm of Little and Ballantyne, nurserymen, Carlisle,

presided, Mr. John Balden, sen., Dilston, occupying the vice-

chair. After luncheon, the Chairman, on behalf of the members,

expressed their indebtedness to the noble lord, who had so kindly

given them that entertainment, and returned thanks for the elegant

and substantial luncheon which had been provided for them, fie

was sure they were very grateful to the noble lord for the way in

which he had received them, not only providing for the inner man,

but throwing open his castle and grounds to them, and giving

instructions to Mr, Ross, his agent, to make the visit agreeable to

them all.

Mr. A. Ross, sub-agent to Lord Hothfield, expressed the

extreme regret of Mr. R. B. Barrett, head agent to his lordship,

that owing to a previous engagement he was unable to be present

in person. He thanked the Society for the kind expressions to

which the Chairman had given utterance in reference to Lord

Hothfield, and proceeded to read a letter from Sir Mathew Wilson,

Eshton Hall, stating that he should be glad to see the party at

Eshton Hall that afternoon.
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Skiptox Castle.

Rain fell heavily at intervals during the dav, and when the party

set out for Skipton Castle, which overlooks the town, it was

amidst a drenching pluvial descent, from which they sought pro-

tection under waterproofs, greatcoats, and umbrellas. The name
"Skipton,'' is supposed to be derived from the Saxon sceap^ a

sheep. In Domesday Book and in ancient charters it is spelt

Sciptone, Sceptone, or Scepletone ; and the name is believed to

have arisen from the extensive sheep tracks which at one time

existed in this district. At the time of the Xorman Conquest it

belonged to Earl Edwin, one of the Saxon Thanes, from whom it

was taken by the Masterful William, being subsequently conferred

on Robert de Romille, one of his Norman followers. This baron

built Skipton Castle, and elevated the pastoral village to the

dignity of a town. It is now a substantially-built market town, its

priricipal streets resembling very closely the formation of the letter

Y, and exhibiting every appearance of material prosperity. Over

the outer entrance to the castle, which seems to have been a place

of great strength, the walls being from nine to twelve feet thick, is

the word "Desormais," signifying endurance through futurity. The
western doorway to the inner castle, a semi-cuxular arch, springing

from square piers, is about all that remains of Romille's structure

;

but a number of massive round towers, forming a quadrangular

court, date back to the lime of Edward II., when they were built

by Robert de Clifford, to whom the castle and estates were trans-

ferred in 131 1. At that time, we are told, arable land was let in

Craven at lod. per acre, and pasture land at 4d. From 131

1

down to the present time, Skipton Castle has, with the exception

of an attainder which followed the defeat of the Lancastrian party,

to which the Cliffords allied themselves, remained in the hands of

the descendants of the first Robert de Clifford. On entering the

inner courtyard we were confronted by a venerable yew, five

hundred years old, measuring 6 ft. 10 in. in circumference five feet

above the base, and rising twenty feet before branching out.

Entering the castle, we resigned ourselves entirely to the guide.

There are two doors to every room, and no room is on the same

level as another. Our reiignalion was therefore compulsory rather

than voluntary ; and though there was much to interest us in what
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we saw and \Yhnt we heard, our progress from room to room,

from basement to roof and from roof to dungeon—the latter cut

out of the solid rock and walled up—was so tortuous and deceptive

that no one, unless told by the guide, ever knew exactly where he

was or whither he was being led. In one of the rooms General

Lambert's chair was pointed out. This reminded us that the

castle sustained a siege of three years during the civil wars which

ended in the execution of Charles I. After its surrender to the

Parliamentary army, of which Lambert was a general, on the 22nd

of December, 1645, it was ordered to be demolished. It was

repaired in 1657-8 by Lady Anne Clifford. The room in which

we found General Lambert's chair was also associated with the

name of Fair Rosamond. She was the mistress of Henry II., and

a Clifford, and is said to have been poisoned by Henry's wife.

Another room contained Queen Mary's chair. Here the unfortu-

nate Scottish Queen rested for two or tJiree days while passing

through the country. Leaving the older portion of the castle, we

next visited the more modern range of buildings which now form

the 'residence of Lord Hothfield, and were shown some fine old

tapestry. The grand staircase is of oak, polished, and the furniture

in the handsome drawing room is almost exclusively made of the

same wood. On the castle terrace there is a splendid avenue of

English sycamores, growing at an altitude of of 350 feet above sea

level. Their average height is 70 feet, with an average of 26 feet

bole. One of thtm measured 10 ft. i in. in circumference five

feet from the base, and another was 10 ft. 7 in. at the same height

from the ground.

EsHTON Hall.

The sky was still overcast when we entered our conveyances and

drove off to Eshton Hall. Presently the rain again descended,

rattling on our umbrellas like hailstones, and forming tiny streams

along the yellow waterproof covers which protected our knees.

The land is all laid down to i)asture, and some of the hills are

clothed with wood almost to their summits. The undulating

character of the pastures, and the rapid succession of hill and dale,

of wood and water, imparted a picturesqueness to the wide-stretch-

ing landscape which even the persistent rain and the gloomy skies

could not prevent us from admiring, and in due course we arrived
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at the seat of Sir Matthew Wilson. Eshton Hall is a stately

mansion, standing on a gentle eminei.ce facing the north-east. The

fore-ground and environs are finely wooded. Sharper Hill, rising

to a height of i,coo feet, and resembling in its outlines the famous

Aiihur's Seat at Edinburgh, touches the sk)-line away to the north-

east, and forms a grand bac]<groiind to a fair picture of woodland

and pastoral scenery. The Hall was rebuilt in 1826, but the

manor was purchased in 1680 from Sir Robert Bundlows, by an

ancestor of Sir Matthew, who is described on a mural tablet as a

merchant clothier, of Coleman Street, London, and the son of

Robert and Alice Wilbon, of Kendal. Sir Matthew himself

formerly represented the West Riding in Parliament, and was

knighted by Mr. Gladstone. A statue has been erected to him in

one of the main streets of Skipton. He is over eighty years of

age, and somewhat frail, as might be expected, but though the

weather was uninviting he came outside and welcomed us with the

true cordiality of an English gentleman, remarking that he had

only one regret, and that was that it was a very bad day for our

visit. He engaged in a brief but animated conversation with

Mr. Watt and Mr. Ross, and on the suggestion of the latter, kindly

consented to become a member of the Society. \Ve then proceeded

to view the grounds, being joined by Mr. A. J. Temple, the head

gardener, who spared no pains to make our visit pleasant and

instructive. The timber grown on this estate is chiefly ash, elm,

and sycamore, but the ash predominates. The common sycamore,

however, grows better here than any of the other timber trees, and

what perhaps is of no less importance from a commercial point of

view, it commands the best price in the market. In the vicinity

of the gardens and hot houses, which were in excellent order, we

saw some good specimens of Tluijopsis bonaiis, an Irish junijjer,

30 feet high ; an American Arbor vita', about the same height

;

a variegated thorn which, wc were told, blooms so profusely in the

spring as to present the appearance of being covered with a mantle

of snow ; one of the variegated varieties of Turkey oak ; a pure

specimen of the evergreen oak ; and a splendid birch of the

common variety. Most of these trees are about sixty years old.

In another part of the grounds wc observed a specimen of the

lVcl/in};lonia i^ii^aiika, and a very good specimen of the Spanish

pine, the latter being 50 feet high, measuring 52 inches round the
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bole five feet from the base, and 64 inches just above the bai^e.

Close to the hall we found a yellow-flowering chestnut, and on

leaving the grounds we discovered three elms and a sycamore

enarched. Beside this curious growth was an old larch which was

computed to contain about 90 cubic feet of timber. A large

number of crabs and thorns are growing in the grounds, and we

can well believe that when these are in bloom the effect must be

very striking amidst the surrounding foliage. Driving back to

Skipton by a different route, we crossed the Leeds and Liverpool

canal, pausing as we did so to view a canal boat passing through

the locks.

The Dinner.

The members sat down to dinner at the Ship Llotel at half-past

six o clock. Mr. James Watt, J. P., of the firm of Little and

Ballantyne, nursery and seedsmen, Carlisle, occupied the chair,

and Mr. John Balden, sen., land agent, Dilston, Corbridge-on-

Tyne, officiated as vice-chairman. There were also present :

—

Mr. John Graham and Mrs. Graham, Findon Cottage. Durham
;

Mr. Archibald Ross, .sub-agent lo Lord Hothfield, Skipton Castle;

Mr. John Mitchell, forester to His Grace the Duke of Devonshire,

Bolton Abbey; Mr. James Mitchell, forester and steward, Frystone,

Ferrybridge; Mr. R. E. Anderson, forester to C. S. Roundell, Esq.,

Gledstone, Skipton ; Mr. Robert T. Collins, forester to His Grace

the Duke of Sutherland, Trentham, Stafford; Mr. F. Collins, jun.,

Chester; Mr. William Forbes, forester to S. C. Lister, Esq,

Swinton, Masham, Yorkshire ; Mr. Joseph D. Coxon, forester,

Alnwick Park, Alnwick, Northumberland ; Mr. Robert Robinson,

forester to the Rev. John Burdon, Castle Eden, Durham ; Mr.

William Fell, nurseryman, and Mr John R. Brown, nursery

manager, Hexhan) : Mr. John Wm. Robson, nurseryman, Hexham

;

Councillor W. Davidson, South Shields ; Mr, Thomas Vasey, land

agent. South Shields ; Mr. Barnard Cowan, superintendent of

Westoe Cemetery, South Shields; Mr. John Balden, jun., land

agent, Hexham ; Mr A, J. Temple, head gardener to Sir Matthew

Wilson, Bart., Eshton Hall ; Mr. John Davidson, secretary and

treasurer, Haydon Bridge ; Mr. T. Gibson, journalist. South

Shields ; Mn Daniel Poison, official reporter, etc. After dinner.

The Chairman, in proposing "The Queen," said he had no
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doubt they would all agree with him that there were no

members of any scientific society more loyal to Her Majetsy the

Queen than the members of the English Arboricultural Society.

He would ask them to begin the after-dinner proceedings by

proposing Her Majesty's good health. He did not know any

forester in England or Scotland uho paid move attention to his

woods than did Her Majesty the Queen. He did not know any

one who offered hospitality more readily to associations of this

kind. Two years ago, for instance, the Scottish Arboricultural

Society was entertained by Her Majesty. He had the honour

of being one of the party, and enjoyed her hospitality which was

unbounded. Her woods were a great sight to be seen. Her

Majesty set an example worthy of imitation to all classes of society,

and he was sure they would join with liim in drinking long life,

health, and prosperity to her.

The Chairman next proposed "His Royal Highness the Prince

of Wales, the Princess of Wales, and the other members of the

Royal Family." He believed His Royal Highness was equally as

praiseworthy a forester as liis mother. As he knew, His Royal

Highness had planted hundreds of acres at Sandringham. He
hoped it might be long before the Prince of Wales was called u])on

to occupy his mother's position as sovereign of this country, but

when he did he (the chairman) was sure he would be looked upon

as a wise and prudent king, and that he would hold the reins of

constitutional government with safety to the country.

Mr. William Fell said that the toast which had just been put

into his hands was one to which, he was afraid, he should scarcely

be able to do justice, as it was not an every-day toast, and it was

one that deserved some little consideration before an attempt was

made to put it before an assembly like thi >. The gentlemen whom
he had the pleasure of jjroposing to them were "His Grace the

Duke of Devonsiiire and the Right Honourable Lord Hothficld."

He need not say to an intelligent assembly like this that these

two names were names to conjure with —names that were known

throughout the length and breadth of the land—but he wuuld

only deal just now, for a very few minutes, with what particularly

interested themselves as a Society in reference to these names.

He need not remind them how much they were indebted to the

proprietors in the country who from time to time threw open their
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grounds to this Society. That day they had not had very pleasant

weather—quite the opposite—but notwithstanding that, they had

certainly enjoyed themselves thoroughly. They had been very

much interested at Skipton Castle. They could not but be in-

terested in that old castle, and when he went through the older

portion of it he could not help feeling that he was an Englishman

—not an Englishman living in the Cromwellian period, but an

Englishman living in the Victorian period. However much they

admired the worthies of the past, they could not help feeling regret

and sorrow at the amount of rudeness displayed in the punishment

of their prisoners of war, of which they had a marvellous illustration

that day. They felt very much indebted as a Society that day to

Mr. Ross for the very able, kind, and instructive manner in \vhich

he had conducted them over the grounds. He had not the

pleasure of knowing the name of the good lady who conducted

them over the castle, else he would have had much pleasure in

mentioning it. She certainly manifested great anxiety to show

them everything that was worth seeing in the castle, and that was

of interest to them. He could not say anything particular of

Bolton Abbey that day, as he had not seen it yet. That was a

pleasure they had in store on the morrow, but he was quite sure

they would be equally interested with it as with Skipton Castle

and Eshton Hall, and he trusted they would have fine weather,

and would enjoy themselves even better than they had that day.

He asked them to drink to the health of His Grace the Duke of

Devonshire and Lord Hothfield.

The toast was drunk with musical honours.

Mr. John Mitchell responded for His Grace the Duke of

Devonshire.

Mr. Ross responded for Lord Hothfield.

The Chairman, in proposing the toast of the evening, "Suc-

cess to the English Arboricultural Society," said he should have

been glad had he known he was to make any remarks about it

that evening, so that he might have put a few notions together

in anticipation, but as he should couple this toast with the name
of the Secretary, he had no doubt that gentleman would be able to

give them a good deal of information as to the doings of the

4
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Society during the past year. But speaking of the work of

arboricultural societies generally, he thought that at present there

was a favourable opportunity for both this and the Scottish Society

pressing home to the Board of Agriculture the desirability of

acquiring some portion of the money that had been handed over

to them from the surplus of the drink traffic. The Local taxation

Bill having been thrown out, a certain sum was placed at the

disposal of Mr. Goschen, and he applied that in most cases to the

relief of the cost of education in England, Scotland, and Wales.

Now, he did not know any education that would be more advan-

tageous to this country than a school of forestry for the education

of young foresters. His own opinion was that forestry in this

country would become a great question. This country would and

must be a residential country in the future, and before they could

make it a residential country, they must clothe it with timber; they

must adorn it, and make it attractive in every way. He had

sometimes thought that if the County Councils that had recently

• been established in this country had any mission in life at all, it

ought to be, in his opinion, at all events, to make the country

districts more attractive, to find occupation for surplus labour, and

to develope the resources of the country in such a manner as

municipal corporations in great cities had done during the last half

century. He need not tell them that during Her Majesty's reign

the im])rovcments that have been brought to large cities by the

Municipal Corporations Act had been of very great advantage, but

the time had come when he thought that decentralisation was as

much wanted as centralisation was some years ago, and he believed

that if the County Councils were approached by such societies as

this, they would be willing to consider whether they should assist

arboriculturists in their various evolutions. He had no doubt in

his own mind that, if the County Councils would continue to

conduct themselves throughout England as they had done, their

powers in the future would be so large that they would be enabled

to do anything they thought fit in each county. He believed that

an association of this kind was of great advantage to the industry

with which it was connected or from which it sprang ; but lie also

thought that they themselves ought to he more educational than

they were. It was all very well to come to see Lord flothfield

and enjoy his noble hospitality, and drive through those magnificent
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woods ; but he doubted very much that they were fulfilling their

mission by resting contented with that. He thought it was their

duty to recommend those in charge of woods or property to

consider whether it was not wise to introduce new kinds of timber,

and whether it was right to go on planting the same old sorts of

Scotch fir, and spruce, and larch, and sycamore, and so on. No
doubt these men had proved certain kinds of timber, but we had a

great many varieties of timber trees introduced into this country

during the last five-and-twenty years, which might or might not be

to the advantage of a particular district if they were partially

introduced. He did not expect that any representative of any

estate would launch out a large sum of money in order to benefit

an association of this kind, but he thought if our foresters on large

estates were to begin and introduce the newer kinds of trees as

ornamental trees, they might beautify the country, and, at the same

time, increase the value of the properties with which they were

connected. He tliought that was one of the things this Association

should look to. There were many other things he might draw

attention to, but he thought he had already detained them too long,

and the Secretary would be able to answer their questions and give

them further information. It was a young Association, and he

believed it had done its work fully as well as its sister society at

the same age. He believed its finances, at all events, were sounder

that day than those of similar societies had been at the same

period of their history. They had that day added to their list of

members the name of a gentleman who was an ornament to the

people of England, and he hoped the Society would go on and

flourish, and that wlien this generation should pass away, the English

Arboricultural Society would stand up as a Society that had done

much good, and would be looked up to as a pledge of all that was

beautiful and all that w.is good, and all that was interesting in

connection with land in this country. He coupled the toast with

the name of the Secretary.

Mr. John Davidson, in responding, said it was a great pleasure

to him to rise and respond to the toast that they had just drunk.

Of course, as he dared say all of them would somewhat realise,

there had been a rather great responsibility resting upon him
during the last fortnight or three weeks. He did not know that
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he had lost very much sleep over it, because he had had to work

too hard for that ; but at any rate it had been a source of very

great anxiety. He felt that the Society had either to rise or fall in

the event of this excursion being either a success or a failure. So

that they would easily understand that he was considerably relieved

when he saw the representative company that had gathered round

them that day. He would not like to say that this very large and

influential company really spoke to the prosperity of the Society in

the same way, perhaps, as the Chairman would like it, but there

was no doubt that it pointed to success not in the distant future,

but, he would say, even in the very near future. He did not know

that he was altogether free from blame in reference to the Society

not making greater progress than it had done. They had not

just a very encouraging meeting at the last annual meeting, as far

as numbers were concerned, but at any rate there had been a

stirring up since the talk of the excursion came on, and he had

no doubt that the interest manifested by those present that day

would go on and would ultimately prove a success to the Society.

He ought to confess that he was not a mere scientific forester,

though a practical one, and very nearly the oldest in that room,

because he began very young; but he entertained hopes that the

Society would ultimately yield an influence in the country. They

had certain influential members who rather put the drag upon

them in regard to the taking up of a political position, but still

they ought to look upon it that they were taking up, if not a

political position, at any rate a national position, and that they

were not working merely for the proprietors of estates, but for the

national weal. Now, if they were not able to make an impression,

perhaps, on the Government, they might be able to make an

impression of another kind by educating their foresters and wood-

men, and everyone who had charge of timber estates. He trusted

the day was not far distant when they would make an impression

on the proprietors themselves. 'Hiere was a want of confidence

between the proprietor and the forester. At any rate, there was

rather a reluctance on the part of the proprietor to put that un-

reserved confidence in the forester that he ought to do. A forester

came to a certain estate and advised the proprietor what to do; but

the woods had been kept in a certain condition for generations, and

the proprietor was unwilling to accept the proffered advice unless
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some very scientific, practical, and financial reasons were brought

to bear upon him to show that its acceptance would result in

an improvement both as regarded the finances and the general

appearance of the estate. Consequently, we had estates today

growing much more timber than they ought to do, whereas if the

half of it were taken out, the appearance of the estates would be

improved, a larger revenue would be reaped, and the country

generally would be benefitted. He thought the efforts of this

Society ought to be directed with the view of so educating their

members that proprietors would have implicit confidence in them,

and turn over their woods into their hands, to be managed and

directed by them ; and this, he had no doubt, would ultimately

prove advantageous to the best interests of proprietors, and to the

good of the country. He believed what the Chairman said, that

the County Councils would be able to do something in the direction

of which he spoke. They had applied to have large pieces of

waste land dedicated to public roads, and had informed adjacent

proprietors that they were not to enclose that land. He knew

roads himself where avenues of trees could be planted, and even

those waste lands on the sides of roads would, if planted, add
materially to the beauty of the country, and would encourage

those suburban residences which he supposed we would have to

provide eventually for American visitors and all who came here.

And this would lead, also, to the clothing of the hill tops with

timber, though he did not say that they should all be planted,

because he would like to see a clean hill top now and then. He
did not know that any of them would be like the lady who was

brought down to where there were a few trees growing, and who
prayed to be taken away from it because she was being suffocated

;

but there were thousands of acres adapted to growing timber which

were at present bare, and which, were they planted, would be of

value to the land by sheltering it. He was very pleased to be

at this meeting, not only because it was a venture on the part

of the Society, but because they had put it within the reach of

those whom they had not been in the habit of meeting on such

occasions. He was very glad to meet their friends from the south,

and had great pleasure in proposing that the Society should drink

their health.

Mr. R. Collins acknowledged the compliment, and said it was
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a very great pleasure indeed to him to be allowed to join them

that day. It was the first time he had been in the company of

the Arboricultural Society, and he sincerely hoped it might

not be the last, and that he might have the pleasure of joining

them almost every year in future. He was sure that every time he

came he would go home the wiser and the better for his visit.

Mr. W. Forbes endorsed the sentiments expressed by Mr.

Collins.

Mr. Coroner Graham proposed the " Health of Sir INIathew

Wilson," their youngest member. That fact, he thought, com-

mended the toast to their notice quite irrespective of Sir Mathew's

eminent qualities. They were approaching the close of a very

delightful day. He had been a member of the Society for a

number of years, but he did not think that on any previous occasion

on which he had been present the day had been spent so well and

so pleasantly. After enjoying the hospitality of Lord Hothfield,

and after having been allowed to inspect the interesting Castle of

Skipton—both the ancient and the modern parts—and been shown

over the grounds, then came a drive. They started in a deluge of

rain, and everything was of a most depressing character, and that

part of the drive was not so particularly interesting as to cause any

exhilaration of spirits. It was not until they began to turn home-

wards that the sun shone out, and they began to feel a little more

at ease. But they wondered where the trees were that they had

to see; and there were gentlemen present who would tell all the

world that they drove out there because of the "Angel." How-
ever, the further they went on the road they found that they were

getting into an estate where some care was taken of trees, both

old and young. There had been a reference made to the County

Councils. Well, for his own part, he had no great faidi in what

they would do. He had his own impressions with regard to them.

But he did like to see a landed proprietor taking an interest in his

estate, and doing what he could to fill up gaps. They passed

through a fine double avenue on their way, where the gaps were

being filled up, and their arrival at the hall was the most charming

part of their drive, when they were received by the venerable

proprietor with the courtesy of a fine old English genileman. Sir

Mathew struck him especially as being a very excellent sample of
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a class which, he was sorry to say, was becoming less day by day.

Old gentlemen of 80 years and upwards they could not expect to

have with them for ever. Their numbers were being decreased,

and he really did not know where the future octogenarians were

going to come from. The young men of the present day were

going at rather too fast a rate ever to see the age of 80. He knew

a very great number of old gentlemen from 80 to 89, and they were

as hale and hearty as many of themselves, and he thought Sir

Mathew Wilson was no bad specimen of that class. Sir Mathew

struck him as being a most charming old gentleman, taking a great

interest in the object which the Society had in view, and if the

weather had been better nothing would have given him greater

pleasure than to go through the estate and show them examples of

trees planted years ago, and those planted more recently. There

was a very great deal to see, and a very great deal to remark upon,

and, furthermore, the spirit evinced by Sir ]\Iathew in at once being

wilUng to join their Society, and the care taken in his estate—all

this tended to show what Mr. Davidson said of the necessity of a

union being established between proprietors and foresters. That

evidently existed in this particular instance; there appeared to be

the best possible understanding between Sir Mathew and those

who represented him; otherwise, the estate would not be in the

condition in which they found it. Coming back to Skipton, they

were glad to find that the inhabitants had not been unmindful of

his services in former days. Within a short distance of where they

now were, there was a statue erected to his memory. He was

very glad to see that, and he had great pleasure in calling upon

them to drink a bumper toast to Sir Mathew Wilson, their junior

member, coupled with the name of Mr. Temple, his representative.

Mr. Temple, responding, expressed his thanks on Sir Mathew's

behalf, and on his own, for the manner in which the toast had been

proposed and received. He had much pleasure in being in their

company, and, wishing them every success, trusted that he might

have the pleasure of being with them in the future.

Councillor Davidson proposed " The Press," remarking that the

Society was very much in the same position as the ambitious

member in St. Stephen's, while the press very much, to his mind,

represented the Speaker. They wanted to catch the Speaker's
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" eye." The Press was a mighty engine, and he trusted the Society

would catch the speaker's eye, and that the impressions of its

representatives, which would be sent broadcast throughout the

length and breadth of the land, would conduce very much to the

success of the Society. He coupled the toast with the names of

!Mr. Daniel Poison, Mr. Bernard Cowan, and Mr. T. Gibson.

Mr. D. PoLSON, of the Hexham Herald, Official reporter to the

Society; Mr. B. Cowan, representing iht Journal of Horticulture

;

and Mr. T. Gibson, of the Shields Gazette, suitably responded.

The Vice-Chairman gave "The Health of the Chairman,"

observing that Mr. Watt took a very great interest in the Society, not

only as a private gentleman, but from the point of view of his own

profession, which, one had not the least doubt, he tried to cultivate

as much for the benefit of the country as for his own individual

profit. He hoped Mr. Watt would be long spared amongst them,

and that they should many a time have the pleasure and honour of

his company at the head of their table.

The toast was pledged with all the honours.

The Chairman thanked the company very sincerely for the very

great compliment they had paid him in drinking his health. It was

clearly an omission on his part that he did not congratulate the

Secretary, not only on the success of his efforts in gathering this

meeting together, but on the results of his work since the formation

of the Society. He doubted very much whether, if they had not

had a Secretary like Mr. Davidson, the Society would have been

alive that day. For the first time in the history of this country the

Government of to-day had allied themselves with forestry. Some

few months ago the present Government subsidised Dr. Somerville

with ;^ioo for a series of lectures during the summer at the

University of Edinburgh. That was a very important matter

indeed, because it allowed them to get in the thin edge of the

wedge ; and they all knew that those who were at the head of the

Government were as anxious to promote the interests of arbori-

culture or agriculture as any of the people of the country ; and he

was quite sure they were willing to listen to suggestions from asso-

ciations like this. He was desirous of pressing that home here.

He thought a deputation ought to be formed from this association
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to wait upon the President ot the Board of Agriculture, than whom
no man in England was more interested in forestry and agriculture

and he was quite sure that the hands of the Board only required to

be strengthened to enable them to do something for the Society.

They did not expect anything to be done for them unless they

made an effort for themselves. They were told that " God helps

them that help themselves," What had been done with regard to

the great question of pleuro-pneumonia in this country ? Why was

it that each district had formerly to pay the cost of slaughtering

animals which were infected or which had been in contact with

diseased animals, while now the cost was borne by the country at

large? Why? Because deputations from the country waited uj^on

the President of the Board of Agriculture, and gave out the hint

that if they were supported in that for which they contended they

would be willing to make it an imperial question, and he was quite

sure their own position as a Society was similar to that. If this

Society and its sister Society, and the Royal Agricultural, Highland

and Agricultural, and Irish Societies all combined to send a

deputation on this subject, he had no doubt that their appeals

would be listene'd to, and that they would be subsidised, and a

School of Forestry established.

SECOND DAY,

Visit to Bolton Abbey.

There^were one or two vacant chairs at the breakfast table in

the Ship Hotel on Thursday morning, and when the party started

in two waggonettes for Bolton Abbey they comprised: Mr. Coroner

Graham and Mrs. Graham, Mr. John Balden, sen., Mr. A. Ross,

Councillor W. Davidson, Mr. VV. Fell, Mr. John Davidson, Mr.

John Balden, jun., Mr. T. Vasey, Mr. R. Collins, Mr. F. Collins,

Mr. R. Robinson, Mr. John Wm. Robson, Mr. James Mitchell,

Mr. John Mitchell, Mr. J. D. Coxon, Mr. R. E. Anderson, Mr. T.

Gibson, and Mr. D. Poison. Shortly after leaving Skipton we
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were threatened with a renewal of the weather of the previous day.

A sliatp sliower fell, but it soon passed away, and by-and-by, when

we had proceeded some miles on our journey, the outlook improved,

and splendid summer weather characterised the remainder of the

day, enabling us to forget the discomforts of the past in the

pleasures and prospects of the present. A curious feature of the

limestone strata, which form the distinguishing geological formation

of the district, was seen on the hillside as we drove along, and

attracted considerable attention. By some Titanic upheaval or

dislocation of pre historic times the strata had been transposed

irom the horizontal to the perpendicular, and stretched upwards

in unbroken ribs to a great height, forming a sheer precipice,

smooth as ice, from summit to base, and reminding us in its

general outlines of a lofty crag known as " Samson's Ribs," in

the Queen's Park at Edinburgh. Some miles out, we drew up at

the Devonshire Hotel, and retraced our steps a short distance to

view a handsome bridge of two arches which crosses the river

Wharfe at a point where in former times passengers were ferried

across. The old boat house is still standing. Proceeding on our

journey, we paused to measure an old English elm growing by the

wayside. This venerable patriarch is 50 feet high, and its branches

extend to 1 20 feet. About five feet from the base the trunk measures

19 feet in circumference, and lower down, just at the base, the

circumference is 24 feet. It is quite hollow inside, and could

easily accommodate eitiier a king or a cadger, or both. On reaching

Bolton Abbey, a distance of three quarters of a mile from Bolton

Bridge, already referred to, we left our conveyances on the highway,

and passed into the private grounds of the Duke of Devonshire.

At every step a fresh charm of sylvan beauty unfolded itself, but

first of all a few words about the grand old fabric from which this

splendid domain takes its name may not be out of place. Bolton

Priory, generally called " Abbey," was founded for a body of

Augustine friars in the year 1154, but a priory of earlier date

(n2o) was ercctfd for them at Embsay, a neighbouring village on

the west. This monastic institution was endowed by "William de

Meschines and Cecilia, his wife." Cecilia was a daughter of that

Robert de Romille to whom the Conqueror granted the lands of

Skipton, and who, as has been pointed out in the description of

uui' vi^it 10 bki^Jton Caslle, made that place the seat of his barony,
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The priory church—the cloisters, refectory, and domestic buildings

are in ruins—is approached by a tower, built in 1520 by Richard

Moone, the last abbot. It is generally supposed, as the custodian

informed us, that the lantern tower over the transepts would fall

early in the fifteenth century, or late in the fourteenth, when

Moone began to build the present tower, with the intention, no

doubt, of removing the beautiful Early English front, but the

dissolution of the Abbey in 1539 interfered vvith his project, and the

tower itself is only one-third of the height which he intended to build

it. There is no evidence that the church has ever ceased to be

used, for vvhen the monasteries were suppressed by Henry VIII.,

it was made a chapel of ease to the ancient parish of Skipton. It

is now the parish church of a separate ecclesiastical district. The

church contains many features of interest to ecclcbiologists and

antiquarians. Opposite the church is Bolton Hall, where the

Duke of Devonshire and the members of his family reside during

the grouse shooting season. Lord Hartington, Lord Lyttleton,

Lord Edward Cavendish, Sir Henry James, and Mr. AU)ert Grey

were residing here at the time of our visit, and some of us caught

glimpses of these gentlemen as they were preparing to ride off to

the moors.

Having inspected the Abbey, we next turned our attention to

the timber. Close to the hall there is a Cedar of Lebanon about

50 feet high, and here and there in the immediate vicinity are some

noble Ash trees. A few of these we measured, and obtained the

following dimensions :—

No. I.—Height, 70 feet; clean stem, 35 feet; circumference at

base, 20 feet ; do. five feet above the base, 1 1 feet ; cubic feet of

timber, about 200. Age, about 200 years.

No. 2.—(Adam)— Circumference five feet from base, 14 feet.

No. 3.—(Eve)—Circumference five feet from base, 11 feet

4 inches.

No. 4.—Fluted Ash—height, 90 feet; circumference five feet

from base, 15 feet 6 inches.

Close to the Abbey stands a memorial cross erected to the

memory of Lord Frederick Cavendish by the tenants of the Bolton

Abbey estates. A little further on, by the side of the carriage

way, a beautiful fountain has been reared to his memory by the

electors of the West Riding.
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Keeping the Wharfe on our right for some distance, we passed

through some very old woodland, containing beech, ash, and

sycamore, and then, crossing the river by a wooden bridge, we

were fairly in Bolton woods. There are from one thousand seven

hundred to one thousand eight hundred acres of forest, comprising

oak, ash, elm, sycamore, alder, birch, and beech. On the moors

the timber is principally larch and Scotch fir, with an intermixture

of birch, which is being thinned out. From sixty thousand to

one hundred thousand trees are planted every year, the seedlings

being first acclimatized in a small nursery at Strid cottage, where

Mr. John Mitchell, the head forester, and our most obliging and

intelligent guide, resides. Frequently amidst the tortuous windings

of the woodland paths we were compelled to appeal to him for

information as to the direction in which we were travelling

—

" He could distinguish and divide

A hair 'twixt south and south-west side."

But, without a route map, references of this kind would only be

puzzling and cumbersome in a general description of the places

visited. There are no less than twenty-eight miles of walks open

to the public, and these are cleaned twice a year at the expense of

His Grace the Duke of Devonshire. At an altitude of about one

hundred feet above the river we obtained a magnificent view of

the Wharfe. Its banks, clothed with a rich mantle of foliage from

base to summit, were lustrous in the morning sunshine. The

river flowed through this green vi.-,ta like a thread of winding light,

and in the background rose the massive pile of Barden Tower,

with the purple moorland stretching away behind it, and losing

itself in the far horizon. A few paces fuither, and we were in the

"Valley of Desolation," a name given to the northern base of the

Nab Hill in consequence of the devastation wrought by a terrific

storm some years ago. Now, however, the name is a misnomer.

The Nab is nine hundred feet above sea level, and six hundred

feet above the Wharfe. It is the centre of a deer park, where

there are about forty head of red deer, whose progenitors roamed

over an ancient forest, of which there are still some patriarchal

survivors. Here are the dimensions of a few splendid English

oaks which, on a rough calculation, are from five hundred to six

hundred years old;—No. i—Height 40 feet, circumference five

kct from base 15 feet 4 inches. No. 2—Height 50 feet, circum-
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ference five feet from base 14 feet 8 Inches. No. 3—Height 90

feet, spread of branches 40 feet, circumference five feet from base

18 feet 6 inches. No. 4—Height 75 feet, spread of branches 75

feet, circumference five feet from base 15 feet. No. 5 (in the

boundary wall)—Height 50 feet, spread of branches 50 feet,

circumference five feet from base 16 feet 4 inches. This tree has

fifty feet of clean bole. It is covered with ivy, but still has some

life in it.

Pressing onwards— for our time was too limited for the ground

we had to cover— we came to Possforth Gill, a deep ravine, finely

wooded, with a magnificent waterfall descending in an amber

sheet from a height of fifty feet. Thence, again ascending, we

inspected the fringe of a young wood one hundred and thirteen

acres in extent, and containing larch, Scotch fir, and ash, from

two years old upwards. Formerly it was planted with larch, fir,

and spruce. These were felled by Mr. Mitchell. The new wood

is clean and healthy, and has little or no trace of disease. The
sub-soil is a stiff, yellow clay. As to the method of planting, Mr.

Mitchell is decidedly in favour of notching instead of pitting. In

returning to the conveyances, we passed for some distance through

an oak wood about eighty years old. Originally it was planted

with oak and larch, but the larch was felled about twenty years

ago. The larch in some cases yielded up to ninety cubic feet of

timber. On reaching the public road once more, we drove right

on for Barden Tower, passing on our right and left woods of

Scotch fir, spruce, and larch, from eighty to ninety years old, and

again mixed woods of oak, ash, beech, and sycamore. Before

turning down to Barden Tower, re-crossing the Wharfe by a stone

bridge, we had a distant view of a wood extending to two hundred

and sixty-one acres, planted with larch and Scotch fir, from two

years up to thirty years old. The oldest larch, we were told,

showed very little disease. Close to Barden Tower, on the south-

west, there is a plantation of beech, sycamore, oak, ash, and elm,

between fifty and sixty years old. From the woods we turned our

attention for a brief space to the interesting tower which forms an

historic landmark in this picturesque region. It belonged to the

Cliffords, but was allowed to fall into disuse, and is now uninhabit-

able. It has many romantic associations, not the least interesting

of which is its connection with the " Shepherd Lord." The
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Roses, was reversed in the first year of the reign of Henry VII.,

and Lord Henry Clifford, his son, came into possession of the

ancestral domain. After his father's death, Henry, then five years

old, was taken into Cumberland, where he was brought up by a

shepherd amongst the lonely fells. His mother also was dead at

this time, and, as was to be expected, his education and manners

as he grew up to manhood unfitted him for the society of the class

from which he had sprung. When he " came to his own again,"

he retired to Barden Tower, where for many years he lived the

life of a recluse, giving himself up to the study of astronomy and

alchemy. At the age of sixty he was appointed by Henry VIII.

to a command in the army which defeated the Scotch at Flodden.

He died ten years after the battle, and his son Henry, being a

favourite of the king's, was created Earl of Cumberland. Over

the doorway, on the south side, is the following inscription :

—

"This Barden Tower was repayrd by the Ladie Anne Clifford

Covntesse Dowager of Pembrooke Dorsett and Montgomery

B.aronesse Clifford Westmerland and Vessie Lady of the Honor

of Skipton in Craven and High Sherifesse by inheritance of the

Covntie of Westmerland in the years 165S and 1659 after itt had

layne Rvinovs ever since abovt 15S9 when her mother then lay in

itt and was greate with child with her till nowe that itt was repayrd

by the sayd Lady. Isa. chapt. 58, ver. 12. God's name be

praised." The walls are 6 ft. ^h in. thick.

A very fine view of the tower was obtained from Pembroke

Seat, close to Strid Cottage, where, through the kindness of His

Grace the Duke of Devonshire, a bountiful rej^ast, served up in

first-class style by Mrs. Mitchell, awaited us. Mr. John Balden,

sen., occupied the chair, and Mr. John Mitchell discharged the

duties of vice-chairman.

The Chairman proposed "The Health of His Grace the Duke

of Devonshire," whose kindness in making such ample provision

for their enjoyment was beyond all praise. They were also

very much indebted to Mr. Mitchell for the kind and affable

manner in which he had pointed out every object of interest as

they had passed along, and for the pains which he had taken to

make the visit instructive as well as pleasant.

'i'he toast was very heartily pledged.



Mr. John Mitchell responded on behalf of His Grace, and

thanked the company for the compliment which had been paid to

His Grace and to himself. He had tried to show them as much

as he could in the limited time at their disposal, and he hoped it

would not prove a lost day in the history of the Society.

The Chairman then gave "The Health of Mrs. Mitchell and

family," making reference to the very kind manner in which she

had prepared and set out this repast for them.

The toast was duly honoured, and Councillor Davidson suitably

responded on behalf of Mrs. Mitchell.

Mr. W. Fell proposed " The Health of the Chairman/' one of

their vice-presidents, who was amongst the first who came to the

front when the Society was established, and who had stood loyally

by them until now, when, with themselves, he rejoiced in the suc-

cess of the Society, whose position was thoroughly established.

The toast having been heartily pledged,

The Chairman, in responding, expressed the hope that the

Society would still continue to flourish, and said it was always a

pleasure to him to form one of the party at these gatherings, not

only for the gratification which they afforded, but for the mental

profit which they imparted. He was sure that none of them

would return from this visit without having been benefited by it.

They would carry home with them ideas which they could never

have received had they remained awaj'.

On leaving Strid Cottage, Mr. Coroner Graham moved that

Mrs. Mitchell be elected an honorary member of the Society.

Mr. W. Fell seconded the motion, which was unanimously

agreed to, and Mrs. Mitchell thereupon became the first lady

member of the English Arboricultural Society.

Our time was now running out rapidly, and we hurried to the

famous Strid or Stride. Here the Wharfe rushes through a rocky

gorge five feet wide and from forty to fifty feet deep. Mr. Fell, who
has visited Niagara, said it was the best illustration of the rapids,
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in miniature, that lie Vind ever seen. On the rocky ledpe is the

imprint of a human foot, worn out of the solid rock by the

countless numbers who have jumped across the furious torrent.

Many have lost their lives in this attempt. Wordsworth in his

" Force of Prayer," and Rogers in his " Boy of Egremont," have

enshrined in verse the fate which is said to have overtaken the son

of William Fitz-Duncan and Alicia de Romille. Fitz-Duncan was

a nephew of David, King of Scotland, and his wife Alicia was a

grand-daughter of the first Norman Baron of Skipton, previously

mentioned. Being out hunting one day, their son attempted to

cross the Strid, and was drowned. Wordsworth alludes to the

legend in his "White Doe of Rylstone." Leaving the Strid at

2-15 p.m., we drove into Skipton at a smart pace, covering in an

hour the nine miles which intervened—very good running, con-

sidering the hilly character of the district through which the road

passes.

The two days' excursion had now come to an end, and it was

not without regret, softened though it was by pleasant memories

of fair scenery and cheerful companionship, that we turned our

backs on the good old town and left by express for Carlisle. One

word more. To the officials of the Midland Railway Company

the northern members are deeply indebted for the comfort and

consideration which they enjoyed both on the outward and home-

ward journeys. Special compartments were set apart for them in

express trains, and they were treated with the greatest courtesy

and kindness by all the servants of the company.

[The writer acknowledges his indebtedness for some of the historical details

to an article on "Skipton " in the " British Cyclopaedia," and to an interesting

little guide book to Bolton Abbey.]



Subjects offered for Competition.

For the Best Essay on " The Woods and Forests in any County

of the United Kingdom."

For the Best Essay on "The Woods and Plantations on the

Estate on which the Essayist is Resident Forester."

Note.—The Judges will have discretionary power in deciding

whether the Essays are deserving of an award.

Essays to he in the hands of the Secretary by the last day of

March ^ 1892.
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(APPENDIX.)

^he ©nglislt ^rbortailtuval (Soctetji.

LIST OF MEMBERS.

CORRECTED TO AUGUST, 1891.

Extract from the Laws of the Society.

Law No. IV.—" All Annual Subscriptions shall be payable in

advance at the Annual General Meeting, in August."

*Admiralty, Lords Commissioners of, G. H. Branch, 26 Spring

Gardens, London, S.W.

Armstrong, Thomas J., Land Agent, 14 Hawthorn Terrace,

Newcastle-on-Tyne

Anderson, John, Forester, Broughton Hall, Skipton, Yorkshire

Ames, Victor, Forester, Kings Lynn, Norfolk

Alexander, William, South View, Hexham
Anderson, E. Robert, Forester, Moss Wood, Blackhili, Durham

*Bates, Cadvvallader J., Heddon, near Wylam, and Langley Castle,

Northumberland

Barrett, R. B., Skipton Castle, Skipton, Yorkshire

Balden, John, Land Agent, Dilston Castle, Corbridge-on-Tyne

Balden, John, Jun., Land Agent and Valuer, Hexham
Balden, Robert S., The Grove, Flanging Heaton, near Dewsbury

Beadon, F. W., The Estate Office, Huddersfield

Blandford, Thomas, Land Agent, &c., Corbridge-on-Tyne

Baty, Isaac, Jun., Solicitor, Hexham
Balfour, I). C. E., Houghton-lc-Spring, Co. Durliam

Barrie, William, Assistant Forester, Blue House, Hardwick, Castle

Eden, Durham
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Blackett, Sir Ed., Bart., Matfen, Newcastle-on-Tyne

Beattie, Thomas, Assistant Forester, Largley Old Hall, Hudders-

field

*Bouverie, Henry H. P., i Pall Mall East, London, S.W., and

Brymore, Bridgewater

*Brovvn, Alexander Henry, Major, Callaly Castle, Whittingham

R.S.O., Northumberland

Berridge, William, Forester, Sandy Cross, Bromyard, Worcester

Buckham, John, Timber Merchant, Lanchester, Durham

Barton, George, Forester to Lord H. Scott, W^ooton Bridge, Isle

of Wight

Bell, G. H., Wool Merchant, Flexham

Barrie, James, Forester, Rolle Estate Office, Torrington, North

Devon

Brown, John R., Manager of William Fell and Co.'s Nurseries,

Hexham
Brydon, Robert, Land Agent, Seaham Harbour

Burn, John, Marine Park, South Shields

Bolam, Alexander, Cemetery, Sunderland

*Carlisle, The Rt. Hon. the Earl of, Naworth Castle, Brampton,

Cumberland

Campbell, Thomas, Forester, Walton Hall Estate, Warrington

Clark Bros, and Co., Nurserymen, Carlisle

Clark, Thos., Wentvvorth Nurseries, Hexham
Clark, J. W., Land Agent, Guisborough, Yorkshire

Clark, John M., Land Agent, Haltwhistle, Northumberland

Clark, Henry, Woodkeeper, East Lodge, Blenkinsopp, Haltwhistle

Claik, James, of Clark & Co., Moor House Nurseries, North

Shields

Clark, George, Land Agent, Haltwhistle and Hexham
Coates, Joseph, Land A -rent. AUenheads, Allendale

Cowan, Barnard, Supt. Westoe Cemetery, South Shields

Collins, Robert T., Forester, Trentham, Stafford

Collins, Fred, Lintmill, Cullen, Banff

Collins, Ernest, Assistant Forester, Trentham, Stafford

Cobban, John, Seedsman, Rotherham

Cruddas, W. D., Haughton Castle, Humshaugh R.S.O., Northum-

berland

Coupar, Robert, Forester, Ashford Castle, County Galway
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Cooper, George, Supt. of Cemetery, Gateshead-on-Tyne

Coxon, Jos. D., Alnwick Park, Alnwick, Northumberland

*Durham, the Earl of, Lambton Castle, Fence Houses, Durham

Davidson, John, Land Agent, G. H. Estates, Haydon-Bridge-on-

Tyne

Davidson, Councillor, Erskine Road, South Shields

Dickinson, T., Secretary Tree Society, Newcastle-on-Tyne

Dixon, Robert, Woodkeeper, Shotley Hall,Shotley Bridge, Durham

Dick, Joseph, Forester, Wentworth, Rotherham

Doughty, William, Forester, Canonbie, Dumfriesshire, Carlisle

Dodds, George, Forester, Wentworth Wood, Rotherham

Dunn, Malcolm, Palace Gardens, Dalkieth, N.B.

Dicksons (Limited), Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Chester

Dodsworth, F. & W., CoUingwood Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne

Daglesh, John, Rothley Lake, Morpeth

Ellis, Thomas, Painter and Decorator, Hexham

Ellis, James, Assistant Forester, Swinton, Masham

Forrest, A. J., Townley Estate Office, Burnley, Lancashire

Fawcett, James W., The Grange, Satley, Darlington

Forsyth, John M., Park Farm Office, Woburn, Bedford

Ford, John, Woodman, Hesledon, Castle Eden, Durham

Ford, John Walker, Chase Park, Enfield, Middlesex

Fleming, William, Tudhoe Villa, Durham

Fell, William, \Vm. Fell & Co., Nurserymen, Hexham, Northum-

berland

*Fernow, W. B., Chief of Forestry Division, U.S., Department of

Agriculture, Washington, America

Forster, Henry, Bradley Cottage, Harperlcy Station, Durham

Forbes, William, Swinton, Masham, Yorkshire

Forster, W. A., Forester, Balgrave Lodge, Pulford, Wrexham

Gallic, George, Forester, Ravensworth Castle, Gateshead

Gibson, Thomas, Journalist, i6 Pollard Street, South Shields

Gillandar, Ale.x. A., Forester, Highlegh, Nutsford, Cheshire

Graham, John, Findon Cottage, Sacriston, Durham

Graham, Josej)h, 6 Eleanor Street, South Shields

Grey, C. G., Lantl Agent and Surveyor, Ballyourcy, I'yuniscorthey,

Co. Wexford

Green, Jeremiah B., Timber Merchant, Low House Farm, Silsden,

Leeds
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Guthrie, Captain, 3 Thornley Terrace, South Shields

Hall, Joseph, Asst. Forester, Alansford Estate, Blackhill, Durham

Harrison, George, Woodman, Heddon, Nr. Wylam

Heskett, W, J., Land Agent, Pemith

Hanson, A., Bailiff, Bransly Estate, Easingvvold, Yorkshire

Hughes, J. P., Middleton Hall, Belford, Northumberland

Hill, W. H., The Knoll, Ambleside

Hope, George, Assistant Forester, Stoneleigh Abbey, Kenihvorth

Havelock, W. B., Forester, Helmsley, Yorkshire

Houghton, The Rt. Hon. Lord, Frystone Hall, Ferrybridge,

Yorkshire

Hudspith, Wm., C.C, Greencroft, Haltwhistle

Hutchinson, Joseph, Land Agent, The College, Durham

Hope, Adam, Logan Terrace, South Shields

*Huggon, Thomas, Estate Bailiff, Callaly, Whittingham R.S.O.

Hudson, James, Land Agent, Lowther, Penrith

Hull, Frank, Forester, Lilleshall, Newport, Salop

Johnston, John, Assistant Forester, Netherby, Longtown

Jewitt, Matthew, Forester, Forest Mount, Healey, Riding Mill-

on-Tyne

Johnston, Rev. Wm,, F.L.S., Gateshead-on-Tyne

Jewitt, Edward, Forester, Mickley, Prudhoe-on-Tyne

Jewitt, Edward, Forester, Langley Castle, Haydon Bridge

*Jonas, Henry, Surveyor, 4 Whitehall Place, London, S.W.

Kirsopp, Henry, Solicitor, Hexham
Kirwan, Rev. J., Ardtinnau, Cahir, Co. Tipperary, Ireland

Luke, John, Forester, Greenshaw, Hexham
Lincoln, Edward Hopper, Flotina Terrace, South Shields

Liddell, Matthew, Hindley Hall, Stocksfield-on-Tyne

Lowes, John, Wydon Burn, Hexham
Lonsdale, Claud, Rose Hill, Carlisle

*Lubbock, Sir John, Bart., M.P., High Elms, Hayes, Kent

Lockhart, L. C, Solicitor, Hexham
Lockhart, H. F., Solicitor, Hexham
Matheson, Thomas, Nurseryman, Morpeth, Northumberland

May, W. H., Assistant Forester, Swinton, Masham
Massie, W. H., Messrs. Dickson & Co., i Waterloo Place,

Edinburgh

McCrae, James, Fowler Street, South Shields
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Mattinson, R., Ennim, Blencowe, Penritli

Macaulay, F., Gardener, Staunton Gardens, Derby
Mc.Uougall, Alexander

*lMarshall, S. A., Skelwith Fold, Ambleside
Marsh, W. D , Estate Office, Hoddam Castle, Ecclefechan

McGregor, R. C., Forester, Tenidy Park, Camborne, Cornwall

IMc.Que, Alex., Assistant Forester, Swinton, Masham
Mitchell, John, Forester, Strid Cottage, Bolton Abbey, Skipton

*Mitchell, Mrs. John, Strid Cottage, Bolton Abbey, Skipton

Mitchell, J., Manager, Frystone, Ferrybridge

Milne, William, Messrs. Wm. Fell & Co., Nurserymen and Seed
Merchants, Hexham

MoUer, H., Timber Merchant, Thornhill Gardens, Sunderland

*Naylor, Christopher John, Bynllywarch, Kerry, Montgomeryshire
*Ne\vbiggin, John, of Thomas Kennedy & Co., Nurserymen,

Dumfries
Ormiston, Alex., Wetheral, Carlisle

Paterson, W. C, Thorneyburn, Falstonc, North Tyne
Paterson, Andrew, Land Steward, Estate Otiice, Paultons, Romsey
Pawson, Hargraves W., Titlington Hall, Alnwick, Northumberland
Peebles, J., South Marine Park, South Shields

Peile, George, Greenwood, Shotley Bridge, Durham
Poison, D., Quatre Bras, Hexham
Purnell, Augustus, Newport, Monmouthshire
I'lummer, A. B., Architect, 48 Cloth Market, Newcastle-on-Tyne
Ridley, J. M., Walwick Hall, Humshaugh-on-Tyne
Robson, J. \V., Nurseryman, Hexham, Northumberland

*Rogerson, John, Croxdale Hall, Durham
Robinson, Robert, Forester, Castle Eden, Durham
Ross, Archd., Skipton Castle, Ski[)ton, Yorks'.iire

Ross, George, Bank Foot Nurseries, Hexham
Robinson, J. F., Wood Merchant, Burnopfield, Durham
Russell, William, Forester, Dovcnby Hall, Cockermouth
Ramage, James L., Forester, Grougar Estate, Kilmarnock
Roberts, Thomas, Assistant Forester, Swinton, Masham, Yorks.

Rolle, The Hon. Mark, Stevenstone, Torrington, North Devon
Sample, Thomas, Land Agent, Bothal Castle, Morpeth

^Sample, C. H., Land Agent, Matfen, Newcastle-on-Tyne
*Straker, J. PL, Stagshaw House, Corbridgc-on-Tyne
Scott, John, Land .Steward, Newton, Stocksfield-on-Tyne

Stevens, Henry, Finchlcy, N., and Cholderton, near Salisbury

*Somerville, Professor, Durham College of Science, Newcastle-
on-Tyne

Stobart, William, Pepper Ardcn, Northallerton, Yorkshire
Stewart, Dr., Hexham
Sutherland, M., P'orester, Nethcrby, Longtown
Slater, Alexander, Forester, Madehurst, Arundel, Sussex
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*Straker, John Coppin, The Leazes, Hexham
Smith, John, Forester, Tovvnley Old Lodge, Burnley, Lancashire

Shipley, Ralph, Woodkeeper, Plunderheath, Haydon Bridge-

on-Tyne
Shipley, Ed., Wood Agent, 20 North Road, Darlington

Smith, David, Woodkeeper, Scremerston, Berwick-on-Tvveed

Smith, Stephen, Forester, Springfield Terrace, Huddersfield

Smith, William, Wood Merchant, Gunnerton, North Tyne
Smith, D., 81 Hall Stile Bank, Hexham
Scott, William, Burnopfield, Durham
Stainthorpe, Dr., Hexham
Taylor, Thomas, Chipchase Castle, North Tyne
Taylor, W. F., Messrs. Little and Ballantyne, Nursery and

Seedsmen, Carlisle

Thompson, William, Timber Merchant, Penrith

Taylor, Andrew, 11 Lutton Place, Edinburgh
Turnbull, John, Forester, Brayton, Carlisle

Varley, Thomas, Estate Office, West Martin, Skipton-in-Craven

Vasey, Thomas, Land Agent, South Shields

Wallis, Robert, Old Ridley, Stocksfield-on-Tyne

Wilson, J., Forester, 8 Cluriton Place, Westbury-on-Trym
*Watt, James, Little & Ballantyne, Nursery and Seedsmen, Carlisle

Welton, William, Land Steward, Chesters, Chollerford R.S.O.

Wise, Charles D., Tabley Estates Office, Nutsford, Cheshire

Walker, William, Assistant Forester, Swinton, Masham
Walker, William, Forester, Kirkly, Malzeard, Ripon, Yorkshire
Ward, D. M., West Bolden, Sunderland
Wardle, John, Wentworth Nurseries, Hexham
Wilson, R. R., Assistant Forester, Swinton, Masham
Wilkinson, P. S., Mount Oswald, Durham
Wallace, Henry, Land Agent, Trench Hall, Gateshead-on-Tyne
Watson, W. J., Nurseryman and Seedsman, Town Hall Buildings,

Newcastle-on-Tyne
Walker, John Joseph, Timber Merchant, Corbridge-on-Tyne

Wilson, Sir Jacob, Chillingham Barns, Belford, and Great George
Street, Westminster, S.W.

Wilson, John, Leazes Park, Newcastle-on-Tyne
Wilson, H. B., Gallowgate, Newcastle-on-Tyne
Wear, William, Wood Merchant, Hexham
White, William, Assistant Forester, Swinton, Masham

* These marked with an Asterisk are Life and Honorary Members.

Note.—Any necessary Correction required in the Name,
Designation, or residence of any Member, to be reported to

the Secretary.
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Patrons.

His Grace the Duke of Northumberland

The Right Hon. the Earl of Durham
The Right Hon. the Earl of Carlisle, Naworth Castle, and Castle

Howard, Yorkshire

Sir John Lubbock, M.P., High Elms, Hays, Kent
Cadwallader J. Bates, Esq.

Thomas Taylor, Esq., Chipchase Castle, North Tyne

President.

The Right Hon. Lord Houghton, Frystone Hall, Ferrybridge

Vice-Presidents.

W. D. Cruddas. Esq., The Dene, Newcastle

Sir Jacob Wilson, Great George Street, Westminster, S.W,

James Hudson, Esq., Lowther, Penrith

Thomas Sample, Esq., Bothal Castle, Morpeth

James Watt, Esq., Messrs. Little and Ballantyne, Carlisle

R. B. Barrett, Escj., Skipton Castle, Skipton

J. H. Straker, Esq., Stagshaw, Corbridge-on-Tyne

C. G. Grey, Esq., Ballicourcy, Enniscorthey, County Wexford
Isaac Baty, Esq., Solicitor, Hexham
John Balden, Esq., Senr., Dilston, Corbridge

Wm. Fell, Esq., Nurseryman, Hexham
Sir Ed. Blackett, l]art., Matfen, Newcastle-on-Tyne

John Graham, Esc]., Findon Cottage, Durham

J. M. Ridley, Esq., Walwick Hall, Humshaugh, Northumberland

Members of Council.

Mr. Ed. Shipley, 20 North Road, Darlington

W. H. Hill, Esq., The Knoll, Ambleside
Wm. Fleming, Esq., Tudhoe, Durham
Mr. J. R. Brown, \Vcntvvorth Nurseries, Hexham
Mr. Wm. Clark, Nurseryman, Carlisle

Mr. John Luke, Greenshaw, Hexham
P. S. Wilkinson, J'^sq., Mount Oswald, Durham
Mr. W. B. Havelock, Helmsley, Yorkshire

Mr. John Anderson, Broughton Hail, Skipton

Mr. John Balden, Junr., Land Agent, &c., Hexham
Mr. Archd. Ross, Forester, Skipton Castle, Ski]:)ton

Mr. Barnard Cowan, Westoe Cemetery, South Shields

Mr. John Wilson, Leazes Park, Newcastle
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George Dickson, Esq., Nurseryman, Chester

Mr. Henry Clark, Forester, Blenkinsopp, Haltwhistle

Mr. J. VV. Robson, Nurseryman, Hexham
Mr. John Mitchell, Strid Cottage, Bolton Abbey
Mr. William Forbes, Swinton, Masham
Mr. George Gallic, Ravensvvorth Castle, Gateshead

Secretary and Treasurer.

John Davidson, Greenwich Hospital Estates Office, Haydon
Bridge

Assistant Secretary.

John Balden, Junr., Beaumont Street, Hexham

Auditors.

John Balden, Sen., Dilston, Corbridge

Barnard Cowan, Cemetery, South Shields

Local Secretaries.

W. B. Havelock, Helmsley, Yorkshire

J. Balden, Jun., Hexham
Archd. Ross, Skipton Castle, Skipton

H. Clark, East Lodge, Blenkinsopp, Haltwhistle

William Forbes, Swinton, Masham
James Clark, Nurseryman, North Shields

Robert Coupar, Forester, Ashford Castle, Galway
William Doughty, Forester, Canonbie, Carlisle

M. Sutherland, Forester, Netherby
Henry Jonas, 4 Whitehall Place, London
Barnard Cowan, The Cemetery, South Shields

Wm. Fleming, Tudhoe, Durham
Robt. T. Collins, Trentham, Stafford

James Barrie, Torrington, North Devon
Jos. Dick, Wentworth, Rotherham
Francis Mitchell, Harleston, Northampton
Ed. Shipley, 20 North Road, Darlington
Stephen Smith, Huddersfield

Jos. D. Coxon, Alnwick Park, Alnwick
Frank Hull, Lilleshall, Newport

Official Reporter.

Mr. Daniel Poison, Quatre Bras, Hexham
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Abstract of tJic Accounts of the Eiiglish

RECEIPTS.
1890. ^ s. d.

By Amounts received for Advertising and Sa! i ... 320
„ Subscriptions:—

Ordinary INIeinbers ... ... ;Cs9 ^9 ^

Life Members ... ... 31 10 o

91 9 6

„ Donation ... ... ... ... ... ... 200
„ Deposit with Interest in North Eastern Bank,

Hexham ... ... ... ... ... 33 13 2

^130 4 8
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Arboricultural Society to August, i8gi.

PAYMENTS.

Balance due to Treasurer
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C^ngltslj ^rtorirultaral ^0rutn.

THE ANNUAL MEETING.

The Tenth Annual General Meeting was held at the Royal Hotel,

Hexham, on Wednesday, the 19th August, 1 891, at 8 p.m. Mr.

Isaac Baty occupied the chair.

The Minutes.

The Secretary read the Minutes of the Annual Meeting held

at Skipton, in the West Riding of Yorkshire, on the 13th August,

1890.

The Minutes were confirmed.

The Membership.

The Secretary reported the membership to be as follows :

—

Honorary members, 6; life members, 14; ordinary members, 149;

total, 169. During the last year the following deaths had occurred

—

Mr. T. P. Dods, Hexham ; Sir Matthew Wilson, Bart, Eshton

Hall; Mr. E. C. Munby, Hermitage, Oswaldkirk; Mr. T. Havelock,

Staindrop; and Mr. Adam Hope, South Shields. There had been

a few resignations last year, viz., Mr. R. Black, Malton ; Mr. John

Martinson, Bellingham ; and Mr. J. T. Trotter, Hexham. Of
lapses there were two, viz., Mr. Lewis Bayne, Kinniel Park,

Abergele ; and Mr. Henry Harland, late assistant forester, Balmoral.

New Members.

The Secretary read for the confirmation of this meeting the

following list of members who had been admitted into the Society

at the various Council Meetings held during the year :

—

1
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Mr. A. J. Forrest, land agent, Townley Estate Office, Burnley,

Lancashire.

*Charles John Naylor, Esq., Brynlly-March, Kerry, INIontgomery-

shire.

John Walker Ford, Esq., Chase Park, Enfield, Middlesex.

*Major A. H. Browne, Callaly Castle, Whittingham, Northumber-

land.

*Thomas Huggan, Esq., estate bailiff, Callaly Castle, Whittingham,

Northumberland.

Mr. Wm. Berridge, forester, Sandy Cross Broomyard, Worcester.

John Daglish, Esq., Rothley Lake, Morpeth.

*John Rogerson, Esq., Croxdale Hall, Durham.

*John Co])])in Straker, Esq., The Leazes, Hexham.

Mr. John Buckham, wood merchant, Lanchester,

Mr. James W. Fawcett, The Grange, Satley, Darlington.

Mr. Victor Ames, forester, Thornham, King's Lynn, Norfolk.

Mr. W. C. Patterson, Thorneyburn, P'alstone.

Mr. J. M. Forsyth, Park Farm Office, Woburn, Bedfordshire.

Mr. J. W. Clark, land agent, Guisborough.

Mr. John Joseph Walker, Corbridge-on-Tyne.

Mr. W. D. Marsh, Estate Office, Hoddam Castle, Ecclefechan.

Mr. H. Moller, timber merchant, Thornhill Gardens, Sunderland.

The Right Hon. Lord Houghton, Frystone Hall, Ferrybridge.

*H. P. H. Bouverie, Esq., Pall Mall East, London, and Brymore,

Bridgewater.

Mr. W. H. May, assistant forester, Swinton, Masham.

(Those marked with an asterisk are life members).

On the motion of the Skcret.^ry, seconded by Mr. John
Balden, sen., the election of these members was confirmed.

The following new members were nominated :

—

By Mr. B. Cowan

—

Mr. Edward Hopper Lincoln, Plotina Terrace, South Shields.

Mr. D. M. Ward, West Boldon, South Shields.

Mr. J. Pebbles, Marine Parks, South Shields.

Mr. D. P.alfour, C.E., Houghton-le-Spring.

Rev. J.
Kirwan, Ardfmnan, Cahir, Co. Tipperary, Ireland.
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By Mr. W. Forbes-

Mr. R. R. Wilson, assistant forester, Swinton, Mash am.

Mr. James Ellis, Do. Do.

Mr. Alex. Mc.Quie, Do. Do.

Mr. William Walker, Do. Do.

Mr. William Walker, forester, Kirkby Malzeard, Ri[)on.

Mr. Joseph Dick, forester, Wentworth, Rotherham.

By Mr. W. Fell-

Mr. J. Dickinson, Ne\vcastle-on-Tyne.

Mr. George Clark, land agent, Hexham.

By Mr. J. R. Brown

—

Mr. Thomas Clark, Wentworth Nursery, Hexham.

By the Secretary

—

John Lowes, Esq., W'ydon Burn, Hexham.

Mr. Ernest Collins, assistant forester, Trentham.

George Peile, Esq., Greenwood, Shotley Bridge.

The Hon. Mark Rolle, Stevenstone, Todington, North Devon.

By Mr. John W. Robson

—

Mr. George Ross, The Nurseries, Bankfoot, Hexham.

By Mr. R. E. .\nderson—

•

Mr. Joseph Hall, AUansford Estate.

By the Chairman

—

Sir E. Blackett, Bart., Matfen, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Robert Wallis, Esq., Old Ridley, Stocksfield.

Matthew Liddell, Esq., coalowner, Hindley Hall, Stocksfield.

L. C. Lockhart, Esq., solicitor, Hexham.

H. F. Lockhart, Esq., solicitor, Hexham.

County Coun. Wm. Hudspith, Greencroft Park, Haltwhistle.

Professor Somerville, Durham College of Science, Newcastle-

on-Tyne (Honorary).

Mr. George Harrison, woodman to C. J. Bates, Esq.

The nominations were approved and passed.

Financial Statement.

The Secretary read the annual financial statement, explaining

as he did so that the period covered by the statement on this



occasion was one of twenty months, from the ist of November,

1889, to the 1 8th of August, 1891, the accounts having been kept

open till the preceding night :

—

Receipts.

By amount received for advertising, and

sales ... ... ... ... ^3 2 o

„ Amount received for donation ... 2 o o

„ Subscriptions—Ordinary members ...;^6i 4 6

Life members ... ^i 10 o

^5

92 14 6

,, Deposit with interest in North-Eastern bank

Paymc7its.

To Balance due Treasurer

„ Expenses at annual meeting at Darlington, 1889.

,, Paid for postages and message

„ ,, use of rooms

„ „ printing circulars, etc.

,, ,, „ Transactions

„ „ stationery, and printing rules ...

,, Expenses in connection with excursion to Skipton

,, Paid for medals

„ Expenses to Shotley Bridge arranging for excursio

„ Official reporter's salary

,, Salary of Treasurer and Secretary for one year an

eight months

„ Cash in North-Eastern Bank, Hexham...

Hands of Treasurer ...

The Chairman said he had great pleasure in rising to propose

that the statement of accounts, as submitted by their Secretary, be

received and adopted. He was sure they would all agree that

£^z^
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economy had been exercised, while every accuracy had been

observed, and they must congratulate themselves at the same time

that they had such a substantial balance remaining to the credit of

the Society.

Mr. W. Forbes seconded the motion, which was agreed to.

Election of Officers.—President.

Mr. John Balden, jun., proposed as President of the Society

for the ensuing year, Mr. John Matthew Ridley, of Walvvick Hall,

a gentleman who had closely interested himself in forestry, to his

knowledge, and who, he believed, would take as keen an interest in

the affairs of the Society as any President they had had presiding

over them.

Mr. W. Milne seconded the motion, which was adopted.

Vice-Presidents.

On the motion of the Secretary, seconded by Mr. \V. Forbes,

Messrs. Isaac Baty and John Balden, sen., who were on the list of

retiring vice-presidents, were re-elected.

The Secretary intimated that four new vice-presidents were

required to fill up vacancies caused by death.

Mr. B. Cowan moved, and Mr. John Balden, sen., seconded,

the election of Mr. William Fell as a vice-president; the Chairman

moved, and Mr. W. P'orbes seconded, the election of Sir Edward

Blackett, Bart, as a vice-president; Mr. John Balden, sen., moved,

and Mr. B. Cowan seconded, the election of Mr. Coroner Giahani

as a vice-president ; Mr. John Balden, jun., moved, and Mr. R.

S. Balden seconded, the election of Lord Houghton as a vice-

president.

The motions were agreed to.

Members of Council.

Of the five members of Council who retired by rotation, two

Were ineligible for re-election, while an additional vacancy was

caused by the election of Mr. W. Fell as a vice-president.
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On the motion of the Secretary, seconded by Mr. W. Fell,

Messrs. John Wilson, George Dickson, and Henry dark, the three

members ehgible for re-election, were re-appointed.

The Secretary moved, and Mr. R. E. Anderson seconded,

the appointment of Mr. John Mitchell, Strid Cottage, Skipton, as a

member of Council; Mr. W, Fell moved, and Mr. B. Cowan
seconded, the appointment of Mr. ^V. Forbes ; and Mr. John W,

RoBSON moved the appointment of Mr. George Gallic.

The motions were adopted.

Secretary and Treasurer.

On the motion of Mr. W. Forbes, seconded by Mr. G. Gallie,

Mr. John Davidson was unanimously re-appointed secretary and

treasurer.

Assistant Secretary.

On the motion of the Chairman, Mr. John Balden, jun., was

unanimously re-appointed assistant secretary.

Auditors.

Mr. B. Cowan, and Mr. John Balden, sen., were re-elected

auditors.

Judges of Essays.

Messrs. John Balden, sen., M. Dunn, and W. Doughty were

re-elected judges of essays sent in for competition.

Local Secretaries.

The names of Messrs. A. Patterson, T. Havelock, and George

Dodds were deleted from the list of local secretaries, and those of

Mr. W. Forbes and Mr, Joseph Dick were added.

The Prize Essay.—Judges' Awarix

Mr. John Balden, sen., in presenting the report of the judges

on competitive essays, said he was very sorry in one sense that their

duties had been so very light on this occasion. When one was put
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into harness, one did not like, sometimes, to be overburdened with

work, and he was sure the members had been very merciful to the

judges this time, as they had only had two essays sent in for com-

petition. One of these, on " The Best Method of Combining the

Duties of Forester and Gamekeeper in their respective departments,"

was by "Keeper's Son," and the judges were perfectly unanimous

in recommending it as being well worthy of an award. There were

some very good points in it, and he said at the time that if the

writer had not been a keeper, he was certainly a keeper's son.

The second essay, on "The cultivation of Fruit on Farms," was

not considered by the judges to be of sufficient merit for them to

recommend an award upon it, but he thought it would be

unnecessary for him to make any further remarks or criticisms upon

these papers, as they would appear in the Transactions.

The Secretary said he did not know whether it was necessary

that the decision of the judges should be formally endorsed by this

meeting, and that "Keeper's Son" have a silver medal given to

him. In fact, he rather expected the medal to be there that day

to present to the writer of the essay.

The Chairman : But who is the "Keeper's Son?"

The Secretary : Mr. Forbes, sir.

Mr. J. W. RoBSON : Was there only one essay for each subject,

Mr. Davidson?

The Secretary : Just one for each.

The Chairman : We must all congratulate Mr. Forbes upon

his success, and I have no doubt we will all consider the essay

very clever when we get it.

Essays for 1891-92.

The Secretary announced, on behalf of the Council, that the

two subjects for competitive essays this year would be "On Woods

and Forests in any County in the United Kingdom," and "On the

Woods and Plantations on the Estate on which the Essayist is a

resident Forester."
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Suggestions for Essays for 1S92-93.

Mr. \V. Forbes said they wanted to get more into touch wiih

sporting gentlemen than they had done, and they must really try

and get something into their Transactions which would be of

interest to them. By so doing they would not only strengthen the

Society, but Aviden the sphere of its influence.

The Assistant Secretary : You mean as the subject of an

essay ?

Mr. Forbes : Yes, that is what I mean ; two, you know, is a

narrow limit.

Mr. John Balden, sen., said there was one subject for an

essay which, he thought, might be of considerable importance to

the Society, viz., a brief Report on English Timber, its Uses, the

Principal Markets for the various kinds of Timber, and the Uses

to which the Timber is applied. Another subject which he thought

might be useful was a brief Report on the Forests of any of our

British Colonies. It would afford an opportunity for research on

the part of some of the younger members.

Mr. Forbes suggested any other subject connected with

forestry.

Mr. J. R. Brown suggested that a prize be given for the best

essay on the best and quickest method of producing a fox covert,

and of keeping game within their coverts.

Mr. James Mitchell suggested that Forestry in Counties, and

Forestry in the United Kingdom, be permanent subjects for com-

petitive essays.

Mr. John Balden, jun., supported the suggestion.

Mr. B. Cowan suggested as the subject of an essay, The Best

Way to bring the Society before the Landed Proprietors of the

Country, so as to secure their Co-operation and Support.

Mr. J. F. Robinson supported the suggestion.

The various suggestions were referred to the Council for their

consideration.
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On the motion of Mr. Forbes, the time for sending in Essays

was extended from 31st January to 31st March.

The Excursion of 1892.

The following recommendations of places to be visited on the

occasion of the next Annual Excursion were made :

—

By Mr. B. Cowan—The Dukeries, Notts.

By Mr. W. Forbes—Yorkshire, West or North Riding.

By Mr. John Balden, sen.—Helmsley, Yorkshire.

By Mr. James Mitchell— Norstell Priory, Wakefield (Lord St.

Oswald's); Frystone Hall, Ferrybridge (Lord Houghton's); Byram

Hall, Ferrybridge (Sir John Ramsden's) ; Gateforth, near Selby

(Mr. Foreman's); Woomersley Hall (Lady Hawke's); andStapleton

Hall, Pontefract.

The recommendations were referred to the Council.

Lady Members.

The Chairman drew attention to Rule 8 of the Fundamental

Laws of the Society, which provides that " the Society may elect

British and Foreign Honorary Members, gentlemen who have

acquired eminence in the science of arboriculture at home or

abroad, or who," etc. Originally, he said, it was intended that

men only should be members of the Society. Then they amended

the rules so as to include ladies, but Fundamental Rule 8 provided

that only gentlemen should be elected honorary members. Last

year, as a recognition of the kindness of Mrs. Mitchell, Strid

Cottage, to the Members of the Society, they decided that she

should be an honorary member, and Mr. Forbes was going to

suggest that the word "gentlemen" in Rule 8, line 2, be altered as

follows:—"The Society may elect British and foreign honorary

members, being those who had acquired eminence," etc. There

were many ladies who had acquired eminence in science and litera-

ture, such as Miss Ormerod the entomologist, and there were others

who, like Mrs. Mitchell, had shown their practical sympathy with

such societies as theirs, and who were deserving of recognition as
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honorary members. This appeared to be an oversight in the alter-

ation of the rules.

Mr. Forbes moved that Rule S, line 2, be altered as stated

by the Chairman.

Mr. Mitchell seconded the motion, which was supported by

Mr. Cowan, and agreed to.

Miscellaneous.

The Secretary moved that the newly elected officers and

members be included in the Transactions for the current year, and

that for the purpose of electing new members the present meeting

be adjourned till the following day, and be resumed at the option

of the members at any hour up to 6 p.m. on that day.

Mr. J. \V. RoBSON seconded the motion, which was agreed to.

Mr. Cowan suggested for the consideration of the Council the

desirability of having Mr. Gibson's photograph of the Society

inserted as a frontispiece to the official report of the proceedings.

Mr. Fell moved that Mr. Cowan's suggestion be carried out,

with the proviso that the expense do not exceed ^5.

Mr. Cowan seconded the motion.

The Chairman suggested that the matter be left in the hands

of the Council, on the understanding that Mr. Fell's suggestion as

to the sum which should not be exceeded would receive their con-

sideration. They ought not to spoil the thing for the sake of a

shilling or two one way or another.

Mr. J. F. Robinson suggested that instead of being inserted or

printed in the Transactions^ the photograph be presented to each

member of the Society. When these things came to be engraved

they were apl to become very costly.

Mr. John Balden, jun., supported this suggestion.

Uilimately, it was decided to leave the matter in the hands of

the Council.

'I'hc proceedings closed with a vote of thanks to the Chairman.
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-On the Desirability of Forming a Parliamentary

Committee on Forestry. By Bernard Cowan, South

Shields.

At the last meeting of the Council at Hexham, an important

question was discussed—" As to the desirability of forming a

Parliamentary Committee." I was, by the chairman, on behalf of

the councillors present, requested to bring this in a brief notice

before your next meeting. The importance of the subject requires

no explanation from me, but if an apology is needed, it is that I

wish it had been placed in better hands.

The Land Question is now forming a most important subject of

controversy—how to make the best of it ; and perhaps this is well.

The nine years our Society has been formed, it has been the con-

stant aim and endeavour to place before the public every advantage

connected with it. The papers read at our Council and Annual

Meetings, and reported in the yearly Transactions, and the prizes

given for able essays, amply testify to the zeal and energy the

Society has displayed in impressing upon the landowners and Her

Majesty's subjects in general, the importance of our organization.

And although of latent birth, I trust it is destined to play an

important part in the future development and reorganization of

Forestry in this country.

But have our efforts in any way been rewarded by a greater

impetus in planting the wastes and moorlands in this country with

trees ? I venture to assert not. Or further—Have we been able

to induce planting or extension of our woodlands as it was done in

years gone by ? Again I venture to assert not. There are perhaps

many reasons for this which I think scarcely come under our

province for criticism or comment.
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A well-known writer says :
" We love our old classic writers of

literature, our old masters of painting, and further, our old china,

now, and our old historic trees, such as we never did before."

The stately oaks of England are indelibly engraved on the hearts

of our people. Their umbrageous foliage gives a character and

amenity to the wayfarer that is always enchanting.

The oak alone is sufficient to dilate upon, if it were necessary to

argue the importance of the peculiar homage now given to all old

oaken chairs, tables, cabinets, and other articles of furniture which

formed such an important part of the household gods of our

forelders, is truly marvellous ; and the taste is growing. The

modern house-furnishing decorative artist is aUve to this, and

makes the most of it. In fact, for old oak of an antique character,

there exists quite a furore amongst art collectors. I know a

well-known architect who possesses quite a recherche taste in

this way ; his dining room is as antique as possible, as repre-

senting as far as may be the style of a baronial hall. On paying

him a friendly visit, and asking some questions as to one or two

rare Morceaux, I found that he had picked one up in his holiday

peregrinations in the county of Durham. It was found in a barn,

and the respected owner had been using it for hatching chickens.

My friend procured the prize for very little ; whilst it [added

materially to the giatification of his ambition as a collector of oak

curios.

This, I hope, shows some strong reason for the continuance of

planting our well-known forest trees, and I venture to say there is

no necessity to enter into a poetic vein to prove this, but rather to

treat it purely in a prosaic way. There is something of an appealing

character in these antique collections of old oak to prompt us to

do all we can to i)romote the growth of tiie class of trees from

which they have been produced, which may also ensure to future

generations the o[jportunity of admiring the stately oaks and forest

trees of old England,

In furthering this good object, I think it would be well to point

out we do not want to introduce any great radical or socialistic

change in the Land Laws; that is, I think, the furthest object from

our views, for if we were in any way to partake of or assume the

character of a political organization, the scheme we have at heart

would be frustrated entirely. But our endeavours should be, at
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the same time, to get all the waste lands planted with trees, if

possible ; for the merest tyro in arboriculture does not require to be

reminded that trees improve the climate, add to its rainfall, clothe

the nudity of many a rugged eminence, and make our gorges and

mountain passes more attractive to the wayfarer and visitor.

On wild moorland, which exists in many parts of England—take

Northumberland alone—there is a great deal of land which is very

unproductive, consisting of many deep ravines, almost perpendicular

in height (of which I have tried to get some idea of the superficial

area, but find that it is somewhat difficult to obtain from maps or

plans), which cannot be made productive either by the plough or

spade husbandry. One is led to think that Nature has left them in

all their native ruggedness for man to beautify. These ravines are

very numerous, but if they were planted with trees, would add a

sylvan beauty to the landscape, and give shelter and food to many

animate creatures that God has created for man's use.

I would illustrate my position and contention by reference to

the remarkable transformation effected by Lord Armstrong in

planting a very large acreage of hill and moorland at Cragside and

in the vicinity of Rothbury.

The immense good and profit from tree planting on such lands

as I have described, and the small value of the land, does not

require mentioning from me, after the very instructive visit of our

Society to Hexham and neighbourhood. We all know the good

results that have accrued from private enterprise alone, and the

employment of labour in a district where otherwise there would be

little demand for it. This I think alone deserves some consider-

ation from us.

In conclusion, I think our position is this :

—

1. It is desirable that a Parliamentary Committee on Forestry

be formed.

2. That it be not by any means of an aggressive character as

regards the existing landowners in this country.

3. That its aim should be to endeavour to show the importance

of making the best of our waste lands—bogs and morasses, deep

ravines and gorges—many of which are of such an irregular
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altitude, that they are of no use so far as agriculture or spade

husbandry is concerned.

4. That it is of absolute importance that the English Arbori-

cultural Society should use its efforts to bring this matter promi-

nently before the public, so as to educate them as to the advantages

and importance of Forestry to the welfare and prosperity of the

kingdom.

5. The tentative legal power that is vested in County Councils,

and the future power of impending legislation, that is likely to

increase it, should arouse us to speak out with no uncertain voice.

The quantity of land of little or no revenue to the owners, might,

if planted with trees, be made productive ; and with this object in

view, direct comnumication with the Board of Agriculture is

imperative, so that that Authority may impress the Government

with the necessity of greater powers for the acquirement of the

waste lands.

6. The formation of a Parliamentary Committee at our request

cannot but speak significantly of our strong feelings in the interests

of Arboriculture in Oreat Britain generally. As a result of which

it is hoped that County Councils may acquire land of small

monetary value from the landowners, for 'tlie purpose of planting

trees, which we hope to be a benefit to both.

In conclusion, permit me to say that by this means something

would be done towards retaining the rural population on their

native homesteads. The amount of labour that would be required

may as yet be an unknown factor; thouL;h I believe it may safely

be said that our rural population have never been slow in ex[)ressing

their gratitude for any beneficent act of legislation.

If we can impress the Legislature in this way, we will have done

a work that will not be forgotten ; and the future historian will

write that the English Arboricultural Society was formed at a

fortunate time ; and I hope every member, however humble, will

be glad to mention in his family records, that he was associated

with It. And as the annual Transactions develope in vohnnes

and wisdom, the sons of the progenitors will remember with pride

and patriotism, that the I'jiglish .Arboricultural Society commenced

at Ile.xham, the heart of all England.
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The Chairman suggested that attention should be directed to

the necessity of forming a School of Forestry in England, A great

deal of care was taken by the Government of this country of the

forests in India, and now and again they had to send out officers

sufficiently instructed to look after these extensive forests. But

where had these gentlemen got their education? Why, they were

sent abroad to Schools of Forestry in France or Germany to be

instructed in that which surely could be taught at home. If it

was necessary to send our cadets abroad to learn their business,

he thought it was really about time that such a system was brought

to an end by the establishment of a School of Forestry in England.

The Secretary said he supposed Mr. Cowan included in his

definition of waste lands, not only land that was common land

•—such as waysides or open spaces in the vicinity of towns— but

land already in the hands of private owners, and that was lying

unproductive?

Mr, Cowan replied in the affirmative.

Mr. Robinson took it that Mr. Cowan meant that County

Councils should have power to purchase from the present propri-

etors lands which were unproductive, and plant them with trees.

Supposing that were done, to whom was the timber to belong?

The Chairman : It will be the property of the county, you

know, and it will come in aid of the rates when the trees grow.

Mr. Robinson said he would like to suggest that a strong

recommendation be sent to the Government, urging them to push

forward the question of the formation of a Board of Forestry', as

recommended by the Committee on Forestry which sat two or

three years ago. Those who obtained the report of that Committee,

would remember that it decidedly advocated the formation of a

Board of Forestry, and the English Arboricultural Society was

suggested as sending delegates to it.

Mr. Wm. Fell said it was a disgrace to us as a nation that our

young men should have had to be sent abroad to learn forestry.

They had as good practical foresters in Northumberland, no doubt,

as could be found anywhere; but they had not been educated in

the theory of forestry, and had not been able, consequently, to
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pass the examinations necessary to obtain the foreign appointments

that were worth having. That was an unfortunate condition of

matters which Mr. Cowan's paper that day would no doubt tend

to alleviate if its recommendations were carried out. In England

only 4 per cent, of land was under forest. It was 40 per cent, in

Russia; 34 per cent., Sweden; 29J per cent, Norway; 26 per

cent., Germany; 22 per cent., Turkey; 18 per cent., Switzerland;

14 per cent., Greece; 7 per cent., Spain; 7 per cent., Belgium;

7 per cent., Holland
; 4 per cent., Portugal ; and T,h per cent,

Denmark. The lectures that were being given at Hexham under

the auspices of the County Council would to a great extent rectify

this condition of things. These lectures had been attended by

fifty-one students, and he thought that was a handsome number.

He moved a vote of thanks to i\Ir. Cowan for his valuable paper.

Mr. Balden seconded the motion, which was unanimously

agreed to.

Considerable discussion followed, in which Councillor Davidson,

Messrs. Balden, Fell, Shipley, and others took part, and ulti-

mately the following resolution was unanimously adopted, on the

motion of Mr. Balden, seconded by Mr. Fell:—"That it is

desirable in the interests of forestry to call the attention of the

Board of .Agriculture to the necessity of granting powers to County

Councils to acquire suitable lands to be set apart for the purposes

of reafforestation."

On the motion of Mr. Cowan, seconded by Mr. Davidson, the

Council were appointed a Parliamentary Committee, to take such

action as they may deem expedient to carry out the object of the

resolution.
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II.

—

The Woods and Plantations on the Estate on which

THE Essayist is Resident Forester. By Robert

Robinson, Forester, Castle Eden, Durham.

The Castle Eden Estate is situated in the County of Durham,

about ten miles direct east from the City of Durham. It joins the

sea coast for nearly four miles, and from east to west is about six

and a half miles in length. The area of the Woods and Plantations

is about seven hundred and sixty-seven acres. About four

hundred and sixty acres of this forms the celebrated Castle Eden

Dene, a beautiful wooded glen, running from east to west, through

the middle of the estate, with a beck running the whole length,

also a good road through it to the sea shore. In some places the

sides of the ravine are almost perpendicular. The rocks are com-

posed of Magnesian limestone, from seventy to eighty feet high,

and in some places overhanging ; with several natural caves formed

in them.

The chief tree in the Dene is the Yew (Taxus baccatd). Here

it finds a natural home, growing on the rocks almost without soil,

and on the edge of precipices where human foot has never trod
;

others on steep bank sides, where it is not possible to cut or

plant. It may safely be said one third of this piece of woodland

is of no value, except as ornamental or romantic scenery. There

are supposed to be more Yews in this Dene, than in any other

place in England, in fact the district derives its name from Yew-

Dene = Eden. Although none are remarkable for their size, there

are many evidently of a great age. In some places they are drawn

up almost like firs. There are a few from forty to fifty feet high,

and not more than six or seven inches in diameter,

3
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I must leave this old historical tree and pass on to others that

are found in this romantic ravine. Nearly every timber tree

indigenous to the British Islands has found a place here, and the

depth of valley shelters them completely from every wind that

blows, except close to the sea, where the northerly gales make

themselves felt.

The most valuable is the Oak. This well-known tree grows

best on good soil, on the slopes facing the south. There are some

good specimens of about one hundred years growth. Many of

them are older and ready for the axe, but the present owner is not

the man to say " Cut them down," his repeated adage is "Think

twice before you mark an old Oak."

The Ash. In this deep glen it grows tall and large, many being

more than eighty feet high, with some measuring over two hundred

cubic feet, but where it comes in close contact with the Magnesian

limestone it is not of good quality, being light and corky, and when

cut up is of a yellow colour, and soon decays.

The Beech. On all the dry ground the Beech thrives well. It

is of all ages from three years to two hundred, some very large and

tall, measuring from fourteen to fifteen feet in girth, and of three

to four hundred cubic feet. The Beech has chiefly been planted

in masses, which are called groves. In these groves, when they

are in leaf, the sun is completely shut out, and nothing grows below.

The Elm. We have an Elm that is very little known, it is

commonly called the Rock Elm, but it differs from the Rock Elm

that the nurserymen cultivate, being more like the Yew, and a true

native and grows on the rocks where it could not be planted. It

is of very little value however, never shooting up to any height,

but hanging down over the rocks, sometimes twenty or thirty feet

long, in long slender growths. It seeds very freely, and springs up

quite thick, but only to be eaten off by the rabbits which seem to be

very fond of these seedlings. We have another Elm, I think it is

a true native, it grows by the edge of the stream. It is called the

Cork-barked Elm. It does not seed at all but grows from suckers

;

the branches have a sort of corky-like fungus growing on them.

The tree is a medium sized one. The wood is fine-grained, com-

pact, and heavy. The heart-wood is of a dull chocolate colour, with

a great proportion of sap-wood. The leaves are small and pointed,

not like those of other Elms, and are smooth and bright.



To give a detailed account of every kind of tree would take

many pages, so I will not attempt this, but only say that nearly all

British trees are found here, and a large quantity of ornamental

and coniferous trees, which have been planted during the last seven

years. I am sorry to say that Abies douglasii does not do well on

the limestone. All the Ficea do well, particularly Bahamea,

Nbrdmandiana, Nobilis, Grandis, and Conco/or. Finns have not

been much tried. Larch grows fairly well on the slopes, but the

frosts injure young trees in the bottom of the valley.

The Rhododendron. Rhododendron ponticum is the best of

all evergreens for game cover, and thrives well on the bank sides.

It is perfectly hardy, and in the most severe winters is never

injured by game. It is planted in clumps, and when they get too

thick they can be removed and planted elsewhere, as it stands

transplanting well, even after it has grown to a large size. Where-

ever game cover is required, the RJiododendron ponticum is quite

indispensable, especially under deciduous trees and in sheltered

situations.

The Elder is also planted in exposed situations. It will grow

on almost any soil if not too dry. It requires to be cut down

every third year to make an efficient cover, and the cuttings put

in round about to make more cover.

By what I have already stated, it will be seen that this dene is

not for profit, but is full of romantic scenery. It is scarcely possible

to give any adequate idea of a ravine five miles in length, varying

through its whole extent with the wildest of wood scenery, rock,

and waterfall, and terminating at the ocean. To a botanist, or

even a mere admirer of wild flowers, Castle Eden Dene is worth

all the rest of the denes put together. Perhaps no spot in Great

Britain, of a similar nature, can boast of so many rare plants. At

one time its treasures were allowed to be rifled, and its beauties

trampled by idle pleasure trippers and frolicsome pic-nic parties,

who had no regard whatever for the sanctity of the place ; and it

must be confessed, that some who could style themselves botanists,

were selfish enough to tear up rare plants by the roots, either to

put them into their own herbaria, or dispose of them for money.

All that sort of thing has long since been put a stop to, and

admission to the Dene can be obtained now only by special

application to the owner, the Rev. John Burdon.
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An exhaustive catalogue of the indigenous plants would fill

several columns ; but I will be brief, and mention only a few.

The Lily of the Valley, the Lady's Slipper, and about a dozen

other orchids, and many ferns, such as the Oak, Beech, Prickly

Shield, Male fern, Prickly Buckler, Sea Spleen wort. Lady fern,

Madder fern, Hart's Tongue, Hard fern, Adder's Tongue, and a

few others.

In this dene the roads and bridges require a large amount of

work. One bridge is sixty feet from bank to bank, spanning a

chasm above Gunners Pool ninety-eight feet deep, the sides being

perpendicular. These walls of limestone are covered with Hart's

Tongue fern. There are several other bridges crossing and

recrossing the stream ; some wood, some stone, and others iron.

The roads are difificult to keep right, often slipping away, bringing

down trees, and sometimes tons of rock come down, and crushes all

before it ; but we are never short of material for road making, the

limestone makes really good roads and is never far to cart. Then

there is the stream ; in winter after heavy rains and the melting of

the snow, it rushes down with great force, sometimes sweeping

pieces of ground away, and undermining some favourite tree, or

portions of the road. These places must all be put right during

the summer when the stream is low. For this work the Yew is

very useful for making spiles ; they arc cut in suitable lengths and -

put two feet apart, and the Yew branches wound in, forming a sort

of low fence, This is backed up witli stone and clay forming a

good weir.

The next in size is a plantation of about eighty acres and of

about seventy years growlli. Half of this is composed of hard

wood, viz :—Ash, Sycamore, Beech, Oak and Elm. The subsoil

is a strong clay, but with open draining, the trees thrive fairly well.

The Ash predominates both in si/.e and numbers, and is of very

good quality. Next in ciuality is the Sycamore, it is tall and

straight, thriving well, and likely to make valuable timber. Here

Beech is not doing well, it is smaller than the above, and already

decaying at the top. The Oak is short and small, but good

qualit)', nearly all red wood.

The Elm is still less in size and worse in ciuality; many of them

are decayed top and bottom. P^y this description it will be seen

out of five different kinds of hardwood only two are worth leaving
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for a crop, but these two only form about half the number, and by

taking all bad trees out, only half a crop of timber is left. There

is no underwood on account of so many rabbits, so that means

cutting down and replanting, which must be done in two lots, and

if the price of timber be good will probably leave forty pounds per

acre. Thirty years ago there were hundreds of small Larches cut

out of this wood, and sold for pit props. The other half of this

plantation is of about sixty years growth, and is Hardwood well

mixed with Firs, which are better than the Hardwood; the Ash

and Sycamore having suffered seriously by rabbits, during a severe

winter ten years ago.

The remainder of the plantations on this estate are belts or long

narrow strips, no doubt planted for shelter and ornament. The

area of this is about forty-four acres, and is chiefly by the sides of

roads and round parks. In most cases they are on good dry deep

soil, and the trees grow well, except where they are exposed to the

sea breeze; or in places where they are narrow, being not more

than twenty yards wide. They are well mixed, in most places the

Beech and Sycamore predominate. The Evergreens have a good

effect in winter. With a small sprinkling of Balsam and Lombardy

Poplar, not forgetting a few White Beam, White Birch, Purple

Beech, and Mountain Ash; while Holly, Yew, Ribs, Elder, Laurel,

Lilac, Rhododendrum, and a few others form underwood. But it

is well known to all Foresters, the large amount of fencing caused

by these belts; and to cut or prune overhanging trees spoils all

narrow belts.

The young plantations are of next importance. They are

scattered over the estate in patches of six or seven acres, and all

have been planted by the writer of this essay during the last eight

years. I do not wish to deal with them separately, but to give a

brief account. In the first place, I may say, I have been eight

years on this estate, and with my employer's consent, I cleared

6^ acres of the worst piece of woodland I could find. It took

nearly all the timber sold to pay the account for the wire netting,

leaving nothing for draining and young trees. They were planted

in the autumn of 1884, using 3,500 trees to the acre. Next year

it wanted 800 per acre to fill up. My first start looked black, but

"nil desperandum." The next year I found 8 acres of better

ground, more timber and less labour, this left the large sum of
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;ClA clear profit, including a quick fence round it. I have

continued each year improving and getting more profit. This

winter I cut and planted 4 acres, it had a bad crop of Larch, viz:

650 trees, measuring on an average five feet. I find much

difference in seasons, preferring the month of February for planting,

and putting about 3.500 to the acre, chiefly Larch, Scotch Fir,

Pinus Austriaca, and Pin us Laricio, with a mixture of Hardwood

about 400 per acre. Having no nursery, I buy from Messrs. J.

Robson & Son, Hexham, and in all cases get good plants. These

pieces all require keeping clean, some of them twice in one year.

The remainder of the woods on this estate requires no comment.

Fencing is an expensive item. We erect 1,000 yards of iron

fencing every year at a cost of 2/6 per yard, and use 30 new gates

in each year, they are made from home grown timber; Oak ends

and Larch rails, and the gate posts are chiefly Yew, which is very

durable. We also use a large quantity of Larch posts and rails

that are grown on the estate; having a sawmill, the workmen are

employed in stormy weather cutting up timber for home use. In

some cases we use wire and Yew posts, which makes a really cheap

fence, but the wire must be galvanised or it soon corrodes, owing

to the saltness of the sea air. Whenever convenient, the labour is

done by piece work, prices varying according to circumstances.

The woodlands on the estate give labour to twelve men and two

horses.
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III.—On the Pruning of Hardwood Trees and Healing

THE Wounds Left in Pruning. By J. F. Robinson,

of Burnopfield.

There are many little matters occurring in the daily duties of

the forester which are apt to be overlooked in the more general

pursuits and work of his occupation. While some would say,

attend to the principal departments of your business, and the

details will not be of much consequence, there are others who
would tell you to look to the details, and the general duties will

take care of themselves, much the same way as the proverb tells

us to take care of the pence and the pounds will take care of

themselves. Just as the happiness or prosperity of a nation is

made up of the happiness or prosperity of the various individuals

composing that nation, so also does the healthy growth of the

forest consist in the healthy growth of the individual trees com-

posing the forest. Unless care be taken that each tree be tended

so as to produce the best possible tree that can be grown, it

would be vain to expect to have healthy and thriving plantations.

Train up a tree in the way it should grow, and when it is old or

big it will not depart from it. Early training and culture will be

more certain of results in the case of a tree than it occasionally or

frequently is in the case of mankind. Trees as well as men
require attention from their earliest stages. The branches of

trees might be likened to some of the evil habits, which, unless

they are checked in youth, will continue to grow with the strength

of the tree or man.

Such, then, being the case as regards trees, it is the object of

the writer of this paper to make a few remarks on the taking off of
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the unnecessary branches of trees, and more particularly of the

branches of trees that are in a growing state, say trees from 5 or 6

to iS or 20 feet high. Any intelligent and observant forester will

often have noticed that there are frequently branches on a young

tree which, if allowed to remain, would not only disfigure the tree

as a forest tree, but would rob the main trunk of the nourishment

necessary for its growth in its proper shape. Of course, there is

decidedly a medium course in the removing of the branches of a

tree. It would no more be wise to strip a tree of all its branches

with the exception of a few at the top than it would be to allow it

grow into a bush instead of a tree.

It does not require a large amount of observation and exercise

of common sense, to see what branches are contributing to the

general health and habit of a timber tree, and what are only

wasting its proper energy. As a general rule, it may be said that

any branches of a young tree that are not of due proportion in

growth or grossness to the main trunk, would be as well removed.

These in time will generally grow to what are termed the large

limbs of a tree, and be of inferior value to the main trunk, besides

having spoiled the trunk of its proper development into a goodly

shaped timber tree. There are few hardwood trees which in their

young state have a fork on them that would not be all the better

for having one of the limbs of the fork removed. If more atten-

tion was paid to young trees in this respect in the first half-dozen

years after they are planted, our woods would soon shew a much

larger proportion of well-shapen trees. The above remarks

are mainly applicable to hardwood trees, but they are equally

applicable, though in somewhat of a different way, to the

fir tribes of trees, more particularly of Scotch and Austrian pines,

and in a lesser degree to larches. Scotch and Austrian pines are

very often found to have their lower whorls of branches too

strongly developed at the expense of the leader. This, in most

cases, will arise from the fact that in their earlier stages of growth

they are too wide apart to prevent these lower whorls of branches

from crowding upon each other, and preventing them from becom-

ing too gross. Here the art of the woodman and the use of his

common sense must step in to prevent this by cutting away for a

year or two these whorls, and thus throwing more of the energy of

the tree into the leaders, and thus getting the trees faster up until
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they begin to close at the top, when these stronger branches

around the bottom, being more deprived of air will not develope

themselves so strongly.

Any forester who has the charge of young plantations will soon

convince himself of the truth of this. Let him remove with dis-

cretion for a year or two one of the lower whorls of Scotch or

Austrian pines, and he will soon see his trees shewing a strength

and vigour in their leading shoots which they had not shewn

hitherto. Granting that it is admitted that such branches are

better removed, the question arises how should they be removed

and how closely to the tree should they be taken off? This seems

to admit of but one answer, that is that they should be taken off as

close to the stem as is possible without making the wound left on

the tree any larger than can be prevented. In all junctions of

branches with trees there is a place just where the swelling of the

limb at a junction with the trunk commences. Not the thickness

of a shaving should be left on that can be taken off without cutting

too much of the side of the trunk away. It is, perhaps, safe to err

a little in cutting too close than in not cutting close enough. This

may not be the opinion of some foresters, but I think it can be

shewn that it is the correct one. Then how should they be cut

off? By all means with a saw or knife, if the tree is small, and

with a saw that cuts as clearly as possible. When they are taken

off with a bill-knife or hatchet, unless the blow is very skilfully

delivered, so as to cut clean through the first time, and at the

exact distance from the trunk, one of three things is sure to

happen : either another blow will have to be given, which will, in

all probability, make a jagged cut, or the stump left on will be too

long, or it will be cut too close to the tree, and thus the wound

made larger than was necessary. It would be still better if the

shape of the wound left by the removal of the branch was to some

extent made to correspond to the shape of the trunk. It will often

have been noticed how large a protruberance, and how unsightly

this protuberance appears when nature has, after a long exertion,

succeeded in covering over the scars left by a branch that has not

been cut closely off by the trunk. But this is not all the mischief,

this stump of a branch, in consequence of being long exposed to

weather without any bark upon it, gradually begins to decay, and

not only decays itself, but sometimes communicates its decay to
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the adjoining part of the main trunk, so that when the tree is cut

up for use there is found to be a large blemish in it, which may

occur in such a part of a plank as to entirely spoil the plank for

the purpose for which it was intended. The wound left by a saw,

unless the saw cuts very finely indeed, will always be, to a certain

extent, jagged. This is not at all of importance in the central part

of the wound, but even then it might be better for being smooth,

but it is of great consequence that the edges of the bark should be

smoothed off as finely as possible by means of a sharp knife or

chisel. For as soon as a branch is cut off, and the sap begins to

flow, there is an immediate effort on the part of nature to repair the

mischief The bark of a tree may be said to be something like

the skin of an animal ; when by any chance a portion is removed,

nature endeavors to replace it as early as possible. Only there is

this difference in the case of the animal— its new skin is formed,

for the most part, over the whole wound, and gradually becomes

assimulated to the old. But in the case of a branch cut off a tree,

the new bark begins to form at the edges of the wound, and by

degrees grows over it. The reason why it is important that the

edges of the bark should be smoothed off is in order that there

may be no impediments in the way of the formation of the new

cells, which the edges of the wound will begin to form as soon as

the sap begins to circulate and the new wood begins to grow. One

of the earliest efforts that nature makes to cover up the wound, and

as soon as possible assimulate the wounded part to the original

trunk, is to form a layer of what is termed cambium cells, so called

from a word which means to change, as these are the cells which

are on the point of change from bark to wood. After the cam-

bium, other layers of cells are formed, until at last the epidermis,

or outer skin, is laid on. This process is repeated the following

year, until the two edges of the new wood meet, after which the

cambium is laid on to the side of the layer instead of the edges,

and the trunk begins to swell on the new layer until it becomes

part of the tree again.

If such, then, be the process by which nature heals up the

wounds of trees caused by the removal of branches, it will not be

difficult to perceive that if any process could accelerate this healing

action, and cause it to be performed in a shorter time than it would

otherwise take place if left to itself, that this would be very
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beneficial to a tree, not only in causing the tree to soon begin

to increase in girth, but also to prevent what carpenters, who cut

up wood, call '•'black knots." We all know that the sooner a

wound in an animal is healed the better it is for the animal.

That there is something that will assist in this, I will try to shew

from the following extract from *' Billington on Planting," pub-

lished in 1825 :
" In a growing tree a wound may be supposed to

heal over an inch a year in girth. Then a wound of so many

inches in diameter will heal over in as many years, and as the bark

and young wood protrude over the sappy part of the wound, first

from both sides and downwards, consequently such parts as would

naturally decay the soonest is secured the first." From this fact we

may see how persistent nature is to preserve every part from injury

and kindly hints her want of assistance from the helping hand of

man. When branches are to be taken off oaks they should be cut

very close, particularly on the lower or under side, as the bark

grows but slowly upwards, and very often it decays some inches

below the lower part of the wound, and if much protruberance is

left there or on the upper part or sides, it cannot heal over so

quickly as when it is cut tolerably close ; but that must depend, in

some measure, on the size of the limbs or branches dismembered,

because on very large limbs there is often a protruberance or swell-

ing near the trunk, in which case it would not be proper to cut too

close, as it would make a larger wound, which, in consequence,

would be the longer in healing over. Such branches should be

cut where the swelHng begins to diminish, but in all smaller

branches without this swelling, the nearer they are cut to the

stem the better. Any one who will notice it carefully that

branches so cut off will not retain the moisture or water, and may
remain a number of years before they begin to decay, and when

the tree is cut up will only leave the wood a little discoloured in

these parts. , . . Having tried some experiments during the

summer of 1825 to ascertain how much a wound will heal over in

a season, and whether the using of a plaster of simple cow dung

would accelerate that process, or in what manner be beneficial to

the wounds on trees, I shall place the results, as far as the time has

allowed me, which I humbly hope may be of some service.

"On the 22nd of May, in hot, dry weather, I sawed a itw

branches off some thriving young oaks, and put some fresh cow
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dung over the wounds of some and left the others exposed, as is

common, but smoothed the rough edges left by the saw all alike.

July nth, in seven weeks I examined the wounds, when I was

agreeably astonished at seeing the bark had protruded above an

eighth of an inch from each side and the top over the wound and

a little upwards from the lower part, while those wounds not

covered by the dung had made no progress of any consequence, as

I could only discern a little effort on one of the uncovered wounds

from the side ; and in September the bark had protruded con-

siderably more than a quarter of an inch from each side and

downwards, and growing a little upwards from the bottom without

the bark on that part decaying, while those without the plaster

have made but little progress, and some of them none at all that is

visible. I tried it upon several branches with similar results, and

also upon fruit trees, but earlier in the season, and was extremely

gratified to observe its efficacious and healing tendency. I have

also tried it upon some wounds of two years' standing to observe

its effects ; some of the wounds have healed over fully an inch at

this time, and this has been a year in which trees in general have

not grown so much as in some others, although 1 have measured

and found some of the young oaks have increased an inch and

from that to an inch and three-eighths. . . . From the experi-

ments concerning the use of cow dung in accelerating the healing

of wounds in trees, it appears to have the greatest efficacy the first

season, and should be applied at the time or as soon as possible

after the wounds are made, and might be renewed when the young

bark has forced it off till the wound is completely healed over,

which, in some kind of trees, might be more necessary than in

others."

Thus far Mr. I5illington. The writer of this pa[)cr, lent the book a

year or two ago to Mr. William Scott, of liurnopfiekl, fi)rester to

the Bryan's Leap and Collierley estates of tlie Marquis of liute.

Mr. Scott his proceeded to verify for himself some of the experi-

ments detailed by liillington, and has pruned several young oaks

in Scaife's Wood, near Rowland's Gill. They were pruned with

the saw first, and afterwards the edges of the cut were smoothed

with a chisel or knife, as the case might be. Cow dung was then

applied to the wound to cover it over. Some of this was done last

iprin^j, and some of it the spring previous. A fe^v weeks a^o the
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writer visited a considerable number of the trees thus experimented

on by Mr. Scott. It is almost impossible to credit the difference

observable between the trees to which the dung was applied and

those where the wounds were left uncovered, although the method

of pruning had been the same in each case. Some branches that

had been removed two springs ago and treated with dung were

nearly quite healed over; more particularly was this to be noted

when the branch had been cut off and pared as nearly as possible

to correspond with the trunk. And it seems quite natural that the

more closely this pruning and paring is attended to, the sooner will

the timber over the wound assume its natural condition, and leave

as little as possible of the wood with the grain crossed over. Any
one who has cut up wood will always observe that although the

outside of the trunk will show no signs of knots, yet some will

generally be found in the internal parts, and it will be noted that

there is a gradual assimulation of the structure of the wood to the

regular form from the place where the knot or branch has been.

Some of the branches that had been removed carelessly a few

years ago were not healed over yet, and it would seem that left to

themselves the wounds caused by the removal become gmdually

more slow in the recovering process after the first year or two.

The inner edges of the bark, which is gradually covering the

wound, seems to have become hard and calloused, and less capable

of producing cellular tissues. While at the same time the stumji end

of the branch is gradually decaying, and by this decay seems to Ijc

somewhat less encouraging to the growth of the new wood over

the wound. Mr. Scott had tried the effect of the application of

dung to such cases as these, and it was really surprising to see

how much the old growth of bark had been stimulated, and had

made a fresh start of progress across the wound. Experiments

had been tried also with ashes, and other hardwood tree-, the

result being the same in all cases.

So that from these experiments, of first Mr. Billington's, and the

subsequent confirmation by Mr. Scott, it seems fairly evident that

by judicious care in pruning and paring the wounds, and then by

the application of a very simple and easily to be obtained plaster,

many of these unsightly stumps of branch ends, so common to be

seen, where from various causes it is found necessary to remove

branches from trees, may be covered and healed over sooner,
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beside improving the quality of the limber when the tree comes to

maturity and has to be cut down.

The writer would be glad to hear the results of other experi.

ments undertaken by some of the members of the Forestry Asso-

ciation of England.

On the conclusion of the reading of this paper, several instances

were shewn of the effect of cow dung on the healing of wounds

caused by pruning. One was shewn where the wound was entirely

covered over in two years. Others, where the new bark had con-

siderably advanced over the wound in the same time. Other

instances were shewn where the bark had made very little progress

in fifteen years, while the branch end had considerably decayed

into the heart of the tree. These latter had of course not been

treated with dung. These practical proofs of the efficacy of the

dung, were knots which had actually been experimented on by Mr.

Scott. These were kindly taken off by him, and are now in the

possession of the writer, and can be seen by anyone interested in

the matter.
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SEVENTH ANNUAL EXCURSION.

The Seventh Annual Excursion of the English Arboricultural

Society took place on Wednesday and Thursday, 19th and 20th

August, 189 1, the members and their friends assembling at the

Wentworth Nurseries, Hexham, about noon on the former day.

There were present—Mr. Cadwallader J. Bates, Langley Castle
;

Mr, John Balden, sen., Dilston ; Mr. R. S. Balden, Hollinghurst,

Wakefield ; Mr. Isaac Baty, West Quarter House, Hexham ; Mr.

J. W. Robson, and Mr. George Ross, Bankfoot Nurseries, Hexham

;

Mr. Henry Kirsopp, Hexham ; Major J, P. Gibson, Hexham
;

Mr. W. Fell, Mr. W. Milne, Mr. J. R. Brown, Wentworth Nurseries,

Hexham ; Mr. Johnson Turner, Hexham ; Mr. John Luke, Green-

shaw, Hexham ; Mr. P. Balden, Dilston ; Mr. R. Robinson, Castle

Eden; Mr. William Forbes, Swinton, Masham, Yorkshire; Mr.

George Gallic, Ravensworth Castle ; Mr. J. Watt, of the firm of

Little and Ballantyne, nurserymen, Carlisle ; INIr. James Mitchell,

Frystone, Ferrybridge ; Mr. H. Clark, Blenkinsopp, Haltwhistle
;

Mr. J. F. Robinson, Burnopfield ; Mr. T. Dickenson, Secretary to

the Newcastle Tree Society ; Mr. George Clark, Haltwhistle ; Mr.

R. A. Anderson, Mosswood, Blackhill ; Mr. E. Jewitt, Mickley
;

Mr. Ralph Shipley, Plunderheath, Haydon Bridge-on-Tjne ; Mr.

B. Cowan, Westoe Cemetery, South Shields ; Mr. Joseph Graham,

South Shields ; Mr. M. Lincoln, South Shields ; Mr. John David-

son, Haydon Bridge-on-Tyne, Secretary and Treasurer ; Mr. John
Balden, jun., Dilston, Assistant Secretary; Mr. W. G. Armstrong,

Newcastle ; Mr. T. Barnfather, Hexham ; and Mr. Daniel Poison,

Official Reporter to the Society, Hexham.
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Hexham, the home of the English Arboricultural Society, is a

quaint old town about twenty miles west of Newcastle, on the

Newcastle and Carlisle Branch of the North Eastern' Railway.

About a mile to the west of the town the two branches of the

Tyne unite in a broad and tranquil stream, at the wooded base of

a rounded hill, which is crowned by the remains of an ancient

British fort. Between the town and the river there is a broad and

fertile belt of orchards, nurseries, and gardens. From the town

itself, which nestles in the hollow of a green hillside, on the south

side of the Tyne, a wide expanse of diversified landscape, dotted

with mansions and homesteads, meets the eye. It is essentially a

country town—the centre of an agricultural community. Historic-

ally, it is a place of great antiquity. Volumes of antiquarian lore

are here ready to the hand of the patient Dryasdust. Its narrow

streets converge upon a spacious Market place, which on one side

is flanked by the beautiful remains of a noble church, the nave of

which was destroyed in an incursion of the Scots about the end of

the 13th century. On the site of this church stood the cathedral

and conventual buildings which were erected by the famous

St. Wilfrid in the latter half of the 7th century. Wilfrid's church

was destroyed by the iJanes in 876, and upon its ruins the present

edifice was reared. The Saxon bishopric of Hexham scarcely

lasted a century and a half, but during that time some notable

ecclesiastics were appointed to the See, including Eata, Abbot of

Milrose ; St. Cuthbert, his pupil ; and St. John of Beverley, the

tutor of the Venerable Bede. In the days of its ecclesiastical

glory, Hexham enjoyed the privilege ot "sanctuary," and crosses

erected on the north, south, east, and west sides of the town

marked the area within which the church ^aff'orded protection to

the fugitive from justice. The whole of the district round about

Hexham is studded with old castles, and its ])roximity to the

Scottish Border made it the battle ground of many a 'fierce conflict

and the scene of many a bloody foray. Many Roman stones,

sculptured and inscribed, are built into the crypt of the church, to

which Scott refers in the following passage from "Rokeby" :

—

I'ldmuncl. tliy years were scarcely mine,

When, challenging tlie clans of Tyne

To bring their best my brand to prove,

Q'er Ilexhatn's altar hung my glovQ. ;
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Interesting, however, as the historical associations of Hexham are,

its chief interest on the present occasion was its association with

the inception and birth of the English Arboricultural Society. The
formation of the Society was first mooted in a conversation between

Mr. J. W. Robson, of the Bankfoot Nurseries, Hexham, and Mr.

Henry Clark, Blenkinsopp, Haltwhistle, and the Society was

formally constituted in the former town ten years ago.

Conducted by Mr, J. R. Brown, nursery manager to Messrs.

W. Fell and Co., one section of the company occupied the time

intervening between their arrival and the hour for luncheon by

walking through the nurseries of that firm. In the Wentworlh

Nursery nearly every variety of conifer in cultivation is grown and

correctly named. Very large stocks of street and park trees are

grown by the thousand and regularly transplanted. The green-

house section was inspected, and contained a very extensive stock

of hardy flowers and exotic plants. From this point the party

were taken to Messrs. Fell and Co.'s White Cross and Broad

Close Nurseries, where large stocks of forest trees, especially larch

and Scotch fir, are grown. Thence they went to the Hudshaw
Nurseries, where turnip seed is grown to a large extent, as well as

large breaks of forest trees, roses, fruit trees, etc. Climbing the

hill lo a very high altitude the Fellside Nurseries were reached,

and here forest trees were seen in their various stages of growth,

from the seedling beds to trees ready to transplant in the forest.

The nurseries were largely stocked with Whinham's Industry goose-

berries, 125,000 bushes being seen ready for sale ; and Messrs. Fell

and Co. sold over 270,000 bushes of this variety last season.

Throughout the extensive grounds everything was found in

splendid order, and Mr. Brown, who is thoroughly practical,

proved himself a most interesting guide, describing the various

trees all along the route.

Another party visited the Bankfoot Nursery of Messrs. Joseph
Robson & Son, escorted by Mr. J. W. Robson, whose grandfather

was the founder of the nursery industry at Hexham. Amongst the

specialities seen here were some fine specimens of the new golden
elm, Jjlmiis Damperii aurea, a plant whose foliage is very striking

and effective, and which eventually, no doubt, will be a prominent
object in forest landscapes. Another fine new foliage tree. Primus
Ftssardii, was seen. It is superseding the purple beech, and does

3
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well in the neighbourhood of smoky towns and at high elevations.

The plant is a purple-leaved plum, and is thoroughly hardy. It is

thriving well at Consett, and in the cemeteries at Sunderland and

Newcastle. The collection of Japanese, Chinese, and ornamental

conifera is a very valuable one. Hollies are also very largely grown,

upwards of 150,000 being in stock this year. ]\Iany acres of forest

trees are grown here and at the nurseries at Causey Hill and The

Leazes, but the latter lying some distance from the town, could not

be visited, although an inspection of the conifera^, roses, and fruit

trees at the Leazes would no doubt have been of practical interest.

Luncheon in the Wlntworth Nurseries.

At one o'clock, Messrs. W. Fell & Co. entertained the members

and their friends at luncheon in the Wentworth Nurseries. Mr.

W. Fell occupied the chair, and the vice-chairs were filled by Mr.

Isaac Baty and ISIr. John Balden, sen. After luncheon,

Mr. Cadwallader J. Bates said that although time was

pressing, he was sure they could not separate without drinking the

health of their chairman, and prosperity to the firm of Messrs.

Wm. Fell & Co., of Hexham, who had been their hosts on tliis

occasion. In the unavoidable absence of their president for this

year—Mr. Thomas Taylor, of Chipchase Castle—he had, as one

of the vice-presidents of the Society, to be pulled as it were out of

some antitpiarian museum—but he was very hap])y to be present.

Llexham was said to be the heart of all P>ngland, and though he

was perhaps one of those who felt that the Society should keep its

face southwards as mvich as possible, so as to make itself a

National one, still, at the same time, he was sure when they saw

these nurseries and plantations, and knew the business that would

radiate from them in all directions through the two islands, they

could not but congratulate Messrs. Fell & Co. that they were

making Hexham not only as regarded forestry, the heart of all

England, but the heart of Central Britain. It was of great import-

ance to the town of Hexham that it should have established close

under it these beautifiil gardens, for it was very rarely that they

found an industry established in a town which added so much to

its beauty as these nursery gardens did. Generally, when a large

and important branch of industry was established near a town they
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found volumes of smoke and other signs of prosperity ; but they

felt that while these things might be adding a great deal to the

profits of capital and labour, they were not such a great boon and

blessing to the whole neighbourhood as the beautiful gardens in

whose midst they were enjoying the kind hospitality of Messrs.

William Fell & Co.

The toast having been pledged,

Mr. W. Fell, in responding, said that he and his partner felt

very much the honour of the compliment which the company had

paid them. They were also very proud to see them there, and to

recognise that the English Arboricultural Society was not what it

once was, a Society struggling for existence, but that it had now
made material progress, and could gather together an amount of

representation and intelligence of which thev were proud, and of

which, he thought, they had a good right to be proud. Comparisons

were said to be odious in most cases. However, for the encourage-

ment of the members of the Society, and especially of those who
had taken such an active part in it, he thought it would not be

amiss to say that they were making more rapid progress than their

Scotch friends in the early days of their Society's existence. The
Scotch Society had done and was doing a very good work, and he

would be the last to depreciate it ; but if they continued to perse-

vere as they had been doing, they would make such headway that

the English Arboricultural Society would yet be greater than the

Scottish. This Society had a very small beginning. It owed its

conception to a gentleman who sat at that Board. Hexham was

the birthplace of it, but he (Mr. Fell) certainly had nothing to do
with the birth of the Society except in so far as he pushed forward

the movement along with other friends. Mr. Clark, of Blenkin-

sopp, was the first to move in this direction. Next to him, they

owed a great debt of honour to their very worthy Secretary for his

perseverance, and for the way in which he had stuck to his post

through not very favourable circumstances at the beginning of the

Society's history. They had its funeral sermon preached very often,

and it seemed as if it was going to be buried too. The usual course

of things seemed to have been reversed. The funeral sermon was

preached first, and the burial had not taken place yet. He thought

there was a remark thrown out at the Scottish Society, that Dr.
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Somerville was likely to give lectures on forestry at Hexham this

season. If he was right in that particular—and he thought he was

—he was sure the members of this Society would do everything in

their power to make these lectures a success. His own firm, he

was sure, would be able to supply a contingent of earnest, active

young men from their establishment, and he was confident that

the foresters in the district would not be slow to take advantage of

them, and that the proprietors in the district would be proud to

forward the movement. He thanked the company on his own

behalf, and on that of his partner, for the toast which Mr. Bates

had proposed, and which they had so heartily received.

The members then retired from the building, and formed them-

selves in a group outside, where a photograph of the party was taken

by Mr. J. P. Gibson, of Hexham.

DiLSTON Woods.

Entering the conveyances which were awaiting us, we drove

down to Dilston, and, leaving the road at Dilston Park farm, passed

into Dilston Woods from an old bridle path a short distance above

the farm house. Here the plantations are chiefly oak and larch

mixed, growing on a stiff clay, wilh a porous subsoil. One section

contains a second crop of larch, thirty-five years old. Anoiiier, in

which the larch are twenty-two years old, had a splendid crop of

a very promising character. This section has a south aspect, and

is well protected from the north wind. The princi[)le adopted

in rearing these plantations appears to have been frequent and

small thinnings, and, following natural indications, the preservation

of the fittest. Descending to a lower level, we were rewarded with

a view of some really grand specimens of spruce and larch. 'I'he

former have fine round stems, with a very slight taper, and contain

a large quantity of measureable timber. One of these has a

circumference of io8 inches four feet above the base, and rises to a

height of 90 feet. It was computed to contain about 300 cubic

feet of timber. Another measured 105 inches in circumference at

the same height above the ground. They are between eiglity an'd

one hundred years old. Crossing the Devil's Water— a romantic

stream whicii (lows into the Tyne about half-a-mile below—and

entering what is known as the Paper Mill Wood, so named from a
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paper mill which once stood in that locality, the measuremenl of

several of the larches was taken. We found the circumference of

one of these, 5 feet above the base, to be 88 inches; a second was

92 inches; and a third was 100 inches. The first, which was 80

feet high, was computed to contain 180 cubic feet of timber; while

the average quantity of marketable timber was calculated to be

from 120 to 125 cubic feet. The larches growing here are probably

the finest in the country. Ascending the right bank of the Devil's

Water by a zig-zag footpath, we at last emerged on the lawn in

front of Dilston Hall, the residence of W. C. B. Beaumont, Esq.,

and Lady Aline Beaumont, who is a sister of the Marquis of

Londonderry. Pausing to gaze on the "ancestral trees," which

represent all that remains of an old avenue of chestnuts which lined

the drive leading to Dilston Castle in the days when the " Lords

of Dilston and Derwentwater " flourished here, before the abortive

rebellion which ended so disastrously at Preston on the 13th of

November, 17 15, we entered the old chapel of that ill-fated family.

It is a plain old-fashioned edifice, with small three-light windows.

Underneath is the crypt, where, prior to the transfer of the Dilston

estates from the Greenwich Hospital Commissioners to Mr. W. B.

Beaumont, M.P., the mortal remains of the Derwentwater family

lay interred. On the transfer of the estates, the coffins, witli one

exception, were removed to a vault in St. Mary's Churchyard,

Hexham ; the remains of the last Earl, who was executed on Tower

Hill, being conveyed to Lord Petre's place in Essex. The castle,

which adjoins the chapel, is dismantled, but the ruins are carefully

preserved. In some places the walls are 9 feet thick, and the

whole of the basement is massively arched. On the second floor

we saw the apartment where the famous " Countess " took up her

brief abode. A magnificent view of the valley of the Tyne is

obtained from the tower. The altitude above sea level at Dilston

Lodge is 141 "i.

Stagshaw House.

Re-entering the conveyances, we drove on to Stagshaw House,

the residence of Mrs. Straker, about midway between Corbridge,

the ancient Corstopitum of the Romans, and Stagshawbank, an old

and well-known resort of farmers and drovers, with which the readers

of Sir Walter Scott will be familiar. It is on the line of the old
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Roman road known as "Watling Street," which, after leaving

Corbridge, ascends in a direct line to Stagshawbank at a very steep

gradient. " Contouring" was evidently not in high repute amongst

those royal roadmakers. To arboriculturists the chief attraction at

Stagshaw House was a noble avenue of limes ( Tilia Europca),

probably between sixty and seventy years old, which runs from the

entrance gates to the mansion. They rise to a considerable height,

and form a complete canopy of foliage overhead, reminding one,

at a glance, of the vaulted roof of some stately cathedral. At the

end of this avenue we found a beech with a fine bole, measuring

1 06 inches in circumference 5 feet above the base. Mn Keog, the

head gardener, afterwards conducted us through the extensive range

of peach houses and vineries, where some very fine fruit was

ripening.

Sandhoe.

Joining the cross road which leads westwards from Stagshawbank

to Hexham, a short drive brought us to Sandhoe, the residence of

Hugh Fenwick, Esq. On the spacious lawn, which was as soft as

a carpet, we found a magnificent beech, measuring 141 inches in

circumference. Amongst the larches, which are conspicuous for

their ornamental appearance, is one which was computed to con'.ain

about 210 cubic feet of timber. The circumference of two of them

was respectively 112 inches and 117 inches. On the edge of the

lawn there is a splendid Douglas jiine, measuring 51 inches in

circumference 5 feet above the ground, and rising to a height of 50

feet. Two specimens of Picca nobilis of the i:;lauci/s variety, about

50 feet high, were very much admired. The grounds are very

beautifully laid out, and contain a fine avenue of young sycamores

and limes, and a covered in terrace of pollard limes. Close to the

mansion, above a garden seat, is a mural tablet bearing the following

curious inscription:

—

".Stranger within these grounds, whoe'er Uiou art,

No limitation of thy freedom fear
;

Go where lliou wilt, and, when thou will, depart,

.Since for thy pleasure all is ordered here."'

At the foot of the inscription are the initials "R.S.E." Mr. Stokoe,

the head gardener, accompanied the members over the grounds.

The altitude above sea level is 32*27.
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Beaufront Castle.

Going still westwards to Beaufront Castle, the seat of Colonel

Swan, we passed on our way a number of grand larches and silver

firs. Here are some of the measurements—Silver fir, 112 inches

in circumference 5 feet above the ground, 115 feet high, 300

cubic feet of timber. Larches (i), 76 inches in circumference,

about 115 feet high, 145 cubic feet of timber; (2), 102 inches in

circumference, 60 feet high (measurable wood), 220 cubic feet of

timber; (3), no inches in circumference, 125 feet high (measurable

wood), 155 cubic feet of timber. These trees were remarkable for

their clean growth. In the vicinity of the castle itself we found a

nice tulip tree
;
yellow-blooming, scarlet, and common chestnuts

;

a yellow-berried holly; a good specimen of the cedar of Lebanon;

a Finns ponderosa, 40 feet high, and 48 inches in circumference 5

feet up; a very pretty Picea nobilis ; a beautiful specimen of the

copper beech, 52 feet high, 60 feet spread of branches, and 68

inches in circumference 5 feet up ; a very effective specimen of the

deciduous cypress, and some good beeches, with fine, clean-growing

boles. One of the most charming and picturesque views on Tyne-

side is to be obtained from the terrace in front of the castle. Mr.

Oliver, the head gardener, kindly acted as cicerone^ and showed us

through the splendid range of hothouses which are under his

charge. The altitude above sea level, near the castle, is 523*4.

Dinner at the Royal Hotel,

About seven o'clock, nearly an hour late, we arrived at the

Royal Hotel, Hexham, and sat down to dinner. Mr. Isaac Baty

occupied the chair, and the duties of the vice-chair were discharged

by Mr. John Balden, sen. The dinner was of a recherche descrip-

tion, and was most excellently served.

The Chairman, in proposing the toast of " The Queen, the

Prince and Princess of Wales, and the other members of the Royal

Family," said he trusted the day was not far distant when they

would have the honour of ascribing to their Society that it was

under the patronage of Her Majesty. An opportunity for obtaining

that distinction presented itself in t888, when they proposed to go
to Windsor, or did go to Windsor ; but another opportunity might

present itself, when he trusted their Secretary might be successful
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in securing for the Society the patronage of Her Majesty, and he

hoped that in a short time they might know it as the Royal Enghsh

Arboricultural Society.

The Vice-Chairman gave the toast " Success to the EngUsh

Arboricultural Society." The Society, he said, had now been in

existence for a considerable number of years. They planted the

tree, they were told, in very barren soil, in which it would hardly

ever grow. Certainly, for a number of years, it grew under very

great difficulties, but at last it made wonderful shoots, and the year

189 1 saw it now in a most flourishing condition, and he had no

doubt that so long as interest was taken in the forward movement

of arboriculture in this country, the Society would progress along

with it. They had still, no doubt, many difficulties to encounter.

He was sorry for one thing, that really so few landed proprietors

took an interest in the Society. It was for their advantage and

profit, as well as for the adornment of the country, that they were

fighting, and he thought that they ought to be more liberally sup-

ported by landowners, both in person and in purse, in forwarding

the objects of the Society. Nothing should give him greater

pleasure than to see that they were not going to fall behind their

Scotch friends, and, as the Chairman had just said, he hoped tliey

would soon be able to call themselves the Royal Englisli Arbori-

cultural Society, and so be equal to, if they did not supersede,

those on the other side of the Border. He had very great pleasure

in proposing " Success to the English Arboricultural Society,"

coupled with the names of Mr. Davidson, their worthy secretary,

and Mr. Baty, their chairman.

Mr. John Davidson, in responding, said he was very much

obliged for the toast that had been drunk, and for the mention of

his name in connection with it. He thought they were beginning

to see now that it was a matter of honour to have some connection

with the English Arboricultural Society. He knew that he had his

fears as well as some others of the few gentlemen who started this

very important Society, and he was afraid that thoy were taking

too big a name, or covering too much ground with the name ; but

he now saw that they had done right in giving it that name and

title, and he thought they were privileged to cover not only longland,

but the United Kingdom. It they had failed in anything, they had
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failed in giving it rather too narrow a name; they should have had

a name that would have taken in almost the three kingdoms ;

because they had had inquiries from the Forestry Department of

the Board of Agriculture in Ireland, seeking for information as to

what had been done, and also asking advice in the way of guiding

and directing them in the planting of waste lands, and, perhaps, of

other lands that might be more profitably utilised in growing timber.

There was no doubt that the Society did occupy an important

position at the present time, and perhaps in the future it would

attain to even a more important position than it occupied now.

Everyone was seeing the necessity of having more plantations and

more woods. In fact, there was no doubt that we were changing

considerably as a nation and as individuals in a very great many

things. There were far more people in the present day who

worshipped what they called the God of Nature, or Nature's God,

than were accustomed to do that a good many years ago. Perhaps

they did not accept the doctrines and ideas of that class of people,

but there was no doubt that a large majority of people from the

crowded cities and towns liked to get out and view the plantations

and adornments of the country, which got very much improved by

the science of arboriculture ; and he trusted that whatever influence

they could bring to bear upon those who had the means, or upon

the nation, or upon political parties, would be exercised in directing

attention to the wisdom and utility of planting wherever practicable,

and especially to the utility of planting waste lands, which were

doing nothing at the present time, and which, if planted, would be

beneficial not only to the proprietors, but to the whole community

and the nation at large. There was no doubt that in England we

had a country that was favoured or disfavoured, however we might

look at it, with a peculiar, fickle climate, and he sometimes thought

that was largely due to the want of timber—the absence of the old

forests that he believed used to clothe our bleak hill tops and

mountain sides. He was sorry that the "Transactions" were just

a little too late in being issued from the press, else the members

would have before them a description of the forests that existed in

the county of Durham alone, and there were others, no doubt, in

the counties throughout England, and they could imagine what a

beneficial effect those woods would have in breaking the wind,

bringing rain, and arresting it, even when it did fall. What a
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different country we would have had if those woods had not been

swept away ! There was hardly anybody, it appeared, during these

last few centuries, who had had a thought of restoring those woods

and forests, until it had occurred lo a few people in the " Heart of

all England," who had had a nervous dread and fear to begin that

gigantic work. But he believed they had begun a work which

would result at least in a partial restoration of those woods that

once existed, even if it was not all accomplished in their own day.

A large majority of people had got very selfish in regard to matters

such as this, and said they saw no reason to work for posterity. It

was just from that spirit of selfishness in our ancestors that we were

suffering at tlie present day. If people could not derive a direct

advantage from planting trees, they never thought of the children

that should follow them, and tree planting had fallen into a kind of

decay. But he believed every member of this Society would be

glad to have a share in restoring a proper spirit and determination

among people who had the means, in order that they might plant

not only for themselves, but for the people of the future. He
trusted they would go on with this great work, though there had

been a few hints from certain quarters that from certain causes and

for certain reasons there was not the same necessity for action on

the part ot the English Arboricultural Society as there might have

been— that their friends in the north were getting such a large

amount of funds that they would very shortly be able to establish

a chair of forestry— that all the wisdom would be concentrated

there—and that there would be hardly any wotk remaining for

them to do in the south. Their Scotch friends were perfectly

welcome to take all the theory, all the technicalities in connection

with forestry, but if this Society could do no other work than what

was [iractical, that, he contended, was the work that was most

necessary and most im[)ortant at tlie present time in connection

with tiie great question of forestry. But even with respect to

theory they were not to be left alone. A very eminent Professor

of Agriculture and Forestry, Dr. Somerville, had been appointed

to a chair in the Durham College of Science, Newcastle, through

the influence and under the patronage of the Northumberland

County Council. Professor Somerville had already i)ai(l one visit

to Hexham, and given one lecture there, and had given people

every fatiiiiy for forming classes, to which he would be very glad
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to come and give instruction during the winter months. So that,

after all, they were not to be left out in the cold, for there was

every chance of their improving in a practical way, and also in the

theory and technicalities of the science of arboriculture. He trusted

that all the young men who were foresters—and there was a great

want of them at the present time—would give some attention to

these classes, and so encourage the worthy Professor, so that the

work might make good progress. He had no doubt that if they

were spared until the next day they would see the beneficial results

of going to work with a determined will, aided by sound, practical,

common sense, in clothing what were once barren hill tops and hill

sides with profitable timber. He thanked them very much for the

kind manner in which they had received and drunk the toast.

Mr. James Mitchell proposed a toast to the health of the

landowners who had so kindly thrown open their attractive grounds

for the inspection of the Society.

Mr. John Balden, sen., and Mr. Oliver responded.

Mr. J, W. RoBsoN proposed " The Visitors," to which Mr. T.

Dickenson responded.

Mr. George Gallie proposed " The Press," to which Mr. D.

Polson responded.

Mr. Wm. Forbes proposed the " Health of the Chairman."

The Chairman, in responding, thanked the company for the

hearty manner in which they had received the toast, and read the

following telegram from Cadwallader J. Bates, Esq.:—"Owing to

the death of my kinsman, Mr. Sydney, of Cowpens, and funeral

to-morrow, of which I have just heard, am compelled to give up

dinner." He was sure they all sympathised with Mr. Bates in the

loss he had sustained, and must express their deep regret that he

was not able to preside at their dinner in the same enthusiastic

manner in which he ofificiated at their luncheon. The Society at

that moment, the Chairman went on to say, had acquired an

undoubted position in this country, because, in the first place, as

Mr. Poison had said, they had now secured the sympathy and

countenance of the Press throughout the kingdom ; and, in the

second place, the Northumberland County Council had taken upon
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themselves to appoint no less a person than Professor Somerville

as Professor of Agriculture and Forestry for that county. That

gentleman had done them the honour of consenting to become an

honorary member of the Society, and had arranged when in

Hexham to start a forestry class in the autumn, and that that

forestry class should be commenced in Hexham, and that the fees

should be so moderate and the conditions so simple that no one,

whether rich or poor, would be unable to attend it. With these

prospects before them success seemed to be assured to their Society.

Two years ago he made a proposal that each member should procure

two new members before the next meeting. He was pleased to be

able to say that he had kept his determination. Mr. Forbes, he

was glad to see, had more confidence than that, and he hoped by

next meeting that each of them would be able to lay on the table

the names of five gentlemen who were willing to become members.

He believed that was the only way in which their Society, coupled

with the influence of the Press, could become an important

institution. They might make it ornamental or practical, but they

must make it popular. He had no practical acquaintance with

anything except his own business, and that was a rather funny one,

but at the same time there was no holiday in which he enjoyed

himself so much as when, on the occasion of the annual meeting

of this Society, they went rambling about the country, seeing shrubs

and trees, and places of local interest. He t. listed that their

Society might go on and prosper, and that the annual meeting

might be more successful next year than it had been even at the

present time.

SECOND DAY.

About nine o'clock on Thursday morning the party left the Royal

Hotel, Hexham, on a visit to several estates lying between Hexham
and Shotley Bridge. \Vith the exception of Messrs. R. Shipley,

W. Forbes, J. Watt, and E. Jewitt, all the members present on the

first day were present on the second, and there were in addition

—

Mr. W. V. Taylor, Carlisle; Mr. Robert Dixon, Shotley Hall; Mr.

M. Jewitt, Healey; Mr. J. D. Coxon, Alnwick Castle; Dr. D.

Stewart, Hexham ; and Mr. T. Ellis, Hexham.
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The Duke's House.

Along the drive leading to Duke's House, the residence of jNIrs.

Backhouse, our first halting place, a short distance south-cast of

Hexham, we counted no less than twenty-two Wellingtonias. One
of these, finely pyramidal in form, was thirty feet high, and another

rose to a height of about forty feet. The altitude in the neighbour-

hood of the mansion is 464"8 feet above sea level, rising to S^3'3

feet on one side, and falling to 398"3 on the other. Here, under

the guidance of Mr. M. Taylor, we inspected some rare specimens

of coniferse. The greater part of the deciduous trees viewed by us

were transplanted from the adjacent woods, by means of a tree-

planting machine invented by the late Mr. Backhouse, when they

had attained a height of from fifteen to twenty feet. Summarising

the more notable specimens that came under our observation, we

have

—

Adies Albertina^ forty feet, planted twenty years ago, a perfect

specimen ; A. Parryana ^lauca, twenty-five feet, making good

growth \ A. Pattoniaiia or Hookerii, eighteen feet, a perfect speci-

men of its kind, rather rare ; Pinus Jeffreyii, exceedingly handsome,

very rare ; P. excelsa and P. cavibria ; Picea nobi/isgiaiua, a remark-

able specimen, forty inches round, forty-five feet ; P. nobilis, twenty

feet ; P. lasiocafpa, twenty-five feet ; P. Nordmaniavi, very fine

;

P. amabilis, twenty feet ; P. grandis, twenty-five feet ; Taxodium

sempennrens (two), thirty-five feet, containing really good timber

;

Thuja giganiea {Libocedrus dean reus), eighteen feet ; T. lohbi

(gigatifea), thirty-five feet, a perfect pyramid ; a Spanish chestnut

in full bloom ; one Wclllngionia gigan/ea, eighty inches round ; and

another seventy-two inches round, forty-five feet high; Thujopsis

borealis, twenty feet ; a purple sycamore, very distinct and pretty,

seldom seen so distinct. Corsican pine are doing well here.

The Commercial Utility of Tree Planting.

When the Council of the Society decided upon Hexham as a

centre from which to visit the neighbouring plantations and woods,

the principal object which they had in view was to demonstrate the

commercial utility of planting timber trees on land of small agricul-

tural value. At East Dipton, on the estate of His Grace the Duke
of Northumberland, and at Healey, on the estate of W. Warde
Aldam, Esq., some facts were ascertained which cannot fail to be of
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that is of no use for tillage purposes, and of little value for the

pasturage of sheep or cattle. The woods at Dipton (say 591 feet

above sea level, for the altitude varies considerably all over Hexham-

shire), cover an area of 1,500 acres, including the property of Mr.

W. B. Beaumont, M.P. The soil is a sandy peat, very thin, lying

on the millstone grit. Here and there the surface is quite bare and

stony, and at the outside it cannot be worth more than 2/6 per acre,

probably much less, for grazing purposes. .The timber is in various

stages of growth. On the Duke of Northumberland's section

there are 193 acres of Scotch fir, from eighty to one hundred years

old, the approximate market value of which, per acre, is _;;^i4o;

total, ^27,020. Then there are 320 acres of young plantations,

various ages, of which the average approximate value per acre may

be set down at ;£s3> total, ^10,560. From this area timber to

the value of ;^i 0,000 has been taken for estate purposes during

the last twenty years, so that the whole of the timber cut and

growing on these 513 acres represents a money value of ^47,000.

At 2/6 per acre, the annual value of the land for grazing purposes

is ^^64 2S. 6d. From November, 1889, to August, 1891, it is

calculated that 47,000 cubic feet of timber has been sawn for estate

work, valued at ;^i,4oo. A large quantity of timber is sold every

year on this estate. The crop of Scotch fir is one of the best in

the country. In Mr. Beaumont's section we saw some fine larch,

which reminded us of the splendid specimens we had seen at

Dilston on the previous day. Here are a few measurements—

-

No. I, jC) inches in girth, 120 feet high, 125 cubic feet of timber.

No. 2, 78 inches in girth, iio feet high, 115 cubic feet of timber.

No. 3, 80 inches in girth, about the same height as No. 2. Mr.

Coxon, head forester to the Duke, conducted us through the

woods, and of course, in Mr. Beaumont's section, we had the

advantage of the guidance of Mr. John Balden, sen.

At Healey, the facts were more striking still. On our way

thither, however, we saw some self-sown larch, close at hand, and

away in the distance, like a cloud on the landscape, a wood of

1,400 acres, called Dukesfield, planted with larch, spruce, and

Scotch fir, the greater part being Scotch fir. Arriving at Healey

Hill Top, at an altitude of 701 "2 feet above sea level, Mr. M.

Jewitt became our cicerone^ and gave us some very interesting
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details as to the planting of this estate. The area of the estate

is about 3,000 acres, of which between 1,600 and 1,700 acres are

planted. When the late Mr. Ormiston bought it in 1816, all the

timber of any value had been cut down, and with the exception

of a few oaks, it was practically treeless. The estate cost ^22,000.

Shortly after Mr. Ormiston bought it, the common land adjoining

it, called the Broomey Fell, was divided, and his portion, amounting

to 640 acres, was enclosed, drained, and planted with larch and

Scotch fir, mainly larch. This crop was all cleared off in his life-

time, from fifteen to twenty years ago, and after the land had rested

for three years, it was re-planted with larch and Scotch fir, mainly

fir, which is remarkably healthy. The last portion that was felled

averaged about ;^73 per acre, exclusive of thinnings. In the

Kellas plantations there are 550 acres of larch and Scotch fir, with

an intermixture of Corsican pine. These were planted in 1853,

1854, and 1855, or mainly about that time. The Corsican pines

are doing well on this poor land, which, for grazing purposes, is not

worth more than 1/6 or 2/- per acre. In addition, there are about

200 acres, chiefly larch, which were also planted after the enclosure

of the Broomey Fell. Mr. Ormiston planted with the object of

making a profit by it, and here are some of the results—In 1833

the gross receipts were ^20 12s. od Seven years afterwards, in

1840, the income was ^^330 i8s. gd ; in 1850, ^644 9s 3d.; in

i860, ;^2,662 14s 2d.; in 1870, ^4,070 I2S. I id. The total

gross receipts for the timber grown on the estate up to the time

of Mr. Ormiston's death amounted, in round numbers, to ^56,000,
the original cost of the. estate, as already stated, having been

;j^2 2,000. It is estimated that the woodlands on the estate have

yielded a revenue of about ^i per acre, as against i/- or 2/- per

acre, the value of the land for grazing.

The Rev. A. Johnson, M.A., gave the Society a kindly welcome

to the vicarage, and placed the school-room at their disposal for

luncheon. Before luncheon, however, which was provided by the

local members of Council, the party were photographed on the

lawn at the vicarage by Mr. Robinson The vicarage grounds were

very pretty and attractive. At the luncheon in the school-room,

Mr. Isaac Baty occupied the chair, and was supported on his right

by the Rev. A Johnson, and on the left by Mr. M. Jewitt. The
vice-chairs were occupied by Mr. W. Fell and Mr. John Balden, sen.
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An excellent repast, admirably served, and reflecting the utmost

credit on the caterer, Mr. D. Carruthers, of the Royal Hotel,

Hexham, was followed by some speech-making.

Mr. Fell proposed, in fitting terms, a toast in honour of Mr.

M. Jewitt, Mr. J. D. Coxon, Rev, A. Johnson, and Mr. M. Taylor,

which was drunk with cheers.

The Rev. A. Johnsox, in responding, said he remembered the

late Mr. Ormiston told him that from one plantation alone he had

cleared ^20,000. He had planted it in his younger days; he lived

to see it grow up, cut down, and planted again ; and the profits of

that plantation alone were just ;j^20,ooo, with all expenses paid.

That showed that arboriculture could be carried on with profit as

well as pleasure, and he was sure that Mr. Ormiston did take not

only profit out of it, but a very considerable amount of pleasure.

He was very glad to see the Society there that day. If they had

been absolutely certain that rain would not come down, they

would have been on the lawn of the vicarage ; but they were

rather afraid of rain, which would have spoiled that beautiful

luncheon.

Mr. M. Jewitt, who was warmly received, also responded, and

gave some interesting details respecting the Healey estate and its

woodlands.
'

Mr. B. Cowan proposed the " Health of the Local Members of

Council," who had provided such an excellent luncheon for them

that day.

The Chairman responded, and in doing so acknowledged the

admirable manner in whicli Mr. Carrutlu^-s had, from begiiuiing to

end, catered for this excursion. In no place had they been better

catered for than at Hexham and Healey.

MiNSTERACRES.

Entering our conveyances again, we drove on to Minsteracres,

the estate of H. T. Silvertop, Esq. Along the [)rivate drive leading

up to the mansion, where the altitude above sea level is 685"5 feet,

we found some very fine silver firs, Turkey oaks, and cypresses.

The girth of three of the firs was respectively 88, 92, and 96 inches,
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the average height being about seventy feet. After passing a grove

of ancient oaks, we arrived at the entrance to the famous avenue of

WelHngtonias, where we were met by Mr. Marr, the head gardener,

who escorted us over the grounds. The WelHngtonias, each a

perfect pyramidal specimen, were planted twenty-nine years ago.

They are from twenty-five to thirty feet high, with the exception of

two, which, being planted in clayey soil, have a dwarfish appearance

beside the others. An average specimen measured seventy-four

inches in girth, and had a spread of branches of eighteen yards.

On the left side of the avenue are nine trees that were struck from

cuttings obtained from the original plant sent out by the Royal

Horticultural Society, which is still flourishing here. In the

arboretum and elsewhere in the grounds, were seen the following

specimens

—

Picea magnifica, 20 feet high, rarely seen so true

;

F. peuibra, or stone pine, 54 inches girth; P. Jiobiiis, 81 inches

girth, 8 1 feet high, sixty years planted, probably the finest specimen

in the country ; Abies alcoquiana, 1 5 feet high ; Pinus moniaiia,

an enormous size ; Araiuaria imbricafa, 45 feet, a perfect speci-

men ; Abies orientalis, 45 feet, in splendid condition ; A. Douglassi,

68 inches girth, 50 feet high ; ditto, the parent of the others,

resembling the original type in the Rocky Mountains, of deeper

shade, beautifully symmetrical, 64 feet high ; Cryptomeria japonica^

28 feet high ; cedars in great variety. On entering the precincts

of the hall, Mr. Silvertop came forward and personally welcomed

the Society to Minsteracres, inviting them with great cordiality to

make free use of his charming grounds.

Unthaxk Chapel,

At Unthank Chapel, an old ruin occupying an elevated situation,

we paused to view the niagnificent prospect which spread itself out

for miles around us. Below us was a young plantation of about

ninety acres, consisting of larch and Scotch fir planted alternately,

belonging to Sir Arthur ]\Iiddleton, for whom Mr. R. A. Anderson,

one of our party, is forester. Sir Arthur has about one hundred

acres of plantations in this neighbourhood, the oldest of which is

not more than fourteen years planted.

Shotley.

From Unthank Chapel we drove on to Shotley, the estate of

John Wilson Walton Wilson, Esq., whose forester, Mr. Dixon, took

4
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us under his guidance. Here, at an altitude of 30
7
'8 feet above

sea level, we saw some fine specimens of spruce and larch, con-

taining as much as 140 cubic feet of timber. There is here also a

weeping ash, 50 feet high, feathered nearly to the ground, besides

a few Wellingtonias, and a weeping beech of very curious habit,

about the same height as the ash.

Dinner at Shotley Bridge.

Shortly after the appointed time—having encountered a heavy

thunderstorm on the way—we crossed the bridge at Shotley, and

drove up the steep ascent to the Commercial Hotel, where we

dined together at the conclusion of one of the most enjoyable, and

certainly not the least instructive, excursions ever organised by the

active executive of the Society. Dinner over, the Chairman, Mr.

Baty, proposed "Our next merry meeting," which was warmly

pledged. On the motion of the Secretary, seconded by Mr. J. W.

Robson, Dr. Stewart and Mr. T. Ellis were elected members of

the Society.

The party then broke up, some leaving for their destination by

train from Shotley Bridge, others driving back to Riding Mill

Station, and the remainder going on to Hexham. To Mr.

Davidson and his assistant, Mr. John Balden, jun., the greatest

credit is due for the admirable arrangements which enabled the

members to see so much at so little inconvenience, and to travel

over such a large extent of country in so limited a period.
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ELEVENTH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.

The Eleventh Annual General Meeting was held in the Black

Swan Hotel on Wednesday, August 17th, 1892, Mr, J. Watt
presiding.

The Assistant Secretary read the ]\Iinutes of the last Annual

Meeting, which were confirmed on the motion of Mr. B, Cowan,

seconded by Mr. R. S. Balden,

The Membership.

The Assistant Secretary reported that the membership con-

sisted of 7 honorary, 17 life, and 189 ordinary members, making a

total of 213 members. Two life members and 47 ordinary

members, admitted by the Council, remained for approval by the

General Meeting, making a grand total of 262 members at the

present moment.

The following list of members, submitted for approval by the

Council, was read:

—

Major-General The Right Hon. Sir John C. Cowell, K.C.B.

(Life.)

T, O, Burrill, Masham, Bedale, Yorks. (Life.)

W. C. Sample, Bothal Castle, Morpeth.

John Maughan, Estate Office, Rievaulx Abbey, Yorks.

Christopher Clarke, Estate Office, Charlcot, Bedale.

C. L. N. Maiston, Swinton Estate Office, Masham, Yorks.

John Mason, Estate Office, Grantley, Ripon.

Thomas S. Mason, Estate Office, Fountain's Hall, Ripon.

John Spence, Timber Merchant, Ripon.

W. C. P. Snowdon, Estate Agent, Hutton Moor, Thirsk.

William Boston, Nurseryman, Carthorpe, Bedale-
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James Carter, Burton House, Bedale.

Wigglesworth, Ironmonger, Ripon.

William May, Forester, Little Stainton, Ferryhill, Durham.

Thomas Airey, Bailiff, &c., Clifton Castle, Bedale.

John Dixon, Forester, Standing Stone, Matfen.

T. W. Dodds, Forester, Raby.

Geo. Alexander Broadbent, Surveyor, Kirkheaton, Huddersfield.

Sir Baldwyn Leighton, Loton Park, Shrewsbury.

Bayliss, Jones, & Bayliss, Victoria Works, \^'olverhampton.

Thomas Rothew, Nurseryman, Huddersfield.

Arthur Shaw, Oakland, Beaumont Park, Huddersfield.

James Tait, Forester, Marske, Yorks.

Messrs. Lauder & Co., Timber Merchants, West Hartlepool.

W. Clapham, Landscape Gardener and Rock Builder, Hill House,

Bramhall Park, Stockport.

Edward Joicey, Esq., Blenkinsopp Hall, Haltwhistle. (Life.)

P. Mc. Andrew, Forester, Prudhoe Hall, Prudhoe.

Sydney C Rudman, Esq., Land Agent, Hindlestone.

William Marsden, Assistant Forester, Clifton Castle, Bedale.

Alderman Wardle, South Shields.

Councillor W. R. Smith, South Shields.

J. M. Smith, Kensington Terrace, South Shields.

Thomns Fiall, Ironmonger, South Shields.

John Hood.Jun., P'iorist, West Parade, Newcastle.

William Hancock, Timber Merchant, Lintz Green.

William Scrymgeour, Shubland Park, Coddenham, Suffolk.

John A. Gallic, Forester, Overton, Shiplon.

Councillor Peter Marshall, South Shields.

A. Barker, Solicitor, King Street, Wcstoc, South Shields.

Charles F. Walton, Accountant, King Street, South Shields.

Thomas Whitfield, Tyne Dock Engineering Co., South Shields.

Edward Clarkson, Boldon, South Shields.

J. W. Henderson, Fowler Street, South Shields.

H. B. (irecn, 45 Eleanor Street, South Shields.

T. E. Brigham, Clarendon Terrace, South Shields.

Dr. Marshall, Wcntworth Terrace, South Shields.

Thomas Richmond, BrnniUy Grange, Ripon.

D. A. Glen, Forester, C'roxteth Park, Liverpool.

W. 'Ihomlinson Walker, Victoria Iron Works, York.
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The following members were proposed:

—

By the Secretary—
M. Wilson, Forester, Crinkle Park, Loftus-in-Cleveland.

Joseph Whiteside Wakenshaw, 5 Vernon Terrace, Gateshead.

George Grey, Esq., Millfield, Alnwick.

By Mr. B. Cowan—
Councillor Peter Thornton, South Shields.

Councillor T. D. Marshall, South Shields.

C. H, March, South Shields.

Miss S. A. March, South Shields.

Miss Frocker Silven, Sweden.

Fred Armitage, Rawsden Estate, Huddersfield.

R. H. Carling, Photographer, King Street, South Shields.

By Mr. E. Shipley—
John G. Alexander, Forester, Rothley Lake, Cambo, R.S.O.

Thomas Bewick, Assistant Forester, Stainton, Streatlam, Dar-

lington.

By Mr. A. Ross-

Thomas Broughton, Estate Agent, Sherborne, North Leach,

Gloucestershire.

By Mr. W. B. Havelock—
William Frank, Timber Merchant, Helmsley, Yorks.

By Mr. John Luke—
Morley Ritson, Timber Merchant, Tyne Sawmills, Hexham.

On the motion of Mr. Ross, seconded by Mr. Cowan, the

names submitted by the Council, together with the new nomina-

tions, were added to the list of members of the Society, the total

number of new members being 65.

The Assistant Secretary reported that during the year there

had been two deaths, three lapsed members, and one resignation.

Finance.

The Assistant Secretary submitted an abstract of the

accounts for the past year. The total receipts, including a
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balance in hand of £i8 9s. 9d. at the commencement of the

financial year, amounted to £124 9s. id., and after paying

expenses the balance remaining on hand was £6-] i is.

The accounts were passed on the motion of the Chairman,

seconded by jNIr. R. S. Balden.

Election of Office-Bearers.

Mr. A. Ross moved and IMr. R. S. Balden seconded that Lord

Masham be appointed President of the Society for the ensuing

year.

The motion was carried unanimously.

Mr. R. S. Balden moved that the two retiring Vice-Presidents,

Mr. W. D. Cruddas, the Dene, Newcastle, and Sir Jacob Wilson,

Great George Street, Westminster, S.W., be re-elected.

Mr. W. B. Havelock seconded the motion, which was carried

by 1 7 to 5.

The members of Council who retired by rotation were:— Mr. E.

Shipley, Mr. W. H. Hill, Mr. Willinm I'leming, Mr. J. R. Brown

and Mr. William Clark.

Mr. Fell nominated Mr. F. ^^^ Beadon, Huddcrsfield, as a

member of Council.

Mr. J. W. RonsoN nominated Mr. George Cooper, Gateshead.

Mr. Ross moved and Mr. Forbes seconded that the retiring

members be re-elected, witli the addition of Messrs. Beadon and

Cooper.

The motion was agreed to.

The Chairman, in moving the re-election of the Secretary and

Assistant Secretary, suggested that they be re-elected unanimously,

and jjaiil a high comi)liincnt to tiiem for all their efforts and all

their work on behalf of the Society.

Several members seconded the motion simultaneously.

The motion was cordially agreed to.
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Mr. Fell thought the time had come when they should

recognise the valuable assistance of Mr. John Balden, jun., in a

material fashion. He would not say one word in a derogatory

sense respecting the Secretary, who had the interests of the Society

at heart, and who was a very valuable Secretary to them ; but they

had got beyond the initial stages of the Society, and he thought

they might pay the Assistant Secretary a small salary. He moved

that in future Mr. Balden be paid a salary of ^^5 a year.

The Chairman seconded the motion, which was carried

unanimously.

On the motion of Mr. Forbes, seconded by Mr. Brown, the

auditors, Messrs. John Balden, sen., and Barnard Cowan, were

unanimously re-elected.

Mr. Forbes nominated Mr, Thomas Roberts, Stud Farm,

Melton Constable, and Mr. F. W. Beadon, Huddersfield, as Local

Secretaries.

Mr. Fell nominated Mr. Forster, Belgrave Lodge.

Mr. Cowan nominated Mr. Wilson, forester to Sir Charles Mark

Palmer.

These nominations were accepted, and were added to the list of

Local Secretaries.

Mr. Cowan expressed the opinion that all new members ought

to be proposed by the Local Secretaries of the districts in which

they resided, and also that the collection of subscriptions should

be placed in the hands of the Local Secretaries. In this way the

work of collecting the subscriptions, which was at present per-

formed by the General Secretaries, would be accelerated and

assisted, and it would give to .the Local Secretaries some tangible

feeling as to the duties which they ought to perform. He suggested

that in the Annual Circular a note should be inserted to the effect

that the subscriptions be collected by the Local Secretaries, and

he moved accordingly.

Mr. Barker, in seconding the motion, said a Local Secretary

was in touch with all the members in his locality, and the fees of

local members would be very much better collected by Local

Secretaries than by the General Secretary.
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The Assistant Secretary remarked that this matter had been

discussed previously at one of the Council Meetings, and the

feeling seemed to be that it would be better if the subscriptions

were, as far as possible, paid direct to the Treasurer, and that,

should any arrears be standing over, the Tocal Secretary might be

supplied with a list of the members in arrears residing nearest to

him, and then a letter from him might be the means of getting the

subscriptions paid up.

The Chairman said that in the Scottish Society, and in several

other Societies with which he was connected, the member who

proposed a new member was supposed to be responsible for the

first year's subscription. He thought there was a great deal in

what Mr. Cowan said.

Mr. Cowan said that at one of the late Council Meetings it was

distinctly proposed that the Local Secretaries should collect local

subscriptions and be responsible for them.

The Chairman suggested that the matter might in the meantime

be left over to the Council, when Mr. Davidson would be present,

and this was agreed to.

Mr. D. Polson was re-appointed Official Reporter, at a salary

of five guineas per annum and expenses.

Council Meetings.

Mr. Cowan moved that in future the meetings of the Council,

after the usual business is discharged, be open to all members of

the Society, so that they may have the privilege of hearing papers

read, and that all Local Secretaries be responsible for the attendance

of members in their respective localities when such meetings are

held there.

Mr. Ross said that if it was wislicd that all the members should

have the benefit of the i)ai)crs, they should be read at the .Annual

Meeting, but it was simply impossible to hold Local Secretaries

responsible for getting the members in their districts to attend

Council Meetings at Newcastle.

The Chairman pointed out that what Mr. Cowan meant was

that the Local Secretaries in the places where the Council Meetings
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were held should be responsible for the attendance of members

residing there.

• Mr. Fell seconded the motion, which was agreed to.

The Essay Competition.

The Assistant Secretary reported that only one Essay had

been sent in for competition, and that was upon the subject of the

Woods and Plantations on the Estate on which the Essayist was

Resident Forester. He was sorry his father was not present to give

them the judge's opinion respecting the Essay, but, as he had said,

there was only one Essay sent in, and it was decided that the judges

should award a silver medal to the essayist, who was Mr. Robinson,

of Castle Eden.

Presentation to the Society.

Mr. W. Forbes presented to the Society the dendrometer which

had been in use during the day, and to which reference has

already been made. The announcement was received with hearty

applause.

The Chairman said Mr. Forbes had kindly offered to the

Society a very valuable dendrometer, his own invention, which, if

he remembered aright, was shown at the Forestry Exhibition at

Edinburgh eight years ago. It was then a novelty. He supposed

they would all be very glad to receive a very handsome present like

that, and he begged to tender to Mr. Forbes the thanks of the

Society for his valuable gift.

Suggestions for Essays.

The following suggestions as subjects for Essays for the ensuing

year were referred to the Council :

—

By Mr. Havelock—"The Pruning of Hardwood Trees."

By Mr. Balden—"The Woods and Plantations on the Estate

on which the Essayist is a Forester or Resident Forester."

By Mr. Lonsdale—" On the Literature of Forestry."

By Mr. Forbes—" On the Formation of Fox Coverts."

By Mr. Gallie—" English Timber; Its Markets and Uses."
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The Next Excursion.

The subjoined suggestions as to places to be visited on the

occasion of the next excursion were also referred to the Council:

—

By Mr. Cowan—The Dukeries.

By Mr. Watt, supported by Mr. Havelock—Windsor, in con-

junction with the Royal Scottish Arboricultural Society.

By Mr. Fell—Windermere.

By Mr. Forbes—The South of Yorkshire.

By Mr. Robinson—Ravensworth and Gibside.

By Mr. Barker, supported by Mr. R. S. Balden—Masham and

Ripon.

Honorary Members.

The Assistant Secretary gave notice of motion for next

meeting to delete from Rule VIII., referring, to the election of

honorary members, the words "but an honorary member who has

not been elected from the list of life or ordinary members of the

Society shall not be eligible for election as an office-bearer in the

Society, or to vote at any of its ])roceedings." It so happened, he

said, that they had elected as an honorary member Professor

Somerville, who could not so much as hold up his hand at any of

their meetings. He thought that any person api)ointcd by the

Society to be an honorary member should be deemed worthy of

the power of voting.

The Chairman i)ointed out that if the rule were altered the

door would be opened to all kinds of pco[)le coming and voting at

their meetings.

IMr. Forbes took occasion to point out the inconvenience

arising from the operation of Rule XV., which required twelve

months' notice to be given before such a motion as this could be

considered. lie gave notice that at next meeting he would move

that Rule XV. be rescinded.

On the motion of Mr. Barker, seconded by Mr. R. S. Balden,

a hearty vote of thanks was passed to the Chairman for presiding,

and the meeting then terminated.
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EIGHTH ANNUAL EXCURSION,

The eighth and most successful excursion ever organised under the

auspices of this society took place on Wednesday and Thursday,

17th and i8th August, 1892, when the richly-wooded country

around Helmsley and Castle Howard, in the North Riding of

Yorkshire, was visited by a large number of ladies and gentlemen.

The north-country members left Newcastle on Tuesday afternoon,

at four o'clock, in a saloon carriage, and, travelling by way of

Darlington and Pilmoor Junction, arrived at the Black Swan Hotel,

Helmsley—the headquarters of the society for the time being

—

about seven o'clock.

Mr. Edward Shipley joined the party at Darlington, and added

greatly to the interest of the remainder of the journey by pointing

out the various objects of interest in the country along which our

route lay. He particularly directed attention to the pretty little

wayside station of Coxwold, which is charmingly adorned with

flowers, laid out in pleasing and geometrically accurate lines. The

church, standing on an eminence overlooking the village, could be

seen in the background. It is an old and interesting edifice, dating

back to the time of Henry VI., and containing several splendid

sepulchral monuments, erected to the memory of members of the

family of Fauconberg, and one to the meniory of the late Sir

George Wombwell. Close by is Shandy Hall, where the cele-

brated Lawrence Sterne, author of " Tristram Shandy," and the

" Sentimental Journey," resided. Lord Fauconberg presented him

with the curacy of Coxwold in 1760, and here, as he himself said,

he was "as happy as a prince," dining on venison, fish, fowls,

curds, strawberries and cream, and "all the simple plenty which a

rich valley can produce," Eight years later he died in a London

lodging house, tended by a hired nurse, and with no friends beside

him to soothe his last hours.
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The resources of the Black Swan were unequal to the demand

made upon them by the advent of such a large party in the height

of the tourist season, and on our arrival a large proportion of our

number were billetted throughout the town. After tea, the night

was too far advanced to permit of a visit being made to the Home
Nurseries and the old castle, on the estate of the Earl of Feversham,

and this was accordingly added to the programme of the following

day.

Amongst those who were present on Tuesday and the two

following days were — Mr. Coroner Graham, Sacriston, Durham;

Mr. James Walt, J. P., Carlisle; Mr. W. Fell, Mr. J. W. Robson,

Mr. J. R. Brown, Hexham; j\Ir. John Balden, jun., assistant

secretary, Dilston ; Mr. J. F. Robinson, Mr. W. Scott, Burnopfield,

Durham ; Mr. J. W. Wakenshaw, Gateshead ; Mr. W. Forbes,

Swinton, Ma^ham, Yorkshire ; Mr. W. A. Foster, Belgrave Lodge,

Eaton Hall, Chester; Mr. F. W. Beadon, Estate Office, Hudders-

field ; Mr. E. Shii)ley, North Road, Darlington; Mr. George

Cooper, Gateshead Cemetery; Mr. W. F. Taylor, Duke Street,

Bishopsgate Street, London ; Mr. S. Smith, Huddersfield ; Mr.

George Gallic, Ravensworih Castle; Mr. Joseph Graham, chairman

of South Shields and Westoe Burial Board ; Mr. J. M. Smith, Mr.

E. H. Lincoln, Mr. W. D. March, Mr. T. Vasey, Mr. B. Cowan

(superintendent of the Westoe Cemetery), Mr. John Scott, Mr. J,

Peebles (South Marine Park), Captain Davidson, Miss March, Miss

Silven (botanist from Sweden), Mr. R. H. Carling, Master Vasey,

Councillor Thornton, Mi. H. Barker, South Shields; Mr. Harold

and Mr. Leslie l>utcher, accompanying Coroner Graham ; Mr. F,

Armitage, Huddersfield; Mr. Thomas Roberts, Melton Constable;

Mr. R. S. Balden, Hanging Heaton, near Dewsbury ; Mr. W. B.

Havelock, Helmsley; Mr. A. Ross, Skiplon ; Mr. Wilson, Crinkle

Park, Loftus; Mr. C. Lonsdale, Rose Hill, Carlisle; Mr. Bentham

King, Mr. Hugill, Mr. Williams, Helmsley, Mr. Daniel Poison,

Official Reporter, Hexham, isic.

HELMSLEY CASTLE, RH-LVAULX ABBEY, &c.

Thk party assembled at the I Hack Swan at eight o'clock on

Wednesday morning, but some time earlier than that several

groups were wandering about the quaint old town. Helmsley

seems to have grown up, like many other niaiki.i luwns in England,
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under the shadow of a strong castle, which afforded protection to

the lieges in times of alarm and danger. It possesses a fine

market place, upon which several streets converge. In the centre

of the market place is a fine gothic cross, canopied, containing a

marble statue of the late Lord Feversham. It was designed by Sir

Gilbert Scott, and cost, exclusive of the statue, ^800, which was

raised by public subscription. The statue itself was sculptured by

Noble, the cost, ;^6oo, being defrayed by the family of the late

Earl. On the side of the market place is an old cross, and a little

below it, on the same side, what appears to be a disused village

pump, sacredly guarded from molestation by a strong iron railing.

Helmsley owned, besides its castle, the proud heritage of a very

ancient church, but it was improved out of existence thirty years

ago, and all that remains of the ancient structure are the Norman
arch of the chancel and the arch of the south entrance. There

are several services in the church ever day, and the bells are never

done ringing. There are single tolls, chimes, and peals, and the

ringing is so incessant that one of the party got up a requisition to

the incumbent suggesting the introduction of a buzzar by way

of variety. Whether it was ever presented, or was allowed to drop,

the writer is not aware. One of the bells, weighing over ten cwt.,

is thus inscribed

—

Tell it in country and in town,

My ponderous tongue will knaves astound.

" Never," says a local historian, " did a people so glory in their

bells as did the people of Helmsley. Nothing could be done in

the place without a peal. Only within the last thirty years has the

custom partially died out." It is dying hard,

Shortly after nine o'clock, the party started in a number of

conveyances for their visit to the estate of Lord Feversham.

Leaving the carriages at the entrance to the Home Nurseries, two

splendid oaks, close to the entrance, were measured. The first is

67 feet high, 8 feet in girth, and contains, approximately, 135

cubic feet of timber. The second, on the opposite side of the

road, is 75 feet high, 10 feet 3 inches in girth, and contains about

103 cubic feet up to the first branch, and probably 220 cubic feet

altogether. The principal Nursery is four acres and three-quarters

in extent, and the second contains three-quarters of an acre,

making altogether about five acres and three-quarters. They are
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stocked with Inrch, Scotch fir, Austrian and Corsican pines, silver

firs, ash, spruce, sycauiore, beech, and ehn, with a few fancy

conifers.

This fine estate contains about 75,000 acres, of which 6,000

acres are woodlands. It is broken up into narrow ravines and

valleys, clothed from base to summit with foliage. From Oswald-

kirk Banktop, to Hagg's Gate, Bilsdale, you can travel a distance

of eighteen miles without leaving the estate. It is an estate of

small holdings, there being about 1,000 tenancies upon it.

The position and extent of the woodlands rendered it impossible

to traverse anything but a comparatively small portion of them.

With i\Ir. W. B. Havelock, the head forester, as our guide, we

were enabled to combine the maximum of observation with the

minimum of labour and inconvenience. There are many large

trees on the estate, but the object of our guide was not so much to

drag us hither and thitlier to measure and admire the kings of the

forest, as to give us a general idea of the extent and character of

the woods and plantations under his care, and of the variety and

beauty of the scenery round about.

From the Home Nurseries it is but a short distance to Helmsley

Castle—a splendid fragment of a proud and strong baronial pile,

which, in mediaeval warfare, must have been impregnable to assault,

and only capable of reduction by a close and prolonged siege, It

was originally built by Robert de Roos, at the close of the twelfth

century. The Manor of Helm>ley had descended to this family

from Adeline, a sister of that famous Walter le Espec who com-

manded the English army at the Battle of the Standard, and who
swore before heaven to "conquer or to die on the field." It was

this high-souled knight, as we shall afterwards have occasion to

remark, who founded the Abbey of Rievaulx, close by, and who,

by this and other acts of pious devotion, in a rude and warlike age,

added dignity to his character and additional lustre to his name.

Robert de Roos married Isabella, daughter of William the Lion,

King of Scotland, and in jjrocess of time the estate passed by

marriage into the family of Sir Robert Manners, of Etal, Northum-

berland. A tliird time it was transferred by marriage to the family

of the Duke of liuckingham. Finally, the estate was ])urchased

from the trustees of the second Duke of Buckingham by Sir

Charles Duncombe. Duucombc is the family name of the Earl of
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Feversham, to whom the estate has now descenderl, nnd his

residence, in the vicinity of the old castle, is called Duncombe

Park.

Having traced as briefly as possible the genealogical links

connecting the present owner of Helmsley Castle with its founder,

Robert de Roos, a few words will suffice to describe the castle

itself. It was, as we have said, a massive stronghold, occupying a

naturally strong position. It had an outer and an inner wall, and

each of these was protected by a broad and deep moat. The

principal approach to the castle was on the south side, and was

defended by two mighty towers, the arch beneath each tower being

so constructed as to permit of the use of both gates and portcuUis.

It was surrendered to Sir Thomas Fairfax, the commander of the

Parliamentary forces, in 1644, and the greater part of it was then

destroyed. Part of the keep, within the inner court, is still standing.

The walls are seventeen feet thick, and the stones are so strongly

cemented together, that the portions which have been detached by

means of gunpowder have fallen into the moat below in huge

masses, and lie there like immense boulders that have been

di.slodged from their original position by some Titanic upheaval of

nature. Some comparatively modern buildings, in a fiiirly good

state of preservation, are to be found within the inner couit.

Leaving the castle grounds, we entered the gardens of Duncombe
Park, and were taken through the vineries, peach house, and

conservatories by Mr. David Williams, the head gardener. A
distinctive feature of the gardens were the large beds of carnations

in front of the peach house.

From the gardens we £Oon passed on to the magnificent terraces

which have made Duncombe Park famous amongst tourists and

sightseers, pausing for a short time close to Duncombe Park to

examine some of the larger trees growing there. The mansion

itself was destroyed by fire in 1879, and is now being rebuilt. It

was designed by Sir John Vanburgh in the Doric style of archi-

tecture, and both externally and internally was a place of great

magnificence, containing many art treasures in sculpture and

painting, most of which were rescued from the flames. Here,

facing the mansion, stands a very fine piece of statuary,

representing the figure of an old man bending over a sun dial,

which he appears to be in the act of removing. The pose and
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expression are verv life-liVe. I'nderneath is the followin,^ inscrip-

tion :
—'"Non tardiuin opperior," whK:h Mr. Robinson freely

translated: "Time will not allow delay." Amongst the trees in

the immediate vicinity, were the following :— Ash, 9 feet 2 inches

girth, 40 feet bole, containing 160 cubic feet of timber up to the

first branch. Beech, 8 feet 6 inches girth, very high, with long

clean bole, estimated to contain 200 cubic feet of timber; probable

height, 104 feet. Besides these, there were several oaks and

sycamores of enormous size. Buncombe Park is 350 feet above sea

level. The highest point on the estate, however, is 1,427 feet above

sea level, and there is timber growing at an altitude of 1,000 feet,

A scene of surpassing loveliness unfolds itself as we walk along

the Home Terrace, wliich is a broad, grassy path, smooth and

green as a lawn, commanding a magnificent view of the valley

of the Rye. The town lies below, and the grey old castle,

venerably proud, rears its shattered walls above the encompassing

woods. Down in the bottom of the valley, half-screened by

hanging woods, there are glimpses of the river as it follows its

winding course, like a silver thread in a mosaic of emerald hues.

The foreground for miles on either side is rich with every shade of

foliage. Above and beyond are green enclosures, and away in

the background the hills, embossed with light and shade, merge in

the blue line of the horizon. Every step onwards is a fresh

revelation. Every glance is dowered with a fresh vision of

picturesque beauty. Contrasts of as]iect and altitude arise in

quick succession. The whole is a supreme experience never to be

forgotten. Looking due south we could see the dark outline of a

wood of 200 acres, containing a crop of larch and Scotch fir,

planted in the year of Waterloo, and now ready for the axe. One
of the plantations, in the form of an immense horse shoe, is

sixteen miles long. In the shrubbery bordering the terrace there

was a true specimen of Atropa Miadaia, in (lower. Here, also,

were several blooms of the Rose of Sharon {//ypcriciini patula.)

Mr. Wilson measured a few yews which gave the following girths

—

5 feet above the base— 22 inches, 23^ inches, 23.J, inches, 25!
inches, and 30 inches. At the end of this terrace there is a

'I'uscan temple, the floor of which is laid with tesselated i)avcment

from Rievaulx Al)bey. It is circular in shajie, with a colonnade

and dome, and the ceiling is filled in with frescoes.
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Leaving the terrace, we crossed the fallow deer park, and

entering a splendid beech wood, saw a very old lime. It appears

to be quite hollow. Two huge limbs stretch upwards from the

trunk, and these are supported by a strong chain. The girth

of the trunk, 5 feet from the base, is 27 feet 5 inches. A
number of pretty ferns were growing on one of the limbs of the

tree, which still bears foliage and flower in their season. The
park contains about 400 head of fallow deer. Driving to the

Home Farm, the party were shown some of the stock with which

Lord Feversham endeavours to improve the breeds of cattle and

horses on his estate. A great deal of attention was bestowed on a

fine shorthorn bull for which his lordship paid the handsome sum

of 1,000 guineas. The bull was photographed by Mr. R. H.

Carling.

In due time we reached Rievaulx Terrace, from which may be

obtained a glimpse of the red deer park, ten miles in circumference,

and several striking views of the Abbey, from which the terrace

takes its name. x\ll along this commanding platform of smooth

turf, which is fringed with beech, the field of vision is crowded

with pictures of sylvan beauty, each possessing distinctive features

of its own, and forming together a panorama of sublime grandeur.

Much of the natural beauty of the scene is directly attributable to

the skill and taste displayed in the formation of the woodlands,

and the care which has been exercised in so pruning the woods

which the terrace overlooks as to form avenues of vision into the

valley below. The Hambledon Hills form a fitting background to

this glorious scene, and the majestic old Abbey—superbly beautiful,

matchlessly picturesque—seen at frequent intervals far below, adds

to it the charm of human association and romance. As in the case

of the Home Terrace, there is also a temple at the extremity of

Rievaulx Terrace, the structure here being in the Ionic style, with

a massive portico supported on six pillars. The ceiling is covered

with frescoes representing mythological subjects, amongst which

are Vulcan and Venus, Nero and Leander, Andromeda, Diana and

Endymion, and so on. These paintings are the work of Burnice,

an Italian artist, and occupied several years of his life. A zi^-zag

path leads down through the wood to the village and Abbey of

Rievaulx. The Abbey, of course, is in ruins, but with the excep-

tion of the tower and nave, the church is still wonderfully perfect.

5
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The masonry is in a state of good preservation, and the later

portions are highly ornate. The clusteied pillars, the tall lancet

windows, and the massive arch connecting the choir and transept

— towering up to a height of seventy-five feet—are grand and

imposing. Two delicate yet powerful flying buttresses are to be

seen in the north aisle. The church stands nearly north and

south, instead of east and west, this peculiarity being probably

attributable to the nature of the site, which was otherwise

admirably chosen for a monastic institution, being secluded and

picturesque, with plenty of fish and game in its immediate vicinity.

Dedicated to " Our Mother of Pity," the church and monastery

were founded in the year 1131 by that Walter le Espec previously

mentioned. This knight had an only son, who was accidentally

killed by falling from his horse, and the father, inconsolable in his

grief, and pondering over the transitoriness of earthly hopes,

determined to devote a large portion of his wealth to the found-

ation of religious houses. Besides Rievaulx Abbey, to which he

retired in his closing years, and where he died and was buried, he

founded the ])riory of Kirkham, to mark the spot where his son

died, and built the Abbey of Wardou, in Bedfordshire. Rievaulx

Abbey was inhabited by a colony of Cistercian monks. The name

is derived from the original convent of Citeaux, near Dijon. The

Order was established in 1099, ^"'^ increased so rapidly in numbers

and influence that a century afterwards it possessed no less than

800 abbeys throughout Europe. It has been described as a sort of

spiritual republic, inasmuch as the members of the Order, while

submitting to disciplinary rules of great severity, were virtually

independent of the bishops. Rievaulx Abbey was the first

Cistercian monastery in Yorkshire. Aired, the historian of the

Battle of the Standard, was one of its first abbots. At the

dissolution in 1535, the monastery comprised an abbot and

twenty-three monks, cacli of whom received a pension from the

Crown.

Having partaken of lunch, the yiarty were photographed, and

then drove on to Roppa Moor, which rises to a high altitude, and

contains a number of self sown Scotch firs. The walk across this

moor, amongst the long, purpling heather, and over large braker of

cranberries, repaid thr toilsomencss of a journey that was modestly

estimated at two miles. On the left was a plantation of larch,
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beginning; to curve at the top, and evidently ready for cutting

down. Away on the left front, miles upon miles of moorland

stretched away to the horizon—vast, treeless spaces, which, but

for the shooting they afford, might be covered with timber. On
the further edge of the moor, many entered the conveyances,

which, after a short drive, were again vacated at the Carlton

Grange plantation, which contains a fine crop of larch, about

seventy-five years old. One of the trees, taken at random,

measured sixty-nine inches in girth, and was computed to contain

about eighty cubic feet of timber. The soil here, as in many other

parts of the estate, is gravelly, and lies on limestone. Other plant-

ations which came within observation and partial examination were

the Lewgate plantation, containing two hundred acres of larch,

from seventy to eighty years old ; Baxtans plantation, consisting

largely of Scotch fir, from seventy to ninety years old ; and Ash-

dale and Cowhouse, containing larch and mixed wood. In making

calculntions as to height of trees on various parts of the estate, a

dendrometer invented by Mr. W. Forbes was frequently brought

into requisition, and corresponded very closely with the altitudes

given by practical members of the party who have attained pro-

ficiency in this art by long practice. It is an ingenious instrument,

is easily manipulated, readily understood, and more portable than

a camera. Mr. Forbes very kindly presented it to the Society, to

which it now belongs. The party reached Helrasley punctually at

six o'clock.

ANNUAL DINNER.

Shortly afterwards the members sat down to dinner at the Black

Swan hotel. The repast was of a recherche description, and

reflected great credit on the cuisine of the establishment. Mr.

James Watt occupied the chair, and in the vice-chairs were Mr. \V.

Beadon and Mr. B. Cowan. Amongst the guests present were

Mr. W. Bennett, sub-agent; Mr. Williams, gardener; and Mr. Hall,

Estates Office, Helmsley.

After dinner, the Chairman proposed "The Queen" and "The
Prince and Princess of Wales," which were loyally pledged.

Mr. Beadon, in proposing the toast of the evening, " Success

to the English Arboricultural Society," said they would probably
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hear at a later stage of the proceedings particulars as to the progress

which the Society was making, and therefore he need not deal

with that question now. What he had more particularly to

do with was the fact that they had assembled together on the

occasion of a most successful Annual Meeting, which showed,

amongst other things, that friends outside their own immediate

circle were taking an interest in what they were doing. They had

seen a great deal that day, and he thought there was not one of

them who would go away from that place without feeling that

he had widened his knowledge and enlarged his experience by

seeing what could be done on an estate like that of Earl

Feversham's. He did not think anyone could go through those

woods, or walk over those moors, without feeling that he had not

seen in the course of his life anything more beautiful or attractive;

and if they could get others to look upon the same scenes it would,

he was sure, raise them to a higher platform of moral excellence.

vSome of them came from smoky districts, and others from scenes

of rural beauty, and perhaps those who hailed from large centres

of population would, by force of contrast, appreciate what had

been seen that day in a larger measure than those who lived in the

country, but all of them had admired and enjoyed the varied

scenery through whirh they had passed. A good work could be

done by the Society in showing people in towns what kind of trees

could be successfully grown amidst smoke and grime ; and if

they could improve the aspect of towns in this way, they would

have the satisfaction, when they came to be old men, of leaving

the world better tlian they found it. It was on this principle that

he asked them to join heartily with him in the toast of "Success

to the English Arboricultural Society."

The Ch.-mrm.\n said he had great pleasure in responding to the

toast of the Society. It was an Association which, if i)ro])erly cared

for, and worked and nursed in the early stages of its existence, would

in years to come form an institution of considerable power in the

land. It was ])erha|)s an offshoot of the Parent Society across the

Border. At all events, it was based upon the same lines, and he

was quite sure that if it grew to the same extent as the Royal

Scottish Society had done, it would prove of great value to the

country at large. The Royal Scottish had advantages which this

Society could never expect or hope to gain. The Royal Scottish
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had its head-quarters at Edinburgh, where the Royal Botanic

Gardens and University were situated, and where a chair of

Forestry was Ukely to be soon estabhshed. He questioued very

much whether it was hkely that in Newcastle they would have

;^5,ooo placed at their disposal to establish a chair of forestry, or

whether it was probable that a Botanic Garden would be estab-

lished in that city. He was not aware, at all events, that there

was sufificient means to provide for the maintenance and education

of foresters there, but this was what the Royal Botanic Gardens

were going to do next session. Tliese were things which he

thought they in England could never hope to accomplish, but

they could do a great many things. They could educate the

English people up to a due sense of the value of their sylvan

foliage and of the value of their timber. He was of opinion that

the County Councils, if they had any mission on earth at all,

should improve their counties, and make them in their own way

as attractive as the Municipal Corporations during the last half

century had made the towns. County Councils had powers to

raise large funds by way of loan, and as, legally speaking, Councils

never died, it would pay them to use those funds in reclaiming

and planting waste lands. It would never jiay one generation to

plant, and improve, and reclaim land that was of very little use at

present; but he had unfolded a scheme at another place whereby

he had shown that the country would be improved, enriched, and

ornamented by a judicious expenditure of money in this direction;

while the result would be a very great advantage to every

individual member of the community. This Society, therefore,

could do its share in educating County Councils on this question,

and in educating the country at large. He beHeved that the

Society had done much in the past, and it would do more in the

future, but a great deal depended upon how it was guided. Much
depended upon whether they would make it a one-idead thing.

Much depended upon whether they would make it what it wjs

now, a local society comparatively speaking, or whether they

should not take a broader view of its functions and establish its

head-quarters in London. Then he believed the English Abori-

cultural Society would be a power in the land. He thanked Mr.

Beadon for proposing the toast.

Mr. A. Ross said that the toast which he had very great
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pleasure in proposing, and which, he beheved, they would have

as much pleasure in receiving, was "The Health of the Earl of

Feversham," whose estate they had that day visited. It was an

estate of which his Lordship might well be proud, and he was

sure it had given them great pleasure to go over it, for he must

say that he had never seen an estate managed on the same

admirable style as this had been.

Mr. Havelock, in responding, said he should be very happy to

convey to Lord Feversham, on the first opportunity, his impression

of the kind way in which they had drunk his Lordship's health.

He was sure Lord Feversham would be very pleased to know that

they had enjoyed the excursion. His Lordship was very anxious

that he should show them as much as possible, although, as they

would have seen that day, it was rather awkward for driving far.

He should be very happy to convey to Lord Feversham an

expression of the very kind way in which the toast of his health

had been received by the Society.

j\Ir. B. Cowan said the toast that he had the honour of being

entrusted with was one which, he was sure, they were all in unison

with, and that was the heallh of their inestimable guide lliat day,

]\Ir. Havelock, who had from morning till evening conducted them

through those beautiful woods, especially Rievaulx Abbey and

Duncombe Park. It was seldom indeed—and here he was

reiterating the sentiments of many gentlemen present— that they

had met with a guide so anxious and so willing to let everybody

see everything that was likely to interest and instruct them.

Something had been said by the Chairman about the School of

Forestry. Knowing some of Mr. Havelock's fore-elders, he

believed the English Arboricultural Society arose in Hexham, with

which they were associated, and he was glad to know they had

young men in the position of Mr. Havelock, who was discharging

the duties of head forester to the Earl of Feversham. Lhey iiad

also Mr. Forster, who was forester to the Duke of Westminster,

and he also was a Hexham man, hailing from the birthplace of the

English Arboricultural Society.

Mr. Havki.ock said he was sorry to say that he was not a great

speechmaker, not having had, he supposed, sufficient experience
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in that art. However, he felt very deeply the kind way in which

Mr. Cowan had spoken about him—much kinder, he was sure,

than he deserved— but as soon as he heard that the English

Arboricultural Society intended visiting Helmsley and Castle

Howard, he was naturally very much pleased, and set himself to

plan a route that they could conveniently get over. They had not

seen all the timber that Earl Feversham owned, but they had seen

some good larch. They had scarcely seen any of the hardwood

trees. Speaking of forestry and foresters, he might say he was

very glad to meet Mr. Forster, who vi-as a short time under his

father in Hexhamshire. He believed there were several gentlemen

who started forestry under his father that were now holding

responsible positions. He himself was the fourth in a direct line

who had become a forester, so that they might say he was born

and bred to the trade. When they went to Castle Howard on

the morrow, although the two estates in their general characteristics

were as different as chalk from cheese, they would visit a splendid

estate, and they would be very well entertained indeed.

Mr. W. Fell, in proposing " Success to the Royal Scottish

Arboricultural Society," said it was a toast which he believed would

be received right heartily. Unfortunately, it was one he believed

he would not be able to do justice to, inasmuch as he had not

sufficient knowledge of its subject. He dared say all the gentle-

men present, or pretty nearly all of them, were aware that the

Royal Scottish was a much older society than theirs, and also that

it was a society that had done very good work, and at the present

time it was not by any means behind its past work. The Chairman

had given them a hint of its work at the present time, which he

had much pleasure in endorsing, so far as the actual work itself

was concerned, but he scarcely could endorse the Chairman's

remarks in reference to the comparison v\hich he had made between

the two societies. He was unfortunately in the position of pro-

posing a toast, and, at the same time, saying that the English

Arboricultural Society would not be occupying a secondary position

in the future, as their Chairman thought; and he did not think it

would be many years until it would be on a level with the Scottish.

As to the educational work of the two societies, he thought the

English Arboricultural Society, although it was not actually doing
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the work, deserved the credit for promoting the work wliich was

being done through the County Councils; and he was of opinion that

the means of disseminating information was greater by that process

than the estabHshment of a chair of forestry in Edinburgh would

ever be to English foresters and amateurs. They had had this

year, at Hexham, lectures by Professor Somerville, under the

auspices of the County Council of Northumberland. These classes

had been well attended and well patronised, and he was sure that

a great deal of valuable knowledge had been disseminated. It

remained with the other County Councils in England to adopt a

similar course ; and the way to inciuce them to adopt a similar

course was to petition them to move in the matter. And he was

pleased to think—although it was perhaps a little premature to say

so—that those lectures on forestry had not ceased, but that next

winter, probably in Hexham, they would be continued. There

were some gentlemen in Newcastle interesting themselves in the

matter, and there was no doubt the lectures would be carried on

if the County Council found there was sufficient interest in the

matter. He could not see any better way of educating foresters,

as far as theoretical and technical education was concerned ; and

if the work was carried out on these lines, he was sure the English

Arboricultural Societ)- necil not but be proud of its work. He was

proud that it was in Northumberland that this work had been

begun, and in Northumberland, according to the Agricultural

Returns, most planting had been done in recent years. There was

a great work for forestcis in England, a great deal in Scotland, and

a far greater in America. If they got their foresters educated in

the theory of the art, they would, with practical experience, obtain

better salaries. P'oresters in America were certainly getting better

salaries, and the IJrilish Government were now bestirring them-

selves with regard to the subject of forestry, so that he thought they

had no reason to feel regret or disai)pointinent as to the prospects

of forestry generally.

The Chairman stated, by way of explanation, that in his

remarks with reference to the educational advantages of the one

institution over the other, he did not refer to technical education

througii the County Council. 'J'hey knew very well that Dr.

Somerville, who was trained in Edinburgh to begin with, had done
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a great deal of good through the County Council, and there were

other counties besides Northumberland in which forestry was being

taught ; but what he meant was that the advantages the Edinburgh

people had over them were attributable to the position of Edin-

burgh itself A scheme had been promulgated by Professor

Balfour by which, on the ist of October next, foresters could go to

Edinburgh and be supported while they were being trained ; and

the Government had offered ;,{J'5,ooo towards this chair of forestry,

provided the Scottish people found another ^^5,000 to endow the

chair. Well, the Scottish people had already found ;^2,5oo of

their ;^5,ooo, and there was no doubt they would be able to find

the other ;^2,5oo. That chair would be in the University of

Edinburgh, and probably would be more readily taken advantage

of by land agents and proprietors, but it would also be available

to foresters who could pay the extra fees ; but in the meantime

Colonel Bailey had been appointed to lecture in the Botanic

Gardens, and foresters would find employment there through

Professor Balfour's scheme. The scheme which Mr. Fell outlined

in his eloquent speech, and that to which he himself referred, were

totally different. The English Arboricultural Society had done

good, and would, in time, do more ; but what he maintained was

that the Royal Scottish had done more than the English could do,

and in this they had been assisted by the location of their Society.

Mr. W. Forbes then responded to the toast, and said he was

a member of both Societies, and, he thought, a rather more

enthusiastic member of the English than the Scottish Society,

and although a life member of the Scottish Society, his heart

and soul was with the English Society. The English Arbori-

cultural Society, it would be seen, would take the foremost place

of the two. It was said that forty-seven had been the largest

number of members admitted into the Scottish Society since the

Forestry Exhibition, and here the number, he believed, would be

about sixty. He met Mr. Davidson and Mr. Watt on the same

day, at Roseneath, in 1882, and he thought that was the first

inception of the English Arboricultural Society. He believed they

would find his name on the list of members of tiie Society in

1882, in which year he thought it was formed. He did not think

they could wish to minimise the powers of either Society. Both
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were formed for the same purpose, that was to disseminate a

knowledge of forestry throughout the two countries. That was the

object and aim of both Societies, and he trusted they might both

work hand in hand and shoulder to shoulder to achieve the fulfil-

ment of their purpose. Some people were of opinion that it could

be carried out by Governments. He did not believe Governments

could do anything of the kind. Government could do nothing

with what he might call the raw material, and the raw material of

which to make foresters was to be found in both Societies. He
thanked them for the way in which they had drunk the health of

the Royal Scottish Society, and hoped that the next time he pro-

posed the English Society it would also be with the prefix of

"Royal."

]\Ir. J. \V. RoBSON, in proposing the " Health of the Secretary

and Assistant Secretary," expressed his regret that Mr. Davidson

had not been with them that day. They missed him very much,

but his place had been well filled by Mr. Balden. With the

push and jjcrseverance of their secretaries, and the energy and

enthusiasm of their members, he thought that before long they

would scarcely be able to say they were second to the Scottish

Society. They might not be able to get their headquarters in

London, at least for some time to come; but at the same time,

whether the headquarters were at London, Newcastle, Hexham or

Carlisle, he believed that the day was not far distant when they

would be unable to say they were second to the Scottish. He had

great pleasure in proposing the health of their worthy secretaries.

The toast was drunk with musical honours, Mr. Davidson's

family being also pledged.

Mr. Lalden, in responding, thanked them very much for the

very kind way in which they had received this toast to Mr.

Davidson and himself Mr. Davidson was very sorry he was not

able to attend tiiat day, and wrote him a very hurried note in

which he deeply regretted that he could not attend to his post at

this time, but he wished all present a pleasant and a profitable

time. U Mr. Davidson had been there he would liave done more

justice to the toast than himself As .-^Kssistant Secretary, he felt

that he held a post that was a sinecure—Mr. Davidson did all the
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work—and it was only when there was a pressure of work that he

was called in to assist him. But from the interest he took in

the Society, it afforded him great pleasure to be there as Mr.

Davidson's substitute. He must thank them for including in the

toast the health of the members of Mr. Davidson's family. The
Secretary could not do everything, but often the focus of a Society

was taken by the labours of its Secretary, and Mr. Davidson had

the prosperity of this Society very much at heart. He knew that

Mr. Davidson considered everything that could be done to further

the interests of the Society. With regard to the Chairman's

remark, that it would be better that the Society should liave its

headquarters in London, it had fallen like a wet blanket upon him,

for naturally he believed that foresters were more at home in the

country than warpholed in London. It seemed natural to him

that the Society should have for its members, secretaries, and local

secretaries all over the country, men who were direct representa-

tives of the foresters themselves. Knowing the members who
were there that day, they had the larger question of forestry before

them, and they must not forget that although their title was an

arboricultural one, they represented forestry from a national point

of view, and they welcomed members from every quarter. In fact,

it was their direct purpose as an Arboricultural Society to obtain

the public ear, so that there might be a greater pressure brought to

bear upon the Government, and that the question of forestry might

be a national one. He was pleased to say that from an educational

point of view, they had had a very successful course of lectures on
forestry from Professor Somerville last winter. The first course

was so successful that Professor Somerville had no hesitation in

recommending a second course to the Durham College of Science,

and there was every likelihood of the classes being continued next

winter. These classes had been attended by fifty students, and
into the teens of them sat for the examination, which was a fairly

stiff one, and some passed with considerably over 80 per cent, of

marks. There was the material for foresters in their body, and he

felt certain that when the question became a national one, and
when there were openings in Government offices in connection

with the reafforestation of the country, he could find fifty men in

their ranks—even at the present moment he could do so—who
were able to advise the Government as to the planting and
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reafforestation of the country. He thanked them for the kind

manner in which they had toasted Mr. Davidson and himself, and

he should have great pleasure in conveying their good wishes to

Mr. Davidson.

Captain Davidson next proposed "The Chairman," and said

that to feel they were presided over by a worthy Chairman lent

additional lustre to the proceedings, and, to his mind, Mr. Watt

was the best Chairman they had ever had. He did not know

whether Mr. Watt was an English or a Scotch arboriculturist, but

he felt sure he was a good Chairman, whether in England or any-

where else.

The toast was drunk with musical honours.

The Chairman, responding, said it afforded him the greatest

possible satisfaction and pleasure to preside over any company of

foresters, whether in England or Scotland. He was a Scotchman

by biith, of wliich he was proud. He was an Englishman by

adoption, of which he was equally proud. He was interested in

this Society more than in the Scottish, because he was a life

member and vice-president of the former, but he knew the value

of both Societies. He would not transgress further than to say

that he hoped Mr. Balden would not think that he ventured to

throw a wet blanket upon him. He knew his value, and Mr.

Davidson's value, to this Society, but he also did know that every

institution of any importance in England had its headquarters in

London. There were great advantages there which they could

not hope for in the country. He certainly had no personal

interest in suggesting that the institution should be carried from

the country to London, but he thought that by such a change the

power of the institution would be greater, its influence would be

larger, its position would be stronger, and the nutnbcr of foresters

connected with it throughout the country would be very large

indeed, as compared with those they could hope to get so long as

they kept the headquarters in one corner of England. Personally,

he had great pleasure m coming to meetings of the Society in the

North of England. It i)ut him to less expense, for one thing, than

if he had frequently to go to London, but still, his interests ought

lo be the interests ol the Society, and he hoped to see a great
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many more estates, for many years to come, at the annual exciir

sions of this Society.

Mr. Barker proposed "The Ladies," remarking that one of

those who had honoured them with her presence that day was a

botanist, who had come all the way from Scandinavia.

Captain Davidson, in responding, said the ladies had been

highly delighted at having the privilege of attending this meeting

of the English Arboricultural Society, and he trusted that in future

years they would have the pleasure of attending similar gatherings

of the Society.

CASTLE HOWARD.

The weather was not very promising when we set out early on

Thursday morning for Castle Howard, but the rain kept off until

we had reached our destination, when, after luncheon, it came

down very heavily, clearing off, fortunately, before we entered our

conveyances, after completing, practically, our tour of inspection.

On the way to Castle Howard, we passed what is known as the

Nelson Gate, which is a second entrance to Duncombe Park,

about a mile west of Helmsley. This gate was erected in memory
of the great admiral, and bears the following inscription—"To the

memory of Lord Viscount Nelson, and the unparalleled gallant

achievements of the British Navy." The inner side has an in-

scription in the following terms— " Lamented hero ! O price his

conquering country grieved to pay ! O dear bought glories of

Trafalgar's day." Further on a halt was made to view the solitary

survivor of a larch plantation, called the Fox Covert Wood, which

covered an area of 19 acres. The timber was cut down last year.

It was reputed to be the best larch plantation in Yorkshire.

There were 1,327 larch trees, and they averaged 38J cubic feet

each. Some of them contained 80 feet of measurable wood. The
plantation was about 80 years old, and contained altogether 1,945

trees. The cost of cutting, which was all done by the workmen

on the estate, as is usually the case under the management of Mr.

Havelock, was ^92 4s. 2d. As for the surviving larch, which has

been left as a good specimen of those that have disappeared, we

found that its quarter girth 5 feet above the base, was 2 2;|:. It is

70 feet high, and contains 135 cubic feet of timber. The soil is
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gravelly, and lies upon the limestone. Having passed through the

Grangemoor larch plantation, close by, containing a crop from 25 to

30 years old, we ultimately rejoined the conveyances, and proceeded

on our journey, bidding a final farewell to the Helmsley estate.

There was another halt at the pretty village of Hovingham,

where Sir William Worsley, Bart., has his seat. It was not part

of the original programme to examine any of the timber in this

locality, but fortunately Mr. Coroner Graham, who had been

residing here for some days previously, had noticed one or two

specimens whose abnormal proportions more that warranted a

short delay. Within the garden of one of the houses there is a

magnificent horse chestnut, which Messrs. Forbes and Havelock

found by actual measurement to be 13 feet 10 inches in girth five

feet from the ground. Having obtained permission to enter the

grounds of Hovingham Hall, we were much gratified to find a

Scotch fir of remarkable growth. It measured 1 1 feet in girth, had

36 feet of bole, and was calculated to contain no less -than 300

cubic feet of timber. None of the members of the party professed

to have ever seen a more noble specimen of the Scotch fir.

About a mile from Hovingham we entered the Castle Howard

estate at a place called Wath l-'arm, and, on reaching Slingsby,

branched off the Malton road to the Castle grounds. The estate

covers an area of 13,000 acres, of which about 800 acres are

woodlands. Oak is the main timber grown. Some of the finest

oaks in the country are growing here, and as a matter of fact as

much as ;^ioo has more than once been paid for a single tree.

At the Slieep Walk, from which an avenue extends in a straight

line for six miles, we were met by the Hon. Conrad Dillon, repre-

senting the Earl of Carlisle ; Mr. \\'illiam James, from the Estate

Office; Mr. James Lawrie, Clerk of Works; Mr. John Fell,

Forester on the Estate ; and I\Ir. James RiddcU, the Head
Gardener. By this time a drizzly haze had gathered over the

landscape, ob.scuring anything like a distant \iew of the surround-

ing country, and rendering it imi)ossible even to attempt, from

personal observation, a description of this splendid heritage of

the noble family of Howard. Our [lerspective was blurred

and blotted witli rain and mist, but at intervals it was suffi-

ciently comprehensive to enal)le us to conjeclurc, if we did not

fully realize, the beauty and grandeur of the green vistas that
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were hidden from our view. Leaving the road, and striking away

to the right, we were soon into the woods, and passing a bark

shed, where the oak bark was being prepared for removal, observed

a young plantation, planted about five years ago, and succeeding a

crop of oak. It is a mixed plantation, containing larch, birch,

Scotch, and elm, and is in a thriving condition. At a place

called Bell Bottoms, further on, there is a splendid belt of oak,

about 1 06 years old, the trees having long, clean stems, and being

well developed in every respect. In Comhagg Wood are to be

seen the practical results of ball planting. At one time the whole

of the estate had been ball planted, and the system has been con-

tinued down to the present day. Mr. John Fell, the forester on

the estate, is a decided advocate of the system. The saplings in

this case, consisting of larch, beech, spruce, and sycamore, were

about five or six years old when they were removed, and they have

now been transplanted about two years, and are doing well.

These were thinned out of other woods on the estate. One
reason adduced for the preference shown to this system was that

the rabbits destroyed the younger trees. But apart altogether from

systems or methods of planting, about which of course, there will

be differences of opinion, varying with the special conditions of

soil, altitude, climate, and other circumstances peculiar to separate

estates, no doubt could be entertained as to the quality and value

of the trees which have passed from infancy into maturity and old

age.

As on Lord Feversham's estate on the previous day, the party

were not hurried hither and thither for the sole purpose of viewing

abnormal growths, but with the object of forming a general con-

ception of the woods as a whole. We passed through acre after

acre of oaks, and taking them altogether they formed a magnificent

and valuable crop, of which the noble owner may be justly proud.

One oak, standing in the midst of a second crop, measured 1 1 feet

4 inches in girth, and had a height of 50 feet, containing,

approximately, 262 cubic feet of timber, representing a market

value of over ;^3o.

In the Ray Wood, which is part of the ancient forest of

Henderskelf, and which has an area of fifty-six acres, there is a

large number of fine old oak trees, many of which contain 300

cubic feet and upwards. These trees are survivors of the ancient
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forest. The forester, Mr. John Fell, has supplied the subjoined

measurements of some of the trees growing in this wood, which

lies on the north-east side of the Castle :

—

No.
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always very considerably increased when they visited the estates

of noblemen and gentlemen who were certainly deserving of the

thanks of the country as well as of the Society for the care

which they took of the trees which had descended to them from

their ancestors, as well as for the taste they had displayed, and the

capital they had expended in replanting breadths of ground which

were formerly unoccupied. They had the opportunity that day of

being taken round by the representative of Lord Carlisle, and he

might say that in that respect they were most fortunate wherever

they went in being kindly received by the representatives of the

noblemen whose estates they visited. This visit to Castle Howard

formed no exception to the rule. On the contrary, they had been

shown everything in the woods and plantations that was likely to

interest them. On former occasions, too, they had been hospitably

entertained, but this marked a new departure, because he believed

it was the first time in the experience of the Society that the com-

pliment had been paid them of being entertained at the house. It

was a signal mark of kindness and consideration, more particularly

as he regretted to hear that Lady Carlisle was suffering from ill

health. Lord Carlisle could not be present to receive them, but

he was well represented by the gentleman at the head of tlie table.

He therefore thought it would ill become them to leave that

hospitable board without expressing their thanks to the Earl and

Countess of Carlisle for their hospitality, as well as their sense of

the debt that they owed to Lord Carlisle in allowing them to look

over his plantations and woods. As to the park itself, he nvght

say that in common with the rest of the noblemen and gentlemen

who owned estates in England, it was not shut against strangers.

After expressing the hope that the Countess of Carlisle might soon

be restored to health, he called for three hearty cheers for Lord

and Lady Carlisle.

Three hearty cheers having been given for the noble host and

hostess,

The Chairman, rising to respond, said he had to extend to

them on behalf of Lord and Lady Carlisle, although he himself

was only a visitor, a most hearty welcome to Castle Howard. As

had already been said, he did not suppose there was any land-

6
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owner in the country who extended a more hearty welcome to his

house and to his beautiful belongings than Lord Carlisle, who,

with Lady Carlisle, sought to give every facility to people to have

the enjoyment of that great heritage, and he was sure that the

visit of the English Arboricultural Society would enhance the

pleasure of future visitors, for they themselves would be able to

tell others of what they had seen. His only regret was. that they

had had such a cloudy day, and that they had not had the oppor-

tunity of seeing from that hill as they came upon the property the

magnificent view before them. The house was open to their

inspection, and he was sure Mr. Riddell would be glad to show

them the gardens. He would be happy to communicate to

Lord and Lady Carlisle the Society's kind appreciation of their

hospitality, which, he was quite sure, they would most heartily

wish them to enjoy.

Mr. Watt moved a vote of thanks to the ofificers on the estate,

coupled with the name of Mr. John Fell, forester, who was the

representative of the Society.

The motion was cordially passed.

Mr. John Fell acknowledged the compliment, and said he

should be very glad to do everything he could to further the

interests of the Society.

The party then passed through the Castle and inspected its

unique collection of art treasures. Castle Howard was designed

by Sir John Vanbrugh, the architect of the mansion at Uuncombe
Park, and bears a resemblance to Blenheim, which was also designed

by him. It is a stately and imposing structure, covering a large

area, with a lofty dome, rising to a height of loo feet, dominating

the grand entrance hall. I'he dome is embellished with frescoes

on classic subjects by Pelegrini, and according to Dr. Waagen,

director of the Royal Gallery at Berlin, who visited the castle many
years ago, and whose opinion is authoritative on such a subject,

the architect, " in the whole arrangement of the mansion and gar-

dens, evidently had Versailles in his mind as the perfection of his

style." What is most obvious to the casual visitor, at least, is

that in Castle Howard and its surroundings classic ideals have
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combined with all the resources of modern art to make it indeed a

princely residence, suggestive at once of wealth, elegance, luxury,

and refinement. It is a treasure house of ancient and modern art.

Rare and valuable tapestries, paintings, sculptures, vases, bronzes,

and antique china fill its corridors, staircases, galleries, and halls,

so that passing rapidly from one object to another, the visitor is

unable to tabulate his impressions before they are obliterated by

fresh sensations, and he is compelled to admit to himself, at the

close of his visit, that the feast has been too rich and too varied

for his mental digestion. The paintings include works by Vandyck,

Flemish pictures of the time of Reubens, paintings by Reubens

himself, by Giovanni Bellini, Lodovico and Annibale Carracci,

Tintoretto, Rembrandt, Joan Gossaert, Sir Joshua Reynolds,

Holbein, Giorgione, Agostino Carracci, Salvator Rosa, Domenicho,

Maratti, Pierino del Vego, Velasquez, and a host of others. Of
the pprtrait of Frans Snyders, the painter, by Vandyck, Dr. Waagen
says "it is entitled to rank with the most celebrated portraits by

Raphael, Titian, or Holbein." There is a bust-length portrait of

Thomas Howard, Earl of Arundel, by Reubens, and some of the

more celebrated pictures are "The Daughter of Herodias," by the

same master, from the collection of Sir Joshua Reynolds ;
" The

Entombment of Christ," with life-size figures, by one of the

Carracci ; "The Adoration of the Shepherds," by Mabeuse, from

the Tresham collection ;
" The Adoration of the Kings," six feet

high, five feet wide, by Gossaert, from the Orleans collection ; and,

to go no further, the famous painting entitled "The Three Marys,"

by Annibale Carracci, from the Orleans gallery. " The Virgin, in

the excess of her grief," says Dr. Waagen, " has fainted with the

dead body of Christ on her lap ; Salome is violently affected, while

the Magdalene abandons herself to the expression of the most

passionate affliction. This picture is justly entitled to its high

reputation, for the feeling is most profound, and the pathos more

noble than is usually found in the masters. The picture unites

admirable drawing with a clearness of colouring nearly equal to

Corregio."

Many of us lingered over the portraits of Lord and Lady
Carlisle, whom we had never seen in the flesh, and we bestowed a

good deal of attention on the paintings of Lord Carlisle, who ig

evidently an accomplished and facile artist.
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Amongst the sculptures, which range in date from the antique

down to those of modern times, may be mentioned a bust of

Antoninus Pius, of Carrara marble; a head of the priest of Cybele;

a small sarcophagus, with Bacchanalian genii and a sleeping

Silenus ; busts of Cicero, Geta, Ccesar, Brutus, Cato, Virgil,

Homer, Hercules, and Marcus Aurelius ; Minerva, in black

marble ; a marble altar, brought by Nelson from the temple of

Apollo in Delphos, and so on. There are painted Greek, Oriental

alabaster, and granite vases, and many bronzes. The library

contains some rare and valuable books, and with a kind and

thoughtful consideration for the special literary tastes of the

members of this Society, the books on forestry and horticulture

were laid out for their examination. Amongst these was an old

" Treatise on Forest Trees," by '\\'illiam Boutcher, Nurseryman,

Edinburgh. The chapel, one of the first places we visited inside

the Castle, is itself a temple of art.

In the grounds are colossal stone basins filled with flowers

;

sculptures in imitation of famous antiques, including the Florence

boar, in pure Carrara marble. There are several beautiful fount-

ains, the most remarkable, perhaps, being what is known as the

Atlas fountain, which represents Atlas supporting the world, with

surrounding nymphs. Other striking objects are the pyramid

erected to the memory of Lord William Howard, and the

mausoleum, a circular building, surrounded by Doric pillars, and

surmounted by a cupola. We saw much to interest and admire

in the gardens, vineries, peach houses, and conservatories. In the

garden.s, for instance, there was a very long border of various

colours, which had a grand and imi)Osing effect. The most

remarkable feature in the vineries was the "Gros Coleman"

grapes, l)ut there was also a very good house of " Muscat of

Alexandria." The crop in one of the ])each houses was very fine.

In the conservatories there was a magnificent orange tree, 14 or

15 feet high, thickly covered with fruit, both ri[)e and green. We
also saw some very good specimens of the Australian blue gum
(Eucalyptus), and, outside the gardens, about a dozen large cedars

of Lebanon, reaching to a height of nearly 60 feet.

From Castle Howard we drove bick to Slingsby, which is on

the line of the old Rom.-m road, and here, havmg some time to

spare before the arrival of our train, wc visited the ruins of the old
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caslle, whicli is carefully preserved by Lord Carlisle. It occupies

a commanding position on the west side of the village, and though

the walls are not so thick and massive as they are in some of the

older castles, it was materially strengthened by a large moat, 90

feet wide and 30 feet deep. It was built in 1643, by Sir Charles

Cavendish, from whose descendants it passed to the Howard
family about the end of last century.

The larger number of members travelled north in the saloon

carriage by which they had gone to Helmsley on the Tuesday.

During the journey northwards, some informal proceedings took

place, of which it may be desirable to preserve a brief record,

although they did not form part of the official programme. On
the motion of Mr. Coroner Graham, a hearty vote of thanks was

passed to the Assistant Secretary for the admirable tact and

judgment he had shown in the discharge of his official duties.

When Mr. Graham left the saloon at Durham, he departed amidst

hearty cheers, and when the journey had been resumed, it was

agreed, on the motion of Mr. J. M. Smith, seconded by Captain

Davidson, that the thanks of the party be conveyed to Mr. Graham
for the able manner in which he had discharged the duties of Vice-

Chairman that day. Mr. Smith remarked that it was one of the

pleasantest excursions he had ever attended, while Captain David-

son expressed the hope that on the next occasion there would be a

larger attendance of ladies. Finally, before reaching Newcastle,

where the party broke up, all crossed hands and joined in singing

"Auld Lang Syne."
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Subjects offered for Competition.

For the Best Essay on " The Pruning of Hard Wood Trees."

For the Best Essay on "The Literature of Forestry."

For the Best Essay on " English Timber, its Markets and Uses."

For the Best Essay on "The Woods and Plantations on the

Estate on which the Essayist is Forester or Resident Forester."

For the Best Essay on " The Formation of Fox Coverts."

Note.—The Judges will have discretionary power in deciding

whether the Essays are deserving of an award.

Essays to be in the hands of the Secretary by the last day of

March
f 1893.
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(APPENDIX.)

Uhe OSnglisIt ^rboricultural (Socutg,

LIST OF MEMBERS.
CORRECTED TO AUGUST, 1892.

Extract from the Laws of the Society.

Law No. IV.—"All Annual Subscriptions shall be payable in

advance at the Annual General Meeting in August."

*Admiralty, Lords Commissioners of, G. H, Branch, 26 Spring

Gardens, London, S.W.

Airey, Thomas, Bailiff, &:c., Clifton Castle, Bedale

Armstrong, Thomas J., Land Agent, 14 Hawthorn Terrace,

Newcastle-on-Tyne

Anderson, John, Forester, Broughton Hall, Skipton, Yorkshire

Ames, Victor, Forester, Thornham Cottage, Kings Lynn,

Norfolk

Alexander, William, South View, Hexham
Alexander, G., Forester, Rothley Lake, Cambo, R.S.O.

Armitage, Fred, Rawsden Estate, Huddersfield

Anderson, E. Robert, Forester, Moss Wood, Blackhill, Durham
*Bates, Cadwallader J., Heddon, near Wylam, and Langley Castle,

Northumberland

Barrett, R. B., Skipton Castle, Skipton, Yorkshire

Balden, John, Land Agent, Dilston Castle, Coibridge-on-Tyne

Balden, John, Jun., Land Agent and Valuer, Hexham
Balden, Robert S., The Grove, Hanging Heaton, near Dewsbury

Beadon, F. W., The Estate Office, Huddersfield

Bewick, Thomas, Assistant Forester, Stainton, Streatlam,

Darlington
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Blandford, Thomas, Land Agent, &c., Corbridge-on-Tyne

Eaty, Isaac, Jun., Solicitor, Hexham
Balfour, D. C. E., Houghton-le-Spring, Co. Durham

Barker, Hebden, Solicitor, King Street, Westoe, South Shields

Barrie, William, Assistant Forester, Blue House, Hardwick,

Castle Eden, Durham

Blackett, Sir Ed., Bart., Matfen, Newcastle-on-Tyne

Beattie, Thomas, Assistant Forester, Langley Old Hall, Hudders-

field

*Bouverie, Henry H. P., i Pall Mall East, London, S.W., and

Brymore, Bridgewater

Broughton, Thomas, Estate Agent, Sherborne, North Leach,

Gloucestershire

Brigham, T. E., Clarendon Terrace, South Shields

*Brovvn, Alexander Henry, Major, Callaly Castle, Whittingham

R.S.O., Northumberland

Berridge, William, Forester, Sandy Cross, Bromyard, Worcester

Buckham, John, Timber Merchant, Lanchester, Durham

Barton, George, Forester to Lord H. Scott, Wooton Bridge, Isle

of Wight

Bayliss, Jones, & Bayliss, Victoria Works, Wolverhampton

Bell, G. H., Wool Merchant, Hexham
Barrie, James, Forester, Rolle Estate Office, Torrington, North

Devon

Brown, John R., Manager of William Fell & Co.'s Nurseries,

Hexham
Broadbent, G. A., Surveyor, Kirkheaton, Iluddersfield

Burn, John, Marine Park, South Shields

*Burrill, T. O., Masham, Bedale, Yorks

Bolam, Alexander, Cemetery, Sunderland

Boston, Wm., Nurseryman, Caithorpe, Bedale

*Carlisle, The Rt. Hon. the Earl of, Naworth Castle, Brampton,

Cumberland

Carter, James, Burton House, Bedale

Campbell, Thomas, Forester, Walton Hall Estate, Warrington

Carling, R. H., Photographer, King Street, South Shields

Clapham, W., Landscape Gardener and Rock Builder, Hill

House, Bramhall Park, Stock])ort

Clark Bros. & Co., Nurserymen, Carlisle
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Clark, Thos., Wentworth Nurseries, Hexham

Clark, J. W., Land Agent, Guisborough, Yorkshire

Clark, John M., Land Agent, Haltwhistle, Northumberland

Clark, Henry, Woodkeeper, East Lodge, Blenkinsop, Haltwhistle

Clark, James, of Clark & Co., Moor House Nurseries, North

Shields

Clark, Christopher, Estate Office, Charlcot, Bedale

Clark, George, Land Agent, Haltwhistle and Hexham
Clarkson, Edward, Boldon, South Shields

Cowan, Bernard, Supt. Westhoe Cemetery, South Shields

Collins, Robert T., Forester, Trentham, Stafford

Collins, Fred, Lintmill, Cullen, Banff

Collins, Ernest, Assistant Forester, Trentham, Stafford

Cobban, John, Seedsman, Rotherham

Cruddas, W. D., Haughton Castle, Humshaugh R.S.O., Northum-

berland

Coupar, Robert, Forester, Ashford Castle, County Galway

*Cowell, Major-General, The Right Hon. John C, K.C.B.

Cooper, George, Supt. of Cemetery, Gateshead-on-Tyne

Coxon, Jos. D., Alnwick Park, Alnwick, Northumberland

*Durham, The Earl of, Lambton Castle, Fence Houses, Durham

Davidson, John, Land Agent, G. H. Estates, Haydon-Bridge-on

Tyne

Davidson, Councillor, Erskine Road, South Shields

Dixon, Robert,Woodkeeper, Shotley Hall, Shotley Bridge, Durham

Dixon, John, Forester, Standing Stone, Matfen

Dick, Joseph, Forester, Wentworth, Rotherham

Doughty, William, Forester, Canonbie, Dumfriesshire, Carlisle

Dodds, T. W., Assistant Forester, Raby, Staindrop

Dunn, Malcolm, Palace Gardens, Dalkeith, N.B.

Dicksons (Limited), Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Chester

Dodsworth, F. & W., Collingwood Street^ Newcastle-on-Tyne

Daglesh, John, Rothley Lake, Morpeth

Ellis, Thomas, Painter and Decorator, Hexham
Ellis, James, Assistant Forester, Swinton, Masham
Fiall, Thomas, Ironmonger, South Shields

Forrest, A. J., Townley Estate Office, Burnley, Lancashire

Fawcett, James W., The Grange, Satley, Darlington

Forsyth, John M., Park Farm Office, Woburn, Bedford
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Ford, John, Woodman, Hesledon, Castle Eden, Durham

Ford, John Walker, Chase Park, Enfield, Middlesex

Fleming, William, Tudhoe Villa, Durham

Fell, William, Wm. Fell & Co., Nurserymen, Hexham, Northum-

berland

*Fernow, W. B., Chief of Forestry Division, U.S., Department of

Agriculture, Washington, America

Forster, Henry, Bradley Cottage, Harperley Station, Durham

Forbes, William, Swinton, Masham, Yorkshire

Forster, W. A., Forester, Balgrave Lodge, Pulford, Wrexham

Frank, William, Timber Merchant, Helmsley, Yorkshire

Gallic, George, Forester, Ravensworth Castle, Gateshead

Gallie, John A., Forester, Overton, Shipton

Gibson, Thomas, Journalist, i6 Pollard Street, South Shields

Gillander, Alex. A., Forester, Highlegh, Nutsford, Cheshire

Glen, D. A., Forester, Croxteth Park, Liverpool

Graham, John, Findon Cottage, Sacriston, Durham

Graham, Joseph, 6 Eleanor Street, South Shields

Grey, C G., Land Agent and Surveyor, Ballyourcy, Enniscorthey,

Co. Wexford

Grey, George, Millfield, .Alnwick

Green, Jeremiah B., Timber Merchant, Low House Farm, Silsden,

Leeds

Green, H. B., 45 Eleanor Street, South Shields

Guthrie, Captain, 3 Tiiornley Terrace, South Shields

Hall, Joseph, Assistant Forester, .Vlansford Estate, Blackhill,

Durham

Hancock, William, Timber Merchant, Lintz Green

Harrison, George, Woodman, Heddon, near W'ylam

Henderson, J. W., Fowler Street, South Shields

Heskett, W. J., Land .Agent, Penrith

Hanson, .\., P. liliff, I5ransley Estate, Easingwold, Yorkshire

Hughes, J. P., Middleton Hall, Belford, Northumberland

Hill, W. H., The Knoll, Ambleside

Higglesworth, Ironmonger, Ripon

Hood, John, Jun., Florist, West Parade, Newcastle

Hope, George, Assistant Forester, Stonelcigh Abbey, KcniUvorth

Havelock, W. B., Forester, Helmsley, Yorkshire
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Houghton, The Rt. Hon. Lord, Frystone Hall, Ferrybridge,

Yorkshire

Hudspith, William, C.C, Greencroft, Haltwhistle

Hutchinson, Joseph, Land Agent, The College, Durham

*Huggon, Thomas, Estate Bailiff, Callaly, Whittingham, R.S.O.

Hudson, James, Land Agent, Lowther, Penrith

Hull, Frank, Forester, Lilleshall, Newport, Salop

Johnston, John, Assistant Forester, Netherby, Longtown

Jewitt, Matthew, Forester, Forest Mount, Healey, Riding

Mill-on-Tyne

Johnston, Rev. William, F.L.S., Gateshead-on-Tyne

*Joicey, Edward, Blenkinsop Hall, Haltwhistle

Jewitt, Edward, Forester, Mickley, Prudhoe-on-Tyne

Jewitt, Edward, Forester, Langley Castle, Haydon Bridge

*Jonas, Henry, Surveyor, 4 Whitehall Place, London, S.W.

Kirsopp, Henry, Solicitor, Hexham
Kirwan, Rev. J., Ardfinnau, Cahir, Co. Tipperary, Ireland

Lauder & Co., Timber Merchants, West Hartlepool

Leighton, Sir Baldwyn, Loton Park, Shrewsbury

Leyland, C. J., Haggerston Caslle, Beal, Northumberland

Luke, John, Forester, Greenshaw, Hexham
Lincoln, Edward Hopper, Flotina Terrace, South Shields

Liddell, Matthew, Hindley Hall, Stocksfield-on-Tyne

Lowes, John, Wydon Burn, Hexham
Lonsdale, Claud, Rose Hill, Carlisle

*Lubbock, Sir John, Bart., M.P., High Elms, Hayes, Kent

Lockhart, L. C, Solicitor, Hexham
Lockhart, H. F., Solicitor, Hexham
March, Miss S. A., South Shields

March, C. H,, South Shields

Marshall, Councillor Peter, South Shields

Matheson, Thomas, Nurseryman, Morpeth, Northumberland

Maughan, John, Estate Office, Rievaulx Abbey, Yorkshire

May, W, H., Assistant Forester, Swinton, Masham
May, William, Forester, Little Stainton, Ferryhill, Durham

Marshall, Councillor T. D., South Shields

Massie, W. H., Messrs. Dickson & Co., i Waterloo Place,

Edinburgh

Mc. Andrew, P., Forester, Prudhoe Hall, Prudhoe
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jMc.Crae, James, Fowler Street, South Shields

Mai-ton. C. L. N-, Swinton Estate Office, Masham, Yorks.

Mattinson, R., Knnini, Ulcncowe, Penrith

jMc.Dougall, Alexander

Marsden, W., Assistant Forester, Clifton Castle, Bedale

^Marshall, S. A., Skelwith Fold, Ambleside

INIarshall, Dr., W'entworth Terrace, South Shields

Marsh, W. D., Estate Oftice, Hoddam Castle, Ecclefechan

Mason, John, Estate Office, Grantley, Rii)on

Mason, Thomas S., Estate Office, Fountain's Hall, Ripon

McGregor, R. C, Forester, Tenidy Park, Camborne, Cornwall

Mc.Que, Alex., Assistant Forester, Swinton, Masham

Mitchell, John, Forester, Strid Cottage, Bolton Abbey, Skipton

^Mitchell, Mrs. John, Strid Cottage, Bolton Abbey, Skipton

Mitchell, J., Manager, Frystone, Ferrybridge

Milne, William, Me>sis. \Vm. Fell & Co., Nurserymen and Seed

Merchants, Hexham

Miiller, H., Timber Merchant, Thornhill Gardens, Sunderland

*Newbiggin, John, of Thomas Kennedy & Co., Nurserymen

Dumfries

Ormiston, Alex., Wetheral, Carlisle

Paterson, \V. C., Thorneyburn, Falstone, North T\ne

Paterson, Andrew, Land Steward, Estate Office, Pa nitons, Ronisey

Peebles, J., South Marine Park, South Shields

Peile, George, Greenwood, Shotley Bridge, Durham

Poison, D., Quatre Bras, Hexham

Purnell, Augustus, Newport, Monmouthshire

Plummer, A. B., Architect, 48 Cloth Market, Newcastle-on-Tyne

Ridley, J. M., Walwick Hall, Humshaugh-on-Tyne

Ritson, Morley, Timber Merchant, Tyne Sawmills, Hexham
Robson, J. W., Nurseryman, Hexham, Northumberland

*Rogerson, John, Croxdale Hall, Durham

Robinson, Robert, Forester, Castle ]<2den, Durham

Ross, Arch., Skipton Castle, Skipton, Yorkshire

Ross, George, liank Foot Nurseries, Hexham

Rothew, Thomas, Nurseryman, Huddersfield

Robinson, J.
1'"., Wood Merchant, Burnopficld, Durham

Rudman, S. C, Land Agent, Hindlestone

Russell, William, Forester, Dovcnby Hall, Cockermouth
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Ramage, James L., Bailiff, Longhir?t, Morpeth

Roberts, Thomas, Assistant Forester, Melton Constable, East

Dereham, Norfolk

Rolle, The Hon. Mark, Stevenstone, Torrington, North Devon

Sample, Thomas, Land Agent, Bothel Castle, Morpeth

*Sample, C. H., Land Agent, Matfen, Corbridge-on-Tyne

Sample, W. C, Bothal Castle, Morpeth

Silven, Miss R, Sweden

*Straker, J. H., Stagshaw House, Corbridge-on-Tyne

Scott, John, Land Steward, Newton, Stocksfield-on-Tyne

Scrymgeour, William, Shrubland Park, Coddenham, Suffolk

Stevens, Henry, Finchley, N., and Cholderton, near Salisbury

*SomervilIe, Professor, Durham College of Science, Newcastle-

on-Tyne

Stobart, William, Pepper Arden, Northallerton, Yorkshire

Stewart, Dr., Hexham
Sutherland, M., Forester, Netherby, Longtown

Slater, Alexander, Forester, Madehurst, .Arundel, Sussex

Snowdon, W. C. P., Estate Agent, Hulton Moor, Thirsk

*Straker, John Coppin, The Leazes, Hexham
Smith, J. M., Kensington Terrace, South Shields

Smith, John, Forester, Townley Old Lodge, Burnley, Lancashire

Shaw, Arthur, Oakland, Beaumont Park, Huddersfield

Shipley, Ralph, Woodkeeper, Plunderheath, Haydon-Bridge-on-

Tyne

Shipley, Ed., Wood Agent, 20 North Road, Darlington

Smith, David, Woodkeeper, Scremerston, Berwick-on-Tweed

Smith, Stephen, Forester, Springfield Terrace, Huddersfield

Smith, William, Wood Merchant, Gunnerton, North Tyne

Smith, Councillor W. R., South Shields

Smith, D., 81 Hall Stile Bank, Hexham
Spence, John, Timber Merchant, Ripon

Scott, William, Burnopfield, Durham
Stainthorpe, Dr., Hexham
Tait, James, Forester, Marske, Yorks

Taylor, Thomas, Chipchase Castle, North Tyne

Taylor, W. R, Messrs. Taylor & Thomson, Seed Merchants, 23

Duke Street, Bishopgate, London, E
Thonipson, William, Timber Merchant, Penrith
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Thornton, Councillor, South Shields

Taylor, Andrew, ti Lutton Place, Edinburgh

Turnbull, John, Forester, Brayton, Carlisle

Varley, Thomas, Estate Office, West Martin, Skipton-in-Craven

Vasey, Thomas, Land Agent, South Shields

Wakenshaw, J. W., 5 Vernon Terrace, Gateshead

Wallis, Robert, Old Ridley, Stocksfield on-Tyne

Walton, C. E., Accountant, King Street, South Shields

A\'ilson, J., Forester, 8 Cluriton Place, Westbury-on-Trym

*\Vatt, James. Little & Ballantyne, Nursery and Seedsmen, Carlisle

Wclton, ^Villiam, Land Stewart, Chesters, Chollerford R.S.O.

Wise, Charles D., Tabley Estates Office, Nutsford, Cheshire

Walker, William, Assistant Forester, Swinton, Masham

Walker, William, Forester, Kirkly, Malzeard, Ripon, Yorkshire

Ward, D. M, West Bolden, Sunderland

Wardle, John, Wentworth Nurseries, Hexham
Wardle, Alderman, South Shields

Wilson, R. R., Assistant Forester, Swinton, Masham
Wilkinson, P. S., ]\Iount Oswald, Durham

Wallace, Henry, Land Agent, Trench Hall, Gateshead-on-Tyne

Watson, W. J., Nurseryman and Seedsman, Town Hall Buildings,

Nevv'castle-on-Tyne

Walker, W. T., Victoria Iron Works, York

Walker, John Joseph, Timber Merchant, Corbridge-on-Tyne

*VV'iIson, Sir Jacob, Chillingham learns, Belford, and Great George

Street, Westminster, S. W.

Wilson, John, Leazes Park, Ncwcastlc-on-Tyne

Wilson, H. B., Gallowgate, Newcastle-on-Tyne

Wilson, M., Forester, Crinkle Park, Loftus R.S.O.

Wear, William, Wood Merchant, Hexham
White, William, Forester, Oldoro', Darlington

Whitfield, Thomas, Tyne Dock Engineering Co., South Shields

* These marked unth an Asterisk are Life and Ilonorory Members.

NoTK.—Any necessary Correction required in the Name,
Designation, or residence of any Member, to be reported to the

Secretary.
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Patrons.

His Grace the Duke of Northumberland

The Right Hon. the Earl of Durham

The Right Hon. the Earl of Carlisle, Naworth Castle, and Castle

Howard, Yorkshire

Sir John Lubbock, M.P., High Elms, Hays, Kent

Cadwallader J. Bates, Esq.

Thomas Taylor, Esq., Chipchase Castle, North Tyne

The Right Hon. Lord Houghton, Frystone Hall, Ferrybridge

President.

The Right Hon. Lord Masham, Swinton, Masham

Vice-Presidents.

James Hudson, Esq., Lowther, Penrith

Thomas Sample, Esq., Bothal Castle, Morpeth

James Watt, Esq., Messrs. Little and Ballantyne, Carlisle

R. B. Barrett, Esq., Skipton Castle, Skipton

J. H. Straker, Esq., Stagshaw, Corbridge-on-Tyne

C. G. Grey, Esq., Ballicourcy, Enniscorthey, County We.xford

Isaac Baty, Esq., Solicitor, Hexham

John Balden, Esq., Sen., Dilston, Corbridge

Wm. Fell, Esq., Nurseryman, Hexham
Sir Ed. Blackett, Bart, Matfen, Newrastle-on-Tyne

John Graham, Esq., Findon Cottage, Durham

J. M. Ridley, Esq., Walwick Hall, Humshaugh, Northumberland

W. D. Cruddas, Esq., The Dene, Newcastle

Sir Jacob Wilson, Great George Street, Westminster, S.W.

Members of Council.

Mr. John Luke, Greenshaw, Hexham
P. S. Wilkinson, Esq., Mount Oswald, Durham
Mr. W. B. Havelock, Helmsley, Yorkshire

Mr. John .'\nderson, Broughton Hall, Skipton

Mr. John Balden, Jun., Land Agent, &c., Hexham
Mr. Archd. Ross, Forester, Skipton Castle, Skipton
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Mr. Bernard Cowan, Westoe Cemetery, South Shields

Mr. John Wilson, Leazes Park, Newcastle

George Dickson, Esq., Nurseryman, Chester

Mr. Henry Clark, Forester, Blenkinsop, Haltwhistle

Mr. J. W. Robson, Nurseryman, Hexham
Mr. John Mitchell, Strid Cottage, Bolton Abbey

Mr. William Forbes, Swinton, Masham
Mr. George Gallie, Ravensworth Castle, Gateshead

F. W. Beadon, Esq., The Estate Ofifice, Huddersfield

Mr. Geo. Cooper, Supt. of Cemetery, Gateshead

Mr. Ed. Shipley, 20 North Road, Darlington

W. H. Hill, Esq., The Knoll, Ambleside

Wm. Fleming, Esq., Tiidhoe, Durham

Mr. J. R. Brown, Wentworth Nurseries, Hexham
IMr. Wm. Clark, Nurseryman, Carlisle

Secretary and Treasurer.

John Davidson, Greenwich Hospital Estates Office, Haydon

Bridge

Assistant Secretary.

John Balden, Jun., l?caumont Street, Hexham

Auditors.

John Balden, Sen., Dilston, Corbridge

Bernard Cowan, Cemetery, South Shields

Local Secretaries.

W. 15. Havelock, Helmsley, Yorkshire

J. Balden, Jun , Hexham

Archd. Ross, Skipton Castle, Skipton

H. Clark, East Lodge, Blenkinsop, Haltwhistle

William Forbes, Swinton, Masham

James Clark, Nurseryman, North Shields

Robert Coupar, Forester, Ashford Castle, Galway

William Doughty, Forester, Canonbie, Carlisle
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M. Sutherland, Forester, Netherby

Henry Jonas, 4 Whitehall Place, London

Bernard Cowan, The Cemetery, South Shields

Wm. Fleming, Tudhoe, Durham

Robt. T. Collins, Trentham, Stafford

James Barrie, Torrington, North Devon

Jos, Dick, Wentworth, Rotherham

Francis Mitchell, Harleston, Northampton

Ed. Shipley, 20 North Road, Darlington

Stephen Smith, Huddersfield

Jos. D. Coxon, Alnwick Park, Alnwick

Frank Hull, Lilleshall, Newport

W. A. Furster, Forester, Balgrave Lodge

M. Wilson, Forester, Crinkle Park

Official Reporter.

Mr. Daniel Poison, Quatre Bras, Hexham

Judges.

Messrs. John Balden, Dilston, Corbridge ; Malcolm Dunn, Palace

Gardens, Dalkeith ; William Doughty, Canonbie
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THE ANNUAL MEETING.

The Twelfth Annual General Meeting of the Society was held at

the Storr's Hall Hotel, Windermere, on Thursday night, 31st

August, 1893, after the Annual Dinner. Mr. James Watt, J. P.,

occupied the chair. The Minutes of the last Annual Meeting

were read and signed.

The Membership.

The Secretary reported the membership to be as follows :

—

Honorary Members - - - - 8

Life Members - - - - - 17

Ordinary Members - - - - 227

Lapses

Resignations

252

28

224
New Members ------ 28

Total Members - - 252

He explained that the lapses extended back some years, and
included names which had been on the roll for four, five, and
almost up to six years. From some of these members the Society

had never got a half-penny, and it was no use sending thera

1
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the Transactions when the Society got no return from them. With

the eight resignations and twenty lapses the membership was

reduced to two hundred and twenty-four, but during the year the

number of new members proposed corresponded exactly with the

number of lapses and resignations, so that at the present time the

membership stood at two hundred and fifty-two, the number wilh

which the Society commenced the year. He was very thankful to

record the fact that there had not been a single death during the

past year.

The report was adopted.

The Status of Honorary Members.

Mr. Balden moved in terms of notice given at the last Annual

Meeting that Law VHI , referring to the election of Honorary

Members, be amended so as to read as follows:—"The Society

may elect as Honorary Members ladies and gentlemen who have

acquired eminence in the Science of Arboriculture at home or

abroad, or who are otherwise deemed worthy, on the recommend-

ation of the Council, and with the sanction of the General Meeting

of the Society. Honorary Members shall enjoy the same privileges

as life and ordinary members." He pointed out that the rule in

its present form stated that "An Honorary Member who has not

been elected from the list of life or ordinary members of the

Society shall not be eligible for election as an office-bearer in the

Society, or to vote at any of its meetings," and went on to say that

the Society conferred an honour ui)on those whom it elected

Honorary Members, and yet debarred them from taking part in its

meetings. Professor Somerville, whom, he had no doubt, they all

knew by name, was elected an Honorary Member. That gentle-

man was resident in Newcastle, where he was Professor of Forestry

and Agriculture in the Durham College of Science, and he was

debarred from becoming a member of the Cuuncil, and the Society

was thus deprived of the benefit of his very large experience and

capabilities. He thought the proposed alteration would recom-

mend itself to the members present,

Mr. Gallie seconded the motion, which was unanimously

adopted.
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Rule XV.

Mr. Balden then moved, in terms of previous notice, that the

following Rule be substituted for Rule XV., which prohibits the

alteration or amendment of the existing Fundamental Laws, or the

enactment of new ones, without twelve months previous intimation

in writing to tlie Annual General Meeting:—"Any proposal or

motion fur the alteration or amendment of the existing Fundamental

Laws, or the enactment of new ones, shall be intimated in writing

to the Secretary at least one month previous to the General

Meeting. Such proposal or motion shall be notified to members

of the Society along with notice of the Annual Meeting, and shall

be determined by a majority of at least two-thirds of the votes of

members present, provided that at least twenty members are

present and vote." His only object, he said, in bringing this

matter forward was that the present Rule seemed to be an unneces-

sary diag upon the progress of the Society. It had taken twelve

months to put into operation the clause which the Society had

just unanimously adopted with reference to the privileges of

Honorary Members, and therefore, owing to the provisions of

Rule XV., they were one year in arrear with their business. He
did not think that any fault or error could possibly creep into

their Rules by the alteration which he proposed, because any

person who wished to make an alteration in the Fundamental

Laws would have to give notice to the Secretary at least one month

before the date of the annual meeting, and that notice must appear

on the circular calling the annual meeting, and the members would

have that in their hands three weeks or more prior to the meeting,

so that during that time they [would have time to consider the

advisability of the proposed change. Then it would come up at

the annual meeting, and be discussed and voted upon in the

manner provided by the rules, according to which they must have

a two-thirds majority in its favour before it could be passed. They
had about forty members present at this meeting, and a two-thirds

majority under his proposal would mean that twenty members
must be present, and he thought that would be a sufficient

safeguard against any error creeping into the alteration of the

Fundamental Laws.

The Chairman said the resolution appeared to him to be a
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very reasonable one, and he had great pleasure in seconding it if

nobody else did. Mr. Ralden liad framed the resolution very

carefully, and any proposed alteration would come before the

members at least one montli before the meeting, and this had the

double advantag'; in his eyes, that if it was a resolution of import-

ance, it was likely to bring a greater number of members to the

annual meeting either to support or vote against it. At any rate,

if a month's notice were given there was no reason why the

resolution should not be agreed to or wiped off at the annual

meeting.

The motion was unanimously agreed to.

Minutes of the Annual Meeting.

Some conversation ensued with reference to the practice of

having the Minutes of the Annual Meeting signed by the Chairman

of the next succeeding Council Meeting.

Mr. Cowan submitted that the proper method of procedure was

to have these minutes signed by the Chairman of the next Annual

Meeting, and that the Council had no right to sign them.

The Chairman : I don't agree with that.

Mr. Balden : If I understand Mr. Cowan aright, he means that

what we do at this meeting to-night must be signed next year.

The Chairman: Not necessarily "nuist." If Mr. Cowan means

that we must save the Secretary's time, and that the minutes

cannot be prepared in time, he is quite right.

Mr. Cowan said his contention was, that only the Chairman of

an Annual Meeting could sign the Annual Minutes.

Mr. Feel said he (piitc agreed with Mr. Cowan that the Chair-

man of Council was not the proper authority to sign the Minutes,

but there must be some reason for minutes being signed, and the

question arose in his mind—Why the necessity for their signature?

Well, he sui)i)0scd the answer was— For confu'niation. If that

was the proper answer, what about the value of the Minutes urtil

they were signed? He thought in that case they could not lake

effect.
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The Chairman said his answer to that argument would be, that

no Council Meeting could over-ride what was done at the Annual

Meeting. If the Minutes of this meeting were prepared before

they separated, he should be glad to sign them as chairman. If

they were not prepared, and an opportunity was not given for

confirming them, then the gentleman who occupied the chair next

year would sign them.

Mr. Fell : I quite agree with your decision ; but the Minutes

are of no earthly use for a twelve-month.

The Chairman said he was not of that opinion. If they would

ascertain the procedure of any public body, they would find that

the business passed at this meeting was binding uiion the Society.

The mere signing of the Minutes was a formal matter, and would

come up at the next Annual Meeting.

Mr. Forbes remarked that unsigned minutes were like a cheque

without a signature.

Mr. Fell : It does not necessarily follow that the Chairman of

the next Annual Meeting will sign them. They might not be in

order.

The Chairman : Some person might move that certain things

be expunged, but the business of an Annual Meeting could not

be altered.

Mr. Fell: If Minutes could be expungetl, they could also be

altered.

The Chairman rejoined that there would be no end to these

things if the business of an Annual Meeting could be altered in

that way.

Mr. Graham : You say that if the Minutes are prepared before

you go away, you will sign them. I say that even if they are

prepared before you go away, you have no business to sign them.

The Chairman : Not if you are away.

Mr. Graham : Whether we are away or not. It is the Chairman

of the next Annual Meeting who should sign them.
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Mr. Vasey said the Chairman of the next Annual Meeting

would sign the Minutes as being a correct record of the business

that had been transacted here.

The matter then dropped.

New Members.

The Secretary submitted the subjoined list of Members admitted

into the Society at Council Meetings held in Newcastle in February

and July last:—John Whittaker, Forester, Abbeystead, Lancaster;

Lewis Motley, St. George Works, St. George Street, Leeds; William

Herd, Nurseryman, Penrith ; Thomas Loan, Forester, Beaufront

Castle, Hexham
; J. Burnell, Bank Mill Cottages. Durham

;
James

Ormiston, Tmiber Merchant, Mickley, Stocksfield ; Henry Have-

lock, F"orester, Raby Castle, Staindrop ; Edward S. Peel, Estate

Offices, Melton Constable ; Thomas Cooper, Assistant Forester,

Cholmondeley ; William Wilkinson, Assistant Forester, Cholmon-

deley
; John Symm, Engineer, Newton, Stocksfield; Jos. Ingram,

Assistant Forester, Allansford Estate, Blackhill ; C. H. James,

Land Agent, Rudchester, Wylam ; A. F. Erricson, of Messrs.

Osbeck and Co, Newcastle; Councillor Watson, Grove Hill,

Middlesbro' ; William Elder, Forester, Cholmondeley Park, near

Malpas ; Armstrong, Addison & Co., Sunderland ; R. H. Dobson,

with Messrs. Fell (Sr Co., Hexham; William Dixon, with Messrs.

Calder & Co., Middlesbro' ; R. Harrison, Banker, South Shields

;

T. J. Reed, Rate Collector, Main Approach, South Shields ; R. G.

Potts, Auctioneer, South View Terrace, Soutli Shields ; C. Hem-
mersley, Timber Merchant, Scallington, Notts ; T. Smith, Draper,

South Shields; F. Winter, Borough Accountant, Gateshead ; R. D.

Marshall, Castle Rigg Manor, Keswick (Life Member); Joseph

Glover, 'i'imber Merchant, Lathom, near Ormskirk : T. J. Young,

Secretary of the Tyncbide .Agricultural Society, Hexham.

The list was confirmed and adopted.

The following gentlemen were also proposed as members, and

admitted into the Society :—Frederick William Buckham, Timber

Merchant, Lanchester, Durham ; Charles ALarr, Head Gardener,

Prudlioe Hall, Prudhoe R.S.O.; William Wilson Ferguson, of

Messrs. Lee, Walton & Co., Timber Merchants, Haydon Bridge;
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David Barclay, Melbourne House, Formby, Lancashire ; Edward

Davidson, Belmont House, Haydon Bridge ; Edward Leadbitter,

The Spital, Hexham; J. G. Kelly, Ash Villa, Carleton, Pontefract;

David Henderson, Assistant Forester, Water Frystone, Ferrybridge;

Reginald Gough, Estate Offices, Savernake Forest, Marlborough,

Wilts.; Harry James Veitch, Nurseryman, Chelsea, London; G. S.

Boulder, Professor of Botany and Forestry, City of London

College, 1 8 Ladbrook Grove, London, W.; W. Gough, Agent for

the Thorston Trustees, Wykeham, York ; Edward Baldwin,

Assistant Forester, Croxteth Park, Liverpool ; Charles Hankins,

Forester to the Earl of Ancaster, Grimsthorpe, Bourne, Lincoln-

shire ; Alfred Cook, Forester to the Earl of Ancaster, Normanton

Park, Stamford; D. Mc.Kinlay, Land Agent, Bedwell Park,

Hatfield, Herts; W. H. Jamieson, Forester to the Duke of Port-

land, Welbeck, Worksop, Notts ; Wilson Thomlinson, Forester

to the Duke of Newcastle, Clumber, Worksop, Notts ; W. Storie,

Forester to the Earl of Carnarvon, Highclere, Newbury, Berks
;

James Barton, Forester to the Marquis of Salisbury, Hatfield,

Herts; Andrew Boa, Land Agent, Great Thurlow, Haverhill;

A. Mc.Rae, of Messrs. J. Donaldson & Sons, Timber Merchants,

Tayport, N.B.

Financial Statement.

The Secretary read the Annual Financial Statement for the

year ending August, 1893, from which it appeared that the total

receipts, including a balance in hand at the commencement of the

year amounting to ^22 its. od., were ^149 15s. 5d., while the

payments amounted to ^74 10s. 9d., leaving a balance in hand of

;^75 4s. 8d. There were arrears outstanding to the amount of

;^i5 7s. 6d.

The Chairman : I think that is a very satisfactory statement.

I don't think the expenses are very serious.

On the motion of Mr. Cowan, seconded by Mr. Vasey, the

accounts were passed.

Election of Officers.

The Right Hon. Lord Masham, the retiring President, was added

to the list of patrons, in conformity with Law XIIa.
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The Secretary moved that Sir Jacob Wilson, 3 St. James'

Square, London, S.W., one of the Vice-Presidents, be appointed

President of the Society for tlie ensuing year.

The Chairman said he had great pleasure in seconding the

resolution. He did not think they could find a better man in all

England to fill the office. He only hoped that Sir Jacob Wilson's

health would enable him to attend their annual meeting, but he

knew that Sir Jacob had the interests of the Society at heart, and

that he would try to attend if he possibly could.

The motion was supported by Mr. Cooper and Mr. Forbes,

and on being put to the meeting was carried unanimously.

James Hudson, Esq., Lowther, Penrilh, and Thomas Sample,

Esq., Bothal Castle, Morpeth, the two Vice-Presidents at the top

of the list, retired by rotation in conformity with Law XH., and

Sir Jacob Wilson having been elected President, there were thus

three vacancies on the list of Vice-Presidents.

Mr. Balden moved, and the Chairman seconded, that Mr. F,

W. Beadon, Huddersfield, be appointed a Vice-President.

Mr. Cowan moved, and Mr. Graham seconded, that Mr. Henry

Wallace, Trench Hail, be appointed a Vice-President.

The Secretary moved, and Mr. Herd seconded, that Mr.

Maughan, Jervaulx Abbey, be appointed a Vice-President.

The motions were agreed to.

The five retiring Members of Council, according to Law XH.,

were Messrs. John Luke, Greenshaw, Hexham ; P. S. Wilkinson,

Mount Oswald, Durham; W. B. Havelock, Jlelmsley, Yorkshire;

John Anderson, Broughton Hall, Skipton; and John Balden, jun.,

Dilston, Corbridge. Mr. F. W. Beadon liaving been added to the

list of Vice-Presidents, his name was deleted from the list of

Councillors. There were thus seven vacancies to fill up on the

Council, and after some discussion, and a number of names had

been proposed, the nominations were reduced to the required

number, and the following members were elected :— Messrs. John

Luke, W. B. Havelock, and P. S. Wilkinson (re-elected); and
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Messrs. W. Milne, Hexham; J- F. Robinson, Burnopfield ; George

Ross, Hexham ; and T. Bewick, Stainton, Streatlam, Darlington.

On the motion of Mr. Beadon, seconded by Mr. Cowan, the

Local Secretaries were re-elected.

Mr. Cowan moved the re-appointment of Mr. John Davidson

as Secretary and Treasurer of the Society, and Mr. Gallie

seconded the motion, which was unanimously agreed to.

Mr. Balden having resigned the office of Assistant Secretary,

Mr. E. Davidson, Belmont House, Haydon Bridge, was appointed

to succeed him, on the motion of Mr. Cowan, seconded by Mr.

Brown.

On the motion of the Secretary, IMessrs. John Balden, sen.,

Dilston, Corbridge ; M. Dunn, Palace Gardens, Dalkeith; \V.

Doughty, Canonbie, wtre re-elected Judges of Essays.

Mr. D. Poison was re-appointed Official Reporter on the motion

of the Secretary, seconded by Mr. Shipley,

Prize Essays.

The Secretary laid before the Society the report of the judges

on the essays sent in for competition, and it was decided to award

silver medals as follows :—To Mr. John Wilson, Leazes Park,

Newcastle, for an essay on " The Literature of Forestry " ; to Mr.

Thomas Bewick, Streatlam Castle, for an essay on "The Woods
and Plantations of Streatlam "

; to Mr. George Gallie, Ravensworth

Castle, for an essay on " The Pruning of Hard Wood Trees "
; and

to Mr. Robert Robinson, Castle Eden, for an essay on " English

Timber, its Markets and Uses."

Mr. Shipley suggested as the subject for competitive essays

next year, "The Best Methods of 'J'hinning Plantations." Mr.

Fell, "Planting for Present and Liimediate Efftct." Mr. Brown,
"The Best Collection of Coniferse Suitable for an Arboretum"
(confined to assistant foresters).

The Annual Excursion.

The selection of a district for the Annual Excursion of 1S94

was referred to the Council.
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Assistance to Young Foresters.

Mr. Bewick brought under the notice of the meeting the desir-

ability of assisting young foresters to attend the Annual Excursions.

Mr. Balden and Mr. Robinson supported the suggestion.

The Chairman said that if they put the suggestion in this way,

that a fund be got up towanls defraying the expenses of young

men in attending the excursions, he should be glad to subscribe to

the fund.

Votes of Thanks.

On the motion of Mr. Ross, seconded by the Chairman, a vote

of thanks was passed to Mr. John Balden, jun., for the assistance

he had rendered to the Society as Assistant Secretary.

Mr. Balden briefly acknowledged the compliment.

On the motion of Mr. Vasev, seconded by Mr. Wilson, a vote

of thanks was accorded to the Chairman for presiding.

The Chairman acknowledged the compliment, and the meeting

then terminated, one contingent remaining at Storr's Hall over-

night, and the other driving back to the Royal Hotel, Bovvness.
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I.—ON THE LITERATURE OF FORESTRY. By John

Wilson, Leazes Park, Newcastle.

In order to be clearly understood, it may not be altogether

inopportune at the outset to make a few remarks on the title which

stands at the head of this paper. To begin : The Literature of

Forestry, in a restricted sense, may mean simply such writings

only as have an exclusive reference to the management of timber-

trees relative to profit. On the other hand, when taken in a wider

and more general acceptation, it may embrace all the varied

purposes of shelter and adornment, and at the same time open up

a brighter and ampler field of interesting literature— a literature

intimately in touch with arboriculture, or the management of trees at

all points. Indeed, one of our very best modern books on practical

forestry is entitled " .Arboriculture." Supported by so well-known

an authority, I shall have the less hesitation in using the term

Forestry as synonymous with arboriculture. Notwithstanding that

a great deal has been written about trees in their picturescjue

aspect, I shall only consider such works admissible as they in some

way or other treat of them in a cultural sense. In order to intro-

duce the subject yet more fully, I will take the liberty of briefly

referring to a few of the earlier writers who have helped to establish

this special literature, handed down to us even from a classical age.

I shall begin with Theophrastos, a noted Greek piiilosopher who

lived upwards of 374 years B.C., and who wrote an able " Treatise

on Plants," wherein he gives some account of the re-establishing

of large trees, particularly Plane trees, which had been blown down
by the storms. Such a fact is particularly interesting, as showing

to us the inherent desire to preserve old trees as memorials of a

yet earlier age.
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Among the Romans, the elder Cato, Varro, and Columella, each

wrote upon Husbandry, and each treats of the transplanting of

trees of various sizes. The younger Seneca, in one of his letters,

speaks concerning the removal of an entire orchard of old trees,

which in three or four years after produced abundant crops of

fruit. Antolius, a Greek physician, also wrote on those matters,

and gives some minute instructions for the removal and replanting

of large trees. His method was to cut away the small twigs and

branches, without, however, injuring the large ones; to preserve the

roots as much as possible entire; and to plant carefully in well

prepared pits or trenches. Palladius, another physician, who

wrote upon the subject some time after the decline of letters at

Rome, advocated the cutting away of the branches to a consider-

able extent, so as to give the roots a preponderance. All those

old methods, it will be observed, have their exact counteri)art

in the practices of the present day, and which still serve as a bone

of contention amongst planters. Pliny and other ancient writers

might be mentioned who have touched upon this subject, but I

must hasten forward, as so much lies before me belonging to our

own age and country.

The work that undoubtedly stands at the head of the whole

Literature of Forestry in Ijrilain is the "Silva" of John Kvelyn,

a gentleman of learning, and of the most amiable personal

character. The "Silva" was first published in 1664, and written in

consequence of an application to the Royal Society by the

Commissioners of the Navy, who dreaded a scarcity of timber in

the country. The work was dedicated to the King, and became

the means of stimulating many of the wealthy landlords to plant

immense numbers of oaks, which, in a century after, were of great

service to the nation. I have never had an opportunity of seeing

any of the first copies of the "Silva," but am tolerably familiar

with the edition of Dr. Huiilcr, ]nibHshed at York in 1786. It is

truly a magnificent bocjk, in two large volumes, witii admirable

illustrations and valu.ible notes. 1 will not say it ought to be

in the liands of every forester— fui it is hardly a book of that

character—but everyone who takes any sjiecial interest in the

Literature of I''orestry should read it if he has an opportunity.

It will enable him to become ac(juaintcd with a good deal of

what the ancient poets and philosophers have had to say about
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trees. It is truly a classic book of its kind, and almost all

subsequent writers on trees have been, in some way or other,

indebted to it. Dr. Wotton, in his "Reflections on Ancient and

Modern Learning,'' says that " it outdoes all that Theophrastos

and Pliny have left us on that useful subject, for it not only does

that and a great deal more, but contains more useful precepts,

hints, and discoveries upon that so necessary a part of our Res

Rustiais, that the world had not till then known, for all the

observations of former ages." The author of the " Curiosities of

Literature" enthusiastically declares: " While Britain retains her

awful situation among the nations of Europe, the 'Silva' of Evelyn

will endure with her triumphant oak." Great as the merit of the

book undoubtedly is, I cannot with Sir Walter Scott "consider it

the manual of English planters."

An intensely interesting book made its appearance in 1676, by

Moses Cooke, on "The ^Lanner of Raising, Ordering, and

Lnproving Forest Trees." Cooke was gardener to the Earl of

Essex, and seems to have been a person who in these days of ours

might have been called a "character." A keen, sensible observer;

shrewd, hearty, and outspoken ; always ready to give a substantial

reason for all the methods which he advocated. He seems to have

been a humourist too, and a poet in a small way. Some of his

little effusions are quaint and entertaining, but always subordinate

to his main purpose of being a useful teacher. My lord, the earl,

was a planter, and one to whom our author often pays a compli-

ment, although they did not always see eye to eye. A most

praiseworthy relation, however, manifestly existed between them as

employer and employed. The earl evidently understood his man,

and the man his business. Cooke inculcates the careful study of

Nature, and tells us that "wisdom stands not only in the streets,

but in the woods, calling upon us to learn of her."

The French curate did not agree with Cooke concerning the

management of a certain kind of fir tree. We are left to infer that

the curate was wrong, but my own opinion when I read the remark

was that he was right. I am somewhat at a loss whether to take

the following as a cum[)liiuent or not:—"Adam was the first

gardener of the world, and ye are the green shoots of liim the

original tree."

Speaking of water in relation to seeds, he says : " Water
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dissolves, then life follows the dissolution : for water opens the

parts of the seed, and makes them swell, then they draw the spirit

of the water to them (for the world is full of spirit), so the seeds

when they have been so long in water till the body of them cracks,

which is as it has filled itself with enough to make a root, then

that seed, if once dried, and a stop put to its progress, the art of

man cannot make it grow again."

Cooke believed in having things well done, and calls upon noble-

men and others to remember, '• a thing once well done is twice

done," and to have their ground fit for trees before they plant^them,

and "not bury them in a hole like a dead dog, as many do." He
begs " that they may have good and fresh lodgings suitable to their

quality^ and good attendance also, to preserve them from their

enemies, till they be able to encounter with them ; they that will

not do this, let them never resolve to plant trees."

I should have liked to have given further quotations from this

wise, racy old author, but s])ace forbids, and I must content

myself with mentioning a single old-world su])erstition which he

called a great fidlacy, and that was :
" To bore holes in trees, and

to put honey and other sweet things into them to make them bear

more and sweeter fruit."

I admire Moses Cooke for his fine open communicative spirit,

although I may not agree with him in all his ideas. There is a

robust, manly air about him, that is taking, lie says of himself :

"
I have not busb.elled my light, but have set it in the public view;

which if it enli,i;hten thee in thy true and good way which I intend,

to thy benefit and jjleasure, it is possible I shall do thee, if the

Lord i)erniit, some other piece of service f:irther to direct thee in

the truth."

In 1721, Richard Bradley, Professor of Botany at Cambridge

University, brought out a little work containing ten short practical

discourses relative to the growth of plants. The seventh discourse

is on 'Tlie Manner of Making Plantations, either for Pleasure or

Profit." He luld llie oi)inion of most modern scientific men—
that where pruning could be avoided it fired much better with

the tree, and that it was imijrojier to cut off the head of a tree

when we plant it. There is not anything of much importance

in the book. The only etlilion I have seen is that of 1733.

We next come to William Boucher, whom Sir Henry Stuart
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regarded as one of the most intelligent arboriculturists that this

country has produced. He was a nurseryman in Edinburgh, and

in 1775 published a "Treatise on Rearing Forest Trees." A man

of very superior merit, but who seems not to have met with the

encoin"agement he deserved. His book, which contains many

useful lessons, was published by subscription. He died at Comley

gardens in comparative poverty. A brother nurseryman told Sir

Henry Stuart, that he was more remarkable for his spirit of fair-

dealing than for his knowledge of the world. To this he bitterly

added: "It would avail him little in the present day to dwell on

the ignorance and quackery of the men who supplanted him in

the public favour. The details of his practice is the severest satire

on that of his successors." Boucher's idea was so to equalize and

train the roots and branches of the young trees relative to each

other, that they might be of the best jjossible quality, and in a fit

condition for safe removal even when grown to a height of twenty

feet. A regular process of jjruning and shifting was observed in

order to attain this end. He succeeded in honestly producing

good trees, but failed to convince planters in general that to

purchase such was their best and wisest policy.

A small work was publishetl in Dublin in 1794, by S. Hays, Esq
,

of the Royal Irish Academy, on the Planting and Management ot

Woods; "dedicated, with great regard, to the Right Honourable

and Honourable the Dublin Society for the Improvement of

Husbandry, &c. By their most obedient and failhfid Associate,

S. H." The author professes to select only such passages from

the works of ai)proved writers as were best calculated to give

instruction relative to the soil and climate of Ireland ; while he at

the same time seeks to reconcile differences of opinion, which on

many occasions seem more likely to distract than assist the

inexperienced planter. There are directions given for the ma lage-

ment of the nursery, and for planting, pruning, and ordinary forest

work
; including the shifting of large trees. Some illustrative

txamp'es of rustic gates, fencing, etc., also adorn this "meritorious

tract," as it has been called. It is worthy of note as having

emanated from a society in some respects like our own.

An important contribution to the Literature of Forestry was that

of William Marshell, whose book on " Planting and Rural Orna-

ment" made its appearance in 1795. Marshell was by profession
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a West Indian planter, and had given considerable attention to the

management of trees in all stages of their growth. The work takes

a tolerably wide scope, and indicates a more diversified range of

reading than any of its predecessors, except Evelyn's "Silva."

Being a practical man, his opinions are deserving of special atten-

tion for their intrinsic worth. He gives very copious instructions

concerning the various kinds of hedges ; and denounces strongly

the baneful practice of lopping large branches off old trees. To
hack a large bough from an aged tree, he considered a crime of

the deepest dye in the management of timber. In this book the

reader will find quoted two very important and interesting articles.

The first is from Speechly—the Duke of Portland's celebrated

gardener at Welbeck—to Dr. Hunter, of York, editor of Evelyn's

"Silva," relative to extensive plantations on his grace's estates in

Nottinghamshire, and dated 1775. The other is "A History on

the Modern Taste in Gardening," by Horace Walpole. I mention

this for the information of brother members who may not be

foresters, yet take an interest in the literature of a kindred subject.

It forms a distinctive part of a very valuable book that probably

does not often fall into the hands of ordinary readers.

In 1799, Walter Nicol, ol Edinburgh, brought out his "Practical

Planter," a very useful book. Nicol was of opinion tliat no rural

topic of his time was more worthy of attention than that of

Planting ; and he regarded it as the duty of every one wlio had

got a mite of useful knowledge, to offer it cheerfully and without

restraint. Nicol was also autiior of " The Gardener's Kalendar,"

and "The Planter's Kalendar, or Nurseryman's and Forester's

Guide." He did not live to finish the latter work, which, however,

was very diligently done by Edward Sang, a nurseryman at Kirk-

caldy, 1812. Sang, I believe, was a near relation. The first part

of the work deals with the ordinary forest trees, giving a short

account of their uses and general characteristics. The second

part consists of a calendar of forestry operations for every month

of the year. 'J'here is also much useful information on the con-

struction of fences ; and it was from this book that I first learnt

what a "Galloway Dyke" was. .An Appendi.x gives measurements

of notable trees, principally in Scotland, which is very interesting.

Between 1800 and 1806, two important contributions to the

Literature of Forestry appeared. They were from the pen of
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William Pontey, a nurseryman in Huddersfield. As a man of

intelligence and considerable experience, his works are deserving

of careful perusal. We may not be able to agree with him always,

yet he commands our respect from the fact of his being a practical

man. The first of the two works is called "The Profitable Planter,"

and is really what the title indicates—a work on planting forest

trees with special reference to quick returns. It deals very little

with general forestry. He advocates the planting of quick-growing

trees, and is particularly favourable to the Abele Poplar, the timber

of which he highly extols for a variety of uses. As a rule, he is in

favour of spring planting in preference to having the work done in

autumn. " How low! how little!" he exclaims, "'are the most of

earthly pursuits, which so generally engross men of rank, in com-

parison of the elevated, I had almost said the sublime, science of

of planting !" The " Forest Pruner" is the more pretentious book

of the two, and the one probably about which professional foresters

will be least likely to agree. It contains some illustrations of

dressed wood to substantiate certain opinions held by him in regard

to methods of pruning. There are also, in addition, some strange-

looking cuts, and a delineation of an appalling object called "the

Woburn Beech," as a frontispiece—an immense broom with a

handle some fifty feet long—embodying his idea of what a well-

trained timber tree ought to be. Sir Henry Stuart reckoned that

the barbarous method of lopping, with a view to their improvement,

was nearly unknown in Scotland before the time of Pontey.

In 1820, we have "The Forester's Guide," by Robert Monteith,

wood surveyor and valuator, Stirling. This useful little work is

quite distinct from any of its numerous predecessors. It does not

interfere with the subject of planting, or the preparation of the

ground, but deals with pruning, thinning, barking, and goes in

direct opposition to Pontey respecting the pruning of Fir trees.

He maintains that Firs should not be pruned at all, farther than to

remove branches that have died. I do not intend to interfere in

the dispute at present
;
perhaps I may have something to say on

the sul)ject at a future time. Our author gives some admirable

advice on the management of coppice-wood, which indeed seems

to have been with him a speciality, for he has more to say about

it than anything else connected with the forest. Instructions are

given how to measure and estimate timber, bark, etc. A table of

2
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prices at the various Scotch ports is given ; and in another place

—which sounds very odd from a person living in Stirling-—he tells

us that pit wood, when sent to Sunderland or Newcastle, in

England, was ys. 6d. per hundred. Monteith invented a machine,

as he called it, for measuring standing timber. It was a kind of

toothed wheel, divided into parts, and made to travel about the

tree by means of long rods attached to it ; a bell was so arranged

as to strike every twelve inches on the circumference. I don't

know that this ingenious contrivance ever had a name. A second

edition of the book appeared in 1824, and was reviewed by Sir

Walter Scott in No. 72 of the "Quarterly." The author he

designated as "a practical and sound-headed forester," whose work

was "a useful and interesting treatise with reference to his ovvn

experience, and the facts which that experience has suggested."

Scott's ovvn paper is a very able and interesting contribution to

the Literature of Forestry—"On Planting Waste Lands." There

are in it some valuable hints and observations pointing to the fact

of plantations having very much improved landed property ; and

he disapproves of the practice of planting only on land absolutely

bad. Sir Walter planted a good deal himself, and was influential

in stimulating others. He urged, too, that arrangements of plant-

ations should always have some reference to picturesejue effect,

and that care should be taken to avoid the fatal yet frequent error

of adopting the boundaries from the surveyor's plan of the estate,

instead of from the ground itself.

In 1825 appeared " Facts, Hints, Observations and Experiments

on the different Methods of Raising Young Plantations," cScc, by

William Billington, superintendent of planting 1 1,000 acres of land

in the Forest of Dean. The book has been characterized as a

"homely and unpretending production," and the author himself

"a good, plain, common-place person." Indeed, he says of himself

that he did not profess to write like a scientific man or a scholar.

He, however, advocated the establishing of an Arboricultural

Society. Billington was at one time gardener to the Earl of

Haddington.

There also appeared about this lime two ])amplilcts by William

Withers, junr., of Holt, Norfolk, in one of which he criticises in a

very discourteous manner, some of the statements of Sir Walter

Scott in regard to certain methods of planting known as the
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"pitting" and "trenching" systems. The former method he con-

tinued persistently to regard as exclusively Scotch.

In 1827 appeared a very superior work, entitled, "The Planter's

Guide," by Sir Henry Stuart, Allanton, Lanarkshire. Sir Henry

was a gentleman of classical attainments, who was deeply interested

in arboricultural subjects. He had given particular attention to

the lifting and planting of large trees, and succeeded in embel-

lishing his own park with timber in a very remarkable manner.

All his operations were conducted on strictly scientific principles,

and the result was such as to fully justify him in laying his method

before the public. The book is admirable, whether considered

from a literary, historical, or practical standpoint. There are some

beautifully executed plates, giving picturesque views created by his

method of planting. His subjects, as he called them, were well-

developed trees of various sorts, from twenty to upwards of forty

feet high. They were lifted and successfully transplanted without

mutilating any of the roots or branches. He called it the

"Preservative System," and I think claimed it as a discovery. A
committee of the Highland Society, of which Sir Walter Scott was

one, visited Allanton in 1823, and drew up a very able report, in

which they "gave their personal evidence to the success of Sir

Henry's plan."

In ] 825 we have a very remarkable book from a very remarkable

man in the political world—I mean William Gobbett. Gobbett,

besides being a politician, was also an able miscellaneous writer on
rural affairs, and his "Woodlands" is by no means the least

meritorious of his performances. In this book he gives minute

instructions as to the best method of raising trees from seed, as

well as how to deal with them in plantations afterwards. Each
tree is dealt with separately, and with the same kind of delightful

egotism so familiar to all those who read his works. Trees had
always engaged his attention, even from his boyish days, and were
a source of delight to him in all the various stations of life. Space
firhids my making any lengthened extracts from the book, but it

is one which all interested in forestry should read. Their trouble

will be amply repaid by much valuable information, given in that

strong, clear, manly Saxon style of expression for which he was
famous. Here are two sentiments which ought to be in letters of

gold, and a motto for every planter. The first: "Economy means
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management, not sparing in expense." The second :
" It is worse

than useless to plant, unless you do the whole thing well." How
true this is. Really, how often have many of us seen expensive

schemes of so-called planting that were prophesies of failure from

the very commencement.

In the year 183 1, Partrick Matthew published his very able

" Treatise on Naval Tiniber and Arboriculture," with critical notes

on authors who had previously treated on the subject of planting.

The book well merits a place m the library of every intelligent

forester. Many subsequent writers on timber and timber-trees

have been indebted to its pages.

" A History of Forest Trees," by Prideaux John Selby, is a

splendid work, full of the most valuable information ; but it so

barely comes within the prescribed line laid down by me at the

beginning of this paper, that I should probably not have admitted

it, had it not been for the purpose of referring the reader to an

interesting planting experiment made by the author at Tvvizell,

on trenched and non-trenched ground, and upon which he con-

tinued to note observations for about thirty years. The book was

published in 1848, and is beautifully illustrated. If not exactly a

book of practical forestry, it is undoubtedly one which every

forester should read. The gifted author himself thought " it might

be useful as a sort of manual to the planter and those interested

in arboriculture."

The first edition of what is known as "Brown's Forester" was

published in 1847, and has gone through several editions, and is

perhaps the most popular and useful manual we possess on the

entire subject of forestry. It has been considerably enlarged since

its first ai)pearance. I have not seen the first edition, but the

second, of 185 1, is before me, on which the later issues show very

considerable advancement. It is the work of a thoroughly

practical man conversant with the subject at first hand, and one

who needed not to become conversant with it through what

Dryden called the " spectacles of books." It is not desirable that

I should say more on a work so well and deservedly known,

except that it should be the vadc mccuiii of every forester.

"British Timber Trees, their Rearing and subsecjuent Manage-

ment," by John Blenkarn, agricultural engineer and surveyor,

1859. This work gives an account of the ordinary forest trees,
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the laying out of forest land, levelling for drainage, raising of

hedges and other kinds of fencing, along with much other

miscellaneous information, such as rules for the measurement and

valuation of standing timber ; examples of field books, and other

matters concerning timber. By the way, it is rather startling to

find the Nettle tree {Celiis) in such a connection It is a tree of

no use whatever for timber in this country, and little in America,

where it is a native.

John Grigor, The Nurseries. Forres, N.B., wrote many admirable

articles on forestry matters, and which were contributed to the

various leading periodicals of the day. In 1869 appeared his

most admirable treatise, named "Arboriculture," and to which

reference was made at the beginning of this paper. As a book of

practical information on the subjects of forestry, I should hesitate to

place it a whit below Brown, and in literary merit I even venture to

consider it superior. The following is from the preface to the

book :
" It seldom falls," says the author, " to the lot of anyone to

raise plants and form them into plantations, and to be able to

report on these plantations after they have become valuable ; but

the author of the following pages having begun business early in

life, and formed several large plantations nearly forty years ago,

can refer to them, standing in great vigour, an ornament to the

scenery of the Highlands, molifying the blast, and after paying

every expense, yielding a revenue equal to that of the finest arable

land in the country, where the ground previously to these formations

was not worth a shilling an acre."

"English Trees and Tree Planting," by William H. Ablett, 18S0.

The merit of this work must be judged from a literary standpoint,

although it is admitted into the Literature of Forestry on account

of the useful cultural lessons it contains. It is a book well

calculated to interest the general reader, containing as it does

much valuable historical information given in a very attractive

form. The reader will find in this book a chapter devoted to the

laying down and general management of osier plantations, and an

account of the best varieties of willows for growing as basket rods.

There are also some good lessons on seaside planting.

"The Practice of Forestry," by Christopher Y. Michie, CuUen,

1888. This handy manual, besides giving instructions concerning

ordinary forest work, contains many valuable reports from various
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sources, manifesting considerable diligence and care. The work is

emphatically a practical one—a useful handbook.

I only know two works on Forestry that can be regarded as

truly scientific. They are both quite recent productions. The

one is "Elements of Forestry," by F. B. Hough, Ph.D., Chief of

Forestry Division, U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1882. The

other, "Manual of Forestry," by \Villiam Schilich, Ph. I), 1891.

Both of them are used as college te.xt books, which of course will

recommend them to the scientific student. They are both well

illustrated, and books to study.

This essay has grown to a length I did not anticipate when I

began it, or probably I should not have taken it in hand. I have

endeavoured, as much as possible, to keep within bounds without

making my paper an absolute catalogue of books and their authors.

Many pleasant bye-ways in the Literature of Forestry have been

purposely omitted for want of space, and several writers who have

studied trees from an assthetic point of view have also been left out

on account of not being strictly defensible under the wording of

the title. Not any special literature of equal value, except i:)crhaps

that of gardening, has been more indebted to the hard-handed

working man ; and in this technical age it is to be hoped he will

not forget that to use the spade and the axe wisely and skilfully, is

an essential part of a liberal education in his profession.
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IL—ON THE WOODS AND PLANTATIONS OF
STREATLAM. By Thomas Bewick, Assistant Forester,

Stainton, Streatlam, Darlington.

Streatlam Estate lies in the south of the county of Durham, and

its western boundary is a mile to the east of the town of Barnard

Castle. Streatlam Castle is situated about three miles to the north-

east of the above named town. The extent of the estate from east

to west—or from a mile east of Barnard Castle to the village of

Staindrop, which is adjacent to Raby Castle—is six miles; and from

north to south—or from the Raby estate on the north, to the river

Tees on the south—is a distance of five miles. The area of the

estate is eight thousand acres, five hundred and fifty of which are

woodlands.

In the first place, I shall confine myself to the Park, which has

an area of three hundred acres, in which about three hundred deer

are kept. Seventy yards from the front of the castle there is a

stone bridge which spans a brook at a height of thirty feet from

its bed. This bridge is exceedingly neat and picturesque, and

adds much to the beauty of the place. There is a pretty dell

running westward from the bridge a distance of three hundred

yards to the park wall, and extending two miles beyond the con-

fines of the park, which contains some valuable timber, which I

shall particularise further on.

On the brow of the dell, on the north side, there is a row of

fine Sycamore, fifty or sixty feet high, whose branches stretch

over the carriage drive leading from the Castle to the West

Lodge.

One hundred yards west of the castle stands a Silver Fir {Picea

pectenatd)^ eighty feet high, with a circumference of 124 inches five
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feet up ; and calculated to contain 200 cubic feet of timber. This

tree is evidently of great age. The leader is gone, and judging

from its general appearance, it has seen its best days. As a rule,

trees of this description appear to be failing when they are not.

On the opposite side to the row of Sycamore above mentioned,

another row of the same kind of tree was planted fourteen years

ago. These trees, and many more in the park, have been trans-

planted by the aid of the lifting machine—a machine of great

utility where it is desired to produce immediate effect.

The main points to be observed in selecting a tree for the Park,

are as follows. Choose a sturdy tree with a well-balanced head

—

or one that can be made shapely—a bright, healthy-looking bark,

and one that has made a good growth the previous year. Many

trees from fifteen to twenty feet high have been most successfully

transplanted by the aid of the machine, some of them being

conveyed a distance of fourteen miles. Sycamore, Lime, and

Chestnut do exceedingly well when so removed ; and we have

also successfully transplanted large Oaks fifteen feet high, and

various Pines. We have removed several large Scotch Firs, but

they are not doing well.

The heaviest trees we have transplanted with the machine were

some ornamental ones (the names of which I do not remember),

weighing three tons each—the weight the machine can carry.

But the heaviest trees that have been transplanted on the estate

were two Sycamores, each about twenty-five feet high, and weighing

about eight tons. The projjrietor wished to have these trees

removed thirty feet further away from the drive ; so the forester

set about working out a plan by which to accomplish the work,

the machine not being adet^uate for the purpose. A wide trench

was cut from the tree to the place where it had to be planted. In

this trench beams were placed on either side, making a kind of

tramway, and upon these were laid loose rollers. More beams

were placed on the rollers and underneath the root, the tree being

tilted and gradually raised clear of the ground. When this was

done, horses were attached, men being placed on either side with

fresh rollers ; and thus the removal was successfully accomplished.

These trees required a great deal of attention the following summer,

by way of watering. They have now been planted twelve years,

and have made very little progress.
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i mention the above not as a recommendation to transplant such

large trees, but merely to show what has been done, and how,

and the result. Great attention should be paid to the supporting

of large trees after transplanting, especially if the situation is an

exposed one ; as it is known that when a tree has been rocked

with the wind, part of its roots are disturbed, young and tender

ones damaged, and cavities are formed by their movement, in

which water stands, to the detriment of the tree.

Space will not allow me to describe the lifting machine alluded

to, but at some future time I hope to have an opportunity of

describing it, and the method of using it.

We have been compelled during the last year or two to protect

some of the large trees in the park from the ravages of the deer.

These attacks take place when the deer are casting the covering

from their antlers. If the bark of a tree is once damaged, it is

advisable to erect a guard at once, as these unmerciful creatures

take a particular delight in attacking a tree which has already been

damaged. We have recendy erected over one hundred iron guards,

4 ft. 6 in. high, diameter at top 5 ft. 6 in.

There are fifteen clumps in the park, from an area of half an

acre, to six acres ; two of which are four and six acres respectively,

and containing some promising timber. In one of the clumps

there are a number of the Chili Pine {Araucaria imbricata), at a

height of twenty feet, which have evidently been planted with a

view of transplanting them to the lawn, or other prominent situ-

ations. They are now too large to remove with any prospect of

success.

I will now give the difference of growth between two lots of

trees which we planted in the spring of 1888. The clumps were

planted about the same time, with the same class of trees. The
standard trees of each lot were pitted, and consisted mainly of

extra-transplanted Finns ausiriaca and Finns silvcstris. The
difference of the growth made in these two clumps arrested my
attention. One clump is in the park, for the purpose of both

beautifying the grounds and breaking the west wind ; the other is

part of a paddock lying between the deer sheds and a belt, being

sheltered on all sides. The soil of the one in the park is a rich

loam, and the situation is exposed ; the trees having made an annual

average growth of four inches ; the largest averaged six inches, the
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last year's growth being a foot, and it is now five feet high. The

soil in the deer-sheds clump is a poor clay, but the situation is

sheltered. Here the trees have made an annual growth of five

inches ; the average annual growth of the largest tree being thirteen

inches, whilst last year it made one foot nine inches, and it is now

eight feet high.

These facts would seem to prove that trees will grow more

quickly even in the poorest soil if the situation is sheltered, than

they will in the best of soil i.i an exposed situation. The trees in

the exposed clump are undoubtedly looking very healthy, and have

a more pleasing appearance than the rapid-growing trees in the

sheltered situation.

During the last four or five winters we have been clearing off a

large number of dying and unsightly trees in the park. This is a

great improvement, as the good trees that remain are seen to

greater advantage. Open spaces have been filled up with machine-

lifted trees, the most of which are doing well.

There are many fine old trees in the park—Oak, Ash, Elm, and

Chestnut, some of which are sixty feet high, and have sixty feet

spread of branches. One Ash I measured has a circumference of

thirteen feet four inches, five feet up. There are some symmetrical

young Oaks and Sycamores on the north side of the park ; one of

which—an Oak, about sixty years old— is one of the best-shaped

trees I have ever seen. The park on the north side is undulating,

and this Oak has the advantage of growing in a hollow surrounded

by other trees, thus having every chance of forming a perfect head.

Its height is forty feet, spread of branches forty-five feet.

I shall now take the Great or Home Wood. This wood is

within the park wall, and has an area of eighty acres. It contains

trees of three different ages : from those of thirty, to the sturdy

Oak of two or three hundred years old. Two portions of the

wood have been felled off at two different times, and the trees on

this portion are fifty and thirty years old. Tlie oldest part consists

mainly of Oak, Ash, Kim, a few l>eecli, and a group of Silver Fir

of fine growth. Oak greatly predominates both in size and quality.

The following are measurements of two of the trees:—(i) Oak

55 ft. high, circumference five feet up, 84 in.; (2) Oak 55 ft. high,

circumference five feet up, 78 inches. Many more approach the

same dimensions. The second oldest portion is made up of nearly
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similar hardwoods, with the addition of an occasional Larch or

Spruce. On the third portion of ground, thirty years planted,

groups of Holly have been left, no doubt, for their size and beauty,

and the excellent shelter they afford. Hardwoods on this portion

are the same as above-named, with the addition of Birch, Chestnut

(Horse and Spanish), and a few each of Spruce, Larch, Scotch

Fir, Pinus ce/nbra, Pinus aiesiriara, Pimis laricio, Cupressus law-

soniana, and other ornamental trees ; the latter mainly growing by

the ride sides, and adding much to the beauty of the wood.

By the side of a road leading through the wood from the park to

the keeper's house, stand the following trees, measurements of which

I have taken:—Two Silver Firs {Pkea pecti/iata), each 80 feet high,

circumference five feet up, 115 and 104 inches respectively ; /ibies

alba 50 feet high, circumference five feet up, S5 inches ; Scotch

Fir {Pi/nis syivestris) 50 feet high, circumference five feet up, 86

inches ; Weymouth Pine {Pinus strobiis) 45 feet high, circumference

five feet up, 84 inches. I may say that almost all the trees required

for individual planting have been taken from this plantation.

Mill Gill is a wood of fifty acres, and has derived its name from

the fact that two mills once stood here, the mill-stones and embank-

ments of the dams of which are to be seen to this day. This

wooded dell is the continuation of the one mentioned in the former

part of this essay, and contains some of the finest Oak timber on

the estate. These trees are not remarkable for their great size,

but for their fine growth. There are also some fine old specimens

oi'Q&Q.okv {Fagus sylvatica^ here, about 55 feet high. I put the

tape round one of them, five feet up, and its girth was 104 inches.

The principal trees in this wood are Oak, Elm, Ash, Sycamore,

Beech, Larch, Scotch and Spruce Fir ; Oak heading the list both

in size and quality. The Beech are mainly growing at the outside,

consequently they have made lateral growth at the expense of the

bole. Scotch Fir and Spruce are occupying a dry hill, and they

afford fine roosting places for pheasants. The following are the

measurements of some of the trees:—(i) Oak 50 feet high,

circumference five feet up, 80 inches; (2) Oak 50 feet high,

circumference five feet up, 76 inches. There are many more

about the same size, promising to make fine large timber, as they

lose their girth slowly, look very healthy, and are growing on a

rich soil suitable for their development. Then we have—Beech
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6o feet high, circumference five feet up, 84 inches ; Scotch Fir

50 feet high, circumference five feet up, 72 inches; Larch 70 feet

high, circumference five feet up, 72 inches.

A pleasant path runs along the bottom of this dell. This was

made about three years ago, and is four feet wide ; the stone and

gravel used in its formation having been got from the brook which

runs through the plantation. Two years ago we planted several

beds of Rhododendrons in this wood, on the nal)s and in prominent

places, for ornament and providing shelter for game. The plants

were fifteen inches high, and pitted with peat, and are doing well;

I have not as yet seen a single failure.

I shall now describe a plantation of forty acres, named the Steel

Plantation. The soil of thirty acres of this enclosure is peat, the

remainder being a sandy clay. The peat in some places is of

great depth ; in several places it is known to be twenty-four feet

deep, but how much deeper than this has not been ascertained.

The trees grown on this peat are Scotch and Spruce Fir, and

Birch. They have been planted about twenty-eight years. The

Firs are upwards of thirty feet high, and looking very healthy;

and some of them have made shoots two feet long. There is

evidently something in this vegetable soil conducive to the develop-

ment of these two trees, although I can say from experience that

the timber is less durable than that grown on a good sound soil. By

planting this peat, ground has been utiHzed that would otherwise

have been useless and unprofitable. It now affords splendid

shelter, is a good game covert, and provides fencing material, etc.,

for the estate. This wood has been thinned so as to allow the

Spruce to retain their lower branches, thus serving the i)urposes

for which it was originally planted, namely— shelter and game

covert. This wood affords proof of the fact, that Scotch Fir do

not bear closing in so well as Spruce ; for where the Spruce have

retained their lower branches, the branches of the Scotch are dead

for seven feet up. Some of the Spruce have lost their direct

leaders, and are growing irregularly, having two or more shoots

striving for the lead. As to the cause of this deformity of growth,

I think a good deal of it is attributable to the sportsman's gun,

and the squirrel ; much harm is also done in early summer by the

wood-pigeon and other birds perching on the young and tender

shoots. The mi.xlurc of Birch among the dark Firs has a pleasing
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effect. The remaining ten acres of this wood consists of Elm,

Spruce, Scotch ^Fir, and Larch, about sixty years of age. The
soil, as I said before, is a sandy clay. The Elm look unhealthy.

The Scotch Fir and Spruce have done much better, some trees

containing about thirty cubic feet of timber, while the Larch have

done very badly, the largest tree only containing ten cubic feet.

Owing to the fact that the soil of the greater part of this plant-

ation is very light peat, thinning operations have to be judiciously

carried out ; for if the wind were once to make an inroad, the

result would be most disastrous. Careful attention has been

periodically given to this, and thus the trees have retained their

lower branches, and, as a consequence, they not only shelter each

other, but make better root growth, rendering them less likely to

suffer from strong winds, It is also of the greatest importance in

plantations of this kind, that the open drains should be well looked

after, and kept clear of branches, especially after thinning operations

have been carried out ; they should also be kept clear of the soil

from rabbit burrows. Stagnant water in peaty soil is most offensive,

and it goes without saying, is very injurious to the trees, besides

giving the wind every chance to blow them down.

There are stools of Oak of amazing size in and near this plant-

ation. I am unable to give any information as to the probable

time when these forest giants flourished, but, judging from the

appearance of the stools, it is very many years ago. Thirty years

ago, before this plantation was enclosed, drained, and planted,

nearly the whole of the enclosure was a complete bog ; but the

fact that enormous Oaks have flourished here, proves that this has

not always been the case. I measured one of the stools, and it

was fifteen feet across. Of course this includes part of the spread

of the roots ; the soil having settled down, the roots are partly

exposed, and their enormous size gives one an idea as to the size

of the trees they supported, probably centuries ago ; especially

when we take into consideration that the process of decay must

have materially reduced their size during so long a time. These

roots are nearly as hard as flint.

Ten years ago, the proprietor wished to have some of his

pictures framed with black or bog Oak, and requested the forester

to try and get some for the purpose. A search was made near the

place where the Oak stools are, and within half an hour he dis-
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covered, just within the surface, what he thought to be the top

end of a tree. This proved to be the case; for in a short time

there was laid bare a fine straight trunk of Oak, as black as jet,

containing, as near as I can remember, about thirty cubic feet.

About an inch of the outer part was soft and decaying, but the

rest was splendid black wood, which admirably served the purpose

for which it was recjuired. I am strongly of the opinion that much

more of this valuable black Oak remains buried in this plantation.

Before leaving this part of my subject, I may say that here is a

most interesting field of study for those who delight in unearthing

relics of a bygone age.

Nearly the whole of the fence surrounding this })lantation is of

^\ire, with Larch posts. The posts are barked, and are twelve feet

apart. They are pitted two feet deej), and are four feet six inches

above ground. The straining-posts are sunk deeper, and are well

stayed, owing to the softness of the ground. The wires are

fastened to the straining-post by means of a screwed bolt sixteen

inches long, with a nut on the end for the purpose of tightening

the wires when required. All the posts of this fence, when first

erected, were charred (a business I have little belief in), and,

although it has been up twenty-eight years, many of the original

posts remain. The up-kcep of this fence is very small. Although

there is over a mile of it, a couple of men can generally do the

necessary annual repairs in three or four days.

Sellar Ciill is a plantation of forty acres, and lies on the south

side of the estate. 'l"he largest and youngest portion of this wood

has been planted forty-two years, and mainly consists of Spruce

Fir. These trees are now over forty feet high, many of which

contain twenty cubic feet of timber. Here and there Oak, Elm,

and Lime are to be found. A great many trees were taken from

this plantr.t'on to the Museum Park at Barnard Castle, during its

formation, all of which have done well. The l''ir portion of this

wood is subject to the same system of thinning as the last wood

described. It is a good shelter, an excellent game covert, and

it supplies boards, rails, etc., for use on the estate. The market

value ol this timber is not high ;
hut, for the purposes above-named,

we find it a most useful plantation.

Pjefore T Ic.nvc this j)art of the wood, I will mention the peculiar

growth of a Spruce i^AOui cxceLa). Irom the ground to the height
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of four feet, the branches spread about eight feet, that is—four

feet on either side of the bole. From this point the growth of the

side-branches has been suddenly impeded, reducing the spread of

the branches from eight feet to three feet six inches. The growth

is short and compact; so much so, as to almost hide the bole

from view. It has a leader growth of six inches, and is now thirty

feet high. The appearance of this tree is most peculiar, and I

have never seen anything like it before, nor have I heard of anyone

who has. I should say that this change in its growth has taken

place when the tree was about ten years old.

The oldest portion of the wood contains useful timber. The

Elm is generally sold ; the Larch, Ash, and Oak are used on the

estate, the Larch and Oak being used for making gates, stall-posts,

hunting gate-posts, etc.

The last plantation I shall describe is thirty years old, and is

named the Tees Banks. It has an area of fifty acres, and com-

mences opposite Egliston Abbey, or a little above the noted

Abbey Bridge, near Barnard Castle, and terminates just below the

junction of the Greta and the Tees, at which junction Rokeby

Hall, immortalized by Sir Walter Scott, is situated. A footpath

runs by the river side for nearly the whole length of the plantation,

and in the course of this pleasant walk may be seen iO.Tie of the

prettiest river scenery in the North of England. Looking from

the Abbey Bridge westward, a most charming view meets the eye.

A few yards west of the bridge, the water is foaming and splashing

as it makes its way through among the rugged rocks forming the bed

of the river. Further westward there is a smooth stretch of water,

where, at certain times best known to the disciples of Izaak Walton,

fine trout may be seen rising above the surface in search of a meal.

Over-hanging trees on both sides of the river add much to the

charm of this beautiful view. On the left Egliston Abbey may be

seen, while in the distance St. Mary's Church, Barnard Castle, and

part of the town, is visible. Looking eastward from the bridge the

view is equally beautiful. The wood has a most pleasing appear-

ance, as the slope of the ground gives you a sort of bird's-eye view

of the whole ; and the various tints of the trees, no matter what

is the season of the year, form a most charming picture. The
trees in this wood are as follows:—Oak (varieties). Sycamore, Elm,

Larch, Spruce Firs {Abies alba and A. 7iigra), Fmus ausiriaca and
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P. sylvestris, Spanish and Horse Chestnut, and Populus nigra.

Some of the Spanish Chestnut have been left from the old wood,

amongst which are trees containing sixty cubic feet of timber.

Some of the Poplars have reached the height of sixty-five feet, and

contain as many cubic feet as they have been years planted. It

is a great mistake in planting to mix Poplars of a spreading habit

among other trees. In this plantation there is planted here and

there the Black Italian Poplar, which at an early age, owing to its

rapid growth, interferes unduly with other trees. The best way to

plant these trees is by themselves. The Populus balsauiifera

makes a nice variation in the foliage of this woodland. In early

spring, long before any other tree comes into leaf, it scents the air

with the delicious fragrance from its opening bud. I think there

is no other deciduous tree that gives more charm to our woodlands

in the spring than this one, especially when it is planted on the

margins.

I notice that in thinning a wooded valley, that the trees require

more head room than those planted on a level. If this point be

neglected, the scarcity of room and the tendency of trees to grow

quickly in these situations, hinders the lateral growth, making the

trees grow to a length out of all proportion to their thickness.

There are several more small plantations and belts on the estate,

but there is nothing of special interest in connection with them.

I may say, however, that it is a great mistake to have so many

narrow be'ts on an estate. As a shelter they are not a success

;

and the amount of fencing required is a most serious consideration.

As to producing timber to profit, it is out of the question alto-

gether. As a rule belts grow slowly, and when they have to be

resorted to for wood, it is impossible without destroying the belt,

to get any bulk of timber out of it. It is often the case in these

narrow plantations— in fact in many other plantations—that the

trees are too near the fence. In laying out a ])lantation, great

care should be taken— if the fence be thorn—to plant the standard

trees so that they will not interfere with the fence when grown up.

Of course, with different kinds of trees the distance from the fence

will vary, and the space between the standard trees and the fence

may be utilized by planting it with [.arch, if the soil be suitable.

Larch being more useful than any olhir tree when cut small, in

providing material lor rustic paling, etc. \arious kinds of trees
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might be reared on the margin of a plantation, which in due time

could be lifted and used in forming other plantations, clumps, etc.,

and for individual planting.

There is a saw-mill on the estate, which is kept going for about

six months of the year in cutting up timber for use upon the

estate. The staff of workmen under the forester consists of eight

woodmen and two wallers. In bad weather the men are employed

inside, making hurdles, and preparing holed posts for use.
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III.—ON THE PRUNING OF HARDWOOD TREES. By

George Gallie, Forester, Ravensworth Castle, Gateshead.

It is much to be regetted, that even in this enhghtened age there

should be differences of opinion among foresters as to whether

pruning is or is not advantageous to Hardwood trees. Some

authorities go so far as to say that pruning is not necessary for the

proper development of a tree ; others—who I venture to say have

been more observant of the habits of our various Hardwood trees

—think pruning an absolute necessity where we wish to have well-

grown timber.

With such differences of opinion among authorities, it is little

to be wondered at that many of us are in doubt as to which is the

proper course to follow. However, I think it is generally acknow-

ledged by most practical foresters, that judicious pruning is bene-

ficial if done at the proper time, and by careful workmen.

We must not forget that it is possible to put off the operation of

pruning till the time has passed for it to be of any benefit to the

trees. If we are to have good results, we must prune early.

Indeed, I do not think we can begin too soon. I should there-

fore recommend all those who wish to be successful in pruning, to

start when the plants are in the nursery row. By so doing, we

shape our plants when young in the manner in which we wish

them to grow. At this stage tliis can easily be done with a pocket

pruning-knife, which is in itself a great advantage. We also pL-ruiit

the air to get more freely among the plants. The jilants dciive

great benefit from this, and become far more hardy than if left to

grow in a crowded condition.

Oaks from their infancy have a great tendency to throw out
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strong lateral branches, which require foreshortening or cutting off

altogether. The leaders are apt to go wrong if not attended to.

The leading shoots of Sycamores are very apt to fork while in the

nursery row, more especially if winter comes upon us suddenly :

the young wood not having time to ripen, the frost kills it. This

should be attended to in spring, so that a new leader may be given

to the plant. It may sometimes be done by simply pinching out

with the thumb, buds likely to interfere with the leader. Plants

should not be pruned the same year as they are planted, for the

obvious reason that they will have sufficient to do to establish

themselves in their new situation without also having to exert

themselves in the healing of wounds made by the knife.

The growth of the trees must be our guide for the next course

of pruning. The more vigorously the trees grow, the sooner will

they require attention. Speaking generally, they should have their

first course of pruning not later than four years after permanent

planting. At this stage, if the trees have done well, we will be

able to improve the shape of them considerably by cutting off

some of the lower branches close to the stem, and foreshortening

any of those strong lateral branches which may seem necessary.

In foreshortening a branch we should be careful always to do so

close to a twig with a tendency to droop. The growth of all

branches which appear likely to contend with the proper leader

should be checked. Care must however be taken not to reduce

the lower branches in a way that may interfere with or check the

vigour of the tree.

The forester should always have the natural inclination of the

tree he is to operate upon in view, so that he may not spoil nature, but

rather improve it if possible. Not only the market value, but also

the future appearance of the tree depends on the manner in which

the work is done. It is therefore evident that the person to whom
such work is entrusted, should be fully alive to the great responsi-

bility which rests upon him. By unskilful pruning a tree may be

damaged to such an extent as to be completely ruined. It is

obvious then that the pruning of trees should be entrusted only to

experienced and careful workmen.

The object of pruning is to produce a straight clean trunk, with

a well-balanced head. To get this result, it is of the utmost

importance to pay special attention to the leader. Assuming that
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a tree has no true leader, we must select the most perpendicular

branch for a new leader, and by foreshortening those branches

immediately below, it is sometimes surprising how soon it pre-

dominates.

We may sometimes not even have a perpendicular branch on

the crown. In that case we may select one of the most suitable

lateral branches for our leader, and by tying it to some convenient

support in an upright direction, and treating the lower branches as

mentioned above, we may soon have a fairly good leader, Apart

from the main stem of the tree no upright growth should be

encouraged.

I do not wish it to be understood that old trees can be benefited

by treating them in this way, although it is sometimes possible to

improve their appearance. Indeed, I do not think that trees

already past the meridian of hfe can derive any benefit from

pruning. It is always advantageous, however, to keep even old

trees free from dead branches, although it may not always be

profitable.

When it is found necessary to cut large branches off the trunk

of a tree, we must begin by cutting a notch on the under-side of

the branch about three feet or more (according to the weight of it)

from the trunk. We then proceed to cut from the top in line with

the notch beneath. By proper attention to this, we avoid the

danger of tearing the bark away from the trunk.

The stump left on must now be dealt with. It should be cut

off close to the trunk, and where convenient the cut should be

made as nearly the shape of the trunk as possible. The reason

for this is found in one of the simplest laws of plant life. It is

known that sap has a double movement— that it goes up from the

roots to the leaves, and returns again in an elaborated condition

to the roots. Roots in taking up water from the soil, also take up

various salts in solution. 'J'hc water rises to the leaves, which

draw carbonic acid gas from the air and decomposes it. The

foundation of this gas is carbon, and this united with the water,

constitutes the elements of wood. The sap thus elaborated by the

leaves is carried down in a litjuid state and is deposited year after

year in the successive layers of wood which form the trunks.

It is therefore obvious that a wound caused by the cutting off of

a branch should, in order to heal properly, be made perfectly even
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with the trunk, that all parts of the outer edge may be brought

into direct communication with the leaves through the network of

cells which Nature has placed there to guide the descending sap.

Care must be taken that all wounds made by the saw are

perfectly smoothed over by the pruning-knife or billhook. After

this, they ought to be dressed with coal-tar, which is one of the

best antiseptics, and forms an impervious coating to the wood
cells. It is also known that the smell of coal-tar drives away

insects, and prevents them from injuring the wood.

The coal-tar should be applied carefully with a painter's brush.

As it is impervious, it is best not to allow it to come in contact

with the live bark, where the healing process begins. It is gener-

ally understood that a wound will heal over at the rate of about

one inch in a year. Thus, if we make a wound ten inches in

diameter, it will require ten years to heal it. This, however,

depends upon whether the tree is growing vigorously or not. If

in a vigorous state, it will grow faster.

Pruning consists of a series of cautious separations, which, as I

have already said, ought to begin in the early stages of the tree's

growth, and must be continued through many years of its future

life. It is only by skilful attention to it that we can obtain good

timber as well as graceful form ; which simply means regulating

the growth of each individual tree, so as to prevent waste or mis-

direction of the sap, in the production of limbs which are neither

graceful nor valuable. As I have said at the beginning of this

paper, some authorities say, " Do not prune at all. Leave that

branch of forestry to nature, and the result cannot fail to give

satisfaction." However, we know the result will be very bad—

a

fact sometimes only observed at a stage of life when improvement

is impossible.

What do we observe in many of the woods in the United King-

dom, where nature has been allowed to do the pruning, undisturbed

by the hand of man ? Why, for the confidence we have placed in

her, she returns us only a mass of shapeless hollow trunks and

unmarketable timber.

Pruning should not, however, except in cases where it cannot

be avoided, in any way approach the form of amputation. The
object in view must be to preserve all in perfect balance. All

trees are more or less pyramidical in shape while in their young
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and middle stages. That being the proper shape, we must aim at

keeping them to that form.

The pruner should always begin his operations at the top of the

tree. By so doing he can more readily observe the form proper to

the tree. It is also consistent with his own safety to begin at the

top. He will then be out of tlie danger of falling branches. A
good many foresters recommend the use of the bill-knife, or

"cleaver," as it is called in some parts, in preference to the saw, for

the purpose of cutting branches off the main stem. This is a

decided mistake, unless the operator can use it very skilfully.

This tool is never safe, even in the most skilful hands, where the

branch requires more than one blow. In such cases it is always

better to use a fine-toothed saw. The bill knife, however, is to be

recommended for the purpose of foreshortening the lateral branches,

as being more expeditious and convenient.

The "Standard" Tree Pruner is indispensable for the purpose

of shortening back contending leaders, and any other branches

near the top of the tree. The whole secret of success in pruning

lies in the time at which, and the way in which, the work is done.
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IV.—ON ENGLISH TIMBER, ITS MARKETS AND
USES. By Robert Robinson, Forester, Castle Eden,

Durham.

The uses of timber might be put down at thousands, and the

different kinds of timber at many hundreds. As to its value, it is

beyond the ken of sober-thinking men to fix any price. The
classes of timber and situations vary so much, that it is not possible

to do so. The gentleman who suggested this subject would not

think of the many uses and different values of timber being given

in straight lines.

First, as to the uses of timber. Let us hope that we all have

got a good share of the benefit of its uses in the shape of the

cradle. It is made from various kinds of timber, and is useful

when we are young. Next of importance is a piece that needs

little preparing, costs nothing for growing ; the only thing is the

proper use of it. It is found in the school, and in nearly every

cottage, viz., the Birch rod.

Timber is used at every turning, from the cradle to the grave.

If we go for a walk, it is there ; if we go for a drive, it is there ; or

if we travel by rail or water, or down the mine, we see the uses of

it at every turn. We find it in all shapes and sizes, from a match

to a main mast ; from a tiny seedling to a handsome tree. It is

amongst the most ancient industries. We read of one large under-

taking nearly all timber ; that is the ark, that saved two of every

kind. Since that time it has been applied in various ways; but I

suppose in this Essay I must deal with the present uses of timber

on the estates where it is grown. I have heard learned men
remark that half of the home-grown timber is of no use ; but I beg

to differ from thera in this.
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First let us look at the Oak, the "king of the forest." It is

handsome and useful. Its first state of usefulness is a good stout

walking-stick ; many a man is proud of his "yak sapling." The

uses of small Oak varies much in different counties, but I think in

all counties itc bark is used for tanning purposes, the prices varying

from four pounds to five pounds ten shillings per ton. I have

heard of it making fourteen pounds per ton ; and I have sold it for

three pounds in a bad season. Under any circumstances it will

pay at five pounds ten shillings per ton. It is an interesting sight

to see a company of men stripping large Oaks, with women and

boys stripping the branches, and others gathering the bark and

setting it up to dry. The Oak, though our best tree, is often

ill-used : some cut it too soon, whilst others allow it to stand too

long. A landed proprietor very naturally and properly wishes to

encourage the growth of Oak timber on his estate. When a wood

is to be cut, directions are given to preserve the Oak ; and the

consequence is that trees of this kind are spared time after time,

and when the time again comes round for cutting—a period of

from ten to fifteen years—they will not have increased one shilling

in value. Old men say, "An oak tree is a good banker."

I think the time is not far distant when we shall have to use our

own Oaks fur home buildings. I cannot see why we should sell

our second class Oak at one shilling and sixpence per foot, and

buy Baltic timber at one shilling and ninepence per foot. If you

speak to the builder he will say, Baltic timber is good quality and

dry; but I say that it will not bear the test with the native Oak in

farm buildings, where it is exposed to dampness. Our best Oak

is used upon railways ; but the prices have taken an opposite turn

to the railway rates. Twelve years ago, good Oak made four

shillings and sixpence per foot, and at the present time I know a

man who will be glad of half the price for a lot of excellent Oak.

I do not speak of the large south country Oaks that go to make

railway cariiages, but good Oak thirty feet average. I must leave

the Oak ; and may he reign in the greenwood long.

Next in value is the Ash. I often think, if the bark of the Ash

would bring the same amount as that of Oak, the Ash would

surpass it in value, for the Ash is useful in every stage of growth,

and comes to maturity in half the time, and it will grow where the

Oak will starve ; and at the present time it is more sought after
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than Oak. The timber merchants' cry is, " Have you any good

Ash for sale; I do not care about the size." It is not so with

other trees—they say it is no use if it is small ; but the Ash sapling

is valued by all who know it, and iVsh poles may be put to many
uses, such as handles for hammers, forks, rakes, etc.—in fact the

Ash is useful in every stage of its growth. It will attain a height

of eighty or a hundred feet, and endure for several centuries. It

will grow on almost any soil, and should be largely grown on

every estate. The present price for good Ash is one shilling and

ninepence per foot; and it is in great demand in the noith of

England.

Next in value is the Elm. There are several different kinds of

Elm, all of which are ornamental and hardy. Three of them are

worth growing for timber. The English Elm is frequently found

in parks and pleasure grounds. It is of a tall upright habit, with

a straight trunk sometimes five feet in diameter. The timber is of

a brownish colour, and is hard and fine-grained. In ship-building

it was formerly used for blocks and deck planks. It is greatly

used at the present time by agricultural implement makers, coach-

builders, and wheelwrights ; it is also valuable in railway carriages

where the panelling is wanted in large pieces. It forms beautiful

avenues, and is largely planted in the Midlands. Large trees find

a ready sale in London, and in our large towns, for coffin-making,

and command large prices. I have heard of one tree making sixty

pounds—that is to say, three hundred feet at four shillings per

foot; but I cannot vouch for this. The best price I ever got was

one shilling and sixpence per foot ; and some woodmen would be

glad to sell a few at the same price at the present time. The
Dutch Elm is a noble tree, and well worthy of a place on every

estate. It is more of a spreading nature than the English Elm,

and is used for the same purposes. The Scotch Elm makes a fine

park tree, with the branches spreading like large ferns, almost

touching the ground. It is very hardy, and not liable to be broken

with the wind.

Beech is a useful tree, and will grow on poor gravelly land,

where scarcely any other tree will grow; but in order to get laige

and handsome trees, you must have deep soil and shelter. In

most situations it attains its full growth in seventy or eighty years.

The wood is very hard, and when grown in good soil has a reddish
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tinge, but in poor soil it is whitish. At the present time it is not

much sought after, unless it is large and good, when it will bring a

good price. If the chock trade had continued in the prosperous

state it was in about sixteen years ago, Beech would have got used

up more than it is at present. I have seen really good Beech

bought cheap and cut up for pit chocks. As fuel the wood of the

Beech is superior to that of most other trees. It succeeds best in

plantations by itself, and should never be mixed with other species.

It is one of the worst of all trees for hedgerows, not only injuring

the fences and ihe adjoining crops, but its timber is of little value

except for firewood. It has been often stated by writers that the

Beech is never struck by lightning. The timber is very little used

by millwrights at the present time, owing to iron taking its place.

The SvcAMORE is a handsome and useful tree, and of rapid

growth, but in its young state is of little value. It takes eighty

years to get to i)erfection, but will continue to grow upwards of

two hundred years. Its timber is compact and firm, and is used

in joinery, turning, and cabinet-making. Good trees are always in

demand, and will make four shillings per foot ; but second class

trees are not so good to dispose of, and will only make eightpence

or ninepence per foot.

The Sycamore should never be pruned, the most beautiful parts

of the tree being between the bole and the limb. It should have

plenty of space, and should be planted more freely on good land.

If it gets checked in iis growth, it seldom regains it. Sycamores

form a good group when from four to ten are planted together in

a park ; they will form one round head, and to view them from a

distance they look like one monster tree.

To deal with every British tree would occupy too much space;

so I will briefly mention a few that may come under one heading

—

Limes, which includes l'o[jlars, Alders, Birch, Chestnut, Hornbeam,

and Maple. These seven trees form the most useful deciduous

trees that a forester has to deal with. Their uses and value vary

so much according to (juality and situation, that it would be waste

of time to attempt to deal with them separately. But before I

close this I will try to give a list of prices.

I must not forget our British FiKS, the most useful being the

Larch. It has many advantages over other British Firs ; and

though not quite so showy in winter as the Silver, Spruce, or
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Scotch, it is superior in value. In its earliest stages it is useful for

net stakes and fencing, and the next thinning is useful for paling

and railing. As it increases in size, so it does in value ; and a

good crop of Larch will be ready for cutting in fifty years, and has

been known to make one hundred pounds per acre. At the present

time I know of about seven acres of fifty years growth worth eighty-

five pounds per acre, and the thinnings have made a small rent for

the land and paid all expenses and rates. The Larch should be

used on the estate as much as possible. It makes really good

gates, and will stand the test with any other wood for the purpose.

The Larch, like many other of our trees, is often cut before it is

fully grown. Some foresters say, peel it, and it will last longer,

and it is lighter carriage ; but I should say, cut it in winter and

saw it up in summer, and stack it up to dry, being careful to pile

it straight, so that it does not warp. What is intended for posts

should, when dry, be tarred two feet up before using. But it is

often cut one day and used the next, consequently it soon decays:

but this is not the fault of the timber.

The Larch has frequently been planted on land not suitable for

it; the cry then is, "Larch won't pay!" but this is the planter's

fault. On Castle Eden estate one plantation is mixed with Larch

and Scotch, with a few Hardwoods. The land is strong, poor

clay, consequently the Scotch are three times the size of the Larch.

The Larch requires sound dry land, and then it will pay better

than any other timber. For one reason, Larch stands on less

ground, and is ready for the axe in half the time of Hardwood.

The other Firs are much alike in value, and, being evergreen,

are very useful for shelter to other trees, and a great ornament to

our woods in winter. The timber of our evergreens is very useful

on the estate, but, like that of the Larch, it is frequently used

before it is properly seasoned. The Scotch is a better class of

timber than most of that imported. I witnessed a case on a large

estate a few years ago, where the forester was selling really good

timber to the timber merchant, and the carpenter buying Baltic

timber for roofing stables, cattle sheds, hay sheds, etc , and with a

sawmill on the estate ! Economy, like charity, begins at home.

Let home-grown timber be made fit for use like the foreign timber;

this will keep the bills small, and will employ a few more men on

the estate ; and esquire, agent, and forester will be agreed that
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planting is profitable, and they will resolve to improve the sawmill,

use home-grown timber, and plant more.

I may mention one or two more uses for our woods, viz :

shelter and scenery, a home for the fox, the pheasant, and the

hare, to say nothing about the rabbit.

The timber trade must have been better forty years ago than at

the present time, as I find from a list of prices of timber taken

from a book in my possession, a few of which I give :

—

1852, June—Small Larch Rails at 3d. each ; Larch Posts at

4d. each; Beech at is. per foot; Ash at is. 6d. per foot; Oak at

2S. 6d. per foot.

1852, July—Oak Bark sold at ^6 los. od. per ton; Larch at

jQt, 5s. od. per ton. (This is delivered to the tanyard.

)

Pit props have been largely used about this time, and 3 ft. 6 in.

props sold for 16s. per hundred.

In 1854, Oak sold at 3s. per foot ; Ash at is. 8d. per foot ; Elm
at IS. 6d. per foot ; and Larch at is. 6d. per foot. 4 ft. Pit Props

sold for 2s. 6d. per doz.

About the same time, I find Corvc Rods and Chissel Rods at

is. 8d. per bundle. I think the bundle consists of eighty rods.

They must have been largely used, as there is an entry of 200

bundles at one date.

I will now pass on to give a few prices from the year 1870 to

1875. This must have been in the chock age; large quantities

have been sold. Hardwood Chocks, 6 in. by 6 in., 5d. each

;

2 ft. long, 5 in. by 5 in., 4<1. each
; 4 in. by 4 in., 2id. each. Oak,

3s. per foot; Ash, is. gd. per foot; Beech, is. per foot; Elm,

is. 2d. per foot; Poplar, gd. per foot; Lime, is. per foot. About

this time pit props are very little mentioned, making at the rate of a

halfpenny per running foot. Larch posts brought 7d. and 8d. each,

and Larch rail, 3i in. by i] in., lid. per yard. During this time

the timber on the Castle l-^den estate was cut up and sold to the

consumer without the intervention of the middleman.

I find it difficult to follow these lines now, so that I dispose of

the limber in large lots ; and at the present time merchants are

slow in buying. It must be a good lot, and near a railway station,

to make one shilling per foot all round. A forester may feel

well pleased i( he can gel more ; but it is difficult to fix any price.
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I can only say, good timber finds a ready market, and bad limber

is difificult to dispose of.

I now give a few hints about cutting and selling timber. If

your timber is of good quality, cut it before you sell it
;
good

timber always looks better after it is cut. Be particular to have

it well cut ; it will look a shilling per ton better if well cut, than if

it were badly done. But if your timber is of second class quality,

let it stand until it is sold, for two reasons ; first : after it is cut it

shows all its faults—decay at the root, black knots, and broken

limbs ; secondly : the timber merchant knows you must sell it

soon, and will hang back, in order to secure it at his own price.

The list of trees which attain to a good growth in this country

is large, but the list of saleable ones is small ; and in giving a list

of them, I do not presume to say that in some 'districts local

circumstances may not alter it slightly. But the following may be

taken as those in general demand, namely : Oak, Ash, Elm, Beech,

Sycamore. Of deciduous hardwood trees these comprise the list

of the timber of commerce. All the rest are in such fitful demand,

that they cannot be relied on. Then as to the Fir tribe; the list

consists of Larch and Scotch Fir. It is possible lo pass a few

Spruce and Silver in, but the price will be small. Some of the

new kinds of Fir make good timber, but they are not sufficiently

known yet for me to comment upon their value.

I will conclude this Essay with a few remarks respecting the

matter of profit and loss, as it affects all foresters. The universal

complaint is that woods do not pay, and the consequence is,

a sufficient number of men is not employed to look after them.

This, I consider, is mistaken economy. And any forester knows

that woods and plantations are saddled with many expenses con-

nected with roads, game preservation, and ornamental scenery,

and close seasons for plantations. All these drawbacks must be

met bravely by the forester ; and if our woods do not pay, let us

hope for better times, and keep cutting, selling, and planting, and

stick to our motto

—

"Serit arbores quae aliere secula

PROSINT,"
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v.—THE FOREST TREES OF SOMERSET. By Edmund

Chisholm Batten, of Thorn Falcon, Somerset. [Read by

Cadwallader J. Bates, Esq., at Newcastle, February nth,

1893-]

The forest trees of Somerset have found no historian : they gladden

the eye of the visitor, and are dear to the hearts of the home-folk,

both gentle and simple, but have as yet no recoid. The guide-

book dwells, and fitly dwells, upon the goodly mansion houses of

the county, while their stately avenues and surrounding groves

hardly obtain a notice.

Surely this ought not so to be. We should be given the story

of the woods of old, have pointed out to us the lingering survivors

of earlier times, and be taught how to jjreserve with reverence and

affection those which remain, and how best to fill the gaps which

time, or tempest, or the axe of cupidity may have made in our

S)lvan scenery.

The history of a county is linked with the history of its sylva.

The trees and woods of Somerset in past times represent the

history of its population ; their record discloses to us what the

chroniclers do not tell of the common life of the mass of our

ancestors— those who dwelt in our country towns, villages, and

hamlets. Then every landowner had some of his land "set out to

plant a wood ;" then tiie boundary trees were reverenced as the

line of the village ])erambulation, and ihc village councils met

under the Moot Oak or the Court .Ash. Tell us the history of the

woods and forests of a shire, and we shall learn much of the history

of its common people.

Somerset, at llie landing of Julius Caisar, being far from contact
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with civilization, was "horrida sylvis." Woods and moors must

have taken up the most of its surface. There were some villages

by the side of rivers, or on the Severn Sea, but the summits of

downs where the dwellers were safe from the attack of ary neigh-

bouring tribe, and some spots where metallic ores were near the

surface or building stones just under the grass, were generally the

situations which attracted inhabitants in this county before the

Christian era.

Caesar^ says Britain had every tree exce{)t Fir and Beech, but

its forests probably then contained little hard timber, except O.ik,

Ash, and Elm ;" the three kinds of trees which have acquired,

from their good qualities, the style and title of timber tiees. These

three the best authorities classify as indigenous, and these alone are

recognised by the Common Law throughout England. Neither

Beech nor Birch—though in some counties timber by custom

—

—are legally timber by any custom in Somerset.

It is probable that during the stay of the Romans, that is until

they abandoned Briton, a space of nearly four centuries, a great

part of the woods in Somerset were destroyed.

With the progress of civilization and increase of population,

considerable tracts must have been from time to time cleared for

the purpose of pasturage and raising of corn ; but to the Romnn
method of settling in Somerset especially may be attributtd much
of the destruction. It was a general maxim of Roman rule to

construct roads, and roads in this county were early set out by

them and carefully maintained. So far back as the time of Agricola

(Tacitus's father-in-law), the industry of the Romans in making use

of native labour to clear Britain of its woods was well known, and

Galgacus'' is represented by Tacitus as animating his soldiers to

battle by reminding them of the drudgery of this work.

Somerset, by its Roman baths, Roman roads, Roman camps,

and Roman villas, displays an extent of Roman occupation which

^ Cossar, Com?n., Iv., ex. Materia C7ijusque generis est, prceter faguni atqiie

abietem.

"^ Some sceptics maintain th.it the Ehn is not indigenous, but introduced by
the Romans. This o]iinion is refuted by tlie Elm being found in a submarine
forest near St Michael's Mount, in Cornwall. " Dr. Boase found there," says
Sir H. De la Beche, "remains of a wood, consisting of Alder. Oak. and Elm."
Report on the Geology of Cornwall, Devon, and West Somerset, p. 418 ; citing

Trans. Geol Soc. of Cornwnll, vol. iii., p. 173.

® Galgacus's speech, Tac. Agricola, xxxi.
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must have tended largely to reduce the size of woodlands in this

county during the long period of its peaceful servitude to Rome.

When the Saxons settled here permanently, and on the estab-

lishment of Ina's kingdom, the free holding of land by its owners

tended undoubtedly to encourage the growth of woods. In those

times, though no man was allowed to chase or kill the King's deer,

yet he might start any game, pursue and kill it upon his own

land/ Of course the Kings would protect their own game, and

favour the increase of covert ; and we see that by the time of

Edward the Confessor there was reckoned as appurtenant to the

twelve Somerset manors of Antient Demesne of the Crown held

by King Edward at his death, a considerable quantity of wood.

The total area ot Domesday acreage of the twelve Crown manors

was 108,741. Of this, 33,620 acres—nearly a third of the whole

•—was wood : wood of timber trees {silva), not brush-wood or

coppice-wood {silva ininutd).

Earl Harold's estates, forfeited to the Crown, had only a fifteenth

of the whole acreage in wood.

There were a great many of the small Domesday manors of the

county which had woods appurtenant to them. Probably these

had been so appurtenant for a long period. There were in the

Domesday survey twenty-four manors belonging to Saxons, who

were allowed to retain holding ot the Conqueror the manors

they held of the Confessor. Ten had woods ; two, large ones,

1,220 acres and 2,440 acres respectively; the other eight had

small woods, none more than thirty acres, two of them coppice-

wood, and one, ten acres of Thorn coppice. Throughout the

county, and apart from the large tracts of wood which sometinies

occur, there are frequently small patches of woodland belonging to

each Domesday manor, indicating a care in keeping up by each

landowner his own wood or coppice or grove.

The respect paid by the Anglo-Saxons to trees is marked in the

Domesday Hook of Somerset by tlic nomenclature of the manors.

We have manors (now parishes) with the single names of Oak,

Ash, I'Min, .Alder,''' Hazel," and Thorn.

* Blackslone's Comtn., ed. 1787, vol. iv., p. 415.

* AMer is universally called Allcr by the .Somerset labourer in 1890.

' liaise (I'r.) means Hazel. Ilalshanger in Thorn Falcon, tcmj). Ed. I., is

now llaselborough.
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Collinson'' suggests that in these cases the name of the Domes-

day manor is taken from the quantity of trees of the sort indicated

which were found in the place.

I should be inclined to think the name taken from some dis-

tinguished tree ; it might be a boundary tree, or a tree which was

the meeting-place for the freeman of the vill which gave it its

name in Anglo-Saxon times, and that this name passed on to the

Domesday manor. It must be observed, however, that the extended

lapse of time—quite six centuries— from the abandonment of

Britain by the Romans to the landing of the Conqueror, makes a

variety of causes contribute to the place-names of Somerset.

The fact is, that at the date of the Survey the quantity of wood
^whose name the manor bore and bears—attached to the manor

was small, or none. Elm at the Domesday survey has only

sixteen acres of wood, and that coppice wood ; and Oak only ten

acres of wood. Thorn Coffin, no wood at all ; Thorn St. Margaret,

only eight acres of wood ; and Thorn Fagon, only two acres of

wood, and that coppice wood. But this is not sufficient to

disprove the theory of the historian as to the origin of the names.

Besides the Domesday manors which take the name of a tree,

pure and simple, as the name of the manor, without any prefix or

suffix, there are some manors (now parishes mostly) which have a

tree as a portion of their name.

Those persons who have a taste for the legjends of old times are

apt to imagine that the woods in the Royal forests in Somerset in

the reigns of the Conqueror and his sons occupied great areas

;

but a little care in investigating the subject will lead us to a

different conclusion.

It was not the amount of Royal woodlands in the Anglo-Saxon

days that encouraged the trees of Somerset : it was the habit of the

thanes and smaller landowners, who loved to plant a wood, and
to preserve it, if self-planted. "As the country cleared," writes

Mr. Green, "the Silva infi-nctuosa or wood reserved on every farm

for building and fencing, became of increasing importance, as is

shown by the laws against cutting down and burning trees, as well

as by the inclusion of such woods in the Domesday survey."®

King Ina found it necessary to protect timber; he punished

^ Collinson, vol. iii., 273.

* Qx^^Vi% Making of England, p. 184. Note 4.

4
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burning a tree in a wood very severely, more severely than the

felling of trees with the axe ; and most severely the man who felled

a tree without leave, under whose shadow thirty hogs could

stand.* This means the destroying trees by other persons than

the owner of the land where they grew. The custom of the Anglo-

Saxons was to give absolute power to the owner to deal with trees

as he pleased, a custom retained now by copyholders in the manor

of Taunton Dean from Ina's time, whose queen gave the manor to

the Bishop of ^^'inchester.

The extent of the Royal forests in Somerset at the time of the

Conquest is somewhat obscure. There were only four : Selwood,

Mendip, Exmoor, and North Petherton. Neroche was not then a

forest.

Domesday survey gives, as we have mentioned, about 33,000

acres of wood as belonging to the Crown manors in the time of

the Confessor. Amongst these woodlands—at least, among them

and the 5,000 of Harold's forfeited manors—must be found the

woodlands of the four Royal forests.

Selwood Forest must be comprised in the 8,640 acres of wood

appropriated to the Bruton and Frome Selwood Crown manors.

Mendip Forest must have included the 1,440 acres of wood

appropriated to Cheddar and Axbridge Crown manors, and the

1,830 acres of wood appropriated to Earl Harold's escheated

manor of Congresbury.

As to Exmoor and North Petherton Forests, we have

nothing in the Domesday survey by which we can determine the

extent of woodland in either forest. The survey gives no

woodland to the Crown manor of North Petherton ; but to the

ferm or annual value of the manor, the survey states, twenty

swine-herds (Porcarii) contributed annual fees, amounting to ^^5.

"Obviously," says Mr. I'^yton, "they had the run of North Petherton

forest, which though locally adjacent to North Petherton, was

technically deemed to pertain to a mass of King's forest, registered

under other Royal manors." 'I'hc survey lumps togetlier the

woodlands of Cannington, Carhampton, and Williton Crown lands

as 14,400 acres; out of which we must pick by some other means

the woodlands of the forests of North Petherton and l^xmoor.

* Moiutiiaita Historica, Iitas Dooms., p. 56.
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Later records tell us the bonndnries of the forestal areas of

Petherton and Exmoor at the first coronation of Henry II,, and

the actual areas of the Confessor's forests in Somerset must be

little less than those defined as the areas of the Royal forests in

II54-

From Domesday survey at Easter, 1086, to the first coronation

of Henry II., on the igth December, 1154, seventy years of most

troubled reigns intervened—the reigns of Rufus, Henry I., and

Stephen. No record exists, or is suggested to have existed, of

any extension of the four Royal forests in Somerset by any of these

kings.

By the perambulations recorded as made of these forests, in

pursuance of the Carta Forestse (1225), we get their exact limits.

Neroche forest is shown by the same record not to have been a

forest in the Conqueror's time, and of course not in the time of

the Confessor.

With the exception of Exmoor, the four Saxon forests were of

small extent, and none of them had large areas of woodland,

where the growth of timber trees was likely to be favoured by soil

or climate.

Wood in Exmoor forest must have been in those days rather

the exception than the rule ; nor would Oak and Ash flourish on

the bleak hills of Mendip forest. Dr. Buckland clearly pointed

out, in addressing this Society at its foundation in 1849, the

influence which varieties in ground and climate had upon our

timber. "^

The two forests of Petherton and Selwood were better adapted

for the growth of timber. Halswell and ]\Iells still show survivors

of these forest woodlands, and Hestercombe has its relics of

Petherton forest. " The Foreste of Selwood," says Leland, "ys in

one parte a 3 miles from ]\Ielles."
^^

Forests were in the times of the Conqueror and his sons, as

Lord Lymington says,^" what Scotch forests are now, the domain

of deer, and not of woodcraft ; but the inclusion of a private

owner's wood in a Royal forest deprived him of the right of cutting

any trees, whether timber or not, without the license of the Crown.

^^ See Proc. Som. A^-ch. and Nat. Hist, Soc, vol. i., p. 15.

^^ Proc. Som. Arch, and Nat. Hist. Soc, vol. xxxiii., p. 134.
^"^ Ninefecjith Century, 1 891.
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And although the object of this rule was to keep covert for deer,

yet it encouraged, in a way, the growth of green-wood.

Leland (1540-42) speaks of the pastures and fields in Somerset-

shire being much enclosed "with hedge-rows of Elmes." It has

been for some years the fashion to decry small fields and hedge-

row timber ; but some of us are of opinion that the shelter afforded

by timber trees, as well as the supply of wood for building, repairs,

and fuel, is, at least on grass lands, a considerable compensation

for the evils, or supposed evils, attendant on the growth of hedge-

row timber.

The best modes of planting, protecting, pruning, and cultivating

the growth of our in(iii;enous trees—the Oak, Ash, and Elm—are

probably by none better known than by Somerset men, though the

best rules are not always practised. It is, however, useful to learn

the rate of growth of trees, whether indigenous or introduced
;

particularly of trees remarkable for their size. For instance, in

September, 1889, I saw close to Trent church, north of the tower,

two Elms, about the same height as the vane, which the rector,

the Rev. T. R. Tait, told me was 100 feet high. He said that it

appeared by some record that they were planted in 1680. Loudon

mentions an Ehn at Nettlecombe 210 years old, 100 feet high
;

diameter of the trunk, 5 fr. 8 in. [17 ft. girth], and of the head

57 ft.^^ The Chantry Ehn at Nettlecombe must have been growing

at the dissolution of chantries in 1547. It has had its head blown

off, but is still (1890) alive, and has a girth, five feet from the

ground, of 18 ft. 6 in.

Loudon speaks of an Elm at Leigh Court, fourteen years planted,

50 ft. high. There are few records of such rapid growth in other

counties. There is a Turkey Oak, planted in 185 1, now 65 feet

high ; but it is in a sheltered situation, south of Thorn Falcon

church. At Nettlecombe there is a magnificent Turkey Oak on

an elevation above south-west angle of the Court and one hundred

yards from the lawn fence. lis girth is 15 feet, its height about

60 feet, spread 120 feet. It is probably the same Turkey Oak
recorded at Nettlecombe by Loudon as planted about 1754, 59 feet

high, 9 feet girth, and 46 feet head.

There is a magnificent Occidental Plane at Chiplcigh, near

*" Loudon, vil. iv., p. 1393, //'/'. /^//A, 1S3S. One of liis coiitiibutors was
the late Sir Walter Tievclyan, rrcsidciU for ihc fust nine years of lliis Society.
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Nynehead ; I measured it with Dr. Prior, on 17th September,

1888; its height is 105 feet, its girth at five feet, 15 feet 6 inches,

diameter of spread 120 feet, planted in 1760. It is mentioned in

Selby's Forest Trees, p. 360,

" In collecting," wrote to me this eminent botanist, "measure-

ments of remarkable trees in West Somerset, we are struck with

the size and height of such as are introduced from warmer climates,

as compared with the same trees and shrubs in the more eastern

counties of England. For instance, the Walnut, Manna Ash,

Oriental Plane, Sweet Bay, Luccombe Oak, Spanish Chestnut, and

Cypress usually attain dimensions here which are rarely seen out of

this district. A Common Laurel {Pru/ius lauro-ccrasiis, L.) grew

at Fyne Court to the height of 72 feet before it was cut down. I

measured some there that were 54 feet about twenty years ago.

Portugal Laurels of enormous size were seen with their boughs

bending to the ground and rooting, and an upright trunk growing

from the arch that they formed. The Weeping Willow, on the

other hand, forms a timber tree about London, as in the garden of

the Royal Botanic Society, but in the Vale of Taunton Dean

rarely outlives a few years."^*

Without reference to the distinction of indigenous and intro-

duced trees, it were well if particulars of the finest trees in the

county were recorded in our Proceedings, and specimens of such

particulars are here given.

The high perfection to which some trees of the different species

have attained in the east and west of the county is an object of

interest to the planter of forest trees, as well as to all the people of

the county—for who does not derive pleasure of the highest order

from the sight of a noble tree ?

Mr. Mildmay kindly furnished me, in 1888, with the following

particulars of the Oaks at Hazelgrove.^'^

I. The "Old Oak," height unknown
;
girth at five feet from the

^*Dr. Prior added, "Nor do I know any Maple as a tree, although common
in hedges. Nor have I ever seen a Hornbeam in the county, except at Mr.
Wehnan's ; and the wild Pears are going or gone. P. aria, P. torininalis, and
P. sylvest7'is."

^^The Society had the pleasure of visiting these Oaks the second day, at Mr.
Mildmay 's hospitable reception. It was evident that the Old Oak was making
fresh bark every year, and the girth at the level of the ground was measured as

58 feet.
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ground, 35 feet ; spread of branches—length of one Hmb from

trunk to extremity, 40 feet ; age unknown, mentioned in old papers

of the sixteenth century as '7//6' Oak''' 2. Oak ; height unknown
;

girth at five feet from ground, inconsiderable ; spread of branches

—length of one limb from trunk to extremity, 55 feet. Both of

these trees are situated in a part of the park known as the Lawn,

growing in a soil of mixed loam and clay.

Mr. Thring, in 1888, gave me the following particulars of Elms

and Oaks growing in the grounds at Alford House.

I. Elm; height estimated at 112 feet; girth at five feet from

ground, 17 feet; spread; had lost some large limbs. 2. Elm;

height, above 100 feet; girth, 14 feet; spread; run up straight to a

considerable height. 3. Oak; height about 90 feet; girth, 12 feet

I inch ; spread; stood near two others. 4. Oak; height, about

90 feet; girth, 13 feet 7 inches; spread, 86 feet. Age of all

unknown. All these trees grow in soil of deep loam and clay,

with patches of gravel.

Mr. Horner, in 1888, kindly furnished me with particulars of

Oaks and a Silver Fir at Mells Park.

I. Pollard Oak; height, 76 feet; girth at five feet from ground,

23 feet 6 inches; spread of branches, in feet; age, unknown.

2. An Oak; height, 81 feet; girth, 13 feet 7 inches; sjjread of

branches, 74 feet; it has no branch at all up to 19 feet 6 inches

from the ground, though it stands in the open ; age unknown.

Both growing in the park. 3. A Silver Fir; height, 108 feet;

girth, 9 feet 7 inches; spread of branches, 41 feet; age, about

100 years
;
growing by a pond.

The most beautiful specimen of the Oriental Plane or Chinar

{^Platanus orioitalis, L.), that Dr. Prior ever saw in England is at

the Vicarage, Lydeard St. Lawrence. Height, 80 feet
;

girth,

10 feet; spread, 53 feet; age, unknown ; soil and situation, on the

strip of New Red Sandstone which runs uj) between the Quantock

and Brendon Hill.«:, in a moist meadow, near a pond. There is a

beautiful Oriental Plane at Dunster, by the bridge in the walks,

close to the stream, planted some fifty or sixty years ; its height is

difficult to ascertain, but at six feet from the ground I measured it

as 12 feet in circumference. Loudon mentions a specimen at

Nettlecombe, 40 years planted, 64 feet high, 6 feet in girth.

Besides the Occidental Plane at Chipley, there is a Lucombe
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Oak; height, 86 feet; girth, 14 feet 6 inches; spread, 70 feet;

cannot have been planted before 1762 ; most probably after 1772;

the soil and situation, New Red Sandstone, open meadow, un-

sheltered.

At Hartrow there is a Scotch Fir, on Mr, Escott's lawn, which

rivals the giants of Strathspey and Strathglass ; height, 93 feet

;

girth, 14 feet 6 inches at four feet from the ground; spread, 22

feet 6 inches.

When an Elm attains the height of 100 feet, it seldom grows

much higher ; it increases in size. A very fine Elm at Dunster is

about 100 feet in height, and at six feet from the ground I found

the girth 23 feet 6 inches. It is on the side of the hill facing the

Castle, and just within the deer park fence.

Perhaps on the present occasion it would be best to confine our

particular attention to one family of introduced trees, and in this

county we may well take that first mentioned by Dr. Prior in his

letter, the Walnut family.

The Common Walnut {yi/glaiis regia, L.) is a native of Persia

and Cashmere, and not indigenous in any part of Europe. Loudon
says, "In cultivation in England since 1562, and probably long

before."^
•>

This tree, well called by Mr. Grindon^'' "delightful and precious,"

is one of the last to come in leaf, and is very soon dismantled

again, being unable to withstand the autumnal frosts. In the

south of England, he says, it is a very common tree, not only in

pleasure grounds and gardens, but by the way-side in retired

villages, as at Tickenham in Somersetshire, and ripens its dainty

fruit every year freely and abundantly.

The earliest herbals speak of the Walnut, which they call Nux
Persica, Welch Nut. The different names in different languages

are given in the first English Herbal, published by William Turner,

Dean of Wells, in 1548.^*

The places where the Walnut flourishes are pointed out in

Gerarde's Herbal, in 1597.^'' Lyte's Herbal, 1619, under the

head, "Of the Walnut Tree," says, " The Walnut tree loveth dry

places and mountaines. They are planted in divers places in this

'^^Arb. Brit., p. 142

r

'^''GimAon's Botany, p. 594.
i^Greke . Latin . English , Duclie . French.

^^Gq,xz.x^q\ Herbal, folio, London, 1597, p. 1251.
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Country, and Almaine, in Orchards alongse the fields.""' Parkin-

son, in his Paradisus (1629), suggests the planting of Walnut trees

in the corner of orchards, and tells of the virtues of the leaves, the

shells, and the fruit."*

The'opinion of farmers then was that Walnut trees injure the

growth of grass, and therefore they should be planted in corners

and by roadsides.

To collect the fruit, the ends of the branches are commonly

thrashed with long poles. This breaks off many of their points,

and so causes the production of new spurs, which will probably

bear female, i.e., fruit-bearing flowers.^"

Let us recall the memory of that AValnut tree that grew in Glas-

tonbury Abbey churchyard, on the north side of St. Joseph's

Chapel. It was reputed to be a miraculous Walnut tree, according

to Collinson,"^ and it never budded forth before the feast of

St. Barnabas, viz., iiih June, and on that very day shot forth

leaves and flourished like its usual species. It rivalled in its

attractions for pilgrims the miraculous Glastonbury Thorn, which

budded on Christmas Day. The sceptical pilgrims of the nine-

teenth century maintain that this Walnut was a [French] nut of

the late variety, called by French botanists jf^uglans regia scrotina

Noyer de la Saint "yean, and that the Thorn was a Palestine

Thorn.

Valuable as the fruit of the Walnut is, when the tree grows old

it becomes of great use as a timber tree. It is considered the

most beautiful wood produced in Europe, and was employed in

preference to every other for the best kinds of furniture, before the

introduction of Mahogany.

France annually exports large quantities of Walnut to the War

Department of this country, for gunstocks. During the Napoleonic

wars Walnut trees in this county commanded a very high price;

and even in 1731, Lord King, C. (2 P. W. 601), a native of Exeter,

said Walnut trees may be worth ^10, ^20, or even ^50 apiece.

His lordship would have especial knowledge of the best Walnut

district in Somerset, around the IJratton Court estate. In this

^'> Lyic % I/frlial, folio, London, 1619, p. 527.

*' Parkinson's Paradisiis, folio, London, p. 1627.

' ^ Boulger's /rtw//7/'<2r Trees, 2nd series, p. 97.

'*Collinson's History ofSomerset, vol. ii., p. 265.
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distict between Minebead and Porlock the roads are sometimes

lined with Walnut trees, and the great Bossington Walnut—of

which more hereafter—is a conspicuous object.

The finest Walnut tree in England is, it is believed, the Cothel-

stone tree, on Cothelstone farm, belonging to Mr. Esdaile, near

Bishop's Lydeard. It was stated by Loudon, in 1836, to be 64

feet high ; diameter of the trunk, 6 feet 6 inches ; and diameter of

the head, 97 feet. It was carefully measured in July, 1888, by

Dr. Prior, and he gives : height, 94 feet 6 inches; girth, 18 feet;

spread, 22 by 27 yards. It is on meadow land, quite exposed in

open field. Its age is uncertain. The woods at Cothelstone were

all cut down by Cromwell's army, and the estate sequestered until

the Restoration. It is quite possible that it is not more than one

hundred and fifty years old. By the kindness of Col. Ewing, the

Society is able to give a drawing of this magnificent tree.

The Bossington Walnut tree"* stands near the road at Bossington,

in Porlock parish, and Is on Sir Thomas Acland's estate. Its

height is difficult to measure, from being close to other trees ; it is

estimated at about 50 feet. About forty years ago many branches

were cut back, to prevent danger to travellers on the road. The
length of stem is 10 feet from the ground to the fork or point of

division; at two feet up the girth is 21 feet 4 inches, and at five

feet up, 16 feet 6 inches. x\t the point of division there are two

branches ; one, the south branch, is sound, its circumference, where

it leaves the point of division, is 14 feet 4 inches, and it extends

64 feet to the outermost bough ; the other branch is at first 16 feet

in circumference.""

The Old Walnut tree at Cleeve Abbey, Mr. Horatio F. Brown

and I measured in September, 1890. Its girth is 16 feet 2 inches

;

its spread, east 49 feet 8 inches, west 42 feet 9 inches ; its height

by dendrometer, 75 feet.

The Walnut tree does not attain a very great age in this county.

This Walnut tree at Cleeve Abbey is in a declining state ; as it

grows out of the Abbey Church ruined wall, it cannot be older

than the Dissolution ; 200 years is the longest period of growth

recorded by Loudon for any Walnut tree.

**This tree is photographed in Frith's series, and marked "23523," Bossington.

'^These measurements were kindly given me by Mr. Birmingham, at Sir

Thomas Acland's request, in 1888.
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I can give the exact age of a fine old Walnut tree, growing near

Yeovil. Its height is 86 feet; its giilh, 14 feet 6 inches; one

diameter of its spread is 93 feet, the other diameter 89 feet. The

soil is brick earth; it stands in old grass. It was planted on the

loth December, 1772.-"

The year 1772 was about the period in which planting, on a

large scale, was commenced by the landowners in the county of

Somerset. The movement took its rise in the east, on the ground

formerly Selwood Forest.

In 1763 Mr. Thomas Davis, of Horningsham, Longleat, steward

to the Marcjuis of 15ath, commenced a most extensive system of

planting on the Greensand hills and Inferior Oolite slopes of

Selwood Forest. Mr. Henry Hoarc, of Stourhead, in 1772, com-

pleted the erection of Alfred's Tower, and extended plantations

and hanging woods into Somerset from the tower. The ground is

favourable for wood, but not for arable cultivation. From .Alfred's

Tower a steep cliff of hills extends southwards beyond Wincanton,

and northwards in the direction of Bath.

Sir Thomas Acland, in his Eeport on Somerset Farmings remarks

that—" The geological names of the strata would here be a most

unsafe guide to their agricultural character ; for whatever their

chemical constituents or geological area may be, they are wholly

unlike the Oolite sands of the south of the county.""'

Mr. Davis continued his work on behalf ot Lord Bath for more

than thirty years.'" Marston Forest and W'itham l^'riary had their

share of new woods; and much ground was newly i)lanied down

to 1797 on the hills in these localities, to the ])rofit of the owners.

The profit arising from this improvement, ])articularly on the sandy

parts of the hills, was in many instances, near ten per cent, on the

original expense of planting.'*

Mr. Billingsley dwelt so earnestly on the benefit of plantations

in this quarter, that it is surprising they were not more increased.

The fashion of planting extended in succeetling years from the

'"It is at my brother's, Hollands, Vcovil
;
planted hy my great grandfather.

The date of planting is recorded in his diary.

^'' kzidM^W Farming oj Somersetshire, 1851, Lomlon, p. 4.

'*There are most valuable articles, by Mr. Davis, in the Bath Society

Tapers, vol. vii., I (1765) ; vol. x., 301.

**ilillingsley's .S«;t/>' <''"J<'/«<:/'Jt'/, 2nd ed., p. 127.
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border land of the eastern district to Hadspen and Compton
Pauncefote; but the high price of corn, whilst it enabled proprietors

to back their mansions with wood, yet did not induce them to

plant woods for shelter on the cold Lias soil.

To the south of the county, among the hills where the Parret

rises, woods have been always encouraged, and the late Lord

Portman, by his energetic and well-directed planting on the Staple

hills, restored part of the woodlands of Neroche Forest ; the

present Viscount continues the good work.'"

Still further west, the Quantock hills have had proprietors, notably

the Esdailes and the Pophams, whose plantations on the southern

slopes fitly counterpoise the coppices and large trees of Cocker-

combe and Seven Wells on the north.

Finally, the county's noblest sylvan offspring is her latest—the

plantations on the Forest of Exmoor.

Mr. Billingsley, writing in 1792, says, that excepting a few willows

and thorns by the sides of the rivulets, not a tree or bush, out of

the Simonsbath estate of 200 acres, is to be seen on the whole

forest of 20,000 acres. Sir Thomas Acland, writing in 185 1,

lamented that much time was lost after 1818, before effectual steps

were taken in the forest, to construct those outworks which are

necessary to enable the farmer to wage war with climate.

"The experience of the hill country," says Sir Thomas Acland,

"points to plantations of lofty Beech hedges (each of which is a

plantation in itself) as the only effectual means of providing what

the hill countryman expressively calls 'succour.' This deficiency

is now, however, in course of being supplied, good hedges are

rising, and the farm houses are being surrounded with plant-

ations which will give them an air of comfort and respecta-

bility.""

Within the last few years, Sir Thomas Acland has extended his

planting in the parishes of Selvvorthy and Winsford, and has

planted about 100 acres. What is found to answer so well is the

Douglasii Fir, particularly in places where the woods are not thick

enough.

*<"' Let his plantations stretch from down to down,
First shade a country, and then build a town."

Pope's Moral Essays, Epust. iv., hne 15 from end.

^"^Farming of Somersetshire, p. 29.
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The repeal of the Corn Laws has brought down the price of

corn twenty-five per cent. Those proprietors of land in Somerset,

who have the advantage of having a permanent supply of water to

their low-lying arable fields, are wisely laying them down to grass.

'I'he hill tops and high table lands recjuire, before they can come

to their full value as grass land, the protection of plantations, which

even at an early growth give shelter to the pasture and the young

stock and flocks. " It's an ill wind that blows nobody any good,"

and the low price of corn may stimulate the growth of wood as

well as grass, and so increase the amenity of a district. The
owners of land in Somerset may be usefully reminded of the words

of Sir Walter Scott, "that improvement by plantation is at once

the easiest, the cheapest, and the least precarious mode of in-

creasing the immediate value as well as the future income of their

estates.'
'-

^"^ Quarterly RrvircU, Oclober, 1S27.
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AN AFTERNOON AT GIBSIDE.

By the kind permission of the Earl of Strathmore, the members of

the English Arboricultural Society visited the estate of Gibside on

Thursday, October 6th, 1892, reaching Rowlands Gill station,

which closely adjoins the estate, about one o'clock. As the annual

meetings are held in different parts of the country, and must neces-

sarily be at a considerable distance from many local centres, it has

been thought that the local secretaries in these centres might

quicken the interest of the members and increase the usefulness of

the society by organising subsidiary excursions in their respective

localities.

By way of inaugurating a new departure in this direction, Mr.

John Balden, jun., organised a local excursion for the members in

and around Tyneside, and having obtained the hearty co-o|jeralion

of Mr. James F. Robinson, of Burnopfield, who is well known in

the counties of Durham and Northumberland, as an antiquary, a

naturalist, and a forester, the arrangements made were such as

to ensure a pleasant and a profitable day's outing. The weather

was very fine, and the attendance, considering the local character

of the excursion, gratifyingly large. Amongst those present were

—

Professor Somerville, Durham College of Science ; Mr. J. Graliam,

Durham ; Dr. D. Stewart, Mr. T. Ellis, Mr. Jos. Robson, Mr. W.

Milne, Mr. Luke, Mr. John Balden, jun. (Assistant Secrttar)),

Hexham; Mr. John Davidson (Secretary), Haydon Bridge; Mr.

Gallie, Ravensworth ; Mr. Thomas Vasey, Mr. D. M. Ward, Mr.

Thomas Gibson, South Shields ; Mr. Jas. F. Robinson, Mr. Scott,

Burnopheld ; Mr. S. Harrison, Heddon ; Mr. T. Bewick, Streatlam

Castle; Mr. Marr and Mr. Mc. Andrew, Prudhf)e Hall; Mr.

Fleming, Tudhoe ; Mr. R. Dixon, Shotley Hall; Mr. R. Robinson

and Mr. R. E. Robinson, Castle Eden; Mr. James Nesbitt, Gates-

head, &c.
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By means of an instrument which is almost if not altogether

unknown to foresters in this country, and which is invaluable in

demonstrating the rate of growth in timber, and especially so in

cases in which trees have attained a great age, and whose develop-

ment may have ceased, the party were able to ascertain to a minute

shade the progress that was being made by several trees on this

fine timber estate. Thus a comparatively young Weymouth Pine,

measuring 27 inches in circumference five feet above the base, was

making three-quarters of an inch of timber every year, while an

Austrian Pine close by was scarcely growing at all. On closer

examination it was discovered that this tree was cankered round

the base, and this, of course, accounted for the difference in the

ratio of growth. There are some splendid Beech and Oak trees

here. One of the latter, a])tly described as "the king of the wood,"

measured over 14 feet in cirumference five feet above the base.

Professor Someiville tested its growth with the instrument referred

to, and it was found that the tree was just growing, and no more,

the new wood made being scarcely thicker than a sheet of paper,

or, say, the 32nd part of an inch. A further examination, how-

ever, on the opposite side of the tree, showed that the tree was

making more wood there than on the side which was first tested.

The age of the tree can only be rouglily guessed at, but it must be

at least between five and six hundred years old. It contains about

450 cubic feet of wood. The tree has been twice valued—on one

occasion at ;^iio, and on another at ^150.
Other Oaks gave the following measurements :— i. Girth, 9 feet

3 inches four feet above the base; 36 feet of measureable timber.

2. Girth, II feet 10 inches three feet above the base, making three-

eighths of an inch of wood ; annual growth decreasing. 3. Girth,

7 feet 3 inches fifty feet high.

Large Beeches are very numerous, and Mr. J. F. Robinson

accounts for this by the fact tliat at one time waggon-way rails

were made of Beech, and it was probably thought that there would

always he a local demand for it. J51jck Cherry and Yew grow

well here, and the pews of liie chnpel

—

wliich also serves as a

mausoleum for the fimily, are made of Cherry wood grown on the

estate. There are also some good Asii trees on the estate. One
of these, wliich we found to be attacked by a villainous fungus

{Agaricus t/iil/cus), measured 9 feet 7 inches in girth five feet above
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the bai5e. Another meaf^ured 8 feet 9 inches round. A third

appeared to be attacked hy woodpeckers ; but the original cause

of its decay was found to be lightning, the scars of which were

observable on different parts of the tree. Amongst what may be

called the curiosities on the estate is a very good specimen of the

Cockspur Thorn, which at the time of our visit was bearing

berries.

The race-course avenue, leading in the direction of the chapel,

is broad and long, and lined on either side by Turkey Oaks. The

chapel itself is a handsome stone structure, surmounted by a fine

dome. Internally, the sides are formed of four semi-circles, and

the central space beneath the dome is reserved for the altar, im-

mediately behind which is a fine old-fashioned "three-decker,"

with accommodation for clerk, curate, and vicar at different alti-

tudes. Beneath the chapel is the family vault.

The mansion, the monument, the octagonal lake, and the beau-

tiful sylvan vistas which are seen at different points, were all duly

brought under notice, but the able paper read by Mr. Robinson

relieves us from any lengthened description of the grounds or

buildings. It was in the mansion that the paper was read, and

Mr. Graham occupied the chair.

Mr. J. F. Robinson read his paper as follows :
—

GIBSIDE.

The grounds of Gibside have long borne a reputation in the

north of England for their beauty, and for the general taste in

which they were originally laid out. During the latter part of the

last century and the early part of the present one, the mention of

the name of Gibside at once suggested a place, a visit to which

was an event much to be wished for, and when attained, much to

be remembered.

The estate of Gibside may be classified as one of the historical

estates of the north of England. Before Hutchinson's History of

Durham was pul)lished—which was, I believe, about 1790—
Gibside was described by one visitor as follows :

" It is too diffi-

cult to convey any adequate idea of the beautiful and magnificent

scenery of the place. The visitor enters these enchanting grounds
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by a serpentine road which for upwards of a mile winds through

the bosom of a thick forest. Sometimes on the bank of a steep

ravine, and at intervals descending on the easy inchnation of a

hill, but still embowered with venerable oaks. On issuing from

this forest road, the banqueting house appears seated upon a noble

elevation at the termination of a sj^acious avenue. The erection

is in the florid Gothic style, garnished with pinnacles. After

passing a beautiful sheet of water, a delightful landscape bursts

upon the view. To the right rises a noble sylvan scene of great

extent, hanging on inclining woods from a lofty summit to the very

skirts of the vale. Rising over the woods as a terminating object

to the grand vista appears a fine Doric stone pillar, one hundred

and forty feet in height, surmounted by a colossal figure of British

Liberty. Turning to the left and looking westward, you behold a

broad walk or terrace, which at the distance of a mile leads to a

handsome chapel with a rich portico and dome. The hall is

delij;htfully situated on the Derwent, in a retired situation, and is

in the Tudor style of architecture, or that which prevailed about

the beginning of the 17th century. Over the entrance porch is the

royal arms of James I., and beneath the family arms."

There is no part of the foregoing glowing description of Oibside,

so far as the situation is concerned, that is not as true now as

when it was written. Some parts of it are more grand than the

above account. When this was first penned, much of the wood

that we now see was much smaller. Although a good part of the

best of the Oak was cut out about thirty years ago, yet the Beech

and other timber remain to give an idea of what Oibside was like

then.

But, perhaps, before wc say more about the woods and grounds,

it might be interesting to some present, to give a short historical

sketch of the |)lace. The ownership of the estate can be traced

back to about the year 1200. At that time it was held by a flimily

of the name of Marley : traces of whose name yet ajopears in

Marley Hill, which still forms part of the estate. In the year

1384, Richard de Marley's estates devolved upon one Alice Mas-

ham, at whose death it reverted to the Marleys. The family held

it until 1540, when it ijassed by the marriage of a heiress to the

Blakiston family, who had married this heiress in 1530. It again

passed by the marriage of an heiress of the Blakistons to the
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Bowes family, about 1695, with whom it remained until 1767,

when the daughter of George Bowes carried it to the Strathmores

of Glamus Castle, in Scotland.

It is principally with the Bowes family that the interest in

Gibside centres. They belong to Yorkshire, where an estate of

theirs goes by their name. They are a family which has often

distinguished itself in history ; fighting both at home and abroad

in the cause of various sovereigns of the realm. A Bowes defended

Barnard Castle successfully against the Parliamentary forces in the

Civil Wars.

About the year 1734, the estates were in the hands of George

Bowes, for some time Member of Parliament for Newcastle.

It was this George Bowes who laid Gibside out as it is. He built

the monument and the banqueting house, formed the drive or

coach road, made the terrace, and laid the foundations of the

chapel. The monument was built between 1750 and 1757. It is

not built to commemorate any special event or person, only as an

ornament to the grounds. The figure, which is that of a lady, was

carved where it stands, a shed or cabin was erected round the

stones forming the statue. The block is formed of several stones

clamped together with iron clamps. It was carved by a person

named Richardson, who was paid ^,40 for his labour. The figure

was originally gilded, as was also the staff held in the hand. The

total cost was about ;^2ooo ; the whole of the work being done

by the workmen of the estate, without contract. The banqueting

house was built about the same time. It was for the purpose of

holding luncheons and other entertainments in. A fine view is

seen from the front of the banqueting house : immediately beneath

is a fine octagonal sheet of water of two hundred feet diameter

;

beyond it is an avenue of Beeches, at the end of which is another

piece of water, of fifty feet diameter.

Standing at a point near this latter basin, some fine views are

obtained. At a distance of 3000 feet is seen in one direction the

chapel ; in another, at a distance of 1600 feet, is seen the ban-

queting house ; while below is visible what is called the low

basin. The chapel, which is to be seen from here at the end of a

long avenue, was commenced in 1760, but was not consecrated

until 181 2. It is a fine building, in the Grecian Temple style,

with a classical porch. From the chapel, the monument is seen

5
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rising above the trees at the top of a gentle slope. Underneath

the chapel is the family mausoleum, which contains the remains of

several of the family of Bowes and Strathmore.

Much interest is attached to the fortunes of the Bowes of Gib-

side. When George Bowes died, in 1760, he left an only daughter,

Mary Eleanor, who married the Earl of Strathmore. The earl

died a few years after, leaving a family of sons and daughters.

The widow of the earl was left with great wealth, and resided

mostly in London. Her great fortune attracted the attention of

the money-hunters of the day. Amongst the number was a young

oflficer, Andrew Robinson Stoney. An arrangement was come to

between this Stoney, and an editor of a newspaper, that an article

should appear in the said paper reflecting on the character of the

countess. Stoney was to challenge the editor to a sham duel,

when they expected that the countess would accept him for his

championship. The plot was successful, and the countess married

Stoney, who was afterwards known as Stoney Bowes.

After Stoney had thus far accomplished his design, he began to

systematically ill-treat the countess, which led to a separation. He
was condemned to pay back the moneys he had received belonging

to the countess, or to suffer imprisonment. He had spent the

money, so had to ao to the King's Bench prison, where he died on

the Toth June, iSio. The countess died in 1800, and was buried

in Westminster Abbey. It is said that when Stoney Bowes was at

Gibside, he cut down a considerable quantity of good timber,

which lav and spoiled in the woods, as no one would buy it from

him. The estates came into the hands of the countess's eldest

son, Lord Strathmore, from whom the English estates passed to

the late John Bowes, at whose death they reverted to the present

owner, Lord Strathmore.

The grounds of Gibside have abvays been noted for their woods.

The present plantations, or the older parts of them, date back from

about 1730—40; about twenty years later than those of Castle

Howard. .At that time the Dutch style of laying out grounds, in

straight lines, had gone out of fishion, and the system introduced

of making the most of the natural resources of the groimd, had

come into vogue. It is to this fact that we owe many of the

beauties of such places as Gibside. The little hills and valleys

were planted so as to produce the best effect. It may seem
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curious that so much Beech is found at Gibside. This is partly

explained by the fact that at one time Beech was thought to be as

useful as anything to plant, because the waggon-way rails used

were made of Beech, and it was thought there would always be a

local demand for it. There is now before me an original document

dated 1754, in which is a statement of one merchant having

supplied 17,995 yards of Beech rails, at 5d. per yard, for the use

of the railway from Pontop to Derwenthaugh. I have seen the

waggons in my time running on wooden rails; but this is all now

altered, and steel has taken the place both of Beech for rails and

Oak for ship-building.

.Some very valuable lots of wood have been cut out of Gibside

in former times, at prices which would delight the soul of the

modern forester, and the pocket of the modern landowner. About

1825 to 1830, what was called the West Wood, was cut clean off.

I have been informed that some fine timber was then obtained.

The ground was re-planted with Larch, which is now getting to be

of some size. The hardwood stool trees are also coming up fast.

Some good wood has also been cut off Snipes Dene, on the east

side of the estate. A lot of good Oak was cut off the estate about

i860. The "king of the wood" is a fine Oak, though now much

damaged on the top, and contains about 400 cubic feet of timber.

Below the stables, a part was cut off not long ago, but which is

now filling up very fast. A few Conifers at this part are doing

well. Billington, who wrote in 1825, mentions several of the old

trees of Gibside, some of which I dare say are still in existence.

Spanish Chestnut have sometimes grown to a good size in these

woods, though it is apt to be ring shaken. Black Cherry also

grows well here ; the pews of the chapel are made of this wood.

The following trees are mentioned by Billington as growing at

Gibside in 1824 :—A Beech near the Chapel, at four feet from the

ground, 24 inches quarter girth ; Beech by the coach-road side,

26| inches quarter girth ; another near it, 25^ inches do.; one near

the monument, 25^ inches do. An Elm near the lodge, 21;^ inches

quarter girth ; an English Elm at the east end of the terrace, near

the hall, 26 inches do.; a Larch near the stable, 22 inches do.;

a Scotch Fir, 22|- inches do.; another, 2of inches; and another

20 inches do. At that time Mr. Billington made out that these

trees had been planted about eighty or ninety years, which would
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make them to have been planted between 1734 and 1744. He
mentions one Silver Fir (since cut down) which he ascertained

to have been planted in the year of Hexham's visit, which at that

time was 6 feet 6 inches in girth, or which had increased about

i^ inches per annum. He mentions also some Silver Firs 27

inches quarter girth, and upwards of 100 feet in height.

On account of the frequent failure of male heirs to the Gibside

estates, they have too often passed into other families : conse-

quently they have not had the opportunity of being so fully

developed as some estates have. From 1831 to 1874, during the

time Sir William Hull and Lady Strathmore lived at Gibside, the

gardens and grounds close about the house were very well kept.

Since Sir William left, the gardens and conservatories have been

neglected, and are not in cultivation.

When Sir George Bowes lived here, in the middle of the last

century, there were grand doings at Gibside. A stud of racehorses

was kept; and the blood of the "Gibside Fairy" still runs in some

of the best racers of the present day. In the cash book of the

time there is an entry of a payment for wine to fill a certain

domestic utensil, which is generally credited with being more

useful than ornamental. This was made of silver, and is still

preserved at Slreatlam Castle. It was to celebrate the victory of

one of George Bowes' racehorses.

Before concluding this paper, mention ought to be made of two

more than usually severe storms of wind that have devastated the

woods of Gibside ; besides the great wind of 1839, on "Windy

Monday." Under date of October 5, 1756, Sykes, the local

historian, mentions a great storm that occurred at that time. He
says that "a great gale of wind swept through the woods of Gibside,

uprooting giant trees, and so breaking branches off others, that

the roads and paths of the woods were entirely impassable by

reason of the number of limbs of trees that strewed the ground."

In connection with this storm, he remarks two special facts; one was,

that while the tempest wrought such destruction among the woods,

the scaffolding around the new coluuin—then almost completed

—

did not receive the smallest injury. The other curious fact was,

that although in the valleys and more sheltered situations the

destruction among the woods was immense, yet on the hills the

trees were scarcely injured at all. On the 14th October, i88i,
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one hundred and twenty-five years after, a similar storm swept

through Gibside woods. For a certain breadth in the part called

Snipes Dene, a tornado swept through the woods. In this breadth

every tree of what may be called the old wood, was blown down

;

while the smaller ones, that bent a little to the blast, were left

standing. The carriage-drive was entirely blocked for a consider-

able distance. The same thing occurred this time—the part which

was blown down was in the valley, while the more exposed parts

were little injured. The wind came from the N.-West, and all the

damage was done in about two hours.

On the Gibside estate are two very interesting ruins, though

neither of them very large. One is the shell of an old chapel

belonging to about the middle of the fourteenth century, and

known in the district as Friarside Chapel. This place—although

there are reasons fur thinking that it has an earlier history— is first

mentioned about 1312. In 1439 it was attached to a chantry at

Farnacres, near Ravensworth, with which it remained until the

dissolution of monasteries in 1539. Since then it has passed

through various owners, until it came to the Bowes of Gibside,

with whom it now remains. The style of architecture is Early

Decorated. It has had a good east window, and there is some

good tracery in one of the south windows. The west end is not

of such good architecture. Formerly two large Ash trees grew in

the interior of the walls, and overshadowed the building. The

writer saw these taken down. A very old and remarkable Oak
tree grows in the stackyard hedge of the Friarside chapel. This

tree is mentioned in the Transactions of the Society for last year.

The other ruin is on the eastern side of the estate, and is the

ancient manor house of the Harding family. This is also of the

fourteenth century. It was in the possession of the Hardings for

about three hundred years, and was sold by them to the Bowes

family in 1730. The ruins partake partly of tlie character of a

dvveUing house, and partly of a border pele tower, having an arched

cellar which may have been used at times to protect the owner's

cattle from border raiders. The Harding family was of some note

in the Middle Ages, and is not extinct at the present day. These

two ruins lend considerable interest to Gibside.
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The following copies of Valuations of timber a century ago,

may not be without interest to foresters of the present day.

A Valuation of a parcel of Oak, Ash, Elm, Plane, Beech, Fir,

Linden, Chestnut, Birch, Alder, JNIountain Ash, Willow,

Sallow, Thorn, Cherry, and Hazel trees, as marked and

numbered at Gibside, belonging to the Right Honourable the

Earl of Strath more, and valued by Joseph Smart, in Feb-

ruary, 1792.

Oak Trkks. To the full amount of 475
numbered Oak trees, containing 6869

solid feet of measurable and merchant-

able timber at is. 5d. per ft. ... ... 480 II I

The heads of the said trees ... ... 104 10 o

To 168 cyphered trees that won't bear

measure, but the value of 'em is ... 10 67
The Bark of the said 643 trees amounts

to 41 tons. 10 cwt. at ^3 15s. per ton 155 12 6

Birch Trees. To the full amount of

151 numbered Birch trees, containing

949 solid feet of measureablc and

merchantable timber at 8d. per foot 31 12 8

The heads of the said trees ... ... 4 15 6

To 133 cyphered ]5irch trees that won't

bear measure, but the value of 'em is 461

A.SH Trees. To the full amount of 114

numbered Ash trees, containing loii

solid feet of measurable and merchant-

able timber at IS. 2d. per foot ... 58 19 6

The heads of the said trees ... ... 10 15 6

To 68 cyphered Ash trees that won't bear

measure, but the value of 'em is .. 4 11 o

757

40 14 3

74 6
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Fir Trees. To the full amount of 46

numbered Fir trees, containing 420

solid feet of measurable and merchant-

able timber at gd. per foot ... ... 15 15 o

The heads of the said trees ... ... i 76
To 2 cyphered Fir trees that won't bear

measure, but the value of 'em is ... 032

Alder Trees. To the full amount of 24

Alder trees, containing 157 solid feet

of measurable and merchantable tim-

ber at 8d. per foot ... ... ... 5 48
The heads of the said trees ... ... o 19 6

To 33 cyphered Alder trees that won't

bear measure, but the value of 'em is 196

Plane Trees. To the full amount of

21 numbered Plane trees containing

125 solid feet of measurable and mer-

chantable timber at is. per foot ... 6 50
The heads of the said trees ... ... i 15 6

To 9 cyphered Plane trees that won't

bear measure, but the value of 'em is 076

Chestnut Trees. To the full amount of

16 numbered Chestnut trees, containing

61 solid feet of measurable and mer-

chantable timber at gd. per foot ... 2 59
The heads of the said trees ... ... o 13 6

To 19 cyphered Chestnut trees that won't

bear measure, but the value of 'em is o 16 5

Elm Trees. To the full amount of 15

numbered Elm trees, containing 92

solid feet of measurable and merchant-

able timber at is. id. per foot ... 4198
The heads of the said trees ... ... i 56
To 41 cyphered Elm trees that won't bear

measure, but the value of 'em is ... i 13 3

17 5

7 13 8

8 7 II

15 8

7 18 5
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Beech Trees. To the full amount of

13 numbered Beech trees, containing

46 solid feet of measurable and mer-

chantable timber at is. id. per foot ... 2 9 10

The heads of the said trees ... ... on o

To 29 cyphered Beech trees that won't

bear measure, but the value of "em is 116 6

Mountain Ash Trees. To the full

amount of 11 Mountain Ash trees,

containing 27 feet of measurable and

merchantable timber at 8d. per foot 0180
The heads of the said trees ... ... o 36
To 102 cyphered Mountain Ash trees

that won't bear measure, but the value

of 'em is ... ... ... ... 2 13 3

Linden Trees. To the full amount of

4 Linden trees, containing 58 solid

feet of measurable and merchantable

timber at 9d. per foot ... ... 2 36
The heads of the said trees ... ... o 12 6

To 7 cyphered Linden trees that won't

bear measure, but the value of 'em is 0130

A Willow Tree. To the full amount

of I Willow tree, containing 4 solid

feet of measurable and merchantable

timber at 9d. per foot ... ... o 30
The head of the .said tree ... ... o 13
To I cyphered Willow tree that won't

bear measure, but the value of it is ... o 06

4 17 4

3 14 9

4 9

Thorn Trees. 'I'o 25 cyphered Tliorn

trees that won't bear measure, but tlie

value of 'em is ... ... ... ... 014 7

Sallow Trees. To 16 cyphered Sallow

trees that won't bear measure, but the

value of 'em is ... ... ... ... 044
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Hazel Trees. To i 2 cyphered Hazel

trees that won't bear measure, but the

value ofem is ... ... ... ... 026
A Cherry Tree. To i cyphered Cherry

tree that won't bear measure, but the

value of it is . .

.

... ... ... ... o i 6

The full amount of the bodies, heads, and bark of

the Trees now set out for Sale at Gibside ... ^930 10 6

Allowance to a Purchaser for his trouble, expense,

and risque in trade... ... ... ... ... 130 o o

The Neit Value, or what a Purchaser ought to give

for the said Trees where they stand ... ... ^800 10 6

The above is a Just Valuation, according to the best of

7ny Judgment, and in consequence of ^vhich do

hereby certify the same, this 25/// day of Feb-

ruary, 1792.

Joseph Smart,

\A"hickham.

A Valuation of a parcel of Trees standing and growing at Snipes

Dene, on the Gibside Estate, belonging to the Right Hon-

ourable the Earl of Strathmore, as valued by Joseph Smart,

per his lordship's orders, in November, 1794.

Snipes Dene Lot.

Oak Trees. 'Yo the full amount of 503

Oak trees, containing 87 11 solid feet

of measurable and merchantable timber

at IS. 9d. per foot ... ... ... 762 4 3

The heads of the said trees I estimate to

be worth ... ... ... ... 124 12 o

To 23 cyphered Oak trees that won't

bear measure, but the value of 'em is 264
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The Bark of the said Oak trees I cal-

culate to weigh 48 tons, at ^5 per ton 240 o o

Ash Trees. To the full amount of 36

Ash trees, containing 424 solid feet of

measurable and merchantable timber

at IS. 2d. per foot ... ... .. 24 14 8

To 20 cyphered Ash trees that won't bear

measure, bat the value of 'em is ... i 59
The heads of the said trees I estimate to

be worth 4156

Birch Trees. To the full amount of 30

Birch trees, containing 211 solid feet

of measurable and merchantable tim-

ber at 8d. per foot ... ... ... 7 08
The heads of the said trees I estimate to

be worth ... ... ... ... i 96
To 18 cyphered Birch trees that won't

bear measure, but the value of 'em is 0126

Alder Trees. To the full amount of

13 Alder trees, containing 47 solid feet

of measurable and merchantable tim-

ber at 8d. per foot ... ... ... I II 4

The heads of the said trees I estimate to

be worth ... ... ... ... o 79
To 1 1 cyphered Alder trees that won't

bear measure, but the value of 'em is 073

1 129

15 II

264
The full amount of the whole of the trees set out for

Sale in Snipes Dene in September, October, and

November, 1794 ^1171 7 6

Allowance to a Purchaser for his trouble, expenses,

and risfjue in trade ... ... ... ... 160 o o

The Nett Value, or what a Purchaser ought to give

for the lot in Snipes Dene jC^°^^ 7 6
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A Valuation of a parcel of Trees at Gibside, and in Helm's Hole

Wood, near Marley Hill, belonging to the Right Honourable

the Earl of Strath more, as valued by Joseph Smart in Nov-

ember, 1807.

Oak Trees, as follows :—To the full

amount of 458 numbered Oak trees,

which contain 4082 cubic feet of

measurable and merchantable timber

at 2S. 8d. per foot ... ... 533 12 o

The heads of the said trees are valued at 49 10 o

To 30 cyphered Oak Trees that won't

bear measure, but the value of 'em is 280
The Bark of the said Oak trees is calcu-

lated to weigh 18 tons, at ^^13 per ton 234 o o

The full value of the Oak Timber and Bark 819 10 o

Ash, Elm, and other Trees as follows :

—

To the full amount of 58 numbered

Ash, Elm, and other soft wood, which

contain 801 cubic feet of measurable

and merchantable timber at is. 9d.

per foot ... ... ... ... 70 I 9

The heads of the said trees are valued at 9 8 4

To 63 cyphered Holly trees that won't

bear measure, which are valued at ... 415 o

84 5 I

The total value of the said parcel of Trees... ... ^903 15 i

Allowance to the Purchaser for his trouble and

expenses ... ... ... .. ... ... 75 10 o

The Nett Value, or what a Purchaser ought to give

for the Trees set out for Sale at Gibside, and

Helm's Hole Wood, belonging to the Earl of

Strathmore ... ... ... ... ... ;^828

The above is a just Valuation, according to the best of

my judgment, and in consequence of ivhich do

certify the same.

Joseph Sm.\rt.

Whickham, Dec. i8th, 1807.
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The demand for timber consequent upon the French war, was

assigned by Mr. Robinson as a reason for the increase in the

price of Oak.

The Chair.max congratulated the members upon having

attended in such numbers, and having the opportunity of en-

joying what he considered, and what he hoped they would all

consider, a most successful, instructive, and ])leasant meeting.

They had on this occasion entered on a new departure. Some

one had been kind enough to arrange for a suggestion to be acted

upon which was offered upon the occasion of their last meeting by

the Hon. C. Dillon, who kindly acted as their host in the absence

of the noble owner of Castle Howard. Mr. Dillon happened to

remark that he thought it would contribute very much to the

instruction and enjoyment of the members if, on the occasion of

their visits to different localities, it could be arranged that some

member resident in the locality should deliver an address or give

a paper on what was most notable and interesting there. He
mentioned it to various members of the Society, and they thought

it was an excellent idea. He did not know whether it was the

outcome of that suggestion, or the spontaneous goodness of their

friend, Mr. Robinson, that he should on this occasion have given

himself so much trouble to pre})are his extremely good paper. It

had dealt with a variety of subjects (not simply arboriculture)

which were of interest to all of them, more particularly on the

present occasion. Mr. Robinson had referred to the antiquarian,

historical, and family interest which the neighbourhood possessed,

and a more comprehensi\e paper he did not think could have

been prepared by any one than that with which Mr. Robinson

had favoured them. IJut it was paying him no compliment to

remark upon his ability even in that way, because Mr. Robinson

won his spurs years ago. .Mr. Robinson was a veteran in preparing

papers of this kind, and was the most useful all-round member of

any society that he knew. He moved a vote of thanks to Mr.

Robinson for his excellent paper. (Cheers.)

Mr. Roi'.iNSON briefly acknowledged the compliment.

Having left the grounds, the party returned tf) the inn at Row-

lands Gill, where an excellent repast was provided for them by the

hostess.
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On the motion of Mr. Davidson, a hearty vote of thnnks was

passed to the Earl of Strathmore, for his kindness in throwing

open the grounds to the members of the Society, and Mr. Robin-

son promised to forward it to his lordship through Mr. Macintyre,

the local agent, who, unfortunately, was unable to be present.

Mr. Robinson proposed a toast to the health of Dr. Somerville,

which was duly honoured.

Dr. Somerville, in responding, said he hoped at no distant

date to revisit the lovely valley of the Derwent. (Applause.)

Mr. Balden's health was also drunk, and this concluded the

day's proceedings.
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NINTH ANNUAL EXCURSION.

The members of this vSociety held their Twelfth Annual General

Meeting and Ninth Annual Excursion at Windermere, on

Wednesday and Thursday, August 30th and 31st, and Friday,

September ist, 1893. Members from the north-east travelled

from Newcastle to Carlisle by the 3-5 p.m. train on Wednesday

afternoon, and were joined by members from the south and

north-west en route to ^^'indermere Staticjn, and at the Storrs Hall

Hotel (about two miles below Eowness), which was the head-

quarters of the Society. P>om Windermere Station the party

drove down to Bowness, a clean, picturesque little town, lighted

by electricity, and described by the Rev. \\'illiani Gilpin, author

of " Forest Scenery,'' as the seaport of Lake Windermere. Here

the party divided for the night, one portion remaining at the

Royal Hotel, and another going on to Storrs Hall.

Amongst those jiresent sometime during the met t'ng were:—

•

Alderman John V. Wardlc, Messrs. J. M. Smith, John Peebles, J.

Graham, T. \'asL-y, T. Gibscjii, J!. Cowcn, f.r.h.s., E. Lincoln,

R. H. Carling, and S. J''inn, South Shields; Hans Moller,

1). M. Ward, Sunderland; G. Gallic, Ravensworth Castle;

G. Cooper, Gateshead
; J. Wilson, N. Armstrong, J. Ufford, New-

castle
; J. F. Robinson, W. Scott, Burnopfield

;
John Balden, jun.,

P. Balden, Dilston ; W. Kitson, W. Wear, W. Fell, J. R. Brown,

D. Ross, J. Luke, I). Poison, Llexham ; W. Aitchison, Harrow-

slack, Windermere; J. Davidson, Secretary, Haydon Bridge;

James Watt, j.i'., Carlisle; S. Smith, G. A. Broadbent, V. W.

Beadon, Huddersficld ; 1). Barclay, Melbourne House, Formby,

Lancashire; J. l)Uckham, J. Buckham, jun., Lanchester
; J.

Whiltaker, Lancaster Lodge
; J. \\illoughby, Naworth; W. Forbes,
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MasViam
; J. Maughan, Jervaulx Abbey

;
W. A. Herd, Penrith

;

E. Shipley, Darhngton ; W. Elder, Cholmondeley : T. Bewick,

Stainton
; J. Mitchell, Frystone

; John Wilson, b.a., Windermere,

etc., etc.

What is known as the Lake District is an extensive region

extending over the three counties of Cumberland, Westmorland,

and Lancashire. It enjoys the unique distinction of giving a

name to a modern school of poetry, of which William Wordsworth

was the great master. Samuel Taylor Coleridge, a magnificent

dreamer, but a somewhat erratic genius, and Robert Southey, a

beautiful prose writer as well as a gifted poet, were closely associ-

ated with \V^ordsworth in the foundation of this school ; and as

they all three lived chiefly in the Lake District, the name of the

district came to be associated with the poetic philosophy of which

they were the chief exponents. They inaugurated a literary revo-

lution in the form and treatment of the subjects of their verse, and

the subjects themselves were sometimes chosen from amongst the

commonest things, in defiance of the conventional methods of the

Romancists. The literary associations of the district, however,

are not by any means limited to the Lakists. Storrs Hall, formerly

a private mansion, was at one time the residence of Canning, and

has been visited by Shelley, Wilberforce, Professor \Vilson, and

others, besides Wordsworth, Southey, and Coleridge. Harriet

Martineau, the well-known author of works on social and political

economy, resided at the Knoll, near Ambleside ; Mrs. Hemans,

author of "The Forest Sanctuary," "The Graves of a Household,"

and other poems, at Dove's Nest, between Bowness and Amble-

side, and just beyond Low Wood, where the father of Hogarth,

the painter, was born ; Professor \Vilson, author of "The Isle of

Palms," "The City of the Plague," and "Noctes Ambrosianae," at

Elleray, at the head of the lake ; Wordsworth, at Grasmere, then

at Allen Bank, and, during the greater part of his life, at Rydal

Mount, from whence he sent forth to the world, in 1814, his finest

poem, "The Excursion," followed by "The White Doe of Rylstone"

in 181 5, and "Peter Bell" in 18 19. Peter, it may be remembered,

had no poetry in his composition—
"A primrose by a river's bri'n

A yellow primrose was to him,

And it was nothing more."
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Southey resided for nearly forty years on the banks of the Greta,

near Keswick about fourteen miles from Rydal Mount. Coleridge,

his brother-in-law, stayed with him from 1800 to 1810, when he

removed to London, dying at ''leafy Highgate" in 1S34. Thomas

de Quincey, author of "The Confessions of an English Opium

Eater," had a temporary abode with Derwent Coleridge at Nab
Cottage, Grasmere, and spent much of his spare time fishing,

boating, and rambling about \\'indermere with his friend " Christ-

opher North." Both Wilson and De Quincey found their ultimate

habitations at Edinburgh, where the former died in 1S54, and the

latter in 1859. Enough has been said, perhaps, to indicate the

wealth of literary association which clusters around Windermere,

and which adds a fresh charm to the matchless beauty of its

environment.

Westmorland has a total area of land and water of 500,905

acres. Of this area, 186,019 are mountain and heathland used for

grazing; 16,149 acres are woods; 1,185 ^cres are plantations

(planted during the last decade) ; 1 1 acres are nursery grounds
;

and (exclusive of mountain and heathland used for grazing, and

also of nursery grounds, woods, and plantations,) the total area

under all kinds of crops, bare fallow, and grass, is 250,257 acres.

The stratification of the Lake District shows much dislocation,

but in the neighbourhood of Windermere the prevailing geological

characteristics are those of slaty rocks and igneous dykes. The

climate is soft and humid in sheltered situations, and is favourable

to the growth of .Al[)ine Plants, Evergreens, Holly, and Yew.

It may be assumed from the figures just given, that there is still

ample scope for judicious i)lanting. \\'ordsworth, in his "Scenery

of the Lakes," published in 1846, says, "The woods consist chiefly

of Oak, .\sh, and iJirch, and here and there Wych Elm, with

underwood of Hazel, the White and Black Thorn, and Hollies;

in moist places Alders and \\'illows abound ; and Vews among the

rocks. . . l-'ormcrly the whole country must have been covered

with wood to a great height up the mountains, where native Scotch

Firs must have grown in great profusion, as they do in the northern

parts of Scotland to this day. liut not one of these old inhabitants

has existed perhaps for hundreds of years. The beautiful traces,

however, of the universal sylvan appearance the country formerly

had yet survive in the native coppice-woods that have been pro-
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tccted by inclosures, and also in the Forest Trees and Hollies

which, though disappearing fast, are yet scattered both over the

inclosed and uninclosed parts of the mountains."

What was true at that time is more or less descriptive of the

present aspect of the country. Beech, Larch, and Limes were

introduced about the beginning of the present century, and some

of the original Larch, planted in 1802, are still standing on Mr.

Curwen's estate, near the Lake Ferry, ^^'ordsworth, by the way,

was no admirer of the Larch, and he viewed with considerable

aversion the progress which Larch planting was making. He
seldom speaks of it without disparagement, and attaches little or

no value to it as a syhan ornament. "As a tree," he says, "it is

less than any other pleasing;" and in view of the fact that the

Society visited Mr. Curwen's estate— to which reference will be

made in due course—it may not be out of place to mention here

that in describing the scenery of Windermere, Wordsworth refers

to "the view from the Pleasure House of the Station near the

Ferry" as having "suffered much from Larch plantations." He
adds, however, that under the management of Mr. Curwen " this

mischief is gradually disappearing, and the Larches are giving way

to the native wood."

Mr. John Wilson, in his interesting little work on "The Uses

and Beauties of Trees," takes exception to Wordsworth's wholesale

condemnation, and, Avhilst admitting. that the form of the Larch

does not harmonize with spreading, heavy-foliaged trees, states as the

result of his own observation, that it gives "a very pleasing relief

to views that would otherwise have been of a sleepy, monotonous

character."

But apart from the question of the value of the Larch as an

ornament to the landscape, whether planted in mixed woods or

otherwise, there can be little doubt of its utility as a timber tree,

or of its adaptability to the soil and climate of certain parts of the

Lake District. Coniferas generally appear to thrive splendidly in

the neighbourhood of Windermere at various altitudes. The lake

itself is one hundred and sixteen feet above sea level, and its sides

opposite Bowness, on the estate of "Sir. Curwen, are clothed with

timber trees from base to summit. Windermere is ten miles long,

and its maximum width is about a mile. Bowness is half way up

the lake, on the Westmorland shore. In the immediate neigh-

6
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bourhood of Bowness there are three Larches, all about 90 feet

high, with a girth of from 100 to 124 inches four or five feet above

the base ; and in the same vicinity is a Spanish Chestnut with a

girth of 112 inches. There is, relatively to the timber trees, a

considerable extent of coppice wood in the district. It is used

for making bobbins, which is one of the local industries.

Early on Thursday morning the two groups rejoined at Bowness,

and drove in brakes to Biscay Quarry, where they were photo-

graphed against a fine background of shelving rock, moss, and

greenery. Then they set out on the real work of the day, under a

clouded sky, which brightened up towards noon, but again became

overcast in the evening, and deluged the country with rain. During

the greater part of the day, however, the weather was very fine,

and the splendid scenery of the district—mountain and lake,

wood, valley, and stream—was seen to the best advantage. The

route lay up Windermere to Waterhead, Ambleside, Rydal Hall,

and Grasmere, thence round the head of the lake to Wray Castle,

and the estate of H. ¥. Curwen, Esq. Shortly after leaving Bow-

ness we skirt the estate of Miss Fleming of Ray Rigg, noticing

some fine Larch and Silver Fir, each containing al>out 200 cubic

feet of timber, besides some good specimens of Lime and Chest-

nut. Rounding the shoulder of Queen Adelaide's Flill, from the

summit of which royalty once viewed the lake, we observe in the

coppice wood what was once a splendid Oak, now covered with ferns

to the top. Then, ascending tlic eminence beyond, there arose

before our vision, in the far distance, one of those glorious pictures

which can only be seen in mountainous districts. The Little

Langdale, or Pike o' Stickle, which rises to a height of 2,300 feet,

was seen wreathed in folds of transparent mist, which the rays of

the morning sun irradiated with all the colours of the rainbow and

all the changing hues of the opal, enriching a scene of weird and

lonely majesty with a wondrous splendour which passed away like

a dream, but left behind it an ini])ressi()n of exquisite loveliness

that can never fade from the memory. At Ecclerigg, a little

further on, the presence of a fine Sycamore suggests Wordsworth's

description of the mountain cottage with its "cluster of embowering

Sycamores for summer shade." In the same neighbourhood there

is a very large Weymouth Pine ; but time does not pernfit of any-

thing more than a passing glance at these solitary specimens.
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Nestling amongst the coppice wood on tlie iiill side, just beyond

Low Wood, we get a glimpse of Dove Nest, the residence of Mrs.

Hemans ; and, on the opposite side of the lake, a view of Wray
Castle, rising amid embowering woods.

Arriving at Wansfell, which means an exposed hill, but which is

now clothed with timber trees, we left the carriages to make an

inspection of the fine ornamental specimens which surround Miss

Wrigley's mansion. These include Cedrus Libani, Deodora, and

Atlantica; Auraucarias, Pinus Austriaca and Cembra; Abies

Douglasii, Cupressus Lawsoniana (6 feet 3 inches in girth four feet

from the base, and 70 feet high), Picea Nobilis (6 feet in girth),

Wellingtonea Gigantea (9 feet in girth, and 60 feet high), Quercus

Ilex of large growth ; Arbotus Unedo (strawberry tree, in fruit)

;

Thujopsis Dolabrata Standishii (12 feet high, first class specimen);

Retinospora plumosa aurea (20 feet, a perfect pyramid); Retino-

spora pisifera pendula (30 feet), Thujopsis borealis (50 feet),

Thuja Gigantea (59 feet), Cupressus Lambertiana (40 feet), Picea

Nordmanniana (50 feet). Hollies, Irish Yews, and Rhododendrons

are here growing to perfection, and the young Coniferae are in

splendid condition, branched to the ground. Some of these trees

used to be fed occasionally with bone m.anure in solution. On
the hillside, we were told, there are a number of Eucalyptus trees

which are thriving well. Mr. Rotheray, the gardener, had the

flower beds and grounds in splendid condition. On leaving

Wansfell, we continued our journey to Ambleside, at the head of

the lake.

Here it may be interesting to note a curious fact associated with

the migration of the char and trout in the spawning season. Two
rivers, the Brathay and the Rothay, fall into the head of the lake

in a united stream. In the spawning season, the char and trout

proceed up the stream together to the confluence of the two rivers,

and there they separate, the char going up the Brathay, and the

trout up the Rothay.

Ambleside is pleasantly situated in the vale of the Rothay, about

a mile north of Windermere. It possesses the distinction of having

been a Roman station, and of being mentioned in the Notitia.

Leaving the conveyances, and ascending a steep hill, some of the

party visited the bobbin mill of Mr, Alfred Horrax, where, by the
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aid of ingenious machinery, bobbins are turned out at a rate of

speed which would astonish anybody but the initiated.

From Ambleside we drove to Rydal Hall, the residence of Mr.

Stanley le Fleming, picking up at I.esketh How Mr. F. M. T.

Jones, J. P., who kindly conducted us over the Rydal grounds, and

accompanied us on to Grasmere. Wordsworth, while bemoaning

the scarcity of timber trees in the Lake District—says "there are few

magnificent QVit^ to be found near any of the lakes"—puts in a

saving clause with regard to Rydal, remarking that "the neigh-

bourhood of Rydal, notwithstanding the havoc which has been

made, is yet nobly distinguished." In Rydal park we saw a

portion of an old Oak which was blown over two years ago. This

"venerable fragment" has a diameter of 12 feet. The sum of one

hundred pounds was offered for it at one time, and was refused.

Here also is a magnificent Spanish Chet^tnut, measuring 24 feet

2 inches in girth, with a spread of branches extending to 79 feet,

and computed to contain about 650 cubic feet of timber. Another

noteworthy specimen is a Sycamore, with a certified age of ninety

years, measuring 9 feet 10 inches in girth five feet above the base,

and rising to a height of 60 feet. Close by is Rydal Mount,

famous as the resilience of ^^'ordsworth for the greater half of his

life. The study and l^edroom windows, formed of small panes of

glass, face the gateway, from which we looked with reverence on

the walls which sheltered the immortal master of the Lake School

of poets, who avowed himself "a lover of the meadows and the

woods and mountains, and of all that we behold from this green

earth."

The road from Rydal to the head of Grasmere Lake passes

through scenery of the most picturesque description. Rydal Water,

the smallest of the English lakes, dotted over with wooded islets,

is on the left of the main road, and the Nab Scar, through wliich

the aqueduct for the Manchester water supply is tunnelled, towers

up on the right, shutting out the horizon. A portion of the

aqueduct is seen as it crosses a deep fissure in the mountain side.

Close by the roadside, under the shadow of the mountain, is Nab

Cottage, where De Quincey resided along with Dcrwcnt Coleridge.

Passing round the head of Rydal-mere, tlie road runs along the

margin of Grasmere Lake, which is one hundred and ninety-six

feet above sea level, and over one mile in circumference, with one
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green islet in the centre. It is a beautiful sheet of water, set in

an emerald frame, in the bosom of the "everlasting hills."

Arriving at the head of Grasmere Lake, after passing through

scenery of great grandeur and sublimity, we reached the Prince of

Wales Lake Hotel, where we sat down to luncheon, Mr. W. Fell

occupying the chair.

After luncheon, the Chairman said he had a proposal to submit

which, he was sure, would be received right heartily, and that was,

that the best thanks of the English Arboricultural Society be

tendered to the lady (Miss Wrigley) and gentleman (Mr. Stanley

le Fleming) who so very kindly threw open their grounds to the

Society that day, and also to the agents and gardeners at those

places who had so kindly shown the members round, coupled with

a toast to the health of Mr. Jones. He thought he might say a

word or two about Wansfell in speaking to this resolution. Wans-

fell had always been a place that he had admired since he had first

known it, and he had admired it for several special reasons. He
believed that at Wansfell there was the finest collection of young

Coniferse almost in England ; and it was the finest exemplification

of what could be done in planting Coniferse. The species were

used as a whole for ornamental purposes, and those trees had been

planted for that purpose ; but they accomplished something else :

they showed what could be done in producing timber from them,

and he thought that was a very important matter. (Hear, hear.)

It was a matter that had been pretty well questioned, and, to some

extent, fought out, and what they had seen at Wansfell was a local

illustration of the fact that some of the Coniferae were splendid

timber trees, provided they were planted in the right place, and

under favourable circumstances. It was very kind of Miss Wrigley

to show them those specimens, and it was equally kind of her

gardener to point out those specimens which were specially note-

worthy. From Wansfell they came on to Rydal, and were kindly

taken in hand by Mr. Jones—a name to be conjured with in the

Lake District. Rydal was surrounded by associations with Words-

worth which made it almost sacred ground, and it would be idle

to attempt to amplify in any way what Wordsworth had done or

written or said. They were very much obliged to Mr. Jones for

showing them so kindly over the Rydal estate, and pointing out
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the house that Wordsworth Hved, wrote, and died in. He beheved

Mr. Aitchison had something very fine in store for them that after-

noon. In fact, it was one of the charms of the Lake District that,

go where you hked, there was something new and beautiful to be

seen, one place excelling another in grandeur and sublimity.

(Applause.)

The resolution was carried by acclamation.

]\Ir. Jones, in reply, said he did not expect he was to be called

upon to speak, but he was very pleased to have met the Society

that day, and to have been in any way able to assist them in their

excursion. Personally, he had nothing to do now with the Rydal

estate. He had hoped that Mr. Martin Hope would go round

with them, but that gentleman was called away, and he (Mr.

Jones) was very glad to take his place. Those trees of Miss

Wrigley's were, as the Chairman said, a most beautiful collection,

and well worth seeing. He was afraid that at Rydal there was

nothing of that kind, but if they went up to High Close, they

would see some nice specimens there, and the owner said he would

be glad if they would go through and tell him the names of one or

two of the trees. He thought it would be better than going by

the lower road, and they would have plenty ol time. He thanked

them for the kind way in which they had proposed his health, and

he assured them he was very glad to have met them and formed

their acquaintance. (Applause.)

The Secretary said there were some gentlemen who had to

separate be^'ore the excursion came to a close, and at this stage of

the gathering he had to propose the name of a gentleman as one

of their vice-presidents. He was rather sorry, in one sense, Ihat a

great many landed proprietors and agents did not patronise their

meetings; but still they had some good exceptions to the rule,

and he was very i)leased to observe one of those exceptions on the

present occasion. He had much pleasure in proposing that Mr.

Maughan, of Jervaulx Abbey, be one of the Vice-Presidents for

the ensuing year. (Ap|)lausc.)

Mr. Herd said that as perhaps one of the youngest members of

the Society, he had great pleasure in seconding the motion.

The motion was unanimously agreed to.
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Mr. Maughan, in acknowledging the compliment, said he was

very much obliged to them for the honour they had done him. It

was quite true that he did take a very great interest in the subject

of forestry, and he thought that a land agent who did not take an

interest in forestry lost one of the chief pleasures of being a land

agent. If he went into the woods, the land agent did not find

there any tenant to grumble at him—he had it all his own way

—

(laughter)—and he was combining business with pleasure. He
was sorry he could not attend the annual dinner that evening, but

as he did not wish to keep them back from their pleasures

—

and

he was sure it could not be a pleasure to listen to long speeches

—

he would not be a culprit in that respect, (Laughter and applause.)

After luncheon, there was a short interval, during which the

grave of Wordsworth, in Grasmere churchyard, was visited. The
grave is marked by a humble headstone. "Around him," says one

writer, "the dalesmen of Grasmere lie beneath the sycamore and

the yew, and Rothay's murmur mourns the pausing of the 'music

sweeter than her own.'
"

Re-entering our conveyances, we left the pretty grounds of the

hotel, which are kept in first-class order by Mr. Borwick, and

returned to Rydal, passing through Ambleside thence to Wray
Castle, and then taking the low road which skirts Windermere on

the Lancashire shore, and leads on to the Lake Ferry. It ought

to be mentioned, however, that just below Rydal, on the side of

the road, we passed some splendid Silver Firs, one of which was

15 feet in girth. Perhaps the most interesting object to foresters

at Wray Castle is an Abies Douglasii, 65 feet high, and measuring

10 feet 4 inches at a height of four feet from the base. It is

feathered to the ground, the lower branches extending about thirty

feet each way, or over sixty feet from point to point. What prob-

ably increased the interest in this fine specimen, was the fact that

the man who planted it, fifty-six years ago, John Foxcrop, was

present to describe how he nurtured it in his younger days. He
said it got nothing but road scrapings and ashes, and that he

remembered one year in which it shot up ten feet. A White Lime

56 feet high, planted at the same time (Tilia Americana), having

a beautiful drooping habit, was also seen, besides a very fine

Cedar of Lebanon, a Taxodium Sempervirens (one of the best
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specimens in the north), a Wellingtonia, a very fine Araucaria and

Cedrus Atlantica (the latter planted by Lord John Russell), a

Mulberry tree planted by Wordsworth on 3rd September, 1845 ; a

nice specimen of Variegated Oak, a pretty Cut-leaved Beech, and

a Three-flowered Laburnum (Cytisus Adamii). The soil here is

rough and strong, and Conifers appear to thrive well, being nicely

branched down to the ground.

On leaving Wray Castle, which, by the way, belongs to Mr.

A. P. Ronsley, of Grisby Manor, Lincolnshire, we turned down by

the lake side, and drove a distance of three miles through the

estate of Mr. H. F. Curwen. It had begun to rain before we left

the Castle, and the farther we proceeded the heavier it fell, so that

when we reached the Lake Ferry it was descending in torrents.

As we passed the head of the lake, we saw lying on the shore a

portion of a crop of 1500 Larch, recently felled. Mr. Curvven's

estate is noted for its fine Larch, and we were given to understand

that this crop, which was forty-nine years old, fetched ;£gSo as it

stood. It was a second crop, and the clearing is to be replanted

with a third.

The road runs through a good stretch of coppice wood ; but

beyond this we came upon a stately line of Larch trees, with here

and there a fine Spanish Chestnut, or Beech, or Spruce (one of the

latter 120 feet high). The Larch, probably the survivors of the

original crop, were planted in 1802, and have attained magnificent

proportions. One of them was measured, and was found to be n
feet in girth five feet from the base, and tapered straight overhead

to a height of 100 feet. Crossing the Lake Ferry, the Bowness

contingent drove to their hotel to get their dripping garments

changed ; while the Storrs Hall party sailed down the lake to their

destination.

ANNUAL DINNER.

The Annual Dinner was held at the Storrs Hall Hotel later in

the evening, Mr. James Watt, J. P., presiding. After dinner.

The Chairm.\n proposed the toast of "
I ler Majesty the Queen,"

and, referring to his recent visit to Windsor, along with the

members of the Royal Scottish Arboricultural Society, said Her

Majesty on that occasion gave them every opportunity to inspect
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the woodlands in Windsor Park. She also gave them the oppor-

tunity of inspecting and looking over the ancestral home of the

kings and queens of this country ever since it was a country; and,

last, but not least, she entertained them most hospitably and right

royally ; and he was sure that if the members of this Society some

years hence had the honour of being privileged to pay a visit to

Windsor, they would come away with a still greater respect, if it

might be possible to do so, for Her Majesty the Queen.

(Applause.)

The toast was loyally pledged.

The Chairman then gave the toast of the "Prince and Princess

of Wales, and His Royal Highness the Duke of York and Princess

May, and the other members of the Royal Family," and said he

had a good deal to do lately with Sandringham, and he knew that

the Prince of Wales, like his royal mother, was interested in foresliy.

His Royal Highness had done a great deal in the shape of planting

at Sandringham, and he (the Chairman) was sure that when the

opportunity was given him, he would also do what his royal mother

had done in entertaining the foresters when they went there.

(Applause.)

The toast was heartily drunk.

The Chairman said he had now the pleasure to propose to

them what might be called the toast of the evening— " Success to

the English Arboricultural Society." (Applause.) With that toast

he had also the pleasure to couple the name of one of the most

admirable men that it was possible for them to find in his capacity

as Secretary of this Society. (Hear, hear, and applause.) A vast

amount of labour must necessarily fall upon any man who under-

took to run a show of any kind (as the Yankee would say), and

the correspondence in connection with this Society was very

considerable, and nothing short of a great enthusiasm would lead

to the success which this Society had so far attained. But he

thought some of them knew his views upon this and other societies

of a similar nature. Outings like that which they had that day

were of the utmost consequence in these days. It was well to

meet each other on these occasions, and that they should wish to

see such pretty places, and such valuable and historic properties
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as they had seen, if not that day, on former occasions. But all

this did not exactly meet his views in regard to the objects and

value of a society of this kind. They lived in times when they

probably hastened to get rich ; but he was sure that if they did for

posterity what those who went before had done for them— if they

were progressing in the planting of improved kinds of trees, as

they ought to do—he thought this Society for England, and the

Scottish for Scotland, ought to lead the way, and encourage pro-

prietors and foresters, and show to them the advantage not only of

planting tiaiber trees that would repay them in point of timber

value, but of imi)roving the appearance of the country. There

was a great deal of responsibility upon all men occupying the

position that his friend Mr. Beadon, at the other end of the table,

did, and that all of them as foresters did. They were asked

occasionally by men who owned properties, and who had acquired

wealth in other pursuits, and who probably had not been trained

to know the best and most improved and most recently introduced

varieties of timber, what they should do in tlie way of improving

their estates, and it fell upon the shoulders of men like those he

saw around him, to educate those with whom they came in contact,

and to leave the country more beautiful after they had gone, than

they found it when they began life. (Hear, hear.) He thought

they as a Society ought to do a great deal more in that way than

they had done. He was of opinion that these two societies should

force the hands of the Government to do a great deal more than

they were doing. All depended upon the strength and inlluence

a society had in a case of that kmd. He was sure, however,

whatever their opinion might be on that point, that they would all

agree with him that they were very greatly indebted to their admir-

able Secretary for the efforts he had made all along to carry on

the Society. (Hear, hear.) Mr. Davidson was present at its birth:

he had tended and nourished it in its infancy ; and to him they

were indebted for the position which the Society occupied to-day.

The Secretary told him that there was a very considerable number

of members who had cither been or were about to be proposed,

and that the fmances of the Society were improving. They were

very largely indebted to Mr. Davidson for all these things, and he

therefore asked them to join him in drinking his health and
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wishing that he might long remain as the leader of their Society.

(Applause.)

The toast was heartily pledged, and three cheers were given for

Mr. Davidson.

Mr. Davidson, in respondirg, said he did not know exactly how

to reply to the toast at the present time. He was not awaie that

he was doing even as much as the Chairman had intimated for the

prosperity and welfare of the Society. In fact, his conscience

somehow or other had of late somewhat condemned him. He
had felt that he had not been to the utmost what it had been his

privilege to be. At the same time, he could rejoice with the

Chairman and the members generally in the fact that the Society

was at any rate making some signs of progress. (Hear, hear.)

About twenty-six years ago. he thought, there was a young gentle-

man in the office of the late Christopher Kaye, of Dundee, and

that gentleman asked him if he would become a member of the

Scottish Arboricultural Society. He had never heard of such a

society till that time, and of course being interested in forestry, he

was quite a forester, but a Scotch forester, which meant a great

deal more (laughter), and from that time he got interested in the

Arboricultural Society, and when there was an intimation that such

a society was to be formed at Hexham, he threw in his lot with them.

At the same time, he had paid a few visits along with their Scotch

friends to different parts of the country, and although it had nut

been his privilege to be entertained with his friend, the Chairman,

at Windsor, by Her Majesty, on the last occasion, yet he had the

honour of being entertained a few years ago. He thought they

might congratulate themselves upon the progress the Society had

made ; for although they might not have made the progress they

anticipated, he thought they were established on a sound footing.

They had, he thought, a firm hold of the proprietors generally, and

a firm hold of the country; and he did not thmk there was any

limit at the present time to their operations, because if ever there

was a country that needed the work of the forester, it was certainly

the country in which they lived. That day they had seen the

hand of the forester in the country which they had traversed. If

they had seen the hills in their bare condition, they would probably

have said there was no use for the foresters coming there ; but
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they had seen that day, among the hard rocks, and where it would

have been supposed that scarcely anything but gunpowder and

dynamite could penetrate below the surface—there they had seen

that forest trees had taken root, and had clothed those barren

spots with grandeur and beauty. (Hear, hear.) And if such a

thing could be done with a neighbourhood that was so unpromising

to the naked eye, they were justified in assuming that there might

be secrets unknown to them, which might only be revealed by the

scientists many years hence. There might be neighbourhoods now

unplanled that were still more favourable to the development of

woods, not only so far as ornamental trees were concerned, but for

the value of the timber itself, and for the protection of high-lying

land. There might hitherto have been a lack of enthusiasm on

their part, and he believed there had been a very great lack as far

the Secretary was concerned—-(No, no)—but in every direction,

whether in approaching the Government on the subject, or in

enlisting the sympathy of private proprietors, there was ample

scope for their energies as far as this country was concerned.

People had hurried away from the country into crowded centres,

and needed fresh air and the cheering influence of a picturesque

and wooded landscape. Some of them— teetotallers in principle

—had felt a great deal better that day for looking upon so much

cold water. (Laughter.) They saw how the trees were thriving in

the neighbourhood of so much cold water. (Renewed laughter.)

He remembered that when there was a memorial tree planted in

the grounds of Balmoral, on the occasion of a visit there, there

was a great dearth of water. There was plenty of whiskey, how-

ever—(renewed laughter)—and he suggested that they should

plant the tree with whiskey. (Continued laughter.) But the tree

was planted minus the whiskey, or possibly by this time it might

have been dead. (Loud laughter.) If the Society were determined

in this matter of tree planting, the Government would have to

come to them if they did not go to the Government. The Govern-

ment would be obliged to say, "Gentlemen, how are we to get

those barren hills clothed with trees? How are we to get agri-

culture restored to its i)osition of economic stability ? How are

we to emi)loy the idle labourers?" And the Society would reply,

" \'>y planting the barren hills and clothing the deserts with Conifers

and other suitable trees." Even in the fact that the ground which
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had been occupied by Conifers for so many years refused to grow

them, there was, he believed, a Providence. He believed the

Larch itself would thrive if they planted it under conditions that

were necessary to its development. (Applause.)

Mr. Beadon moved a vote of thanks to H. F. Curwen, Esq.,

and James Lumb, Esq., of Wray Castle, for their kindness in

permitting the Society to visit their estates, and also to Mr. Aitchi-

son, steward to Mr. Curwen, for the assistance which he had

rendered in acting as guide throughout the day. He was sure the

members would a^ree with him when he said that what they had

seen that day reflected credit not only upon the capabilities of the

gentlemen who owned those properties, but also upon those who

looked after their trees. When a Society like this visited a neigh-

bourhood, one might be certain that everybody whose property

was visited would be on the qui vive, and would show to the best

advantage what was of most interest ; but they would notice that

day that the places visited had not been brushed up unduly, and

that was what they wanted to see, because he believed it did more

good to keep a {)lace in regular order, than to suddenly brush it up

at irregular intervals. They were also indebted to those gentlemen

for showing them what could be done in the way of growing trees.

The Douglasii at Wray Castle showed what could be done in

fifty-six years, and the great care that had been taken in keeping

it in perfect condition.

The motion was carried by acclamation.

Mr. Forbes proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Alfred Horrax,

of .Ambleside, for granting permission to the Society to visit his

bobbin mill. The members, he said, had some difficulty in getting

to the mill up that very steep ascent, but when they got there the

trouble was well repaid by what they saw. They saw there the

finest machinery he had ever witnessed for converting small timber

into money. He did not think it was generally known to foresters

that small material of that kind could be so utilised, and he was sure

it was a very great pleasure to himself, and also, he was confident,

to them all, to visit the works of Mr. Horrax.

The motion was carried by acclamation,
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The Secretary, referring to the excursion of the Royal Scottish

Arboricultural Society to Windsor, said he believed there was some

consultation as to whether the English Arboricultural Society

should be invited to accompany them, but he thought it was ulti-

mately decided that the numbers would be so very large that they

would be almost too cumbrous to manage. However, there wns

an opportunisy offered whereby a member of the Council of their

Society (Mr. Cowan) was permitted to accompany the sister

Society in their journey by special train from Carlisle to Windsor,

and he believed that gentleman was very highly entertained indeed.

He did not think that any ordinary man would undertake to put

himself in such a position among strangers—amongst Scotchmen

in particular—(laughter)^but he believed Mr. Cowan was right

royally entertained, not only by the menibers of the Society gener-

ally, but by the Council in particular. He thought that there was

every credit due to Mr. Cowan for the very great courage he

showed in placing himself in that ])osition ; and although his visit

to Windsor and other places might be pleasant to remember in

after days, yet they were indebted to iiim for representing this

Society in the midst of those hard-headed men. (Laughter.) He
had great pleasure indeed in asking them to drink the health of

Mr. Cowan for the services he had rendered to the English Arbori-

cultural Society on the occasion.

The toast was drunk with musical honours.

Mr. Cuw\N, in responding, said that when he had the

distinguished privilege of meeting the Scottish Arboricultural

Society at Carlisle on its way to the south, he had not the

remotest idea that it would be jilaced on their toast list in the

form of a vote (;f thanks to him for what he had done. He could

assure them that it was a very great privilege and advantage to

travel to Windsor with such a comj)any. The Scotch Society had

enjoyed exceptional advantages, and had enlisted the friendship

and goodwill of royalty. 'I'o be privileged to visit the Queen's

highland home at Ilalmoral, and the dignified ancestral seat of

royalty in England, were honours of which the Scotch members

had a right to be proud ; and as a member of the English Society

he was j^roud that he shared in the honour of visiting Windsor

Castle, it would take loo much lime to describe the admirable
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arrangements, and the extreme friendliness with which they were

treated at Windsor Castle. Never in his lifetime had he seen

things done in such a grand style. They were also entertained at

a magnificent luncheon by the "Prince of Nurserymen," Mr. Harry

Veitch ; and it struck him, when Mr. Veitch expressed the hope

that there would yet be an English Arboricultural Society, that

there was a future before themselves. They had been in existence

for twelve years, and were not known to such a distinguished man
as Mr. Harry Veitch ! During the visit to the Forestry Exhibition

it was again remarked that it appeared that the time had arrivtd

for the establishment of an English Arboricultural Society ; and,

depend upon it, his blood was nearly boiling when he heard it.

He hoped something would be done to show that the English

Arboricultural Society had a still more brilliant future before it

than the Scottish. Their Society had been formed in the North

of England, at Hexham, and he was very proud to know that it

had been formed there, because it was described as '"ihe heart of

all England;" and if a place like Hexham could aspire to such a

position in relation to a world-wide empire, he hoped it was a

gooil omen that the English Arboricultural Society had its incep-

tion in that town. They had already endeavoured to do a great

deal in initiating many things. They had had some admirable

papers read on subjects of interest to foresters and to the country

at large ; they had even had a Parliamentary Committee to watch

Bills that were introduced, to approach landed proprietors, and

even to go so far as to approach the Government and say they

had information at their disposal which would show how England

could be made a greater and a better country. Although the

Scotch Society had invaded their domain, he hoped the fact of the

invasion would give them greater impetus and ardour in carrying

out the work which they had begun, and that every one present,

whether a member of this Society or not, would do his best to

further its interests, not by depending upon the individual efforts

of the Secretary or anybody else, but by acting under the conviction

that responsibility for the success of the Society rested upon his

own shoulders. If they each and all laboured for the advancement

of the Society in that spirit, depend upon it the day was not far

distant when the English Arboricultural Society would be known

in every county, town, village and hamlet in England; when its
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advantages would be familiar to every landed proprietor in the

country ; and when it would be remembered as a blessing to this

great country. (Applause.)

The Chairman remarked that when the words Mr. Cowan

referred to fell from the lips of Mr. Harry Veitch, who, although

undoubtedly a prince of nurserymen, whom they all highly

respected, was not a forestry nurseryman, he took immediate

opportunity of rising and drawing his attention to the fact that this

Society existed, and of stating that it was his own blame if he did

not know of its existence, and that, now that he did know of its

existence, he ought to join it. He asked Mr. Veitch to place the

resources of his firm at the service of the Society, towards making

it better known, and inducing it to extend its operations southwards.

(Applause).

Mr. John Balden, jun., proposed "The Press," to which Mr.

Daniel Polson responded.

Mr. \V. Fell proposed "The Health of INIrs. Fryer, Lady

Manager of Storrs Hall," and spoke in com[)limentary terms of the

admirable manner in which she had catered for tlie Society.

The toast was heartily pledged.

The Chairman then rose, and said he omitted to mention in

proposing the toast of the Society that the Scottish Arboricultural

Society had been able to get the Board of Agriculture to abolish

that abominable clause which they had in all their tenders for

improvements upon estates where borrowed money was rec^uired

for building purposes. He need not tell them as practical men
that if they could not use their own timber for their own estates

there was very liitlc use growing it. The Scottish Society had

done a great deal more than they themselves had done, though

their own Society had been fairly .'successful in point of numbers.

But up to now he had yet to leatn that they had done anything

like what they ought to have done in regard to doing good to the

country. He wanted the Council to approach the Board of Agri-

culture, through the Secretary, and ask them to do for England

what they had agreed to do for Scotland, by abolishing from their

gchcdulc-tcndcrs the clause preventing the use of home timber,
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and prescribing the use of foreign timber onl3^ They had at the

Board of Agriculture a man from Northumberland, Sir Jacob

Wilson, who, he was sure, would listen to anything that came from

this Society in an official way. Sir Jacob Wilson had been

approached privately on the subject, but great value would attach

to a representation which came from the Council through the

Secretary. The Crown officials had the impression that this

Society had not done its duty in not drawing attention to the

matter. He had a conversation with a Crown representative only

a few days ago, and he was glad to hear him say that the value of

timber, so far as the Crown was concerned, had risen twenty-live

per cent. He hoped that might be so, and that the improvement

might go on ; but he begged the Council to a|)proach the Board of

Agriculture, and ask them to do for the English what it had done

for the Scottish people. (Applause).

The proceedings then terminated.

On Friday the party sailed down to the foot of the lake

(Lakeside), and thence drove right on to Holker Hall, the residence

of the late Duke of Devonshire. Perhaps the most extensive view

of the lake, if not the finest, was obtained from the deck of the

steamer. Besides the rare beauty of its environment, this

magnificent sheet of water is adorned with a number of picturesque

islands, the largest of which is thirty acres in extent, and contains

some line trees. It is named Belle Isle, and belongs to Mr.

Curwen, Unfortunately, time did not permit of a visit to this

island. The weather was very fine, and the sail down the lake,

and the subsequent drive to Holker Hall in conveyances provided

by Mr. Robinson, Laurels hotel. Lakeside, was very much enjoyed.

Shortly after leaving Lakeside, we crossed Newby Bridge, which

spans the river Leven in five arches. Here the Leven receives the

overflow from Windermere, and discharges it into Morecambe
Bay, some miles further on. The craggy sides of the hills, we
notice, are well tinobered, in some places up to the summit, with

here and there green patches of pasture land ; but the prevailing

aspect of the country after passing through Back Barrow—where,

by the way, there is a pretty waterfall— Haverthwaite and Low
Wood, is rendered somewhat depressing by the monotonous

Stretches of coppice wood which reach the eye. On reaching the

7
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Holker estate, however, we found something more interesting to

look at in the way of timber. Beyond the Home Farm we skirted

a fine belt of oaks laden with acorns, and then, entering the gate-

way of the Hall, went through the park, which contains some

noteworthy beeches and sycamores.

At Holker Hall we were joined by Mr. W. Fox, the head

gardener, who kindly pointed out the objects of special interest to

arboriculturists. A fine Auraucaria Imbricata in the grounds

measures 88 inches in girth, and reaches a height of 50 feet. In

the woods, about one hundred and fifty feet above sea level—the

sea can be seen from the park— there is a growth of thirteen

Auraucarias, some of which, however, have outgrown the space

required for healthy development. A (cw have already been

removed. Other specimens which excited interest included :

—

Thujopsis borealis, Cupressus Lambertiana (probably one of the

first introduced, 28 inches quarter girth two feet up), Crypto-

meria Japonica (a good specimen), Cedrus Libani (12 feet in

circumference), Acer sacchcrinum (the Sugar Maple), Salisburia

adiantifolia (Maiden Hair Tree, a beauty, 40 in. in girth), Catalpa

Syringffifolia (seldom seen except as a shrub, and apparently the

only one of the kind here), Taxodium disticlumi (a shapely

deciduous Cypress), Retinospora plumosa aurea (the finest yet

seen, and of a beautiful golden colour), Cryptomeria Elegans (fine

and shapely, branched to the ground), Fagus Betuloides (planted

in 1854, the evergreen beech or myrtle tree of Van Dieman's land,

and commonly known as the small-leaved beech. This latter tree,

which from its rarity attracted much attention, is 20 feet high, and

measures 23 inches in girth. There were also some very fine

Magnolias (planted very young, as seedlings), two large specimens

of Abies Mienziesii, a Pinus Jefifreyii, a very fine Abies Orientalis

(splendidly feathered), Abies Lawsoniani, Pinus Monticula, and

Picea Grandis. We found an Oak measuring 14 feet 8 inches in

girth five feet above the ground, with about 30 feet of bole

;

another, close by, had 50 feet of bole. The climate is so mild

that peaches and tomatoes are grown in the open, and ripen well.

None of the rarer specimens were labelled, and some of them were

not known, but with the assistance of Mr. J. R. Brown, who is an

adept in the department of arboriculture, most of them were

correctly named and carefully noted by Mr. Fox,
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On leaving Holker Hall, we drove on to Cartme), where we

lunched at the Royal Oak hotel, and then spent a short time in

Cartmel Priory, inspecting a number of rare literary curiosities,

including some beautiful monkish manuscripts, a copy of the

"Vinegar Bible," and an original edition of Spenser's " Faerie

Queen." These books were in a glass case. The latter book

should be above three hundred years old, as Spenser's " Faerie

Queen" was first published in 1590. The opening stanzas of the

first canto describe in poetical language the trees with which

Spenser must have been familiar when he composed this book :

—

The sayling pine ; the cedar proud and tall
;

The vine-propp elme ; the poplar never dry
;

The builder oake, sole king of forests all

;

The aspine good for staves ; the cypress funerall

;

The laurel, meed of mightie conquerors

And poets sage ; the firre that weepeth still

;

The willow, worne of forlorne paramours ;

The eugh, obedient to the bender's will
;

The birch for shaftes ; the sallow for the mill

;

The mirrhe sweet-bleeding in the bitter wound
;

The warlike beech ; the ash for nothing ill
;

The fruitful olive ; and the platane round
;

The carver holme ; the maple seeldom inward sound.

The church, which was founded by Augustinian canons, has a

magnificent choir window, partly filled with old stained glass, and

the choir stalls, of massive oak, are covered with quaint carvings,

the work of the monks. Amongst other curious relics of byegone

days, we were shown an umbrella two hundred and forty years old.

It was used as a protection to the officiating clergyman when he

was conducting the funeral service in the churchyard during rainy

weather The machine must have been held above the parson's

head by a pair of very stout arms, for it is extremely heavy. The
handle and ribs are of walnut, and the cover appears to be a sort

of stout canvas.

Leaving Cartmel at three o'clock, we arrived at Grange station

—an " ideal station," covered with ivy—half-an-hour later, and

after a short interval went by train to Carnforth, where the saloon

carriage was attached to the 4-26 p.m. train for Carlisle. The
carriage, however, was detached at Penrith, without the knowledge
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of the part}', ard hence the connection was lost at Carlisle, and

members for the east did not reach Newcastle till late at night.

On the journey from Carlisle to Newcastle, Mr. J. M. Smith

moved, and Mr. D. M. Ward seconded, a vote of thanks to Mr.

Davidson for the satisfactory manner in which he had carried out

the arrangements for the excursion. Mr. Davidson briefly

responded.

Mr. Gibson moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Brown for the

efficient services which he had rendered to the members in

describing the trees at Holker Hail. Mr. Gallie seconded the

motion, and Mr. Brown suitably replied.

A vote of thanks was also passed to Mr. Poison, the Official

Reporter, on the motion of Mr. B. Cowan.
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SUBJECTS OFFERED FOR COMPETITION.

For the Best Essay on "The Best Method of Thinning Mixed

Plantations."

For the Best Essay on "The Best Collection of Pines and

Coniferse suitable for an Arboretum, giving best ideas as to

arrangement for effect; and not to exceed loo varieties

in all." (Confined to Assistant Foresters.)

For the Best Essay on " How Trees Grow." To be treated

from an elementary point of view ; and in addition to the

Prize awarded by the Judges for the best Essay on this

subject, a sum of Two Guineas will be given.

Note.—The Judges will have discretionary power in deciding

whether the Essays are deserving of an award.

Essays to be in the Jiands of the Secretary by the last day of

April, 1894-
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(APPENDIX.)

Wxt (English JlrboriciiUural (SocietB.

LIST OF MEMBERS.

CORRECTED TO AUGUST, 1893.

Extract from the Laws of the Society.

Law No. IV.— "All Annual Subscriptions shall he payable in

advance at the Annual General Meeting in August.

*Admiralty, Lords Commissioners of, G. H. Branch, 26 Spring

Gardens, London, SAV.

Armstrong, Thomas J., Land Agent, 14 Hawthorn Terrace,

Newcastle-on-Tyne

Anderson, John, I'^orester, Broughton Hall, Skipton, Yorkshire

Ames, Victor, Forester, Thornham Cottage, Kings Lynn,

Norfolk

Alexander, William, South View, Hexham

Alexander, G., Forester, Rothley Lake, Cambo R.S.O.

Armitage, Fred, Rawsden Estate, Huddersfield

Anderson, E. Robert, Forester, Moss Wood, Black Hill, Durham

Armstrong, Addison & Co., Timber Merchants, Sunderland

*Bates, Cadwallader J.. Heddon-near-U'ylam and Langley Castle,

Northumberland

Barrett, R. B., Ski]>ton Castle, Skipton, Yorkshire

Balden, John, Land Agent, Dilston Castle, Corbridge-on-Tyne

Balden, John, jun., 7 Welby Street, KnatchbuU Road, Camber-

well, London, S.E.

Balden, Robert S., The Grove, Hanging Heaton, near Dewsbury
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Beadon, F. W., The Estate Office, Huddersfield

Bewick, Thomas, Assistant Forester, Stainton, Streatlam,

Darlington

Baldwin, Edward, Assistant Forester, Croxteth Park, Liverpool

Barclay, David, Melbourne House, Formby, Lancashire

Barton, James, Forester to the Marquis of Salisbury, Hatfield,

Herts.

Baty, Isaac, Solicitor, Hexham
Balfour, D. C. E., Houghton-le-Spring, Co. Durham
Barker, Hebden, Solicitor, King Street, Westoe, South Shields

Blackett, Sir Ed., Bart., Matfen, Corbridge-on-Tyne

Beattie, Thomas, Assistant Forester, Langley Old Hall, Hudders-

field

Boa, Andrew, Land Agent, Great Thurlow, Haverhill, Cambs.

Boulder, Professor, City of London College, i8 SadbrokeGrove, W.

*Bouverie, Henry H. P., i Pall Mall East, London, S.W., and

Brymore, Bridgewater

Broughton, Thomas, Estate Agent, Sherborne, North Leach,

Gloucestershire

Brigham, T. E., Clarendon Terrace, South Shields

*Brown, Alexander Henry, Major, Callaly Castle, Whittingham

R.S.O., Northumberland

Berridge, William, Forester, Stonleigh Abbey Farm, Kenilworth

Buckham, John, Timber ]^Ierchant, Lanchester, Durham
Buckham, F. W., Timber Merchant, Lanchester, Durham
Burnell, J., Bank Mill Cottage, Durham
Barton, George, Forester to Lord H. Scott, Wooton Bridge, Isle

of Wight

Bayliss, Jones &: Bayliss, Victoria Works, Wolverhampton

Bell, G. H., Wool Merchant, Hexham
Barrie, James, Forester, RoUe Estate Office, Torrington, North

Devon

Brown, John R., Manager of William Fell & Co.'s Nurseries,

Woodlands View, Hexham
Broadbent, G. A., Surveyor, Kirkheaton, Huddersfield

*Burrill, T. O., Masham, Bedale, Yorks.

Boston, Wm., Nurseryman, Calthorpe, Bedale

*Carlisle, The Rt. Hon. ihe Earl of, Naworih Castle, Brampton,

Cumberland
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Carter, James, Burton House, Masham

Carling, R. H., Photographer, Khig Street, South Shields

Clapham, W., Landscape Gardener and Rock Builder, Hill

House, Bramhall Park, Stockport

Clark, Henry, Nurseryman, Carlisle

*Clark, J. O., Clifton, Bedale, Yorkshire

Clark, Thomas, Wentworth Nurseries, Hexham

Clark, J. W., Land Agent, Guisborough, Yorkshire

Clark, John M., Land Agent, Haltwhistle, Northumberland

Clark, Henry, Kirkholmdale, Haltwhistle

Clark, Christopher, Estate Office, Charlcot, Bedale

Clark, George, Land Agent, Haltwhistle and Hexham

Clarkson, Edward, Boldon, South Shields

Cowan, Bernard, F.R.H.S., Supt. Westoe Cemetery, South Shields

Collins, Robert T., Forester, Trentham, Stafford

Collins, Fred, Assistant Forester, Trentham, Stafford

Collins, Ernest, Assistant Forester, Lilleshall, Newport, Salop

Cruddas, W. D , Haughton Castle, Humshaugh R.S.O., Northum-

berland

Coupar, Robert, Forester, Ashford Castle, County Galway

"'•'Cowell, ALijor-General, The Rt. Hon. John C, K.C.B., Clifton

Castle, Bedale

Cooper, George, Supt. of Cemetery, Gateshead-on-Tyne

Coxon, Jos. D., Alnwick Park, Alnwick, Northumberland

Cook, Alfred, Forester, Normanton Park, Stamford

Cooper, Thomas, Assistant Forester, Cholmondeley Park, near

Mai pas, Cheshire

*Durham, The Earl of, Lambton Castle, Fence Houses, Durham

Davidson, John, Land .Agent, G. H. Estates, Haydon-Bridge-on-

Tyne

Davidson, Councillor, Erskine Road, .South Shields

Dixon, Robert, Woodkeeper, Shotley Hall,Shotley Bridge, Durham

Dixon, John, Forester, Staniiing Stone, Matfen, Corbridge

Dick, Joseph, Forestev, \\'^entworth, Rotherham

Doughty, William, Forester, Canonbie, Dumfriesshire, Carlisle

Dodds, F. W., Assistant Forester, Raby, Staindrop

Dunn, Malcolm, Palace Gardens, Dalkeith, N.B.

Dicksons (Limited), NurseryiiKn and Seedsmen, Chester

Dodsworth, F. & W., CoUmgwood Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne
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Dalglish, John, Rothley Lake. Morpeth

Dixon, W., Messrs. Calder & Co., Middlesbro'

Dobson, R. H., 29 Hencotes Street, Hexham
Davidson, Edward, Belmont House, Haydon-Bridge-on-Tyne

Ellis, Thomas, Painter and Decorator, Hexham
Ellis, James, Assistant Forester, Swinton, Masham
Erricson, A. F., Messrs. Osbeck & Co., Newcastle

Elder, William, Forester, Cholmondeley Park, near Malpas,

Cheshire

Fyall, Thomas, Ironmonger, 48 King Street, South Shields

Forrest, A. J., Townley Estate Office, Burnley, Lancashire

Fawcett, James \V., The Grange, Satley, Darlington

Forsyth, John M., Park Farm Office, Woburn, Bedford

Ford, John, Woodman, Hesledon, Castle Eden, Durham

Ford, John Walker, Chase Park, Enfield, Middlesex

Fleming, William, Tudhoe Villa, Durham

Fell, William, Wm Fell &: Co., Royal Nurserymen and Seedsmen,

Hexham
*Fernow, W. B., Chief of Forestry Division, U.S. Department of

Agriculture, Washington, America

Forster, Henry, Bradley Cottage, Harperley Station, Durham
Forbes, William, Swinton, Masham, Yorkshire

Forster, W. A., Forester, Balgrave Lodge, Pulford, Wrexham
Frank, William, Timber Merchant, Helmsley, Yorkshire

Ferguson, W. W., Messrs. Lee, Walton &: Co., Timber Merchants,

Haydon-Bridge-on-Tyne

Finn, S., Draper, 86 Cuthbert Street, South Shields

Gallie, George, Forester, Burnside Cottage, Ravensworth, Gates-

head

Gallic, John A., Forester, Overton, Shipton

Gibson, Thomas, Journalist, 29 Wouldhave Street, South Shields

Gillander, Alex. A., Forester, Highlegh, Nutsford, Cheshire

Glen, D. A., Forester, Croxteth Park, Liverpool

Graham, John, Findon Cottage, Sacriston, Durham
Graham, Joseph, 6 Eleanor Street, South Shields

Grey, C. G., Land Agent and Surveyor, Ballycourcy, Enniscorthey,

Co. Wexford

Grey, George, Millfield, Wooler

Green, H. B., 45 Eleanor Street, South Shields
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Guthrie, Captain, 3 Thornley Terrace, South Shields

Gough, W., Wykehara, York

Gough, Reginald, Forester, Saverow Forest, Malborough, Wilts.

Grey, J. S., Messrs. Backhouse & Co., Nurserymen

(ilover, Joseph, Timber Merchant, Lathom, near Ormskirk

Hall, Joseph, Assistant Forester, Alansford Estate, Blackhill,

Durham

Hancock, William, Timber Merchant, Lintz Green

Harrison, George, Woodman, Heddon, near Wylam

Henderson, J. W., Fowler Street, South Shields

Heskett, W. J., Land Agent, Penrith

Hanson, A., BaiHff, Bransley Estate, Easingwold, Yorkshire

Hill, W. H., The Knoll, Ambleside

Hood, John, Jun., Florist, West Parade, Newcastle

Havelock, W. B., Forester, Helmsley, Yorkshire

Houghton, The Rt. Hon. Lord, Frystone Hall, Ferrybridge,

Yorkshire

Hudspith, Alderman, CC, J. P., Greencroft, Haltwhistle

Hutchinson, Joseph, Land Agent, The College, Durham

*Huggon, Thomas. Estate Bailiff, Callaly, Whittingham R.S.O.

Hudson, James, Land Agent, Lowther, Penrith

Hull, Frank, Forester, Lilleshall, Newport, Salop

* Hansen, Professor, Brokolin, Mynstensver, Copenhagen, Sweden

Henderson, David, Assistant Forester, Water Fryston, Ferrybridge

Hawkins, Charles, Forester, Grimsthorpe, Bourne, Lincohibhire

Havelock, Henry, Forester, Raby Castle, Darlington

Herd, W. A., Nurseryman, Penrith

Harrison, R., Banker, South Shields

Hemmersley, C, Timber Merchant, Scallington, Notts.

Ingram, Jos., Assistant Forester, Alansford Estate, IMackhill

Johnston, John, Assistant Forester, Netherby, Longtown

Jewitt, Matthew, Forester, Forest Mount, Flealey, Riding-

Mill-on-Tyne

Johnston, Rev. William, F.L.S., 21 Wesley Crescent, Shildon,

via Darlington

*Joicey, Edward, Blenkinsop Hall, Haltwhistle

Jewitt, Edward, Forester, Micklcy, Prudhoe-on-Tyne

Jewitt, Edward, Forester, Langley Castle, Haydon Bridge

*Jonas, Henry, Surveyor, 4 Whitehall Place, London, S.W.
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Jamieson, W. H., Forester, Welbeck, Worksop, Notts.

Johnson, Rev. M., Alexandra Terrace, Hexham

James, C. H., Land Agent, Rudchester, Wylam

Kirsopp, Henry, SoUcitor, Hexham
Kirvvan, Rev. J., Ardfinnau, Cahir, Co. Tipperary, Ireland

Kelly, J. G., Ash Villa, Carleton, Pontefract

Lauder & Co., Timber Merchants, West Hartlepool

Leighton, Sir Baldwyn, Loton Park, Shrewsbury

*Leyland, C. J., Haggerston Castle, Beal, Northumberland

Luke, John, Forester, Greenshaw, Hexham
Lincoln, Edward Harper, 3 Market Place, South Shields

Liddell, Matthew, Hindley Hall, Stocksfieldon-Tyne

Lowes, John, VVydon Burn, Hexham
Lonsdale, Claud, Rose Hill, Carlisle

*Lubbock, Sir John, Bart., M.P., High Elms, Hayes, Kent

Lockhart, L. C, Solicitor, Hexham
Lockhart, H. F., Solicitor, Hexham
Leadbitter, Edward, The Spital, Hexham
Loan, Thomas, Forester, Beaufront Castle, Hexham
March, Miss S. A., South Shields

Marshall, Councillor Peter, South Shields

Matheson, Thomas, Nurseryman, Morpeth, Northumberland

Maughan, John, Estate Office, Jervaulx, Yorkshire

May, VV. H., Assistant Forester, Little Stainton, Ferryhill

May, William, Forester, Little Stainton, Ferryhill, Durham
Marshall, Councillor T. D., South Shields

Mc.Andrew, P., Forester, Prudhoe Hall, Prudhoe

McCrae, James, Fowler Street, South Shields

Maister, C. L. N., Swinton Estate Office, Masham, Yorks.

Marsden, \V., Assistant Forester, Clifton Castle, Bedale

*Marshall, S. A., Skelwith Fold, Ambleside

Marshall, Dr., Wentworth Terrace, South Shields

Marsh, W. D., Estate Office, Hoddam Castle, Ecclefechan, N.B.

Mason, John, Estate Office, Grantley, Ripon

Mason, Thomas S., Estate Office, Fountain's Hall, Ripon

Mc.Que, Alex., Assistant Forester, Siud Farm, Melton Constable,

East Dereham

Mitchell, John, Forester, Strid Cottage, Bolton Abbey, Skipton

* Mitchell, Mrs. John, Strid Cottage, Bolton Abbey, Skipton
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Mitchell, J., Manager, Frystone, Ferrybridge

Milne, William, Messrs. Wm. Fell &: Co., Royal Nurserymen and

Seed Merchants, Hexham
MoUer, H., Timber Merchant, Thornhill Gardens, Sunderland

Marr, Charles, The Gardens, Prudhoe Hall, Prudhoe

Mc.Kinlay, D., Land Agent, Bed well Park, Hatfield, Herts.

Mc.Rae, A., Messrs. J. Donaldson & Sons, Timber Merchants,

Tayport, N.B.

Motley, Lewis, Messrs. Motley &: Green, St. George's Works,

Great George Street, Leeds

*Marshall, R. D., Castle Rigg Manor, Keswick

Mitchell, F., Forester, Althorpe, Northampton

*Newbiggin, John, of Thomas Kennedy & Co., Nurserymen,

Dumfries

Ormiston, James, Timber Merchant, Mickley Bank, Stocksfield

Peebles, J., South Marine Park, South Shields

Peile, George, Greenwood, Shotley Bridge, Durham

Poison, D., Quatre Bras, Hexham
Plummer, A. B., Architect, 48 Cloth Market, Ne\vcastle-on-Tyne

*Peel, Edward S., Estate Office, Melton Constable, Fast Dereham

Potts, R. G., Auctioneer, South View Terrace, South Shields

Ritson, Morley, Timber Merchant, Tyne Sawmills, Hexham
Robson, J. W., Nurseryman, Hexham, Northumberland

*Rogerson, John, Croxdale Hall, Durham

Robinson, Robert, Forester, Castle Eden, Durham

Ross, Arch., Skipton Castle, Skipton, Yorkshire

Ross, George, Bank Foot Nurseries, Hexham
Rotheroe, Thomas, Nurseryman, Huddersfield

Robinson, J. F., Wood Merchant, Burnopfield, Durham

Rudman, S. C, Land Agent, W'indlestone

Ramage, James L., Bailiff, Longhirst, Morpeth

Roberts, Thomas, Forester, Stud_Farm, Melton Constable, East

Dereham, Norfolk

*RolIe, The Hon. Mark, Stcvcnstone, Torrington, North Devon

Reed, T. J., Rate Collector, Main Approach, South Shields

• Sample, Thomas, Land Agent, Botiial Castle, Mori)eth

Sample, C. H., Land Agent, Matfen, Corbridge-on-Tyne

Sample, W. C, Bothal Castle, Morpeth

Silven, Miss F., Sweden
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*Stral<er, J. H., Stagshaw House, Corbridge-on-Tyne

Scott, John, Land Steward, Newton, Stockstield-on-Tyne

Scrymgeour, William, Shrubland Park, Coddenham, Suffolk

*Somerville, Professor, Durham College of Science, Newcastle-

on-Tyne

Stobart, William, Pepper Arden, Northallerton, Yorkshire

Stewart, Dr., Hexham
Sutherland, M., Forester, Netherby, Longtown

Slater, Alexander, Forester, Madehurst, Arundel, Sussex

Snowdon, W. C. P., Estate Agent, Hutton Moor, Thirsk

*Straker, John Coppin, The Leazes, Hexham
Smith, J. M., Kensington Terrace, South Shields

Smith, John, North Side, Haydon Bridge

Shaw, Arthur, Oakland, Beaumont Park, Huddersfield

Shipley, Ralph, Woodkeeper, Plunderheath, Haydon-Bridge-on-

Tyne

Shipley, Ed., Wood Agent, 20 North Road, Darlington

Smith, David, Woodkeeper, Scremerston, Berwick-on-Tweed

Smith, Stephen, Bailiff, Blenkinsopp, Haltwhistle

Smith, William, Wood Merchant, Gunnerton, North Tyne

Smith, Councillor W. R., South Shields

Spence, John, Timber Merchant, Ripon

Scott, William, Burnopfield, Durham
Storie, W,, Forester, Highclose, Newbury, Berks.

Symm, John, Engineer, Newton, Stocksfield

Smith, T., Draper, South Shields

Scott, James, Timber Merchant, Hill Crest, Ryton-on-Tyne

Tait, James, Forester, Marske, Yorks.

Taylor, Thomas, Chipchase Castle, North Tyne

Taylor, W. F., Messrs. Taylor & Thomson, Seed Merchants,

23 Duke Street, Bishopsgate, London, E.

Thomlinson-Walker, W., Victoria Iron Works, Walmgate, York
Thornton, Councillor, South Shields

Taylor, Andrew, 11 Luton Place, Edinburgh

Turnbull, John, Forester, Brayton, Carlisle

Tomlinson, W., Forester, Clumber, Worksop, Notts.

Vasey, Thomas, Land Agent, South Shields

Veitch, Harry James, Nurseryman, Chelsea, London
Wakenshaw, J. W., 5 Vernon Terrace, Gateshead
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Wallis, Robert, Old Ridley, StocksfieM-^on-Tyne

Walton, C. E., Accountant, King Street, South Shields

Wilson, J., Forester, 8 Cluriton Place, Westbury-on-Trym

*Watt, James, Little & Ballantyne, Nursery and Seedsmen, Carlisle

Welton, William, Land Steward, Chesters, Chollerford R.S.O.

Walker, A\'illiam, Jun., Assistant Forester, Swinton, ALasham

Walker, William, Forester, Kirkly, ALalzeard, Ripon, Yorkshire

Ward, D. jNL, West Bolden, Sunderland

Wardle, Alderman, South Shields

Wilson, R. R., Assistant Forester, Swinton, Masham
Wilkinson, P. S., Mount Oswald, Durham

Wallace, Henry, Land Agent, Trench Hall, Gateshead-on-Tyne

Walker, John Joseph, Timber Merchant, Corbridge-on-Tyne

*Wilson, Sir Jacob, Chillingham Barns, and 3 St. James' Square,

London, S.W.

Wilson, John, Leazes Park, Newcastle-on-Tyne

Wilson, M., Forester, Crinkle Park, Loftus R.S.O.

Wear, William, Wood Merchant, Hexham

White, William, Forester, Stan wick Park, Darlington

Whitfield, Thomas, Tyne Dock Engineering Co., South Shields

Wigglesvvorth, Ironmonger, Ripon

Whittaker, John, Forester, Abbeystead, Lancaster

Wilkinson, \Villiam, Assistant Forester, Cholmondeley Park

Winter, F., Borough Accountant, Gateshead

Young, T. J., Secretary, Tyneside Agricultural Society, Hexham

'^ These marked with an Asterisk are Life and Honorary Members.

Note —Any necessary Correction required in the Name,

Designation, or residence of any Member, to be reported to the

Secretary.
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Patrons.

His Grace the Duke of Northumberland

The Right Hon. the Earl of Durham

The Right Hon. the Earl of Carlisle, Naworth Castle, and Castle

Howard, Yorkshire

Sir John Lubbock, M.P., High Elms, Hayes, Kent

Cadvvallader, J. Bates, Esq., Langley Castle, Northumberland

Thomas Taylor, Esq., Chipchase Castle, North Tyne

The Right Hon. Lord Houghton, Frystone Hall, Ferrybridge

The Right Hon. Lord IMasham, Swinton, Masham

President.

Sir Jacob Wilson, 3 St. James' Square, London, S.W.

Vice-Presidents.

James Watt, Esq., Messrs. Little & Ballantyne, Carlisle

R. B. Barrett, Esq., Skipton Castle, Skipton

J. H. Straker, Esq., Stagshaw, Corbridge-on-Tyne

C. G. Grey, Esq., Ballicourcy, Enniscorlhey, County AVexford

Isaac Baty, Esq., Solicitor, Hexham
John Balden, Esq., Sen., Dilston, Corbridge

Wm. Fell, Esq., Nurseryman,' Hexham
Sir Ed. Blackett, Bart, Matfen, Corbridge

John Graham, Esq., Findon Cottage, Durham

W. D. Cruddas, Esq., The Dene, Newcastle

S. Maughan, Esq., Jervaulx, Redale

Henry WjiJkte7 Esq., Land Agent, Trench Hall, Gateshead

F. W^(|»eadon, Esq., The Estate Office, Huddersfield

Members of Council.

Mr. John Anderson, Broughton Hall, Skipton

Mr. John Balden, Jun., KnatchbuU Road, Camberwell, S.E.

Mr. Archd. Ross, Forester, Skipton Castle, Skipton

Mr. Bernard Cowan, F.R.H.S., Westoe Cemetery, South Shields

Mr. John Wilson, Leazes Park, Newcastle

George Dickson, Esq., Nurseryman, Chester
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Mr. Henry Clark, Forester, Kirkholmdale, Haltwhistle

Mr. J. W. Robson, Nurseryman, Hexham

Mr. John Mitchell, Strid Cottage, Bolton Abbey

Mr. William Forbes, Swinton, ^Nlasham

Mr. George Gallie, Ravensworth Gastle, Gateshead

Mr. Geo. Cooper, Supt. of Cemetery, Gateshead

Mr. Ed. Shipley, 20 North Road, Darlington

W. H. Hill, Esq., The Knoll, Ambleside

Wm. Fleming, Esq., Tudhoe, Durham

Mr. J. R. Brown, Woodlands View, Hexham

Mr. John Luke, Greenshaw, Hexham

P. S. Wilkinson, Esq., Mount Oswald, Durham

Mr. W. B. Havelock, Helmsley, Yorkshire

Wm. Milne, Esq., Messrs. Fell & Co., Hexham
Mr. J. F. Robinson, Burnopfield

Mr. G. Ross, Bank Foot Nurseries, Hexham
Mr. T. Bewick, Streatlam, Darlington

Secretary and Treasurer.

John Davidson, Greenwich Hospital Estate Office, Playdon

Bridge

Assistant Secretary.

Edward Davidson, Belmont House, Haydon Bridge

Auditors.

John Balden, Sen., Dilston, Corbridge

Bernard Cowan, F.R.H.S, Cemetery, South Shields

Local Secretaries.

W. B. Havelock, Helmsley, Yorkshire

J. Balden, Jun., 7 Welby Street, Camberwell, S.E.

Archd. Ross, Skipton Castle, Skipton

H. Clark, Kirkholmdale, Haltwhistle

William Forbes, Swinton, Masliam

Robert Coupar, Forester, Ashford Castle, Galway

William Doughty, Forester, Canonbie, Carlisle
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M. Sutherland, Fprester, Netherby

Bernard Cowan, The Cemetery, South Shields

Wm. Fleming, Tudhoe, Durham

Robt. T. Collins, Trentham, Stafford

James Barrie, Torrington, North Devon

Jos. Dick, Wentworth, Rotherham

Francis Mitchell, Althorpe, Northampton

Ed. Shipley, 20 North Road, Darlington

Stephen Smith, Huddersfield

Jos. D. Coxon, Alnwick Park, Alnwick

Frank Hull, Lilleshall, Newport

W. A. Forster, Forester, Balgrave Lodge

M. Wilson, Forester, Crinkle Park

Official Reporter.

Mr. Daniel Poison, Quatre Bras, Hexham

Judges.

Messrs. John Balden, Dilston, Corbridge ; Malcolm Dunn, Palace

Gardens, Dalkeith ; William Doughty, Canonbie
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Abstract of the Accounts of the English

RECEIPTS.

1892. £ s. d.

Balance in hand ... ... ... ... ... 2211 o

By Amount received for Advertising and Sales ... 218
„ Subscriptions :

—

Ordinary Members ... ... j£,']\ 4 6

Life Members ... ... ... 5 5°
79 9 6

„ Deposit with Interest in North Eastern Bank,

Hexham 45 13 3

^149 15 5
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Arhoricultural Society to August, iSgj.

PAYMENTS.





05nglislj ^rli0ni:i:ltnral ^nrwtj.

THE ANNUAL MEETING.

The Thirteenth Annual General Meeting of the Society was held

at the Royal Hotel, Worksop, on Wednesday night, 15th August,

1894. Mr. John Maughan, Jervaulx, Bedale, presided. The
Minutes of the last Annual Meeting were read and confirmed.

The Secretary reported the membership to be as follows :

—

Honorary Members - - - - 9

Life Members - - - - - 20

Ordinary Members . . - . 248

277

Lapses - - - - 7

Resignations - - ... 6

Deaths - .... 2

15

262

New Members - t^^

Total Members - 295

New Members.

The Secretary submitted the subjoined list of members
elected at Council Meetings held since the last Annual Meeting:

—

Nathaniel Armstrong, Westgate Road, Newcastle
; James Turner,

3 Havelock Terrace, Gateshead; ^Villiam Shand, Nurseryman,

1
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Lancaster ; A. J. Blackett Ord, ^Vhitfield Hall, Northumberland

;

Robert Bewsher, Fell Close Villa, Embleton ; Professor Boulger,

Kew Gardens, London (Honorary) ; — Nicholson, Kew Gardens,

London (Honorary); A. F. N. Wood, Belswardyne Hall,

Shrewsbury (Life); David Graham, Assistant Forester, Woodstock;

Hugh Hatson, Forester, ^;^ Springfield Terrace, Huddersfield
;

John Watters, Forester, Ridley Hall, Bardon Mill; Robert Smith,

6 Gloucester Road, Newcastle; T. C. Wyse, Estate Office,

Wensley, Leyburn R.S.O.; •— Tait, Forester, Wensley, Leyburn

R.S.O.; Councillor W\ Clough, Gateshead; Councillor James

Grant, South Shields : John Tweddell, 2 Tynemouth Terrace,

Tynemouth ; D Jamieson, Crown Forester, Isle of Man
; John

Brydon (Messrs. Kent & Brydon), Darlington
; J. Thomson,

48 Warwick Street, Heaton, Newcastle; W. Coulson, Clerk to

Board of Guardians, South Shields.

The list was confirmed and adopted.

The following gentlemen were also proposed as members and

admitted into the Society :—Arthur Fox, Assistant Forester,

Melton Constable, Norfolk ; Charles Greenwood, Assistant

Forester, Welbeck, Worksop; Richard Gibson Surtees, Contractor,

Colwell, Barrasford
; Job Molyneux, Forester, Curraghmore,

Portlaw, Ireland ; Alex. Cameron, Assistant Forester, Thoresby,

OUerton, Newark, Notts; Albert Wilson, Assistant Forester, Eaton,

Chester ; Councillor H. Stokes, Logan Terrace, South Shields

;

J. C. Pollard, Glass Merchant, Mowbray Road, South Shields

;

Frank Dobson, Builder, Chichester Road, South Shields ; Dr.

TurnbuU, Mowbray Road, South Shields; J. Davidson, jun.,

Tofts House, Haydon Bridge; T. W. Luke, Forester, Workington;

Wm. Atkinson (Messrs. Fisher, Son & Sibray), Westfield, Retford.

Financial Statement.

The Secretary read the Financial Statement for the year

ending August, 1894, from which it appeared that the total

receipts, including a balance in hand at the commencement of the

year amounting to ^£2^ iis. 5d., were ;^i68 15s. iid., while the

payments amounted t0;^85 los. 4d., leaving a balance in hand of

^83 5s- yd.
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The Chairman thought they ought to regard the accounts as

satisfactory, for he noticed their financial position had been

improved by about p/^8.

Mr. Watt : I see you get a small sum for advertisements. I

think you might do better there.

The Secretary : I think we yet might get some revenue from

that source.

Mr. Cowan moved the adoption of the financial statement.

Mr. Forbes seconded, and the same was agreed to.

Mr. Watt : I consider that the expense of working the institu-

tion has been very small indeed. I don't think we could get

another secretary who wouM do the work for the same amount of

remuneration. (Hear, hear.)

Election of Officers.

Mr. Watt said, ever since the birth of the Society they had had

ornamental figure heads, and he did not think they had had a

President in attendance at any of their meetings. Mr. Maughan,

the chairman of that meeting, had always shown himself most

anxious to ally himself with the science of Forestry, and had

admirably explained his views thereon ; and his position in con-

nection with Arboriculture was such that it would carry weight in

any of their undertakings, and keep the Society to the forefront.

It gave him pleasure in proposing that Mr. Maughan be appointed

President of the Society for the ensuing year.

Mr. J. F. Robinson seconded. He said Mr. Maughan had

attended their Council Meetings, and had shown a business

aptitude which made him a model chairman. He believed he

would be a thorough working President, and would further the

interests of the Society to the utmost of his powers.

Mr. Forbes supported the proposition, which was carried unani-

mously.
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The President thanked the members for the honour they had

done him, and hoped he would attend to his duties to the very

best of his abihties, so far as his business would allow him.

(Hear, hear.)

James Watt, Esq., Carlisle ; and R. B. Barrett, Esq., Skipton

Hall, Skipton, the two Vice-Presidents at the top of the list,

retired by rotation in conformity with Law xii., and J. Maughan,

Esq., Jervaulx, having been elected President, there were thus

three vacancies on the list of Vice-Presidents.

Mr. Cowan moved that Mr. Watt and Mr. Barrett be re-elected.

Mr. Robinson seconded, and the motion was carried.

The Secretary moved that Mr. C. J. Leyland, of Haggerston

Castle, Beal, Northumberland, be elected to the third vacancy

Mr. Herd seconded.

Mr. Forbes moved that Mr. Bernard Cowan, of South Shields,

be the new Vice-President.

Mr. Vasey seconded the nomination of Mr. Cowan, and Mr.

Fell supported.

The Secretary thereupon withdrew the name of Mr. Leyland]

and Mr. Cowan was elected.

In accordance with Law xii., the first five names on the list of

members of the Council retired, namely, Messrs. John Anderson,

Broughton Hall, Skipton
;
John Balden, junr., London ; Archd.

Ross, Skipton ; Bernard Cowan, South Shields
; John Wilson,

Leazes Park, Newcastle; but Mr. Cowan having been elected a

Vice-President, and Mr. Henry Clark of Haltwhistle resigned, six

nominations were required

After some discussion the following were chosen to fill the

vacancies : Messrs. Ross, Wilson (re-elected) ; Professor Somer-

ville, Durham College of Science ; Messrs. John Scott, Newton

;

W. A. Forster, Eaton Hall ; Thomas Roberts, Melton Constable.
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On the motion of Mr. Watt, seconded by Mr. J. M. Smith,

Mr. John Balden, junr., was elected an Honorary iMember of the

Society.

The President proposed the re-election of Mr. John Davidson

of Haydon Bridge, as Secretary and Treasurer. The motion was

seconded by Mr. Watt, and carried unanimously.

Mr. Edward Davidson was elected Assistant Secretary, on the

motion of Mr. Cowan, seconded by Mr. Brown.

Messrs. Cowan and Balden were reappointed Auditors.

The Local Secretaries were re-elected, and the following added

to the list : Mr. W. Tomlinson, Clumber Park ; Mr. A. J. Forrest,

Burnley ; Mr. T. Roberts, Melton Constable ; Mr. William Elder,

Cholmondeley Park, Cheshire; Mr. D. Barclay, Formby, Lanca-

shire; and Mr. W. F. Taylor, 23 Duke Street, Bishopsgate, London.

On the motion of Mr. Forbes, seconded by Mr. Fell, Mr. D,

Poison was re-elected Official Reporter.

Mr. John Balden, senr., Dilston, Corbridge ; Mr. M. Dunn,

Palace Gardens, Dalkeith ; and Mr. D. M. Webster, Penrhyn

Castle, were appointed Judges.

On the motion of Mr. Watt, a vote of thanks was accorded to

Mr. Wm. Doughty, Canonbie, who had retired from the position

of Judge, for his past services.

Prize Essays.

The Secretary read the report of the Judges on the Essays

sent in for competition. The first prize, consisting of a silver

medal and two guineas, was awarded to Mr. Maughan, President

of the Society, for an Essay on " How Trees Grow." It was

decided to award Mr. T. Gillander, of Highlegh, Nutsford, a

bronze medal for an Essay on the same subject. A silver medal

was awarded to Mr. W. Forbes, of Svvinton, Masham, for his Essay

on "Thinning Mixed Plantations," and a bronze medal each to

Mr. R. Robinson, Castle Eden, and ?,Ir. Thos. Roberts of Melton

Constable. Mr. T. Clark of Hexham, was awarded a silver medal

for his Essay on " Conifers for Pinetum."
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The Dendrometer,

The Committee appointed to adjudicate upon the Dendrometer

presented to the Society by Mr. Forbes, recommended that the

best thanks of the Society be presented to him for his gift, and

that he be commended for his ingenuity in the invention of such

an instrument.

It was resolved, on the motion of Mr. Fell, seconded by Mr.

Cowan, that the Society present Mr. Forbes with a silver medal

in appreciation of his invention.

Mr. Forbes moved in terms of notice previously given: "That

immediate action be taken to Examine Candidates in Forestry,

and that this Society grants a Certificate of Forestry to Candidates

satisfying the Examiners. The Examiners to be practical

Foresters, i.e., either Land Agents or Foresters." He said that

after this motion was introduced at a Council Meeting at Hexham,

it was adversely criticised by several correspondents in different

journals ; but adverse criticism in the press was, in his opinion,

better than being ignored by it. He wished, however, to point out

that the motion was not of an antagonistic nature to any other

society. Long before the examinations referred to were held, he

was in correspondence with several gentlemen interested in forestry

on this same proposition, and they were all agreed that the Society

was quite justified in, and capable of, dealing with the motion.

There were many men holding positions as foresters who would

be infinitely more qualified to discharge the duties of such with

more credit to themselves, and greater satisfaction to their

employers, if they held a certificate in forestry obtained after due

examination from the English Arboricultural Society. The

examination need not be of such a character as to deter any

practical man from facing it, but it would of necessity require a

candidate to possess a certain amount of scientific knowledge of

botany, geology, agricultural chemistry, zoology and entomology,

but it was not to be expected that a candidate would recjuire to

possess more than an elementary knowledge of the foregoing

branches of science. There should also be a test in practical

forestry. He did not propose that the tests in this branch should

take up much of the time of cither examiners or candidates, but
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they should be made exhaustive. It could be done in this way.

When an aspirant for a forestry certificate presented himself for

examination, he should be requested to make out a list of the

various kinds of forest work he was prepared to put his hand to.

In it he could include anything from handling a spade to

manipulating a theodolite. By allowing a candidate to state his

own qualifications, it implied his willingness to be tested on any

of the subjects he named, and from his own list the examiners

would soon ascertain his qualifications. This would enable

certificates of different degrees to be awarded. Too many

examinations were conducted upon the lines of finding out what a

candidate did not know ; let them frame theirs on a broader prin-

ciple, and endeavour to find out all that a candidate does know.

That was a matter they could not map out that night, as in the

drawing up of such a syllabus great care and caution would have

to be exercised. He was looking to a more powerful organization

than even the English Arboricultural Society to assist holders of

the certificate of forestry of this .Society to obtain situations—he

referred to the Surveyors' Institute, of which their worthy President

was a member—and the time would come when a forester would

be engaged on his merits, and not by the influence of friends.

Mr. Watt said the motion brought forward by Mr. Forbes was,

he thought, a very good one in many respects, but it wanted

serious consideration, and he suggested that it be referred to a

committee of three or four capable men who were able to deal

with the subject.

Mr. Cowan moved that it be referred back to the Council, who

could place it in the hands of a small committee who would report

upon the subject.

Mr. Cooper seconded, and the motion was agreed to.

It was resolved, on the motion of Mr. Forbes, that the time

appointed for the receiving of Essays be extended to the 31st May.

Questions on Larch Disease.

The Secretary reported that a very large number of answers

had been received on this subject, and there were a great many
more to come in. It had been agreed to classify them, and it was
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suggested that they be submitted to Professor Somerville to

tabulate the results.

Mr. Watt moved that the replies be published in extcnso.

Mr. Cowan seconded.

Mr. Forbes moved, as an amendment, that Professor Somerville

be asked to epitomise the results.

]\[r. Robinson seconded the amendment, which however, after

discussion, was withdrawn, and the motion of Mr. Watt agreed to.

Other subjects on the agenda, owing to the lateness of the hour

were left over, and the proceedings concluded with a vote of

thanks to the Chairman.

Suggestions for Quarterly Magazine.

On resumption of business at the close of annual dinner, the

Chairman said they got so far as to answers on questions of larch

disease. The next thing on the agenda was the consideration of

suggestions for the issue of a Quarterly Magazine instead of the

Annual Transactions.

The Secretary said there had been two or three schemes

formulated and submitted to the Committee. He proceeded to

give details of estimated cost of production, and probable income.

Mr. Cowan said he thought it would be best for the subject to

be referred back to the Council, where it could be thoroughly

thrashed out.

Mr. Watt said the Royal Scottish Society had four times the

number of members, and they could not carry out such a journal.

Other journals of a like character had been started and had failed.

It was an important matter for them, and he thought it would be

monstrous to decide upon taking such a step to-night when they

could not give the subject full consideration.
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The Chairman said as they all knew they issued the Annual

Transactions of the Society. The advisability of issuing a Quar-

terly Magazine instead of the Annual Transactions had been

considered, and certain figures had been supplied to them, so that

they might be in a position to know what they were talking about.

From these figures it appeared there would be a loss on the year

of j[,'i.2^ but the cost to the Society of the Annual Transactions

was p{^i8 to ^20, so therefore, according to this statement, there

would be a saving by the Quarterly Magazine.

Mr. Cowan : I move that it be adjourned back to the Council

for consideration for another year.

Mr. Beadon seconded.

Mr. Robinson said at a Council Meeting at Hexham, Mr.

Poison read a paper advocating a Quarterly Magazine. He (Mr.

Robinson) thought there were many members of the Society who

would be glad to have such a magazine wherein they might ventilate

their views and obtain information from other members who had

had more experience than themselves in forestry, and he was rather

of opinion that if they issued a magazine once a quarter, and asked

members from a distance questions upon subjects they would like

information upon, the very fact of introducing those subjects might

be largely the means of popularizing the magazine, and very possibly

most members would subscribe to it.

Mr. Watt said he did not see anythmg better than the yearly

Transactions. In his opinion, theirs was not such a Society as

could afford to keep a Quarterly Magazine going. He was sure it

could only result in loss when they considered the time that would

have to be spent over it and the cost of material. He knew two

different journals of a like class that had failed.

After further discussion,

Mr. Robinson moved as an amendment to Mr. Cowan's motion,

that steps be taken with a view to the commencement of a Quarterly

Magazine.

Mr. Forbes seconded.
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The voting was—for the amendment, g ; for Mr. Cowan's motion,

14. The subject was therefore referred back to the Council.

The last two items on the agenda, namely. Subjects for Next

Years Essays ; and the Annual Excursion, were, on the motion of

Mr. Forbes, referred to the Council.

The proceedings then terminated.
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HOW TREES GROW. By John Maughan, Estate Office,

Jervaulx Abbey, Bedale. Professional Associate of the Sur-

veyors' Institution; Special Certificate in Forestry, Surveyors'

Institution ; Second-class Certificate in Forestry, Highland

and Agricultural Society.

Introduction.

Although many clever and practical foresters are highly successful

in the early management and ultimate realization of the timber

under their charge, though possessing a somewhat meagre know-

ledge of the sciences bearing upon their profession, it by no means

follows that a higher technical knowledge will not be insisted upon

in future.

The more enlightened of our County Councils are utilizing the

funds placed at their disposal by the Board of Agriculture for

Educational purposes, and have already attacked the dairy, the

laundry, and the kitchen ; whilst the Surveyor's Institution will

not now admit land agents and surveyors unless they undergo an

examination. These are the beginning ; the end—those who live

may see.

The sole reason of the want of scientific knowledge on the part

of many of the older men is that the means of acquiring it were

not within their reach ; but in these days of cheap literature, the

excuse can hardly be said to exist for the rising generation, and

the man who will not make an effort to march with the times must

be content to take a back seat.

It is not meant that theory can ever take the place of practice,

but the two can go together hand in hand : and the man who
deserves the most success is the expert in both,

But independent of the increasing demand for technical educa-

tion, the educated man must take a greater interest in his work
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than one to whom it is merely a means to an end—the earning of

his daily bread ; besides, his scientific knowledge must provide

him with relaxation and rest for his mind. He will smoke his

evening pipe just as comfortably with a book in his hands as with

them in his pocket ; and take his Sunday afternoon's stroll with

greater pleasure after he has cut the pages of the wonderful book

of Nature; a tree will not only possess a greater interest on

account of its growth, maturity, or value—but it will also be

regarded as an example of the unknown and wonderful process by

which inert matter is transformed into a living cell, and by which

a diminutive seed becomes a giant tree.

For the purposes of this Essay, a tree may be considered as

consisting of the following sub-divisions :

—

1. The Seed and its Germination.

2. The Descending Axis or Root.

3. The Ascending Axis or Stem, including the Branches and

Bark.

4. The Leaves.

5. The Flower—Pollination and Fertilization.

The Seed and its Germination.

Seeds are divided into Albuminous Seeds and Ex-albuminous

Seeds.

In connection with these terms, albumen must not be confounded

with albumin* it is better to speak of it as the endosperm, which

term will be adopted, and it is the presence, or absence, of the

endosperm which makes the distinction between albuminous and

ex-albuminous seeds. The difference is therefore merely one of

position ; in ex-albuminous seeds the nutriment is entirely stored in

the embryo ; in albuminous seeds it is not, for they contain, in

addition to the embryo, a store of nutriment (the endosperm)

lying adjacent to it ; whilst cx-albuminous seeds, like the bean for

instance, contain nothing besides the embryo.

A bean is a good example of an ex-albuminous seed ; if soaked

• An example of albumin is the white of egg, which in its natural state is

soluble in water, but on being heated to 165° F (74 C) becomes solid, and in

this condition is insoluble. If the expressed juices or sap of plants is heated,

albumin appears as a flocculent precipitate, and is called vegetable albumin.

It also occurs in the young and growing parts of plants, being converted into

other albuminoids as the plant develops.
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in water for twenty-four hours it will be more readily dissected.

The black spot marks the place where it was attached to the

pod, and is called the hilum.

If the bean is carefully squeezed, a minute drop of water will

exude close to the part of the hilum which is next to the broad

end; this shows the position of a small opening called the

" microphyle," and it was through this opening that the young

tube, or outgrowth, from the pollen grain entered to fertilize the

germ-cell.

On removing the testa, or outward skin, the whole of its internal

space will be found to be occupied by the embryo ; the two large

fleshy lobes pressed together face to face are the cotyledons, which

are joined together at the base by the remaining parts of the

embryo, consisting of an axis in which may be found, at one end,

the radicle or root, lying outside the cotyledons and pointing

towards the microphyle, and at the other the rudimentary stem or

plumule, which is folded inwards.

Of albuminous seeds, that of Buck-wheat is an example ; the so-

called seed is really a fruit, but if it is soaked in water, the outer

covering may be removed and the true seed disclosed. The point

of attachment, or hilum, may be observed on the testa, but the

microphyle, instead of being near the hilum, is at the apex of the seed.

On removing the testa the endosperm is disclosed, consisting of a

white mass ; and by picking this away carefully with a needle, a

yellowish body, placed rather on one side, will be found ; this is the

embryo, consisting, as in the bean, of an axis and two cotyledons,

but folded back.

Of the seeds of Forest Trees and Shrubs, the following are

albuminous :—Berberris, Buckthorn, Cornel, Holly, Lime, Spindle

Tree, and Scotch Fir.

Whilst of ex-albuminous seeds may be given as examples :

—

Beech, Chesnut (Horse and Spanish), Elm (Common and Wych),

Hazel, Hornbeam, Maples, Sycamore, and Oak.

Germination.

Germination is dependent on certain conditions :—Air, Warmth,

Moisture.

Air.—The necessity of the presence of air may be proved by a

very simple experiment. Put some broad beans into a small,
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wide-mouthed bottle, pour in a little water, and exclude a further

supply of air by having the mouth of the bottle tightly stopped,

the air in the bottle will be sufficient to germinate the beans, but

as soon as the oxygen is used up they will wither.

The process uf germination involves oxidation, and ceases when

the supply of oxygen, which constitutes one-fifth part of the

atmosphere, is no longer available, its place being taken, owing to

active respiration, by carbonic acid gas, which is evolved in large

quantities.

Warmth.—The ferments which play so important a part in

germination are not called into activity unless the temperature is

suitable ; this fact accounts in a great measure for what is called

the "resting" period. The temperature should be not less than

45° Fah., but a suitable temperature may be said to range between

55° to 75° Fah.

Moisture.—Moisture is absorbed by the seed, and causes it to

swell and burst the testa, and is therefore an essential condition.

That it is the presence of the three foregoing conditions, and

not the season of the year, which induces germination, may be

proved by the "sprouting" of corn when in the stook during harvest

Air is of course always present, unless specially excluded, so that

warmth and moisture may be called dependent conditions. A
mass of damp seeds will produce heat by fermentation, and so

produce germination, which on a reduction or increase of

temperature below or above certain points ceases. This is taken

advantage of by malsters in producing malt : the barley grains are

placed under suitable conditions as to warmth and moisture, and

when a portion of the starch has become converted into sugar, the

young plant is killed by raising the temperature above 104° Fah.

Having shortly described an albuminous and ex-albuminous

seed, the next point is the consideration of how it becomes a plant.

This is an exceedingly difficult and complex question, and one

which is not yet thoroughly understood, but it is proposed to

attempt to give a short descriptive account compiled from the

various available sources of information at my service.

It is obvious that as the seed is detached from the parent plant

it must contain within itself the various materials necessary to feed

the embryo, these materials are stored in the cells which make up

the structure o( both embryo and endosperm alike.
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The simplest form of vegetable cell is generally polygonal in

shape, and is made up of the following parts :

—

A cell 7vall or lining membrane, which separates it from its

neighbours.

A layer of living substance or protoplasm, which lines the

cell wall.

A vacuole or central cavity.

The cell wall in young cells is uniformly composed of cellulose,

which is somewhat like starch in composition. It is homogeneous,

transparent, capable of a certain amount of stretching, and some-

what elastic, and is also capable of permeation by water.

The Protoplasm* being the living constituent, is the essential

part of the cell, and carries out all the vital processes. Besides

lining the cell, it often forms bands or bridles, by extending across,

thus dividing the vacuole into smaller spaces. In it is embedded

somewhere in its substance a peculiar body called the nucleus. It

resembles the cell wall in being expansive and somewhat elastic,

but it is not so permeable, though water passes through it readily.

Substances in solution cannot do so with the same freedom, it

therefore possesses the important function of regulating tlie passage

of the various substances into and out of the cell, in other words, it

exercises a control over endosmosis and exosmosis—the passage

inwards and the passage outwards of fluids and gases.

The central cavity contains the cell sap, a solution of substances

such as inorganic salts, sugar, colouring matters, and vegetable

acids. Owing to its degree of permeability, it prevents loss of cell

sap by soakage, and by its pressure keeps the protoplasm in con-

tact with the cell wall.

In such cells the nutritious materials for the use of the embryo

plant are stored, having been previously prepared by the parent

plant.

* Protoplasm has been called the "physical basis of life," with which it is

always associated. As a rule its presence is hidden by other substances which

are formed from it. In the potato, for instance, the cellulose wall of the cell

and the starch contents both are formed from protoplasm. Not sufficient is

known to be able to recognize it as a chemical compound of definite compo-

sition, though it appears to consist of a fine network of living organized matter,

the meshes of which enclose other substances that are unorganised and not

living.
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This may be considered a proper time and place to consider

how the interchange of cell contents is effected. In some materials,

such as carbo-hydrates, it takes place by dialysis, which is the

passage of fluids through a membrane.

If a solution of sugar is placed in a vessel, the bottom of which

is composed of parchment, and floated in a basin of water, water

will pass through the parchment into the solution of sugar, and vice

versa, though in less amount. This will go on until the solution on

each side" of the parchment is of equal concentration.

But if, instead of sugar, a solution of protied matter, such as

white of egg, is placed m the vessel, no such action takes place.

Therefore sugar is dialysable, whilst albumin is not ; and it is by

the process of dialysis that the embryo is fed and food materials

pass from cell to cell.

We have hitherto spoken of germination as being conditional on

the presence of air, warmth, and moisture, these being present, we

may now consider the processes which promote the growth of the

young plant at the expense of the reserve materials, which ultimately

disappear. The problem involved lies in discovering how insoluble

and indiffusable materials stored in the cells, are rendered available

for the plant and pass through the cell walls ; for as we have seen,

although they may pass through the wall, they cannot so easily

effect a passage through the protoplasm, owing to its comparative

impermeability.

The Foods of Embryos.

The Ferments and their Action.

The process last spoken of is rendered practicable by the action

of certain ferments ; what these ferments are exactly is not at

present known, but they possess certain characters in common.

"They are present in very minute quantities.

•'Their action is dependent on a limited range of temperature.

"They are destroyed by a high temperature, such as that of

boiling water.

"They arc not affected by their activity.

"They do not enter into the composition of the bodies they

produce.
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"Their activity is much impeded, and at last ceases by the

accumulation of the products they produce."

("The Seed and its Germination." J. R. Green, M.A.,

E.A.S.E. 'yournal, September, 1890).

In their action they attack and re-arrange the molecule of the

body attacked. For instance, starch (Co Hio O5 ) is by the

ferment of saliva changed into sugar (Ce Hi^Oe ), the two differing

by a molecule of water (Ho O).

It will be noticed that there is a striking similarity between the

food of embryos and those of animals, and also in the ferments

which render these foods available to both plant and animal.

The three great classes of food stuffs ai-e :—Carbo-hydrates,

Proteids or albuminoids, and Fats. All are equally essential to the

embryo of the plant as to the animal. All in the form in which

they exist in the embryo are insoluble in water and incapable of

dialysis, therefore some change must take place before they

become available.

The carbo-hydrates (starch, cellulose, etc.) form the first group.

The first process which takes place is the swelling up and dissolving

of the cell walls of the endosperm containing the starch. The
starch grains being now free become mealy or friable, these grains

are then acted upon, broken up and ultimately dissolved, the

starch being converted into a form of sugar.

The conversion of starch into sugar, and the dissolution of the

cell wall, is caused by two ferments; the first, diastase, has long been

known, but the second has only somewhat recently been dis-

covered.

The conversion of starch into sugar can be proved by extracting

the embryo of a number of germinating grains and grinding them

up with a little water containing a trace of chloroform (to prevent

the growth of m.icro-organisms or bacteria) in solution. Allow the

mixture to stand for a day and filter it. This liquid contains the

diastase, and if mixed with a thin solution of starch (about 1%)
and heated to 104° F. the starch gradually disappears, and the

mixture found to contain a quantity of sugar proportionate to the

starch which it has replaced.

The second ferment can be obtained in the same way, and cell

walls dissolved in the solution ; but the changes in the cellulose

do not admit of such absolute proof; there are, however, strong

2
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^
reasons for concluding that the resulting product is a form of sugar,

and as young embryos when fed by the different sugars in solution

absorb them, and continue to grow and develop much as when fed

by their endosperms, it may be taken as conclusive that the sugars

which result from the actions of the two ferments are the materials

on which embryos feed.

Proteids, formerly called albuminoids, differ from carbo-hydrates

and fats in that they contain nitrogen; they are represented by the

albumin of the white of egg, the globulins of blood and muscle

substance, the casein of milk, and the gluten of flour.

Albumin—which is not to be confounded with the term albumen

—

formerly used to indicate the endosperm, is soluble in water^ but on

being heated changes into an insoluble form known as coagulated

protein, which can only be dissolved by the action of strong acids.

Albuvioses are another class; they are precipitated by nitric acid;

the precipitate dissolves on heating, but reappears as the solution

cools.

Amides, such as asparagine and tyrosine, which exist in immature

vegetable products, are also proteids.

Albumin, globulins, and albumoses, although they possess different

degrees of solubility, are not dialysic; but another class, "peptone,"

is dialysic, and is also soluble in water ; therefore as starch before

it becomes available must be converted into sugar, some change

must also take place in the proteids, so they are by the action of a

ferment converted inio peptone.

Ex-albuminous seeds store the aleurone (minute particles of

proteid matter) in grains in the cells of the tissues of the fleshy

cotyledons; during the period of inactivity these grains are stored

in the living protoplasm, and occupy about half of the cell, but

disappear as germination proceeds. The cause of this change is

due to the action of a ferment which converts the proteids into

peptone, which also in its turn disappears, owing to the action of

another ferment which has been called vegetable trypsin, from its

resemblance in its action to that q{ trypsin in the digestive organs

of animals ; the result being an acid and nitrogenous body called

asparagin, which enters into the tissues of the young plant.

The ferments which act on proteids act only in an acid solution,

and during germination the sap, at flrst neutral, becomes faintly
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acid ; this is not so apparent in the case of the carbo-hydrate

ferments.

Fats do not enter largely into the composition of the seeds of

British Trees and Shrubs; as far as I am aware they only exist in

the Lime and Ash. The reserve materials consist principally of

proteids and oil when fats are present in large quantities, though

starch may be present when there is very little oil.

Examples of seeds which contain much oil are :—Brazil Nuts,

6"]°/.; Poppy Seeds, 45°/^; Linseed, 34°/o; and Sunflower Seed,

227o.

A curious fact in connection with seeds rich in oil is that the

embryo and endosperm are capable of separate existence, there is

a living embryo and a living endosperm, which supplies its food

transformed by itself into a form ready for absorption by the

embryo.

Comparatively little seems to be known of the action of the

ferment which splits up the fat or oil, but it appears that with the

assistance of the protoplasm of the cells, the fatty acid and glycerine

are transformed into a crystalline acid and a sugar. Oil being a

somewhat complex body, more elaborate chemical changes take

place in its preparation as embryonic food.

In composition, fats consist, like carbo-hydrates, of Carbon,

Hydrogen, and Oxygen, and contain no nitrogen ; they are rich in

carbon, whilst the hydrogen is present in greater quantities than

in water. A carbo-hydrate always contains its hydrogen in the

same proportion in which it exists in water (H2 O), that is,

has twice as much Hydrogen as Oxygen, for example—starch,

Ce Hiir O5 ; sugar, Ce H12 Oo.

Fats are a combination of fatty acids, such as stearic or oleic

acid with glycerine, from which the glycerine can be separated
;

and this is the first process which takes place.

The fatty acid can be resolved by treatment with soda solution,

and a mineral acid into a fatty acid which is not dialysible, and a

soluble soda soap; this process is effected in the seed by a ferment.

This fatty acid, as germination advances, disappears from the

endosperm, and produces another form of acid capable of dialysis.

Both the new acid and sugar can be traced in the new plant,
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The "Resting" Period, or Period of the Inactivity

OF THE Ferments.

Seeds will not germinate until the necessary conditions are

present. We have already seen that the ferments which cause the

dissolution of the cell contents do not exist in the seed during the

resting period, how then are they produced and called into activity?

During the resting period the reaction of the seed is neutral, it is

neither acid nor alkaline, and the cell contents are dry, but the seed

before germination, contains a substance which, although not the

actual ferment, can be transformed into it by a weak acid solution
;

to this substance the name " zymogen," or "mother of ferments,"

has been given. When the seed is sown, water containing vegetable

acids is absorbed, and these acids convert the "zymogen" into the

active ferment, when germination at once commences.

Towards the growing points of plants the resultants of the

ferments travel (sugar, vegetable acids, with asparagin and other

allied amidi bodies), but at these parts neither sugar nor amides

can be found.

Until recently, our knowledge of germination wis confined to

the conversion of starch into sugar by the action of diastase, the

first known ferment ; we now are aware that elaborate chemical

changes take place, and that however varied the reserve materials,

all contain proteid with either carbo-hydrates, fats, or both.

How the plant is built up by the conversion of these substances

and others is a mystery which is hidden in the cell.

The Root or Descending Axis.

A plant may be likened to two cones joined at their bases and

placed upright in, say sand, the lower or inverted cone represents

the root, or descending axis ; whilst the upper cone represents the

stem, or ascending axis.

Roots fix plants firmly in the soil from which they derive

nourishment : they are essentially vegetative organs, because they

play a most important part in nutrition. Tiie whole of the food of

land plants is absorbed from the soil, with the exception of carbon-

dioxide. Under ordinary circumstances, this gas only constitutes

•0004
( ^-yVff P^) °f ^^^ atmosphere.

Soil is made up of numerous small particles, and contains
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myriads of capillary tubes, which enable it to draw its moisture

from the reservoir below. The spaces between these minute

particles of soil are occupied by water containing plant food in

solution. The water which can be removed by drainage is the

free 7vater^ whilst that which remains in films round the soil

particles is the hygroscopic water ; this water contains the plant

food in solution.

Although there is a loss by the removal of the free water by

drainage, principally of the chlorides and nitrates of sodium and

calcium, the most important being nitrate of soda and nitrate of

lime
;

yet, where it exists in excess, its removal is beneficial to the

plant, for one reason, because as the free water descends, its place

is taken by air, and by this means its mineral constituents are

oxidised and the supply of ammonia increased. The essential

elements of plant foods are :

—

Carbon, obtained from carbon-dioxide.

Hydrogen, obtained from water and ammonia and its

compounds.

Oxygen, obtained from water and numerous salts.

Nitrogen, obtained from either ammonia and its salts,

or else nitrates.

Phosphorus, obtained from phosphates.

Sulphur, obtained from sulphates.

The above actually make up the plant body.

Potassium, obtained from various compounds, especially

chlorides.

Calcium and magnesium, as sulphate, phosphate,

nitrate, and carbonate.

Iron, from numerous compounds.

These three—potassium, calcium, and iron—have a

beneficial mfluence on the vital processes; for

instance, chlorophyll cannot be formed unless iron

is present.

That the foregoing are essential to plant life may be seen by

growing plants in a solution containing them. Such a solution

may consist as follows :

—

I pint of distilled water (the nearest approach to which is rain

water.)
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86 grains Potassium nitrate.

46 grains Sodium chloride, common salt.

43 grains Calcium sulphate, gypsum.

43 grains Magnesium sulphate, Epsom salts.

43 grains of finely divided calcium phosphate, bone earth phos-

phate, or tricalcic phosphate.

Carbon-dioxide is, of course, obtained from the air, its natural

source.

The Structure of Roots.

The structure of roots is very complex, but may be described as

consisting of a cortex and vascular cylinder^ protected by an outer

epidermis, or piliferous layer, composed of a single layer of flattened

cells, from which the root hairs grow.

Roots are—Primary, secondary, or adventitious, and all arise

from the internal tissues, and break their way through the cortex to

the exterior. When the primary root or main axis is prominent,

it is called a tap-root ; secondary roots are usually in the form of

fibres, which are much branched into tuft-like collections (mycorhiza);

whilst adventitious roots usually grow from the stem, such roots are

formed in striking cuttings.

The root system of the various British Forest Trees is as

follows :

—

Tap root, with strong secondary roots—Oak, Elm,

Scotch Pine, Silver Fir, Maple, Sycamore, Ash,

Chesnut, Lime, and Larch.

No pronounced tap root, but 7i'ith strong side or secondary

toots, whic/i penetrate soil to a moderate depth—
Beech, Hornbeam, Aspen, and Birch.

Strong side roots, producing deep searching rootlets—
Alder.

I'ibrous roots only—Spruce.

It will therefore be seen how important the root system of trees

is in their adaptability to various soils and situations.

"The following table expresses, only however in general terms,

the depth of soil necessary for the various species of forest trees to

thrive:—
Up to 1 foot. Spruce, Aspen, Mountain Ash, Birch,

and Mountain Pine.
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1 to 2 feet. Beech, Hornbeam, Alder, Austrian and

Weymouth Pines.

2 to 3 feet. Scots Pine, Silver Fir, Douglas Fir, Elm,

Maple, Sycamore, Ash, Lime, and

Chesnut.

3 to 4 feet. Oak and Larch."

(British Forest Trees, Nisbet, p. 29.)

By soil is not only meant the actual upper layer, but

the sub-soil is included in so far as it is suitable to

the tree.

All roots are capable of increasing in length, but the growing

point is not at the actual apex ; if it were, the roots would be

exposed to injury, so the growing points are protected by a

thimble-like sheath called the root-cap^ and formed of numerous

layers of flattened cells.

They increase in thickness by the formation of a cambium layer

situated within the vascular cylinder.

Their increase in length has been compared to the burrowing of

an earth-worm, which pushes its anterior end through the soil, and

draws the other part ol its body up to it. The growing tips, like

the worm, move slowly from side to side, and force their way

between the particles of soil.

Roots, so far as we are concerned, grow towards the earth's

centre : this provision renders it unnecessary to place a seed in

any particular position, for no matter how it falls, the radicle^ or

root, takes a downward course, whilst ih^plii/niiie, or stem, assumes

an upright position.

The tips of roots are sensitive to contact ; this causes them to

curve and avoid obstacles such as stones.

Inorganic plant food is obtained from the soil by means of the

the root-fibres and their delicate hairs,* and the food must be in

solution, as foreign substances cannot enter, the plant food, as we

have previously seen, being contained in the hygroscopic water of

the soil. Now, as this plant food exists in very minute quantities,

a large amount of water must be absorbed, and the wood-cells

would become turgid^ or swollen, and eventually burst ; the effect

* Root hairs are not abundant on Conifers generally, in some species they

are absent, because the cuticle of the leaf is very thick and the stomata deep

seated and not numerous, so that transpiration is not excessive.
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of this, as we shall see later, being counteracted by the action of

the leaves.

But roots also assist in the preparation of their own food by the

excretion of an acid, which corrodes the particles of soil with which

they are in contact ; and also by the giving off of carbon-dioxide

by respiration. They also require a supply of free oxygen, which

is derived by land plants from interstitial air.

The active absorption of liquids by roots before the leaves are in

full performance of their duties, produces the phenomenon known

as root-pressure. Liquids enter the root hairs and epidermal cells

by means of osmosis, and in the same way the more distant cells

by traversing along their walls, not through their interior as would

be supposed. There is, however, in the spring, and prior to the

leaves unfolding, an active absorption by the roots of liquid, which is

forced into the interior of plants, and if a plant is cut it "bleeds";

this is the result of rootpress2ire, and is especially noticeable in the

vine. A practical lesson as to the proper time for pruning may be

learnt from this.

Gases also circulate in the roots as well as liquids. Cell-sap

contains gases in solution, but there are also special channels

—

cavities of certain vessels which, except in spring, contain no

liquid, and intercellular spaces.

The effect of the over rapid absorption of moisture by roots

has been observed and commented upon, but the reverse also

takes place during the winter in the case of evergreen conifers;

transpiration may be promoted through the leaves during sunny

days in winter, at a time when the roots cannot draw fresh supplies

of moisture from the frozen soil ; the loss of moisture is not,

therefore, replaced, so the foliage becomes yellow, the spines or

needles are shed, growth is impaired, and the trees affected may

die. This effect is most apparent after long dry winters, with

comparatively frequent sunshine.

The Stem or Ascending Axis.

As the root descends into the earth from which it derives food,

so the stem ascends into the air and towards the light with various

habits of growth.

As a rule the stem not only bears secondary stems or branches,

but also leaves, and in this respect differs from the root which bears
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no leaves ; but stems often bear adventitious roots, of which that

of Ivy may be given as an example.

The points at which leaves are attached are called " nodes" and

the intervening portions " inicrnodes" adventitious roots being as a

rule produced from thickened node.

The upper angle formed by the attachment of the leaf to the stem

is called the axil of the leaf, and from which branch stems arise.

The nature of the branching of a tree controls its shape; it is

—

Racemose where the main axis continues to grow and

is larger and longer than the branches, which also

are longer than the twigs, as in the Firs.

Cymose when the main and other axes cease growing

when height growth has been attained, as in the

Oak and other hardwoods.

The surface of the stem is sometimes covered with prickly

structures, such as the thorns and spines of the sloe and hawthorn.

Having shortly discussed the shape of the stem, its anatomy

and histology may be considered :

—

Anatomy, treating of so much as may be observed by

the eye alone, or by the aid of a lens.

Histology includes the finer details exposed by the

microscope.

Anatomy.

A piece of elder twig or shoot about half an inch thick makes a

suitable anatomical specimen. If cut across with a sharp knife the

following parts may be separated and observed, commencing from

the pith outwards :

—

The Pith, bright, white, and spongy, owing to the cells

containing air instead of protoplasm.

The Wood, or Xylem, a whitish-brown band, in which

the medullary rays may be seen.

The Cambium Layer, a cellular structure, the cells of

which are in the spring easily broken, enabling

the "bark" to be peeled off.

The Bast, or Phloem, a greenish-white zone. In some

plants the annual layers of bast are separated by

cellular tissue, and in old stems may be split from

one another. Russia matting is made by weaving
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strips of the bast layers of the Lime (Tilia), whilst

the Cuba bast used by gardeners is the inner

bark oi Parithan elaiuin (Mallow Order).

The CJiIorophyll bearing Cortex^ a narrow dark-green

layer.

The Cork, a thin whitish-brown papery layer, easily

detached, owing to the delicate nature of the cork-

cambium. It is subjected to tension, and broken

up by numerous little fissures in a longitudinal

direction.

The Lcnticcls may be observed on the surface of the

stem as raised brown spongy-looking protuber-

ances, and are the porous parts of the cork, and

to some extent take the place of the sfomaia of the

leaves.

Such are the features of a stem, as may be observed by the eye

alone, or or by the aid of a simple lens. The pith does not seem

to take an important part in the structure of stems as they mature;

in young stems it is charged with juices, whilst in older ones it

often becomes dead and sapless, and in the case of the Elder

(Sambucus) entirely disappears, leaving a hollow stem.

The part of the stem called Wood is divided into diiranicn,

or heart-wood, as a rule of a distinctly darker colour than the

alburnum, or sap-wood ; the two are very distinctly marked in the

case of Laburnum (Cytisus). This difference is not always to be

distinguished, as in the case of Silver Fir (Abies Pectinata) and

Spruce (Picea Excelsa).

Histology.

If a thin and properly prepared section of a young and ty])ical

stem is observed under the microscope, it will be found to consist

of a number of more or less irregularly shaped vascular bundles,

The inner ])ortion of these bundles consists of primary wood, or

xylcin, whilst the outer portion consists oiprimary bast or phloem
;

in the centre is the incaulla or pith, the space between the xylem

being occupied by the primary medullary rays, sometimes called

pith rays, whilst outside lies \.hc primaty cortex.

Secondary Inckease. As growth proceeds a caudnum-rmg is

formed between and separating the xylem from the phloem, and,
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ultimately, owing to its activity, the vascular bundles increase by

the formation of secondary xyiem, which fills up the interspaces ;

the secondary medullary rays originate in the cambium, and are

represented by streaks ; outside the cambium-layer secondary

phloaji is formed, which, like secondary xylem, is produced from

cambium. As in the case of trees and shrubs which have woody

stems, wood (xylem) is the most important product, it is produced

in the greatest quantities, and all such stems owe their nature to

this ; their bark is composed of secondary bast.

The Structure of Wood. The structure of wood varies

considerably, so much so, in fact, that experts are able to identify

that of different trees from its formation and the presence and

arrangement of or absence of various vessels.

The Organs of Wood and Bark.

The principal vessels of which wood and bark are composed

are :

—

Trac/ieides, more or less spindle-shaped cells with

thickened lignified walls and borderedpits. They

contain no protoplasm, the internal cavity being

filled with air.

The Bordered Pits are passages between adjoining

organs. The opening of the mouth of the pit

into the Tracheide is narrower than the mouth

of the pit, they therefore have the appearance of

two concentric circles, of which the inner or

smaller is the mouth.

Wood Parenchyf?ia, thin-walled, simplepitted, and more

or less brick-shaped cells, situated vertically

amongst the other organs of the wood. The cells

are produced by the cambium cells becoming

divided across into several short chambers, one

above another, in which the nutritious materials

are stored.

Simple Pits are passages between two adjoining

organs ; they differ from bordered pits in not

being encroached upon by the thickening of the

cell wall.
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Schlerenchymatoiis Fibre, hard, elongated, spindle-

shaped, rigid wood fibre, with very much thick-

ened walls, marked by bordered or slit-like pits

and absence of protoplasm, which has been used

up during the thickening of the walls.

Resin Ducts are characteristic of certain conifers

(Spruces, Pines, Larch and Douglas Fir) ; they

are not allied to the true vessels of woods, but

are passages containing the resin, balsam, &c",

manufactured in the Parenchymatous cells lining

the duct.

Owing to the variations in the structure of woods, a typical

example cannot be given ; but various characteristics have enabled

scientists to suggest a possible classification. Professor Hartig

suggests the following in "Timbers, and How to Know Them"
(Somerville) :

—

A. Conifers or Needle-Leaved Trees :

—

I. Without resin ducts.

{a). With colourless duramen. Ex., Silver Fir.

{b). With coloured duramen. Ex., Yew, Juniper, Cupressus,

Wellingtonia.

II. With resin ducts.

{c). With colourless duramen. Ex., Spruce.

{d). With coloured duramen, Ex., Pines, Larch and

Douglas Fir.

B. Broad-Leaved Trees :

—

{a). Vessels in spring wood very large. Ex., Ash, False

Acacia, Laburnums, l^lms, Oaks, Spanish Chestnut.

{b). Vessels in spring wood not large but numerous. Ex.,

Plum, Bird Cherry, J>lackthorn, Cherry, Elder, Lilac.

(e). Vessels in spring wood neither large nor numerous.

[a). With visible medullary rays. Ex., Walnut, Sycamore,

Maples, Planes, Beech, Mornbeam, Hazel, Alder,

Lime, Holly.

{b). Medullary rays not visible to the naked eye. Ex.,

Hardwoods, Pear, Apple, Hawthorn, Service

Trees, Birch, Spindle Trees, Box ; Softwoods,

Horse Chestnut, Willows, and Poplars.
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Conifers.

The wood of conifers is simple in structure, and consists only of

tracheides with their bordered pits and uwod paretichyma. Vessels

are only present near the medulla. When Resui Ducts are present

they appear on a cross section as light spots in the darker autumnal

wood, and on a longitudinal section as fine scratches. The

medullary rays consist of only one cell in thickness.

Broad-Leaved Trees

are much more complicated in structure, and each annual ring

always contains vessels easily distinguislied from other organs.

These vessels are long tubular structures, formed by the joining of

tracheides vertically. Between these vessels are the wood fibres

proper ; they give strength and toughness to the wood ; they are

practically thick-walled tracheides without bordered pits.

Scattered about the wood also are wood parenchymatous cells,

which, as has previously been observed, contain the reserve materials

of nutrition.

All these elements which go to make up "Wood"—cells, fibres,

and vessels— are formed by the gradual development of the

cambium cells.

The cambium is a thin cylindrical sheet composed of cells,

having the form of a rectangular prism, with its ends sharpened

like a chisel. Each cell contains a nucleus and protoplasm and is

capable of dividing, and retains its living contents and nutritive

materials, such as carbo-hydrates and proteids, used as food by

plants. The cells, which are in the same radial line as the cells of

a medullary ray, increase an existing medullary ray, or may produce

a new one, instead of being converted into tracheides, whilst those

lying on the outside of the cylinder form the cortex, and many
become bark proper.

The activity of the cambium cells is caused by the temperature;

whilst oxygen is necessary for respiration, being chiefly derived

from the supply of water to the roots and the general seration of

the stem. Water does not ascend unless the soil is sufficiently

warm to allow the root hairs to act, therefore the supply of oxygen

and mineral salts in solution is combined. Organic substances,

such as carbo-hydrates and proteids, are also necessary ; these are
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prepared in the leaves acting in the presence of light and by the

aid of chlorophyll and carbon-dioxide. It will therefore be seen

that whilst the supply of organic substances is dependent upon the

leaf area, that of inorganic substances is dependent on the area of

the rootlets and root hairs.

The effect of temperature is very important ; wood and "bark"

are bad conductors of heat, and with the exception of the rays of

the sun influencing the thinly covered twigs, the activity of the

cambium is caused by its temperature being raised by the ascending

water containing plant food in solution, due to an increased soil

temperature bringing the root hairs into play.

If the sun's rays act on and raise the soil temperature sufficiently

to bring the root hairs into activity, that of the cambium will

eventually follow ; this is the reason why trees standing in open

sunny situations burst into leaf so much sooner than those growing

on soils protected from the sun's rays, and explains one reason for

the insistance, by Continental Foresters, of under planting, and the

preservation of a sufficient leaf canopy.

Since wood, as well as bark, is formed by the cambium, it plays

a highly important part in tree life, causing the difference between

spring and autumn wood, and an ideal timber would be one in

which the equality in the formation of the two was nearly

approached. The difference is not, as has been supposed, due to

the pressure of the cortex, but is one of nutrition, and investigators

have shown that these effects can be produced at will.

As a rule, a tree is increased yearly by the addition of a so-called

annual ring, consisting of spring-formed and autumn-formed wood,

and the age of a fallen tree may be approximately ascertained by

counting the rings, but it is possible for two rings to be formed in

the same season by the growth receiving a check and afterwards

recommencing.

Stems convey to the leaves the plant food in solution absorbed

by the roots, and return the elaborated sap ])repared by the leaves

to the plant. l"he cxi)lanation of how the water ascends in tall

trees has yet to be given, savants being by no means decided upon

the point ; it will therefore be suflicient for our purpose if we con-

sider it as being caused by root pressure ; but it does not ascend

in all parts of all trees which are perennials and possess heart wood

(duramen) and sap wood (alburnum), in most trees the latter only
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conducts water.* That this is so, maybe proved by removing the bark

and sap wood, when the tree will die ; whereas if the bark only is

removed the tree will live, but no growth in thickness takes place

below the wound. Gardeners take advantage of this by "ringing"

a tree to ripen fruit quickly. Sap wood is therefore essential, but

heart wood is not, neither is pith ; this may be observed in the

case of hollow trees, they live for many years though possessing

little duramen and no pith.

A portion of the organic material composing the elaborated

sap is in a soluble diffusible form, and can travel through the

parenchyma; but another portion, consisting of proteids, travels by

the sieve lubes, vessels which form a continuous series of canals

with sieve-like structures stretching across them at intervals.

Gases also circulate in the stem, mainly in the cavities of the

air tubes and intercellular spaces of the ground tissue.

Reproduction may take place through the dormant buds of the

stem by :

—

Qctti/igs, which form adventitious roots.

Layering, a similar process, except that the layer is not

detached from the stem until after adventitious roots

have been formed.

Grafting, in which the cambium layers of the new stem

(the scion) and the original stem (the stock) are

brought in contact, evaporation being prevented

by a covering of clay until the two unite.

Budding, in which a portion of the cambium layer and

bark, together with a bud from, usually, an allied

tree, is introduced under the bark of another tree.

The cambium ring, as has been said, forms both new wood
(xylem) and new bast (phloem) ; but it forms more of the former

than the latter, which is the reason why so called bark does not

proportionately increase in thickness at the same rate as the timber,

and bast is increased from the cells in the outer layer of the cam-
bium, and which do not become lignified. As the timber increases,

the bast is subjected to pressure, and becomes ruptured. What
has been said regarding the formation of medullary rays in the

xylem, also takes place in the phloem, and are called bast rays, for

* This is true of the Oak, but in the Beech, for instance, the whole thickness

of the wood, even in old trees, continues to conduct water.
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the cambium not only keeps open existing rays, but originates new

ones on both of its surfaces.

The changes which take place on the outer surface of the cam-

bium are its conversion into :

—

Bast Parenchyma, which contain as in wood parenchyma

the living constituents.

Sieve Tubes, somewhat the same as the vessels of wood,

and consist of a number of segments, the dividing

septa not being broken through, but pierced by a

grating-Uke series of holes (the sieve), through which

protoplasm and other constituents of adjoining

segments pass freely.

Bast Fibres are of the same nature as the libriform

fibres of wood, more or less spindle-shaped organs,

with much thickened walls, with bordered or slit-like

pits; they are developed from single cambium cells;

they are grouped in strands, alternating with broader

bands of sieve tubes and parenchyma.

The importance of the bast will be understood from the fact

that the ascending or crude sap traverses the vessels of the alburnum

(sap wood), to become the descending or elaborated sap prepared

in the leaf, and it is through the bast that it returns, containing the

substances formed in the leaves; and that from these substances

new cambium, new roots, buds, flowers, and fruit are formed.

Foresters and woodmen are often very careless in the importance

of the preservation ot bark ; and if it could only be impressed

upon a gamekeeper, he even might hesitate before instructing boys

to "tap" trees, which, by damaging the bark, causes not only direct

injury to the growth of the tree, but affords a lodgement for the

spores of fungi, thereby causing disease.

The Leaf.

The leaves arc the lungs of a tree, hence the importance of their

preservation from attacks by frost, insects, and other enemies. If

they are damaged or removed through any cause, the result will be

a poor thin layer of wood from that year's cambium, and that even

of the following year may also be affected.

Leaves are of various forms and shapes, and differ very much in

appearance. It is no part of our present purpose to discuss these
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points, but only to shortly describe their anatomical and histologica

structure and their use.

Leaf Structure.

Anatomical.—The first thing to be observed is the venation ; the

mid-rib running from the base to the apex and ramifying at more or

less acute angles all over the leaf, whilst the main part forming the

leaf tissue, or mesophyll, is divided up by a fine net-work structure

—

the vascular bundles. The leaf stalk is called iht petiole, and when

this is absent the leaf is said to be sessile.

Histological.—If a cross section, which should be taken from

the mesophyll where there are no vascular bundles, 'is examined,

a highly complicated structure will be observed, consisting as

follows :

—

The Upper Epidermis.

The Palisade Parenchyma.

The Spongy Parenchyma, with intercellular spaces.

The Lower Epidermis, with stomata communicating with the

intercellular spaces of the Spongy Parenchyma,

The Upper Epidermis consists of closely fitting cells which

contain no chlorophyll.

The Palisade Parenchyma is the most important structure of the

leaf, and is therefore, so far as British Trees are concerned, placed

on the upper surface of the leaf, as being most exposed to the

light; and fully exposed leaves are thicker and more fleshy than

those under shade, owing to the extra development of these cells.

This tissue is described as palisade because the cells which

compose it are elongated and fit closely together, like close paling,

without intercellular spaces ; and it is important to remember that

they contain chlorophyll corpuscles.

The Spongy Parenchymatous Cells, or spongy tissue of the

mesophyll, like the Palisade Parenchyma, contains chlorophyll

corpuscles, but differ in their irregularity of shape and their

separation by intercellular spaces. These spaces are filled chiefly

with oxygen, nitrogen, vapourised water, and carbon-dioxide.

During the night there is much carbon-dioxide and comparatively

little oxygen, but during bright sunlight the intercellular atmosphere

is rarer, and contains an abundance of oxygen and little carbon-

dioxide.
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Functions of Leaves.

The Lower Epidermis is, like the Upper Epidermis, composed

chiefly of closely fitting cells, and the cells proper also contain no

chlorophyll corpuscles, but now and then chlorophyll bearing cells

may be observed in pairs, each pair being separated by a minute

opening ; these are the stomata. If a portion of the mesophyll is

detached from a leaf and laid flat under the microscope, each

stoma will be found to be shaped like a small mouth, with lips to

the slit-like opening; these lips are the guard cells, and they

regulate the ingress and egress of gases and vapours into the

intercellular spaces, and consequently control, under normal

conditions, the assimilation of the food supply of the leaf

The Vascular Bundles of the venation not only form a support

to the leaf tissue, but also carry to and from the leaf-cells water

from the roots, bearing organic matter in solution. This solution

containing small ciuantities of salts of lime, potass, magnesia, nitric,

sulphuric, and phosphoric acid, as well as common salt and traces

of other matters, was originally absorbed by the root hairs from

the soil, and has passed up through the vessels of the xylein, and

so by the vessels of the petiole and venation of the leaf, to be

distributed in the cells of the mesophyll ; there it undergoes a

change, and the resulting substances then pass down through the

phloem, sieve tubes, &c., of the venation of the leaf stalk (petiole),

and are distributed to other parts of the tree.

The main function of the leaves is nutrition. There are two

distinct currents : the crude or ascending sap, travelling principally

through the alburnum, becomes elaborated in the tissues of the

leaf and descends, as previously described, through the vessels of

the///A'tv// of the bark, and forms new cambium.

The explanations as to how inert matter is transformed into a

living cell arc hypulhetical ; the mystery lies hidden in the cell, but

it is without doubt due to the action of chlorophyll, which has

been aptly described as " the trap to catch the sunbeam." The
chlorophyll corpuscles lie, together with a nucleus, in the colourless

protoplasmic lining of the cells, and each consists of a rounded

mass of protoplasmic substance, somewhat of a spongy nature,

which contains the chlorophyll embedded in it as a matrix. These

chlorophyll corpuscles are the living organs which, in the presence
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of light, break up and re-arrange the carbon, hydrogen, and

oxygen of the carbon-dioxide and water, and form starch, which

has previously been described as a carbo-hydrate, and as consisting

of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen (Cs Hio Od), or an alHed

compound, the oxygen being set free. The starch combines, after

being converted into a soluble and dialysic form, with the nitrogen,

phosphorus, and sulphur, etc., obtained from earth salts to form

new protoplasmic materials, and passes down from the leaves to

nourish the living parts of the tree which require it.

It has been observed that chlorophyll cannot be formed in most

cases unless in the presence of light ; but the existence of iron is

also an essential condition. Chlorophyll gives the green colour to

plants ; if a plant is placed in the dark it becomes pale and sickly,

due to the development of etiolin, w^hich is closely related to

chlorophyll, and, like it, exists diffused in the protoplasmic granules

of the cells.

The popular idea that plants " breathe in carbon-dioxide and

breathe out oxygen," is not correct. Green plants, it is true, do,

in the presence of light, give off oxygen, but this is simply a part

of their food which they do not require or utilize ; carbon-dioxide

is given off at the same time, but in much smaller quantities
;

and the true state of affairs is apparent at night, when the evol-

ution of carbon-dioxide is not masked, as the chlorophyll is not

active.

The reception of food is by assimilation, that is to say, that the

simple food substances are built up, step by step, into the complex

compounds which go to make up the plant body. The first process

is the conversion of carbon-dioxide and water, and liberation of

oxygen into non-nitrogenous organic matter.

CO. + H.O
carbon-dioxide and water give

CH,0 + O2

non-nitrogenous matter and oxygen.

Half the Hberated oxygen being derived from the carbon-dioxide

and half from the water. The first visible product of assimilation

is starch, which in composition is closely related to cellulose, the

ultimate product being protoplasm.

The loss to the plant by transpiration, that is the giving up of

aqueous vapour, is compensated fot by the active powers of absorp-
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tion of the root hairs ; it must not be forgotten that the solution

absorbed by the root hairs is very dilute, it is in fact so weak that

it has been compared to drinking water, it is therefore obvious that

it must be absorbed in very large quantities, and the work of the

stomata will be now understood. Transpiration is greater in a dry

than in a damp atmosphere, and in the sun than in the shade. A
sunflower plant, representing 5616 sq. inches of leaf area, is said to

lose 20 oz. of water in twelve hours of daylight, but during the

night the loss would be only about 3 oz. Whilst an oak tree^

having 700,000 leaves, has been computed to pass through it 226

times its own weight of water in a year. It takes place principally

through the stomata, which have the power of regulating it by the

guard cells, which generally close at night and on wet days, and

open in sunny weather, owing to the action of the sun causing the

chlorophyll granules to be brought into activity. When the

atmosphere is overcharged with moisture, transpiration is checked

and sickliness ensues ; again, when the atmosphere is too dry, as

in a hot 100m, plants die, even though well watered, because the

roots are not able to absorb moisture with sufticient rapidity to keep

pace with the evaporation from the leaves.

The Fall of the Leaf.

When the leaves have done their work, the contents of the leaf

cells are withdrawn into the stem and a layer of cork formed along

the plane of contact ; separation then takes place, leaving a neat

scar. This is especially noticeable in the horse-shoe shaped scar

of the Horse Chesnut, the comparison being rendered more com-

plete by the breaking of the vascular bundles representing the nails

of the shoe.

Note.—A gardener, when pruning a fruit tree, never leaves a

terminal fruit bud, as he knows that its fruit would not mature.

There must always be a leaf beyond fruit, as otherwise the fruit

would only obtain crude saj).

Floweks and their Fertilization.

A typical flower consists of the following parts :

—

Calyx, or sepals.

Corolla, or petals.

Stamens.

Pistil.
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These four parts are not always present, and flowers vary con-

siderably in their structure and composition ; for instance in the

Wood Anemone (//. neraorosa) there are no petals.

The essential organs are the stamens, or male organs, and the

pistil or female organ, and it is these organs with which we are

more particularly interested.

Stamens.—When both are present, the stamens surround the

pistil or pistils ; their usual form is a stalk, or filament^ bearing at

the top an anther^ which is divided into two cells or lobes. These

lobes are filled with pollen., usually in the form of a fine sticky or

dry powder, composed of an immense number of minute pollen

grains, usually spherical. When \hQ. filament is wanting the stamen

is said to be sessile, and when the anther is wanting, sterile; in some

instances there is only one anther lobe, in others one lobe may be

abortive, when it is said to be dimidiate. When anthers shed tneir

pollen they are said to dehisce.

The Pistil—One or more may be present, as in the Marsh

Marigold ; they are sometimes composed of leaf-like structures

called carpels, or several carpels may compose one pistil. A
typical pistil, as in the Primrose, consists of three visible parts :

—

An ovary or enlarged base, consisting of one or more

cavities or cells, which contain one or more small

bodies called ovules, the early condition of the

future seed.

The ovule usually consists of a central mass, or ?iucleus^

enclosed in two bag-like coats, in which is an

aperture called the foramen, or jnicrophyle, over the

apex of the nucleus.

The Style, placed on the ovary, and bearing on its

summit the stigma, usually a small head at the top

of the style, but in case it is placed directly on the

top of the ovary, the stigma is said to be sessile.

Although stamens and pistils are the essential organs of flowers,

they are not always present in the same flower or even in the same
plant. Plants are therefore divided into :

—

Monczcious, those having male and female flowers on the

same plant. Eg., Alder, Oak and Hazel.
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DicEcious, those having male and female flowers on

different plants. Eg., Willow.

Some plants are Polygafiious, having unisexual and

bisexual flowers on the plant. Eg., Ash.

In the same way, although a plant may be monaecious, the

male and female flowers may not be together on the same flower.

Flowers are therefore divided into :

—

Unisexual^ having pistils or stamens only. Eg., Alder,

Scots Fir.

Bisexual^ having both pistils and stamens on the same

flower. Eg., Bird Cherry, Mountain Ash, and

Maple.

A further sub-division of plants is Gymnosperms,'^ those having

the ovule unprotected by an ovary, whilst those in which the ovule

is protected are described as angiospentis." Trees belonging to the

natural order Coniferce are gymnosperms, a cone consisting of a

number of spherically arranged woody scales, which are carpels or

outgrowths from them. All other British trees are angiosperms.*

Pollination and Fertilization.

The Pollen grains when ripe are liberated by the dehiscense of

the anther, and are transferred by various means, in gymnosperms

to the microphyle of the ovule, and in angiosperms to the stigma.

The pollen grains each send out a pollen tube, which may be

observed by placing on a slide under the microscope pollen grains

laid in a drop of weak sugar solution (not more than lo per cent.),

and placed in the dark for a few hours, when pollen tubes will be

found to have been emitted.

The pollen tube forces its way down through the delicate cells

of the conducting tissue of the style, by traversing the canal where

one is present. On reaching the ovary the tube enters through the

microphyle and comes in contact with the nucleus (or central

cellular portion of the ovule), a portion of the protoplasm of the

pollen tube is then absorbed and passed on to the egg cell, on

yi\\\<Ai fertilization is complete.

^ These terms are derived from the Greek

—

Gyniuos—naked, sperma—seed.

' Angeion—vessel, sperma—seed.
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Follifiaiion may take place by various means :

—

Wind Pollinatioti.—Stamens and stigmas in some

instances project so as to catch the wind. In Firs

and Pines each pollen grain is provided with two

little air-like bladders, which offer an increased

surface.

The stigmas, too, are in many cases large, and

have hairs, &c., which catch the pollen.

British trees are for the most part wind pollinated,

As a rule they flower early in the spring, when there

few insects, and many have inconspicuous flowers.

The hazel for instance, the male catkins of which,

on their slender stalks, produce pollen at the slightest

touch when ripe, which falls on to the forked stigmas

of the pink bud-like female catkins.

The so-called " sulphur showers " of North America are

caused by vast quantities of pollen from the pine

forests, the viscid substance between the scales of

the female cone ready for pollination catches the

pollen grains and gradually dries up, drawing them

down to the microphyle.

I?isect Pollination.—The flowers of wind-pollinated trees

are said to be inconspicuous, but those which are

insect-pollinated are rendered conspicuous by their

size and appearance. The insect is supposed to be

attracted by the nectar, as in the case of the honey

bee, but the importance of insects in affecting pollin-

ation is without doubt, for the mere fact of an

insect visiting flower after flower for food and carry-

ing on its body grains of pollen, would bring it into

contact with the stigma of many plants, though not

all, for the exceptions nature has made special and

wonderful provisions.

Self Pollination.—This, in some cases, takes place in

bisexual flowers, though as far as I am aware, there

are no instances of it in forest trees. It seems to be

effected mechanically in the case of the Forget-me-

not; the stigma at first protrudes, but afterwards, owing

to the enlargement of the corolla, the sessile anthers
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are brought into contact with the formerly out of

reach stigma.

No merit is claimed for this Essay : it is simply a crude attempt

to describe the processes by which a seed becomes a tree; its com-

pilation has given the writer much pleasure during his leisure

hours. He freely acknowledges the use he has made of the

writings of Marshall Ward, Sir John Lubbock, Somerville, Hooker,

Green, Davis, and others.

There is a great deal more in sylviculture than the mere planting

and subsequent felling of a tree. Recent writers (Schlich and

Nisbit, the able authors of The Manual of Forestry and British

Forest Trees, respectively) have placed the subject in a new light

;

whilst older writers advocated rotations, modern authors pointed

out the advantages of assisting nature by well considered mixtures

with a view to preserving soil fertility. The application of these

principles is left to the forester, and they are well worthy of his

earnest consideration.

Every forester should have a knowledge of the rudiments of the

sciences which enter into his profession, the increased interest with

which he will enter upon his daily work is alone ample compen-

sation.

Since this Essay was written an address on " Forestry in

Britain," was read before the Biological Section of the British

Association at their Oxford Meeting, by the President of the

Section, Professor Isaac Bayley Balfour, in which the following

terse words appear—"We must disabuse landowners, land agents,

and practical foresters of the notion that forestry consists in the

random sticking in of trees, which anyone, no matter how unskilled,

may accomplish. Wc must bring home to the people's minds that

in science is to be found the only sure guide to proper timber

growing."

Professor Balfour deplores the lack of teachers and the means
of acquiring information open to those anxious to learn, and he

accuses Botanists of a lack of utilitarianism, and for not having

realised that Botany has an outlet beyond medicine, the works of

Professor Marshal Ward being excepted. To Botanists he looks

to clear the way, and it is earnestly to be hoped that now public
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attention is being called to the subject, the disadvantages under

which Sylviculturists labour may cease to exist. An elementary

Text Book on Forest Botany, Morphological and Physiological,

is urgently needed.

It is essential that those who wish to become experts in Forestry,

should have an adequate knowledge of the sciences which bear

upon their profession ; if a tree does not grow there is always a

reason why it is so, this reason science teaches, and points out

how such results, it may be of mismanagement, may in future be

avoided; as Professor Balfour says, "the whole question ultimately

resolves itself into one of the application of science," which must

be propogated by Botanists, whom he designates the "Apostles of

Forestry."
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II.—THE BEST METHOD OF THINNING MIXED
PLANTATIONS. By Wm. Forbes, Swinton, Masham.

The above subject has evidently been decided upon for the

benefit of those who are either commencing their career as

foresters, or are only beginning to take a personal interest in the

science of Arboriculture. It must always be kept in view, that

the ultimate object to be attained by thinning is, " the survival

of the fittest." By keeping this before us as our motto, only those

trees most suitable to the soil in which they grow will be retained

for the final crop. No one would ever think of cutting out Beech,

and allowing Larch to remain on a calcareous soil, if even at the

time of thinning the I>arch appeared the better grown tree. It is

a well known fact that the Larch does not live long upon such a

soil, whereas it just suits the requirements of the Beech. It is in

such a soil that the Beech reaches its greatest proportions and

develops its finest characteristic qualities. From a commercial

point of view the Larch is almost worthless, and on the other

hand the Beech attains its greatest intrinsic value on a calcareous

soil.

The foregoing delineation may not appear to have anything to

do with the subject of thinning, but every forester knows that, to

be successful in thinning, he must make it his study to retain for

the last thinning and final crop, the species of tree or trees most

suited to the soil and general surroundings in which they are

found.

A practical forester (the late Mr. McCorquodale) used often to

remark to his assistants that "a good planter made a good thinner,"

and the truth of this remark is at once apparent. A carefully

arranged mixed plantation is very easily managed when thinning

becomes necessary.

Below is a diagram, issued by a firm of nurserymen, called a

"Planter's Guide," shewing a system of planting trees for a

mixed plantation. Trees at four feet apart:

—
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per acre. The first number (170; being too many, and the latter

(42) too few on an acre. At this the last thinning, the trees

should be pruned for the last time also.

The Elm and Chestnut require a soil similar to the Oak, and the

practice described for the management ot the Oak as the final

crop, is equally applicable to them.

Had the nature of the ground been suited to the growth of the

Birch, they should all be allowed to stand as a final crop, but as

there are only 214 of them planted, there would not be sufficient

to make them remunerative enough as a final crop.

Birch and Scotch Fir generally succeed on the same class of soil,

although the former outgrows the Fir at a high elevation, but

owing to every Scotch Fir being at first placed at a little over five

and a half feet from each of the Birches, the Firs would have been

removed at a first thinning.

The trees intended to be kept for a final crop, if this system of

planting has been adopted, must be decided upon at the time of

making the first thinning. Under these circumstances, we cannot

find fault with anyone dealing with a plantation in the foregoing

manner, it being the best method of thinning possible under these

conditions.

Another system of planting should therefore be adopted, to

enable the forester to retain any of the varieties of hardwood trees

at first planted for the final crop.

One thing must be remembered, viz., "that planting, thinning,

and pruning, to be successful, must be co-operative." The following

diagram best illustrates my meaning. On good soil the distance

between each plant should be five feet, and on inferior soil the

distance from plant to plant should be from three and a half to

three feet nine inches.
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A, B, 0, and D each represent a different variety of hardwood,

and O the nurses, which can either be coniferous trees or other

hardwoods, as are best suited to meet the requirements of the soil

and the demands of the local market.

As an instance of small hardwood being profitably utilised, I will

only remind the ^Members of the English Arboricultural Society

of what they saw at Mr. Horrick's manufactory last excursion.

At the time of thinning for the first time every nurse is cut out,

leaving from 889 to 435 trees standing per acre. At the second

thinning we have four kinds of hardwood left, and the most suit-

able of them can be left for a final crop, leaving from 222 to 108

trees on an acre.

Should an Arboriculturist determine to plant a piece of good

land, he can vary the position of the several kinds of hardwood

and have a mixed lot of various varieties of hardwoods or conifers,

either massed or mixed, for a final crop. By practising the fore-

going system, a plantation of the most mixed character can be

insured.

The time for thinning a plantation being determined on (and

this requires careful consideration, as more mistakes accrue from

deferring thinning too long than in beginning too early), the marking

of those trees intended to be cut down should at once commence.

This should be done in a methodical manner. Beginning at one

side of a plantation, mark the trees with a strong switching bill, at

about four feet above the ground, keeping the marked trees on the

right hand going one way, and on the left hand when coming in an

opposite direction. By doing so the marked trees are always kept

in sight of the marker, and he can see at a glance both the marked

and unmarked trees.

When thinning a young plantation for the first time, the forester

should send the best men to cut down the trees, and arrange the

remainder so that when one set is dragging out the trees to the

open, the other squad clear off the branches from those of any

service and burn the refuse, if no one can be got to cart it away
immediately. If thinnings (especially first thinnings) are allowed to

lie in the plantation, they form the breeding ground of such insects

as the pine beetle {Hylurgiis piniperda), spruce bark beetle

{Bostric/ms typographus), small brown pine weevil {Pissodes

notatus), pine weevil {IJylohma ahietis), spruce moth (Lijmris
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monacha), Sec, &c. The tools required by the men for this purpose

are double edged handbills and light axes.

After thinning, the remaining trees should be pruned with the

pocket knife, particular attention being given to the trees intended

for standards, and the only men employed in this work should be

those showmg an aptitude for, and intelligent interest in, this class

of work.

Many foresters recommend leaving the trees more thickly

together on the side of the plantation most exposed to the prevailing

wind. If the trees at first have been more closely planted, this

can be done, but what assurance is there that the sheltering effect

of these drawn up spindles is as good as could be desired ? In a

few years the wind sweeps through amongst their bare stems and

expends its full force against the trees standing inside this thickly

planted, thinly thinned fringe of so called shelter trees.

Instead of planting the trees closer on the exposed side of a

plantation, they should stand at a greater distance apart than those

they shelter, to allow the fuller development of the lower branches,

and enable them the better to resist the gale and lead the wind

upward and over those they shelter.

By bearing this in mind when planting, it would be of great

service to a forester, and assist him to come to a decision without

hesitation when marking, at thinning, those trees forming the shelter

fringe of a plantation.

There is, however, no absolute rule which can be laid down to

guide anyone in thinning. Circumstances arise at every turn

which require the forester to exercise his own judgment and

common sense in dealing with them to the best advantage, always

leaving as heavy a crop on the ground as it can carry.

In hardwood plantations which are very bare of standards of a

slow-growing nature, I would advise any open spaces to be filled up

with Silver Fir, or any other kind of tree more suited to the soil

and locality, but it must be of a fast-growing nature in order to

arrive at maturity about the same time as the surrounding standards.
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III.—ON THE BEST COLLECTION OF PINES AND
CONIFERS SUITABLE FOR AN ARBORETUM,
GIVING Best Ideas as to Arrangement for Effect,

AND NOT TO ExCEED lOO VARIETIES IN ALL. By

Thomas Clark, Wentworth Nurseries, Hexham.

No landscape in our countiy can be considered complete without

its complement of trees, either in the shape of the massive and

gloomy Pine forest, broad stretches of mixed woodland, or the

carefully arranged clumps and occasional specimens of our parks.

An Arboretum forms one of the most interesting modes of

arranging trees, whether planted in scientific order for purely

educational advantage, or planted for artistic and ornamental

effect. Probably a better word for our purpose would be Pinetum.

Arboretum means a collection of trees of any or every order,

Deciduous and Evergreen, Conifers and others ; while we in

our collection are limited to Coniferous plants, which is much

more concisely expressed in the word Pinetum—a collection of

Pines, which broadly speaking, embraces all the Conifers.

When a collection of any order or class is brought together in

close proximity to each other, an opportunity is afforded of

observing the likes and the unlikes of the different species ; and

their development may be regarded with interest as they progress

towards maturity ; and I venture to say that no order will prove

more interesting, no collection of varieties more beautiful or more

instructive to the prudent observer, than that of the Coniferse.

The order has been broadly divided into two tribes : the first,

containing the Pines, Spruces, Silver Firs, &c., called Abietinae

;

and the second, containing the Arborvitaes, Cypress, Junipers, &c.,

called Cupressinae; whilst in this paper we shall include with

Coniferae the order of Taxaceas or the Yews, which has only
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recently been classified as a distinct and separate order. There is

necessarily a great similarity in the forms of the various species of

one order, yet a collection of Conifers affords us a great diversity

of size, shape, and colour ; for size, let us contrast the Pigmy

Spruce or the Mountain Pine with the towering forms of the

Californian Red Wood or the Douglas Fir; for shape, the pyramidal

form of the Cypress with the spreading grandeur of the Cedar, or

the gracefully drooping Hemlock Fir with the stiff and formal

outline of the Araucaria ; and for colour, we have the difference

between the silvery Weymouth Pine and the dark sombre Yew, the

bright green Libocedrus and the red-brown tinge of the Cryptomeria,

while in some of the variegated and golden varieties, a still greater

contrast is afforded.

In laying out an Arboretum, the operator must, to a certain

extent, be guided by circumstances, which differ in every case, as

the difference of sites, soils, or area of land available. The disposal

of the varieties is also an object for individual taste; two general

ways are open ; the first, to arrange the specimens in strictly scien-

tific order ; and the second, to place them for the best effect from

an ornamental and artistic point of view. For a limited collection

of loo varieties, I consider the second the better plan, as then it

serves a beautiful and highly ornamental purpose without seriously

affecting its educational value.

Only three species of Conifercc are natives of Britain, viz., the

Scotch Fir, English Yew, and the Common Juniper, but it may
safely be said that in no country where so few members of the

order are indigenous, will more varieties grow than in our own

land. Conifers in their native places are found at the greatest

perfection where the temperature and rainfall are greatest, in all

sorts of soil, shallow and deep, light and strong, wet and dry; but,

speaking generally, a deep, strong loam, damp without stagnation,

will grow the most of them successfully. Where the land is not

naturally drained, artificial drainage must be resorted to.

One hundred varieties will embrace the majority of the most

distinct kinds which will thrive in our climate. The specimens

should be arranged in such a manner as to show them each to the

greatest advantage and have sufficient room to attain their full

growth, and also space for the observation of the tree when it has

reached maturity, and be afforded every facility to develop to per-
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fection. The distances apart must vary according to the varieties,

as the heights range from two or three to as far as three hundred

feet, and the spread of the branches of some kinds is very much

more than in others ; so that some trees of a spreading habit must

be planted at a greater distance apart than others, which, although

growing quite as tall, are of a more upright or pyramidal habit.

About five or six acres of land would be required for our

collection, including a broad pathway round the whole and, if

considered desirable, narrower paths intersecting the plot, prefer-

ably of an oblong shape with its greatest length from east to west,

on a slight slope to the north-west, with shelter in the form of

established plantations on the north and east sides. In this aspect

there is the least liability to damage by frost, and shelter must be

afforded from the biting east and north-east winds. The very

tallest and widest spreading varieties would be planted along the

north side, at a distance of not less than sixty feet apart and at

least thirty feet from the pathway, and following on, row after row,

at gradually decreasing distances until the opposite side is reached,

where, at a distance of seven or eight feet from the walk and about

fifteen feet apart, the smallest varieties would be arranged.

Large specimens should never be planted, except in the most

sheltered situations
;
plants of the taller kinds, from four to five

feet high, and of the dwarfer varieties from one to one and a half

feet, will be quite high enough ; large trees are always more

dangerous to transplant, and even under the most favourable

circumstances, do not establish themselves as soon as smaller

ones do.

Each specimen should be accurately labelled with the botanical

and common names, their native country, the name of the intro-

ducer or raiser, and the date of introduction ; zinc or painted wood
labels may be used, but the best and most durable, at once

perfectly legible yet not too prominent, are the metallic labels with

raised letters, of which the " Stratford " and the " Acme " are

examples.

In regard to the varieties to be used, I shall give varieties of

twenty three genera, divided as follows :—Abies, seventeen varieties;

Araucaria, one ; Biota, three ; Cedrus, three ; Cephalotaxus, one
;

Chamsecyparis, one ; Cryptomeria, two ; Cupressus, seven
; Juni-

perus, seven; Larix, one; Libocedrus, one; Picea, ten; Pinus,

4
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thirteen ; Podocarpus, one ; Retinospora, ten ; Salisburia, one
;

Sciadopitys, one ; Taxodium, one ; Taxus, seven ; Thuja, seven
;

Thujopsis, two ; Wellingtonia, two ; and Widdringtonia, one.

A Hst of the varieties now follows which, wiih a few exceptions,

have been grown successfully in almost every part of our country,

and even the exceptions succeed in favourable situations. The

heights given are such as the trees attain in the most favourable

localities.

Abies alba, the White American Spruce, a short-lived tree, from

40 to 50 feet in height, with pale glaucous-green leaves.

A. Albertiana, the Californian Hemlock Spruce, one of the most

ornamental of Conifers, more robust than A. canadensis, attains a

height of 100 feet.

A. Alcoquiana, from 90 to 120 feet in height, with stiff, rigid,

slightly glaucous leaves.

A. canadensis, the Hemlock Spruce, a tree from 50 to 80 feet

high, with slender pendulous branches, of remarkably graceful

habit.

A, Dourjlasii, the Red Fir of America, towers to a height of 200

and even 300 feet, with foliage of a deep cheerful green; one writer

describes this tree as " one of the grandest of the group of giants

which combine to form the forests of the West."

A. excelsa, the Common or Norway Spruce, is of considerable

value as a timber tree, it reaches the height of 120 feet.

A. e. Clanbrasiliana, a dwarf variety, forming a dense bush,

rarely attaining a greater height than 4 feet,

A. e. Findeonensis, a distinct variety, the young shoots being of a

beautiful silvery hue.

A. e. inverta, the Weeping Spruce, the foliage of which is of a

brighter green than that of A. excelsa.

A. e. monstrosa, a curious growing variety, with few lateral

shoots, which give it a very grotesque aspect.

A. Enrjlemanii, a stately tree of a darkish hue, attaining a height

of from 80 to 100 feet.

A. Patloniana, from 60 to So feet high, is of a spreading, irregular,

though graceful habit.

A. py(jmoea, the smallest of Spruces, seldom seen more than 3 feet

high.

A. Menziesii, the Silver Spruce, obtains its common name from
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two silvery lines which run along the under side of the light green

leaves; it grows to a height of 170 feet.

A. nigra, the Black American Spruce, from 70 to 80 feet in

height ; the timber of this tree is much used in America.

A. orientalis, may be regarded as a greatly refined Norway

Spruce, being smaller and finer in every respect ; in colour it is the

brightest of the genus, and it grows to a height of from 50 to 70 feet.

A. polita, a very distinct and beautiful variety, with rigid branches

and sharply pointed leaves ; it attains a height of from 80 to

100 feet.

Araucaria imhricata, the Chili Pine; the spiny foliage and rigid

outline of this tree form a singular and striking aspect; it reaches

a height of from 100 to 150 feet.

Biota orientalis, the Chinese Arborvitae, of pyramidal habit and

bright green colour; reaches a height of 20 feet.

B. 0. eleganthsima, a beautiful variety, 5 or 6 feet high, the

young growth of which is flushed with yellow.

B. 0. semperaurescens, a bright golden form, which retains its

colour during winter.

Cedrus atlantica, the African Cedar, from 80 to 100 feet in

height; the leaves of this variety are shorter than those of C. libani.

G. deodara, the Indian Cedar, in a young state has beautiful,

drooping, silvery foliage, which becomes of a grass green colour

with age; reaches a height of from 150 to 200 feet in India.

G. libani, the Cedar of Lebanon, the most majestic of all

Conifers, has been called "The Patriarch of the Tribe"; it attains

a height of from 60 to 80 feet.

Cephalotaxus Fortunii, the Chinese Yew, from 6 to 8 feet high,

and with leaves nearly three inches long.

Ghamcecyparis sphceroidea, the White Cedar, of dense pyramidal

habit, growing to a height of from 50 to 70 feet.

Cryptomeria elegans, a shrub-like tree, with light feathery foliage,

which assumes a bronzy red-brown colour in winter.

G. japonica, a beautiful tree of spiry outline and pleasing green

foliage; it reaches a height of 120 feet.

Gupressus Lawsoniana, I^awson's Cypress, one of the hardiest

and most useful of ornamental Conifers, growing to a height of

100 feet.
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C. I. allumii, a fine variety, more erecl than the precedhig, and

of a dark bUiish-green tint.

('. I. alba spica, a variety with a beautiful silvery hue.

C. I. erecta viridis, a bright green upright growing variety ; one

of the finest of the species.

C. I. hitea, a beautiful variety of a bright golden colour.

C. I. nana, a very compact dwarf variety of a dark colour.

C. mac7-ocarpa, from 50 to 60 feet high; a very handsome tree,

though rather tender.

Juniperus chlnensis, the Chinese Juniper, grows to a height of

from 20 to 25 feet, with bright green, sometimes glaucous foliage.

J. c. aurea, one of the finest golden Conifers.

J. communis, the Common Juniper, generally found as a low

shrub, although sometimes met with in a tree-like form as high as

20 feet.

J. hibernica, the Irish Juniper, rising to a height of from 15 to

2 feet, with close upright growth and silvery green foliage.

/. •'^'abina, the Savin, of spreading, irregular habit ; from 5 to

8 feet high.

J. viryiniana, the Red Cedar, which varies from a low bush to

a tree 40 feet in height ; and in colour the variety extends from

deep glossy green to light glaucous green, and sometimes a red

tinge.

J. V. alba spica, the young growth of which is of a beautiful

silvery hue.

Larix europcca, the Common Larch, one of the few deciduous

Conifers, reaches a height of 100 feet, and yields the most valuable

timber of any coniferous tree grown in Britain ; the young leaves

have a pleasing yellowish-green tint.

Libocedrus decurrens, sometimes called Thuja gigantea, a lofty

tree of columnar habit with rich green fuHage, attains a height of

from 120 to 14c feet.

J'icea amabilis, the lovely Silver I'ir, from 100 to 150 feet high,

with dark glossy green foliage.

r. balsamca, IJalm of Gilead, resembles the Common Silver I'ir

in general appearance, sometimes reaches a height of 60 feet, but

often much less ; it is liable to early decay.

J\ fjrandis, a majestic and graceful tree, often towering to a

he'ght cf 2 jQ feet.
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P. lasiocarpa or P. Lowii, the leaves of this variety are from two

to three inches long, the bark of the young shoots is of a bright

yellow colour, it reaches a height of 150 feet.

P. niagnifica, upwards of 200 feet in height, of an olive-green

colour and very formal outline.

P. nobilis, one of the grandest of Silver Firs, from 200 to 300

feet high, with deep glaucous-green foliage, described as being

" dense, but not sombre ; dark, not gloomy." It was the greatest

of the many great discoveries of Douglas, vvho spent three weeks

in a forest of this species and of which he said, " day by day I

could not cease to admire it."

P. Nordmanniana, reaches a height of from 100 to 120 feet,

closely allied to P. pectinata.

P. pectinata, the Common Silver Fir, a useful timber tree, though

rather tender and slow-growing when young, it reaches a height of

from 100 to 125 feet.

P. pinsapo, a densely branched variety with stiff prickly foliage,

growing to a height of from 50 to 70 feet.

P. jiungens glauca, the Rocky Mountain Blue Spruce, a beautiful

variety of a dense pyramidal habit.

Pinus Austriaca, the Black Austrian Pine, grows from 60 to 120

feet high, and has a massive, sombre aspect.

P. Benthamiana, a very large tree, 150 to 200 feet high, the

leaves, which are from 8 to 1 2 inches long, are of a deep glaucous

green colour.

P. Cevibra, the Swiss Stone Pine, sometimes reaches the height

of 80 feet high, but is more often seen 30 or 40 feet high ; it grows

very slowly, but will last for centuries.

P. contorta, a compact, densely branched tree, with much twisted

branches and grass-green leaves, attaining a height of from 25 to 30
feet.

P. excelsa, a tree with light drooping branches, and leaves of a

silvery-grey colour, reaches a height of 120 feet.

P. insignis, from 40 to 80 feet high, a somewhat delicate, but

exceedingly quick growing and handsome variety.

P. •Tcffreyii, attains a height of 150 feet, and whose dark green

rigid leaves are about nine inches long.

P. Lamberiiana, the tallest of all the Pines, towering to a height

of 200 and 300 feet.
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P. Laricio, the Corsican Pine, varies in height from 60 to 150

feet, and whose peculiarly twisted leaves are sometimes six inches

long.

P. pinaster, the Cluster Pine, attains a height of from 60 to 80

feet, and reaches maturity sooner than any other European Pine,

the leaves are of a bright green colour, from 8 to 12 inches long

;

the bark of even young trees is deeply furrowed.

F. 2)umilio or F. montana, the Mountain Pine, a dwarf, bushy

variety, seldom rising higher than 20 feet.

P. sylvestris, the Scotch Fir, second only in usefulness to the

Larch amongst British coniferous limber trees ; it is found in the

native forests of Scotland from 80 to 100 feet high.

P. strobus, the Weymouth Pine, is a very ornamental tree in its

younger stages, it reaches a height of 150 feet.

Podocarpus jajjoaica, the Japanese Yew, has longer and broader

leaves than the Irish Yew, which it resembles.

lieliuospora Jilifera, a low growing shrub with drooping, thread-

like branches.

R. leptoclada, a compact shrub from 8 to 10 feet in height, with

closely imbricated dark green foliage.

R. oblusa, a valuable timber tree in Japan, where it attains a

height of 100 feet.

R. o. aurea, a bright golden form of the preceding, but of a more

upright growth than the type, one of the most remarkable of

coloured conifers.

R. pisi/era, attains a height of from 50 to 80 feet, has slender

feathery branches and light green foliage.

R. p. aurea, has the whole of the young growth of a rich golden

tint.

R. plumosa, a beautiful dwarf shrub, of dense conical outline,

attaining a height of 15 or 20 feet.

R. pi. aurea, grows from 10 to 20 feet high, and has the tips of

the young growth of a light yellow colour.

R. pi. alba varieyata, beautifully variegated with white patches.

R. squarrosa, a large thick growing bush, reaching a height of

from 10 to 15 feet, its light glaucous-green foliage, with its peculiar

silvery-white tint, is very striking.

iSalisburia adianli/ulia or (linhjo biloba, the Maiilenhair Tree, a

deciduous tree reaching a height of from 70 to loo feet, has very
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unique foliage resembling the pinnules of the Maidenhair Fern on

a very large scale.

Sciadointys verticillata, the Umbrella Pine, a singular and

beautiful tree, sometimes attaining a height of 150 feet, but more

frequently only 50.

Taxodium distichum, the Bald Cypress, a deciduous tree with

light foliage of a pleasing green colour which changes to a dull red

before falling, it is a lover of moisture and is remarkable for the

large protuberances or "knees" which grow on its roots; it reaches

a height of 100 feet.

Taxus adpressa, a variety of spreading habit, 8 to 10 feet high,

with short, thick, blackish-green leaves.

T. baccata, the English Yew, a native of Britain, seldom found

higher than 30 feet, although it lives to a very great age.

T. h. Dovastonii, the Weeping Yew, 30 to 35 feet high, with long

pendulous branches, and with longer leaves than the Common
Yew.

T. h. elegantissima, a highly ornamental variety, constantly

variegated with light yellow,

T. b. Neidpatli Castle, more upright in growth than the Common
English Yew.

T. fustigiata, the Irish Yew, a very erect growing variety, with

deep green leaves, reaching a height of from 20 to 25 feet.

T. f. aurea variegata, a beautifully variegated Irish Yew.

Thvja Elwangeriana, a dense dwarf bush, sometimes called the

Tom Thumb Arborvit?e.

T. Iloveyi, a dwarf, compact, globular variety.

T. Lobhii, has bright, glossy green foliage, and attains a height

of 150 feet.

T. occidentalis, the American Arborvitje, has brownish-green

foliage and reaches a height of from 40 to 50 feet.

T. o. Wareana, more compact in growth than the preceding and

of a deeper green colour, it is seldom seen above 40 feet in height.

T. vervaeneana, a distinct variety with a deep golden tinge,

which changes in winter to a brownish orange colour.

Tlivjopsis borealis, one of the most beautiful of our conifers, of a

graceful habit and rich deep green colour, attaining a height of

from 80 to 100 feet.
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T. cMahrata, a magnificent tree with flattened leaves, somewhat

resembling a lycopodium ; from 40 to 50 feet in height.

Wellingtonia giganti-a, the Mammoth Tree of California, the

largest trees in the world, towering to the height of 300 feet, and

even more, with enormous girth as well.

W. y. pe.ndula, a beautiful pendulous variety of the above.

Widdringtonia cupressoides, a dwarf, compact shrub, sometinies

referred to the genus Retinospora.
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IV.—HOW TO ADD TO THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE
ENCxLISH ARBORICULTURAL SOCIETY, AND
INCREASE ITS USEFULNESS. By Bernard Cowan,

F.R.H.S., South Shields.

The substance of this paper has occurred to me recently through

having the pleasure of being present at the Annual Meeting of the

Scottish Arboricultural Society. I was more than surprised, and

certainly not pleased, at meeting people of social importance who

did not know of the existence of the English Arboricultural

Society, and were laudatory about the work of the Scottish, and

most emphatic about the necessity of an English one.

The following ideas have struck me as to how we could best

popularise our Society and increase its usefulness. It is needless-

for me in a paper like this, to allude to the important work already

done by the Society, and the great necessity of still more good

work, which I believe is the wish of every member of our Society.

But before proceeding to details, I would like to say in the

strongest manner possible, that whatever I may suggest, no one is

more jealous than I am, that the headquarters of the Society

should remain where the inception of the Society first took place
;

and the few men who first conceived and originated the necessity

of such a Society shall always have from me a most hearty

acknowledgment of their zeal, and full credit lor the good work

they have inaugurated ; and although men of great prominence

now see the necessity of such a Society in many parts of the

country, in my opinion it only increases the credit due to those

in the neighbourhood of Hexham who had this foresight twelve

years ago.

Now let me enter into details. First, I wish to point out the

duties of the Local Secretaries we have in many parts of England^
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whose duties hitherto have been of a nominal character. To make

them take a greater interest in their work, I would propose that in

each district every Secretary be empowered to arrange a Local

Excursion under the heading of "The (so and so) Local Branch of

the English Arboricultural Society;" but let me clearly point out that

all excursions are to be approved of first by the Annual Meetings

of our Society, and due notice to be given before the Annual

Meeting. I would also suggest that prominent Local Presidents

should be appointed, so as to give each local centre a status. I

will not venture to suggest how many of those centres there should

be in England, but I do think at each Annual Meeting extensions

of Local Councils should be part of the business on the annual

agenda paper.

By these means I think Local Secretaries would take greater

interest in their work, as they would feel the responsibility attaching

to their position, and the importance of carrying out the interesting

work connected with our Society.

Then—and I would say this advisedly— I would also empower

them to collect and make them responsible for all Local Members'

subscriptions, and for forwarding them at once to our Treasurer

;

and in the Annual Report a Balance Sheet should be produced

showing any expenditure that may necessarily have been incurred

in promoting the interests of any Local Branch.

In reference to the Local Secretaries receiving the subscriptions,

I omitted to mention, which I think will appear obvious to all who

have had experience in collecting subscriptions, that it is not that

people do not want to pay; but when official notice is received it

means sending off at once, and sometimes this is overlooked,

owing to the pressure business men have on their time ; while a

Local Secretary (active of course) would probably come daily in

contact with them, and it would simply mean handing the money

over to him. This is at least my experience after many years'

connection with the management of Hower shows.

I hope the reasons and arguments so far are based on fair lines

of debate, and open to logical discussion.

In the past we have confined our excursions to the four Northern

counties, with the exception of two visits to Yorkshire. We have

not gone so far afield as we ought to. This is a pity.

Every county in England possesses some interesting j)hase of

A
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character for the Arboriculturist. Our aim is to extend the know-

ledge of arboricultural matters as far as possible, so that everyone

may appreciate the importance of the work we are endeavouring

to do in this country. This is more than ever significant now.

The Parish Councils Bill which has now become law, and the

powers placed in the hands of local authorities, will have a direct

positive or negative interest in furthering or hindering the pro-

motion of our Society; so I hope this is a strong secondary

argument for having as many local centres as possible.

We have already discussed the important question of securing

waste lands and roadsides, and planting them with trees by the

Local Authorities, and agreed upon this important point ; and I

hope our Local Councils or Centres will act as educational agencies

to the community to their advantage.

Again, I think the meetings of the Local Centres would add

considerably to the attractiveness of our Annual Report. Besides

this, the general body of foresters and under-foresters would feel more

in touch with the spirit of our Society. To the latter (the under-

foresters), the expense of going a long distance is always a matter

of serious consideration ; and it is unquestionably the young

foresters we wish to encourage, as in after years they will have to

carry on the work of our Society.

I think it well to mention that all members should be permitted

to join the local excursions ; this would in all cases be an

advantage. Many of our members have business in different

parts of the country, and it would frequently happen that they

would be able to act as representatives from the parent Society at

Hexham, and so give an impetus to the Local Society.

Further, I would suggest that our Annual Excursions should

endeavour to go further afield, so that through time we should be

able to invade every noted home of Arboriculture in England.

Next season I would suggest that a day excursion be arranged for

local members who have not the time or money at their disposal,

so as to endeavour to keep them in touch with the objects of our

Society. A notable example of this was the pleasure experienced

by our members on the occasion of our outing at Gibside.

In conclusion, I venture to hope, if some departure of this kind

takes place, that through time—like many other organizations

—

at each Annual Meeting (or what I hope we may be able to call
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Annual Conferences), delegates or representatives will be sent from

the Local Councils to read papers and give a report to each of

their Local Centres of the knowledge they have gained, and any

details interesting to Arboriculturists.

This paper is written in no fault-finding or carping spirit of

criticism, but merely as a suggestion as to how we may best be

able to extend the usefulness of our Society, increase its member-

ship, and hand our Society down to posterity as one of the greatest

of our National Arboricultural Societies.
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v.—HOW LOCAL SECRETARIES AND LANDOWNERS
MAY FURTHER THE INTERESTS OF THE
ENGLISH ARBORICULTURAL SOCIETY. By

J. F. Robinson, Burnopfield.

Having already, in an article printed in the Transactiojis, said

something about the English Arboricultural Society and how its

objects may be promoted, it seems somewhat difficult to say

anything more on the subject. But having promised to say

something in support of Mr. Cowan's paper on " How Local

Excursions may promote the Society's ends," I shall try to say

something on " How Local Secretaries and Landed Proprietors

may forward the interests of the Association."

I. Local Secretaries.—So far as I am able to ascertain, the

Local Secretaries have confined their services to the nomination of

candidates for membership of the Society, and some one or two or

more of them have furnished papers read at the Council and other

meetings.

Both of these are extremely useful to the Society. Without

members—and members bring subscriptions—the objects of the

Association could not be carried out. It is very gratifying to find

at each Annual Meeting such a large number of new members to

be proposed. Some of these may not be immediately connected

with forestry, but every one will receive copies of the Transactions,

and it may be presumed that most of them will read them, and

perhaps some of them will lend them to their friends. Those who
read them will learn—even if they learn nothing else—what very

pleasant excursions the member: have every year. They will also

learn from the official reports of these excursions, what the woods

and forests of the noblemen and gentlemen whose estates are

visited, present of interest to the excursionists.
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The visit paid this year to the Lake District must have quite

altered the opinion of some of those who visited it, as to its

capacities for growing wood for various purposes. It will be seen

from the report of the excursion that some parts of the Lake

District are well adapted for many of the newly introduced

Ornamental Conifera.

Now, a very important and useful service could be rendered to

the Society by an intelligent and active Local Secretary located in

this district.

At Wansfell, Wray Castle, Grasmere, Storrs Hall, are to be

found some of the best specimens of these trees the Society has

come across. The time is too short on the occasion of an excursion

for the members to do anything more than merely glance at a few

of these trees, and to measure two or three of the more remarkable

ones. Time will not allow them to enquire anything about their

time of planting, culture, or other particulars. It will be remembered

that more than usual interest was attached to the large spreading

Douglasii at ^^'ray Castle, from the fact that the person who

planted it was present to tell the company how he had carried

road-scrapings and other matter to it to promote its growth.

It has been remarked that there are few lives that would not

have something worth knowing in them, if only it were told in a

sufficiently interestmg manner. So, also, there are probably few

large woodlands that would not yield some useful information to

those interested in the growth of wood, if the story of their planting

and progress were made known.

It will be remembered what an interesting account Mr. Jewitt of

Healey had to relate of how the lands at Healey were bought and

planted, and what profit they had brought to the owners. It is

to be feared that few would have such a satisf^ictory record as

Mr. Jewitt had, but there is no doubt some would have a fair one.

A further interest was attached to the Lake District in the way

in which the underwoods are turned to account. Underwood

has become of much less importance in this district, from the fact

that there is not the market for it there was a century ago ; then

corfc rods, crate wood, and props for the mines were always yielding

an income more or less. No doubt the market is not existing

now for such material, yet probably if the mistaken procedure

were altered which is pursued in some places, of what is called
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"brushing the woods," things would be different. In many places

the woods are periodically gone over by men, who cut down and

leave to rot everything which is not a tree. It might naturally be

supposed that by so doing, what remains would get more benefit

by the free admission of air. But observation would soon confirm

the impression, that where there is a dense undergrowth, the

timber trees are often not only larger, but finer in quality. What is

gained by the freer admission of air, is more than lost by the

starving the trees suffer by the wind blowing through them, and

partly also by the scorching effects of the summer sun on the

surface of the earth.

It is notes and observations such as these that would constitute

the value of information collected by the various Local Secretaries.

Although not all Local Secretaries are equally gifted with the

ability to note down observations on the various matters which

come under their notice as foresters or assistant foresters
;
yet

if many would make the effort they might not find it so difficult

as they perhaps imagine, were it only a record of the date when

some amount of planting was carried out on the estates with

which they are connected, and, it might be added, the number of

acres planted. Such a record being sent to the Secretary of the

Society and inserted in the Transactions, would be a useful source

of information possibly at some future date. The time when large

falls of timber took place, with a sort of rough idea of the average

size of wood cut, and average price for which it sold, would not be

without interest to foresters. A few records of the prevailing weather

in certain years might be interesting, such as early spring frosts or

great gales, with their effects and the direction of the winds. Such

a series of observations gathered from all parts of the kingdom and

committed to print, would give good ideas of the forestry of the

nation. It is only from abundance of facts that true inferences

can be drawn.

II. Landed Proprietors.—While foresters can only be said

to derive an indirect benefit from the success of Arboricultural

Societies, the real benefit of successful forestry must ultimately be

derived by the owners of the woods and woodlands. The benefits

derived by wood managers are mainly the profit they may gain by
being appointed to the higher prizes of the profession. There is
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also the pleasure to be got from seeing the woods of which they

have charge, growing and thriving. Of course this is only their

duty in return for their salaries. But the owners of the plantations

can not only enjoy these pleasures, but can also look forward to

the time when the sale of either the thinnings or the clear fall will

bring them a substantial amount of money.

Seeing that such is the case, it would be only what might be

looked for, that every encouragement should be afforded to the

Arboricultural Societies of Scotland and England. No doubt

some proprietors do see that such is their interest to do, but there

remains much to be desired in this particular. I do not think that

the English Society has much to complain of in regard to their

treatment at most of the places they have visited. They have

generally found gentlemen very courteous in opening their gardens

and mansions to their inspection, as well as their woodlands. Still

there is room for their patronage to be extended to the Societies

in a more practical way. It is well known that foresters as a rule

do not find much difficulty in finding uses for their salaries, and to

many of them the expenditure necessary at the annual excursions

is a matter of some little moment. No doubt they arc partly

repaid by the pleasure of the excursions, the railway trip and the

drives in connection with it. Still, the personal advantages, if any,

there be from .Arboricultural Societies, must in the end fall to the

owners of woodlands. Recognising this fact, the question must

arise, How can Landed Proprietors assist their foresters to derive

benefit from such Societies, ;ind at the same time reap ultimate

benefit for tliemselves? Foresters of an observant and intelligent

mind must, at the annual excursions, see either Iiow the plantations

they visit arc managed, or how they are mismanaged. I'hey are

then brought in contact with woods growing on different soils,

and ill different situations from those over which they have charge.

Much may be learnt in such cases from an intelligent observation

of these circumstances. They have o])i)ortunilics of comparing

notes with the managers of these woo'ls.

While not exactly suggesting to owners of forests to pay all the

expenses of their foresters to these excursions, lest there should

be found many who would avail themselves of the outings just for

the outings alone, without getting any advantage of their educating

influences
;
yet there might possibly be advantages gained by a
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portion at least of the expenses of the trips being paid by the

employers.

I think it might at least be desired by any agent or owner who

has borne all or a part of his woodman's expenses to an excursion,

that he—the woodman—should write a short account of what he had

observed worthy of his notice. There are many lads who reach

the Sixth Standard at school, who have to do a little composition

before they arrive at that stage. This will be a help to such as

have done so. I have no doubt but that the idea of attempting an

account of what they have seen on an Arboricultural Excursion

would frighten many of those who have been there. There are

not many but are in the habit of writing a letter telling a friend

about something. Those who fancy they cannot write an essay,

can, if they try, write some sort of a letter telling what they have

seen. Foresters have much to learn—more sometimes than they

think. Markets have greatly altered of late years. Wood which

would have met with a ready sale formerly, can scarcely be sold at

any price now. Oak, which a few years ago would have found

ready sale for building small ships, can only be sold now for

making pit chocks. Other wood, which could be cut up for

building chaldron wagons, is now used for sprags. Pit prop wood

is of no value now, owing to the Scandinavian competition

Foresters who were at Windermere would see how the woods were

utilised there for growing wood to make bobbins of There

seems apparently no reason why some of our own local wood should

not be applied in the same way. In an article in one of the

magazines lately

—

Good Words I believe— it was stated that an

enormous acreage of woodland was required to be cut down and

imported into this country for bobbins.

Here is one of the matters in which the intelligent forester may
both derive advantage fur himself and also ultimately benefit his

employer. The outing at the excursions cannot fail to be interesting

and beneficial to those who attend them, and if a little power of

observance is used, and a mental or written note made of the same,

it may ultimately benefit the landowner, and in the end also the

nation. For as the writer has remarked before, in a paper read

before the Society, there are many acres of woodlands which are

very badly, even if at all, clothed with wood. For say what we
may about secondary benefits from Arboriculture, such as shelter,

5
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beauty, and improved taste, the pecuniary benefit will, and must

always in the end, prove the most powerful incentive to the

promoters of Arboriculture.

The writer has a strong opinion that by the co-operation in this

matter of landowner and forester, very much benefit would accrue

to both parties, and especially to the former. There seems to be

no real reasons existing why immense quantities of land, now lying

to little or no purpose, should not be clothed with forest. True,

the profits would not be immediately apparent, but this also applies

to all those countries whence we now derive our supplies of timber.

It does not grow there in a few years. Although the sources of

supply from abroad have held out well, yet the day may come

when what we can grow ourselves will be more appreciated than it

is at present. For some time past gentlemen have had reason to

be much discouraged in the formation of Larch plantations, owing

to the presence of the white mealy bug on the trees, which has

destroyed so many thriving woods. Still it would seem there are

good reasons for thinking that the worst is over in this respect.

From some, as yet inexplicable reasons, these diseases of both

animals and plants, only have their periods of excessive prevalence.

They seem to gradually reach a climax, and then to as

mysteriously disappear as they seem to have as inexplicably come.

A series of notes and observations on the matter as to whether the

Larch disease does show any tendency to become less prevalent^

undertaken by foresters, in conjunction with, and by the assistance

of Landed Proprietors, might result in some very valuable and

instructive information being acquired. Since, if it does tend to

abate, much time might be saved and profit derived by an early

application of such knowledge.

It does not seem to be necessary to enter into any further

arguments to show that the interests of forestry would be largely

promoted by co-operation between the woodman, who attends to

the cultivation of woodlands, and the proprietor of these plantations,

who would, in the end, be more likely to obtain the greatest benefit

from the successful cultivation of timber. It would be well if

proprietors could attend sometimes themselves at the excursions

and the annual meetings of the members, so that they might

ascertain personally what were the objects in view of the foresters

who attend these gatherings. It is quite probable that such visits
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might, to some extent, enlighten landowners as to what are their

peculiar interests in forestry. Although the official reports of the

annual excursions give a good general idea of what is done on

some estates, yet a personal visit along with the members of the

Arboricultural Society, who would always be found willing to

impart their personal experiences to such gentlemen as were desirous

of obtaining information, would be a decided advantage. It might

be said that, as a rule, landed proprietors have the facilities, at any

time, of visiting other estates, yet it is feared that not often these

visits are productive of many opportunities of learning much about

the cultivation of the woods on the lands to which these visits are

made.
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VI.—THE DISTRIBUTION OF TREES IN A WOOD.
By William Somerville, D.CEc, B.Sc, F.R.S.E., F.L.S.,

Professor of Agriculture and Forestry, Durham College of

Science, Ne\vcastle-on-Tyne.

When young trees are planted out, the positions that they are to

occupy may be determined with approximately mathematical

precision, or they may be of such an irregular character as to bear

no relationship to any mathematical figure. The latter case may

be dismissed in a word, for it is a consideration of the former that

is so important in forestry. Irregular planting then, that is to say,

the occurrence of unequal spaces between plants, is either due to

gross carelessness, which is rarely the case, or to such conditions

of the surface of the ground as to make it practically impossible

that the interspaces between the plants can be of equal extent.

Where, for instance, one is dealing with rocky or stony ground,

or with a surface more or less thickly beset with stumps or

advance growth* one cannot set in the young trees at regular

intervals, but has to plant them as opportunity occurs.

Where, however, the surface of the ground is of such a character

as to present no obstacles to regular planting, the forester may

exercise his choice as regards a considerable number of systems.

Of these systems the two most important arc planting in squares,

and planting in triangles, according as the plants occupy the

angles of these mathematical figures. Figure i shows the position

of the plants when they are set out in squares, where it will be

seen that each angle of every square is occu])ied by a plant. This

is one way of looking at the system, but it is better to regard it as

* Advance growth generally means a sprinkling of young trees tliat have

originated from self-sown seed.
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in^E*F G H, which is a square of the same size as the other squares,

and_^\vhere it will be seen that instead of a plant being shown at

each corner, a single plant is represented as occupying the centre.

The growing space allotted to each plant is therefore exactly equal

to^the area of one of the squares.

In the system of squares it is to be noted that if M O represents

a row of plants, and l k represents the distance between two

rows, then the interspace between adjoining plants in a row is the

same as the distance that elapses between adjoining rows. It is

also to be observed that the plants in any one row are exactly

opposite to—that is to say they are at right angles to—the plants

in adjacent rows.

The system of triangles differs essentially from the system of

squares, as will be seen from Fig. 2. Where the plants are set out

in triangles each occupies the apex of an angle, or, looked at in a

another way, each occupies the centre of the figure. The growing

space then, in this case, allotted to each plant is the area of a

triangle. The two most important points of difference between

this system and that of squares are these, firstly, that the plants of
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one row are not directly opposite to—that is to say they are not at

right angles to—the plants in adjoining rows, but are directly

opposite to the middle points of the interspaces ; and, secondly,

that the distance between the plants in the rows is not equal to,

but is greater than, the distance between the rows themselves. In

Fig. 2 it will be at once seen that the plant "e" in the row i k,

Fig. 2

for instance, is not directly opposite to either of the plants marked

"f" or "(;" in the row ml, but it is directly opposite to the

centre of the interspace between these plants, in other words it is

at right angles to the point "ir." When plants are set out regularly

in this way the triangles formed are, what are called, equilateral

triangles, that is to say the three sides arc all equal in length. This

being so—and regarding for tlie moment the triangle efg—it

follows that if v G be the distance between two plants in the row m l

then the perpendicular distance between adjoining rows will not be

FF,, which is the same length as FG, but will be eh which is manifestly

shorter than e f, and is in fact the shortest line that can be drawn
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between the two rows i K and m l. It is thus apparent that the

spaces between the plants in the rows are greater than the spaces

between the rows themselves.

We have chosen to regard this system of planting as the system

of triangles, but we might, with equal right, have regarded it as

the system of parallelograms, or as the system of hexagons.* If

we concentrate our attention upon the figure e f n g we will find

that we have to do with a parallelogram with a tree situated at

each angle. On the other hand, if we regard the figure F G o P Q R

we find that it is a regular hexagon with a plant at each angle and

one in the centre. It is simplest, however, to look upon the

system as one of triangles, and as such we shall regard it in the

present article.

There are two other methods of setting out plants which

deserve a passing notice, although their importance is subordinate

to that of the two systems already figured. Fig. 3 shows the

A
FIC.3

B

F

<> ^

hI-
4.....

N, M
\>-

^

-^ ^

* A parallelogram is a four-sided figure with opposite sides parallel, a regular

hexagon is a six-sided figure where the sides are all equal in length.
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quincunx arrangement, where we have plants at the four corners of

a large square (for instance k l m n) and one in the centre. It is

really, however, merely a modifica-

tion of the system of squares, for if

we regard only the full lines we

shall see that we have one set of

squares (k L m N for instance),

while if we join the centres of these

|F squares as has been done by dotted

lines, we establish another set of

squares such as E F G H.

The fourth system is shown in

"<>H Fig. 4, and may be called the system

of rectangles. It differs from the

system of triangles in this that the

intervals between the plants in any

row (for example G k in g h) are

less than the intervals between ad-

j oining rows, as, for instance, between

the two rows e f and G H.

The Calculation of Quantities.

A matter that has always seemed to me to be of much importance

to foresters, and one which appears to be often neglected, is the

mastery of simple rules for making certain necessary calculations in

connection with these systems of tree-planting. When a forester

wants to know how many trees are required to plant an acre when

set out at definite distances apart, he generally refers to a "planter's

table," but planters' tables do not usually supply all that one wants.

One generally finds the number calculated according to the system

of sfjuares—and that is not the commonest system of planting

—

and if the figures obtained for scpiares be api)licd to the system of

triangles, the results arc, as we shall sec presently, very considerably

removed from the truth. And, moreover, the determination of the

number of plants required to stock a given area is only one

calculation, although probably it is the most important. Other

two cases may arise, however, necessitating separate calculations.
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The one is where we have a definite number of plants to deal with,

and we want to know how much ground they will stock if set out a

given distance apart, and the other is to know at what distance to

plant if we have a definite number of plants and we want to cover

a specified area with them.

First of all we may state the rules and work some examples for

the system of squares.

(1.) To find the number of Plants necessary to Stock an Acre

when the distance apart is known :

—

Rule.—Divide the area of an acre expressed in square feet (43560)

by the square of the intervals between the plants also in feet.*

Example.—By the system of squares an acre is to be planted

with the trees 4 feet apart ; how many trees will be required ?

43560 = 27224 Answer.4x4 ' ^

The correct answer is thus found to be 2722^, though it is

scarcely necessary to point out that one cannot plant half a tree.

The fractions in fact may in practice be disregarded.

(2.) To find the Area that can be Stocked by a definite number

of Plants set out a given distance apart.

Rule.—Multiply the square of the intervals between the plants

in feet by the number of plants and the answer will come out in

square feet.

Example.—We have 17424 plants at our disposal and we want

to set them out 5 feet apart ; how much ground will be stocked ?

5 X 5 X 17424 = 435600 square feet.

Dividing 435600 by the number of square feet in an acre, we have

435600
, . , . ^,7— = 10 acres, which is the answer.

* It is often convenient to bear in mind that an acre contains ^1840 square

yards, and square yards multiplied by 9 gives square feet. To square a number

you multiply it by itself, thus the square of 4 is 4 x 4 = 16.
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(3.) To find the Size of the Intervals that must occur between the

Plants if a given area is to be equally stocked by a

definite number of Plants :—

Rule.—Divide the area, expressed in square feet, by the number

of plants available, extract the square root from what remains, and

the answer will come out in feet.

Example.—5000 trees are to be equally distributed over \\ acres;

how wide apart must the trees be planted ?

There are 43,560 sq. ft. in an acre, therefore there are 65,340 in

\\ acres.

^531° = ,3.06s
5000

The square root of i3"o6S is 3'6i. The answer is therefore

3"6i feet, which is a little more than 3 feet 7 J inches, so that to

cover i^- acres with 5000 plants set out in squares, the plants would

require to be placed about 3ft. 7] in. apart, and of course the same

interval would elapse between the rows.

Next let us state the rules and work out examples for the system

of triangles,

(1.) To find the number of Plants necessary to Stock an Acre

when the distance apart is known:—

Rule.— jMuUijily the area of an acre, expressed in square feet,

by I "1 55, and divide by the scjuare of the intervals between the

plants, also expressed in square feet.

Example.-— V>y the system of triangles an acre is to be planted

with the trees 4 feet apart in the rows, how many trees will be

required ?

43560 X I -155 50311-8
- ^^^^^ = —-^- = 3144-5 Answer.

On referring to the example that was worked for the system of

squares with the plants 4ft. a[)art, it will be found that 2722^ plants

are refjuired to stock an acre. Under the system of triangles,

however, as has just been shown, we recjuire 3i44"5 plants. That

is to say if we adopt the interval of 4 feet in both cases we find
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that we require 422 more plants (equal to 15^ per cent) by working

on the system of triangles than if we plant in squares. This is a

very important fact to bear in mind, and it is evident that if no

particular system be specified in a contract beyond the mere

stipulation that the plants shall be a certain distance apart, the

contractor will fulfil all the conditions and save over 1000 plants

on every 2J acres by planting in squares in preference to triangles.

(2.) To find the Area that can be Stocked by a definite number

of Plants set out a given distance apart:—

Rule.—INIultiply the square of the intervals between the plants

in the rows, expressed in feet, by the number of plants, and divide

by 1*155, ^'^^ ^'""s answer will come out in square feet.

Example.—We have 17424 plants at our disposal, and we want

to set them out 5 feet apart in the rows, how much ground will be

stocked ?

5 X 5 X 17424
;.jg- = 377143 sq. ft.

Dividing 377143 by 43560 we get 8"66, which is the acreage

that would be stocked under the conditions named, and is less by

i^ acres than the area that would be stocked by the same

number of plants set out the same distance apart, but in squares

instead of triangles.

(3.) To find the Size of the Intervals that must occur between the

Plants if a given Area is to be equally Stocked by a

definite number of plants :—

Rule.—INIultiply the area, expressed in square feet, by i'i55,

divide by the number of plants, and extract the square root.

Example.—5000 trees are to be equally distributed over i^

acres, how wide apart must the trees be planted ?

43560 X li X I '155^^ = ^ = 15-09
5000 -^ ^

The square root of i5'o9 is approximately 388, so that the

intervals between the plants in the rows would require to be 3'88ft.

(= 3ft. loiin.), which is 3iin. wider than the intervals where the

plants are set out in squares.
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[The mathematical proof for these rules may be interesting to

some, and for those who understand algebra the rules are most

easily remembered in the form of formulae. Referring to Fig. i,

which represents the system of squares, and neglecting the outer

plants, for trees are never planted close up to the fence,

Let A =^ Area of the ground.

N = Number of plants,

d = Distance between any two plants.

Then the number of rows is —-—
a

D C
and the number of plants in a row is

d

AD DC AD -DC N
d d d^

But AD • D C is the area of the ground, which is represented by A, therefore

the final formula is

--^
Transposing A and d^ we get the other formulae.

A = d= N

and d = X/ ]^

For the system of triangles the proof is a little more intricate.

As before, let A = Area of ground.

N = Number of plants.

d = Distance between plants in the row (for

instance the distance between F and G
in fig 2).

w = Width between the rows (for instance the

length of the line E II in fig. 2).

Then N = A D ^ DC
w d

But w'=:'d sin Co°

.-. N = AD DC
d sin 60° d

= AD DC
d X -866 d

- A
d« X -866

- Ax 1-155

d«
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The other two formulae then come out.

A = Nxd -

I-I55

and d = / i"i55 AV-F ]

The other two systems that have been referred to, namely

rectangles and quincunxs, are scarcely of sufficient importance to

make it worth one's while to state the rules applicable in their

case. These rules are, in fact, easily discoverable from what has

already been given. We may, however, consider the advantages

and disadvantages attaching to the various systems.

1. Squares. Compared with the system of triangles, and

assuming that the intervals between the plants in the row are the

same in both cases, we have found that we require 15 J per cent,

fewer plants. In other words, we cannot find space for quite so

many young trees on an acre when the planting is done in squares.

This deficiency in trees, however, is only felt in the first thinnings,

and has practically no effect upon the later thinnings and final

felling.

2. Triangles. This system allows the greatest number of trees to

be planted upon an acre, and consequently it allows the maximum
yield of timber to be reaped from an acre. Both soil and air are

apportioned to the young plants in the most equal manner possible.

The most perfect closeness is secured in the plantation, and thus

the ground is shaded to the utmost extent, a very important matter

in sylviculture. On account of the greater density of the stocking,

the young trees begin to interlace at an earlier period, so that their

lower branches die and fall off at a very early stage, and thus the

timber that is produced is as free as possible from knots. The
system of triangles, in fact, is the best of all, and ought to be

universally adopted.

The quincunx system offers no advantages over planting in simple

squares, and is somewhat more intricate.

The system of planting in rectangles is only advisable under

exceptional circumstances. Where, for instance, it is desired to

introduce delicate trees, we may first plant rows of hardy trees

with wide intervals (8 or 10 feet) between the lines, and when these

nurses have grown to a sufficient extent to offer protection from

wind and frost, the other trees may be planted in the open spaces
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between the rows. It is evident, however, that where the spaces

between the trees along the rows are much less than the spaces

between the rows themselves, unequal branching must result, and

this is apt to lead to eccentric growth and the formation of very

knotty wood.

The density of the stocking in actual practice does not vary

between very wide limits. The reason for this is that if we plant

very wide the revenue from thinnings suffers considerably, the trees

retain their lower branches for a long time and consequently knots

are large and abundant, and the ground remains exposed to sun and

wind for a long period with the attendant disadvantages that are so

•well known to scientific foresters. On the other hand, very close

planting is impracticable on account of the greatly increased

expense, for it is to be borne in mind that if it costs ^3 to plant

an acre with the trees 6 feet apart, it will cost not ^Qd but J[,\2 to

plant an acre with the trees 3 feet apart. The following are the

cases where specially close planting might be recommended :

—

1. Where there is a good prospect of a satisfactory market for

the small sized wood removed during the early thinnings. It is

chiefly in the early stages of the growth of a plantation that

specially close or specially wide planting makes itself felt on the

yield ; the qtianiUy of timber in the fmal felling is scarcely

influenced by moderate variations in the original density of the

wood, although, of course, the quality may be seriously affected.

2. On poor land or in high districts, because in these circum-

stances the development of the young trees is slow, and one

requires to hasten the period when interlacing of the lateral

branches begins, by putting in the trees a little more closely to

commence with.

3. In the case of trees that grow slowly during the first few

years (spruce, silver fir, beech, &:c.), so that the thicket stage may
be more quickly reached.

4. In cases where allowance has to be made for a somewhac

high percentage of deaths ; e. g., on hard, dry, warm slopes ; where

ground game is abundant ; where strong herbage (grass, ferns,

&c.) may choke many of the plants; and generally where the

conditions of the surface of the ground or the character of the

plants is not quite satisfactory.
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REPORT BY DR. SOMERVILLE ON THE INQUIRY
CONDUCTED BY THE SOCIETY INTO THE
DISEASE OF THE LARCH.

For many years few subjects have occupied the attention of the

owners and managers of woodlands to such an extent as the

mysterious disease which has made the successful cultivation of

one of our most valuable forest trees almost impossible. Wherever

foresters have been brought together—as at the meetings and

excursions of our two national Arboricultural Societies—the disease

which has fallen like a blight upon the Larch has been a fruitful

subject of discussion and conversation ; and at one time or another

the views of practical foresters, scientists, and theorists have found

abundant expression in the pages of technical periodicals and

elsewhere. As is well known, these views exhibit great diversity of

opinion, and on this account there is at present almost as little

approach to unanimity as to the cause of the disease as there was

twenty or thirty years ago.

In consideration of the importance of the subject, and with the

object of collecting and collating the evidence of experts whose

observations were made in many different parts of the country,

this Society resolved in the course of the past year to circulate

amongst its members a series of questions, which were designed to

elicit information of a scientific and practical character. As a

result forty sets of answers were returned, and it may be assumed

that these fairly represent the position of scientific and popular

opinion on the subject in Great Britain at the present day. One
of the papers contained nothing by which to identify the writer,

but the names and addresses of the other thirty-nine contributors

are here appended in alphabetical order :—Mr. T. J. Armstrong,

Newcastle-on-Tyne ; Mr. J. Balden, Dilston, Corbridge-on-Tyne

;
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Mr. D. Barclay, Formby; Mr, C. J. Bates, Heddon, Wylam-

on-Tyne; Mr. G. W. Barker, Fiseley Park, Huddersfield ; Mr.

T. Bewick, Streatlam ; IMr. G. A. Broadbent, Kirkheaton,

Huddersfield ; Mr. W. Carnegie, Sarsden : Mr. C. Clarke,

Charlcot, Bedale ; Mr. J. D. Coxon, Alnwick ; Mr. J. Crop,

Embley, Romsey; Mr. A. B. Dixon, Abbots Reading,

Haverthwaite ; Mr. M. Dunn, Dalkeith ; Mr. A. C. Forbes,

Bowood, Calne ; Mr. W. Forbes, Swinton ; Mr. W. Gough,

Wykeham, York ; Mr. J. S. Gray, Nurseries, York ; Mr. G.

Harrison, Heddon, Wylam-on-Tyne ; Mr. \V. J- Heskett,

Penrith ; Mr. J. Holme, Blakeholme, Ulverston ; Mr. J. Hudson,

Lowther, Penrith ; Mr. M. Jewitt, Healey ; Mr. C. J. Leyland,

Haggerston Castle, Beal ; Mr. J. Maughan, Jervaulx, Bedale

;

Mr. R. Milne, Stanwix, Carlisle ; Mr. J. Mitchell, Fryston,

Ferrybridge ; Mr. W. Parker, Chirk Castle Estate Office ; Mr. R.

Robinson, Castle Eden ; INIr. W. Scott, Burnopfield ; Mr. E.

Shipley, Darlington ; Mr. S. Smith, Haltwhistle ; Mr. D. Smith,

Scremerston ; Mr. \V. Storie, Highclere Park, Newbury ; Mr. J.

Tait, Marske, Richmond ; Mr. J. T. Tuman, Ulverston ; Mr. J.

Vickers, Loweswater; Mr. J. Waters, Ridley Hall, Bardon Mill-

on-Tyne ; Mr. W. White, Stanwick Park, Darlington ; and Mr. J.

Whittaker, .A.bbeystead, Lancaster.

In preparing this digest of the evidence which these gentlemen

have furnished, it is not proposed to adhere to the order in which

the questions appeared on the schedule, because it is believed that

the report may be simplified by first dealing with the cause of the

disease, and afterwards by occasionally discussing the answers to

two or more questions collectively.

The Cause of the Disease.

As was to be expected, great diversity of opinion is found to

exist as to the cause of the disease. While eleven contributors

did not venture to express an opinion on this point, nine were

found to lay the blame on frost, and especially frost occurring

late in spring after the young leaves are considerably developed.

Other three sought for the cause in spring frosts followed by

insects, while one suggested these causes combined with bad seed.

Thirteen, therefore, associated frost alone or in combination with
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other agencies, with the disease of the Larch, so that the prepon-

derance of evidence was distinctly in favour of this theory. Cold,

wet summers, insects alone, bad seed, sudden change from rich

nursery ground to a poor situation, constitutional weakness, and

two successive crops of Larch on the same ground, were other

suggestions that were occasionally made. It was rather surprising,

not to say disappointing, to find that only five who contributed

answers recognised a parasitic fungus as the cause of the disease,

and yet the evidence of those who have investigated the disease in

a thoroughly scientific manner makes it practically impossible to

doubt that this is the primary cause, however much it may be

assisted by accessory circumstances.

For the benefit of those who may not be conversant with the

present state of knowledge in regard to the parasitic character of

Larch disease, it may be well to introduce a short account of what is

known on the subject.* It will simplify matters if for the purposes

of this description we assume that the disease is really parasitic

in character, those who hold otherwise being still free to adhere to

their opinion.

According to plant pathologists, the canker of the Larch is due

to the attack of a small fungus known scientifically as Peziza or

Dasyscypha Wiilkommii. Like all fungi, it spreads by spores,

which in this case are produced in cup-shaped fructifications

{Ascocarps), which are almost always to be seen protruding from

the dead bark of the Larch in the neighbourhood of a blister.

(See Fig. i.) These bodies are about the size of a biggish

pinhead, and when fresh are of a rosy hue inside and white

externally. As these fungus-bodies are almost invariably associated

with the diseased spots, and are never to be found on any other

tree than the larch, it is somewhat curious that all foresters have

not hitherto thought that there might be a connection between

them and the disease. Where they are not found in the neigh-

bourhood of a blister, it is simply on account of the conditions

not being favourable for their development, because they can

• Those who desire to pursue the subject further should consult Marshall

Ward's "Timber, and some of its Diseases ;" Carruthers' paper in the Journal

of the Roy. Ag. Soc. Eng., 3rd series, vol. II., and the English Translation of

Hartig's "Diseases of Trees."

6
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be induced to appear by placing the diseased piece of stem in

a favourable position for their growth. Such a position would

be a glass jar with a little water in the bottom and a close-fitting

lid on the top. Fungoid development is more favoured by

humidity, and more retarded by dryness than by any other factors

of giowth ; consequently we find P. Willkoiumii producing its

fruits in greatest abundance where the air is moist, and producing

fewest where the air is dry.

Fig. 1. 'N'uung LuilIi su ^iKiuMi^ A^cocarps of JVziza Willkovwiii.

Natural size.

When the ascocarps reach a certain stage of growth they produce

large numbers of minute spores, which are canied by the wind to

other trees. There they germinate and push what may popularly

be called a rootlet (germ tube) into those living tissues of the
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tree which are commonly called the bark. This primary rootlet

soon breaks up into a number of other rootlets (mycelia), so that

in a short time a regular network is formed, which attack and kill

all living cells with which they come into contact. (See Fig 2.)

In this way all the

cells of the cortex,

bast, and cambium

at the point of attack

are destroyed ; and,

as the cambium is the

tissue which produces

the wood, it follows

that nowood is formed

on the part ofthe stem

which is occupied by

the parasite. Each

year the fungus makes

some progress and

embraces more and

^ „ ^ „
~

r X , 1 • , more of the cam-
FiG 2. Bast cells of a Larch, snowing the

mycelia of P. Willkommii, magnified 400 times, bium ; and if the

(From Mr. Carruthers' paper in the Journal of growth of the parasite
the K.A.S.E.)

proceeds at a greater

rate than the growth of the tree, the cambium will be killed right

round the stem at the place attacked, and the tree will ultimately

succumb.

The history of the progress of the disease may be traced by any

one who will take the trouble to cut through a branch or stem at

the blister spot, and make such a section as is shown in Fig 3.

This figure shows a larch tree at the end of its seventh year, as

may be determined by counting the annual rings. Towards the

end of the fourth year the fungus gained a footing on the stem and

penetrated as far in as the wood, destroying the cambium between

the points a and b. Next year the cambium on the side of the

stem free from attack formed the ring marked 2, but of course this

ring is not a complete circle, for the reason that no wood could be

formed between the points a and b. During the formation of that

ring the fungus had progressed as far as the points c and d, so that

the ring formed in the following year (marked 3 in the figure)
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Fig. 3. Cross section of a seven

year old Larch which had contracted

the disease during the growing season

of its fourth year, namely, in 1S91.

By the beginning of the next season

the cambium had been destroyed on

one side of the stem between the

points a and b, so that all the wood

that could be formed was the partial

ring marked 2. In 1893 the disease

had advanced still further, with the

result that an even more fragmentary

ring was produced that year, though

this ring shows increased breadth, for

reasons stated in the text. By the

beginning of 1894 only a small piece

of living cambium remained, which

formed the wood marked 4. The ^

tree would certainly have succumbed in 1895. Natural size. (Figs, i and 3

were prepared from photos, taken by my colleague, Mr. Meek, B. .Sc.

)

embraces still less of the stem than ring 2, namely, that produced

in the previous season. By this time the fungus had killed the

cambium up to the points e and /, so that in the fourth year

after the tree was attacked all the wood that it could form was the

fragment of a ring marked 4. At this stage I cut the tree; liad

it been left, it would probably have produced an extremely small

portion of wood next year, and then have died.

Such, then, is a brief history of any very young tree that is attacked

by the disease. It struggles on for a few years until the advancing

parasite destroys the cambium right round the stem, and then it

must die. Should a tree two or three inches or more in

diameter be attacked, it has a much better chance to survive,

because the increase in peripheral growth may be as great as, or

greater than, the rate of progress of the fungus, which consequently

can never encircle the stem and kill tiie cambium right round.

'I'he outflow of resin, which is so characteristic of the disease,

is due to the shrinkage and cracking of the wood and other

tissues consequent on their death. A point to be noted is the

increased breadth of the partial wood rings {e.g. No. 3 in the fig.)

formed after the attack has begun. This is explained by the

fact that when the bast tissues, which bring down the substances
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that nourish the cambium, are destroyed on one side of the tree,

the nutriment substances are forced round to the sound side, and

the cambium there, being better nourished, is enabled to form an

increased quantity of wood. The same thing would take place if

the bast tissues were killed in any other way, as may be proved by

removing the tissues as far in as the wood by means of a knife,

and in a few years making a cross section through the injured part.

The increased growth on the sound side, in fact, causes the tree to

bulge out at that point, and this is a state of things that is

generally very apparent.

As is well known, a blister-spot of some years standing appears

as a depression on the stem, the reason for this being that the tree

cannot increase in thickness at that point, and consequently the

diseased patch assumes the appearance of a hollow or cavity.

It is a debated point whether the spores of the fungus are able

to send their germ tubes into the living tissues of a tree except

through a wound. Certainly they cannot enter through thick

bark, and that is doubtless the reason why old trees are secure

against attack except near the top or on their branches, where the

bark is thin.

If more evidence were wanted to prove that the disease is due

to a parasite, it is to be found in the fact that it can be produced

artificially with the greatest of ease. To do so we may proceed in

two ways. We may place a number of fresh spoies in a little water,

and, having made an incision in the bark, introduce the water and

spores into the wound and bind the stem round with a damp
cloth, which should be moistened daily for a couple of weeks. Or
we may remove a piece of diseased bark and engraft it on to a

sound tree, taking the same precautions to secure a sufficiency of

moisture till the disease has caught on. In either case we shall

soon have all the characteristic symptoms of the larch blister, so

that it is hardly possible to doubt that the disease is due to a

living organism.

Is THE Disease Less Prevalent now than Formerly?

Views on this point are divided, but there is a slight preponder-

ance of opinion in favour of the view that the disease is on the

increase, while a majority of two to one maintain that there has at

least been no diminution of the disease in recent years. We may
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therefore conclude that although the larch may not be suffering

quite so much in some districts as formerly, the disease on the

whole is still as rampant as ever it was.

Age at which Trees are most Liable to Attack.

The evidence on this point is very conclusive. While a few of

the contributors say that trees may be attacked at all ages, the

great majority of them state that trees are most liable to attack in

their early stages of growth, and for the most part between the

seventh and fifteenth years. No one can deny, I think, that where

the disease occurs with such intensity as to clear off whole woods,

it appears on the stems when they are not thicker than one's arm

—

that is to say when the trees are not over ten years of age. If

any particular part of a stem should escape infection till it is two

or three inches in diameter, the chances are decidedly in favour of

its escaping the disease altogether at that particular part. But

higher up, where the stem is still comparatively thin, the disease

may very easily obtain a footing, and no one would have any

difficulty in going into an old wood and discovering blisters on

stems at fifty feet or more from the ground. .\ blister at such a

height, it is clear, cannot have originated till the tree attained to

that height; nor does a larch reach the height of, say fifty feet,

till it is about as many years old. Therefore it is beyond doubt

that trees fifty years old and upwards are liable to attack, but it is

also certain that i.t is the younger parts of such trees that are chiefly,

probably exclusively, exposed to the disease. So that those who
maintain that the disease is most liable to attack young trees

are correct in their belief, if along with young trees ihey also include

\.\\t yourir^erparts of old trees ; while those who hold that trees may
be attacked at any age are perfectly sound in their views if they

mean that in the case of old trees it is the young—that is the

upper—parts that are affected.

When disease attacks a tree that has only been planted out for

a few years it must appear near the base, that is to say within a

few feet of the ground, and of course, in such a case, if the

disease attains the mastery the whole of the tree succumbs. But

if the disease only obtains a footing near the top of a well grown

tree, the consequences are not nearly so serious, for even if the
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part above the diseased spot dies off there may be enough

branches left on the stem below the seat of infection to enable the

tree to continue producing a large quantity of valuable timber.

On the supposition that the theory that larch disease is due to a

fungus is correct, it is easy to account for the blisters originating on

young trees, and on the young parts (tops and branches) of old

trees, for it is only where the bark is thin that the germ-tubes and

mycelia of the fungus can reach the living tissues. Where the

stem is old, and consequently protected by thick bark, the fungus

has no chance to obtain an entrance except through wounds, and

these are not of frequent occurrence on the older parts of stems.

Are the Blisters more likely to occur at one part of

THE Stem than Another?

Two questions bearing on this point were asked. No. 4, "Are

the blisters or canker spots specially liable to occur on any

particular part of the stem ? " The answers received to this

question show that opinion is equally divided, 19 being in the

affirmative, and 18 in the negative. But when we come to No. 5,

" Have you noticed that blisters are specially liable to form close

to the surface of the ground, and at the base of a branch or twig?"

we find that only four contributors do not believe that such is the

case, all the others who had formed an opinion agreeing with the

suggestion that trees are specially liable to attack at the places

indicated. There seems to be no doubt, therefore, that the

disease does appear, in a large number of cases, near the surface

of the ground, and at the base of a branch. On the theory that

the disease is fimgoid in character, the explanation of its frequent

appearance at such places is not far to seek. The base of a young

tree is more continuously exposed to the action of moisture than

any other part of the stem. If rank grass, ferns, or other plants

cover the ground, they shelter the stem near its base, and, by

interfering with the free circulation of air, retard the evaporation

of moisture. Water also rises from the ground by capillary

attraction, and diffuses over the surface of the stem. P'ungus

spores, therefore, which happen to alight on a young stem near its

base, find the conditions for germination very favourable. The
chances of infection under such circumstances are thus much
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greater than on parts of the stem that are freely exposed to the

drying action of air-currents.

Not only is infection specially liable to occur low down on a

stem on account of the abundance of moisture, but the chances of an

outbreak of disease at such a place are also favoured by the frequent

presence of wounds near the surface of the ground. These wounds

may be caused in lifting the plants fiom the nursery beds, or they may

be formed by the feet or the tools of the workmen during planting.

Where trees are planted by " notching," the turf is firmed round

the base by the repeated application of the heel of the planter,

and in doing so it not unfrequently happens that the boot comes

into contact with the stem and abrades the bark. And should the

plant escape injury during planting, it is still very likely to be injured

near the ground by rabbits, hares, voles, and other animals. The

germ-tubes of spores that alight on such wounds are much more

likely to penetrate the living tissues of the tree than would be the

case did the spores germinate on uninjured bark. For these two

reasons, therefore—the presence of moisture and the frequency of

wounds— it is to be expected that infection will often occur near

the surface of the ground, and ample testimony is furnished by

many of the answers that such is the case. (See also p. 384.)

As regards the base of a branch or twig being a vulnerable

point, it may be accepted, I think, that such is the case. If a

Mibter be examined it will frequently be found that a dead branch

or twig projects from the centre. And even where no such

branch is present, its absence may be due to its having decayed

and dropped off. Over and over again in making sections through

blisters I have come on a knot, proving that a branch had once

existed there. Again the explanation is associated with the

presence of a wound or moisture. During rain the spores are

washed down the stem and lodge in the ui)per angle of a branch.

This accounts for their accumulating there in large numbers; and

as moisture also lingers for a protracted period in such a position,

the chances of their germinating arc also increased. And not

only do spores collect in large numbers at the base of a branch

where they find the conditions favovuabic for germination, but

they also frequently find that the bark has been somewhat

ruptured to form a wound at that place. This fissuring of the

bark at such a point may be due to a vaiiely of causes. A slight
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crack may form at the base of a branch, owing to its bending down

under its own weight, or under the weight of an accumulation of

snow, or owing to the swaying of the branch during a heavy gale,

or for a variety of other reasons. This combination of circum-

stances, therefore, makes the base of a branch a very weak point

where disease is concerned, a fact that has been fully recognised

by many who have contributed answers.

Do ANY Conditions of Climate, Soil, Exposure, or

Situation favour the Disease?

A considerable number of contributors did not venture to

express an opinion on this point, while three stated that no

particular conditions could be referred to as favouring the disease,

and two thought that the disease was worst on land that had once

been under cultivation. The great majority of those who expressed

a definite opinion on the subject were practically unanimous in

regarding low humid situations and damp undrained land as factors

predisposing to disease.

As regards the side of the tree niost liable to attack, there was

absolutely no approach to unanimity. Very few appeared to think that

there was any rule in the matter, while the others perhaps favoured

south and east most. Some, on the other hand, pointed to the south

side as being specially free from disease. It is quite certain,

therefore, that there is no general occurrence of the disease on any

particular side of the tree, and this result was just what might have

been anticipated. No doubt in any special plantation it may be

found that the blisters are most frequently met with on one par-

ticular side of the trees, but this is probably due to the prevalence

of local air-currents. In another wood, where the configuration of

the ground, exposure, &c., are different, the air-currents will also

be affected, and so may the situation of the blisters to a certain

extent.

Are Trees less liable to attack in high breezy

situations, than in low muggy valleys?

Thirty-one definite answers were returned to this question, of

which six were in the negative, and twenty-five in the affirmative.
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This shows that the great majority of those competent to give an

opinion on the subject believe that the disease is distinctly less

virulent at high elevations than at low. Some of the contributors

are very emphatic on this point, and maintain that it is only at

high, or reasonably high, elevations that it is possible to cultivate

the larch at all.

The great bulk of the evidence is thus distinctly on the side of

those who have studied the disease scientifically. Larches are less

affected at high elevations, because there the conditions are not

favourable for the formation of the fructifications of the fungus and

the ripening of the spores. In low, muggy valleys and hollows,

on the other hand, the air is frequently stagnant, and generally

humid, so that ripe spores are produced in great abundance, and

these carry the disease from tree to tree. Frost, too, by crippling

the growth of the trees, may favour the disease, and late and early

frosts are much more frequent at low elevations than at high.

Are Trees less liable to attack in Mixed Woods than

in pure ones?

Again the evidence is on the side of science. While seven

contributors assert that it niakes no difference how the larches are

grown, nineteen are found to maintain that it is a great advantage

to cultivate them in mixed woods. Mr. C. Clarke, F.S.I. , writes:

" I have found that sparsely planted larch in mixed plantations

have, as a rule, done well." Captain Leyland says: "The disease

is specially less liable in mixed woods. . . . The difference was

most apparent in one wood where part was pure larch, and part

mixed with evergreen conifers." Mr. Carnegie says: "The plant-

ations I have carefully examined are 500 to 600 feet above sea

level. . . . The further ajiart the trees are, the risks of attack

are in ratio. . . . Mixed plantations have an advantage." Mr.

Milne writes :
" In pure woods the trees generally all die when

the disease appears, whereas when mixed a percentage escape."

Mr. Bewick writes: "The only plantation we have that is free

from the disease contains a thin mixture of oak and Scotch fir, and

the whole is in a thriving condition."

It cannot be said that mixing the larches with other trees is a

guarantee for complete immunity from the disease, but the evidence
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is strongly in favour of a mixture securing comparative freedom

from the attack. This result is probably due to several causes.

A mixture of larches with some dense-crowned trees preserves the

fertility of the soil to a much greater extent than is possible where

the light-crowned larch is grown in pure woods. But the main

cause is no doubt to be found in the fact that if the larches are

introduced as a thin sprinkling amongst other trees, and disease

should appear on a certain number of stems, the spores from these

diseased specimens have much less chance of being blown on to a

healthy individual than is the case in a pure larch wood. In a

mixed wood, in fact, each larch is in a manner isolated from the

individuals of the same species, and the fungus spores are to a

certain extent filtered from the air in their passage from tree to tree.

The larch, too, being a tree of very rapid growth, generally holds

its head well above the level of the other trees in a wood, and

thus secures abundance of light and air, in which it revels. Prob-

ably a good plan in forming a wood, would be to plant the larches

twelve feet or so apart, half a dozen years before introducing the

other species. During these eaily years the larches would be

freely exposed to sun and wind, and the conditions for healthy

growth would be of the most favourable character. When the

other trees were planted, the larches would be past the greater

part of the most dangerous stage, and having got fairly started

would keep well ahead of the rest of the wood.

Is THERE ANY CONNECTION BETWEEN LaRCH DISEASE AND
THE ATTACK OF INSECTS SUCH AS THE LaRCH ApHIS ?

Only two who sent in answers regarded the Larch Disease and

Larch Aphis as inseparable, if not identical. Twelve asserted

that there was no connection between the two, while fourteen

maintained that the Aphis often predisposes the tree to the

disease or vice versa. That the Larch Aphis {Chermes laricis) does

an immense amount of damage is a universally acknowledged fact

;

that it is itself the disease, or the primary cause of the disease, it

is impossible to believe, and it is satisfactory to find this admitted

by practical men. That it is found associated with the disease is

also well known ; but it has yet to be clearly established whether

the Aphis predisposes trees to disease, or that the disease induces
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the attack of the Aphis. For my own part, 1 agree with the

majority of the contributors in regarding it as probable that a tree

infested by Aphides is more hkely to contract the disease than a

perfectly sound specimen. When insects attack the leaves they

render them incapable of performing their functions. Now,

one of the most important functions of leaves consists in the

expiration of water, which enters by the roots and finds its way up

to the crown of the tree through the wood. Should the vitality of

the leaves be interfered with, this water tends to accumulate in the

tissues, and, as has already been pointed out, nothing favours the

growth of fungi so much as abundance of moisture. The mycelia,

therefore, makes great progress in a stem saturated with water, and

the disease consequently spreads apace. It is possible also that

the Aphides predispose to disease by making wounds in the

epidermis of the shoots and foliar spurs, and through these open-

ings the fungus may be enabled to gain an unusually easy entrance.

As a rule, however, the Larch Aphis confines its attack to the

leaves, so that it probably assists the disease rather by causing

water to accumulate in the stem than by opening paths of ingress

for the fungus. Frost during the growing season will favour the

disease in exactly the same way, because by destroying the foliage

it will also interfere with the expiration of water and induce its

lodgement in the tissues.

is the disease hereditary; that is to say, is it

Transmitted through the Seed?

Those who are in the habit of meeting foresters will be prepared

to hear that the bulk of the evidence is in favour of the view that

the disease is capable of being transmitted through the seed.

Eighteen contributors say that the disease is directly due to bad

seed, while other two state that at least indirectly the seed is

largely accountable for the disease. On the other hand, twelve

refuse to admit that there is any connection between the seed of

diseased trees and the diseased condition of the plants that spring

from such seed. Such divided opinion is not creditable, cither to

landowners, foresters, nurserymen, or the societies whose functions

are partly concerned with the encouragement of forestal research.

This most important question could be settled, and should have
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been settled long ago, by raising plants in the one case from the

seed of diseased trees, and in the other from trees whose health

was beyond dispute. Now that the chaotic state of public opinion

is thus prominently displayed, it is to be hoped that steps will be

taken to collect reliable information on the subject.

For my own part, I do not believe that larch disease is directly

transmissible through the seed. The greatest living authority*"

thus expresses himself in this connection:—"A transmission,

by inheritance, of diseases to descendants is unknown in

the vegetable world. One may, without hesitation, make use

of the seeds of plants suffering from any conceivable disease

for the propagation of new plants." But, at the same time, it is

quite possible that there may exist a connection between the

seed of diseased trees and a predisposition to disease on the part

of the young trees raised from such seed. If the seed of diseased

trees has not matured properly, it will certainly produce weak
plants, and these will undoubtedly be more liable to disease than

plants that are thoroughly robust. But it has yet to be proved that

diseased trees do produce small or immature seeds, and for that

reason I am rather disposed to trace a connection between seed

from diseased trees and an unhealthy condition in the young plants

to another cause. When any disease breaks out in a collection of

plants or animals, it will be found that although the majority of

the individuals may contract the disease, a certain number will

almost certainly escape. It may be impossible to determine

accurately what are the peculiarities in the organization or constitu-

tion of such plants and animals which have conferred immunity from

attack. But that some peculiarities do exist is undoubted. And
similarly, some constitutional tendencies to disease must have

existed in those individuals which contracted the disease on the

first exposure to infection. In the case of the larch disease, then,

those trees which display the pathological symptoms in their most

virulent form, probably possessed an "inherent tendency" to

disease, and such inherent tendencies are certainly capable of

transmission to a younger generation of plants by means of seed.

On the other hand, larches which have not contracted the disease,

though freely exposed to infection, also possess inherent tendencies,

* See Hartig's " Diseases of Trees," English Trans., p. 16.
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but in their case the tendencies predispose to immunity from

attack. In their case, also, the tendency is inheritable, so that

their progeny will also display unusual power to resist attack. For

this reason, therefore, it would appear to be prudent in collecting

seed to avoid diseased trees, but whether complete or comparative

immunity from canker may be secured in this way must be

determined by properly arranged and controlled experiments.

Is IT LIKELY THAT THE DISEASE ORIGINATES IN NURSERIES,

AND IS CONVEYED ALONG WITH THE PLANTS TO YoUNG

Plantations?

Of course, all who maintain that the disease is inheritable, must

necessarily express the opinion that the disease originates in the

nursery ; and this is practically what the answers show. Seventeen

contributors replied in the affirmative, and ten in the negative,

while six said it was possible that the disease began in the nursery,

and other three thought this improbable. In all, therefore, we have

twenty-three witnesses who incline more or less to the idea that

larch disease begins in the nursery, and is carried with the young

trees to the plantation, while a minority of thirteen are opposed to

this view. Probably there is a certain amount of truth on both

sides. If a predisposition to disease is inherent in certain trees,

and is transmitted through the seed, of course the young plants

must carry this inherent tendency with them to the woods. I

cannot myself say that I have ever seen the fruit cujjs of P.

Willlommii on young trees in nursery beds, but there is no reason

wily they should not occur there, and especially on large transplants.

One forester maintains that he has fretpiently had to burn young

larches which he had received in a diseased condition from a public

nursery, while another contributor— in this case a nurseryman

—

maintains that disease cannot be carried from the nursery, because

the nurseryman is careful to burn all diseased plants ! This

gentleman, then— and being in the trade he ought to know

—

admits that the disease is common enough in nurseries, and if this

is the case, the disease must be carried to a greater or less extent

from the nursery into the forest. No doubt all plants visibly

affected arc destroyed, but in the earliest stages it is impossible by

superficial examination to detect the disease, and therefore it is
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certain that many infected trees must escape observation. If

public nurserymen, however, exercise care in procuring seed, they

are doing all in their power to combat the disease, and are at least

as likely to furnish healthy plants as foresters are to raise them

themselves.

Relative resistance to Disease of Larches raised from

Home and Foreign Seed.

Of the forty gentlemen who kindly contributed answers, very few

laid any claim to having had very much experience of foreign

seed. Most of the writers simply stated that they had no certain

knowledge of the behaviour of plants raised from foreign seed,

though one positively affirmed that he preferred such plants. The
great majority, however, either left the question unanswered or

said that, without having had any experience of relative merits,

they would incline to home seed. Four contributors said that the

disease attacked both classes of trees alike, while two suggested that

as Tyrolese larches come into leaf sooner than our native plants,

they are oftener nipped by frost, and in this way are more

predisposed to disease. A general feeling of uncertainty seemed

to prevail as to whether, in ordering trees, one always got plants

from native seed, even when endeavouring to avoid plants of

foreign origin. Very little definite evidence drawn from practical

experience has been adduced by this part of the inquiry ; but that

the great majority of British planters would prefer plants which

have been raised from home-grown seed, there can be no doubt.

Are Self-Sown Larches specially resistant to attack?

A large number of contributors of answers said that as they had

seen so few self-sown larches, they would prefer not to express a

definite opinion. Eight, however, said that their observations led

them to believe that self-sown larches were no more exempt from

disease than other trees, while seventeen took exactly the opposite

view. There is thus a preponderance of evidence in favour of

self-sown larches enjoying comparative immunity from attack.

As was pointed out by some writers, this is probably due to the

fact that when plants are left to grow into trees on the spot where
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the seed was sown, they are not subjected to the risks of injury

during lifting, transportation, anti planting. It is possible, too,

that the greater soundness of self-sown plants may be due to the

fact that one generally meets with such plants at considerable

altitudes, and in situations where ground herbage is either absent

or scant}-. The evidence should certainly encourage foresters to

make some experiments in raising larch woods directly from seed
;

and on ground where herbage is scanty this should be a matter of

no great difficulty.

Do Diseased Trees ever completely recover'?

The evidence on this point is only too conclusive. While

sixteen regarded recovery as a rare event, nineteen maintained

that it was altogether unknown. For all practical purposes,

therefore, we may conclude that when once the disease has

obtained a footing on a tree, a return to a healthy condition is not

to be looked for. Death as a consequence of the disease,

however, may be delayed for a long time, or may never overtake

the tree ; and, as a matter of fact, much good, useful timber, is often

formed after trees have contracted the disease.

Cure or Mitigation of the Disease.

Twenty of the contributors stated that they knew of neither

cure nor mitigation, while some others, by avoiding the question,

practically endorsed this opinion.

As regards cure, those who .supi)lied answers stated that if the

blister spot be carefully dug out with a knife or chisel, and the

wound be afterwards dressed with grafting wax or coal tar,

recovery at the spot so treated may be expected. This evidence

is very interesting, and it is to be hoped that some foresters will

give the treatment a trial, but manifestly on a large scale such a

cure is quite impracticable. Where, however, the disease appears

on a specimen tree which it is desirable to retain at any cost, the

excision of the canker spot, with subsequent application of an

antiseptic dressing, should certainly be tried.

As regards mitigation of the disease, it is satisfactory to believe

that something practical may be attempted with fair hope of
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success. The suggestions made under this head amount to about

a dozen. Some of them can scarcely be called special preventive

measures, being rather of the nature of the general principles of

good sylviculture. The benefits to be derived from the drainage

of wet land apply to the cultivation not only of the larch, but

also of all forest trees. Several contributors also advise that the

planter should exercise sound judgment in the selection of the plants

and of the area to be stocked, and that he should see that the trees

are properly put in, so that their growth is interfered with to as small

an extent as possible. These suggestions should undoubtedly be

attended to, not only where diminution of the larch disease is an

object to be kept in view, but also where the health of any trees is

concerned. We are also recommended to coat the seeds with red

lead before sowing, and to avoid taking a second crop of larch

from ground that has already borne that tree. One gentleman

advises that when diseased larch timber is utilised for estate

purposes, it should be creosoted or coated with tar to prevent the

spread of the spores of the fungus on to healthy trees in the

neighbourhood. If the timber is utilised in its bark, and is fresh

and moist, a certain number of spores may be produced on it, and

I have frequently thought that in the following special case the

suggestion is worthy of attention. It is determined, we will say,

to plant an out-lying area, situated at the distance of a mile or

more from existing larch woods. Seeing that there are no diseased

larches in the immediate neighbourhood of the proposed wood,

the disease can gain a footing only in one or other of three ways.

The disease may be present in an incipient state in the young trees,

but if great care is exercised in their selection, this source of

danger may be largely or altogether avoided. Or the disease may
be communicated to the young trees by the fungus spores which

are borne by the wind. How far the spores may be carried in a

vital condition has not yet been determined, but at all events it

may be assumed that the chances of infection are less the further

the young plants are removed from diseased trees. And the third

source of danger would appear to arise from those fructifications of

P. Willkommii, which may be present on unpeeled larch posts

used in fencing the wood. These fructifications may be got rid of

either by peeling the posts, or by coating them with coal tar or

creosote, as has been suggested.

7
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In the majority of cases, however, the most important preventive

measures would appear to be these :— CuUivate the larch in mixed

woods; avoid planting in humid hollows; plant rather wide apart;

thin early and rather severely ; and remove diseased trees to as

great an extent as possible in the thinnings. It can do no harm,

and may do good, to destroy the branches of larches that have been

felled; and the selection of seed from healthy trees is also a step

in the right direction.

Can any Larch Woods formed within the iast Twenty

Years or so be pointed to as being in a perfectly

satisfactory condition?

Of the forty sets of answers sent in, no less than thirty-six

showed that the writers had no personal acquaintance with a

larch wocd formed within the last twenty years or so which could be

regarded as in a peifectly satisfactory condition. It is true that

some four of these thirty-six contributors indicated in a vague sort

of way that they knew of thriving woods in some other part of the

country than that in which they resided ; but when they were

asked to give a short account of them they were silent. Such

indefinite statements, therefore, cannot be admitted as evidence of

any value. Four gentlemen, however, were found to be satisfied

with the appearance of certain larch woods with which they were

familiar ; and as it is important that the members of this Society

should be made acquainted with the details of these cases, I

propose to give the evidence /'« cxtcnso.

Captain Leyland writes :
" I have one jilantation fairly healthy

on a hill nearly isolated rising to about iioo feet. In this case

a previous crop of larch had been felled about thirty years ago,

and the ground ])lanted uj) soon after." This wood is in Mont-

gomeryshire, and it is important to note: (i) That it is at a high

elevation, and thus freely exposed to air-currents. (2) That it is

nearly isolated, and therefore not much exposed to infection from

without. (3) That this comjiaratively healthy larch wood repre-

sents a second crop of larch upon the same ground. No one

would, of course, suggest that it is a positive advantage to take

two or more crops of the same tree-species in succession from
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the same ground ; but this and many other cases indicate that

with proper attention there need he no great danger in so doing.

The second case of a larch wood formed within recent years

being in a satisfactory condition, was instanced by a gentleman in

Berks. In filling up the schedule, he said, " I can testify to

knowing plantations fifteen years old which are perfectly satisfactory,

and some of these are following a previous crop and on moderate

soil." On writing to this gentleman for further particulars, I was

informed that the wood had again been inspected, and that some of

the larches were " very slightly touched with canker." The writer

also found that the wood had only been planted for ten years, so

that what with the symptoms of disease that are now appearing,

and the comparatively young age of the wood, the case has not

turned out quite so satisfactory as had been anticipated. It may

be mentioned, however, that the wood consisted of a mixture of

larch, Scotch fir, and hardwoods, and that it stood on rather poor

gravel with a sandy subsoil, 400 feet above sea level.

The third case brought to my notice was furnished by Mr. Cross,

Romsey, Hants. In reply to a request for further information, he

wrote on November 5th, 1894, as follows:—"Soil: gravelly loam.

Exposure : S.E. in two instances, others more or less sheltered by

distant woods. Elevation : about 220 feet above mean level of

the sea. Origin of the plants : Scotch nurseries, two year seedlings,

planted in nursery beds for two years before being permanently

planted out. Some of the woods are pure, others mixed with

Scotch fir in about equal proportions when planted. As the plants

grow, the Scotch firs are cut away to make room for the larches.

Plants from the same source, and treated in the same way, in low

damp situations, have become diseased, and fail altogether, owing,

I believe, to late frosts."

The fourth case was mentioned by l\Ir, Robinson, forester,

Castle Eden, who wrote—" Eight acres planted February, 1888,

on strong soil sloping to the south, The trees are growing well,

and perfectly free from all disease." This wood is only six years

old ; but still the evidence was so decisive in tone, that it was

considered desirable to make further inquiry. In reply, Mr.

Robinson said that " the trees had been planted after a crop of

hardwood, chiefly ash. The wood comprises eight acres, and consists

of a thin mixture of spruces and larches, and there is very little
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disease in neighbouring woods. Another plantation of about seven

acres, comprising a mixture of larch, Scotch firs, and spruce, with a

few hardwoods, was formed in the autumn of 1884, and is also

free from disease."

As Castle Eden is easily reached from Newcastle, it was deemed

desirable to run down and make an inspection of the woods, and

this was done on November 19th, 1894. The younger wood was

found to be growing on thin soil on the magnesian limestone facing

the south, and was in a very thriving condition. Unfortunately,

however, it was not quite free from disease, for in a walk through

the wood about twenty trees were found to be affected by canker.

These diseased plants were almost exclusively confined to three

spots in the wood, which would lead one to the conclusion that a

single diseased plant in each case had infected its immediate

neighbours. We estimated that about one per cent, of the total

number of plants were diseased, and without a single exceiJtion

every blister that we saw was within a foot or so of the surfice of

the ground. As has already been explained, the presence of disease

low down on the stem is accounted for by the frequent occurrence

of wounds near the base of the tree, and the agencies that produce

such wounds have also been alluded to (see page 372). But

certain conditions that were noticed in the wood at Castle Eden

led me to believe that wounds near the base of a tree may be due

to a cause that has not yet been referred to. When a heavy fall

of snow occurs, the extremities of the lowest branches of young

trees are enveloped in the snow, and in the course of a few days

become firmly frozen into it. When snow lies for some time, it

shrinks considerably in volume, so that its surface may be reduced

some inches below its original level. While the snow is sinking

down under its own weight, it is evident that a strong pull will be

exerted on any branch whose tip may be frozen into it, with the

result that a crack may be formed at the point of union of the

branch with the stem. When a heavy fall of snow lies for a long

period, and especially in spring when the sun is powerful enough

to induce a considerable amount of melting during the day, the

shrinkage which the snow experiences may be so great as positively

to wrench branches from their sockets, as I have more than once

had the opportunity of observing.

As the second, and older, wood at Castle Eden was on a
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our visiting it, but Mr. Robinson kindly offered to inspect it again

on the following day, and to make a thorough examination in the

light of what had been ascertained in the case of the younger

wood. As a result he wrote as follows on Nov. 20th :
—" I have

again seen the wood I spoke to you about, and I am glad to say I

cannot find a single case of disease in it. It contains about one-half

larch, one-fourth Scotch fir, and one-fourth spruce, which are all

growing well on a south-east aspect sheltered from the north-west.

The sub-soil is strong clay." I am quite convinced, therefore,

that these Castle Eden woods are at present in a condition which

may be called satisfactory, and it will be very interesting to watch

their future development, and to ascertain whether they contract

the disease at a later period of their growth, or succeed in

resisting its attack.

It must be generally admitted that this inquiry, which has been

instituted and conducted through the enterprise of the English

Arboricultural Society, has been productive of interesting and

useful results. Not only has it been the means of summarising

the present position of knowledge in regard to the disease of the

larch, but it has also brought to the notice of planters the various

conditions and cultural methods which hold out some prospect of

securing comparative immunity from attack. But it is to be hoped

that the spirit of inquiry will not stop here. The information

that has been gained ought rather to be regarded as the foundation

on which further investigation should rest. Results obtained on

one estate, or in one part of the country, ought to be carefully

tested at other places. And, more particularly, it would appear

probable that valuable results may be obtained if the Society and

foresters generally were to investigate the following points :

—

(i.) The comparative resistance to attack of plants raised from

seed produced by diseased and sound trees respectively.

(2.) The effect of raising woods from seed artificially or naturally

sown.

(3.) The result of planting larches some years in advance of the

other trees.
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(4.) The effects of strong thinning, and of lopping off the lower

branches so as to prevent their being dragged down by

becoming partially enveloped in a heavy fall of snow.

(5). Demonstration of the ease with which the disease may be

produced artificially by inoculation, so as to establish its

infectious character.

(6) The early removal and destruction of blistered stems.

(7.) The comparative merits of larches raised from native and

foreign seed. A variety of larch, for instance, grows

abundantly in the neighbourhood of Archangel and

throughout Siberia, and it is possible that, through having

established its varietal characters in an excessively cold

climate, it may be correspondingly resistant to disease.
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EXCURSION TO STUDLEY ROYAL AND FOUNTAINS
ABBEY, June 5™, 1894.

Following out the policy of promoting a local as well as a general

interest in the objects of the English ArboricuUural Society

—

a policy which has often been advocated, and which was practically

initiated at Gibside, Northumberland, in October, 1892,—Mr.

W. Forbes, the Local Secretary at Swinton, Masham, organised

a local excursion to Studley Royal and Fountains Abbey, on

Tuesday, 5th June, 1894, permission to visit these well-timbered

grounds having been kindly granted by the Right Hon. the

Marquis of Ripon, K.G. The weather had been unsettled for

several days previously, and it was almost like hoping against hope

to expect that there would be a cessation of the rainfall on the

day of the excursion, for the sky in the early morning was dark

and lowering, and w^hen the company left the Unicorn Hotel,

Ripon, about noon, rain had been falling for some time, and the

outlook permitted the company to anticipate nothing better than

a temporary cessation of the pluvial descent during the remainder

of the day. Luckily, however, the rain did not begin to fall very

heavily until most of the sight-seeing was done, and a rapid drive

brought the party back to Ripon, where the discomforts of the

weather were soon forgotten in the enjoyment of the "good cheer"

provided by "mine host" of the Unicorn, and in the remembrance

of the many scenes of historic interest and natural beauty that

it had been their privilege to witness. Amongst those present

were :—Mr. John Maughan, F.S.I.
,
Jervaulx Abbey, Vice-President

of the Society ; Mr. T. S. Mason, Agent to the Marquis of Ripon,

Fountains Hall ; Mr. O. E. Wade, Studley ; Mr. C. L. N. Maister,

Swinton Park ; Mr. H. A. Town, East Witton : Mr. E. B. Boord,
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East Witton ; Mr. John Mason, Agent to Lord Grantley, Ripon

;

Mr. John Spence, Ripon ; Mr. John Mitchell, Frystone, Ferry-

bridge; Mr. John R. Brown, Nursery Manager for Messrs.

William Fell and Co., Hexham ; Mr. James Ellis, Swinton,

Masham ; Mr. A. Hanson and Mr. Frank, Easingwold ; Mr.

J. Bell, Snape Castle, Bedale ; Mr. Milne of Kent and Brydon's,

Darlington; Mr. Thos. Theakston, Masham; Mr. Frederic Carr,

Harrogate ; Mr. \V. Forbes (Local Secretary), Masham ; Mr. D.

Poison, Hexham, (S:c.

The programme did not permit of anything more than a passing

glimpse of the cathedral, but the stately pile which presides over

the ancient town of Ripon at once suggested certain historical

facts which link it closely to the equally ancient town of Hexham,

from which two of the party hailed. Eata, who founded the first

monastery here in 660, was appointed first bishop of Hexham
in 678, and the famous Wilfrid, to whom and St. Peter the present

cathedral is dedicated, raised a new monastery at Ripon which is

said to have occupied upwards of two acres and a half. It was

built by a guild of Italian workmen, and was destroyed by fire

about the middle of the tenth century. Wilfrid was bishop of

Hexham from 686 to 709, and built a church there. This building

was destroyed by the Danes. What is remarkable about the two

churches at Hexham and Ripon, however, is the existence of a

Saxon crypt, which in each case is assigned to the period of

Wilfrid's ecclesiastical rule in those towns. The arrangement of

the crypts has led to the conclusion lliat in the earlier fabrics the

altar was at the west end, in imitation of the Italian system.

Mr. J. T. Micklcthwaite, F.S.A., says, "The western position of

the altar is Italian, and is specially characteristic of the churches

in the city of Rome. We have evidence of its existence in only

two English churches besides those of Ripon and Hexham, and

both are of the seventh century, and built under the influence

of the first Italian missioners." Leaving Ripon behind them, and

driving along the noble avenue which leads to Studley Royal,

bordered with limes and beeches, the party left their conveyances

and entered the private grounds of the estate at a point where the

river Skell forms an ornamental lake ot some twelve acres. The
banks of the lake rise steeply from the water's edge, and are

luxuriantly clothed with foliage.
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" For five centuries," says the late Mr. John R. Walbran, F.S.A.,

*'the families of Aleman, Le Gras, Tempest, and Mallory, each

of which produced men eminent in their generation, enjoyed,

successively, a domain which the power of their neighbours

forbade them to enlarge. In the early part of the eighteenth

century, John Aislabie, who from the rank of a country gentleman

raised himself to the office of Chancellor of the Exchequer, was

possessed of Studley Royal by right of his mother, Mary, the

eldest daughter and co-heiress of Sir John Mallory. He saw

the capabilities of the place, and when he retired from political

life devoted himself to developing them in the fashion of the day.

. . . William Aislabie, his only son, employed the leisure of a

long fife in maintaining and extending what his father had done.

His eldest co-heir, Mrs. Allanson, was precluded by the delicacy

of her health from residing at Studley ; and on her decease in

1808, it devolved with the rest of her extensive possessions on her

niece and heir, Mrs. Lawrence, than whom none could have

tended them with a more liberal and faithful hand. On the

decease of Mrs. Lawrence, in July, 1845, the whole of the

estate at Studley became vested, by the provisions of her will,

in the Right Hon. the Earl de Grey, one of whose ancestors

married a sister of the Chancellor Aislabie. His lordship died

November 14th, 1859, and was succeeded by his nephew, the

Most Hon. the Marquis of Ripon."

The original design in laying out the grounds was to utilise the

river in the formation of ornamental sheets of water, and to take

advantage of the contraction and expansion of the valley, and its

tortuous windings, aided by dense screens of laurel, yew, and

evergreens, to reveal at short intervals fresh vistas of sylvan beauty.

This design was put into operation by Mr. John Aislabie in 1720,

and in its execution, we are told, he obtained the assistance of

Mr. W. Fisher, a landscape gardener of '"Capability" Brown's

school. Art and nature have thus combined to produce exquisite

scenes of natural loveliness and grandeur which it would be difficult

to match in any other portion of a broad county which is famous

for its sylvan scenery. There are many enchanting "surprises" to

be met with in the form of picturesque views, but what is called

the surprise, which no visitor should miss, is so transcendently

beautiful that it is hardly possible to gaze upon the scene without
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emotion. Here and there in the ornamental waters and on points

of vantage in the glorious panorama of wood and water, are

representations in statuary of contending gladiators, of Hercules

and Antaeus in contention, of Neptune, Bacchus, and Galen

;

while octagonal and pillared towers occupy commanding eminences.

In the broad wooded parks droves of antlered red deer wander

at will, and several pretty fawns submit to a close and familiar

scrutiny. All the more notable trees here and elsewhere in the

grounds were inspected and measured. The soil generally is

good, lying on the limestone, but down in the lower levels the

millstone giit crops out.

Fountains Abbey rears its venerable ruins within the boundaries

of the Studley Royal domain. It is magnificent even in its decay,

and is the finest monastic ruin in England. On the dissolution of

the monastery by Henry VHL, the site of the Abbey passed by

purchase into the hands of Sir Richard Gresham, from whose

representatives it came into the possession of Sir Stephen Proctor

of Warsell This gentleman built Fountains Hall, a fine Elizabethan

building, and now the residence of Mr. T. S. Mason, out of the

stones of the Abbey. From his family the Abbey passed by

purchase, in 1623, to Sir Thomas Whitingham, and then suc-

cessively to Mr. Humphrey Wharton of Sillingwood, and Mr.

Richard Ewens of South Cowton. Then it was transferred by

marriage to the family of Messenger, by whom it was sold to

Mr. William Aislabie, son of the Chancellor before mentioned.

From him it descended to Earl de (irey, and from Eail de Grey

to his nephew, the Marquis of Ripon. We suppose, although we

have not seen it authoritatively stated elsewhere, that the name of

the Abbey was taken from the village of Fontaines, near Dijon,

the ancient capital of Burgundy, where St. Bernard of Clairvaulx,

the founder of the Cistercian order, was born. The monastery

was formed by some Benedictine monks attached to St. Mary's,

York. Dissatisfied with the lax discipline and luxurious habits at

St. Mary's, they resolved to shape their lives by the austerer rules

of the Cistercian monks at Rievaulx, near Helmsley. Although

befriended by Thurstan, Archbishop of York, who protected them

from the opposition of the Abbot of St. Mary's, and who granted

them the site of the Abbey in Skeldale, they suffered many

vicissitudes during the building of their monastery, being compelled
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to shelter themselves from the rigours of winter under the adjacent

trees, and to endure all the privations of famine and hunger.

The monastery, however, grew rapidly in power and wealth as

time went on, and at the dissolution its revenues were estimated

at ;^998 OS. 8|d. The plate was valued at ;!^7o8 5s. gd.

Besides their revenue and plate, the monks had then in their

possession 2,356 cattle, 1,326 sheep, 86 horses, 79 swine,

117 quarters of wheat, 12 quarters of rye, 34 quarters of oats,

and 392 loads of hay. In their granary the monks had iS quarters

of wheat, 18 of rye, 90 of barley and malt, and 2 of oats. The

architecture is not, of course, uniform in style, as the ^construction

of the buildings, speaking broadly, extended over more than a

century, from about 1140 to 1247. Hence we find the circular

arches of the earlier period of construction and the sharp pointed

windows of the later. Passing through a window into the

Cellarium, we find that it is 300 feet long and 42 feet broad.

This space is divided longitudinally by 19 pillars and 20 arches.

From the top of each pillar eight ribs expand and intersect,

forming a beautiful groined roof Above this was the Dormitorium

for the lay brethren, that for the monks being above the chapter

house, which measures 84ft. 7in. wide by 41ft. long. In the centre

of the cloister court, 120ft. square, is a fine specimen of Quints

Atlaniica, and growing on the north wall are fruit-bearing fig trees.

Close by is the Calefactorium, where the monks, retiring from the

court, where strict silence was imposed upon them, warmed them-

selves and engaged in conversation. The Refectorium and

kitchens, the Court House, the noble Church, with its magnificent

eastern transept or chapel of the nine altars, its presbytery, and

other details were inspected with deep interest. The masonry of

the tower, which rises to a height of 168 feet, is almost as perfect

as when it was built, but it is of considerably later date than other

parts of the Abbey.

John Aislabie and his son did a good deal of planting. Some
large Spruce trees, to which reference will be made in due course,

are known to have been planted by the father, and their approximate

age may therefore be 150 years. The larger larch trees are

believed to be about 100 years old, and may he set down to the

credit of his son, or Mrs. Allanson ; while the Scotch firs are from

80 to 90 years old, and have probably been planted by Mrs.
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Lawrence. ]\Iany larch trees were felled two or three years ago,

and were no feet and 115 feet high. Close to the lodge by

which we entered the private grounds, we found a sycamore

measuring 9 feet in girth 5 feet up, with 26 feet of bole and a

height of 150 feet. Close to it is a Scotch fir containing about

130 cubic feet of timber. Two oaks give the respective giiths of

14 feet and 18 feet 4 inches, at 5 feet from the base. Other

measurements, taking the trees in the order in which they were

examined, were—Beech, 12 feet 9 inches girth, 22 feet of bole,

315 cubic feet of timber; Spanish chestnut, 19 feet 8 inches

girth, 18 feet of bole, 80 feet high, over 500 cubic feet of timber,

practically sound, perhaps 200 years old ; larch, 9 feet 2 inches

girth, 80 feet high, 150 cubic feet of timber; larch, 9 feet 3 inches

girth, 60 feet of measurable timber; Scotch fir, 8 feet girth, 40

feet of bole, 80 feet high ; Scotch fir, 8 feet 8 inches giith, 80 feet

high ; English maple [Acer Campeslris\ 40 feet high, rarely seen

except as brushwood ; ash, 80 feet high, but containing only 20

cubic feet of timber, growing from the bottom of a steep bank in

close association with other trees; dak, 13 feet girth, 20 feet of

bole, 70 feet high, 280 cubic feet of timber; oak, 10 feet 8 inches

girth. In what is known as the China Buildings Plantation, we

found a very uncommon kind of underwood in the shape of the

spindle tree {Euofiymiis EuropcEiis). Adjacent to the abbey, we

came across one of the historical "seven sisters," ancient yews,

beneath which the monks, who founded the monastery, sought

shelter in the days when they were houseless and stricken by

poverty. One of these yews was blown down in 1757. The one

inspected on this occasion was bricked, propped, and chained to

keep it in position. It measures 16 feet in circumference, and

still shows signs of considerable vitality.

On leaving the precincts of the abbey, the party were kindly

entertained by Mr. Mason, and then, after walking through his

\vell-ke[)t herbarium, resumed their examination of the trees in

other parts of the grounds. A sycamore, with a clean bole of 65

feet, and a girth of 6 feet 4 inciies at the usual measuring distance

above the base, was one of the first trres to merit attention.

Further on, behind a tall yew hedge, we espied a beech with a

splendid bole, as clean, so to speak, as if it had been turned out of

a lathe. This tree contains 135 cubic feet of timber before
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branching out. Two common spruce trees next engaged attention.

Both are about no feet high. A third spruce has grown to a

height of 60 feet from an adventitious shoot. There are two fine

oaks hereabouts, one on either side of the carriage way. Most
prominent, however, in this part of the grounds, are the spruces,

all of which are finely feathered to the ground, and which, for

purposes of ornamentation, admirably fulfil their functions. One
of them is 132 feet high, with a girth of 12^ feet; another, nearer

the canal, is said to girth 11 feet 2 inches. These trees, together

with a hemlock spruce {Abies Canadensis), which is 60 feet high

and 7 feet in girth, were planted by the Chancellor Aislabie.

Along the same drive is a tulip tree {Liriodendron tiilipifetum),

70 feet high, probably one of the tallest in the country. There is

here also a Chinese juniper {/uniperiis Chinenses), over 40 feet

high. The species, Mr. J. R. Brown informed us, was only

introduced into this country about half a century ago. Another

English maple, 5 feet 8 inches in girth, next invites inspection.

Large and well-grown trees are now numerous on every side,

comprising chiefly Spanish chestnut, beech, and lime, with an

odd oak here and there. One of the chestnuts measures 40 feet

in girth. A considerable time was spent in measuring and

admiring a splendid ash which rises to a height of 80 feet. The
remarkable thing about this tree is not, of course, its height

merely, but its magnificent bole, which is perfectly clean up to a

height of about 50 feet. It girthed 9 feet 8 inches at 5 feet from

the base, and there appeared to be only a slight difference between

the girth at the base and the point at which the tree branched out.

The tree was computed to contain 235 cubic feet of timber.

Some ornamental trees on the lawn, close to the hall, provided

Mr. Brown and the other experts with congenial topics for conver-

sation. Here we found a pine {Pinus Jeffreyii) in cone, and very

pretty indeed did it look in its rarely-donned efilorescent dress.

Even Mr. Brown had not seen the Jeffrey pine in cone before,

and only one or two others had been fortunate enough to include

it in their botanical experiences. A Wellingtonea gij^aniea, in a

thriving condition, and of fine pyramidal shape, was pointed out

to us as having been planted by the Princess of Wales in 1863.

It is now about 50 feet high, Amongst the other specimens were

—

Picea nobilis, 35 feet high; P. Cephalotiica, 14 feet high; and
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Abies inagnifica. There are about fifty-five miles of fencing on the

estate. This is all cut in the woods, where a traction engine is

employed to saw the felled timber into suitable lengths. The extent

of the park alone, including woods, is about 500 acres.

Valuable privileges and immunities were conferred upon the

monasteries of Ripon and Fountains in the days of their ecclesi-

astical glory. Ripon enjoyed the privilege of sanctuary, like

Durham and Hexham, and Fountains possessed a sort of semi-

regal jurisdiction which, subject to the supremacy of the King,

made it a little kingdom within itself Mr. Theakston, one of the

party, exhibited a charter, granted to his ancestors, in which the

word kingdom is applied to Fountains, and by virtue of which he

obtains free access to the liberty of Fountains, and is exempted

from all tolls and other exactions.

IMr. Forbes deserves a word of praise for the excellence of his

arrangements, which would have ensured a perfect day's enjoyment

but for the unfavourable weather. A simple instrument, invented

by him for gauging the height of trees, was frequently brought into

requisition during the day. With this and the valuable tables

given in his recently published timber book, a practical man, "with

an eye in his head," can compute to a nicety the cubic contents of

any tree.

Shortly after six o'clock, the Members dined together at the

Unicorn Hotel, Mr. J. Maughan presiding, and Mr. C. L. N.

Maister occupying the vice-chair. The repast was an excellent one

and was heartily enjoyed by all. After dinner the Chairman

gave the toast of " The Queen," which was received with much

enthusiasm.

The Chairman next submitted the toast of the health of

"The Marquis of Rijjon"—(applause)—who, he said, had so

kindly allowed them to go through his estate ; and also the health

of Mr. Mason and Mr. Wade for the kind manner in which they

had carried out Lord Ripon's wishes. (Loud applause ) He had

only been in .Studley once in his life before, and he thought they

had seen it that day under some disadvantageous circumstances;

but there could be only one opinion about it— it was a most

wonderful and lovely place. With regard to the timber they had

seen, it proved to them one thing, namely, that good land would
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grow good timber. (Hear, hear.) It was said that Enghshmen

had very much to learn in the way of forestry, but depend upon it

at no distant period Englishmen would become masters of the

situation. (Loud applause.)

The health of the Marquis of Ripon, and also the health of

Mr. Mason and ]\Ir. Wade were heartily toasted.

Mr. John Spenxe proposed the health of the Chairman amid

applause. He was a vice-president of the association which they

had met to celebrate by their proceedings upon that occasion, and

he was also a gentleman known to them all as being always ready

and wiling to lend his assistance in the valuable interests of

forestry. (Applause ) He did not know anyone who took more

interest in forestry than their worthy Chairman, who, though well

versed himself, was not above trying to learn more. (Renewed

applause.) If the weather had only been fine they would, he said,

have enjoyed themselves very much more than they had done.

He was sure that all of them present must have been very

pleased at the way in which Mr. Mason and Mr. Wade had

conducted them round—(applause)—and he thought that Mr.

Maughan and his followers were very plucky, or they would have

turned back before they had got half way round.

After Mr. Maughan's health had been enthusiastically toasted,

The Chairman (Mr. jSIaughan) said he was very much obliged

to them for the manner in which they had toasted his health, and

to Mr. Spence for so kindly referring to him. He was very glad

indeed to be with them that day, but with regard to the local

excursions he did not know how they originated. He believed

that Mr. Cowan and Mr. Robinson brought them forward in a

paper read before the Society in Newcastle some short time ago,

and thus strengthened the formation of these local excursions.

They were, he thought, a source of pleasure to a great many
people, as well as of obtaining considerable knowledge. (Hear,

hear.) Great care was taken to make the excursions profitable

and enjoyable, and also to include as many men as possible of

ability, so that they might be useful excursions. (Hear, hear.)

This year the Society had settled (with the permission of the
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owners) that the annual excursion should form a visit to the

Dukeries, which ought to be a most interesting trip. (Hear, hear.)

The Society, he said, was formed some twelve years ago by some

enthusiastic foresters at a place called the "Heart of All England,''

in Hexham, Northumberland. (Applause.) It had risen now

from so few as 40 members to 2S2 in that comparatively short

time, (Applause.) But if they wished to extend its usefulness,

they must extend its field of influence, because they could not

lock it up in the North of England and call themselves the

English Arboricultural Society. (Hear, hear.) He hoped that

the time would come when they would not be confined to England

in their operations, but that a large party would be organised to

visit the different countries, and then they could form their own

opinions of the methods they had read about so much, ^nd the

methods observed by the German foresters. It was best to go to

the fountain head and see how and where the English market

could be improved. He attached great importance to all kinds of

technical education, and assured his hearers that there was a great

deal more in forestry than the realisation of a tree. Foresters

ought to have a varied knowledge of forestry and other kindred

sciences, and if they wished to be successful foresters they must

have some knowledge of those sciences. In the olden days there

was some excuse for ignorance, but now there was every facility

for acquiring knowledge. (Hear, hear.) The absence of know-

ledge of the various sciences was in many cases the cause of

failure. After referring to the manner of conducting forestry

examinations, he said that they could not learn forestry out of the

lecture room, but still they needed real practical knowledge.

(Hear, hear.)

This concluded the proceedings, and the Members shortly

afterwards left for their destination.
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EXCURSION TO NORTH TYNEDALE.

The local members of this Society had an excursion to North

Tynedale on Wednesday, October 3rd, when they visited the

estates ot Haughton Castle and Chesters. Hexham, the quaint

old town in which the Society originated, was the place of meeting,

and from thence they journeyed by the mid day train to Barrasford,

the party including Dr. Soinerville, Professor of Forestry in the

Durham College of Science ; Mr. Uffjrd, Mr. W. Karle, Mr. N.

Armstrong, Newcastle ; Dr. D. Stewart, Messrs. J. Luke, T. Loan,

M. Ritson, W. Fell, J. W. Robson, G. Ross, D. Poison, Hexham;

John Davidson (General Sec), E Uvard Davidson (Local and

Assistant Sec), John Davidson, jun., Miss Davidson, Miss Drydon,

R. Shipley, \V. Shipley, J. Chester, W. W. Ferguson, E Jewitt,

Haydon Bridge
; J. C. PoUard, Alderman Wardle, J. Swales,

H. Stokes, J. Anderson, J. M. Smith, H. Pollard, Dr. Turnbuli,

E. H. Lincoln, Jos. Graham, South Shields; W. Smith, Gannerton;

W. Greene, humshaugh
; J. F. Robinson, \V. Scott, Burnopfield,

CO. Durham; John Watters, Bardon Mill; Geo. Harrison,

Heddon ; E. Shipley, Darlington; W. Dixon, Middlesbrough;

J. M. Clark, Haltwhistle ; G. Cooper, Gateshead
; James

Henderson, Anick, Hexham, &c. On leaving the train at

Barrasford they took a rustic footpath through the fields to the

Old Ferry across the North Tyne, and crossed over to Haughton

Castle, a fine baronial pile which occupies a wooded eminence on

the right bank of the river. Before entering the castle grounds,

they passed on their left an old paper mill, now disused, which is

supposed to have been the place where the paper for Pitt's forged

assignats was manufactured. These assignats were taken to

8
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Flanders by the expedition under the Duke of York at the end of

the last century, during the war with France, the object being, of

course, to foist them upon the enemy as the genuine paper

currency of the country. Arriving on the lawn in front of the

castle, they were very hospitably received by Mrs. and Miss Cruddas

beneath the grateful shade of weeping ash and elm, the weather

being beautifully fine, and the temperature in the sun quite as

warm as midsummer. The castle was built about the middle of

the 13th century by William de Swinburne, treasurer to Queen

Margaret, wife of Alexander III. of Scotland. Its crenellated

vi'alls and battlemented turrets, its medieval armour, handsome

carved oak mantelpieces, and valuable paintmgs, were inspected

and scrutinised with deep interest. One painting, " King Arthur

and .^gle in the Enchanted \'alley," by John Martin, the engraver

in niezzotinto of " Belshazzar's Feast," and the painter of the

"Last Judgment" and other famous works of art, engrossed a

good deal of attention. The carving of one of the old mantelpieces

exhibits three different styles, the cornice being Italian, the centre

English, and the remainder Dutch. Its date is ajji^roximately fixed

in the reign of James I., from the motto in the centre, " Honi soil

qui mal y pense." The view from the top of the castle commands

a wide and picturesque landscape. Mr. W. D. Cruddas joined the

party while they were examining the trees adjacent to the castle.

These included a fine birch, with a bole of 15 ft., and circum-

ference of 5 ft., and a height of about 65 ft.; a cut-leaved lime

{"Jida Europea lacwiata), and a cut-leaved or feathered English

elm iyUlmiis glabra laciniata); elm, 9 ft. 6 in. in girth, 14 ft. bole;

elm, 8 tt. 2 in. girth, 14 ft. bole; chestnut, 7 ft. 8 in. girth, 15 ft.

bole; lime, 6 ft. girth, 12 ft. bole. Before leaving the castle

grounds the party were i)hotographed on the steps leading down

to the tennis court, on the west side of the castle. Dr. Somerville,

on behalf of the Society, thanked Mr. and Mrs. Cruddas for the

very courteous manner in which they had granted the Society

permission to view this very interesting Castle, and these most

picturesque grounds, and also for their very great kindness in

providing them with an almost unexampled profusion of hospitality.

In the woods, through which the party passed on their way to the

home farm, they noticed a tulip tree and fern-leaved beech. Two
of the trees were measured, and gave the following dimensions :

—
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Oak, 5 ft. 8 in. girth, 45 ft. bole ; sycamore, 6 ft. girth, 35 ft. bole. •

Descending to the level of the river, where there is a sjja well, we

passed through a wood of fine spruce trees, many of which were

70 ft. high. There is a good crop of oaks in the Mains Woods, '

close to the farm, and near to the farm itself there is a beech, '

measuring 1 1 ft. in girth, with 9 ft. of bole, and 80 ft. spread of

branches.

Emerging upon the main road, the party soon reached the pretty

little village of Hunishaugh, and went on to Chollerford, turning '

up the military road to the Chesters. Here they were met by Mr.

Welton, agent to Mr. N. G. Clayton, who escorted them, first, ^

through the splendid stables. These are built of dressed stone, in '

the form of a square, with a large quadrangle in the centre. They '

are fitted up m a luxurious style, and lighted throughout with

electricity. The electricity is produced by a powerful engine, and

in the stables and mansion there are between 500 and 600 incan-

descent lamps, ranging in illuminating power from eight to sixteen •

candles. The gardens and conservatories were thrown open to the

visitors, who were accompanied over them by Mr. James Cocker,

the head gardener. There are three long ranges of glass houses

for stove and greenhouse plants, peaches, figs, vines, melons, and

so on. An enormous number of hyacinths, tulips, and liliums are

forced, and chrysanthemums are grown by hundreds, both as

standard and bush plants. About 1,500 strawberry plants were

ready for forcing during the winter months and early spring. '

Entering the park, which is situated on the line of Hadrian's Wall,

the party came upon the remains of the Roman city of Cilurnum,

covering an area of over six acres, and piotected by fosse and

rampart. It ought to be stated here, before proceeding further

with our description, that the construction of the Barrier of the

Lower Isthmus, as the Roman Wall and Vallum are termed, is

attributed to Severus as well as to Hadrian. The Hadrianic theory

is that which Dr. Bruce adopts in his monumental work on the •

Roman Wall, and it is the theory which is now generally accepted.

The barrier consists of a stone wall and fosse, with three earthen

ramparts and a fosse behind the stone wall, or to the south of it.

A nulitary road ran between the wall and the earthworks. These
works extend right across the country, from Wallsend on the Tyne,

to Bowness on the Solway, a distance of over sixty miles. The
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ramparts of the vallum, which some ascribe to Hadrian, run in

parallel lines throughout their course, but the same parallelism

does not exist as between the wall and the vallum, although they

do iollow the same track, and are never very far a|)art. The theory

that the stone wall is a later and stronger line of defence th;m the

vallum, is therefore supported by the general plan of the works

themselves. This theory is also favoured by the tradition that

Severus built the wall. Unfortunately, however, the references

which are made by ancient writers to the barriers of the ui)i-ier and

lower isthmus are both confusin'^ and condicting. Herodian, a

Greek historian, who was a contemporary of Severus, and who

claims to write from personal observation of the facts which he

describes, uses the Greek word chomaia in a passage referiing

to the expedition of Severus into Scotland. Tins word is the

plural of choma, and means ramparts or mounds, so that it has

been concluded that he here refers to the vallum, and that

Severus built the stone wall afterwards. Spartian, writing some

years later, says :
— " Britanniam petiit : in qua mulla correxit,

inurumque per octoginta millia pasuum primus duxit, qui baibaros

Romanosque divideret." This passage attributes the making of a

wall to Hadrian, but it is not at all clear that the writer means

a stone wall. On the contrary, a succeeding passage seems

to indicate with tolerable certainty that it was an earth wall

strengthened by stakes. In liis biograi)hy of Severus, Spartian

says

—

''Britanniam (quod maximum ejus imperii decus est) muro

per transversam insulam ducto, utrinque ad fmem oceani munivit

:

unde etiam Britannici nomen accepit." lie thus meniiiMis two

wails, ascribing one to Hadrian and the other to Severus. In the

life of Antoninus Pius, written by Julius Capitolanus about 280,

when Spartian flourished, it is said that Lollius Urbicus, the legate

of Antoninus, erected a second wall of turf to push the barbarians

further back. The words are— " Nam ct Hritannos per LoHiutn

Urbicum legatum vicit, alio muro cespititio submotis birbaris

ducto." The reference, here, no doubt, is to the wall connecting

the forts of Agricola, between the Forth and Clyde, known in

modern History as Graham's Dike, and the only other turf wall in

the island must have been ihat which was constructed l)y Hadrian

twenty years before the advent of Lollius Urbicus. It will be

observed that the second turf wall is described by Ca[jitolanus as
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a murus, from which it would appear that mums and vallum were

used to describe the same thing, and that murus does not necessarily

mean a stone wall. Dion Cassius, another writer of the third

centur)', but earlier than Capitolanus, and contemporary with

Severus, states, in a fragment of his Hi-^tory of Rome, which has

been preserved by Xiphiline, that the Maeatas "dwell near the wall

of Severus, which separates the island into two parts." That portion

of the " Notitia Imperii" wliich refers to Biitain—it is practically

a Roman Army List—has a heading in these terms—"Item per

lineam valli." Compiled, as Dr. Bruce says, about the end of the

reign of Theodosius the Younger, more than two centuries later

than Severus, the wall must have been in existence, whether built

by him or by Hadrian, and yet it is described not as a murus, but as

a vallum. The subject is referred to by Gildas, Bede, and

Nennius ; by the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, the Chronicle of

Eihehverd, and the Chronicle of Asser. Geoffrey of Monmouth,

Fordun, William of Malmesbury, Richard of Cirencester, Camden,

and others make allusion to the same matter, and the man is to

be pitied who attemjjts to reconcile their statements, or to make
them square with ascertained facts. On the whole, however, the

Hadrianic theory, so far as historical evidence is concerned, does

not appear to rest on such a stable basis as the opposite iheor)',

which assigns the building of the wall to Severus. Witli these

remarks we will now bid farewell to the '• mural controversy."

At Cilurnum, the wall, as it approaches and leaves the station,

and the road leading to the bridge across the T}ne, are plainly

visible, though now covered by turf. Dr. Bruce tells us that "in

li'.e latter part of the last century, when the mansion and estate

of Chesters came into the possession of the family of Clayton, this

area was covered with the ruins of buildings which had apparently

stood in right-lined narrow streets." These buildings stood in rows

parallel to the four sides of the station, and intersected each other

at right angles. The surface is now level, but the foundations of

the buildings remain, and are jealously protected by the present

owner from the hands of the s| toiler. It was an impressive scene

to view the rutted stones ami uneven pavements that had been

worn down by Roman chariots and sandalled feet seventeen

hundred jears ago. The furuin, with the bases (jf the pillars which

ran round its sides, is clearly outlined, and outside the station, near
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the river, is a suburbin edifice whose walls are standing to a

considerable height. The lime with which it was built is as fresh

' and sound as the day it was made. The bridge across the Tyne

1 has disappeared, but its foundations may be seen in the bed of the

: stream, and on the other side the remains of one of the piers can

: be closely examined, as the river has altered its course and left the

• masonry high and dry in the middle of a wood. This part of the

bridge shows that the structure must have been of great strength,

• The luis-holes by which the huge blocks of stone were lowered into

position are as plain as when they were first cut. A very large

• quantity of bones of animals has been found in Cilurnum, and

innumerable fragments of Roman pottery and glass. The coins

• uneartheii "extend from the reign of Hadrian to that of Gratian.

' Those of Constantineand his immediate successors prevail." The

. station was garrisoned by a regiment cf Sjianish cavalry. Mr,

. Tailford, an " Old Mortality,'' who has done most of the excavations

under the direction of the former and the present owner, and Mr.

f J. F. Robinson, who has made tliese Roman antiquities a special

' study, described the various objects of interest. It is to be feared

that the claims of Arboriculture on the attention of the party were

;
, on this occasion unheeded in the <;()ntcni[)lalion of diese wonderful

, relics of an effete civilisation ; but some very large yews, beeches,

and plane trees were noticed in the park and close to the gardens.

Bordering the mihtary road there is a Dutch elm measuring ii ft.

lo in. in girth and about So ft. high, and close by is a beech with

a girlli of 12 ft. 4 in. and a height of 84 ft.

The party dined at night in the Chollerford Inn, Mr. W. Fell

presiding. After the repast, the following members were nominated

for admission into the Society:—Mr. Robert Hindson, 88 Grey

Street, Newcastle ; Mr. W. Green, Wayne Ripg'^, Humshaugli ; Mr.

Henry Pollard, 39 Pollard Street, South Shields ; Mr. William

Harle, 134 Brighton Grove, Newcastle; Mr. John Swailes,

Fowler Street, Soulii Shields; Mr. Joseph Lee, jun.. Dean Raw,

Hayflon Hridgc ; Mr. James Henderson, Anick, Hexham ; and

Mr. Henry Wilson, Hexham.

The CiiAiKMAN said he thought that had been a red-letter day

in the history of the Society. To begin with, they could not have

_been favoured with better weather— (hear, hear)— and it was a
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most imnortant consideration in a gathering of this kind, as all their

proceedings were practically conducted outside. They had been

very favourably impressed with all they had seen, and to his mind

it was a great privilege to be a member of this Society, and have

the opportuinty of visiting places such as they had seen th;it day,

and they ought to feel, as, he was sure, every one of them did feel,

extremely gratified and thankful for the kind way in which they had

been received. (Hear, hear.) He acknowledged the obligations

of the Society to Mr. Cruddas, and Mrs. and Miss Cruddas, to

Mr. N. G. Clayton, and to Messrs. Clark and Welton, the agents

for the respective estates. He also made fitting mention of the

services which Mr. Tailford had rendered to them in describing

'the interesting ruins at The Chesters, and of the courtesy shown

by Mr. Cocker in conducting them round the Chesters gardens.

He moved that a hearty vote of thanks be passed to them.

The motion was carried by acclamation, and after a suitable

response by Mr. J. F. Robinson, who acknowledged the conipli-

ment on behalf of his friend, Mr. Tailford, the proceedings

terminated.

The [)arty returned to Hexham by the train arriving there at

8 40, and thence they proceeded by rail and road to their respective

destinations. The arrangements were admirably carried out by

Mr. Edward Davidson (Local Secretary).
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TENTH ANNUAL EXCURSION.

The members of the English Arboricullural Society held their

Tenth Annual Excursion to the "Dukeries" on Wednesday,

Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, the 15th, i6th, ijlh and i8lh

August, 1894, making their headquarters at tlie Royal Hotel,

Worksop. A goodly number left Newcastle by the i 50 p.m.

train on the Wednesday, and were joined by rr.any more members

at various stations on the journey. 'J'here was a record attendance,

the fame of Sherwood Forest, doubtless, being the chief cause of

this happy effect.

Amongst those present were Messrs. W^ A. Herd, Penrith;

A. Hanson, Easingwold; John Maughan, Jervaulx, Bedale; Gee.

Cooper, Gateshead; Nathaniel Aimstrong, Newcastle; J. W.

Waktnshaw, Newcastle; Jolin Davidson, Hajdcn Budge; W.

Fell, Hexham; Alderman Wardie, J.P., Councillor H. Stokes,

Bernard Cowan, F.R.H.S., Jos. Graham, Thos. Gibson, J. M.

Smith, J. C. Pollaid, E. H. Lincoln, S. Finn, T. Vasty, Dr.

TurnbuU, T. E. Brigham, A. Marsh, South Shields
;

James

Ormiston, Mickley ; Jos. D. Coxon, and Mrs. Coxon, Alnwick
;

Geo. Ross, Thos. Ellis, Hexham ; Dr. Stewart, Hexham ; Edward

Davidson, Hajdon Bridge; W. A. Forster, PuKord ; Wm. Elder,

Cholniondelcy : Wm. Milne, Hexham
; Jos. S. Gtey, Yoik

; J. ¥.

Robinson, Buinopfield ; W. Foibes, Swinlon; W. Sn)ilh, David

Barclay, Foimby, Lancashire; Jos. Hall, Blackhill, Duiham;

Jiinus \\all, Ci") lisle ; Jchn R. Bicwr, V\ ccd lards Viiw, Htxl r;m
;

H. Bell, Htxh:m; J(/l n Davidson, jnnr., Ha)c:cn Bii('ge ; W.

Walker, Hixl i>w ;
— H(i eky, Woikjcp

; Ja.--. S(olt, R)icn ; A.

McQuii.n, Miltcn Constable; Jchn Scott, Ncwicn Hall; Alf.
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Cook, Stamford ; C. L, Forster, Retford
; Jos. Dick, Wentworth,

Rotherham ;
— Hodges, Estate Office, Welbeck ; Wm. Atkinson,

Westfiehi, Retford; Geo. Arthur Gates, Worksop ; W Tomlinson,

Clumber.

The "Dukeries" is a term originating from the existence of a

cluster of ducal houses in and near Sherwood Forest, all within a

radius of a few miles. These are Worksop Manor, once the seat

of the Dukes of Norfolk ; Welbeck Abbey, the magnificent

residence of the Duke of Portland; Clumber, the home of the

Duke of Newcastle ; and Thoresby, once occupied by the Dukes

of Kingston, but now by their descendant, Earl Manvers.

Worksop is on the north verge of the forest region, and stands in

an excellent position as a starting point from which the visitor

may be introduced to that romantic ground, where once the bold

Robin Hood and his merry men held sway, and where to this day

exist some thousands of majestic trees which have defied the

storms of centuries. Situated in Nottinghamshire, the forest has

existed from very early times. The Romans, during their

occupation of England, seem to have been acquainted with

Sherwood. The remains of two extensive Roman villas were

discovered near Mansfield, which had apparenUy been occupied

by some officer of distinction. Remains of Roman camps have

also been found within the forest. In the Saxon period, villages

had begun to spring up within its precincts, at one of which,

Edwinstowe, it is believed that Edwin, the first Saxon King of

Nortliumbria, was buried. Sherwood Forest was one of the great

hunting grounds of the Norman Kings, and was one of the Royal

forests in which were in force most of the severe and cruel forest

laws. In the reign of Henry III., according to a document drawn

up by Robert Everin^ham, the chief forester of the day, Sherwood

Forest was divided into "three keepings," to each of which a

staff of officers was assigned, to wit, a mounted forester and

page, two foresters on foot, with two verderers and two agistors

—

the agistors being the officers who collected fees for grazing cattle

in the forest. Each of the "keepings" was divided into ' haghs,"

or parks. At the end of last century the chief officials were a

lord warden (the Uuke of Portland of the day), a bov\ bearer and

ranger, and four verderers. Each of these verderers had a fee

tree annually out of the King's haghs at Bnkland and Bilhagh.
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By fires, and the felling of trees for naval and civic purposes,

' without anything having been done to replace them, the forest, in

' the gradual process of tiuie, was greatly diminished. Quoting from

a survey made by Major Rooke. one of the great ex[)lorers and

'chroniclers of the forest, we find that the number of trees in the

great h;ighs of Birkland and IJiih.igh to l)e as follows:— In the

year 1609, there were 49,909 trees ; in 1686, the number had been

reduced to 37,316; in 1790, the time of the survey, there were

10.117 ; so that between the two last named dates, so many as

' 27,199 trees had disap])eared.

As the population of the district grew in si'/e, large portions of

the forest weie " assorted," or lirought into cultivation, witich was

done under licence of the Crown. How the Crown divested itself

of the Royal Forest within the last 200 years remains to be told.

In 1683, out of the hnghs of I'ilhagh and White Lodge, 1,270

acres were sold to the Duke of Kingston, in order that he might

' enclose the same into a park at Thoresby. Some twenty years

later, about 3,000 acres of the forest were enclosed under the

' auspices of the Duke of Newcastle, then Warden of the Forest, to

form a park for the i>reservation of the deer, and at the general

'alienation and disafforestion of the district, this part, which is

represented by the ])resenl Clumber estate, became the property

' of the ancestor of the present ])ro])rietor. The portion of the

'forest wliich still remained to the Crown—the haghs of Birkland

and Bilhagh—were granted in the early part of the [iresent

century to the then Duke of Portland, in exchange for the

per[)elual advovvson of St. Mary-le-bone, London, liirkla.nd was

afterwards conveyed by the Duke to the late Karl Manvers, in

exchange for the manors of Ilolbeck and lionbusk, which are near

to the Duke's domain at \Veli)eck. It is in Birkland antl bilhagh

'that the best of old Sherwood may still be seen.

Shortly after nine o'clock on 'I'hursday morning vve started from

the Royal H(;tel. Worksoj), for Clumber and Thoresby, the \y.n{y

being accommodated in lirakes, and ntunbering over fifty. The

morning was fine, though somewhat cl(>udy. The route lay

through Bark Street, up Sparken Hill, on to the OHerlon Road,

and thi-n by a road through the wood to the lodge gates, and into

the park. Before getting clear of the town a h ilt was made

opposite a church and school, wliich sio.,,] on the lelt of the
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highway. Here several dismounted, and in a field at the rear of

• the school, and enclosed by a low fence, we were shown the bole

of a huL;e oak. This tree, we learned, was the property of the

, church close by, and being the only source there was for raising

. funds to enlarge the school, it was sold to a local tradesman, and

I contained 770 cubic teet of timber. It was 19 feet 2 inches in

, circumference, and realised ^40. Resuming the journey, we were

joined by Mr. W. Tomlinson, forester to the Duke of Newcastle,

. who had undertaken to show us over the Chnnber estate.

The street Arabs of Worksop entertained us as we approached

, Sparken Hill. Running in front of the brakes, they stood on their

. heads in a row right across llie road, then scattered and repeated

the performance on the top of the fence at the sides of the road,

, and in other singular phaces. They received the usual shower of

. bronze, for which there was a lively scramble. The road is

• here shaded with fine trees, and we passed some very fine

' Spanish chestnuts, which, we are told, were about fifty years

old, having been sown there by the late Duke of Portland.

As we turn into the park we are delighted with the splendid

/avenue of oak trees, mixed with larches and birch. Some
; glim|)ses of woodland scenery in the distance burst into view at

various clearings, and by and by we leave the brakes and make

. our way through the forest to a bridge which spans one arm of

the lake which passes in front of (^liumber House. Here we have

• an excellent view of the mansion in the ilistance.

In a short while we commence examining some of the timber

in the vicinity. Amongst those of which measurements were

1 taken was a larch, which, 5 feet up, was 12 feet in circumference,

; containing 250 cubic feet of timber. A cedar of Lebanon, sujtposed

1 to be 200 years old, is 18 feet 4 inches girth at 12 inches from

the ground, and a little higher up diverges into scores of thick

' stems. Another cedar, at 5 feet up, is 24 feet 9 inches in circum-

i ference. These cedars form a very striking feature of the park.

The company were then conducted to Clumber church. This

, beautiful edifice was opened in October, 1889, having been built

by the Duke of Newcastle at a cost of ^40,000. In style the

fabric is English Gothic. Externally the walls are of the white

Steetley stone of the neighbourhooil, the dressings being of red

. Runcorn stone, while internally the whole is of Runcorn, giving a
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warmth of colour and plcasine; tone. The altar and reredos are of

white alabaster, the former being carved with a representation of

the Nativity as the central subject, while adoring angels fill the side

compartments. The chuich is dedicated to the Blessed Virgin,

After leaving the church several trees on the lawn were measured.

One was a perfect specimen of Picea Lasiocarpa, 45 feet high ; an

Abies Pailoniaiia, a beautiful Giaucus variety, a Chinese Juniper,

48 feet in height; a fine example of the laxodiuin distii/ium, 54 feet

high. After viewing the gardens tiie admiration of the party was

excited by the terrace in front of Clumber House. In the centre

of the terrace is a marble fountain, which was cut from one solid

block of marble weighing 50 tons. The lower basin is 12 feet

6 inches in diameter, and the higher, supported by four dolphins,

has a diameter of 4 feet. Having spent a fairly exhaustive morning,

an invitation to partake of refreshments within the mansion came at

an oi)i)()riune moment. For some ten or fifteen minutes the large

outer hall presented an animated scene, the servants of the Duke
and JJuchcss doing all in their power to cater for the wants of the

visitors.

Before leaving, the President, in a few well chosen words,

proposed the health of the Uuke and Duchess of Newcastle, and

that of Mr. Slade, gardener, and Mr. Od(!, house steward, for the

woy in which they had seen to the wants of the visitors, the toast

being waimly concurred in.

The company were then graciously permitted to inspect several

of the iiiin(ii)al rooms of the mansion on the ground floor, under

the diiection of the housekeeper, Mrs. Jackson. They were first

taken into the State Dining Room, which measures 60 feet in length

and 34 feet in breadth, and seats about 150 guests. On the walls

are examples of Sn)ders, Langan, Zuccaielli, and Weenix. Then
followed a visit to the Entrance Hall, with its marble j^illars and

floor of Mosaics, measuiing 92 feet long by 45 feet wide. In the

Hall is a statue of Napoleon, variously attributed to Canova and

Franzoni ; busts of Pitt and r\)x, by NolUkens; one of the late

Duke of Newcastle, by Belt; and several classical subjects. Tnc
State Drawing Room was r>ext viewed. The paintings on its

walls include works by Rubens, Rembrandt, Vandyke, Teniers,

and other masters, and the same remark applies to what is known

as the Yellow Dming Room; but iiowevcr much these excited
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wonder and admiration, the last room of all, the Library, proved

for most of those present the most atrractive. This magnificent

room is 45 feet in length, and is very lofty. The fittings are of

Spanish mahogany, ani in it are some handsome cabinets of

rosewood and other choice grains, mounted with ormolu. There

are two priceless secretaires, which once belonged to Louis XIV.,

and a statue of Euphrosyne, the work of Westmacott. The
Library contains 50,000 volumes. The party were afterwards

shown the Red Drawing Room, which contains many of the fimily

portraits, by eminent painters ; the Billiard Room and Study, on

the walls of which is a portrait of Lady Mary Wortley Montague,

by Richardson. Before leaving Clumber, it may be stated that the

park is 4 000 acres in extent, and eleven miles in circumference.

In the course of tlie drive from the house we passed through a

beautiful avenue of lime trees, siid to be two miles in length,

planted sixty years ago. By invitation of Mr. Tomlinson, a call was

made at his residence, Corkinhiil. where the party were hospitably

entertained. Tne drive was directed towards the Thoresbyest ite, the

parly being now under the direction of Mr. Doig. New beiuties of

woodland scenery everywhere disclosed themselves, and eventually

a halt was made and a closer inspection was made of some of the

forest kings. Amongst these were a beech, 10 feet in circu nference

5 feet from the ground, and containing about 140 cubic feet of

timber. An avenue of pines, planted in 1869, and extending a

distance of 200 yards, was passed through, in which the Wdlin^tonia

Gi^^antea was seen to great advantage.

In the course of the afternoon the process of blowing up the

roots of trees was witnessed. It is the means of saving much
labour, thouj;h requiring care and skill in the handling of the

explosive. This explosive proved to be roburite. A trench is dug

around the root, and from this a hole is worked to the centre of

the root, and a charge of 6 lbs. of explosive inserted. The roburite

was ex[jloded by means of the usud rubber tubes containing

explosive material, after the ignition of which there was ample time

to get clear of danger. Two experiments were made, and on each

occasion the great mass of root, weighing from one to two tons,

was torn up bodily and thrown in fragments from twenty to thirty

yards, some of the smaller pieces travelling to twice that distance.

Thoresby Park is from twelve to thirteen miles in circumference.
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a,nd contains some of tlie very finest woodlands of tlie most

extreme variety. Tlioresby House is a splendid example of

modern Elizabethan architecture, and has a very imposing aspect.

Like many other of our ancient mansions, the old Thoresby House

fell a victim to the ravages of fire, nothing being saved from the

general wreck except the plate, some furniture, and the writings.

This happened in 1745 ; the mansion being then the seat of the

first Duke of Kingston. In this house was born, in 1690, the

famous Lady Mary Woriley Montague, who occupied so |)ron)inent

a position among the peoi)le of wit and culture in the first half of

the eighteenth cenlur\-. Iler beauty, her wit, and the general

brilliancy of her talents broULjht her to the forefront in every

society, but it is chiefly by her admirable letters that she is now

known. In 17 12 she married Mr. Wortley Montague, and four

years afterwards accompanied him on his embassy to Conscantinople.

This journey occasioned the famous letters, which are said to have

placed her at the head of e])istolary writers in Great Britain. She

died in 1762. When the old mansion, in 1745, was destroyed by

fire, a new house was erected on the same site by the second and

last Duke of Kingston, and this narrowly escaped the fate of the

other. This mansion was taken down by direction of the jiresent

Earl Manvers, to give |)lace to the handsome structure we see

to-day. It is built of Steetley stone, and the principal entrance is

on the east side. The frontage of the building measures 180 feet,

the west one 159, and the south one 182 feet. Access is gained to

the house through impoi-ing gates of wrought iron, and the visitor

finds himself soon in the Entrance Hall, which is ])aved with

encaustic tiles from Germany. The walls are ornamented with

various ancient weapons of war and spoils ol the gun and chase.

After ascending two flights of steps, the Grand Hall, measuring

65 feet by 31 feet, and 48 feet high, is reached. The floor is of

oak grown in the adjacent forest, and skilfully laid in an

ap[jropriate pattern, with a parqueterie border. An immense

chimney piece of elaborate design stands out prominently as an

interesting feature in this spacious hall. It is of Steetley stone,

with columns of granite, and is surmounted by a colossal represen-

tation in carved stone of the family arms. Two fine busts of

the Dues de Coigny, ancestors of the Countess Manvers, and

many other family portraits, costly relics, and curios, adorn the
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Grand Hall, which is of noble and imposing proportions. The
;

Grand Staircase, with its steps of Roche Abbey Stone, leads to a .

handsome gallery round the hall, and upon it open the upper

apartments of the house. The Dining Room is 40 feet by 26 feet,

and 20 feet high. Its handsome walnut [)anelling, and the geometric
.

figures with which the ceiling is decorated, add richness and variety :

to the appearance of the saloon. The upper part is surrounded by
:

a deep and beautiful frieze. Besides the family portraits hanging,

here, are pictures by Creswick and Ansdell, Vicat Cole, and

Melbey. The small Drawing Room, with its deep red satin
,

damask hangings, contains portraits of Viscount Newark, M.P.,

and Viscountess Newark, and also of the Countess Beauchamp.

In the Library, which is 44 feet by 25 feet, and is panelled with

oak, is a magnificent chimney piece, consisting of an elaborately

carved representation in Birkland oak of a scene in Sherwood Forest,

where are introduced the venerable " Major" Oak, a foreground of

botanical specimens, and a herd of deer, all exquisitely carved by

Mr. Robinson of Newcastle, with a fidelity to nature speaking

eloquently of much study and enduring patience. Statuettes of,

Robin Hood and Little John sujjport each side of the piece,

v.hich is nearly 15 feet high and 10 feet wide. The Grand

Drawing Room is a stately apartment, 53 feet by 25 feet, with
,

walls covered with blue satin damask, floral figurings of silver

grey, tapestry hangings, and a white and gold frieze. Pink,

blue, and gold are blended in the decorations of the ceiling, while

the rich upholstery of the chastely-carved and gilded furniture

imparts to the room a sumptuous and luxurious effect. On every
,

hand are beautiful gems and ornaments ; one of the most highly- .

prized being a handsome vase, mounted on a pedestal, which was

presented by the Empress Eugenie to the Countess Manvers, in

1854. The solid fittings of the room consist of Russian maple,

satin wood, walnut wood, and oak. The mantel-pieces are of

snow-white statuary marble, having as ornaments designs repre-

senting the four seasons. A daintly furnished apartment is the

Countess's Boudoir, where the panelling of the wall is of Aubisson
'

tapestry, and the mantel-piece of white marble. There is a fine

billiard room in the house, which contains, altogether, about 60 1

bedrooms, and to many of these, dressing-rooms are attached. <

The party were shewn over the principal rooms of the mansion '
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by Mrs. Sykes, the housekeeper, wlio explained in detail all the

most interesting features to which reference is made above.

Not the least interesting thing shown was the Gobelin tapestry,

which, although five hundred years old, is as fresh in appearance

as though it were no more than five years old. Of course the

most extreme care is exercised in the preservation of this priceless

treasure, and we were specially honoured in being allowed to see it

uncovereil. In front of this noble house is a Like covering some 65

acres, and there are charming terraces and flower beds, and 8^ acres

of garden. After viewing these the party rejoined the brakes, and

drove through a portion of the old Sherwood Forest, when they

had the ])leasure of looking upon some of the finest specimens of

the hoary oaks around which so many romances have been woven.

Our rendezvous was the '' iM fj >r" Oak, a veritable giant, which

stands in an open space away from its fellows. Here we alighted,

and after some light refreshment, were photographed under the

wide-spreading branches of the " Major." This mightiest of the

old world trees has such a crown of foliage even now as to make
it somewhat difficult to believe in the thousand years or so of

existence through which it has ])assed. The trunk is 30 feet in

circumference at the height of five feet from the ground, and its

branches cover a space 240 feet in diameter. In its side is a j^erpen-

dicular fissure big enough to admit a man, leading to a great hollow

15 feet high, and easily capable of accommodating a dozen bill-

grown persons. It was after six o'clock when we commenced
the return journey to Worksop. The drive back was not the least

enjoyable ])()iiion of the da)'s experiences, as the weather was

charming, and the country through which we jiassed exceedingly

beautiful.

ANNU.\L DINNER.

The annual dinner was held in the evening at the Royal Hotel,

Worksop, Mr. Maughan, the President, in the chair, when an

excellent rejiast was provided by the hostess, Miss Jester.

The CuAiKMAM, in ];)roi)osing the toast of '• The Queen," said

ever since ascendmg the throne Her Majesty had won the respect

of every one of her suhj -cts. They rejoiced in the fact that there

had been burn ju,-,t recently a direct successor to the tiironc, and
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they hoped that in the latter days of her reign Her Majesty would

enjoy the peace and the respect of her subjects as she did to-day.

The toast was duly honoured.

The Chairman proposed the toast of "The Prince of Wales."

He said they sometimes thought the Prince had an easy life, but

if they only read their many papers they would see that he did a

great amount of puhHc work in one place and another, in opening

hosi)iials and other institutions, and performed many other duties.

Seeing this, they could not begrudge him a day's sport now and

again when he had a chance to get it. (Cheers.)

The toast was drunk with enthusiasm.

Mr. J. S. Gray then rose to propose the health of his Grace, the

Duke of Newcastle, and that of Earl Manvers. He said they

must {ce\ indebted to those noblemen for the cordial way in which

they had been welcomed in visiting their estates, and he thought

it was a very delightful thing in the arrangement of those estates

under tliose noblemen, that not to them only, but to the toiling

thousands from far and wide a similar liberty was accorded.

(Applause). Avery large expenditure was entailed upon those noble-

men in maintaining the roads through their estates, as well as keeping

in perfect condition and vigorous growth those ample demesnes

which it had been their delight to look upon. He therefore felt

they were under a debt of obligation to them, and they should most

cordially wish them long life and happiness. In connection with

that toast they should also recognise the kindness of the men who

represented those noblemen, who had done their best to entertain

and delight them by every kind of courtesy and atteniion which it

was in the power of men to show them. (Cheers.) In Mr.

Tomlinson and Mr. Slade, at Clumber, they had two gentlemen

who did their utmost to make the visit as instructive and pleasing as

possible, and Mr. Doig and Mr. Henderson did no less for them

at Thoresby. He was pleased to think they had three of those

gentlemen present with them that night; and it would be out of

place if they did not remember the great kindness of Mr. Hodd,

Mrs. Jackson, and Mrs. Sykes in showing them all there was in

their power to do. Naturally, the Duke and Duchess had been

very kind to permit them to walk through their rooms when they

9
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were themselves in residence. (Applause.) It appeared to him

to be an act of very great kindness and consideration indeed.

They had also the opportunity of going through the beautiful

house at Thoresby. He need not say another word, but ask them

to drink to tlie toast.

The toast was drunk with musical honours.

]\Ir. ToMLiNSON, in responding, said he was very glad indeed that

they had all enjoyed tlieir visit to Clumber and the Dukeries. He
could only say if it had been a pleasure to them, it had been one

of the most pleasurable days of his life to have met so many

brother foresters. He was sure the Duke and Duchess of

Newcastle would be pleased to know they had enjoyed their visit.

Mr. Sladk also briefly acknowledged the toast.

Mr. DoiG said he was only sorry they were not able to show

them more on the Thoresby estate, but time did not permit ot it.

Of course they had not been through any of the plantations that

were of real value as marketable timber, for they could have shown

some there as well as they could in other places. Nothing could

have given him greater pleasure than to meet so many men who

were interested in forestry. On behalf of Earl Manvers he

thanked them. ( Xjjplause.)

The CuAiRM.^N said the next toast was the the toast of the

evening, "Success to the English Arboricultural Society." They

had done him the honour to elect hiiu I'resident, and lie took

that as a great honour because they were men who thoroughly

understood their business and were enthusiastic in forestry. They

had had a very great treat that day, and he hoped, although they

had enjoyed themselves, they had also profited i^y what they had

seen, for there was no reason why they should not combine bodily

and intellectual benefit. With regard to the Society, their

numbers liad increased considerably, there being now about

295 members. But whilst it was very desirable that their numbers

should increase, it was also desirable that their new accessions

should be the right kind of men. (Hear, liear.) It ought not to

be o])en to all, and he did not think they should judge their

success merely by numbers. The best way, he thought, of increasing

the usefulness of the Society was to read the Iraiisactions and the
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instructive papers contained therein, by the members of the

Society, setting forth the various ways in which they thought its

benefits ought to be added to. He thought they were all agreed

that if they were to increase their usefulness, then they must go

further afield. They could not limit the Society to the North of

England and call it the English Arboricultural Society, and the

one way in which it could be increased to the full meaning of the

term was by going further south and letting people see what

manner of folks they were, and by that means inducing others to

become members. He did not think they should leave a single

hole or corner in England unsearched for members. He thought

if they were able to group England and Wales into so many
different groups, which would be altered as required, and putting

each group under the hands of a local Secretary, by that means

they should considerably increase their field of usefulness. (Hear,

hear.) Of course the annual excursion costs everybody a fair

amount, but that might be supplemented, as it had been on one or

two occasions, by local excursions under the charge of the local

Secretaries, by permission from headquarters. It would, of course,

never do to allow an)body to go all over the country and say

"We are the English Arboricultural Society," because the rest of

the Society would be held responsible for any behaviour of theirs.

Under the authority of their local Secretary, Mr. Forbes, they

paid a visit to Fountains Abbey, and were treated by Lord Ripon

and his representatives with the greatest courtesy and kindness.

They were shown all over the place, and a good deal of it where

the public were not admitted. Such excursions as these would be

a benefit to many members who could not attend the annual

excursion. But it would be impossible for a society to be a

success unless they had the right men at the head of affairs, and

in Mr. Davidson he was sure they had that right man. (Hear, hear.)

The way he had conducted the arrangements that day reflected

great credit on him and those gentlemen associated with him in

carrying out the wishes of the Society. A lot of people found

fault because little things occurred which did not exactly suit

them. He thought the best way to deal with those people was to

allow them the chance of carrying out the arrangements themselves.

(Laughter.) It might come that a change of headquarters would

be advocated. That, however, must never be forced until it
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became an absolute necessity by the largeness of the Society. He
would be the last to take it out of the hands of those who had

conducted it in the past, unless they were well satisfied that it

would be as well conducted as it had been conducted hitherto.

(Applause.)

The toast was drunk with musical honours.

The Sejretarv, in rising to reply to the toast, was received

with cheers. He said he was much obliged for the way in which

they had proposed and drunk Iiis health. There was nothing so

important in ihe way of enjoying an excursion like that as good

health, and whether it was from a slight reaction after all the

anxiety that had been resting upon him during the past few weeks,

or something else, he had not felt up to the mark the last day or

two. The anxiety was not exactly in arranging the excursion, but

he might say, coming so far from home, there might be a difficulty

in getting the requisite number. He had to give a guarantee, and

if they did not come up to that the consequences would be some-

what awkward. That guarantee, he was pleased to think, had

been almost exceeded, and they had a larger company on this

than on any past occasion, and it spoke well for the prospects of

the Society in the future. (Hear, hear.) As regarded the science

of forestry, he could not help feeling that there was something wrong

with the present, as compared with past generations. They had not

been able to keep up that interesting feature of the country, they

seemed to have lost the art of planting, or if they still possessed it,

they had not seen to it bemg carried out. He trusted that by the

creation of renewed interest in forestry, ihcy should see greater

and grander results in the future. As they knew well, the process

of growth and of the changes they desired had been slow, but they

must not be deterred, for patience alone was necessary for the

achievement of great results. (Hear, hear.) There were i)eople

in this country who called themselves Socialists. These people

thought they ought to take and divide up what other people

possessed, but he could not see how tiiey would be bettered if

these people got all they wanted. There, for an instance, they Iiad

the houses and estates of those noblemen they had been visiting,

and they could go there almost free of expense. If the Socialists

ideas were carried out, who would be at the ex[)ensc of keeping up
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those beautiful estates ? He thought things were perhaps a good

deal better just as they are. (Applause.) If it were not for the

timber there would be no attraction about a place at all. No
matter how beautiful the surroundings, if there was a want of

timber, an estate was a bald-looking affair. They might use as

much scientific skill and knowledge as they liked, but if the place

lacked arboriculture, it was a failure. He held that there was a

great future for that Society, and he looked forward to the lime

when not only the Peer, but the Prime Minister will take an

interest in adorning the country with beautiful trees, and have to

come to their Society, and not only ask " What shall we do?" but

"How shall we do it?" (Applause.)

Mr. Cowan gave the toast of "The Royal Scottish Arboricultural

Society." He said when he represented the English Society, on

the visit of the Scottish Society at Windsor, the toast of the

English Arboricultural Society was received with much enthusiasm,

and he thought they all admired and took an interest in their

welfare.

The toast was duly honoured.

]\Ir. Watt responded on behalf of the Scottish Arboricultural

Society. That Society, he said, took an interest in the English

Arboricultural Society and wished it progress, and were most

desirous that they should do for England what their own Society

had done for Scotland. The Scottish Association, of which he

had been a member for a quarter of a century, for many years had

a struggle to keep its head above water, but of late years it had

grown in numbers and importance, and in service to the cause of

forestry. One of the main objects it had set before itself was to

bring about a Chair of F'orestry, which hitherto there had never

been in this country. They also encouraged the State to follow

the example of other countries in providing lanil for State forests.

The State forests of England are mere pleasure grounds, meant

for the people to enjoy themselves in ; they were of no importance

for teaching what State forests should do, and that was silvi-

culture. Arboriculture and silviculture were very different things,

and it was silviculture they were most anxious to promote. He
held in his pocket a letter which he received from the moving
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spirit of tba Scottisli Association, expressing a hope that they

would be as magnificently treated by the owners of those

properties as they were some years ago. As he listened to the

sympathetic remarks of Mr. Gray when he spoke of the great

advantage to the teeming milHons of driving and walking through

those beautiful ducal properties, he could not help thinking that

the millions were doing their level best to reduce or take away the

privilege from their posterity, which they tliemselves enjoyed.

That those great properties should be reduced or interfered with,

be hoped, for the peoi)le of England, the day was far distant

—

(hear, hear)—but that Society and the Scottish Society would

tend to develope those properties in such a manner that they would

be kept for our successors as they had been for us. (Hear, hear.)

Mr. Cowan had referred to the fact of his recent visit to the

Continent. In the forests there he found the larch disease was as

rampant as it is here. It was true, however, that larch does not

form such a large proportion of the woods in Ccrman forests as in

those of this country, though it was as much value to them as it is

to us. He had looked about while there, and had been successful

in finding a larch that would grow well here, and he had a hope

that they would find a larch that was more robust and darker in

its foliage ; and if they were able to ])ut such an article upon the

market, it wouM help materially to extend arboriculture in this

country. He had been a member of that Association since its

formation, and he did not forget that their object was not really to

join in outings, but he had ihe hope that the more they extended

the scope of the Society, the members would take deeper

subjects up, that they should introduce new kinds of timber, and

that they should be able to sec more of these new kinds of timber

in the various parts of the country they should visit. As certain

kinds had been handed down to us, so we should seek to increase

the varieties of timber. They might with advantage increase three

or four varieties of Coniferx. Before concluding, he expressed the

hope that the remainder of the excursion would be as plea:ant

and profitable as it had already proved, and said their thanks were

due to the gentlemen who had so courteously acted as their

guides. (Applause.)

Mr. BkadoN proposed the toast of "The Nurserjmcn

Associated with the E.A.S." He believed that Society was entirely
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started by nurserymen, and that they were a most valuable body

of men, who were trying their best to educate the people to grow

trees and make their homes beautiful. During the nine years he

had been in the West Riding, a great improvement had taken place

in people's appreciation of trees, which had been planted in nooks

and corners in considerable numbers. They were obliged to go to

the nurserymen for advice, and they took the greatest trouble to

see that where amateurs introduced any new ideas, they should be

for the benefit of the community at large,

Mr. Atkinson (of the firm of Messrs. Fisher, Son, and Sibray)

responded. He said he had just become a member of that

Society, but he was pleased to join it because he thought forestry

and tree planting generally had been sadly neglected in our

country during the last fifty years. He thought so more during

that time than previous to that. He was speaking of landed

estates. A great many estates during his lifetime had been sadly

neglected in regard to the commercial value of forestry, and been

looked upon more as pleasure grounds than commercial properties.

There was no doubt landed proprietors would come to look more

to this as a source of revenue. He was sorry that time did not

allow them to see some of the beautiful plantations which had

been planted in the last thirty years on the eastern side of the

Clumber estate, with which they would have been delighted,

because he believed they were excellent examples of successful

planting.

Dr. Stewart proposed the health of the President of the Society,

and said he had no doubt that guided by his sound sense and

judgment the Society would continue to flourish.

The toast was duly honoured.

The President said he was much obliged for the manner in

which the toast had been drunk. He had attempted to avail

himself of the means which lay in his power to instruct himself in

forestry, but so far as science was concerned, he had been mainly

dependent on his own resources. Forestry must be taken up by

the Government, and probably they would do so through the

County Councils, but so far there was very little inducement for

men really to educate themselves in the higher branches of
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forestry. (Hear, hear.) Practice was all very well, and must be

the main thing, but the man who was educated in the scientific

part of the work, and had also the practical i)art, must be the better

man. They had Professor Balfour's words that the State forests

were managed at a loss. That was a deplorable state of affairs,

and showed how much there needed to be done in extending a

knowledge of forestry. Having touched upon some of the figures

Professor Balfour had quoted as to prices of limber to acreage,

the speaker thanked the members for the kindness which they had

shown liim during the time he had been with them on that journey.

VISIT TO WELBECK AND WORKSOP MANOR.

\Vell)eck Abbey and Worksop Manor were tlie ])larcs we had

arran<:cd to visit on the Frida\-,and this part of the |irogrannne turned

out to be far beyond what most of tlie party had probably anticipated.

We started shortly after nine o'clock, the weather being fine

overhead. Pursuing the same route as on the previous day for a

short distance out of \\'orksop, we then turned off to the right,

entering the Welbeck estate by a noble gateway, the spacious

arch being ornamented with magnificently sculptured lions.

Driving down a newly-formed road, we passed a shooting range

looo yards in length and having four targets. Some splendid

Spanish chestnuts were examined, and also a few larches. There

are here 720 acres of wood, which five years before were valued at

;^85 per acre. A Larix Europea, or Native Larch, was found

to be 5 feet 9 inches in circumference 5 feet up, and the tree

was estimated to contain 220 feet of timber. A fine oak was

10 feet in girth 5 feet up, and contained 135 feet of limber. On
emerging on to the drive again we saw a few s|)lendid Scotch

Firs.

A move was now made for the "Porter Oaks." These two

ancient sentinels stand exactly oppo.site each oilier a icw yards

from either side of the road, and it is said that at one lime a

gateway sU^od between them. 'I'hey are (jf the sessihfiora variety

of the English oak. They have been shorn of much of their glory
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by the storms of centuries, but they still give some display of life

on the few branches which stand out from their weather-beaten

Hmbs. In 1790, we learn from the report made by Major Rooke,

No. 1 oak was 98 feet 6 inches high, 38 feet circumference at the

bottom, and 27 feet one yard up, the solid contents being 840 feet.

The height of No. 2 was 88 feet; circumference at bottom, 34 feet;

at one yard, 23 feet. No. i is now only 24 feet in height, the top

having been broken off by a storm thirteen years ago. The girth

at the bottom is 36 feet 8 inches, and 5 feet up 25 feet 8 inches.

No. 2 has as yet a height of between 50 and 60 feet, is 36 feet at

the base, and 23 feet 2 inches at 5 feet.

Moving on, we passed to the right a magnificent group of

Spanish chestnuts, said to be over 100 feet in height. We then

had a drive of about a mile along a beautiful avenue, and now and

again had glimpses of the lovely country outlying from Welbeck.

A group of grand cedars was noticed, and also some magnificent

beeches. Game abounded on every hand.

We dismounted at one of the forty-seven lodges said to be on

the estate, which have underground living quarters. Some of the

party satisfied their curiosity as to the nature of these subterranean

dwellings, which formed a part of the engineeiing fancies of the

late Duke of Portland. The outward building is a neat stone

structure, while underground the various rooms were fountl to be

clean and wholesome, being lighted and ventilated by beehive-

shaped structures of strong glass constructed on a level with the

surface of the ground above.

Rough Brick .\venue was then visited, and here were seen

some majestic examples of spruce, and near the lodge a fine

plantation of young larch.

Resuming the journey in the brakes, an interesting drive brought

us in full view of the famous Welbeck Abbey, the noble proportions

of which, and its distinctive artistic features, are very striking to

one who views it for the first time. In the open pai k were to be

seen herds of deer bounding away at our approach. Near the

mansion we crossed in the brakes a portion of the lake, which is

here bridged over. Our attention was directed to an exceedingly

spacious and beautifully turfed cricket lawn, said to be the largest

cricket ground in the country.

By and by the brakes were left, and under the guidance of Mr.
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Greenwood, the assistant forester, we had a tour through what is

known as the Wilderness. Here are some fine red oaks. One was

70 feet high, and contained 493 cubic feet of timber. Another was

found to be 25 feet in circumference 5 feet up. The Greendale

oak attracted a good deal of attention. This oak is very old, and of

marvellous proportions. Through its centre is a broad and lofty

opening, and the tradition is that tlie Duke of Portland of 1727

was one day boasting of the grand trees about his mansion, and

made a bet that he had an oak through which he could drive a

carriage and six. The bet was taken, and the archway was cut,

and the Duke won his bet. The tree now has a ruinous appearance,

being propped up on either side by stout sup[)orts. Near by is

the Cow Close wood, planted in 1S35 from trees raised from

acorns of the Greendale oak. In close ])roximity are two oak

plantations, one sown in 181 4, and the other planted at the same

date. Both plantations are in a healthy and vigorous condition.

Leaving the Wilderness, we drove on to the mansion, and after

dismounting, had a look through the beautiful Chapel in which the

family worship. The chapel is quite new, having just recently

been opened. What strikes one chiefly on entering, are the

beautiful columns of marble, of a warm brown colour, which rest

on white mirble bases and elaborate pedestals. These pillars

occupy the position in which the stone piers in a Gothic edifice

are placed. The next feature to attract attention was the altar.

The front is of a sculptural design in silvered copper, the figures

having been wrought with hammers. The design represents the

message of Christ to the world. The infant Saviour, with a tiny

bunch of hearts-ease in His hand, lies at the foot of the Tree of

Life, whose roots are washed by the stream which flows from the

Heavenly City, the walls and towers of which are suggested in the

background of the pmel. On the left kneels the Heavenly Maid

adoring her infmt son, and on the right stands Joseph admiring

them both. The whole is framed in green Devonshire marble,

which harmonises with the alabaster relatile behind. 'J'he altar

steps are of mirhle, tesselated and che(]uered, and the floor

throughout is of black and white marble. The walls of the chapel

are panelled half way up with walnut, and above this are scriptural

pictures in priceless old Flemish tapestry, which has been at

Wclbcck for many yearr.
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The total length of tunnels is i| miles (2,640 yards); gardens

contain 32 acres; lakes and ponds, 159 acres; deer parks, 1,640

acres ; and the iron fencing around the four deer parks measure

io| miles.

After leaving the chapel, we were conducted to the underground

apartments of the Abbey, and there the party were entertained to

luncheon in a large room adjoining the picture gallery. This

kindness was in suitable terms acknowledged by the President,

and we were then shown over several of the principal rooms. Of

these the Picture Gallery, perhaps, awakened the greatest interest.

It is a room of astonishing dimensions, and being underground,

is lighted from the roof. lis length is 15S feet, width 63 feet,

height 22 feet. Its walls are studded with gems of the great

masters, including examples of Sir Joshua Reynolds, De Mytens,

Tintorello, Teniers, Barrett, Snyders, Bassano, Richardson, Dirk

Maas, Vandyke, Holbein, Kneller, Lely, and others. At one end

of the gallery is a bust of the late Duke, the work of H. R. Pinker,

in 1880.

After passing through many other rooms, the grounds surrounding

and adjoining the Abbey were visited. Everywhere new surprises

were met with. The lawns are remarkably well kept, and several

features of Arboricultural value were encountered. These included

a cedar, the seed of which was brought from Lebanon by Captain

Symonds. It is a very fine tree, but it differs considerably from

the tree known in this country generally as the Cedar of Lebanon.

An exceedingly good example of the deciduous cypress was also

examined.

Conducted by Mr. Jordan, we looked through the sunk Rose

Garden, adjoining which is the Rose Corridor 140 yards long.

The Palm House excited some interest, as it seemed to contain

almost every variety of palm, and a great wealth of ferns.

Crossing to another part of the grounds, we saw an Abies

Hookerii, planted by the Countess of Lonsdale in 1881 ; a

Wellingtonia Gigantea, planted by the Prince of Wales on November

23rd, 1881 ; and an Abiex Brachyphylla, planted by the Baroness

Bolsover on the same date.

We then walked through the stoneyard, where every kind of

machinery suitable to that particular work was in use for cutting

and smoothing large slabs of stone. There is also a blacksmith's
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shop and sawmill, in all of which operations w-ere proceeding

briskly.

A visit was next paid to the famous Riding School. This

building is 3S5 feet long, 104 feet broad, and 51 feet high, the

roof being supported by 50 columns. Not far from this is the

Tan Galloji, an arcade 1270 feet long, with roof of glass, of which

it contains about 64,000 feet. It was built for the exercise of

horses during inclement weather. A subterranean passage, nearly

a mile in length, connects the Riding School with the Abbey.

After this followed a visit to the stables, home farm, and the Alms

Houses, the latter of which were erected out of the winnings of

the famous racehorse Donovan.

We then took leave of this wonderful place, and drove on to

Hunsicroft, where we were permitted to see both Donovan and St.

Simon in the stables there. Leaving the brakes some distance

from here, we entered on the Worksop Manor estate, Mr. Oates,

forester to tlie owner, Mr. John Robinson, acting as guide. In

the walk through this estate we saw some of the finest timber,

from a commercial point of view, that had yet come under notice.

Five years ago Mr. Oates made a thorough survey of the timber

on the estate, and every tree of any value was numbered with a

description of it and its contents and value per foot marked down.

By referring to a map and a book which he carried with him, Mr.

Oates was able to give very precise information relating to each

tree. The wood was stated to be 64 acres in extent, and the total

value of timber five years ago ^7,651 12s. gd. Some grand

specimens of oaks and beeches w^ere ])ointed out, and there were

also some good ash trees. Near to the manor several measure-

ments were taken which excited approving criticism. One of

these, a magnificent beech, was estimated to contain 363 feet of

wood, the estimated value of which was given as ;j^i7. At the

Manor House the hospitality of Mr. Robinson formed a very

pleasing incident after the long walk through the woods. He gave

the large party a very hearty welcome, and exj)ressed his warm
ap[)roval of a society such as that, which sought to increase a

knowledge and interest in forestry.

On the return to Worksop, tea was partaken of, which was much
enjoyed after the long day's outing. Aftei wards a social gathering
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was held, presided over by Mr. Cowan, in the absence of the

President, when several complimentary toasts were honoiired,

the proceedings being brought to a happy close.

The following morning the members took their departure home-

wards, after one of the pleasantest and most successful of excursions

the Society had yet held.
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SUBJECTS AND PRIZES FOR ESSAYS FOR THE
PRESENT YEAR.

For the Best Essay on "The Influence of Situation and Soil on

the Growth and Sylviciiltural Treatuient of Trees, and the

Quality of the Timber." Prize—A Gold Medal (to which

the President subscribes the sum of Two Guineas).

For the Best Essay on " Pine Saw Fly (genus Laphgcns), with

modes of prevention and eradication." Prize—A Silver

Medal.

For the Best Essay on "The Felling, Transporting, and Conversion

of British Timber, with the cost of the different methods."

Prize—A Silver Medal.

Note.—The Judges will have discretionary power in deciding

whether the Essays are deserving of an award.

Essays to he in the hands of the Secretary by the last day of

May, 1895.
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*Admiralty, Lords Commissioners of, Greenwich Hospital Branch,

26 Spring Gardens, London, S.W.

Alexander, William, South View, Hexham
Alexander, G., Forester, Longsbitton Terrace, Hartburn, Morpeth

Ames, Victor, Forester, Thornham Cottage, King's Lynn, Norfolk

Anderson, R E , Forester, Moss Wood, Black Hill, Co. Durham

Anderson, John, Forester, Broughton Hall, Skipton

Armstrong, T J., Land Agent, 14 Hawthorn Terrace, Newcastle

Armstrong, Addison & Co, Timber Merchants, Sunderland

Armstrong, Nathaniel, Prospect Cottage, Westgate Road, New-

castle

Atkinson, William, Messrs. Fisher, Son & Sibray, Westfield,

Retford

Balden, John, Land Agent, Dilston, Corbridge-on-Tyne

Balden, Robert S., Bywell, Leeds Road, Dewsbury

*Balden, John, jun,, 7 Welby Street, KnatchbuU Road, Camber-

well, London, S.E,

Baldwin, Edward, Assistant Forester, Croxteth Park, Liverpool

Balfour, D., C.E., Houghton-le-Spring, Co. Durham

Barclay, David, Melbourne House, Formby, Lancashire

Barker, Hebden, Solicitor, King Street, Westoe, South Shields

Barrett, R. B., Skipton Castle, Skipton

Barrie, James, Forester, Rolle Estate Office, Torrington

Barrie, William, Assistant Forester, Gateforth, near Selby

Barton, James, Forester,' Hatfield, Herts.

*Bates, Cadwallader J., Heddon, near Wylani

Bayliss, Jones & Bayliss, Victoria Works, Wolverhampton

Beadon, F. W., Land Agent, Estate Office, Huddersficld

Beattie, Thomas, Assistant Forester, Langley Old Hall, Hudders-

ficld

Bell, G. H., Wool Merchant, Hexham
Berridgc, William, Forester, Stonkigh .-\bbey Farm, Kenihvorth

Bewick, Thomas, Ravensworth Castle, Gateshead

Bewsher, Robert, Fell Close Villa, Embleton, Cockermouth

Blackett, Sir Edward, Bart., Matfen, Corbridge-on-Tyne

Boa, Andrew, Land Agent, Great Thurlow, Haverhill

Boston, William, Nurseryman, Calthorpe, IJedale

*Bculder, Professor, City of London College, 1 8 Sadbroke Grove, W.

*Bouveric, Henry II. P., i Pall Mall East, London, S.W.
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Brigham, T. E., Clarendon Terrace, South Shields

Broadbent, G. A., Surveyor, Kirkheaton, Huddersfield

Broughton, Thomas, Estate Agent, Sherborne, North Leach

*Bro\vn, Alexander Henry, Major, Callaly Castle, Whittingham

R.S.O., Northumberland

Brown, John R., Woodlands View, Hexham
Brydon, John, Messrs. Kent & Brydon, Nurserymen, Darlington

Buckham, John, Timber Merchant, Lanchester, Durham
Buckham, F. W., Timber Merchant, Lanchester, Durham
Burnell, J., Bank Mill Cottage, Durham

*Burrill, T. O., Masham, Bedale, Yorkshire

Cameron, Alexander, Assistant Forester, Thoresby, Allerton,

Newark, Notts.

Carling, R. H., Photographer, King Street, South Shields

^Carlisle, The Right Hon. the Earl of, Naworth Castle, Brampton,

Cumberland

Carter, James, Barton House, Masham
Clapham, \V., Hill House, Bramhall Park, Stockport

Clark, J. M., Land Agent, Haltwhistle

Clark, Henry, Kirkholmdale, Haltwhistle

Clark, Henry, Nurseryman, Carlisle

Clark, Thomas, Wentworth Nurseries, Hexham
Clark, J. VV., Land Agent, Guisborough, Yorks

Clark, George, Land Agent, Haltwhistle

Clarke, Christopher, Land Agent, Charlcot, Bedale

Clarkson, Edward, Boldon, South Shields

Clough, Councillor W., Gateshead

Collins, R. T,, Forester, Trentham, Stafford

Collins, F., Assistant Forester, Trentham, Stafford

Collins, E., Assistant Forester, Lilleshall, Newport

Cook, Alfred, Forester, Stamford, Epsingham

Cooper, George, Supt. of Cemetery, Gateshead

Cooper, Thomas, Assistant Forester, Cholmondeley Park, near

Malpas, Cheshire

Coulson, G. W., Clerk to Board of Guardians, South Shields

Cowan, Bernard, F.R.H.S., Supt. Westoe Cemetery, South

Shields

Coxon, Jos. D,, Alnwick Park, Alnwick

Cruddas, W. D., Haughton Castle, Humshaugh R.S.O.

10
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*Dalglish, John, Rothley Lake, Morpeth

Davidson, John, Land Agent, Haydon Bridge-on-Tyne

Davidson, Edward, Greenwich Hospital Estate Office, Haydon
Bridge-on-Tyne

Davidson, John, jun., The Tofts, Haydon Bridge-on-Tyne

Dick, Joseph, Forester, Wentworth, Rotherham

Dicksons (Limited), Nurserymen, Chester

Dixon, Robert, Woodkeeper, Shotley Hall, Shotley Bridge,

Durham

Dixon, W., ]\Iessrs. Calder & Co., Middlesbro'

Dobson, R. H., Messrs. Fell & Co., Hexham

Dobson, Frank, Builder, Chichester Road, South Shields

Dodds, F. W., The Limes, Cressage, Shrewsbury

Dodsworth, F. & W., Collingwood Street, South Shields

Dunn, Malcolm, Palace Gardens, Dalkeith, N.B.

^Durham, The Earl of, Lambton Castle, Fence Houses, Durham

Elder, William, Forester, Cholmondeley Park, near Malpas,

Cheshire

Ellis, Thomas, Painter, Hexham

Ellis, James, Assistant Forester, Swinton, ALisham

Erricson, A. F., Messrs. Osbeck & Co., Newcastle

Fawcett, James W., The Grange, Satley, Darlington

Fell, William, W. Fell & Co., the Royal Nurseries, Hexham
Ferguson, W. W., South View, Haydon Bridge

*Fernow, W. B., Chief of Forestry I^ivision, U.S. Department of

Agriculture, Washington, America

Finn, S., Draper, 86 Cuthbert Street, South Shields

*Fleming, William, Tudhoe Villa, Durham

Forbes, William, Swinton, Masham, Yorkshire

Ford, John, Woodman, Hesledon, Castle Eden, Durham

Ford, John Walker, Chose Park, Enfield, Middlesex

Forrest, A. J., 'i'ownley Estate Office, Burnley

Forster, W. A., Forester, l^algrave Lodge, Pulford, Wrexham

Forster, Henry, Bradley Cottage, Harperley Station, Durham

Frank, William, Timber Merchant, Helmsley

Fox, Arthur, Assistant Forester, Mellon Constable, Norfolk

Fyall, Thomas, Ironmonger, 48 King Street, South Shields

Gallie, George, Sledmere, York

Gallic, John A., Forester, Overton, Siiipton
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Gibson, Thomas, 29 Wouldhave Street, South Shields

Gillander, A. T., Forester, Highlegh, Nutsford, Cheshire

Glen, D. A., Forester, Croxteth Park, Liverpool

Glover, Joseph, Timber Merchant, Lathom, near Ormskirk

Gough, W., Wykeham, York

Graham, John, Findon Cottage, Sacriston, Durham

Graham, Joseph, 6 Eleanor Street, South Shields

Graham, David, Assistant Forester, Woodstock

Grant, John Councillor, South Shields

Greenwood, Charles, Assistant Forester, Welbeck, ^^'orksop

Grey, C G, Land Agent, Ballycourcy, Enniscorthy, Co. Wexford,

Ireland

Grey, George, jMilfield, Wooler

Gray, Joseph S., J. Backhouse & Co., Nurserymen, York

Gutherie, Captain, 3 Thornley Terrace, South Shields

Hall, Joseph, Assistant Forester, Alansford Estate, Blackhill,

Durham

Hancock, William, Timber Merchant, Lintz Green

Hankins, Charles, Forester, Grimsthorpe Park, Bourne, Lancashire

*Hansen, Professor, Brokolin, Mynstensven, Copenhagen, Denmark

Hanson, A., Bailiff, Bransley Estate, Easingwold

Harrison, George, Woodman, Heddon, near Wylam

Harrison, R., Banker, South Shields

Havelock, Henry, Forester, Raby Castle, Darlington

Havelock, W. B., The Nurseries, Brocklesby, Lincolnshire

Henderson, J. W., Fowler Street, South Shields

Henderson, David, Assistant Forester, Frystone Park, Ferrybridge

Herd, W. A., Nurseryman, Penrith

*Heskett, W. J., Land Agent, Penrith

Hills, W. H., The Knoll, Ambleside

Hood, John, junr.. Florist, West Parade, Newcastle

Hotson, Hugh, Forester, 33 Springfield Terrace, Huddersfield

Houghton, the Right Hon. Lord, Fryston Hall, Ferrybridge

Hudson, James, Land Agent, Lowther, Penrith

Hudspith, William, Haltwhistle

*Huggon, Thomas, Estate Bailiff, Callaly, Whittingham R.S.O.

Hull, Frank, Forester, Lilleshall, Newport

Hutchinson, Joseph, Land Agent, The College, Durham

Ingram, Joseph, Assistant Forester, Alansford Estate, Blackhill
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James, C. H., Rudchester, Wylam

Jamieson, W. H., Forester, Welbeck, Worksop, Notts

Jamieson, D., Barrock Cottage, Foxdale, Isle of Man
Jewitt, Matthew, Forester, Forest ]\Iount, Healey, Riding Mill-

on-Tyne

Jewitt, Edward, Forester, ]\lickley, Prudhoe

Jewitt, Edward, Forester, Langley Castle, Haydon Bridge-on-Tyne

Johnson, Rev. jSI., Alexandra Terrace, Hexham
Johnston, John, Assistant Forester, Netherby, Longtown

*Joicey, Edward, Blenkinsopp Hall, Haltwhistle

*Jonas, Henry, Surveyor, 4 Whitehall, London, S.W.

Kelly, J. G., Ash Villa, Carleton, Pontefract

Kirwan, Rev. J., Ardfinnau, Cahir, Co. Tipperary, Ireland

Lauder & Co., Timber Merchants, West Hartlepool

Leighton, Sir Baldwyn, Loton Park, Shrewsbury

*Leyland, C. J., Haggerston Casde, Beal, Northumberland

Liddell, Matthew, Hindley Hall, Stocksfield

Lincoln, Edward H., 3 Market Place, Shrewsbury

Loan, Thomas, Forester, Beaufront Castle, Hexham
Lockhart, L. C, Solicitor, Hexham
Lockhart, H. F., Solicitor, Hexham
Lonsdale, Claud, Rose Hill, Carlisle

Lowes, John, Wydon Burn, Hexham
*Lubbock, Sir John, Bart, I\I.P., High Elms, Hayes, Kent

Luke, John, Forester, Greenshaw, Hexham
Luke, Thomas W., Forester, East Lodge, Workington

Maister, C. L. N,, Swinton Estate Office, Masham
Marr, Charles, The Gardens, Prudhoe Hall, Prudhoe

Marsden, W., Assistant Forester, Clifton Castle, Bedale

Marsh, W. D., Estate Office, Hoddam Castle, Ecclefechan, N.B.

*Marshall, S. A., Skelwith Fold, Ambleside

Marshall, Dr., Wentworth Terrace, South Shields

Marshall, Councillor T. D., South Shields

*Marshall, R. D., Castle Rigg Manor, Keswick

Mason, John, Estate Office, Grantley, Ripon

Mason, Thomas S., Estate Office, Fountains Hall, Ripon

Mathcson, Thomas, Nurseryman, Morpeth

Maughan, John, Land Agent, Jcrvaulx, Bedale

May, W. H., Assistant Forester, Little Stainton, Ferryhill
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McAndrew, P., Forester, Prudhoe Hall, Prudhoe

Mc.Kinlay, D., Land Agent, Bedwell Park, Hatfield

Mc.Que, Alexander, Assistant Forester, Stud Farm, Melton

Constable

AIc.Rae, A., J. M. Bennet&Sons, Timber Merchants, Manchester

Milne, William, W. Fell & Co., The Royal Nurseries, Hexham
Mitchell, John, Forester, Strid Cottage, Bolton Abbey, Skipton

*Mitchell, Mrs., Strid Cottage, Bolton Abbey, Skipton

Mitchell, James, Manager, Frystone, Ferrybridge

Mitchell, Francis, Forester, Althorpe, Northampton

Moller, Hans, Timber Merchant, Thornhill Gardens, Sunderland

Molyneux, Job, Curraghmore, Portlaw, Ireland

Motley, Lewis, Motley &: Green, St. George's Works, St. George

Street, Leeds

*Newbiggen, John, T. Kennedy & Co., Nurserymen, Dumfries

*Nicholson, George, Royal Gardens, Kew
*Ord Blackett, A. J., Whitfield Hall, Haydon Bridge-on-Tyne

Ormiston, James, Timber Merchant, Mickley Bank, Stocksfield

Peebles, J., South Marine Park, South Shields

*Peel, Edward S., Land Agent, Melton Constable, East Dereham

Peile, George, Greenwood, Shotley Bridge, Co. Durham

Plummer, Arthur B., Architect, 13 Grey Street, Newcastle-on-

Tyne.

Pollard, J. C, Glass Merchant, Mowbray Road, South Shields

Poison, Daniel, Herald Office, Hexham
Potts, R. G., Auctioneer, South View Terrace, South Shields

Ramage, J. L., Bailiff, Longhirst, ^Morpeth

Reed, J., Rate Collector, Main Approach, South Shields

Ritson, Morley, Timber Merchant, Hexham
Roberts, Thos., Forester, Stud Farm, Swanton Novers, Norfolk

Robinson, J. F., Timber Merchant, Burnopfield

Robinson, R., Forester, Castle Eden, Durham
Robson, J. W., Joseph Robson & Son, The Nurseries, Hexham

*Rolle, The Hon. ]\Iark, Stevenstone, Torrington

Ross, Arch., Skipton Castle, Skipton

Ross, George, Joseph Robson & Son, The Nurseries, Hexham
Rudman, S. C, Land Agent, Windlestone

Sample, Thomas, Land Agent, Bothal Castle, Morpeth

*Sample, C. H. Land Agent, Matfen, Corbridge
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Sample, W. C, Land Agent, Bothal Castle, Morpeth

Scott, John, Land Steward, Newton, Stocksfield

Scott, William, Burnopfield, Co. Durham

^'Scott, James, Timber Merchant, Hill Crest, Ryton

Scrymgeour, William, Shrubland Park, Coddenham, Suffolk

Shand, William, Nurseryman, Lancaster

Shipley, Ralph, Woodman, Plunderheath,Haydon Bridge-on-Tyne

Shipley, Edward, 20 North Road, Darlington

Silven, F. (Miss), Sweden

Slater, Alexander, Forester, 68 Falsgrave Road, Scarborough

Smith, John, North Side, Haydon Bridge

Smith, David, Woodman, Scremerston, Berwick-upon-Tweed

Smith, Robert, 6 Gloucester Road, Newcastle

Smith, Stephen, Bailiff, Blenkinsopp, Haltwhistle

Smith, William, Timber Merchant, Gunnerton

Smith, Councillor W. R., South Shields

Smith, T., Draper, South Shields

Smith, J, M., Kensington Terrace, South Shields

*Somerville, Professor, Durham College of Science. Newcaslle-on-

Tyne

Spence, John, Timber Merchant, Ripon

Stewart, Dr., Hexham

Stokes, Councillor Henry, South Shields

Storie, W., Forester, Highclose, Newbury, Berks

*'Straker, J. H,, Howden Dene, Corbridge

*Straker, J. C, The Leazes, Hexham
Surtees, R. G., Contractor, Colwell, Barrosford

Sutherland, M., Forester, Netherby, Longtown

Symm, John, Engineer, Newton, Stocksfield

Tait, James, Forester, Marske, Yorkshire

Tait, — Forester, Wensley, Leyburn R.S.O.

Taylor, Thomas, Chipchase Castle, North Tyne.

Taylor, W. F., Taylor & Thomson, Seed Merchants, 23 Duke

Street, Bishopgate, London, E.

Thompson, J., 48 Warwick Street, Heaton, Newcastle

Thornton, Councillor, South Shields

Tomlinson, W., Forester, Clumber, Worksop, Notts

Tomlinson, Walker W., Victoria Ironworks, York

Trestram, Rev. Canon, D.D., F.R.S., The College, Durham
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Turnbull, John, Forester, Braytnn, Carlisle

Turnbull, Dr., Mowbray Road, South Shields

Turner, James, 3 Havelock Terrace, Gateshead

Vasey, Thomas, Land Agent, South Shields

*Veitch, Harry James, Nurseryman, Chelsea, London

Wakenshaw, J. W., Runnymede, Kenton, Newcastle-on-Tyne

Walker, W., Forester, Kirkly, Malzeard, Ripon

Walker, J. J., Timber Merchant, Corbridge

Wallace, Henry, Land Agent, Trench Hall, Gateshead

Wallis, Robert, Old Ridley, Stocksfield

Walton, C. E., Accountant, King Street, South Shields

Ward, D, M., East Boldon, Sunderland

Wardle, J. P., Timber Merchant, South Shields

*Watt, James, Little and Ballantyne, Carlisle

Welton, Wm., Land Steward, Chesters, Chollerford R.S.O.

White, William, Forester, Stanwick Park, Darlington

Whitfield, Thos., Tyne Dock Engineering Co., South Shields

Whittaker, John, Forester, Abbeystead, Lancaster

Wigglesworth, — , Ironmonger, Ripon

Wilcox, Albert, Assistant Forester, Eaton, Chester

Wilkinson, P. S., Mount Oswald, Durham

Wilkinson, W., Assistant Forester, Underley Hall, Kirby Lonsdale^

Westmorland

*Wilson, Sir Jacob, 3 St. James' Square, London, S.W.

Wilson, R. R., Assistant Forester, Svvinton, Masham

Wilson, John, Leazes Park, Newcastle-on-Tyne

Winter, F., 26 Havelock Terrace, Union Lane, Gateshead

*VVood, A. F. N., Belswardyne Hall, Shrewsbury

Wyse, T. C, Estate Office, Wensley, Leyburn R.S.O.

Young, T. J., Secretary Tyneside Agricultural Society, Hexham

Patrons.

His Grace the Duke of Northumberland

The Right Hon. the Earl of Durham

The Right Hon. the Earl of Carlisle

Sir John Lubbock, M.P., High Elms, Hayes, Kent

Cadwallader J, Bates, Esq., Langley Castle, Northumberland

Thomas Taylor, Esq., Chipchase Castle, North Tyne
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The Right Hon. Lord Houghton
The Right Hon. Lord Masham
Sir Jacob Wilson, 3 St. James' Square, London, S.W.

President.

John Maughan, Esq., Jervaulx, Bedale

Vice-Presidents.

J. H. Straker, Esq., Stagshaw, Corbridge

C. G. Grey, Esq., Ballycourcy, Enniscorthy

John Balden, Esq., Dilston, Corbridge

Wilham Fell, Esq., Hexham.

Sir Ed. Blackett, Bart., Matfen, Corbridge

John Graham, Esq., Findon Cottage, Sacriston

W. D. Cruddas, Esq., Haughton Castle, Northumberland

Henry Wallace, Esq., Trench Hall, Gateshead

F. W. Beadon, Esq., Estate Office, Huddersfield

Bernard Cowan, Esq., F.R.H.S., South Shields

R. B. Barrett, Esq., Skipton Castle, Skipton

James Watt, Esq., Carlisle

Members of Council.

J. W, Robson, Esq., Nurseryman, Hexham
T^Ir. John Mitchell, Strid Cottage, Bolton Abbey

Mr. William Forbes, Swinton, Masham
Mr. George Gallic, Sledmere, York

Mr. George Cooper, Gateshead

Mr. Edward Shipley, 20 North Road, Darlington

W. H. Hills, Esq., The Knoll, Ambleside

W. M. Fleming, Esq., Tudhoe, Durham

Mr. John R. Brown, Woodlands View, Hexham
Mr. John Luke, Greenshaw, Hexham

P. S. Wilkinson, Esq., Mount Oswald

Mr. W. B. Havelock, Brocklesby

William Milne, Esq., Hexham
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J. F. Robinson, Esq., Burnopfield

Mr. George Ross, The Nurseries, Hexham

Mr. T. Bewick. Ravensworth, Gateshead

Mr. John Wilson, Leazes Park, Newcastle

Mr. A. Ross, Skipton Castle, Skipton

Professor Somerville, Durham College of Science, Newcastle

Mr. John Scott, Newton, Stocksfield

Mr. W. A. Forster, Balgrave Lodge, Pulford

Mr. Thomas Roberts, Melton Constable

Secretary and Treasurer.

John Davidson, Land Agent, Haydon Bridge-on-Tyne

Assistant Secretary.

Edward Davidson, Greenwich Hospital Estate Office, Haydon

Bridge-on-Tyne

Auditors.

John Balden, Esq., Dilston, Corbridge

Bernard Cowan, Esq., Westoe, South Shields

Local Secretaries.

Mr. W. B. Havelock, Brocklesby, Lincolnshire

Mr. A. Ross, Skiptcn Castle, Skipton

Mr. Wm. Forbes, Swinton, Masham
Mr. Wm. Doughty, Canonbie, Carlisle

Mr. M. Sutherland, Netherby, Longtown

Bernard Cowan, Esq., Westoe, South Shields

Wm. Fleming, Esq., Tudhoe, Durham

Mr. R. T. Collins, Trentham, Stafford

Mr. James Barrie, Torrington, North Devon

Mr. Joseph Dick, Wentworth, Rotherham

Mr. Francis Mitchell, Althorpe, Northampton

Mr. Ed. Shipley, 20 North Devon, Darlington

Mr. Jos. D. Coxon, Alnwick Park, Alnwick
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Mr. Frank Hall, Lilleshall, Newport

Mr. W. A. Forster, Balgrave Lodge, Pulford

Mr, W. Tomlinson, Clumber, Worksop

A. J. Forrest, Esq., Burnley

Mr. Wm. Elder, Cholmondeley, near Malpas

Mr. David Barclay, Formby, Lancashire

Mr. W. F. Taylor, Bishopgate, London
Mr. Thomas Roberts, Melton Constable

Mr. Edward Davidson, Estate Office, Haydon Bridge

Official Reporter.

Mr. Daniel Poison, Quatre Bras, Hexham

Judges.

John Balden, Esq., Dilston, Corbridge

Malcolm Dunn, Esq., Palace Gardens, Dalkeith

A. D. Webster, Esq., Rose Cottage, Boxmoor, Herts.
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Abstract of the Accounts of the English

RECEIPTS.

1893. £ s. d.

Balance in hand ... ... ... ... ... 29 11 5

By Advertisements and Sales ... ... ... 2100

„ Subscriptions :

—

Ordinary Members ... ... £(i^ 5 6

Life Members 25 3 o

90 8 6

„ Deposit with Interest in North Eastern Bank at

Hexham ... ... ... ... ... 46 6 o

;^l68 15 II
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Arboricultwal Society to August, i8g4.

PAYMENTS.

Expenses at Annual Meeting and

Excursion in 1S93

To Postages and Railway Carriages

„ Use of Rooms

„ Printing Transactions

„ „ Circulars...

,, Stationery ...

„ Silver ]\Iedals

„ Reporter's Expenses

„ Framing Photographs

„ Expenses at Worksop arranging

Excursion for 1894

„ Reporter's Salary ...

„ Assistant Secretary's Salary

„ Secretary and Treasurer's Salary

„ Cash in North Eastern Bank

„ ,, hands of Treasurer

£9 14

II 10

1 3

18 10

2 3

4 2

8 o

2 I

012

46 6

36 19

2 6

£ s. d.

60

5

5

15

- 83 5 7

^168 15 II

Examined and found correct,

Auditors.

JOHN DAVIDSON, Secretary and Treasurer.

JOHN BALDEN, )

BERNARD COWAN, F.R.H.S., j
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